PUBLIC NOTICE
Availability of Draft Environmental Impact Report on the
San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Planning Department Case No. 2007.0039E
State Clearinghouse No. 2007102030
A Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) has been prepared by the San Francisco Planning
Department in connection with this project. The report is available for public review and comment
at the following locations:

Online at: www.sf‐planning.org

In print at:
o San Francisco Planning Department offices at 1660 Mission Street, 1st Floor,
Planning Information Counter (Draft EIR and documents incorporated by
reference)
o By appointment at San Francisco Planning Department offices at 1650 Mission
Street, 4th Floor (call 415‐558‐6373) (Draft EIR, documents incorporated by
reference, and cited reference materials)
o San Francisco Main Library at Civic Center, 100 Larkin Street, San Francisco (Draft
EIR only)
o Alameda County Main Library, 2400 Stevenson Boulevard, Fremont (Draft EIR
only)
o Dublin Public Library, 200 Civic Plaza, Dublin (Draft EIR only)
o Livermore Public Library, 1188 South Livermore Avenue, Livermore (Draft EIR
only)
o Pleasanton Public Library, 400 Old Bernal Avenue, Pleasanton (Draft EIR only)
Project Description: The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) proposes to
implement the San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project to provide reliable conveyance
capacity for planned and emergency discharges of Hetch Hetchy water out of the SFPUC regional
water system under future flow conditions. The project is needed because the existing SFPUC
facilities do not have sufficient capacity to discharge the future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow of
315 million gallons per day. The proposed improvements include a 7,000‐foot‐long backup
pipeline, a new discharge facility at an open quarry pit (Pit F3‐East), a cutoff wall to facilitate the
management of water levels in Pit F3‐East and an adjacent quarry pit (Pit F3‐West), dewatering
facilities, a pump station and wet well, and new pipelines to connect to other existing pipelines.
The proposed improvements would allow the SFPUC to discharge the full maximum future Hetch
Hetchy flow to Pit F3‐East, and subsequently conserve the discharged water by pumping the water
to either San Antonio Reservoir for storage or to the Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant for
treatment and subsequent delivery to customers. In addition, the proposed project would increase
operational flexibility and delivery reliability during emergencies and planned maintenance
activities by making it possible for the SFPUC to simultaneously discharge quality‐impaired Hetch
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Hetchy water out of the regional water system while accessing water supplies stored in San
Antonio Reservoir, thereby minimizing the risk of service interruption.
The proposed project has a 21‐month construction schedule, from approximately October 2012
through June 2014. All project components would be located in the Sunol Valley on Alameda
watershed lands owned by the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF) and managed by the
SFPUC.
The Draft EIR describes the adverse environmental effects that would result from the proposed
construction, design, and operation of the SABPL project. If implemented, the SABPL project
would result in significant environmental effects that could not be mitigated to a less than
significant level with implementation of mitigation measures. As identified in the Draft EIR, these
include: the project’s construction‐related emissions of nitrogen oxide (NOx), as well as the
project’s contribution to cumulative construction‐related NOx and toxic air contaminant emissions.
With implementation of mitigation measures identified in the Draft EIR, all other direct project
impacts would be less than significant and the project’s contribution to all other cumulative
impacts would not be cumulatively considerable.
Public Hearings on this Draft EIR will be held on Wednesday, February 22, 2012 at Sunol Glen
School (11601 Main Street, Sunol) starting promptly at 6:30 pm; and at San Francisco City Hall
(Room 400, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco) on Thursday, February 23, 2012
beginning at 12:00 p.m. or later (call 415‐558‐6422 the week of the hearing for a recorded message
giving a more specific time).
Public Comments on the Draft EIR will be accepted from January 25 through March 12, 2012.
Written comments should be addressed to Bill Wycko, Environmental Review Officer, San
Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103; provided
by fax to 415‐558‐6409; or emailed to Steve.Smith@sfgov.org. The San Francisco Planning
Department will prepare a Comments and Responses document to respond to all comments on the
Draft EIR presented at the public hearings and received in writing during the public review
period. If you have any questions about the environmental review of the proposed project, please
call the EIR Coordinator, Steve Smith, at 415‐558‐6373.
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January 25, 2012

TO:

Distribution List for the San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project Draft EIR

FROM:

Bill Wycko, Environmental Review Officer

SUBJECT:

Draft Environmental Impact Report for the San Antonio Backup Pipeline
Project (Planning Department File No. 2007.0039E)

This is the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the San Antonio Backup Pipeline
Project. Two public hearings will be held on the adequacy and accuracy of this
document. After the public hearings, our office will prepare and publish a document
titled “Comments and Responses,” which will contain all relevant comments on this
Draft EIR and our responses to those comments. It may also specify changes to this Draft
EIR. Those who testify at the hearing on the Draft EIR will automatically receive a copy
of the Comments and Responses document, along with notice of the date reserved for
certification; others may receive a copy of the Comments and Responses and notice by
request or by visiting our office. This Draft EIR together with the Comments and
Responses document will be considered by the Planning Commission in an advertised
public meeting and will be certified as a Final EIR if deemed adequate.
After certification, we will modify the Draft EIR as specified by the Comments and
Responses document and print both documents in a single publication called the Final
EIR. The Final EIR will add no new information to the combination of the two documents
except to reproduce the certification resolution. It will simply provide the information in
one document, rather than two. Therefore, if you receive a copy of the Comments and
Responses document in addition to this copy of the Draft EIR, you will technically have a
copy of the Final EIR.
We are aware that many people who receive the Draft EIR and Comments and
Responses have no interest in receiving virtually the same information after the EIR has
been certified. To avoid expending money and paper needlessly, we would like to send
copies of the Final EIR in Adobe Acrobat format on a compact disk (CD) to individuals
only if they request them. Therefore, if you would like a copy of the Final EIR, please fill
out and mail the postcard provided inside the back cover to the Major Environmental
Analysis division of the Planning Department within two weeks after certification of the
EIR. Only those requesting a Final EIR by that time will have a copy mailed to them.

Thank you for your interest in this project.
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GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS

Glossary
100‐year flood – A flood that has a 1‐percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given
year.
A‐weighted decibel (dBA) – Since the human ear is not equally sensitive to all sound frequencies
within the entire spectrum, human response is factored into sound descriptions in a process
called “A‐weighting,” expressed as “dBA.” The dBA, or A‐weighted decibel, refers to a scale of
noise measurement that approximates the range of sensitivity of the human ear to sounds of
different frequencies.
Alquist‐Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone – The Alquist‐Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act was
passed in 1972 to mitigate the hazard of surface faulting to structures for human occupancy. In
accordance with this act, the state geologist established regulatory zones called “earthquake fault
zones” around the surface traces of active faults and published maps showing these zones.
Within these zones, buildings for human occupancy cannot be constructed across the surface
trace of active faults. Each earthquake fault zone extends approximately 200 to 500 feet on either
side of the mapped fault trace.
alluvium – Consists of unconsolidated mixtures of gravel, sand, clay, and silt typically deposited
by streams.
aquifer – Permeable subsurface materials (soil, sediments, and rock) that contain groundwater.
Aquifers may be large or small, local or regional, shallow or deep, and confined or unconfined,
depending on the subsurface geologic conditions. The permeable materials that surround
an unconfined aquifer allow the water table to fluctuate in response to recharge (precipitation in
the wet season) and discharge (evapotranspiration in the dry season). A confined aquifer is
contained within impermeable materials and, as a result, the water table does not fluctuate.
anadromous – Anadromous fish hatch (rear) in freshwater, migrate to the ocean (saltwater) to
grow and mature, and migrate back to freshwater to spawn and reproduce.
asbestos – A term used for several types of naturally occurring fibrous materials found in many
parts of California, some of which have been found to be cancer‐causing agents.
beneficial uses – Those uses of water as defined in the State of California Water Code
(Chapter 10 of Part 2 of Division 2), including but not limited to agricultural, domestic,
municipal, industrial, power generation, fish and wildlife habitat, recreation, and mining.
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biological monitoring – The periodic examination of biological specimens for the purposes of
monitoring their exposure to or the effects of potentially toxic chemicals in the environment.
Biological monitoring is typically performed by analyzing the amount of a toxic substance or its
metabolites in body tissues and fluids. Also refers to assessing the biological status of
populations and communities of organisms at risk in order to protect them and to gain an early
warning of possible hazards to human health.
Biological Opinion – Document issued under the authority of the Federal Endangered Species Act
stating the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and/or the National Marine Fisheries Service findings as
to whether a federal action is likely to jeopardize the continued existence of a threatened or
endangered species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat.
carbon dioxide‐equivalent (CO2e) – Represented as a single number, the total carbon footprint
resulting from all different greenhouse gases generated by a project.
channel – A natural or artificial watercourse, with a defined bed and banks to confine and
convey continuously or periodically flowing water.
chlorination / dechlorination – A disinfection process that involves the addition of free chlorine,
whether as chlorine gas or liquid sodium hypochlorite. Dechlorination is the process of removing
chlorine from a substance such as water.
colluvium – A loose deposit of rock debris accumulated through the action of gravity at the base
of a cliff or slope.
Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) – Because community receptors are more sensitive
to unwanted noise intrusion during the evening and at night, state law requires that, for planning
purposes, an artificial dBA increment be added to “quiet time” noise levels to form a 24‐hour
noise descriptor called the Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL). CNEL adds a 5‐dBA
“penalty” during the evening hours (7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.) and a 10‐dBA penalty during the
night hours (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.).
cultural resource – A fragile and nonrenewable remain of human activity that is valued by or
significantly representative of a culture or that contains significant information about a culture.
Cultural resources encompass archaeological, traditional, and built environment resources,
including landscapes or districts, sites, buildings, structures, objects, or cultural practices that are
usually greater than 50 years of age and possess architectural, historic, scientific, or other
technical value.
cumulatively considerable – A CEQA term used to indicate whether or not a cumulative impact
is significant.
day‐night noise level (Ldn) – Another 24‐hour noise descriptor, called the day‐night noise level
(Ldn), is similar to CNEL. While both add a 10‐dBA penalty to all nighttime noise events between
10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., Ldn does not add the evening 5‐dBA penalty. In practice, Ldn and
CNEL usually differ by less than 1 dBA at any given location for transportation noise sources.
deciduous trees – Trees that drop their leaves each year, typically in winter.
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discharge – The flow of surface water in a stream or canal or the outflow of groundwater from a
flowing artesian well, ditch, or spring. Also refers to the discharge of liquid from a facility, or to
chemical emissions into the air through designated venting mechanisms.
disinfection and disinfection byproducts – Disinfection is the treatment process used to
inactivate and destroy disease‐causing bacteria, viruses, and other waterborne microorganisms.
Chlorine, a commonly and historically used disinfectant in drinking water, provides a high
degree of public health protection from bacteria and viruses. However, in 1974 it was discovered
that chlorine reacts with natural organic and inorganic matter in water to form disinfection
byproducts. The major groups of disinfection byproducts produced by chlorination are
trihalomethanes and haloacetic acids, and these byproducts have been shown to cause health
effects in laboratory animals. Thus, based on numerous toxicological studies, the U.S. EPA
adopted the Stage 1 and Stage 2 Disinfectants and Disinfection Byproducts Rules to lower the
public health risk associated with potential exposure to disinfection byproducts.
Dissolved Oxygen (DO) – The oxygen freely available in water, which is vital to fish and other
aquatic life and for the prevention of odors. DO levels are considered an important indicator of a
water body’s ability to support desirable aquatic life.
disturbance – Any event or series of events that disrupt ecosystem, community, or population
structure and alter the physical environment.
diversion – The use of part of a stream flow as water supply; a channel for diverting water to
sites where it can be used and disposed of.
earthquake faults –
Reverse faults involve predominantly vertical movement in which the upper block moves
upward in relation to the lower block.
Thrust faults are low‐angle reverse faults.
ecosystem – A geographically identifiable area that encompasses unique physical and biological
characteristics. It is the sum of the plant community, animal community, and environment in a
particular region or habitat.
endangered species – Any species or subspecies of bird, mammal, fish, amphibian, reptile, or
plant that is in serious danger of becoming extinct throughout all or a significant portion of its
range. Federally endangered species are officially designated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service or the National Marine Fisheries Service and published in the Federal Register. Species
may also be listed under the California Endangered Species Act by the Department of Fish and
Game.
endemic species – Endemic species are species that are geographically restricted.
enhancement – Measures that develop or improve the quality or quantity of existing conditions
or resources beyond a condition or level that would have occurred without an action (i.e., beyond
compensation).
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environmental cases (hazardous materials) – Sites suspected of releasing hazardous substances
or that have had cause for hazardous materials investigations and are identified on regulatory
agency lists. These are sites where soil and/or groundwater contamination is known or suspected
to have occurred.
expansive soils – These types of soils are characterized by their ability to undergo significant
volume change (shrink and swell) due to variations in soil moisture content.
fault creep – Movement along a fault that does not entail earthquake activity.
floodplain – Land adjacent to a watercourse over which water flows in times of flood. The limits
of the flood plain are defined by the peak level of a 1 in 100 year return period flood.
flow – The volume of water passing a given point per unit of time.
fugitive dust – “Fugitive” emissions generally refer to those emissions that are released to the
atmosphere by some means other than through a stack or tailpipe.
groundwater recharge – Inflow to aquifers from precipitation, infiltration, through‐flow, and/or
other means that replaces groundwater lost through pumping or other forms of discharge. The
process of water being added to the saturated zone or the volume of water added by this process.
hazardous materials – Defined in Section 25501(h) of the California Health and Safety Code, are
materials that, because of their quantity, concentration, or physical or chemical characteristics,
pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health and safety or to the environment
if released to the workplace or environment. Hazardous materials have been and are commonly
used in commercial, agricultural, and industrial applications as well as in residential areas to a
limited extent.
hazardous waste – Any material that is relinquished, recycled, or inherently waste‐like. Title 22
of the California Code of Regulations, Division 4.5, Chapter 11 contains regulations for the
classification of hazardous wastes. A waste is considered a hazardous waste if it is toxic (causes
human health effects), ignitable (has the ability to burn), corrosive (causes severe burns or
damage to materials), or reactive (causes explosions or generates toxic gases) in accordance with
the criteria established in Article 3. Article 4 lists specific hazardous wastes, and Article 5
identifies specific waste categories, including Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
hazardous wastes, non‐RCRA hazardous wastes, extremely hazardous wastes, and special
wastes.
heritage trees – Large, old, or historically important trees that get special protection local
municipalities and state law.
hydrology – The science that deals with the waters above and below land surfaces; their
occurrence, circulation, and distribution, both in time and space; their biological, chemical, and
physical properties; and their reaction with their environment, including their relation to living
beings.
juvenile – A young or sexually immature animal.
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lateral spreading – A phenomenon where large blocks of intact, nonliquefied soil move
downslope on a liquefied substrate of large aerial extent.
Leq – Time variations in noise exposure are typically expressed in terms of a steady‐state energy
level (called Leq) that represents the acoustical energy of a given measurement. Leq (24) is the
steady‐state energy level measured over a 24‐hour period.
Levee – An embankment raised to prevent a river from overflowing.
liquefaction – A phenomenon in which saturated granular sediments temporarily lose their
shear strength during periods of earthquake‐induced, strong groundshaking. The susceptibility
of a site to liquefaction is a function of the depth, density, and water content of the granular
sediments and the magnitude of earthquakes likely to affect the site.
Level of Service (traffic) – A qualitative description of a transportation facility’s performance
based on average delay per vehicle, vehicle density, or volume‐to‐capacity ratios. Levels of
service ranges from LOS A, which indicates free‐flow or excellent conditions with short delays, to
LOS F, which indicates congested or overloaded conditions with extremely long delays.
level of service goals and objectives (WSIP) – The SFPUC’s Water System Improvement
Program (WSIP) includes levels of service for the regional water system that define the system
performance objectives through 2030 and assist in the design of the facility improvement projects.
The WSIP levels of service address the following categories: water quality, seismic reliability,
delivery reliability, and water supply.
mafic rocks – Igneous rocks containing a group of dark‐colored minerals, composed chiefly of
magnesium and iron.
Maximally Exposed Individual (MEI) – A hypothetical person located at the receptor location
where the highest exposure to toxic air contaminants emitted from a given source or project is
predicted.
mitigation – One or all of the following: (1) Avoiding an impact altogether by not taking a certain
action or parts of an action; (2) minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of an
action and its implementation; (3) rectifying an impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring
the affected environment; (4) reducing or eliminating an impact over time by preservation and
maintenance operations during the life of an action; and (5) compensating for an impact by
replacing or providing substitute resources or environments.
permitted hazardous materials uses – Facilities that use hazardous materials or handle
hazardous wastes but comply with current hazardous materials and hazardous waste
regulations.
PPV – To assess the potential for structural damage associated with vibration, the vibratory
ground motion in the vicinity of the affected structure is measured in terms of peak particle
velocity (PPV) in the vertical and horizontal directions (vector sum), typically in units of inches
per second (in/sec).
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Program Environmental Impact Report – One type of environmental review document
identified under the California Environmental Quality Act that may be used to evaluate a plan or
program that has multiple components (projects and actions) or to address a series of actions that
are related.
rearing – Stage in development when juvenile fish spend feeding in nursery areas of rivers, lakes,
streams, and estuaries before migration, or the care and support for young fish.
regional water system – The entire SFPUC water system starting at Hetch Hetchy Reservoir and
ending in San Francisco; the regional system includes all facilities serving the SFPUC wholesale
and retail customers, except for the retail customers in San Francisco. The SFPUC regional water
system consists of a complex network of facilities covering a geographic range of about 160 miles,
from the Sierra Nevada on the east to San Francisco on the west. The regional water system
crosses seven counties—Tuolumne, Stanislaus, San Joaquin, Alameda, Santa Clara, San Mateo,
and San Francisco. The regional water system includes over 280 miles of pipelines, over 60 miles
of tunnels, 11 reservoirs, 5 pump stations, and 2 water treatment plants.
riffles – A stretch of choppy water caused by stones or other objects in a river or stream.
riparian – The land adjacent to a natural watercourse such as a river or stream. Riparian areas
support vegetation that provides important wildlife habitat, as well as important fish habitat
when sufficient to overhang the bank.
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) – SCADA systems allow for remote
monitoring and operation of facilities.
sedimentation – The deposition of material suspended in a stream system, whether in
suspension (suspended load) or on the bottom (bedload).
seiche – Earthquake‐induced oscillating waves in an enclosed water body.
sensitive receptors – A land use that is sensitive or more vulnerable to (i.e., “receives”) effects of
noise, air quality, or a specified resource than the general population.
serpentine – A naturally occurring group of minerals that can be formed when ultramafic rocks
are metamorphosed during uplift to the earth’s surface. Serpentinite is a rock consisting of one or
more serpentine minerals. This rock type is commonly associated with ultramatic rock along
earthquake faults. Small amounts of chrysotile asbestos, a fibrous form of serpentine minerals,
are common in serpentinite.
siltation – Sediment influx from either erosion or from sediment carried into a water body by
inflowing rivers and tributaries.
siphon – In the context of water transmission systems, a siphon is a U‐shaped pipeline composed
of a drop pipe, a lateral pipe, and a riser pipe. The hydraulic head within the system allows the
pipeline to be routed under surface features (such as rivers, creeks, railroad tracks, etc.) while
continuing to operate under gravity, despite the drop in elevation.
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spawning – Laying (and fertilizing) eggs in the process of reproduction.
special‐status species – Several species known to occur within the general region of the project
area are accorded “special status” because of their recognized rarity or vulnerability to habitat
loss or population decline. Some of these species receive specific protection in federal and/or state
endangered species legislation. Others have been designated as “sensitive species” or “species of
special concern” on the basis of adopted policies of federal, state, or local resource agencies.
These species are referred to collectively as “special‐status species.”
spill sites – Locations where a spill of hazardous materials has been reported to the state or
federal regulatory agencies.
subsidence – The lowering of the land surface which can occur in response to groundwater
pumping.
substrate – The materials found in streambeds or riverbeds (i.e., large and small boulders, stone,
rubble, cobble, pebble, coarse and fine gravel, sand, silt, and clay). The surface upon which an
organism grows or is attached.
surface water – All water that is naturally open to the atmosphere (i.e., rivers, lakes, reservoirs,
ponds, streams, impoundments, seas, estuaries, etc.).
suspended particulates (PM10 and PM2.5) – Particulate matter is a class of air pollutants that
consists of solid and liquid airborne particles in an extremely small size range. Particulate matter
is measured in two size ranges: PM10 for particles less than 10 microns in diameter, and PM2.5
for particles less than 2.5 microns in diameter.
sustainability – Sustainability or sustainable development can be defined as development that
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their needs.
swales – Areas where winter rain collects but does not stand as long, as in vernal pools.
terrestrial species – Types of species of animals and plants that live on or grow from the land.
threatened species – Legal status afforded to plant or animal species that are likely to become
endangered within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of their range, as
determined by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or the National Marine Fisheries Service.
Species may also be listed under the California Endangered Species Act by the Department of
Fish and Game.
ultramafic rocks – These rock units are formed in high‐temperature environments well below the
surface of the earth.
vernal pools – Seasonal wetlands formed in gently undulating or rolling topography where the
soil is underlain by a slowly permeable claypan or hardpan.
water rights – In California, the legal right to the use of a water resource.
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waters of the United States – A broad federal definition that describes U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers jurisdiction over deep‐water habitats and special aquatic sites, including wetlands, as
follows:
a.

The territorial seas with respect to the discharge of fill material.

b.

Coastal and inland waters, lakes, rivers, and streams that are navigable waters of the
United States, including their adjacent wetlands.

c.

Tributaries to navigable waters of the United States, including wetlands.

d.

Interstate waters and their tributaries, including adjacent wetlands.

All other waters of the United States not identified above, such as isolated wetlands and lakes,
intermittent streams, prairie potholes, and other waters that are not a part of a tributary system to
interstate waters or navigable waters of the United States, the degradation or destruction of
which could affect interstate commerce.
watershed – A region or area bounded peripherally by waters diverging and draining ultimately
to a particular watercourse or body of water.
watershed management – The net result of numerous and varied actions in a watershed that
directly affect watershed function and productivity. Actions may include, but are not limited to,
land use decision‐making, restoration and enhancement projects, monitoring and assessment of
watershed condition, natural resource allocation and use, parcel management techniques, and
education programs. Watershed management includes protection of existing healthy conditions.
wetland – A zone periodically or continuously submerged or having high soil moisture, which
has aquatic and/or riparian vegetation components, and is maintained by water supplies
significantly in excess of those otherwise available through local precipitation.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
°C
°F

degrees Celsius
degrees Fahrenheit

AB
ABAG
ACDEH
ACFD
ACDD
ACDEH
ACPWA
ACTIA
AC Transit
ADRR
APE
ASCE
ASF
ATCM
ACWD
AASHTO

Assembly Bill
Association of Bay Area Governments
Alameda County Department of Environmental Health
Alameda County Fire Department
Alameda Creek Diversion Dam
Alameda County Department of Public Health
Alameda County Public Works Agency
Alameda County Transportation Improvements Authority
Alameda County Transit
Archeological Data Recovery Report
Area of Potential Effects
American Society of Civil Engineers
age‐sensitivity factor
Airborne Toxic Control Measure
Alameda County Water District

BAAQMD
BART
BAWSCA
bgs
BMPs
BSSC

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
Bay Area Rapid Transit
Bay Area Water Supply and Conservation Agency
below ground surface
best management practices
Building and Seismic Safety Council

C‐APE
Cal‐EPA
CAL FIRE
Cal/OSHA
CalRecycle
Caltrans
Cal Water
CAP
CARB
CBC
CCC
CCR
CCSF
CDC
CDFG
CEC
CEQA
CESA
CFR
cfs
CGS

CEQA Area of Potential Effects
California Environmental Protection Agency
California Department of Forestry
California Occupational Safety and Health Administration
California Department of Resources, Recycling, and Recovery
California Department of Transportation
California Water Service Company
Clean Air Plan
California Air Resources Board
California Building Code
Central California Coast
California Code of Regulations
City and County of San Francisco
California Department of Conservation
California Department of Fish and Game
California Energy Commission
California Environmental Quality Act
California Endangered Species Act
Code of Federal Regulations
cubic feet per second
California Geological Survey

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
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CH4
CIWMB
CMA
CMP
CNDDB
CNEL
CNPS
CO
CO2
CO2e
Corps
CPUC
CRLF
CRSMP
CTS
CUPA
CWA

methane
California Integrated Waste Management Board
Congestion Management Agency
Congestion Management Program
California Natural Diversity Database
Community Noise Equivalent Level
California Native Plant Society
carbon monoxide
carbon dioxide
carbon dioxide‐equivalent
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
California Public Utilities Commission
California red‐legged frog
construction risk and soils management plan
California tiger salamander
Certified Unified Program Agency
Clean Water Act

dB
dBA
DBH
DPM
DPS
DSOD
DTSC
DWR

decibel
A‐weighted decibel
diameter at breast height
diesel particulate matter
Distinct Population Segment
Division of Safety of Dams
California Department of Toxic Substances Control
California Department of Water Resources

EBRPD
ECAP
EIR
ERO
ESL
ESZ

East Bay Regional Park District
East County Area Plan
Environmental Impact Report
Environmental Review Officer
Environmental Screening Levels
Ecological Sensitivity Zone

FEMA
FESA
FIRM
FTA

Federal Emergency Management Agency
Federal Endangered Species Act
Flood Insurance Rate Map
Federal Transit Administration

g
GE
GHG
GIS
gpm
GWP

acceleration due to gravity
General Electric
greenhouse gas
geographic information system
gallons per minute
global warming potential

H2O
HASP
HDPE
HHWP

water vapor (Section 5.9, Greenhouse Gases)
Health and Safety Plan
high‐density polyethylene
Hetch Hetchy Water & Power
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HMBP
HOV

Hazardous Materials Business Plan
High Occupancy Vehicle

I‐680
IBC

Interstate 680
International Building Code

kW
kWh

kilowatt
kilowatt‐hours

Ldn
LEED
Leq
Lmax
LOS
LPG

day‐night noise level
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
steady‐state energy level for noise
worst‐case noise level
level of service
liquid propane gasoline

μg/m3
M
MBTA
MCL
MEI
MLD
mg/kg
mg/L
mgd
MMT
mph
MPO
MRZ
msl
MT

micrograms per cubic meter
moment magnitude
Migratory Bird Treaty Act
Maximum Contaminant Level
maximally exposed individual
Most Likely Descendant
milligrams per kilogram
milligrams per liter
million gallons per day
million metric tons
miles per hour

N2O
NAAQS
NAHC
NEPA
NHPA
NIT
NMFS
NO2
NOx
NOI
NOP
NPDES
NPS
NRA
NRCS
NRHP
NTU
NWP

nitrous oxide
national ambient air quality standards
California Native American Heritage Commission
National Environmental Policy Act
National Historic Preservation Act
New Irvington Tunnel
National Marine Fisheries Service
nitrogen dioxide
nitrogen oxide
Notice of Intent
Notice of Preparation
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
National Park Service
National Recovery Act
Natural Resources Conservation Service
National Register of Historic Places
Nephelometric Turbidity Units
nationwide permit

Metropolitan Planning Organization
Mineral Resource Zone
mean sea level
metric tons
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O3
OAP
OEM
OHP
OPR
OSHA

ozone
Ozone Attainment Plan
Office of Emergency Management
Office of Historic Preservation
Office of Planning and Research
Occupational Safety and Health Administration

PCBs
PEIR
PG&E
PM10
PM2.5
ppm
PPV
PRC
PTSF
PVC

polychlorinated biphenyls
Program Environmental Impact Report
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
particulate matter, 10 microns or less in diameter
particulate matter, 2.5 microns or less in diameter
parts per million
peak particle velocity
California Public Resources Code
Percent Time‐Spent‐Following
polyvinyl chloride

REB
RMS
ROG
ROW
RPG
RWQCB

Resource Efficient Building
root mean square
reactive organic gases
right‐of‐way
Registered Professional Geologist
Regional Water Quality Control Board

SAAQS
SABPL
SB
SCADA
SDC
SFDE

state ambient air quality standards
San Antonio Backup Pipeline
Senate Bill
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
Seismic Design Category
San Francisco Department of the Environment

SFBAAB

San Francisco Bay Area Air Basin

SFPUC
SFWD
SIP
SMARA
SMP‐24
SMP‐30
SO2
SR 84
SVP
SVRM
SVWTP
SWIS
SWPPP
SWRCB

San Francisco Public Utilities Commission
San Francisco Water Department
State Implementation Plan
Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975
Surface Mining Permit 24
Surface Mining Permit 30
sulfur dioxide
State Route 84
Society of Vertebrate Paleontology
Sunol Valley Resource Management Element
Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant
Solid Waste Information System
storm water pollution prevention plan
State Water Resources Control Board

TACs
TDS
TMDLs

toxic air contaminants
total dissolved solids
total maximum daily loads
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TOCs
TTLC
TTLP

total organic compounds

UCMP
U.S. EPA
USA
USFWS
USGS
UST

University of California Museum of Paleontology
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Utilities Service Alert
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Geological Survey
underground storage tank

v/c
VOC

volume‐to‐capacity ratio
volatile organic compound

WDR
WEIP
WET
WMP
WQVF
WRCC
WSIP
WTP

waste discharge requirements
Watershed and Environmental Improvement Program
waste extraction test
Watershed Management Plan
Water Quality Vulnerability Zones
Western Region Climate Center
Water System Improvement Program
water treatment plant

Zone 7

Zone 7 Water Agency

Total Threshold Limit Concentration
Toxic Characteristic Leaching Procedure
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1.1 Introduction and Purpose of the Project
The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) is proposing the San Antonio Backup
Pipeline (SABPL) project (or proposed project). The proposed project would include the
construction of several new facilities and improvements to provide reliable conveyance capacity
for planned and emergency discharges of Hetch Hetchy water out of the SFPUC regional water
system under future flow conditions. Currently, the existing San Antonio Pipeline does not have
sufficient conveyance capacity to allow for emergency discharges of the future maximum Hetch
Hetchy flow of 315 million gallons per day (mgd). In addition, the proposed project would
increase operational flexibility and delivery reliability during emergencies and planned
maintenance activities, thereby minimizing the risk of service interruption. All project
components are located in the Sunol Valley, an unincorporated area of Alameda County, on
Alameda watershed lands owned by the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF) and managed
by the SFPUC.
Under the San Francisco Administrative Code, Chapter 31, the San Francisco Planning
Department’s Environmental Planning Division (formerly the Major Environmental Analysis
Division) is responsible for conducting the environmental review of all CCSF projects pursuant to
the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Thus, Environmental
Planning is the lead agency responsible for preparing this Environmental Impact Report (EIR) in
compliance with CEQA, and the SFPUC is the project sponsor proposing to implement the
SABPL project. This EIR is being prepared for the public and decision‐makers to disclose the
potential physical impacts of the SABPL project so that an informed judgment can be made about
the project’s environmental consequences.
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1.2 Overview of SFPUC Regional Water System
This overview of the SFPUC regional water system provides background information and
context for the proposed SABPL project. The discussion includes a description of the existing
water system and the SFPUC’s Water System Improvement Program (WSIP).

1.2.1 Existing Regional Water System
The CCSF, through the SFPUC, owns and operates a regional water system that extends from the
Sierra Nevada to San Francisco and serves retail and wholesale customers in San Francisco,
San Mateo, Santa Clara, Alameda, and Tuolumne Counties. The regional water system consists of
water conveyance, treatment, and distribution facilities, and delivers water to retail and
wholesale customers. The regional system includes over 280 miles of pipelines, over 60 miles of
tunnels, 11 reservoirs, 5 pump stations, and 2 water treatment plants. The SFPUC currently
delivers an annual average of about 265 mgd of water to its customers. The source of the water
supply is a combination of local supplies from streamflow and runoff in the Alameda Creek
watershed and in the San Mateo Creek and Pilarcitos Creek watersheds (referred to together as
the Peninsula watersheds), augmented with imported supplies from the Tuolumne River
watershed. Local watersheds provide about 15 percent of total supplies, and the Tuolumne River
provides the remaining 85 percent.
The SFPUC serves about one‐third of its water supplies directly to retail customers, primarily in
San Francisco, and about two‐thirds of its water supplies to wholesale customers by contractual
agreement. The wholesale customers are largely represented by the Bay Area Water Supply and
Conservation Agency (BAWSCA), which consists of 26 member agencies in Alameda, San Mateo,
and Santa Clara Counties.1 Some of these wholesale customers have other sources of water in
addition to what they receive from the SFPUC, while others rely completely on the SFPUC for
supply.

1.2.2 SFPUC Water System Improvement Program
In October 2008, the SFPUC adopted a systemwide program, the WSIP (also known as the
“Phased WSIP Variant”) (SFPUC Resolution 08‐200). The WSIP is a comprehensive program
designed to improve the regional system with respect to water quality, seismic response, and
water delivery based on a planning horizon through the year 2030, and to improve the regional
system with respect to water supply to meet water delivery needs in the SFPUC service area
through the year 2018. The WSIP consists of a water supply strategy and modifications to system
operations as well as construction of a series of facility improvement projects in seven counties—
Tuolumne, Stanislaus, San Joaquin, Alameda, Santa Clara, San Mateo, and San Francisco. The
SABPL project is one of the WSIP facility improvement projects.

1

The Cordilleras Mutual Water Association is an additional wholesale customer that receives water from the
SFPUC but is not a BAWSCA member. It is a small water association serving 18 single‐family homes in
San Mateo County.
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The overall goals of the WSIP are to maintain high‐quality water; reduce vulnerability to
earthquakes; increase delivery reliability and improve the ability to maintain the system; meet
customer water supply needs; enhance sustainability in all system activities; and achieve a cost‐
effective, fully operational system (see Table 2‐1 in Chapter 2, Introduction and Background). To
further these program goals, the WSIP also includes objectives that address system performance
in the areas of water quality, seismic reliability, delivery reliability, and water supply (see SFPUC
Resolution 08‐0200).
To address the potential environmental impacts of the WSIP in compliance with CEQA, the
San Francisco Planning Department prepared a Program EIR (PEIR) on the proposed WSIP,
which the San Francisco Planning Commission certified in October 2008 (San Francisco Planning
Department, 2008; San Francisco Planning Commission Motion No. 17734). The PEIR evaluated
the environmental impacts of the WSIP water supply strategy and system operations at a project
level of detail, and evaluated the environmental impacts of the WSIP facility improvement
projects at a program level of detail. When the SFPUC approved the WSIP in 2008, it made CEQA
Findings on the program, including a statement of overriding considerations and adoption of a
mitigation monitoring and reporting program (SFPUC Resolution 08‐0200).
This project‐level EIR on the SABPL project tiers from the WSIP PEIR and also incorporates by
reference the relevant analyses presented in the PEIR with respect to the WSIP’s impacts and
mitigation measures that apply to the SABPL project. The PEIR (State Clearinghouse
No. 2005092026) is available for public review at the San Francisco Planning Department,
1650 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94103, and is on the Planning Department’s website at
http://www.sfplanning.org. CEQA permits tiering from a program‐level EIR in order to allow
agencies to broadly consider the environmental effects of a series of actions and/or policies, and
then to provide a more detailed examination of a project’s impacts in a subsequent project‐level
EIR. The SABPL project was defined as part of the WSIP and was analyzed in the PEIR as a WSIP
facility improvement project. This project‐level EIR provides more detailed information about the
SABPL project, its impacts and project‐specific mitigation measures, and alternatives to the
project. This EIR summarizes and incorporates by reference the PEIR evaluation of the impacts
associated with the WSIP water supply strategy and system operations, including the PEIR
analysis and conclusions regarding impacts on the SFPUC’s watersheds and the WSIP’s growth‐
inducement impacts. The PEIR analysis of WSIP water supply and growth‐inducement impacts
accounted for the proposed project in sufficient detail, and no further evaluation of these aspects
of the proposed project is required.

1.2.2.1 Description of the WSIP
The WSIP involves improvements to the regional system with respect to water quality, seismic
response, water delivery based on a planning horizon through the year 2030. The WSIP also
includes phased implementation of a water supply strategy to meet projected water demand
through the year 2018. The WSIP also includes full implementation of the proposed WSIP facility
improvement projects to insure that the public health, seismic safety, and delivery reliability
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goals are achieved as soon as possible.2 Under the WSIP, the SFPUC established the year 2018 as
an interim mid‐term planning horizon for its water supply strategy. Thus, the SFPUC made a
decision about a water supply strategy to serve its customers through 2018, and is deferring a
decision regarding long‐term water supply after 2018 and through 2030 until it undertakes
further water supply planning and demand analysis.
The WSIP includes the following key program elements:


Full implementation of all of the 17 proposed WSIP facility improvement projects
described in the PEIR.



Water supply delivery of 265 mgd (average annual target delivery) to regional water
system customers through 2018, with water supplies originating from the Tuolumne,
Alameda, and Peninsula watersheds. This includes 184 mgd for the wholesale customers
(including 9 mgd for the cities of San Jose and Santa Clara), and 81 mgd for the retail
customers.



Development of 20 mgd of conservation, recycled water and groundwater within the
SFPUC service area (10 mgd in the retail service area and 10 mgd in the wholesale service
area).



Dry‐year transfer from the Modesto and/or Turlock Irrigation Districts of about 2 mgd
coupled with the Westside Groundwater Basin conjunctive‐use project to meet the drought
year goal of limiting rationing to no more than 20 percent on a systemwide basis.



Reevaluation of 2030 demand projections, potential regional water system purchase
requests, and water supply options by 2018, and a separate SFPUC decision in 2018
regarding regional water system water deliveries after 2018.



Financial incentives to limit water sales to an annual average of 265 mgd from the
watersheds.

Under the WSIP, the SFPUC will deliver to customers up to 265 mgd from the SFPUC watersheds
on an average annual basis. While average annual deliveries from the SFPUC watersheds would
be limited to 265 mgd, such that there would be no increase in diversions from the Tuolumne
River to serve additional demand, there would be a small increase in average annual Tuolumne
River diversions of about 2 mgd over existing conditions in order to meet delivery and drought
reliability goals through 2018.
The SFPUC must maintain water deliveries to all its customers for the protection of public health
and safety. Therefore, under the WSIP, the SFPUC will work with its customers to develop
financial incentives to limit water sales to an average annual amount of 265 mgd from the
watersheds through 2018. With the projected 20 mgd of conservation, recycled water and
groundwater projects, the WSIP water supply strategy would meet average daily demand of
285 mgd in 2018.
2

The size and design of the WSIP facility improvement projects are driven by the SFPUC’s system performance
objectives and would not change as a result of the water supply decision included as part of the WSIP (see
SFPUC Resolution No. 08‐0200).
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As part of adoption of the WSIP, the SFPUC has committed to implementing the mitigation
measures identified for the WSIP in the PEIR, including measures addressing impacts that may
result from increases in deliveries from the SFPUC watersheds over the total average annual of
265 mgd in the event that conservation, recycled water and groundwater projects are not
completed prior to the increase in customer demand (SFPUC Resolution No. 08‐0200).

1.2.2.2 WSIP Systemwide Operation Strategy
The WSIP also provides a future operating strategy for the regional water system, which
addresses the condition of the physical facilities and infrastructure while accounting for factors
that affect the system including fluctuating customer demand, meteorological and hydrological
conditions, facility and infrastructure capacity and maintenance requirements, and institutional
parameters. The operating strategy addresses four components of system operation: water
supply and storage, water quality, water delivery, and asset management.
Day‐to‐day operation of the regional water system under the WSIP would be similar to existing
operations, but would provide for additional facility maintenance activities and improved
emergency preparedness. This would allow the SFPUC to meet its WSIP objectives and provide
for increased system reliability and additional flexibility for scheduling repairs and maintenance.
The proposed operations strategy would also include a multistage drought response program.
Under the WSIP, regional water system operations would continue to comply with all applicable
institutional and planning requirements including complying with all water quality,
environmental, and public safety regulations; maximizing the use of water from local
watersheds; assigning a higher priority to water delivery over hydropower generation; and
meeting all downstream flow requirements.

1.2.2.3 Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures Associated with the
WSIP Water Supply and System Operations Strategy
The WSIP would result in changes in reservoir levels and associated changes in downstream
flows in rivers and creeks in the three affected watersheds, potentially affecting groundwater,
water quality, fisheries, and terrestrial biological resources. In the event that deliveries to
customers exceed 265 mgd (average annual), streamflow changes in the Tuolumne River
watershed could affect fisheries and terrestrial biological resources. In the Alameda Creek and
Peninsula watersheds, the WSIP, which includes restoring the historical storage capacities of
Calaveras and Lower Crystal Springs Reservoirs, could affect reservoir levels, downstream flows,
fisheries, and terrestrial biological resources. In addition, the WSIP proposes to develop
groundwater supplies in the North Westside Groundwater Basin as well as a conjunctive‐use
program in the South Westside Groundwater Basin.
The WSIP impacts identified in the PEIR that are potentially significant but mitigable, potentially
significant and unavoidable, and significant and unavoidable are listed below. As set forth in the
PEIR, the San Francisco Planning Department determined the environmental impacts on all
resources not listed below would be less than significant and no mitigation measures for these
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impacts would be required. (See WSIP PEIR Chapter 5, Environmental Setting and Impacts, for
further discussion of the impact analysis on the WSIP’s water supply strategy; see PEIR Chapter 6,
Mitigation Measures, for a list of the mitigation measures associated with these impacts.)

Potentially Significant but Mitigable WSIP Water Supply and System Operations
Impacts


Fisheries Resources: Tuolumne River (only when average annual deliveries from the
watersheds exceed 265 mgd); Alameda Creek.



Terrestrial Biological Resources: Tuolumne River (below La Grange Dam ‐ only when average
annual deliveries exceed 265 mgd; and impacts on alluvial features that support meadow
and riparian habitat from OʹShaughnessy Dam to Don Pedro Reservoir); Calaveras
Reservoir; Alameda Creek; Calaveras Creek; Upper and Lower Crystal Springs Reservoir.



Groundwater: Pumping overdraft; change in water levels in Lake Merced and other surface
water features; seawater intrusion due to decreased groundwater levels; contamination of
drinking water.

Potentially Significant and Unavoidable WSIP Water Supply and System Operations
Impacts


Fisheries: Upper and Lower Crystal Springs Reservoir. Based on the best available
information at that time, the PEIR made the conservative determination that the WSIP
would result in potentially significant and unavoidable impact on fishery resources in
Crystal Springs Reservoir related to inundation of spawning habitat upstream of the
reservoir (see PEIR Chapter 5, Section 5.5.5, Impact 5.5.5‐1). The project‐level fisheries
analysis in the EIR on the Lower Crystal Springs Dam Improvements project modified
certain PEIR impact determinations based upon more detailed site‐specific data and
analysis (San Francisco Planning Department, 2010). Project‐level conclusions supersede
any contrary impact conclusions in the PEIR, and the project‐level analysis determined that
impacts on fishery resources due to inundation effects would be less than significant.



Growth inducement: SFPUC service area.

Significant and Unavoidable WSIP Water Supply and System Operations Impacts


Streamflow: Alameda Creek below Alameda Creek Diversion Dam. Based on the best
available information at that time, the PEIR made the conservative determination that the
WSIP would result in a significant and unavoidable impact related to flow along Alameda
Creek below the Alameda Creek Diversion Dam (“Alameda Creek Hydrologic Impact”)
(see PEIR Chapter 5, Section 5.4.1, Impact 5.4.1‐2). The project‐level analysis in the
Calaveras Dam Replacement Project EIR modifies this PEIR impact determination to be less
than significant based upon more detailed site‐specific data and analysis (San Francisco
Planning Department, 2011). Project‐level conclusions supersede any contrary impact
conclusions in the PEIR.
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1.2.2.4 Alternatives to the WSIP
The PEIR evaluated seven alternatives to the WSIP because of their apparent ability to meet most
of the WSIP’s goals, their ability to reduce one or more of the significant impacts associated with
program implementation, their potential feasibility, and their collective ability to provide a
reasonable range of alternatives to foster informed decision‐making and public participation.
Analysis of the No Program Alternative was included as required by CEQA. The seven WSIP
alternatives are summarized in Chapter 7, Alternatives, of this EIR; PEIR Chapters 9, CEQA
Alternatives, and 14, Master Responses, respectively, present a more detailed summary of these
alternatives and are incorporated into this EIR by reference.

1.3 Project Background and Objectives
1.3.1 Project Background
The proposed SABPL project is one of the key regional facility improvement projects under the
WSIP. The SABPL project would support the WSIP goals and system performance objectives
related to water quality and delivery reliability.
Under existing conditions, planned (nonemergency) operations and emergency operations
requiring the diversion of Hetch Hetchy water out of the regional system are performed using the
existing San Antonio Pipeline. In general, when Hetch Hetchy flows are within the capacity of the
San Antonio Pump Station, flows are pumped to San Antonio Reservoir for storage and
subsequent treatment and distribution to customers. When Hetch Hetchy flows exceed the
capacity of the San Antonio Pump Station, the water is discharged to San Antonio Creek using
the existing discharge facility at the base of James Turner Dam (Turner Dam) at San Antonio
Reservoir. The existing chemical facility at the San Antonio Pump Station is used to dechlorinate
and pH‐adjust Hetch Hetchy water before the water is discharged to San Antonio Creek or
pumped to San Antonio Reservoir.
Neither the existing San Antonio Pipeline nor the existing chemical facility have sufficient capacity
to accommodate discharges of the future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow of 315 mgd. In addition, the
existing facilities do not allow system operators to discharge quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water
while simultaneously conveying water from San Antonio Reservoir to the Sunol Valley Water
Treatment Plant (SVWTP) for treatment and distribution to SFPUC customers; this would impair
the ability of the SFPUC to meet the WSIP’s level of service objective for 2030 of providing 300 mgd
when one water source is unavailable. Furthermore, the existing San Antonio Pipeline is susceptible
to failure due to corrosion and breakage. Failure of this pipeline would limit water management
options during both planned and emergency operations.

1.3.2 Project Objectives
The two main objectives of the SABPL project are:
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Provide reliable conveyance capacity for emergency discharges of Hetch Hetchy water
supplies during events that impair water quality or during facility outages



Increase operational flexibility and delivery reliability during emergencies and planned
maintenance

1.4 Project Description
1.4.1 Project Location
The proposed SABPL project is located in an unincorporated area of Alameda County along the
west side of Calaveras Road, south of the intersection of Interstate 680 (I‐680) and State Route 84
(SR 84). Project construction would occur on CCSF‐owned lands that are managed by the SFPUC
within the Sunol Valley and the Alameda watershed.3 The project area extends roughly 2 miles
along the west side of Calaveras Road from the San Antonio Pump Station (in the south) to the
North Spoils Site just east of the I‐680 / SR 84 interchange (in the north). The project area includes
quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West and surrounding areas, and is located south of the intersection of
I‐680 and SR 84 on CCSF‐owned land that is currently leased to Hanson Aggregates and operated
under Surface Mining Permit 24 (SMP‐24). Quarry Pit F2, also operated by Hanson Aggregates
under SMP‐24, is just north of the project area. Quarry Pits F4, F5, and F6 are adjacent to the
project area on CCSF‐owned land that is currently leased to Oliver De Silva, Inc. and operated
under Surface Mining Permit 30 (SMP‐30).

1.4.2 Project Components
The SABPL project would include the following components:


7,000‐foot‐long San Antonio Backup Pipeline (backup pipeline)



Discharge facility at Pit F3‐East, including a discharge valve vault, an electrical control
building, a baffled outfall, and a reinforced‐concrete splash pad



Chemical facility for dechlorination and pH adjustment



Cutoff wall around quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West



Dewatering facilities and related equipment



Alameda Creek Pump Station, including a wet well (water holding tank), an electrical
control building, a transfer pipeline, and a retaining wall



Other improvements, including power supply facilities and Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA)4 transmitters



Replacement of a 5,700‐foot‐long section of water pipeline to the town of Sunol

3

The Alameda watershed refers to CCSF‐owned lands managed by the SFPUC as part of the SFPUC regional
water system; the Alameda watershed lands are located within the much larger hydrologic boundary of the
southern Alameda Creek watershed.
4 SCADA systems allow for remote monitoring and operation of facilities.
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The proposed project would construct an approximately 7,000‐foot‐long, 66‐inch‐diameter
backup pipeline (e.g., the San Antonio Backup Pipeline) extending from Alameda Siphon No. 3
(located near the San Antonio Pump Station), along the west side of Calaveras Road and beneath
the San Antonio Creek channel, to a new discharge facility on the southern slope of quarry
Pit F3‐East. A cutoff wall would be constructed around Pits F3‐East and F3‐West to minimize the
seepage of groundwater into the quarry pits and help maintain sufficient capacity in the pits to
accommodate project discharges. Two quarry buildings located east of Pit F3‐East would be
demolished to facilitate cutoff wall construction. Dewatering facilities and equipment (e.g.,
submersible pumps, portable pumps mounted on floating platforms, flexible hoses, and a
dewatering pipeline) would be installed at Pits F3‐East and F3‐West to pump the discharged
water from the quarry pits to the wet well beneath the proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station. A
transfer pipeline would be constructed along the southern perimeter of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West
to convey the water from the Alameda Creek Pump Station to existing pipelines. Implementation
of the SABPL project would enable the SFPUC to conserve discharged water and convey it to
San Antonio Reservoir or to the SVWTP for subsequent treatment and delivery to customers. The
new chemical facility would replace the existing chemical facility near the San Antonio Pump
Station. The proposed facilities and improvements described above would have sufficient
capacity to handle the future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow of 315 mgd under the WSIP. Also, an
auxiliary feature of the proposed project—a 5,700‐foot‐long, 12‐inch‐diameter segment of water
pipeline to serve the town of Sunol—would be installed in a trench parallel to the proposed
backup pipeline.

1.4.3 Project Construction
Construction of the SABPL project is expected to occur from October 2012 through June 2014,
resulting in an overall construction period of approximately 21 months. Project construction
would generally take place on weekdays and Saturdays during the daytime hours, 7 a.m. to
7 p.m.; however, approximately six weeks of extended construction hours and Sunday work
would be necessary during certain phases of construction, including air gap construction and
connection with the proposed backup pipeline, and connection of the backup pipeline to
Alameda Siphon No. 3. Haul trips to transport construction materials to the project area and
excavated spoils to landfill facilities would be limited to weekdays between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Calaveras Road would be the primary construction access route to the project area.
Approximately 25.6 acres would be disturbed to install staging areas and a work platform for
construction of the cutoff wall. Project activities would include vegetation removal, grading and
excavation, demolition and construction of structures and buildings, pipeline installation, and
backfilling. An estimated 68,000 cubic yards of excess spoils would be generated during project
construction. These spoils could be temporarily placed in the SMP‐30 area for subsequent
processing, resale, and reuse; permanently placed in an earthen berm at the North Spoils Site
which is located parallel to and west of Calaveras Road, or in an earthen berm at the former
nursery site located east of Pit F3‐East; or hauled offsite to an appropriate landfill facility.
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1.4.4 Project Operations
Once construction of the SABPL project is complete, the SFPUC would continue to use the
San Antonio Pipeline to transfer water to and from San Antonio Reservoir; discharges from the
reservoir to San Antonio Creek would occur solely through the existing outlet structure and
discharge facility at the base of Turner Dam. With the proposed project, planned and emergency
discharges from the Hetch Hetchy system that are currently conveyed to San Antonio Creek via
the existing San Antonio Pipeline would be routed to Pit F3‐East via the proposed backup
pipeline.
Hanson Aggregates, the quarry operator of the SMP‐24 area, has indicated its intention to extend
the lease for the CCSF‐owned portions of the SMP‐24 area (the current lease expires in 2012) and
retain access to Pits F3‐East and F3‐West to support active mining in the SMP‐32 area. The SFPUC
would work cooperatively with Hanson Aggregates to maintain water levels in Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West at or below 195 feet mean sea level (msl) to ensure sufficient capacity for subsequent
discharges from the backup pipeline. Hanson Aggregates would, similar to the manner in which
it currently manages water in the SMP‐24 quarry pits, continue to use the existing network of
portable pumps and hoses to move water between the pits and maintain water levels in Pits F3‐
East and F3‐West at or below 195 feet msl. Similar to existing operations, during wet periods and
when there is excess water in the SMP‐24 quarry pits, Hanson Aggregates would continue to use
the existing outfall in Alameda Creek to discharge the excess water in accordance with the
company’s current discharge permit.
If a discharge from the backup pipeline were to cause water elevations in Pit F3‐East to rise above
195 feet msl, in 30 days or less the SFPUC would recover some or all of the discharged water
using the proposed dewatering facilities and equipment, the Alameda Creek Pump Station, and
the transfer pipeline. The volume of water recovered would not exceed the volume of water that
was discharged into the quarry pit. The recovered water would be pumped to San Antonio
Reservoir for storage or to the SVWTP for treatment. The Hetch Hetchy water would be
dechlorinated and pH‐adjusted at the new chemical facility before being discharged to the quarry
pit. The proposed project would provide the SFPUC with the operational flexibility to
simultaneously discharge Hetch Hetchy flows to Pit F3‐East via the backup pipeline while
meeting water demand by using the existing San Antonio Pipeline to access water stored in
San Antonio Reservoir and convey the stored water to the SVWTP for treatment and subsequent
delivery to customers.
In the event that Hanson Aggregates’ lease is not extended, the SFPUC would solely manage the
water levels in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West to maintain sufficient capacity for discharges from the
proposed project. Under these circumstances, the SFPUC might need to obtain a new discharge
permit to discharge water from the quarry pits to Alameda Creek. It is expected that the SFPUC
would use a pump system similar to the system currently used by Hanson Aggregates, as well as
Hanson Aggregates’ existing outfall at Alameda Creek, to conduct these discharges.
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1.5 Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation
Measures
Chapter 5, Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures, of this EIR presents the
environmental impact analyses for all CEQA topic areas and provides mitigation measures that
would reduce significant impacts to a less‐than‐significant level, where feasible. A summary of
all impacts and mitigation measures is provided below in Table 1‐1. The categories used to
designate impact significance in Table 1‐1 are:



No Impact (NI). An impact is considered not applicable (no impact) if there is no potential
for impacts or if the environmental resource does not occur within the project area or the
area of potential effect. For example, there would be no impact related to tree removal if no
trees would be removed at a project site.



Less than Significant impact, no mitigation required (LS). This determination applies if
the potential exists for some limited impact, but not for a substantial adverse effect that
qualifies under the significance criteria as a significant impact.



Less than Significant impact with Mitigation (LSM). This determination applies if the
project would result in an adverse effect that meets the significance criteria, but feasible
mitigation is available that would reduce the impact to a less‐than‐significant level.



Significant Impact (S). A “significant effect” is defined by Section 15382 of the CEQA
Guidelines as “a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in any of the
physical conditions within the project area affected by the project including land, air,
water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of aesthetic significance. An
economic or social change by itself shall not be considered a significant effect on the
environment … [but] may be considered in determining whether the physical change is
significant.”



Significant and Unavoidable impact for which feasible mitigation is not available (SU).
This determination applies if the project would result in an adverse effect that meets the
significance criteria, but for which there appears to be no feasible mitigation available to
reduce the impact to a less‐than‐significant level. The impact would therefore be significant
and unavoidable.



Significant and Unavoidable impact with implementation of feasible Mitigation (SUM).
This determination applies if the project would result in an adverse effect that meets the
significance criteria and mitigation is available to lessen the impact, but the residual effect
after implementation of the measure would remain significant. The impact would therefore
be significant and unavoidable with mitigation.

As discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.1, Growth Inducement, the proposed project is one of several
capital improvement projects that make up the SFPUC’s WSIP. Implementation of the WSIP would
support growth in the SFPUC service area, thereby contributing indirectly to environmental
impacts caused by that growth. Because the proposed project is part of the WSIP and would
contribute to the WSIP’s growth‐inducement impact, the SABPL project would therefore contribute
to the significant and unavoidable program‐level impacts associated with growth inducement.
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TABLE 1‐1
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

IMPACT

Level of
Significance
Prior to
Mitigation Mitigation Measure(s)

Level of
Significance
After
Mitigation

Section 5.2: Land Use
Impact LU‐1: Project construction would not
have a substantial impact on the existing
character of the vicinity.

LS

Impact LU‐2: Project construction could
substantially disrupt or displace existing land
uses or land use activities.

S

None required.

LS

M‐TR‐3 (Traffic Control Plan); M‐NO‐1 (Administrative and Source Controls); M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic
Construction Measures); and M‐AQ‐1b (BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for NOX Reduction) would
apply to this impact.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact LU‐3: Project operations would not
result in substantial long‐term or permanent
impacts on the existing character of the vicinity.

LS

Impact C‐LU: Project construction would result
in a cumulatively considerable contribution to
cumulative impacts on existing land uses.

S

M‐TR‐3 (Traffic Control Plan); M‐NO‐1 (Administrative and Source Controls); M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic
Construction Measures); M‐AQ‐1b (BAAQMD Additional Construction for NOX Reduction); and C‐M‐TR (Combined
Sunol Valley Traffic Control Plan) would apply to this impact.

LS

Impact AE‐1: Project construction could result in
substantial adverse effects on scenic vistas and
temporarily degrade the visual character of the
site and its surroundings.

S

M‐AE‐1: Site Maintenance. The SFPUC shall require the contractor to ensure that construction‐related activity is as clean
and inconspicuous as practical by storing construction materials and equipment at the proposed construction staging
areas or in areas that are generally away from public view, and by removing construction debris promptly at regular
intervals. This measure does not apply to temporary spoils placement in quarry Pit F6, at the SMP‐30 aggregate
processing facility, or alongside pipeline trenches.

LS

Impact AE‐2: Project construction would not
result in significant impacts related to a new
source of substantial light or glare.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact AE‐3: Implementation of the proposed
project could result in long‐term adverse effects
on scenic vistas and scenic resources, and
degradation of the visual character of the site
and its surroundings.

S

M‐BI‐1f (Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and Compensatory Mitigation) would apply to this
impact.

LS

None required.

LS

Section 5.3: Aesthetics

Impact AE‐4: The proposed project would not
create a new permanent source of substantial
light or glare.
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TABLE 1‐1 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

IMPACT

Level of
Significance
Prior to
Mitigation Mitigation Measure(s)

Level of
Significance
After
Mitigation

Section 5.3: Aesthetics (cont.)
Impact C‐AE: Implementation of the proposed
project could result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution related to cumulative
impacts on scenic vistas, scenic resources, and
visual character.

S

M‐AE‐1 (Site Maintenance) and M‐BI‐1f (Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and Compensatory
Mitigation) would apply to this impact.

LS

None required.

NI

Section 5.4: Population and Housing
No impacts related to population and housing.

NI

Section 5.5: Cultural and Paleontological Resources
Impact CP‐1: Project construction could cause a
substantial adverse change in the significance of
a historical resource.

S

M‐UT‐1h (Measures to Protect Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3) would apply to this impact.

LS

Impact CP‐2: Project construction could cause a
substantial adverse change in the significance of
a historical or unique archaeological resource.

S

M‐CP‐2a: Site Protection Measures for Prehistoric Archaeological Site SA‐1. All archaeological work performed under
this mitigation measure shall be subject to review by the Environmental Review Officer (ERO) or designee. To protect
prehistoric archaeological site SA‐1, the SFPUC shall place exclusionary signage on the existing locked gate(s) and install
orange‐barrier construction fencing between archaeological site SA‐1 and the construction work areas. Construction
personnel shall be informed that, due to the sensitive nature of the area, it is off‐limits to all equipment, staging, and other
activities. The exclusionary signage and fencing required by this measure shall be maintained throughout project‐related
construction activities.

LS

M‐CP‐2b: Accidental Discovery of Archaeological Resources. To avoid any potential adverse effects on accidentally
discovered buried cultural resources, as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(a)(c), the SFPUC shall distribute the
San Francisco Planning Department’s archaeological resource “ALERT” sheet to the project prime contractor; to any
subcontractors (including firms subcontracted to perform demolition, excavation, grading, foundation, pile driving, etc.);
and/or to any utilities firm involved in soil‐disturbing activities within the project area. Prior to any soil‐disturbing
activities, each contractor shall be responsible for ensuring that the ALERT sheet is circulated to all field personnel,
including machine operators, field crew, pile drivers, supervisory personnel, etc. The SFPUC shall provide the ERO with
a signed affidavit from the responsible parties (prime contractor, subcontractor(s), and utilities firm) confirming that all
field personnel have received copies of the ALERT sheet.
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TABLE 1‐1 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

IMPACT

Level of
Significance
Prior to
Mitigation Mitigation Measure(s)

Level of
Significance
After
Mitigation

Section 5.5: Cultural and Paleontological Resources (cont.)
Impact CP‐2 (cont.)

If the ERO determines that an archaeological resource may be present within the project area, the SFPUC shall retain the
services of a qualified archaeological consultant. The archaeological consultant shall advise the ERO as to whether the
discovery is an archaeological resource that retains sufficient integrity and is of potential scientific/historical/cultural
significance. If an archaeological resource is present, the consultant shall identify and evaluate the archaeological
resource. The archaeological consultant shall make a recommendation as to what action, if any, is warranted. Based on
this information, the ERO may require, if warranted, specific additional measures to be implemented by the SFPUC.
Measures might include: preservation in situ of the archaeological resource; an archaeological monitoring program; or an
archaeological evaluation program. If an archaeological monitoring program or archaeological testing program is required, it
shall be subject to review by the ERO. The ERO may also require that the SFPUC immediately implement a site security
program if the archaeological resource is at risk from vandalism, looting, or other damaging actions.
For any accidental discovery, the archaeological consultant shall submit an archaeological data recovery report (ADRR) to
the ERO which, in addition to the usual contents of the ADRR, shall include an evaluation of the historical significance of any
discovered archaeological resource; describe the archaeological and historical research methods employed in the
archaeological monitoring/data recovery program(s) undertaken; and present, analyze, and interpret the recovered data.
Information that may put at risk any archaeological resource shall be provided in a separate removable insert within the final
report.
Once approved by the ERO, copies of the ADRR shall be distributed as follows: the relevant California Historical
Resources Information System Information Center shall receive one copy, and the ERO shall receive one copy of the
transmittal letter of the ADRR to the Information Center. The San Francisco Planning Department, Environmental
Planning Division shall receive three copies of the ADRR along with copies of any formal site recordation forms
(California Department of Parks and Recreation Form 523 series) and/or documentation for nomination to the National
Register/California Register. The SFPUC shall receive copies of the ADRR in the number requested. In instances of high
public interest in or high interpretive value of a resource, the ERO may require a different final report content, format,
and distribution than that presented above. All archaeological work performed under this mitigation measure shall be
subject to review by the ERO or designee.

Impact CP‐3: Project construction could result in
a substantial adverse effect by directly or
indirectly destroying a unique paleontological
resource or site.
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S

M‐CP‐3: Paleontological Resources Mitigation Program. Prior to the initiation of any site preparation or start of
construction, the SFPUC shall retain a qualified professional paleontologist or a California Registered Professional
Geologist (California RPG) with appropriate paleontological expertise, as defined by the Society of Vertebrate
Paleontology’s Conformable Impact Mitigation Guidelines Committee (SVP 1995 Guidelines), to carry out a
paleontological resources training program for construction workers and to develop a paleontological mitigation
program. The SFPUC shall require the paleontologist to be “on‐call” throughout the duration of ground‐disturbing
activities. At a minimum, the mitigation program shall include:
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TABLE 1‐1 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

IMPACT

Level of
Significance
Prior to
Mitigation Mitigation Measure(s)

Level of
Significance
After
Mitigation

Section 5.5: Cultural and Paleontological Resources (cont.)
Impact CP‐3 (cont.)

 Preparation of a Preconstruction Paleontological Assessment Based on Final Project Design. The professional paleontologist
shall prepare a preconstruction assessment, including a review of the information presented in this EIR, existing fossil
localities in the region, and project geological/geotechnical reports, to determine with greater precision the depth and
extent of geologic units of high paleontological potential (Pleistocene alluvium and Briones Formation) within the areas to
be excavated. The results shall be documented in a report along with recommendations for appropriate and feasible
procedures to avoid or minimize damage to any paleontological resources present. Based on the volume and depth of soil
excavations and the professional judgment of the paleontologist, he or she shall make recommendations regarding the
need, if any, for paleontological monitoring of ground‐disturbing activities in geologic units of high paleontological
potential. The SFPUC shall review and approve the report in consultation with the ERO.

 Paleontological Resources Training. All construction forepersons and field supervisors shall be trained in the recognition of
potential fossil materials prior to the initiation of any site preparation or start of construction. Training on paleontological
resources shall also be provided to all other construction workers, but may include videotape of the initial training and/or
the use of written materials rather than in‐person training by the qualified paleontologist. In addition to fossil recognition,
the training shall convey procedures to follow if construction crews encounter potential fossil materials in the course of
earthwork, excavation, or grading, as described below.

 Assessment and Salvage of Potential Fossil Finds. If construction crews discover potential fossils, all earthwork or other
types of ground disturbance within 50 feet of the find shall stop immediately until the qualified professional
paleontologist can assess the nature and importance of the find. Based on the scientific value or uniqueness of the find,
the monitor may record the find and allow work to continue, or recommend salvage and recovery of the fossil. The
monitor may also propose modifications to the stop‐work radius based on the nature of the find, site geology, and the
activities occurring on the site. Recommendations for any necessary treatment shall be consistent with the SVP 1995
Guidelines (SVP Conformable Impact Mitigation Guidelines Committee, 1995) and currently accepted scientific
practices. If required, treatment for fossil remains may include preparation and recovery of fossil materials so that
they can be housed in an appropriate museum or university collection, and may also include preparation and
publication of a report describing the finds. The monitor’s recommendations shall be subject to review and approval
by the ERO or designee. The SFPUC shall be responsible for ensuring that treatment is implemented and reported to
the San Francisco Planning Department. If no report is required, the SFPUC shall nonetheless ensure that information
on the nature, location, and depth of all finds is readily available to the scientific community through university
curation or other appropriate means.

 Active Monitoring of Construction Sites for Paleontological Resources, if Recommended in the Preconstruction Paleontological
Assessment. Paleontological monitoring shall consist of periodically inspecting disturbed, graded, and excavated
surfaces, as well as soil stockpiles and disposal sites. The monitor (i.e., the professional paleontologist or a designee of
the paleontologist) shall have authority to divert grading or excavation away from exposed surfaces temporarily in
order to examine disturbed areas more closely and/or recover fossils. The monitor shall coordinate with the
construction manager to ensure that monitoring is thorough but does not result in unnecessary delays. If the monitor
encounters a paleontological resource, he or she shall assess the fossil, and record or salvage it, as described above.
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Section 5.5: Cultural and Paleontological Resources (cont.)
Impact CP‐4: Project construction could result in
a substantial adverse effect related to the
disturbance of human remains.

S

M‐CP‐4: Accidental Discovery of Human Remains. The treatment of any human remains and associated or unassociated
funerary objects discovered during soil‐disturbing activities shall comply with applicable state laws. Such treatment
would include immediate notification of the Alameda County coroner and, in the event of the coroner’s determination
that the human remains are Native American, notification of the NAHC, which would appoint a Most Likely Descendant
(MLD) (PRC Section 5097.98). The archaeological consultant, SFPUC, and MLD shall make all reasonable efforts to
develop an agreement for the treatment, with appropriate dignity, of any human remains and associated or unassociated
funerary objects (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5[d]). The agreement would take into consideration the appropriate
excavation, removal, recordation, analysis, custodianship, curation, and final disposition of the human remains and
associated or unassociated funerary objects. The PRC allows 48 hours to reach agreement on these matters. If the MLD
and the other parties could not agree on the reburial method, the SFPUC shall follow Section 5097.98(b) of the PRC,
which states that “the landowner or his or her authorized representative shall reinter the human remains and items
associated with Native American burials with appropriate dignity on the property in a location not subject to further
subsurface disturbance.” All archaeological work performed under this mitigation measure shall be subject to review by
the ERO or designee.

LS

Impact C‐CP: Construction of the proposed
project could result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution related to cumulative
impacts on historical, archaeological, or
paleontological resources, or human remains.

S

M‐UT‐1h (Measures to Protect Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3); M‐CP‐2a (Site Protection Measures for Prehistoric
Archaeological Site SA‐1); M‐CP‐2b (Accidental Discovery of Archaeological Resources); M‐CP‐3 (Paleontological
Resources Mitigation Program); and M‐CP‐4 (Accidental Discovery of Human Remains) would apply to this impact.

LS

Section 5.6: Transportation and Circulation
Impact TR‐1: Construction of the proposed
project would not substantially conflict with an
applicable plan, ordinance, or policy
establishing measures of effectiveness for the
performance of the circulation system, taking
into account all modes of travel.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact TR‐2: Project construction activities
would not result in inadequate emergency
access.

LS

None required.

LS

M‐TR‐3: Traffic Control Plan. The SFPUC or its contractor(s) shall prepare and implement a traffic control plan. The plan
shall conform to the state’s Manual of Traffic Controls for Construction and Maintenance Work Areas (Caltrans, 2006), where
applicable. Elements of the traffic control plan shall include, but not be limited to, the following:

LS

Impact TR‐3: Project construction activities
would decrease the safety of public roadways
for vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians.

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
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Section 5.6: Transportation and Circulation (cont.)

 Advance warning signs shall be installed on Calaveras Road (to the south and north of the access points) advising

Impact TR‐3 (cont.)

motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians of the construction zone ahead in order to minimize hazards associated with
construction activities immediately adjacent to Calaveras Road, including the entry and egress of project‐related
construction vehicles.

 Pedestrian and bicycle access and circulation shall be maintained during project construction where it is safe to do so.
 A public information program shall be developed and implemented to advise motorists, bicyclists, and nearby
properties of the impending construction activities (e.g., media coverage, direct distribution of flyers to affected
properties, email notices, portable message signs, and informational signs).

 All equipment and materials shall be stored within the designated work areas as to avoid obstructing traffic.
 Hauling of excavated materials shall be limited to weekdays to reduce potential conflicts with recreational bicycling
on Calaveras Road on weekends.

 Adequate driving and bicycling conditions on Calaveras Road shall be maintained throughout the construction period.
 The SFPUC and its contractors shall coordinate individual traffic control plans for SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley.
Impact TR‐4: Vehicle trips generated during
project operations and maintenance activities
would not substantially conflict with an
applicable congestion management program.

LS

Impact C‐TR: Construction of the proposed

S

project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative
traffic increases and safety hazards on local
and regional roads.

None required.

LS

C‐M‐TR: Combined Sunol Valley Traffic Control Plan. The SFPUC or its construction contractor(s) shall coordinate and
comply with the ongoing Regional Traffic Coordination Plan for the Sunol Valley region; this plan coordinates the
project‐specific traffic control plans for SFPUC projects developed as part of Mitigation Measure M‐TR‐3 (Traffic Control
Plan) and identifies additional measures to minimize the impacts of construction traffic on Calaveras Road and I‐680.

LS

M‐TR‐3 (Traffic Control Plan) would also apply to this impact.

Section 5.7: Noise and Vibration
Impact NO‐1: Construction activities would
result in substantial temporary increases in
ambient noise levels that could interfere with
nearby land uses.

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

S

M‐NO‐1: Administrative and Source Controls. The SFPUC shall include in construction contract specifications the
requirement that the construction contractor conform to the sleep interference threshold of 50 dBA (Leq) between 10 p.m.
and 7 a.m. when operating equipment within 1,000 feet of the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence east of Calaveras Road
(if it is occupied at the time of construction). Measures to maintain noise levels at or below this performance standard shall
include implementation of best available noise control techniques (including mufflers, intake silencers, ducts, engine
enclosures, acoustically attenuating shields or shrouds, and enclosures around stationary equipment such compressors or
generators) for all equipment used at night.
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Section 5.7: Noise and Vibration (cont.)
Impact NO‐1 (cont.)

Impact NO‐2: Construction activities would
expose people to noise levels in excess of
standards established by the Alameda County
Noise Ordinance.

The name and phone number of a designated project liaison shall be provided to the inhabitant(s) of the SFPUC
watershed keeper’s residence in the event that noise disturbance occurs. This liaison shall take steps to resolve any
complaints received, including modifying construction practices as necessary to address the noise complaint.
S

M‐NO‐2: Noise Control Plan. The SFPUC shall include in construction contract specifications the requirement that the
construction contractor prepare a Noise Control Plan. The contract specifications shall stipulate that before the start of
mobilization or construction, the contractor must submit to the SFPUC for review and approval a noise control plan
prepared by a qualified noise consultant. For work performed beyond local ordinance time limits (e.g., construction of air
gaps and connection to Alameda Siphon No. 3), the noise control plan shall also ensure that noise levels do not exceed the
following noise performance standards:
Time Period

Maximum Noise Level

Weekdays

One‐hour Leq of 58 dBA at nearest residence

7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Lmax of 65 dBA at project boundary

Saturdays

One‐hour Leq of 58 dBA at nearest residence

7 a.m. to 8 a.m. and
5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Lmax of 65 dBA at project boundary

All days

One‐hour Leq of 50 dBA a at nearest residence

10 p.m. to 7 a.m.

Lmax of 65 dBA at project boundary

LS

a Rather than the one‐hour Leq of 53 dBA from the Alameda County Construction

Ordinance, the more restrictive sleep criterion limit of 50 dBA is applicable during
these hours.

To achieve the above Leq performance standards, the contractor shall incorporate noise and source controls listed under
Mitigation Measure M‐NO‐1 (Administrative and Source Controls), as necessary.
To achieve the above Lmax standards, the contractor may use administrative controls instead of audible backup alarms,
subject to safety priorities and consistent with state and federal worker safety laws. Such administrative controls shall
provide backup warning on all vehicles that operate in areas where backward movement would constitute a hazard to
employees working in the area on foot, and where the operator’s vision is obstructed to the rear of the vehicle (earthmoving
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Section 5.7: Noise and Vibration (cont.)
Impact NO‐2 (cont.)

equipment) (California Code of Regulations, Title 8, Section 1592). Administrative controls may include designing traffic
patterns in the project area to minimize the need for backward movement, or requiring a spotter or flagger in clear view of
the operator to direct the backing operation or requiring the operator to dismount and circle the vehicle immediately prior to
starting a backup operation.
Alternatively, the SFPUC shall consult with Cal/OSHA to determine whether additional noise reductions may be
achieved through Cal/OSHA‐approved alternatives to backup alarms without compromising site safety. If Cal/OSHA
indicates that such alternatives are a viable option and the SFPUC, in consultation with the contractor, determines that
site safety would not be compromised, then the contractor shall apply for a variance from Cal/OSHA and use such
alternatives consistent with Cal/OSHA requirements. Such alternatives could include, but are limited to:

 “Smart” alarms that have an audible range of 77 to 97 (dBA but limit the warning signal to 5 dBA over ambient noise
levels)

 Radar presence‐sensing alarms, which identify objects in the reversing path of a truck
 Use of “bbs‐tek” broadband backup alarm systems, which use a broadband sound instead of a more noticeable single‐
frequency sound

 Use of strobe lights instead of audible alarms (which are particularly effective at night)
The administrative source controls and alternatives identified above that are approved by Cal/OSHA instead of backup
alarms shall be included in the noise control plan. If none of these alternatives to backup alarms can be implemented, the
use of backup alarms shall be avoided during the evening and nighttime hours to achieve the Lmax performance
standard (e.g., by routing trucks and equipment to eliminate the need to back up, or by eliminating truck and heavy
equipment use at night).
Impact NO‐3: Construction activities would not
result in excessive groundborne vibration.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact NO‐4: Project operations would not
result in a substantial permanent increase in
ambient noise levels in the project vicinity or

LS

None required.

LS

significant impacts related to the exposure of
people to noise levels in excess of standards
established by the Alameda County Noise
Ordinance.
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Section 5.7: Noise and Vibration (cont.)
Impact C‐NO: Construction of the proposed

S

project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative noise
impacts.

M‐C‐NO: Coordination of Nighttime Construction and Truck Traffic. The SFPUC shall coordinate the nighttime
construction activities of the SABPL project with the nighttime construction activities and haul traffic of other SFPUC
projects in the Sunol Valley, including the NIT project, Filter Gallery project, and Calaveras Dam Replacement project, to
ensure that maximum nighttime noise levels do not cumulatively exceed the 50‐dBA sleep interference criterion or the
noise performance standards of the Alameda County Noise Ordinance at the Garcia residence or SFPUC watershed
keeper’s residence (when occupied). Alternatively, to mitigate impacts on the watershed keeper’s residence, the SFPUC
can elect to temporarily relocate its inhabitants (restrictions on maximum nighttime noise levels above would still apply
at the Garcia residence).

LS

M‐NO‐1 (Administrative and Source Controls) and M‐NO‐2 (Noise Control Plan) would also apply to this impact.
Section 5.8: Air Quality
Impact AQ‐1: Emissions generated during
project construction activities would violate air
quality standards and would contribute
substantially to an existing air quality violation.

S

M‐AQ‐1a: BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures. The SFPUC shall post one or more publicly visible signs with the
telephone number and person to contact at the SFPUC with complaints related to excessive dust or vehicle idling. This
person shall respond to complaints and, if necessary, take corrective action within 48 hours. The telephone number and
person to contact at the BAAQMD’s Compliance and Enforcement Division shall also be provided on the sign(s) in the
event that the complainant also wishes to contact the applicable air district.

SU

In addition, to limit dust, criteria pollutants, and precursor emissions associated with project construction, the following
BAAQMD‐recommended Basic Construction Measures shall be included in all construction contract specifications for the
proposed project:

 All exposed surfaces (e.g., parking areas, staging areas, soil piles, graded areas, and unpaved access roads) shall be
watered two times per day.

 All haul trucks transporting soil, sand, or other loose material offsite shall be covered.
 All visible mud or dirt track‐out onto adjacent public roads shall be removed using wet power vacuum street
sweepers at least once per day. The use of dry power sweeping is prohibited.

 Vehicle speeds on unpaved areas shall be limited to 15 miles per hour.
 All roadways, driveways, and sidewalks to be paved shall be completed as soon as possible. Building pads shall be
laid as soon as possible after grading unless seeding or soil binders are used.

 Idling times for construction equipment (including vehicles) shall be minimized either by shutting equipment off
when not in use or reducing the maximum idling time to two minutes. Clear signage of this requirement shall be
provided for construction workers at all access points to construction areas.
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Section 5.8: Air Quality (cont.)

 All construction equipment shall be maintained and properly tuned in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications.

Impact AQ‐1 (cont.)

All equipment shall be checked by a certified mechanic and determined to be running in proper condition prior to
operation.
M‐AQ‐1b: BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for NOx Reduction. To reduce NOX emissions during
construction, the following provisions shall be included in all construction contractor specifications for the proposed
project:

 To reduce NOX during construction, 40 percent of the total horsepower‐hours from diesel‐powered off‐road
equipment with engines greater than 50 horsepower shall be from equipment that satisfies United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Tier 3 NOX emission standards. The SFPUC shall demonstrate this to the
San Francisco Planning Department by presenting an inventory of all equipment with engines over 50 horsepower
that will be used and an estimate of the number of hours each piece of equipment will operate to calculate the total
number of horsepower‐hours for project construction (equipment horsepower multiplied by the hours of operation).
The inventory shall also identify which equipment meets Tier 3 NOX emissions and demonstrate that they constitute
40 percent of the total horsepower‐hours. Acceptable options for reducing emissions include the use of late model
engines, low‐emission diesel products, alternative fuels, engine retrofit technology, after‐market products, and/or
other options as they become available.

 All construction equipment, diesel trucks, and generators shall be equipped with Best Available Control Technology
for emission reductions of NOX and DPM, including all generators meeting Tier 4 standards.

 All contractors shall use equipment that meets the CARB’s most recent certification standard for off‐road heavy‐duty
diesel engines for a given model year engine.
Impact AQ‐2: Project construction would not
expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact AQ‐3: Project construction activities
would not create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact AQ‐4: Project operations would not
violate air quality standards or contribute
substantially to an existing air quality violation.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact AQ‐5: Project operations would not
expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations.

LS

None required.

LS
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Section 5.8: Air Quality (cont.)
Impact AQ‐6: Project operations would not
create objectionable odors affecting a substantial
number of people.

NI

None required.

NI

Impact AQ‐7: Implementation of the proposed
project would not conflict with or obstruct
implementation of the 2010 Clean Air Plan.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact C‐AQ: Construction of the proposed

S

M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures) and M‐AQ‐1b (BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for
NOx Reduction) would apply to this impact.

SU

project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative air
quality impacts associated with criteria
pollutant emissions and health risks.
Section 5.9: Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Impact GG‐1: Project construction would not
conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or
regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing
GHG emissions.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact GG‐2: Project operations would generate
GHG emissions, but not at levels that would
have a significant impact on the environment.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact GG‐3: Project operations would not
conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or
regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing
GHG emissions.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact C‐GG: The proposed project would
not result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative GHG emissions.

LS

None required.

LS

NI

None required.

NI

Section 5.10: Wind and Shadow
No impacts related to wind and shadow.
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Section 5.11: Recreation
Impact RE ‐1: The proposed project could
temporarily degrade existing recreational uses
during construction.

S

M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures); M‐AQ‐1b (BAAQMD Additional Construction Mitigation
Measures for NOX Reduction); and M‐TR‐3 (Traffic Control Plan) would apply to this impact.

LS

None required.

NI

Impact RE ‐2: The proposed project would not
degrade existing recreational uses during project
operations.

NI

Impact C‐RE: Construction of the proposed
project could result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative impacts
on recreational resources and uses.

S

M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures); M‐AQ‐1b (BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for
NOX Reduction); M‐TR‐3 (Traffic Control Plan); and M‐C‐TR (Combined Sunol Valley Traffic Control Plan) would
apply to this impact.

LS

S

M‐UT‐1a: Confirm Utility Line Information. The SFPUC or its contractors shall locate overhead and underground utility
lines that may be encountered during excavation work prior to opening an excavation. Information regarding the size,
color, and location of existing utilities shall be confirmed before excavation activities commence. These utilities shall be
highlighted on all construction drawings.

LS

Section 5.12: Utilities and Service Systems
Impact UT‐1: Project construction could result
in a substantial adverse effect related to
disruption of utility operations or accidental
damage to existing utilities.

M‐UT‐1b: Safeguard Employees from Potential Accidents Related to Underground Utilities. While any excavation is
open, the SFPUC or its contractors shall protect, support, or remove underground utilities as necessary to safeguard
employees. As part of contractor specifications, the contractor(s) shall be required to provide updates on planned excavations
for the upcoming week and to specify when construction will occur near a high‐priority utility—specifically the 36‐inch
diameter and 22‐inch‐diameter PG&E high‐pressure gas pipelines, as well as any other high‐priority utility lines that are
identified. At the beginning of each week when this work will take place, SFPUC construction managers shall attend tailgate
meetings with contractor staff, as required by the California Occupational Safety and Health Administration, to record all
protective and avoidance measures regarding such excavations.
M‐UT‐1c: Notify Local Fire Departments. In the event that construction activities result in damage to high‐priority
utility lines, including leaks or suspected leaks, the SFPUC or its contractors shall immediately notify local fire
departments to protect worker and public safety.
M‐UT‐1d: Emergency Response Plan. Prior to commencing construction activities, the SFPUC shall develop an
emergency response plan that outlines procedures to follow in the event of a leak or explosion. The emergency response
plan shall identify the names and phone numbers of PG&E staff who would be available 24 hours per day in the event of
damage or rupture of the high‐pressure PG&E natural gas pipelines. The plan shall also detail emergency response
protocols including notification, inspection and evacuation procedures; any equipment and vendors necessary to respond
to an emergency such as an alarm system; and routine inspection guidelines.
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Section 5.12: Utilities and Service Systems (cont.)
Impact UT‐1 (cont.)

M‐UT‐1e: Ensure Prompt Reconnection of Utilities. The SFPUC or its contractors shall promptly notify utility providers
to reconnect any disconnected utility lines as soon as it is safe to do so.
M‐UT‐1f: Coordinate Final Construction Plans with Affected Utilities. The SFPUC or its contractors shall coordinate
final construction plans and specifications with affected utilities.
M‐UT‐1g: Avoidance of Utilities Constructed or Modified by Other SFPUC Projects. The final construction drawings for
the SABPL project shall reflect any changes in utility locations as well as the locations of any new utilities installed during
construction of other SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley whose disturbance areas overlap with the SABPL project area.
These overlapping projects include the Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade, Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant
Expansion and Treated Water Reservoir, San Antonio Pump Station Upgrade, and New Irvington Tunnel projects.
M‐UT‐1h: Measures to Protect Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3. SFPUC engineers and the construction contractor’s
engineers shall evaluate the structural integrity of Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3 in the vicinity of the proposed
connection with the backup pipeline and identify the specific design and construction techniques to be implemented
during connection of the backup pipeline to Alameda Siphon No. 3 to prevent damage to Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2,
and 3. Particular attention shall be paid to Alameda Siphons Nos. 1 and 2, which are historical resources. The SFPUC
shall incorporate protective measures into the construction contract specifications if applicable to prevent damage to
Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Potential measures include shoring excavated areas around the siphons, using low‐
impact tunneling equipment, prohibiting unnecessary equipment movement over or near the siphons, and/or securing or
enclosing the siphons to prevent movement or damage during connection with the proposed backup pipeline.
M‐UT‐1a (Confirm Utility Line Information); M‐UT‐1f (Coordinate Final Construction Plans with Affected Utilities);
and M‐UT‐1g (Avoidance of Utilities Constructed or Modified by Other SFPUC Projects) would apply to this impact.

LS

LS

None required.

LS

Impact UT‐4: Project construction would not
result in a substantial adverse effect related to
compliance with federal, state, and local statutes
and regulations pertaining to solid waste.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact UT‐5: Project operations would not
have a substantial adverse effect related to
the disruption or relocation of existing
utilities or utility services.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact UT‐2: Project construction could result
in a substantial adverse effect related to the
relocation of regional or local utilities.

S

Impact UT‐3: Project construction would not
result in a substantial adverse effect related to
landfill capacity.
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Section 5.12: Utilities and Service Systems (cont.)
Impact C‐UT: Construction of the proposed

S

project could result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative
impacts related to disruption or relocation of
utilities.

M‐UT‐1a (Confirm Utility Line Information); M‐UT‐1b (Safeguard Employees from Potential Accidents Related to
Underground Utilities); M‐UT‐1c (Notify Local Fire Departments); M‐UT‐1d (Emergency Response Plan); M‐UT‐1e
(Ensure Prompt Reconnection of Utilities); M‐UT‐1f (Coordinate Final Construction Plans with Affected Utilities); M‐
UT‐1g (Avoidance of Utilities Constructed or Modified by Other SFPUC Projects); and M‐UT‐1h (Measures to Protect
Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3) would apply to this impact.

LS

None required.

NI

Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1a: General Protection Measures. The SFPUC shall ensure that the following general
measures are implemented by the contractor(s) during construction to minimize or avoid impacts on biological resources:

LS

Section 5.13: Public Services
No impacts related to public services.

NI

Section 5.14: Biological Resources
Impact BI‐1: The proposed project could have a
substantial adverse effect on special‐status
animal species during construction.

S

 Construction contractor(s) shall minimize the extent of the construction disturbance as much as feasible.
 Prior to the start of construction, the construction contractor, in coordination with a qualified biologist, shall install 4‐
foot‐tall fencing at the limits of construction. In addition, fencing shall be installed outside the driplines of all trees to
be retained that are located within 50 feet of any grading, road improvements, underground utilities, or other
construction activity. A qualified biologist and the SFPUC must first approve any encroachment beyond these fenced
areas. The contractor shall maintain the temporary fencing until all construction activities are completed. No
construction activities, parking, or staging shall occur beyond the fenced areas.

 Project‐related vehicles shall observe a 15‐mile‐per‐hour speed limit on unpaved roads in the work area, or as
otherwise determined by the applicable regulatory agencies.

 The contractor shall provide closed garbage containers for the disposal of all food‐related trash items (e.g., wrappers,
cans, bottles, food scraps). All garbage shall be collected daily from the project site and placed in a closed container,
from which garbage shall be removed weekly.

 Construction personnel shall not feed or otherwise attract fish or wildlife in the project area.
 No pets shall be allowed in the project area.
 No firearms shall be allowed in the project area.
 Staging areas shall be located at least 50 feet from riparian habitat, creeks, and wetlands, where feasible.
 If vehicle or equipment fueling or maintenance is necessary, it shall be performed in the designated staging areas.
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Section 5.14: Biological Resources (cont.)
Impact BI‐1 (cont.)

 In cases where excavations require dewatering, the intakes shall be screened with a maximum mesh size of 5
millimeters.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1b: Worker Training and Awareness Program. The SFPUC shall ensure that mandatory
biological‐resources awareness training is provided to all construction personnel as follows:

 The training shall be developed and provided by a qualified biologist or construction compliance manager familiar
with the sensitive species that may occur in the project area. If a consulting biologist prepares the training program,
SFPUC staff shall approve the program prior to implementation.

 The training shall be provided before any work, including vegetation clearing and grading, occurs within the work
area boundaries.

 The training shall provide education on the natural history of the special‐status species potentially occurring in the
project area, and discuss the required mitigation measures to avoid impacts on the special‐status species and the
penalties for failing to comply with biological mitigation requirements.

 If new construction personnel are added to the project, the contractor shall ensure that they receive training prior to
starting work. The subsequent training of personnel can include a videotape of the initial training and/or the use of
written materials rather than in‐person training by a biologist.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1c: Minimize Disturbance to Riparian Habitat. To minimize disturbance to creeks and riparian
habitat, the SFPUC and its contractors shall conduct in‐channel work in San Antonio Creek during the dry season.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1d: Prevent Movement of Specific Species through the Work Areas. To prevent CTS, CRLF,
Alameda whipsnake, and other special‐status species from moving through the project area, the SFPUC or its contractors
shall install temporary exclusion fencing at selected locations along the work area boundaries (including access roads,
staging areas, etc.) prior to the start of project construction activities. Fencing locations will be based on observations of these
specific species or the presence of habitats that are likely to support higher densities of these species. Other portions of the
work area boundaries would not be fenced, based on coordination with the CDFG and USFWS. The SFPUC shall monitor
disturbance areas to determine whether additional fencing is necessary to minimize potential impacts. The SFPUC shall
ensure that the temporary fencing is continuously maintained until all construction activities are completed and that
construction equipment is confined to the designated work areas. The fencing shall be made of suitable material that does
not allow any of the animals listed above to pass through, and the bottom shall be buried to a depth of 6 inches (or to a
sufficient depth as specified by the applicable resource agencies) so that these species cannot crawl under the fence.
During fence installation, a qualified biological monitor shall be present onsite to relocate any animals to outside the
work area boundaries. The biologist must be authorized by the federal (USFWS) and/or state (CDFG) regulatory agencies
to relocate animals. After construction is completed, the exclusion fencing shall be removed.
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Section 5.14: Biological Resources (cont.)
Impact BI‐1 (cont.)

Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1e: Preconstruction Surveys and Construction Monitoring and Protocols for California
Tiger Salamander, California Red‐Legged Frog, and Alameda Whipsnake.
Preconstruction Surveys
Prior to initial ground‐disturbing activities in the project area, a qualified biologist shall survey the construction areas as
well as undeveloped areas in the immediate vicinity for the presence of CTS, CRLF, and Alameda whipsnake, as follows:
California tiger salamander and California red‐legged frog. Not more than two weeks prior to the onset of work activities
(including equipment mobilization) and immediately prior to commencing work, the qualified biologist shall survey
upland habitat in the project area for CTS and CRLF, and potential refuge or burrow/estivation sites. As feasible,
burrow/estivation areas identified within the project boundaries shall be temporarily fenced (per Mitigation Measure
M‐BI‐1d) and avoided. At locations where potential refuge/estivation burrows are identified and cannot be avoided,
the burrows shall be excavated by hand or by other means approved by the CDFG and USFWS prior to construction.
If a burrow is occupied, the individual animal shall be moved to a natural burrow or artificial burrow constructed of
PVC pipe within 0.25 mile of the project area or other location as agreed to by the appropriate agencies.
Alameda whipsnake. Not more than two weeks prior to the onset of work activities (including equipment mobilization)
and immediately prior to commencing work, a qualified biologist shall conduct a reconnaissance survey of suitable
upland habitat for Alameda whipsnake in the project area. If an Alameda whipsnake is found, the qualified biologist
shall relocate the animal outside of the construction area.
Excavation, relocation, or collapse of burrows shall only be conducted as authorized by the USFWS (for federally
listed species), by the CDFG (for state‐listed species), or by both agencies (for species protected at both the federal and
state levels).
Construction Monitoring and Protocols
At the beginning of each workday that includes initial ground disturbance, including grading, excavation, and
vegetation‐removal activities, a qualified biologist shall conduct onsite monitoring for the presence of CTS, CRLF, and
Alameda whipsnake in the area where ground disturbance shall occur, as follows:

 San Antonio Creek shall be surveyed prior to any ground‐disturbing or vegetation removal activities at or near this
creek.

 Perimeter fences shall be inspected to ensure they do not have any tears or holes, that the bottoms of the fences are still
buried, and that no individuals have been trapped in the fences.

 Any CTS, CRLF, or Alameda whipsnakes found along and inside the fence shall be closely monitored until they move
away from the construction area.
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Section 5.14: Biological Resources (cont.)
Impact BI‐1 (cont.)

 All open trenches or holes and areas under parked vehicles shall be checked for the presence of CTS, CRLF, and
whipsnakes.

 All excavated or deep‐walled holes or trenches greater than 2 feet shall be covered at the end of each workday using
plywood or similar materials, or escape ramps shall be constructed of earth fill or wooden planks. Before such holes
are filled, they shall be thoroughly inspected for trapped animals.

 Project personnel shall be required to immediately report any harm, injury, or mortality of a special‐status species during
construction (including entrapment) to the construction foreman or biological monitor, and the construction foreman or
biological monitor shall immediately notify the SFPUC. The SFPUC shall provide verbal notification to the USFWS
Endangered Species Office in Sacramento, California and/or to the local CDFG warden or biologist (as applicable) within
one working day of the incident. The SFPUC shall follow up with written notification to the USFWS and/or CDFG (as
applicable) within five working days of the incident. All observations of federally and state‐listed species shall be
recorded on CNDDB field sheets and sent to the CDFG by the SFPUC or representative biological monitor.
While it is not necessary that the biological monitor stay onsite for the entire day, the monitor shall remain on‐call in case
any of these animals are discovered and it is necessary to move them. The SFPUC shall designate an SFPUC
representative as the point of contact in the event that a CTS, CRLF, or Alameda whipsnake is discovered onsite when the
biological monitor is not present.
If the biological monitor or construction personnel find any of these species within the work area, construction activities
shall cease in the immediate vicinity of the individual until: (1) the USFWS and/or CDFG are contacted and/or the animal
has been removed from the construction area, in accordance with permits, by an approved biologist and released near a
suitable burrow or other suitable habitat within 0.25 mile of the construction area, or (2) the animal moves away from the
construction area on its own.
Once all initial ground‐disturbing activities are completed, the biological monitor shall perform spot checks of the project
area at least once a week for the duration of construction to ensure that the perimeter fence is in good order, trenches are
being covered if left open overnight (or escape ramps provided), project personnel are conducting checks beneath parked
vehicles prior to their movement, and all other required biological protection measures are being followed.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f: Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and Compensatory Mitigation.
The SFPUC shall prepare and implement a vegetation restoration plan with detailed specifications for minimizing the
introduction of invasive weeds and restoring all temporarily disturbed areas, and shall ensure that the contractor
successfully implements the plan. The plan shall indicate the best time of year for seeding to occur.
To facilitate preparation of the plan, the SFPUC shall ensure that, prior to construction, a qualified botanist (i.e., one
experienced in identifying sensitive plant species in the project area) performs additional preconstruction surveys of the
areas to collect more detailed vegetation composition data, including species occurrence, vegetation characterization (tree
diameter size, etc.), and percent cover of plant species. Photo documentation shall be used to show pre‐project conditions.
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Section 5.14: Biological Resources (cont.)
Impact BI‐1 (cont.)

If required, the SFPUC shall provide the vegetation restoration plan to the Corps, the CDFG, the RWQCB, and the USFWS
during the permitting process, as any vegetation to be removed may provide habitat for special‐status species and may also
be within areas under the jurisdiction of the Corps and the RWQCB. The minimum avoidance, minimization, and restoration
measures as well as success criteria to be included in the vegetation restoration plan are described below.
Invasive Weed Control Measures
Invasive weeds such as yellow star‐thistle, purple star‐thistle, Italian thistle, bull thistle, and stinkwort readily colonize
soils that have been disturbed by grading or other mechanical disturbance. Although the project area has an extensive
weed infestation and relatively few native species, the SFPUC shall incorporate the following measures into the
construction plans and specifications to prevent the further spread of invasive weeds into nearby areas:

 Construction equipment shall arrive at the project area free of soil, seed, and plant parts to reduce the likelihood of
introducing new weed species.

 Any imported fill material, soil amendments, gravel etc., required for construction and/or restoration activities that
would be placed within the upper 12 inches of the ground surface shall be free of vegetation and plant material.

 Certified, weed‐free, imported erosion‐control materials (or rice straw in upland areas) shall be used exclusively, as
applicable (this measure concerns biological material and does not preclude the use of silt fences, etc.).

 The environmental awareness training program for construction personnel shall include an orientation regarding the
importance of preventing the spread of invasive weeds.

 To reduce the seed bank in weed‐dominated ruderal areas, the contractor shall mow, disk, apply spot‐applications of
herbicide to weeds, and/or remove weeds, as appropriate and as early as feasible prior to surface clearing and site
preparation.

 Before construction equipment leaves the project area, any accumulation of plant debris, soil, and mud shall be
washed off the equipment or otherwise removed onsite, and air filters shall be blown out.

 The restoration plan shall specify measures to remove and/or control weeds in the project area.
 No invasive species shall be used in any restoration plantings.
 Implementation of these measures during construction and site restoration activities shall be verified and documented
by a biological or environmental monitor.
Minimum Restoration Measures
Restoration areas are areas within the project area that would be disturbed during project‐related construction activities
but would subsequently be restored to their preconstruction conditions as defined by the success criteria described
below. In order to restore these areas, the SFPUC shall ensure the following:
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Section 5.14: Biological Resources (cont.)
Impact BI‐1 (cont.)

 The SFPUC shall ensure that topsoil is salvaged during grading and earthmoving activities (including during the
preparation of spoils sites), stockpiled separately from subsoils, and protected from erosion (e.g., covered or watered);
that composting amendments are added, if needed; and that potentially compacted construction work areas are
properly prepared prior to reuse of the soil in the post‐construction restoration of temporarily disturbed areas. The
SFPUC shall ensure that a minimum of 12 inches of topsoil is salvaged, or if there is less than 12 inches of topsoil, as
much as practicable.

 For grassland and ruderal areas, the affected areas shall be reseeded with a native or non‐invasive grass and forb seed
mix. High seed application rates shall be used to help compete with the weedy seed bank.

 For riparian and wetland habitats, the affected areas shall be replanted with similar plants of appropriate species and
density as those removed. If possible, locally native stock shall be used.

 For any isolated mature native tree (i.e., one that is not part of a woodland or riparian cover) or any tree to be removed
from the Alameda County Calaveras Road right‐of‐way that meets the criteria described below, the SFPUC shall
ensure that replacement trees are planted within or in the vicinity of the project area as follows:

-

At a minimum, for each removed mature native tree (i.e., trees that are 6 inches in diameter at breast height [dbh]
or ten inches aggregate dbh for multi‐trunk trees), affected areas shall be replanted with the same species on an
inch‐by‐inch basis for any native mature tree outside the county right‐of‐way or as otherwise agreed to in
consultation with the USFWS and CDFG. For example, eight tube trees (each 1‐inch in diameter) could be planted
to replace one 8‐inch native tree. Other tree sizes could also be used as long as the total dbh replaces the dbh of the
removed tree or trees.

-

Trees shall be replaced within the first year after the completion of construction or as soon as possible in an area
where construction is completed during a favorable time period as determined by a qualified arborist or biologist.

-

Replacement trees shall be planted in or near the area experiencing surface disturbance from project construction
and in locations suitable for the replacement species.

-

Selection of replacement sites and installation of replacement plantings shall be supervised by a qualified arborist
or biologist. Irrigation of trees during the initial establishment period shall be provided as deemed necessary by a
qualified arborist or biologist.

-

A qualified arborist or biologist shall monitor newly planted trees at least twice a year for 5 years (7 years for oaks).

-

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
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Any trees planted as remediation for failed plantings shall be planted as stipulated here for original plantings, and
shall be monitored for a period of 5 years (7 years for oaks) following installation, or as otherwise determined by
the applicable resource agencies.
To replace trees removed from the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way, the SFPUC shall plant replacement trees along
Calaveras Road, where feasible. If additional mitigation trees are required but their spacing cannot be
accommodated along Calaveras Road, the trees shall be planted in the vicinity of the project area.
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Section 5.14: Biological Resources (cont.)
Impact BI‐1 (cont.)

-

For non‐native trees that are between 2 and 6 inches dbh within the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way, replacement trees
shall be planted on a one‐to‐one basis for any trees removed.

Minimum Success Criteria
Unless otherwise determined by the applicable resource agencies, the success criteria for restoring temporarily disturbed
areas shall be as follows:

 All temporarily disturbed areas shall be restored to approximate their baseline condition.
 Vegetation within restoration areas shall be functional, fully established, and self‐sustaining as evidenced by
successive years of healthy vegetative growth; observed increase in vegetative cover, canopy cover, and/or plant
height; successful flowering, seed set, and/or or vegetative reproduction over the 5‐year monitoring period.

 Revegetation work shall start within one year of construction completion.
 Revegetation of grassland areas shall be monitored at least once a year for 5 years. With the exception of Oak trees,
which shall be monitored for 7 years, all other replacement trees shall be monitored for 5 years.

 Restoration areas shall be monitored for target invasive plants quarterly in the first 5 years following replanting. If
invasive plants are found during the 5‐year monitoring period, they shall be removed as necessary to support meeting
the cover and vegetation composition success criteria.
Monitoring and maintenance shall continue until the minimum success criteria specified in the table below are met, or as
otherwise determined by the applicable resource agencies.
MINIMUM SUCCESS CRITERIA FOR VEGETATION RESTORATION

Parameter

Field Indicator/Measurement

Vegetative Cover Grassland: 70 percent absolute cover of typical native and naturalized grassland species known
from the Sunol Region by the end of the fifth monitoring year.
Individual Native Mature Trees: 65 percent plant survivorship by the fifth monitoring year.
Alameda Creek Channel and Willow Riparian Forest/Scrub: Greater than or equal to 45 percent
canopy cover of target willow and/or mulefat species by the end of the fifth monitoring year.
Target Invasive
Species
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Section 5.14: Biological Resources (cont.)
Impact BI‐1 (cont.)

Compensatory Mitigation
The SFPUC shall fully compensate for permanent losses of non‐native grassland and ruderal habitat that provide
potential low‐quality upland refugial and dispersal habitat for CTS and CRLF, as well as potential low quality foraging
and dispersal habitat for Alameda whipsnake (approximately 0.5 acre). Compensatory mitigation may occur through
habitat enhancements at two of the SFPUC’s Bioregional Habitat Restoration sites: the Goat Rock compensation site and
the San Antonio Creek compensation site. Habitat enhancement shall occur at a location and at compensation ratios to be
determined in consultation with USFWS and CDFG. Enhancements to grassland habitat may occur at the Goat Rock
compensation site and enhancements to riparian habitat at the San Antonio Creek compensation site shall be conducted
in accordance with the SFPUC’s Sunol Region Mitigation and Monitoring Plan, which specifies the success criteria and
mechanisms for monitoring to ensure compensation.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1g: Measures to Minimize Disturbance to Special‐Status Bird Species. As feasible, the
SFPUC shall conduct tree and shrub removal in the project area and the habitat compensation areas during the nonbreeding
season (generally August 16 through February 14) for migratory birds, raptors, and special‐status bat species.
If construction activities must occur during the breeding season for special‐status birds (February 15 to August 15), the
SFPUC shall retain a qualified wildlife biologist who is experienced in identifying birds and their habitat to conduct nesting‐
raptor surveys in and within 500 feet of the project area. Migratory bird surveys shall be conducted within 100 feet of all
work areas (as feasible) unless otherwise directed by CDFG. All migratory bird and active raptor nests within these areas
shall be mapped. These surveys must be conducted within two weeks prior to initiation of construction activities at any time
between February 15 and August 15. If no active nests are detected during surveys, no additional mitigation is required.
If migratory bird and/or active raptor nests are found in the project area or in the adjacent surveyed area, the SFPUC shall
establish a no‐disturbance buffer around the nesting location to avoid disturbance or destruction of the nest site until
after the breeding season or after a wildlife biologist determines that the young have fledged (usually late June through
mid‐July). The extent of these buffers would be determined by a wildlife biologist in consultation with CDFG and would
depend on the species’ sensitivity to disturbance (which can vary among species); the level of noise or construction
disturbance; line of sight between the nest and the disturbance; ambient levels of noise and other disturbances; and
consideration of other topographical or artificial barriers. The wildlife biologist shall analyze and use these factors to
assist the CDFG in making an appropriate decision on buffer distances.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1h: Conduct Preconstruction Surveys for Any Special‐Status Bats Found and Implement
Avoidance and Minimization Measures. Not more than one week prior to tree removal and demolition of the two
quarry buildings located to the east of Pit F3‐East, a qualified biologist (i.e., one familiar with the identification of bats
and signs of bats) shall survey the trees to be removed and the buildings to be demolished for the presence of roosting
bats. Bats may be present any time of the year. The biologist shall thoroughly search the two buildings and any trees that
provide appropriate habitat (trees with foliage or cavities or that are hollow) for the presence of roosting bats or evidence
of bats. If no roosting bats or evidence of bats are found in the trees, tree removal may proceed. Similarly, if no roosting
bats or evidence of bats are found in the quarry buildings, demolition may proceed. If bats are found or evidence of use
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Section 5.14: Biological Resources (cont.)
by bats is present, the biologist shall map and mark the trees and/or locations within the buildings with flagging. As
appropriate, the SFPUC shall ensure that the trees are not removed and/or the buildings are not demolished until the CDFG
has been consulted for guidance on measures to avoid and minimize disturbance of the special‐status bats. Measures may
include: monitoring trees or structures and excluding bats from the tree(s) or structures to be removed/demolished; timing
tree removal and building demolition to minimize disturbance to bats; and/or use of a construction buffer to avoid
disturbance of young before they are able to fly (for pallid bats, this period is between April and August).

Impact BI‐1 (cont.)

M‐HY‐1a (Prepare and Implement a SWPPP) and M‐HY‐1b (Creek Restoration and Revegetation) would also apply to
this impact.
Impact BI‐2: The proposed project could have a
substantial adverse effect on riparian habitat
and other sensitive habitats during construction.

S

M‐BI‐1a (General Protection Measures); M‐BI‐1f (Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and
Compensatory Mitigation); M‐BI‐1b (Worker Training and Awareness Program); and M‐BI‐1c (Minimize Disturbance
of Riparian Habitat) would apply to this impact.

LS

Impact BI‐3: The proposed project could have a
substantial adverse effect on jurisdictional
waters during construction.

S

M‐BI‐3: Avoidance and Protection Measures for Jurisdictional Water Bodies. The SFPUC and its contractors shall
minimize impacts on waters of the United States and waters of the state, including wetlands, by implementing the
following measures:

LS

 Construction activities in saturated or ponded wetlands and streams (typically during the spring and winter) shall be
avoided to the maximum extent feasible. Where wetlands or other water features must be disturbed, the minimum
area of disturbance necessary for construction shall be identified and the area outside avoided.

 A silt fence shall be installed adjacent to all wetlands and drainages to be avoided within 50 feet of any proposed
construction activity, and signs installed indicating the required avoidance. No equipment mobilization, grading,
clearing, or storage of equipment or machinery, or similar activity, shall occur until a representative of the SFPUC has
inspected and approved the fencing installed around these features. This restriction applies to both onsite construction
and any offsite mitigation area. The SFPUC shall ensure that the temporary fencing is continuously maintained until
all construction activities are completed. No construction activities, including equipment movement, material storage,
or temporary spoil stockpiling, shall be allowed within the fenced areas protecting wetlands.

 To minimize the degradation of wetland soils and vegetation where avoidance is infeasible, protective practices such
as geotextile cushions and other materials (e.g., timber pads, prefabricated equipment pads, geotextile fabric) or
vehicles with balloon tires shall be employed in saturated conditions (e.g., when there is noticeable rutting due to
saturated conditions and mixing of topsoil and subsoil).

 Exposed slopes and streambanks shall be stabilized immediately upon the completion of construction activities.
 The banks of San Antonio Creek shall be stabilized (if disturbed during construction) using a non‐vegetative material
that will bind the soil initially and break down within a few years (e.g., jute mat). More aggressive erosion control
treatments shall be implemented as needed for stabilization, such as geotextile mats, excelsior blankets, or other soil
stabilization products.
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Section 5.14: Biological Resources (cont.)
Impact BI‐3 (cont.)

Impact BI‐4: The proposed project could have a
substantial adverse effect on resident trout and
other native fishes during construction, either by
impeding movement or adversely affecting
aquatic habitat.
Impact BI‐5: The proposed project would not
have a substantial adverse effect on wildlife
corridors or wildlife nursery sites during
construction.

M‐BI‐1a (General Protection Measures); M‐BI‐1b (Worker Training and Awareness Program); M‐BI‐1c (Minimize
Disturbance of Riparian Habitat); M‐BI‐1d (Prevent Movement of Specific Species through the Work Areas); M‐BI‐1f
(Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and Compensatory Mitigation); M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and
Implementation of a SWPPP); and M‐HY‐1b (Creek Restoration and Revegetation) would also apply to this impact.
S

LS

M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP); M‐HY‐1b (Creek Restoration and Revegetation); M‐BI‐1b
(Worker Training and Awareness Program); M‐BI‐1c (Minimize Disturbance of Riparian Habitat); and M‐BI‐3
(Avoidance and Protection Measures for Jurisdictional Water Bodies) would apply to this impact.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact BI‐6: Construction activities associated
with the proposed project could conflict with
local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources.

S

M‐BI‐1f (Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and Compensatory Mitigation) would apply to this
impact.

LS

Impact BI‐7: Project operations could have a
substantial adverse effect on special‐status
animal species during project operations.

S

M‐BI‐7: Screen Dewatering Pump Intakes. The SFPUC shall screen the intake pipes for the submersible pumps at Pit F3‐
East, and the intakes for the pumps on floating platforms in Pit F3‐West to prevent the entrainment of CRLF into these
pipes. The screens shall be made of wire mesh with openings not larger than 5 millimeters.

LS

Impact BI‐8: Project operations would not have
a substantial adverse effect on jurisdictional
waters, riparian habitat, or aquatic resources
during project operations.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact BI‐9: The proposed project would not
have a substantial adverse effect on sensitive
habitats during project operations.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact BI‐10: The proposed project would not
interfere with the movement of native resident
trout and other native migratory fishes during
project operations.

LS

None required.

LS
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Section 5.14: Biological Resources (cont.)
S

M‐BI‐1a (General Protection Measures); M‐BI‐1b (Worker Training and Awareness Program); M‐BI‐1c (Minimize
Disturbance to Riparian Habitat); M‐BI‐1d (Prevent Movement of Specific Species through the Work Areas); M‐BI‐1e
(Preconstruction Surveys and Construction Monitoring and Protocols for California Tiger Salamander, Red‐Legged
Frog, and Alameda Whipsnake); M‐BI‐1f (Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and Compensatory
Mitigation); M‐BI‐1g (Measures to Minimize Disturbance to Special‐Status Bird Species); M‐BI‐1h (Conduct
Preconstruction Surveys for Any Special‐Status Bats Found and Implement Avoidance and Minimization Measures);
M‐BI‐7 (Screen Dewatering Pump Intakes); M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP); M‐HY‐1b (Creek
Restoration and Revegetation); and M‐BI‐3 (Avoidance and Protection Measures for Jurisdictional Water Bodies)
would apply to this impact.

LS

Impact GE‐1: The project is located on a
geologic unit that could become unstable as a
result of project construction.

S

M‐GE‐1: Shoring Plan for Pit F3‐East. The SFPUC shall contract with a licensed geotechnical engineer to implement a
shoring plan assessing potential slope instability risks associated with the final design for construction of the outfall and
splash pad at quarry Pit F3‐East. The shoring plan shall specify measures to minimize the potential for slope failure
during construction and shall include: a dimensioned site plan showing the location of the shoring; data regarding the
expected loads on the shoring (surcharge), details of the shoring system; a soils report; and structural calculations for the
shoring system. A qualified geotechnical or civil engineer shall prepare the soils report, and a civil and/or structural
engineer shall prepare structural plans and calculations for the shoring. The SFPUC shall ensure that the construction
contractor implements the plan; that the shoring is inspected by a qualified civil or structural engineer for compliance
with the provisions of the shoring plan prior to beginning construction; and that construction activities are periodically
observed to verify that all work conforms to the approved shoring plan.

LS

Impact GE‐2: The project could result in
substantial soil erosion or loss of topsoil during
construction.

S

M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP) and M‐BI‐1f (Prepare and Implement a Vegetation
Restoration Plan and Compensatory Mitigation) would apply to this impact.

LS

Impact GE‐3: The project would not expose
people or structures to substantial adverse
effects related to the risk of loss, injury, or death
due to rupture of a known earthquake fault.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact GE‐4: The project would not expose
people or structures to substantial adverse
effects related to the risk of loss, injury, or death
due to seismically induced groundshaking.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact C‐BI: Project implementation could
result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative impacts on biological
resources during project construction and
operation.

Section 5.15: Geology and Soils
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Section 5.15: Geology and Soils (cont.)
Impact GE‐5: The project would not expose
people or structures to substantial adverse
effects related to the risk of loss, injury, or death
due to seismically induced ground failure,
including liquefaction, lateral spreading, or
settlement.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact GE‐6: The project would not expose
people or structures to substantial adverse
effects related to the risk of property loss, injury,
or death due to seismically induced landslides
or other slope failures.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact GE‐7: The project would not create
substantial risks to life or property due to
expansive or corrosive soil.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact GE‐8: Project operations would not
result in substantial soil erosion during project
operations.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact GE‐9: The proposed project would not
substantially change the topography or any
unique geologic or physical features of the
project area.

LS

None required.

LS

S

M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP) and M‐BI‐1f (Prepare and Implement a Vegetation
Restoration Plan and Compensatory Mitigation) would apply to this impact.

LS

S

M‐HY‐1a: Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP. Consistent with the requirements of the NPDES General
Permit for Storm Water Discharges Associated with Construction Activity, the SFPUC or its contractor(s) shall submit a
notice of intent to the SWRCB’s Division of Water Quality, develop a SWPPP, and implement site‐specific BMPs to
prevent discharges of nonpoint‐source pollutants in construction‐related stormwater runoff into downstream water
bodies, including Alameda and San Antonio Creeks. The San Francisco Bay RWQCB, the primary agency responsible for
protecting water quality in the project area, would review the SWPPP to ensure compliance with the general permit.

LS

Impact C‐GE: Project construction could result
in a cumulatively considerable contribution to
cumulative impacts related to the loss of topsoil.
Section 5.16: Hydrology and Water Quality
Impact HY‐1: Project construction could
substantially degrade water quality as a result of
erosion and sedimentation or an accidental
release of hazardous chemicals.
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Section 5.16: Hydrology and Water Quality (cont.)
Impact HY‐1 (cont.)

The BMPs contained in the SWPPP are also subject to review and approval by the RWQCB. The recommended BMPs are
listed below. However, the measures themselves may be altered, supplemented, or deleted during the review process,
since the RWQCB has final authority over the terms of the SWPPP.
Scheduling
 Schedule construction to minimize ground disturbance during the rainy season.
 Stabilize all disturbed soils as soon as possible following the completion of soil‐disturbing work in the project area.
 Provide plans to stabilize soil with vegetation or physical means in the event rainfall is expected.
 Install erosion and sediment control BMPs prior to the start of any ground‐disturbing activities.
Erosion and Sedimentation
 Preserve existing vegetation in areas where no construction activity is planned or where construction activity will
occur at a later date.
 Stabilize and revegetate disturbed areas as soon as possible after construction by planting or seeding and/or using
mulch (e.g., straw or hay, erosion control blankets, hydromulch, or other similar material) except in actively cultivated
areas.
 Install silt fences or fiber rolls or implement other suitable measures around the perimeter of the construction zone,
staging areas, temporary stockpiles, spoil areas, stream channels, and swales, as well as down‐slope of all exposed soil
areas, and in other locations determined necessary to prevent offsite sedimentation.
 Install temporary slope breakers during the rainy season on slopes greater than 5 percent where the base of the slope is
less than 50 feet from a water body, wetland, or road crossing at spacing intervals required by the RWQCB.
 Use filter fabric or other appropriate measures to prevent sediment from entering storm drain inlets.
 Detain and treat water produced by construction site dewatering using sedimentation basins, sediment traps (when
water is flowing and there is sediment), or other measures to ensure that discharges to receiving waters meet
applicable water quality objectives.
Tracking Controls
 Grade and stabilize construction site entrances and exits to prevent runoff from the site and to prevent erosion.
 Install a trackout control device (e.g., gravel pad, grizzlie, wash facility, etc.) at site access points to allow for carryout
and trackout prevention when vehicles exit the site. This provision may be omitted if the RWQCB determines that
vacuum sweepers, as required by Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures), are
sufficient to prevent trucks from tracking dirt.
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Section 5.16: Hydrology and Water Quality (cont.)
Impact HY‐1 (cont.)

 Remove any soil or sediment tracked off paved roads during construction by employing street sweeping.
Instream Construction BMPs
 Minimize disturbance of the ground surface and substrate within San Antonio Creek during installation of the backup
pipeline.
 Limit the use of construction vehicles in the San Antonio Creek channel not actively involved in construction across
the creek.
 Monitor instream construction activity and coordinate with the contractor to identify periods when localized increases
in turbidity may occur.
 Prevent raw cement, concrete or concrete washings, asphalt, paint or other coatings, oil or other petroleum products,
or any other substances that could be hazardous to aquatic life from contaminating the soil or entering watercourses.
 Any physical barriers within San Antonio Creek that are needed to isolate the construction area for dewatering purposes
or for erosion and sediment control shall be installed under the direction of a qualified biologist to minimize stress, injury,
and mortality to wildlife.
 Keep visible oil, grease, or foam from forming on soil or water surfaces.
 In the event that construction activities create a visible plume in surface waters, initiate monitoring of turbidity
concentrations at the discharge site and 50 feet downstream while the visible plume persists, and initiate corrective
action to reduce construction‐related turbidity so that it complies with turbidity criteria specified in the Basin Plan for
the coldwater fish habitat beneficial use, as measured in surface waters 50 feet downstream of the working area.
Implement corrective actions as needed to ensure construction activities are within the Basin Plan’s surface water
quality objective for turbidity, which states that turbidity increases shall not be greater than 10 percent in areas where
natural turbidity is greater than 50 NTU. Corrective actions would depend on the cause of the sediment discharge and
could include installing additional silt fences and other erosion control devices, covering stockpiled material, and
improving the system for treating water from the dewatering operation.
 Avoid operation of construction vehicles and equipment in flowing water.
Non‐stormwater Control
 Keep construction vehicles and equipment clean; do not allow excessive build‐up of oil and grease.
 Check construction vehicles and equipment daily at startup for leaks, and repair any leaks immediately.
 Do not refuel vehicles and equipment within 100 feet of surface waters to prevent run‐on and runoff and to contain
spills.
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Section 5.16: Hydrology and Water Quality (cont.)
Impact HY‐1 (cont.)

 Conduct all refueling and servicing of equipment with absorbent material or drip pans underneath to contain spilled
fuel. Collect any fluid drained from machinery during servicing in leak‐proof containers and deliver to an appropriate
disposal or recycling facility.
 Cover all storm drain inlets when paving or applying seals or similar materials to prevent the offsite discharge of these
materials.
Waste Management and Hazardous Materials Pollution Control
 Remove trash and construction debris from the project area regularly. Provide an adequate number of waste
containers with lids or covers to keep rain from out of the containers and to prevent trash and debris from being blown
away during high winds.
 Locate sanitary facilities a minimum of 200 feet from Alameda and San Antonio Creeks.
 Ensure the containment of sanitation facilities (e.g., portable toilets) to prevent discharges of pollutants to the storm
water drainage system or receiving water.
 Maintain sanitary facilities regularly.
 Store all hazardous materials in an area protected from rainfall and stormwater run‐on and prevent the offsite
discharge of leaks or spills.
 Minimize the potential for contamination of surface water bodies, including Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, and Alameda
and San Antonio Creeks, by maintaining spill containment and cleanup equipment onsite, and by properly labeling
and disposing of hazardous wastes.
 Locate waste collection areas close to construction entrances and away from roadways, Alameda and San Antonio
Creeks, and Pits F3‐East and F3‐West.
 Inspect dumpsters and other waste and debris containers regularly for leaks, and remove and properly dispose of any
hazardous materials and liquid wastes placed in these containers.
 Train construction personnel in proper material delivery, handling, storage, cleanup, and disposal procedures.
BMP Inspection, Maintenance, and Repair
 Inspect all BMPs on a regular basis to confirm proper installation and function.
 Inspect all stormwater BMPs daily during storms.
 Inspect sediment basins, sediment traps, and other detention and treatment facilities regularly throughout the
construction period.
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Section 5.16: Hydrology and Water Quality (cont.)
Impact HY‐1 (cont.)

 Provide sufficient devices and materials (e.g., silt fence, fiber rolls, erosion blankets, etc.) throughout project
construction to enable immediate repair or replacement of failed BMPs.
 Inspect all seeded areas regularly for failures, and remediate or repair as soon as feasible.
Permitting, Monitoring, and Reporting
 Obtain and comply with the RWQCB Section 401 Water Quality Certification and California Department of Fish and
Game Streambed Alteration Agreement.
 Provide the required documentation for SWPPP inspections, maintenance, and repair requirements.
 Maintain written records of inspections, spills, BMP‐related maintenance activities, corrective actions, and visual
observations of any offsite discharge of sediment or other pollutants, as required by the RWQCB.
 Monitor water quality to assess the effectiveness of control measures.
 Notify the RWQCB and other agencies as required (e.g., California Department of Fish and Game) if the criteria for
turbidity, oil/grease, or foam are exceeded, and undertake corrective actions.
 Immediately notify the RWQCB and other agencies as required (e.g., California Department of Fish and Game) of any
spill of petroleum products or other organic or earthen materials, and undertake corrective action.
Post‐construction BMPs
 Revegetate all temporarily disturbed areas as required after construction activities are completed.
 Remove any remaining construction debris and trash from the project area and staging areas upon project completion.
 Phase the removal of temporary BMPs as necessary to ensure stabilization of the site.
 Maintain post‐construction site conditions to avoid any unintended drainage channels, erosion, or areas of
sedimentation.
 Correct post‐construction site conditions as necessary to comply with the SWPPP and any other pertinent RWQCB
requirements.
M‐HY‐1b: Creek Restoration and Revegetation. Following installation of the backup pipeline at the San Antonio Creek
crossing, the SFPUC shall revegetate the disturbed creek banks with native vegetation and restore the geometry of the
disturbed creek channel to pre‐existing conditions.
Plantings shall be monitored and maintained for up to two years to ensure stabilization of the creek channel. This
mitigation measure shall be implemented in conjunction with Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f (Prepare and Implement a
Vegetation Restoration Plan and Compensatory Mitigation).
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Section 5.16: Hydrology and Water Quality (cont.)
Impact HY‐2: Dewatering of excavated areas
during project construction would not
substantially deplete groundwater supplies.
Impact HY‐3: Discharges of dewatering effluent
from excavated areas during project
construction could substantially degrade water
quality.

LS

S

None required.

LS

M‐HY‐3: Management of Dewatering Effluent Discharges. To address potential impacts on receiving water quality
during the construction period related to dewatering effluent discharges and to comply with NPDES requirements, the
construction contractor(s) shall prepare and implement a project‐specific dewatering plan. Discharges of dewatering effluent
during project construction shall be conducted in accordance with NPDES general construction permit requirements.

LS

Construction Dewatering Plan
The dewatering plan shall specify how the water will be collected, contained, treated, monitored, and discharged to
vegetated areas, Alameda Creek, and San Antonio Creek. Subject to review and approval by the RWQCB, the plan shall
at a minimum:
 Identify methods and locations for collecting and handling water onsite prior to discharge, determine treatment
requirements, and determine the capacity of settling basins, treatment ponds, and/or holding tanks.
 Identify methods for treating water onsite prior to discharge, such as filtration, coagulation, sedimentation settlement
areas, oil skimmers, pH adjustment, and other BMPs.
 Establish procedures and methods for maintaining and monitoring dewatering operations to ensure that no breach in the
process occurs that could result in an exceedance of applicable water quality objectives.
 Identify discharge locations and include details regarding how the discharge will be conducted to minimize erosion
and scour.
Relevant Water Quality Objectives
At a minimum, the project discharges to surface waters shall not exceed the water quality objectives for receiving waters
included in the current San Francisco Bay Basin Plan, including (but not limited to):
 pH shall not be depressed below 6.5 nor raised above 8.5.
 Turbidity shall not be greater than 10 percent in areas where natural turbidity is greater than 50 NTU.
 Temperature shall not be increased by more than 5 °F (2.8 °C) above natural receiving water temperature.
 Waters shall be free of coloration that causes nuisance or adversely affects beneficial uses.
 Waters shall not contain floating material, including solids, liquids, foams, or scum, in concentrations that cause
nuisance or adversely affect beneficial uses.
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Section 5.16: Hydrology and Water Quality (cont.)
 Waters shall not contain oils, greases, waxes, or other materials in concentrations that: result in a visible film or coating
on the surface of the water or on objects in the water, cause nuisance, or otherwise adversely affect beneficial uses.

Impact HY‐3 (cont.)

 All waters shall be maintained free of toxic substances in concentrations that are lethal to or that produce other
detrimental responses in aquatic organisms.
Construction contractor(s) shall comply with all monitoring and reporting requirements established by the RWQCB. Any
exceedences of established narrative or numeric water quality objectives shall be reported to the RWQCB and corrective
action taken. Corrective action may include an increase in residence time in treatment features (e.g., longer holding time in
settling basins) and/or incorporation of additional treatment measures (e.g., addition of sand filtration prior to discharge).
Impact HY‐4: Discharges of treated water from
existing and newly installed pipelines during
project construction would not substantially
degrade water quality.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact HY‐5: The placement of project facilities
within a 100‐year flood hazard zone would not
substantially impede or redirect flood flows, or
result in damage to SFPUC facilities or private
property.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact HY‐6: Project implementation would not
expose people or structures to a significant risk
of loss, injury, or death involving flooding as a
result of dam failure.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact HY‐7: Project implementation would not
alter drainage patterns such that there would be
a substantial increase in erosion, siltation, or the
rate or amount of surface runoff.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact HY‐8: Future discharges from the backup
pipeline would not substantially degrade water
quality or exceed the capacity of Pit F3‐East.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact C‐HY: Project construction could result
in a cumulatively considerable contribution to
cumulative impacts on hydrology and water
quality.

S

M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP); M‐HY‐1b (Creek Restoration and Revegetation); and M‐HY‐
3 (Management of Dewatering Effluent Discharges) would apply to this impact.

LS
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Section 5.17: Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Impact HZ‐1: Project construction could result
in a substantial adverse effect related to
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident
conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment.

S

M‐HZ‐1a: Evaluate Soil Quality. Prior to project construction, the SFPUC shall perform a soil investigation to determine
the presence of chemical residues within shallow soils in proposed construction work areas where sampling has not been
previously conducted, and in the area south of the Alameda Siphons (in the vicinity of the San Antonio Pump Station,
where a release of diesel and waste oil was previously remediated and concentrations of total oil and grease are reported
to be ubiquitous). Samples shall be collected from surface soils (from the ground surface to 1.5 feet below the surface) in
each of the proposed work areas and spoils sites that will be disturbed during project construction, and to the depth of
the planned excavation in the vicinity of the San Antonio Pump Station. At a minimum, surface soil samples shall be
analyzed for total copper, arsenic, lead, mercury, and organochlorine pesticides. To evaluate the potential for petroleum
products and semivolatile organic compounds to be present, subsurface soil samples from the vicinity of the San Antonio
Pump Station shall be analyzed for total petroleum hydrocarbons (as gasoline, diesel, and waste oil) and for semivolatile
organic compounds. The results of the soil investigation shall be incorporated into the construction risk and spoils
management plan prepared in accordance with Mitigation Measure M‐HZ‐1b (Implement a Construction Risk and Spoils
Management Plan) to determine whether: specific soils management and disposal procedures for contaminated materials
are required; excavated soils are suitable for reuse; and appropriate construction worker health and safety procedures for
working with contaminated materials are required.

LS

M‐HZ‐1b: Implement a Construction Risk and Spoils Management Plan. The SFPUC shall require the construction
contractor to prepare and implement a construction risk and spoils management plan (CRSMP), subject to review by the
SFPUC, to address hazardous materials and other worker health and safety issues during construction of the proposed
project. The CRSMP shall include all necessary procedures to ensure that excavated materials are stored, managed, and
disposed of in a manner that is protective of human health and in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. The
SFPUC shall ensure that the CRSMP includes the following information:
 Results of previous soil sampling within the construction work areas as well as sampling conducted in accordance
with Mitigation Measure M‐HZ‐1a (Evaluate Soil Quality).
 A site‐specific health and safety plan (HASP) prepared by a qualified environmental professional in accordance with
federal OSHA regulations (29 CFR 1910.120) and Cal/OSHA regulations (8 CCR 5192). The HASP shall include all
required measures to protect construction workers and the general public by including engineering controls,
monitoring, and security measures to prevent unauthorized entry to the construction area and to reduce hazards
outside of the construction area. If prescribed contaminant exposure levels are exceeded, personal protective
equipment shall be required for workers in accordance with state and federal regulations. Submission of the CRSMP to
the SFPUC, or any review of the contractor’s CRSMP or HASP by the SFPUC, shall not be construed as approval of the
adequacy of the contractor’s health and safety professional, the contractor’s HASP, or any safety measure taken in or
near the construction site. The contractor shall be solely and fully responsible for compliance with all laws, rules, and
regulations applicable to health and safety during the performance of the construction work.
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Section 5.17: Hazards and Hazardous Materials (cont.)
Impact HZ‐1 (cont.)

 Step‐by‐step procedures for evaluation, handling, stockpiling, storage, testing, and disposal of excavated material,
including criteria for: reuse within the pipeline trenches; placement at the North Spoils Site; temporary storage in SMP‐
30 Pit F6 or aggregate processing facility prior to processing for resale and reuse; and offsite disposal. All excavated
materials shall be inspected prior to initial stockpiling, and spoils that are visibly stained and/or have a noticeable odor
shall be stockpiled separately to minimize the amount of material that may require special handling. In addition,
excavated materials shall be stored away from Alameda and San Antonio Creeks and other water features in
accordance with the storm water pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) prepared in accordance with Mitigation Measure
M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP) and inspected for buried building materials, debris, and
evidence of underground storage tanks; if identified, these materials shall be stockpiled separately and characterized
in accordance with landfill disposal requirements. The chemical quality of the spoils intended for reuse shall be
characterized, and spoils may be permanently placed at the North Spoils Site, or temporarily placed in Pit F6 or at the
SMP‐30 aggregate processing facility if they are found to meet the reuse criteria established in the CRSMP. Any spoils
that do not meet the reuse criteria shall be segregated and disposed of at a permitted landfill facility.
 Procedures to be implemented if unknown subsurface conditions or contamination are encountered, such as
previously unreported tanks, wells, or contaminated soils.
 Detailed control measures for use and storage of hazardous materials to prevent the release of pollutants to the
environment, and emergency procedures for the containment and cleanup of accidental releases of hazardous
materials to minimize the impacts of any such release. These procedures shall also include reporting requirements in
the event of a reportable spill or other emergency incident. At a minimum, the SFPUC or its contractor shall notify
applicable agencies in accordance with guidance from the California Office of Emergency Services as well as the
Alameda County Water District.
 Fire‐prevention measures, including cigarette smoking in disturbed areas only and disposing of cigarette butts in
waste bins, parking in non‐vegetated areas, and complying with the requirements of the California PRC, beginning
with Section 4427.
 Required worker health and safety provisions for all workers potentially exposed to contaminated materials, in
accordance with state and federal worker safety regulations, and designated personnel responsible for implementation
of the CRSMP.
Mitigation Measure M‐HZ‐1c: Hazardous Building Materials. Prior to demolishing the residential‐style building and
associated shed, the SFPUC shall ensure that a qualified environmental professional survey the buildings for electrical
equipment containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), fluorescent lights containing mercury vapors or fluorescent
light ballasts containing PCBs or Di (2‐ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP). Any of these materials shall be removed and
disposed of properly prior to demolition of the buildings.
M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP) would also apply to this impact.
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Section 5.17: Hazards and Hazardous Materials (cont.)
Impact HZ‐2: Project construction could result
in a substantial adverse effect related to accident
conditions involving the release of hazardous
construction chemicals into the environment.

S

M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP) would apply to this impact.

LS

Impact HZ‐3: Project construction would not
impair implementation of, or physically
interfere with, an adopted emergency response
plan or emergency evacuation plan.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact HZ‐4: Project construction would not
expose people or structures to a significant risk
of loss, injury, or death involving fires.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact HZ‐5: Project operations would not
result in a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport, use,
or disposal of hazardous materials.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact HZ‐6: Project operations would not
expose people or structures to a significant risk
of loss, injury, or death involving fires.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact C‐HZ: Construction of the proposed
project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution related to cumulative
impacts related to hazards and hazardous
materials.

S

M‐HZ‐1a (Evaluate Soil Quality); M‐HZ‐1b (Implement a Construction Risk and Spoils Management Plan); M‐HZ‐1c
(Hazardous Building Materials); and M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP) would also apply to this
impact.

LS

None required.

LS

M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures) and M‐AQ‐1b (BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for
NOx Reduction) would apply to this impact.

LS

Section 5.18: Minerals and Energy Resources
Impact ME‐1: Project construction would not

LS

result in the temporary loss of availability of
known mineral resources that would be of
value to the region or residents of the state, or
the temporary loss of availability of a locally
important mineral resource recovery site.
Impact ME‐2: Project construction could result

in substantial adverse effects related to the
use of large amounts of fuel or energy, or the
use of these resources in a wasteful manner.
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Section 5.18: Minerals and Energy Resources (cont.)
Impact ME‐3: Project implementation would
not result in the permanent loss of availability
of known mineral resources that would be of
value to the region or residents of the state, or
the permanent loss of availability of a locally
important mineral resource recovery site.

LS

None required.

LS

Impact ME‐4: Project operations would not
result in substantial adverse effects related to
the long‐term use of large amounts of fuel or
energy, or the use of these resources in a
wasteful manner.

LS

None required.

LS

S

M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures) and M‐AQ‐1b (BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for
NOx Reduction) would apply to this impact.

LS

S

M‐AG‐1: Compensation for Loss of Unique Farmland. The SFPUC shall compensate for the conversion of Unique
Farmland to non‐agricultural use as follows:

LS

Impact C‐ME: Project construction would

result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative impacts related to
mineral and energy resources.
Section 5.19: Agriculture and Forest Resources
Impact AG‐1: Implementation of the proposed
project would result in the conversion of Unique
Farmland, as shown on the maps pursuant to
the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring
Program of the California Resources Agency, to
non‐agricultural use.

 As compensation for the permanent loss of Unique Farmland at the former nursery site, the SFPUC shall dedicate a
permanent agricultural conservation easement equal in area to the Unique Farmland converted to non‐agricultural
use.
 As an alternative to the permanent agricultural easement described above, the SFPUC shall contribute funds to a local
agricultural land conservancy to establish a conservation easement to protect an equivalent acreage of similarly valued
land in the area.
Should the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program remove the Unique Farmland designation from the former
nursery site before the earthen berm is constructed, this mitigation measure would no longer be warranted and would
not be required.

Impact C‐AG: Implementation of the proposed
project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative impacts
related to the conversion of Unique Farmland to
non‐agricultural uses.
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1.6 SABPL Pumping Variants
This EIR evaluates two variations of the proposed project that are under consideration by the
SFPUC. The variants address two different pumping scenarios (one‐step vs. two‐step pumping)
for dewatering Pit F3‐East after a discharge of quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water. While the
proposed project proposes construction of the Alameda Creek Pump Station, the variants provide
the SFPUC with flexibility as it continues to evaluate pumping options. During the project
approval process, the SFPUC could select the proposed project or one of the pumping variants
for implementation. The construction schedules for the pumping variants are assumed to be the
same as, or very similar to, the construction schedule for the proposed project.

1.6.1 Pumping Variant 1
1.6.1.1 Description
Under Pumping Variant 1, facility operators would use two high‐pressure submersible pumps
adjacent to the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East to pump water directly (one‐step pumping
scenario) from Pit F3‐East through the dewatering pipeline and other existing pipelines to
San Antonio Reservoir or to the SVWTP. Pumping Variant 1 would not include construction of
the Alameda Creek Pump Station and associated facilities (wet well, electrical control building,
overhead powerline between the Hetch Hetchy Water & Power (HHWP) Calaveras Substation to
the pump station, electrical transformer, and retaining wall) or the transfer pipeline.

1.6.1.2 Impacts of Pumping Variant 1
Since Pumping Variant 1 does not include construction of the Alameda Creek Pump Station and
associated facilities (wet well, electrical control building, overhead powerline between the
HHWP Calaveras Substation to the pump station, electrical transformer, and retaining wall) or
the transfer pipeline, implementation of this variant would reduce the magnitude of some
construction impacts that were identified for the proposed project, including impacts related to
soil erosion, slope instability, landfill capacity, haul truck traffic, and air quality. However, the
impact conclusions, significance determinations, and mitigation measures for all construction
impacts would be the same as those for the proposed project. The operational impacts of
Pumping Variant 1 would be the same as proposed project’s, except for the impact related one
topic area: energy use. Pumping Variant 1 would result in a reduction in operational energy use
when compared to the proposed project. However, the overall significance determination for this
impact would be the same that of as the proposed project. All impact conclusions, significance
determinations, and mitigation measures for operational impacts would also be the same as those
identified for the proposed project.
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1.6.2 Pumping Variant 2
1.6.2.1 Description
Pumping Variant 2 would provide the SFPUC with the option of either: (1) pumping the water
discharged from the backup pipeline into Pit F3‐East directly to San Antonio Reservoir or to the
SVWTP (one‐step pumping scenario), or (2) first pumping water from Pits F3‐East and F3‐West to
the Alameda Creek Pump Station, and subsequently pumping the water to San Antonio Reservoir
or to the SVWTP (two‐step pumping scenario). Pumping Variant 2 includes all of the same facilities
as the proposed project, except that one of the low‐pressure submersible pumps adjacent to the new
discharge facility at Pit F3‐East would be replaced with a high‐pressure submersible pump.

1.6.2.2 Impacts of Pumping Variant 2
Since Pumping Variant 2 includes all of the same facilities and improvements as the proposed
project, this variant would result in the same construction impacts. With the exception of energy
use during project operations, which would be less than energy use under the proposed project
when one‐step pumping is used, all operational impacts would be exactly the same as those of
the proposed project. Thus, the impact conclusions, significance determinations, and mitigation
measures for construction and operational impacts would also be the same as those identified for
the proposed project.

1.7 Alternatives to the Proposed Project
Chapter 7, Alternatives, of this EIR evaluates three alternatives to the proposed project:


Alternative 1: No Project Alternative. The SFPUC would not make improvements, and the
San Antonio Pipeline would continue to operate as it does under existing conditions.



Alternative 2: SABPL Discharges to Base of Turner Dam. The SFPUC would install a new
2‐mile‐long backup pipeline between the San Antonio Pump Station and San Antonio
Creek at the base of Turner Dam. Improvements would be made to the existing discharge
facility at the base of Turner Dam. As with the proposed project, a new chemical facility
would be constructed near the San Antonio Pump Station. This alternative would not
construct the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East, the cutoff wall around Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West, the Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, transfer pipeline, or dewatering
pipeline.



Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL. This alternative would construct all of the same
facilities and improvements as the proposed project; however, the backup pipeline would
be constructed aboveground.

Although the No Project Alternative would avoid the construction‐related impacts of the
proposed project, it would not meet any of the project objectives. The alternatives analysis
determined that Alternative 2, SABPL Discharges to Base of Turner Dam, would result in greater
overall construction and operational impacts in some areas relative to the proposed project but
would fully meet both project objectives. Although Alternative 3, Aboveground SABPL, would
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reduce construction‐related impacts in some areas relative to the proposed project, it would
result in significant and unavoidable impacts on scenic resources because the aboveground
pipeline would be visible from Calaveras Road, a designated scenic roadway. Due to the
identification of a significant and unavoidable impact for Alternative 3, this alternative would
result in greater overall impacts when compared to the proposed project. Therefore, among the
alternatives to the proposed project, Alternative 2 is considered environmentally superior.

1.8 Areas of Controversy
No areas of scientific or technical controversy have been identified for this project. During the
scoping meeting, held on October 25, 2007, attendees commented on the scope of the Draft EIR.
Written comments were also received during the scoping period (between October 5 and
November 5, 2007). A scoping report was prepared that summarizes the comments received on
the project, including a transcript of oral testimony at the October 2007 scoping session (see
Appendix B). Refer to Table 2‐2 in Chapter 2, Introduction and Background, for an overview of
environmental concerns raised during the scoping period.
_________________________
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2.1 Introduction
The proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project involves upgrades to San Francisco
Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) regional water facilities in the Sunol Valley of
unincorporated Alameda County. The SFPUC is proposing the SABPL project to improve facility
operators’ ability to respond to emergencies, perform routine maintenance of regional facilities,
minimize the risk of service interruptions to customers during planned maintenance events and
emergency conditions, and assist the SFPUC in meeting all current and foreseeable future federal
and state water quality requirements. Proposed project improvements include the construction of
an approximately 7,000‐foot‐long, 66‐inch‐diameter backup pipeline, a new discharge facility, a
new chemical facility, a new pump station and wet well, and several auxiliary improvements, all
of which would be designed with sufficient capacity to handle the future maximum flows from
the system.

2.2 Background – Regional Water System and the WSIP
2.2.1 SFPUC Regional Water System Overview
The City and County of San Francisco (CCSF), through the SFPUC, owns and operates a regional
water system that extends from the Sierra Nevada to San Francisco and serves drinking water to
2.4 million people in San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Alameda, and Tuolumne Counties.
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The regional water system consists of water conveyance, storage, treatment, and distribution
facilities, and delivers water to retail and wholesale customers. The existing system includes over
280 miles of pipeline, over 60 miles of tunnels, 11 reservoirs, 5 pump stations, and 2 water
treatment plants. The SFPUC currently delivers an annual average of about 265 million gallons
per day (mgd) of water to its customers. The source of the water supply is a combination of local
supplies from streamflow and runoff in the Alameda Creek watershed and in the San Mateo
Creek and Pilarcitos Creek watersheds (referred to together as the Peninsula watershed), which is
augmented with imported supplies from the Tuolumne River watershed. Local watersheds
provide about 15 percent of total supplies, and the Tuolumne River provides the remaining
85 percent. Figure 2‐1 illustrates the general location of the SFPUC regional system, and
Figure 2‐2 shows the location of the water supply watersheds.
Water from the upper Tuolumne River watershed that is captured in Hetch Hetchy Reservoir can
be delivered to SFPUC customers without filtration, provided it meets all federal1 and state2
“filtration avoidance” requirements. These requirements specify that the water provider must
meet source water quality standards and disinfection criteria, and conduct extensive routine
water quality monitoring and watershed protection activities. The SFPUC maintains the filtration
avoidance status for Hetch Hetchy water by proactively operating and maintaining facilities to
prevent contamination of water supplies, and, when unfavorable changes in water quality do
occur, by diverting the quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water out of the regional system to
prevent the water from being delivered to customers (SFPUC, 2000). SFPUC water supplies from
the Alameda and Peninsula watersheds do not meet the filtration avoidance criteria and require
filtration before delivery to customers.
The SFPUC serves about one‐third of its water supplies directly to retail customers, primarily in
San Francisco, and about two‐thirds of its water supplies to wholesale customers by contractual
agreement. The wholesale customers are represented by the Bay Area Water Supply and
Conservation Agency (BAWSCA), which consists of 26 member agencies, as shown on Figure 2‐3.3
Some of these wholesale customers have access to other sources of water in addition to the
supplies they receive from the SFPUC regional water system, while others rely completely on the
SFPUC for water supply.

1

In 1991, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) adopted the Surface Water Treatment Rule,
which includes water quality provisions for unfiltered water systems. In 1993, the U.S. EPA approved Hetch
Hetchy water supplies as an unfiltered source that meets all filtration avoidance criteria contained in the
federal statute.
2 In 1998, the state added filtration avoidance provisions to Title 22 of the California Code of Regulations, under
which the California Department of Public Health currently regulates the Hetch Hetchy water system.
3 The Cordilleras Mutual Water Association is an additional wholesale customer receiving water from the
SFPUC, but it is not a BAWSCA member and is not shown in Figure 2‐3. It is a small water association serving
18 single‐family homes in San Mateo County.
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2.2.2 SFPUC Water System Improvement Program
On October 30, 2008, the SFPUC adopted the Water System Improvement Program (WSIP)
(known as the “Phased WSIP Variant”) and the WSIP goals and objectives (SFPUC Resolution 08‐
200 [SFPUC, 2008]). The adopted WSIP will improve the reliability of the regional water system
with respect to water quality, seismic response, and water delivery based on a planning horizon
through the year 2030. The WSIP will also improve the regional system with respect to water
supply to meet water delivery needs in the service area through the year 2018. The program area
spans seven counties—Tuolumne, Stanislaus, San Joaquin, Alameda, Santa Clara, San Mateo, and
San Francisco.
The WSIP includes a water supply strategy, modifications to system operations, and construction
of a series of facility infrastructure improvement projects. The proposed SABPL project is one of
several facility improvement projects that are part of the WSIP. The overall goals of the WSIP are
to maintain high‐quality water; reduce vulnerability to earthquakes; increase delivery reliability
and improve the ability to maintain the system; meet customer purchase requests in nondrought
and drought periods; enhance sustainability in all system activities; and achieve a cost‐effective,
fully operational system (see Table 2‐1). To further these program goals, the WSIP also includes
objectives that address system performance in the areas of water quality, seismic reliability,
delivery reliability, and water supply.
The San Francisco Planning Department prepared a Program Environmental Impact Report
(PEIR) to address the potential environmental impacts of the WSIP. The San Francisco Planning
Commission certified the WSIP PEIR on October 30, 2008 (San Francisco Planning Department,
2008; San Francisco Planning Commission Motion No. 17734). The SFPUC approved the WSIP
and made findings pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), including a
statement of overriding considerations, and adopted a mitigation monitoring and reporting
program for the WSIP (SFPUC Resolution 08‐200). The WSIP PEIR is described below in
Section 2.3, Purpose of this EIR.

2.2.3 Regional Water System Facilities
The regional water system begins with Hetch Hetchy Reservoir and O’Shaughnessy Dam, which
are located in Yosemite National Park on the main stem of the Tuolumne River in the Sierra
Nevada. From Hetch Hetchy Reservoir, raw surface water is transported westward within a
series of tunnels (Canyon Power, Mountain, and Foothill Tunnels) to the Oakdale Portal.
Approximately three miles upstream from the Oakdale Portal is the Rock River Lime Facility,
where chemicals are added to water in the Foothill Tunnel for corrosion control. From the
Oakdale Portal, water is conveyed within the San Joaquin Pipelines to the Tesla Disinfection
Facility at the Tesla Portal, where chlorine is applied in the form of sodium hypochlorite for
primary disinfection. At the Tesla Portal, the chlorinated Hetch Hetchy water enters the 25‐mile‐
long Coast Range Tunnel and is conveyed west to the Alameda East Portal in the Sunol Valley,
which connects the Coast Range Tunnel to the Alameda Siphons.
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TABLE 2‐1
WSIP GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Program Goal

System Performance Objective

Water Quality –
maintain high quality
water

 Design improvements to meet current and foreseeable future federal and state
water quality requirements.

 Provide clean, unfiltered water originating from Hetch Hetchy Reservoir and
filtered water from local watersheds.

 Continue to implement watershed protection measures.
Seismic Reliability –
reduce vulnerability to
earthquakes

 Design improvements to meet current seismic standards.
 Deliver basic service to the three regions in the service area (East/South Bay,
Peninsula, and San Francisco) within 24 hours after a major earthquake. Basic
service is defined as average winter‐month usage, and the performance objective
for the regional system is 229 million gallon per day (mgd). The performance
objective is to provide delivery to at least 70 percent of the turnouts (i.e., water
diversion connecting points from the regional system to customers) in each
region, with 104, 44, and 81 mgd delivered to the East/South Bay, Peninsula, and
San Francisco regions, respectively.

 Restore facilities to meet average‐day demand of up to 300 mgd within 30 days
after a major earthquake.
Delivery Reliability –
increase delivery reliability
and improve the ability to
maintain the system

 Provide operational flexibility to allow for planned maintenance shutdown of
individual facilities without interrupting customer service.

 Provide operational flexibility to minimize the risk of service interruption due to
unplanned facility upsets or outages.

 Provide operational flexibility and system capacity to replenish local reservoirs as
needed.

 Meet estimated average annual demand of up to 300 mgd under the conditions of
one planned shutdown of a major facility for maintenance concurrent with one
unplanned facility outage due to a natural disaster, emergency, or facility
failure/upset.
Water Supply – meet
customer water needs in
nondrought and drought
periods

 Meet average annual water demand of 265 mgd from the SFPUC watersheds for
retail and wholesale customers during nondrought years for system demands
through 2018.

 Meet dry‐year delivery needs through 2018 while limiting rationing to a
maximum 20 percent systemwide reduction in water service during extended
droughts.

 Diversify water supply options during nondrought and drought periods.
 Improve use of new water sources and drought management, including
groundwater, recycled water, conservation, and transfers.
Sustainability – enhance
sustainability in all system
activities

 Manage natural resources and physical systems to protect watershed ecosystems.
 Meet, at a minimum, all current and anticipated legal requirements for the
protection of fish and wildlife habitat.

 Manage natural resources and physical systems to protect public health and
safety.
Cost‐effectiveness –
achieve a cost‐effective,
fully operational system

 Ensure the cost‐effective use of funds.
 Maintain a gravity‐driven system.
 Implement a regular inspection and maintenance program for all facilities.

SOURCE: SFPUC Resolution No. 08‐0200.
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The Alameda Siphons are three parallel pipelines that extend approximately 3,000 feet from the
Alameda East Portal across the Sunol Valley and beneath Alameda Creek to the Alameda West
Portal. Under normal operating conditions, local water supplies from the Alameda watershed
that have been treated at the Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant (SVWTP) enter the regional
water system and are blended with Hetch Hetchy supplies in Alameda Siphons Nos. 1 and 2. At
the Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility and the fluoride facility located south of the Alameda
Siphons, chloramine is added to the blended water for secondary disinfection, fluoride is added to
prevent tooth decay, and the pH of the blended water is adjusted for corrosion control. The
blended water exits the Sunol Valley at the Alameda West Portal, where it enters the Irvington
Tunnel and is conveyed westward to Bay Area customers.
Under circumstances requiring Hetch Hetchy water to be diverted out of the regional water
system, a valve in the Alameda Siphon No. 3 provides suction to the San Antonio Pump Station,
thereby allowing facility operators to pump the water to San Antonio Creek, to San Antonio
Reservoir for storage, or to the SVWTP for treatment, provided that flows do not exceed the
capacity of the pump station. When flows exceed the pumping capacity, facility operators have
no choice but to convey the water by gravity to San Antonio Creek.4 Existing discharges to
San Antonio Creek occur through a cone valve and discharge facility at the base of James Turner
Dam (Turner Dam); this same cone valve and discharge facility are used to discharge water
stored in San Antonio Reservoir to San Antonio Creek. Any Hetch Hetchy water that is
discharged to San Antonio Reservoir or San Antonio Creek must first be dechlorinated and
pH‐adjusted at the existing chemical facility, which is located just west of the San Antonio Pump
Station, to comply with water quality standards set by the San Francisco Bay Regional Water
Quality Control Board.
Implementation of the SABPL project would upgrade the SFPUC’s water facilities in the Sunol
Valley by providing reliable conveyance capacity and greater operational flexibility for handling
Hetch Hetchy flows that must be diverted from the regional water system. Chapter 3, Project
Description, provides a detailed description of existing facility components, operations, and
maintenance activities relevant to the proposed project.

2.3 Purpose of this EIR
Under the San Francisco Administrative Code, Chapter 31, the San Francisco Planning Department
Environmental Planning Division (formerly the Major Environmental Analysis Division [MEA]) is
the lead agency responsible for implementing CEQA requirements for all projects sponsored by the
CCSF or conducted in San Francisco, including those sponsored by the SFPUC. Environmental
Planning determined that preparation of this EIR for the SABPL project, for which the SFPUC is the
project sponsor, is required in order to comply with CEQA. CEQA requires the preparation of an
EIR when a proposed project could significantly affect the physical environment.

4

The San Antonio Pump Station is capable of pumping up to 160 mgd to San Antonio Reservoir, the SVWTP, or
San Antonio Creek. Up to 230 mgd can be transferred via gravity flow to San Antonio Creek.
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Environmental Planning has prepared this EIR to provide the public and responsible and trustee
agencies reviewing the SABPL project with information about the potential effects of the project
on the environment. This EIR describes the potential environmental impacts resulting from
implementation of the SABPL project, identifies mitigation measures for reducing impacts to a
less‐than‐significant level where feasible, and evaluates alternatives to the project.

2.4 Public Outreach
2.4.1 Notice of Preparation
In accordance with Sections 15063 and 15082 of the CEQA Guidelines, the San Francisco Planning
Department, as lead agency, sent a Notice of Preparation (NOP) to responsible and trustee
agencies, as well as to interested entities and individuals, to begin the formal CEQA scoping
process. These included approximately 290 local, state, and federal agencies; regional and local
interest groups; and property owners within 300 feet of the project area (see Appendix A). The
scoping period began on October 5, 2007 and ended on November 5, 2007. The NOP included a
preliminary discussion of the potential environmental impacts of the project in the following
resource areas: biological resources, cultural resources; geology and soils; hydrology and water
quality; noise; and transportation and circulation. The NOP and other information related to the
proposed project were posted on the San Francisco Planning Department website and were
placed in the legal classified section of the Examiner (San Francisco, CA), The Valley Times
(Pleasanton, CA), and The Argus (Fremont, CA).

2.4.2 Public Scoping Meeting
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15083, the San Francisco Planning Department held a
public scoping meeting on October 25, 2007 at the Sunol Glen School in Sunol, California. Notices
were placed in local newspapers informing the general public of the scoping meeting, the
purpose of which was to present the project to the public and to receive public input regarding
the proposed scope of the EIR analysis. Attendees were provided with an opportunity to make
comments or express concerns on potential effects of the project.

2.4.3 Public and Agency Comments on NOP
The scoping process provided an opportunity for governmental agencies and the public to
provide comments on the issues and scope of the EIR. The Planning Department prepared a
scoping report to summarize the public scoping process and the comments received in response
to the NOP. Appendix B includes the comments received during the public scoping period, a
transcript of the scoping meeting, and the scoping report. Only one member of the public
attended and provided comment. Additional comments were received by San Francisco Planning
Department staff via mail and email correspondence. The major environmental concerns raised
during the scoping period are summarized in Table 2‐2.
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TABLE 2‐2
SUMMARY OF SCOPING COMMENTS
Summary of Comments

Addressed in the EIR

Project Description

Chapter 3, Project
Description

 The EIR should describe the operating limitations of the existing pipeline and should
provide scenarios in which the pipeline would enhance operational flexibility.

 The EIR should list permits that may be needed, including the Clean Water Act
Section 401 water quality certification, Section 404 Clean Water Act permit, waste
discharge report, a Streambed Alteration Agreement from the California Department
of Fish and Game, and an encroachment permit from the Alameda County Public
Works Department.
Cultural Resources

 The EIR should describe potential impacts on cultural resources.
 The EIR should include documentation of a current archaeological records search

Section 5.5, Cultural
and Paleontological
Resources

from the Northwest Information Center of the California Historical Resources
Information System for all work in the state’s right‐of‐way.
Traffic and Vehicular Access

 The EIR should address potential impacts on traffic in the project area, identify any
potential road closures, and describe proposed mitigation measures for the
deterioration of local roads.

Section 5.6,
Transportation and
Circulation

 The EIR should address any potential access issues for residents located near the
project area.
Section 5.8, Air Quality

Air Quality

 The EIR should consider nearby park users as sensitive receptors.
Recreation

Section 5.11,
Recreation

 The EIR should address potential impacts on access to regional parks.
 The EIR should assess and mitigate potential impacts on access to and use of existing
and planned trails and recreational facilities in watershed areas as a result of
pipeline construction.
Biological Resources

Section 5.14, Biological
Resources

 The EIR should identify all rare, threatened, and endangered species.
 The EIR should address how the project could affect the movement of steelhead and
other native fish and should describe potential impacts on fisheries as a result of
armoring creek bottoms.

 The EIR should address operational impacts on steelhead, as these fish would
eventually gain access to San Antonio Creek in the future.

 The EIR should provide management and monitoring provisions for the following:
yellow star thistle (an invasive weed), non‐native wildlife, pond management,
property management, public access, and habitat monitoring.

 The project should emphasize avoidance of sensitive habitats and fully mitigate for
any direct or indirect impacts on native wildlife.

 The project should include mitigation measures that would avoid and compensate
for impacts associated with construction of the project or its operation, including
changes in water quality associated with discharges.
Hydrology and Water Quality

 The EIR should describe how dewatering discharges would be dealt with under the
SABPL project.

Section 5.16,
Hydrology and Water
Quality

 The EIR should describe necessary permits, including the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System General Construction Permit, which includes preparation of a
stormwater pollution prevention plan.
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TABLE 2‐2 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF SCOPING COMMENTS
Summary of Comments

Addressed in the EIR

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Section 5.17, Hazards
and Hazardous
 The EIR should evaluate potential impacts related to spills during chemical handling Materials
and storage and should describe what measures would be employed in the event of
a chemical spill at the proposed chemical storage facility.
Alternatives

 The project should evaluate alternatives that: (1) avoid impacts on waters; (2) modify

Chapter 7,
Alternatives

the project to minimize impacts on waters; and (3) provide mitigation, once impacts
have been fully minimized, to compensate for unavoidable impacts.

 The project should evaluate alternatives that avoid discharges into San Antonio
Creek by retaining the discharged water within the SFPUC regional water system.

2.5 Project Changes Subsequent to NOP Publication
This section describes the various modifications made to the SABPL project subsequent to
publication of the NOP in 2007. The project evolved as more detailed information was developed
during project design and the environmental review process, and in response to comments
received on the NOP. The most notable project change is the relocation of the new discharge
facility from the base of Turner Dam to quarry Pit F3‐East; thus, a new pipeline segment
extending from Calaveras Road to the base of Turner Dam is no longer proposed. This change
would reroute future discharges of quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water such that sensitive
habitat at the base of Turner Dam is avoided. Other changes associated with the relocation of the
discharge facility include the addition of the Alameda Creek Pump Station and wet well, transfer
pipeline, and cutoff wall around Pits F3‐East and F3‐West. Overall, the project changes would
reduce (and in some cases eliminate) environmental impacts associated with the project as
described in the 2007 NOP. Chapter 3, Project Description, in this EIR provides a detailed
description of the project, with these revisions.

2.6 Organization of the Draft EIR
This EIR is organized into eight chapters, as discussed below:


Chapter 1, Summary. This chapter presents a summary of the proposed project, identifies
potentially significant environmental impacts and mitigation measures, and describes the
alternatives considered in this EIR. It also addresses areas of controversy and issues to be
resolved.



Chapter 2, Introduction and Background. This chapter provides project background
information and describes the purpose and organization of the EIR, as well as the
environmental review process.
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Chapter 3, Project Description. This chapter presents the proposed project description
(including project objectives), a summary of project components, project variants addressing
two pumping scenarios, and information about project construction. The chapter also lists
required permits and approvals.



Chapter 4, Plans and Policies. This chapter describes applicable land use plans and
policies and their relevance to the project, and then discusses the project’s consistency with
those plans.



Chapter 5, Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures. This chapter is
subdivided into sections for each environmental resource topic. Each section describes the
environmental and regulatory setting, the criteria used to determine impact significance,
and the approach to the analysis for that resource topic. It then presents an analysis of
potential environmental impacts and the project‐specific mitigation measures that have
been developed to address significant and potentially significant impacts. Each section also
includes an evaluation of cumulative impacts with respect to that resource topic.



Chapter 6, Other CEQA Issues. This chapter discusses growth‐inducing effects, summarizes
the cumulative impacts, identifies the significant environmental effects that cannot be
avoided if the proposed project is implemented, and describes the significant irreversible
impacts.



Chapter 7, Alternatives. This chapter describes the alternatives to the proposed project and
compares their impacts to those of the proposed project. This chapter also summarizes the
alternatives that were considered but screened from further analysis.



Chapter 8, EIR Authors and Consultants. This chapter lists the authors of this EIR.
_________________________

2.7 References
San Francisco Planning Department, Final Program Environmental Impact Report for the San Francisco
Public Utility Commission’s Water System Improvement Program, File No. 2005.0159E, State
Clearinghouse No. 2005092026. Certified October 30, 2008.
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC), SFPUC Resolution 08‐200, Water System
Improvement Program California Environmental Quality Act Findings: Findings of Fact,
Evaluation of Mitigation Measures and Alternatives, and Statement of Overriding
Considerations. October 2008.
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3.1 Project Location
The proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project is located in an unincorporated area of
Alameda County, along the west side of Calaveras Road, south of the intersection of Interstate 680
(I‐680) and State Route 84 (SR 84). Figure 3‐1 shows the regional location of the proposed project.
Project construction would occur on lands owned by the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF)
and managed by the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) within the Sunol Valley
and the Alameda watershed. The Alameda watershed, the boundaries of which are shown in
Figure 3‐1, refers to CCSF‐owned lands managed by the SFPUC as part of the SFPUC regional
water system; the Alameda watershed lands are located within the much larger hydrologic
boundary of the southern Alameda Creek watershed. The nearest community is the town of Sunol,
approximately one mile northwest of the project area. The project area extends roughly two miles
along the west side of Calaveras Road from the San Antonio Pump Station (in the south) to the
North Spoils Site just east of the I‐680/SR 84 interchange (in the north). The project area (shown in
Figure 3‐2) includes quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West and surrounding areas, and is located south of
the intersection of I‐680 and SR 84 on CCSF‐owned land that is currently leased to Hanson
Aggregates and operated under Surface Mining Permit 24 (SMP‐24). Quarry Pit F2, also operated
by Hanson Aggregates under SMP‐24, is just north of the project area. Quarry Pits F4, F5, and F6
are adjacent to the project area on CCSF‐owned land that is currently leased to Oliver De Silva,
Inc. and operated under Surface Mining Permit 30 (SMP‐30).
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Figure 3-1
Overview of Alameda Watershed Facilities
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Figure 3-2
SABPL Project Area and Index Map
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3. Project Description

3.2 Existing Facilities and Current Operations
The proposed project would improve the reliability of regional water system operations with
respect to two existing SFPUC facilities in the Sunol Valley—the San Antonio Pipeline and the
chemical facility at the San Antonio Pump Station. Neither the San Antonio Pipeline nor the
chemical facility has sufficient capacity to handle the future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow of
315 million gallons per day (mgd) as provided for under the SFPUC’s Water System
Improvement Program (WSIP). Figures 3‐3 through 3‐6 depict the locations of existing and
proposed facilities.

3.2.1 San Antonio Pipeline
The San Antonio Pipeline, built in 1968, is a 60‐inch‐diameter prestressed‐concrete cylinder pipe
that extends 11,300 feet from the San Antonio Pump Station to the base of James Turner Dam
(Turner Dam) at San Antonio Reservoir (see Figure 3‐2). From the pump station, the pipeline
parallels the west side of Calaveras Road. Approximately 1,000 feet south of San Antonio Creek
and the Turner Dam access road, the San Antonio Pipeline veers diagonally northeast across
Calaveras Road, traverses a hillside area, then proceeds east (generally parallel to the Turner
Dam access road) to the base of Turner Dam. An existing discharge facility at the base of Turner
Dam allows for emergency discharges from San Antonio Reservoir to San Antonio Creek via a
pipeline beneath the dam, as well as emergency discharges of Hetch Hetchy water from the
regional water system to San Antonio Creek via the San Antonio Pipeline.
Water conveyed through the San Antonio Pipeline can flow either by gravity or by pumping
through the San Antonio Pump Station. Gravity flows are limited to the pipeline’s capacity of
230 mgd, and flows passing through the pump station are limited to the pump station’s capacity
of 160 mgd.
The existing San Antonio Pipeline serves several purposes, including both planned (nonemergency)
operations and emergency operations. Nonemergency operations entail the transfer of water
between facilities located in the Sunol Valley. Emergency operations involve the transfer of water
after an event that affects water quality (i.e., increased sediment levels) or the transfer of water
during facility outages (i.e., after an earthquake). These operations are described below in more
detail (also refer to Table 3‐1).

3.2.1.1 Planned (Nonemergency) Operations


Recharge San Antonio Reservoir. The SFPUC uses the San Antonio Pipeline to convey Hetch
Hetchy water to San Antonio Reservoir and to convey water stored in Calaveras Reservoir to
San Antonio Reservoir (via a connection to the Calaveras Pipeline [shown on Figure 3‐2]).



Transfer Water from San Antonio Reservoir to Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant (SVWTP). The
SFPUC uses the San Antonio Pipeline to convey water stored in San Antonio Reservoir to
the SVWTP (via a connection to the Calaveras Pipeline) for treatment prior to distribution
to customers.
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TABLE 3‐1
EXISTING SAN ANTONIO PIPELINE OPERATIONS

Operation

Planned Operations

Recharge San
Antonio Reservoira

Transfer Water from
San Antonio
Reservoir to SVWTPb

Emergency Operations

Discharges Following
Maintenance of San
Joaquin Pipelines

Discharges due to
Water Quality Event
East of Sunol Valley

Discharges due to
Facility Outage West
of Sunol Valley

Conveyance
Pipeline

Maximum Capacity (mgd)
Pumped (P) or Gravity (G)

San Antonio
Pipeline

160 (P)

Calaveras
Reservoir

Calaveras
Pipeline and San
Antonio Pipeline

90 (G)

San Antonio
Reservoir

San Antonio
Pipeline and
Calaveras
Pipeline

Water Source
Hetch Hetchy –
Alameda
Siphon No. 3

Hetch Hetchy –
Alameda
Siphon No. 3

Hetch Hetchy –
Alameda
Siphon No. 3

Hetch Hetchy –
Alameda
Siphon No. 3

Destination

San Antonio
Reservoir

SVWTP

San Antonio
Reservoir
(Preferred)

160 (P)
50 (G)

160 (P)
San Antonio
Pipeline

San Antonio
Creek

230 (G)

San Antonio
Reservoir
(Preferred)

San Antonio
Pipeline

160 (P)

San Antonio
Creek

San Antonio
Pipeline

230 (G)

SVWTP

Calaveras
Pipeline

160 (P)

San Antonio
Reservoir
(Preferred)
San Antonio
Creek

160 (P)
San Antonio
Pipeline
230 (G)

NOTES: SVWTP = Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant.
a If San Antonio Reservoir is recharged with Hetch Hetchy water, the water is diverted by a valve in Alameda Siphon No. 3 and pumped

through the San Antonio Pipeline to the reservoir; if the reservoir is recharged with water stored in Calaveras Reservoir, the water flows
by gravity from Calaveras Reservoir via the Calaveras Pipeline to San Antonio Reservoir.
b When the water surface elevation in San Antonio Reservoir is above 445 feet mean sea level (msl), up to 50 mgd can flow by gravity
from the reservoir through the San Antonio Pipeline and the Calaveras Pipeline to the SVWTP; when the reservoir water elevation is
below 445 feet msl, water must be pumped from the reservoir through the San Antonio Pipeline and the Calaveras Pipeline to the
SVWTP.
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Divert Hetch Hetchy Water to San Antonio Reservoir or San Antonio Creek Following Pipeline
Maintenance. The SFPUC can also divert quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water resulting
from planned maintenance of the San Joaquin Pipelines (shown in Figure 2‐1, Chapter 2,
Introduction and Background). The water that flows through the pipelines immediately
after maintenance is often characterized by excessive turbidity and elevated pH. The
SFPUC diverts the quality‐impaired water either to the San Antonio Reservoir (preferred)
or to San Antonio Creek via the San Antonio Pipeline. Planned maintenance and
operations activities requiring the diversion of quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water to
SFPUC facilities in the Sunol Valley occur approximately twice per year.

3.2.1.2 Emergency Operations


Divert Quality‐Impaired Water to San Antonio Reservoir or San Antonio Creek. Water quality
events along the regional water system east of the Sunol Valley can impair Hetch Hetchy
water, warranting the diversion of that water out of the system. This operating scenario is
implemented when unfavorable changes in water quality are detected at the Tesla Portal
(shown in Figure 2‐1, Chapter 2, Introduction and Background), such as increased turbidity
due to changes in flow rate and an attendant disturbance of sediment in pipelines, or a
temporary loss of disinfection capabilities due to power outages or equipment failure. When
water quality events occur at the Tesla Portal, the San Antonio Pipeline is used to divert the
quality‐impaired water out of the regional system to San Antonio Reservoir or San Antonio
Creek,1 thereby preventing the delivery of this water to retail or wholesale customers. If
system operators are able to divert the quality‐impaired water to San Antonio Reservoir, then
the water can be conserved for future treatment and distribution to customers. The frequency
of emergency operations requiring the diversion of quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water to
SFPUC facilities in the Sunol Valley is difficult to predict but is estimated to occur
approximately once every two years.



Divert Hetch Hetchy Water from the Regional Water System Following Facility Outage. If an
earthquake or other emergency substantially damaged regional water system facilities west
of the Sunol Valley such that these facilities were unable to convey Hetch Hetchy water
supplies, the SFPUC might need to divert Hetch Hetchy flows to Sunol Valley facilities.
Under this scenario, the SFPUC could use the San Antonio Pipeline to divert Hetch Hetchy
water from Alameda Siphon No. 3 to San Antonio Creek or up to San Antonio Reservoir.

Under planned and emergency operations, the SFPUC’s first priority is to conserve Hetch Hetchy
water by diverting the flows to San Antonio Reservoir for subsequent treatment and delivery to
customers (or, if possible, by diverting the flows to the SVWTP using the Calaveras Pipeline).2

3.2.1.3 Constraints to San Antonio Pipeline Operations
Several factors constrain current and future operations of the San Antonio Pipeline. First, the
pipeline does not have sufficient conveyance capacity to allow for emergency discharges of the
future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow of 315 mgd. Second, without a backup pipeline, the existing

1

The location of discharge is determined by the flow rate and system capacity. The maximum capacity of the
San Antonio Pump Station is 160 mgd; the maximum capacity of the existing San Antonio Pipeline is 230 mgd.
Hetch Hetchy flows less than or equal to 160 mgd are generally pumped to San Antonio Reservoir; flows
greater than 160 mgd and up to 230 mgd are typically discharged to San Antonio Creek.
2 If there is sufficient lead time to adjust treatment plant operations before the quality‐impaired water reaches the
Sunol Valley, SFPUC system operators also have the option to divert the water to the SVWTP using the
Calaveras Pipeline.
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San Antonio Pipeline does not provide system operators with the flexibility to discharge quality‐
impaired water while simultaneously conveying water from San Antonio Reservoir to the
SVWTP for treatment and distribution to SFPUC customers.
In addition, the San Antonio Pipeline is a prestressed‐concrete cylinder pipeline that is susceptible
to failure due to corrosion and breakage. Prestressed‐concrete cylinder pipe is a composite pipe
composed of a thin steel cylinder lined with concrete; it is wrapped with 1/4‐inch wire and then
coated with a dense mortar. A relatively small amount of corrosion can cause the 1/4‐inch wire to
break, compromising the structural integrity of the pipe and resulting in failure or rupture. Failure
of the San Antonio Pipeline due to corrosion occurred most recently in February 2003. In response
to this failure, the SFPUC will periodically need to take the San Antonio Pipeline out of service for
maintenance and repairs, both with and without the proposed project, to help prevent unexpected
breakage. The San Antonio Pipeline crosses the active Calaveras fault, thereby increasing the
pipeline’s susceptibility to damage in the event of a major earthquake (CDM, 2006). Failure of the
San Antonio Pipeline would limit water management options, including the ability to conduct
emergency discharges of quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water out of the regional water system
and to access the water stored in San Antonio Reservoir.

3.2.2 San Antonio Pump Station and Chemical Facility
The San Antonio Pump Station, shown in Figure 3‐3, is just west of Calaveras Road and south of
the Alameda Siphons.3 The SFPUC constructed the facility in 1968 and upgraded it in 1992.
Following planned maintenance of the San Joaquin Pipelines, the pump station can pump up to
160 mgd of quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water out of the regional system to San Antonio
Reservoir or to the SVWTP. The San Antonio Pump Station can also pump water that is stored in
San Antonio Reservoir to the SVWTP for treatment.4
The existing chemical facility at San Antonio Pump Station is located immediately north of the
pump station. The chemical facility was constructed in 1992. This chemical feed system includes:
two 1,500‐gallon sodium bisulfite storage tanks; four chemical feed pumps; and the piping,
valves, and controls required to convey sodium bisulfite to the injection point on the San Antonio
Pipeline. System operators rely on the chemical facility to dechlorinate and pH‐adjust Hetch
Hetchy water prior to discharging it to San Antonio Creek or San Antonio Reservoir. Sodium
bisulfite is the chemical agent currently used for dechlorination and pH adjustment. The
treatment capacity of the existing chemical facility is 240 mgd. The facility does not have
sufficient treatment capacity to allow system operators to dechlorinate and pH‐adjust the future
maximum Hetch Hetchy flow of 315 mgd.

3

In the context of water transmission systems, a siphon is a U‐shaped pipeline composed of a drop pipe, a lateral
pipe, and a riser pipe. The pressure differential within the system allows the pipeline to be routed under
surface features (such as rivers, creeks, railroad tracks, etc.) while continuing to operate under gravity, despite
the drop in elevation. The Alameda Siphons route water beneath the ground surface of the Sunol Valley.
4 Up to 50 mgd can flow by gravity from San Antonio Reservoir to the SVWTP when the reservoir water
elevation is above 445 feet msl. If SFPUC facility operators need to transfer more than 50 mgd from San
Antonio Reservoir to the SVWTP, the water is pumped.
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3.2.3 South Bay Aqueduct Inter‐tie Pipeline
The South Bay Aqueduct, owned and operated by the California Department of Water Resources
(DWR), runs east‐west between quarry Pit F2, and Pits F3‐East and F3‐West (see Figures 3‐4 and
3‐5). A connection (called an inter‐tie) between the SFPUC regional water system and the South
Bay Aqueduct was constructed at the north end of the berm that divides Pit F3‐East and F3‐West
in 1983 to provide a means to transfer water supplies between the two water systems during
emergency conditions (such as an earthquake, or events that affect water quality upgradient of or
downgradient from the connection). The inter‐tie was decommissioned by DWR in January 2011
but the inter‐tie pipeline, which runs east‐west along the northern edge of Pit F3‐West, was
abandoned in place. As described in Section 3.5.7.4, below, the SFPUC proposes to remove a
section of this abandoned pipeline during project construction.

3.2.4 Quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West
Quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West are located in the northern half of the project area. Ground surface
elevations along the rims of quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West range from 255 to 270 feet mean sea
level (msl) (URS, 2010b). The lowest points of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West are estimated at
approximately 78 feet msl and 190 feet msl, respectively. Surveys conducted by the SFPUC and
Hanson Aggregates from 2006 to 2009 indicate that water levels in Pit F3‐East generally fluctuate
between 163 and 220 feet msl. There are no recent surveys of water surface elevations in Pit
F3‐West; however, based on historical measurements, water levels in Pit F3‐West are typically
higher than in Pit F3‐East (URS, 2010d).

3.2.4.1 Current Aggregate Mining Operations
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West are part of a larger quarry area permitted by Alameda County under
SMP‐24. Hanson Aggregates has completed gravel extractions in SMP‐24 quarry Pits F3‐East,
F3‐West, and F2, but actively mines aggregate materials from another quarry area north of I‐680
that is permitted under SMP‐32. Most of the SMP‐24 area (including Pits F3‐East, F3‐West, and
F2) is located east of Alameda Creek within CCSF‐owned land that the SFPUC currently leases to
the quarry company. However, a portion of the SMP‐24 area west of Alameda Creek is owned by
Hanson Aggregates, including the land in the vicinity of the existing SMP‐24 aggregate
processing facility, which is west of the confluence of Alameda and San Antonio Creeks (see
Figure 3‐2). Aggregate materials mined in the SMP‐32 area are processed at this existing facility.
Hanson Aggregates currently uses Pits F3‐East and F3‐West to manage groundwater that seeps into
active mining pits in the SMP‐32 area (see Section 3.2.4.2, below) and to supply water to the SMP‐24
aggregate processing facility located on the west side of Alameda Creek.
Hanson Aggregates’ lease for CCSF‐owned land within the SMP‐24 area will expire on October 31,
2012 unless the lease is extended. As discussed further in Section 3.4, below, the quarry company
has indicated its desire to extend the lease and retain access to Pits F3‐East and F3‐West.
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3.2.4.2 Current Groundwater Management Operations
To facilitate mining operations in the SMP‐32 area, Hanson Aggregates pumps water that enters
into active mining areas to various SMP‐24 quarry pits, including Pits F3‐East and F3‐West. In
addition to the water pumped into the pits, water also accumulates in the quarry pits from
precipitation and groundwater seepage. Hanson Aggregates currently manages the water stored
in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West by: (1) pumping it directly to a 2,000‐gallon tank used to supply
water for dust control and irrigation in the SMP‐32 and SMP‐24 areas; (2) pumping it to the
“Ready Mix Pond” located west of Alameda Creek near the processing facility (see Figure 3‐2),
which stores water for consumptive use during quarry operations; and, (3) during wet years or
following heavy precipitation periods in winter months (January to May), discharging excess
water stored in the quarry pits to Alameda Creek at a discharge facility just north of the
confluence with San Antonio Creek. As part of mining operations, Hanson Aggregates pumps
4,000 to 5,000 gallons per minute (gpm) of water from the Ready Mix Pond for aggregate
processing. This pumping is not continuous; it is only performed during operational hours and is
dependent on market demand for aggregate product (SFPUC, 2010a). Hanson Aggregates’
discharges to Alameda Creek are conducted in accordance with National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) General Permit No. CAG982001 (Aggregate Mining, Sand Washing,
and Sand Offloading General Permit). The NPDES permit allows Hanson Aggregates to
discharge up to 10 mgd, or 15.5 cubic feet per second (cfs), into Alameda Creek (RWQCB, 2008).
In 1987, Hanson Aggregates installed an approximately 5,050‐foot‐long and 48‐foot‐deep slurry
cutoff wall around portions of Pits F2, F3‐East, and F3‐West to reduce groundwater seepage into
the quarry pits. However, Hanson Aggregates did not construct the cutoff wall within the DWR
easement for the South Bay Aqueduct, which runs east‐west between Pit F2 and Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West. As a result, gaps exist in the cutoff wall where the South Bay Aqueduct (and the DWR
easement) traverses the area between the quarry pits. Despite Hanson Aggregates’ subsequent
extensions of the cutoff wall parallel to the DWR easement, the existing cutoff wall has not been
effective in eliminating groundwater seepage into the quarry pits because of the gaps and
because the cutoff wall does not appear to be at a sufficient depth to reach the impervious layers
(URS, 2010a).

3.3 Project Goals and Objectives
3.3.1 WSIP Goals and Objectives
As described in Chapter 2, Section 2.1, Introduction, the proposed project is part of the WSIP. With
the exception of the water supply goal, the WSIP goals and objectives (shown in Table 2‐1 in
Chapter 2, Introduction and Background) are based on a planning horizon through 2030. The water
supply goal is based on a planning horizon through 2018. The overall WSIP goals for the regional
water system are to:




Maintain high‐quality water
Reduce vulnerability to earthquakes
Increase water delivery reliability
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Meet customer water supply needs
Enhance sustainability
Achieve a cost‐effective, fully operational system

The size and design of the individual WSIP facility improvement projects are driven by the WSIP’s
system performance objectives and would not change as a result of the WSIP’s water supply
strategy. The originally proposed WSIP included multiple program goals for improving seismic
reliability and water delivery reliability, meeting current and future water quality regulations, and
meeting water supply reliability goals. The design and capacity of the WSIP facility improvement
projects is driven by the WSIP objectives, including the need to improve system performance for
seismic reliability and water delivery reliability as well as maintaining high water quality standards
and meeting water supply goals. These objectives were factored into the decision on how to size the
individual WSIP facilities. Even if the goal of meeting projected increases in water supply demands
were dropped from the mix of program objectives, the other program goals would lead the SFPUC
to design WSIP facility improvement projects of the same size. All of the WSIP facilities are sized to
reliably deliver an average annual water supply of 265 mgd (and up to 300 mgd) in light of the
regional system’s need for seismic and delivery reliability during both drought and nondrought
periods, and to meet water quality requirements (SFPUC Resolution No. 08‐0200 [SFPUC, 2008]).
The WSIP identifies the SABPL project as a “key regional project.” All of the key regional projects
are needed to meet the overall level of service goals and system performance objectives
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2008a). As described below, the SABPL project is consistent
with the WSIP goals related to the water quality and delivery reliability of the regional water
system.

3.3.2 SABPL Project Objectives
The following project‐specific objectives were developed during the design of the SABPL project;
these objectives support the water quality and delivery reliability goals of the WSIP:


Provide reliable conveyance capacity for emergency discharges of Hetch Hetchy water
supplies during events that impair water quality or during facility outages



Increase operational flexibility and delivery reliability during emergencies and planned
maintenance

The following sections describe the manner in which the SABPL project would be consistent with
the goals and objectives of the WSIP.

3.3.2.1 Water Quality
To assist in fulfilling the WSIP level of service objective of meeting current and foreseeable future
federal and state water quality requirements, the SABPL project would enable system operators to
address emergency water quality issues that occur east of the Sunol Valley by diverting quality‐
impaired Hetch Hetchy water out of the regional system. The proposed project would assist the
SFPUC in fulfilling the WSIP objective of providing clean, unfiltered water originating from Hetch
Hetchy Reservoir. As part of the requirements for maintaining its “filtration avoidance” status
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(discussed in Chapter 2, Introduction and Background), the SFPUC seeks to proactively identify
potential sources of quality‐impaired water and develop operational procedures either to prevent
contamination from occurring or to divert the water out of the system. With implementation of the
SABPL project, SFPUC system operators would be able to divert quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy
water out of the regional system under future flow conditions via the proposed backup pipeline to
Pit F3‐East, thereby maintaining the filtration avoidance status.
The proposed new chemical facility would assist the SFPUC in fulfilling the WSIP system
performance objective of continuing to implement watershed protection measures by preventing
discharges of treated water supplies into waters of the United States or waters of the state. The
new chemical facility would increase the existing treatment capacity of the system; it would also
allow for pH adjustment and the removal of chlorine residual under future maximum Hetch
Hetchy flow conditions prior to discharges to Pit F3‐East or diversions to San Antonio Reservoir,
as well as discharges to Pit F6 (leased to Oliver De Silva, Inc. and operated under SMP‐30) via the
Alameda East Portal Overflow Pipeline constructed as part of a separate SFPUC WSIP project—
the Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade (Alameda Siphons) project. (The Alameda East
Portal Overflow Pipeline is shown in Figure 3‐3 and described below in Section 3.3.2.2.)
An auxiliary feature of the proposed project—a 12‐inch‐diameter, 5,700‐foot‐long segment of water
pipeline intended to replace an oversized 36‐inch‐diameter segment of a pipeline that serves the
town of Sunol—would address potential water quality issues associated with “water aging.” The
1991 Surface Water Treatment Rule requires that a residual disinfection level be maintained in a
distribution system. Meanwhile, the Stage 2 Disinfectants and Disinfection Byproducts Rule
restricts disinfection byproduct concentrations in a distribution system (effectively limiting the
disinfection required by the Surface Water Treatment Rule). Water aging can occur when oversized
facilities restrict flow and water exchange in the system. As water ages, its quality degrades because
residual disinfectant levels decrease and the formation of some disinfection byproducts increases.
Low residual chlorine levels can allow bacteria to colonize in pipes. Under the SABPL project, the
36‐inch‐diameter pipeline segment would be replaced with a 12‐inch‐diameter pipeline segment of
the same length; this pipeline would be installed in a trench parallel to the proposed alignment of
the backup pipeline.

3.3.2.2 Delivery Reliability
The SABPL project would improve system operators’ ability to respond to emergencies, thus
helping the SFPUC to fulfill the WSIP objective of minimizing the risk of service interruption due
to unplanned facility upsets or outages. Both with and without project implementation, an
emergency discharge of Hetch Hetchy water could be necessary following a seismic event west of
the Sunol Valley (e.g., on the Hayward fault) if water facilities in this area were temporarily
unable to convey system flows. Implementation of the proposed project could make it possible to
simultaneously discharge quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water as well as access water supplies
stored in San Antonio Reservoir during an emergency outage along the Hetch Hetchy system,
thereby helping the SFPUC to achieve the WSIP level of service objective for 2030 of providing
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300 mgd5 when one water source is unavailable. In addition, project implementation would
improve response times and allow for faster redirection of flow, as described below.
As part of the Alameda Siphons project, the existing overflow pipeline for the Coast Range Tunnel
(the tunnel from the Tesla Portal in the Central Valley to the Sunol Valley) was extended from the
Alameda East Portal to Pit F6 to provide a means of discharging water from the Coast Range
Tunnel during maintenance or emergency events (San Francisco Planning Department, 2008b). The
new pipeline is referred to as the Alameda East Portal Overflow Pipeline and has a capacity of
180 mgd. As described below in Section 3.5.1.1, the proposed backup pipeline would be constructed
along the Calaveras fault. If a seismic event resulted in damage to the proposed backup pipeline,
emergency discharges would occur via the new Alameda East Portal Overflow Pipeline and the
new Alameda Siphon No. 4. The new chemical facility would be designed with sufficient capacity
to allow system operators to dechlorinate and pH‐adjust water prior to discharge from the
Alameda East Portal Overflow Pipeline.
Under existing conditions and without implementation of the SABPL project, during both
planned and emergency operations, system operators are required to manually adjust transfer
control valves to redirect flow to San Antonio Creek. In addition, if water facilities located west of
the Sunol Valley were temporarily unable to convey the entire capacity of system flows following
a seismic event, chlorinated Hetch Hetchy water would exit the system through the Alameda
East Portal Overflow Pipeline until operators were able to redirect the flow. With the proposed
project, the transfer control valves would be automated, allowing operators to more quickly
redirect flow and to treat the water prior to discharge, thus minimizing the potential for
chlorinated discharges to water bodies.
The SABPL project would also assist the SFPUC in achieving the WSIP objective of providing
operational flexibility to allow for planned maintenance and shutdown of individual facilities,
such as the San Joaquin Pipelines, without interrupting customer service. In addition, the
proposed project would provide a partial backup transmission pipeline for the 5,400‐foot‐long
segment of the existing San Antonio Pipeline along Calaveras Road. Installation of the cross‐
connecting air gaps between the existing San Antonio Pipeline and the proposed backup pipeline
would allow sections of either pipeline to be isolated for maintenance or repairs while making it
possible for system operators to direct flow to or from San Antonio Reservoir.

3.4 Proposed Water Management in Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West
As described in greater detail in Section 3.7.2, the proposed backup pipeline would be used to
divert Hetch Hetchy water to Pit F3‐East following: (1) planned maintenance of the San Joaquin
Pipelines, (2) water quality events occurring up‐gradient of the Sunol Valley at Tesla Portal, and
(3) facility outages or seismic events resulting in structural failure down‐gradient of the Sunol
5

With implementation of the SABPL project, 160 mgd would come from facilities in the Sunol Valley and
140 mgd would come from facilities in the Peninsula region (e.g., Crystal Springs Reservoir in unincorporated
San Mateo County).
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Valley (if the backup pipeline itself is not damaged during the seismic event). Pit F3‐East would be
managed to maintain water levels at or below 195 feet msl to ensure sufficient “freeboard”6 is
available to accommodate discharges from the backup pipeline. Hanson Aggregates has indicated
its desire to extend the lease for the CCSF‐owned portions of the SMP‐24 area (the current lease
expires in 2012) and retain access to Pits F3‐East and F3‐West to support active mining in the
SMP‐32 area. As a condition of the lease extension, the SFPUC and Hanson Aggregates would work
cooperatively to maintain water levels in Pits F3‐West and F3‐East at or below 195 feet msl.
Following a discharge from the backup pipeline, the SFPUC would pump discharged water up to
San Antonio Reservoir for storage within 30 days or less, and the discharged water would be
conserved for subsequent treatment and delivery to customers. In the event that Hanson
Aggregates’ lease is not extended, the SFPUC would solely manage the water levels in Pits F3‐East
and F3‐West. (See Section 3.7.2 for additional information regarding future management of water
levels in the quarry pits.)

3.5 Proposed Project Components
The SABPL project would include the following components:


7,000‐foot‐long San Antonio Backup Pipeline (backup pipeline)



Discharge facility at Pit F3‐East, including a discharge valve vault, an electrical control
building, a baffled outfall, and a reinforced‐concrete splash pad



Chemical facility for dechlorination and pH adjustment



Cutoff wall around quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West



Dewatering facilities and related equipment



Alameda Creek Pump Station, including a wet well (water holding tank), an electrical
control building, a transfer pipeline, and a retaining wall



Other improvements, including power supply facilities and Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA)7 transmitters



Replacement of a 5,700‐foot‐long section of water pipeline to the town of Sunol

3.5.1 San Antonio Backup Pipeline
3.5.1.1 Pipeline Design
The proposed project includes installation of approximately 7,000 feet (1.3 miles) of pipeline from
Alameda Siphon No. 3 near the San Antonio Pump Station, along the west side of Calaveras
Road, beneath the San Antonio Creek channel, to the southern slope of Pit F3‐East. The backup
pipeline would be constructed of reinforced welded steel pipe; it would have an internal
6
7

In this context, freeboard is the vertical distance between the water line and the top of the pit.
SCADA systems allow for remote monitoring and operation of facilities.
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diameter of 66 inches and a design capacity of 315 mgd, allowing it to convey the future
maximum Hetch Hetchy flow under the WSIP. In accordance with typical SFPUC practice for
new pipelines, a capped pipeline stub would be installed on the backup pipeline near pipeline
station 62+00 (see Figure 3‐4), immediately west of Calaveras Road and south of San Antonio
Creek, to provide the option of a connection point for a pipeline segment to the base of Turner
Dam in the event that the SFPUC identifies the need for such an extension at some point in the
future.8 At the San Antonio Creek crossing, the backup pipeline would be encased in concrete
and the top of the concrete encasement buried approximately 4 feet beneath the creek channel.
Although the backup pipeline would be constructed along the Calaveras fault, it would not be
used to deliver water supplies to customers; therefore, the backup pipeline would not require
seismic reinforcement. Auxiliary facilities related to the backup pipeline that would be
constructed as part of the proposed project include three air gap systems, blowoff and air release
valves, and a cathodic protection system. The backup pipeline and its auxiliary facilities are
discussed below.

3.5.1.2 Proposed Alignment
Figures 3‐3 through 3‐5 present the proposed backup pipeline alignment on an aerial base map. The
backup pipeline would generally parallel the existing San Antonio Pipeline for most of its length
along Calaveras Road, offset roughly 15 feet to the west of the existing pipeline. The backup
pipeline alignment begins near the San Antonio Pump Station, connecting with Alameda Siphon
No. 3 (see Figure 3‐3). From the San Antonio Pump Station, the backup pipeline would be routed
north along the west side of Calaveras Road within the CCSF‐owned lands leased to the quarry
operators of SMP‐30 and SMP‐24. Roughly 1,000 feet south of the San Antonio Creek crossing, the
backup pipeline would be routed away from the existing San Antonio Pipeline, continuing
northwest under San Antonio Creek to quarry Pit F3‐East. As part of the proposed discharge
facility (described in Section 3.5.2, below), the SFPUC would construct a discharge valve vault
along the backup pipeline alignment on the south side of San Antonio Creek. After exiting the
discharge valve vault, the backup pipeline would continue underneath San Antonio Creek to a new
outfall on the southern slope of Pit F3‐East (SFPUC, 2011a).

3.5.1.3 Air Gap Systems at Cross‐Connections
The backup pipeline has been designed with cross‐connections (inter‐ties with existing
conveyance facilities) at three locations, each of which includes an air gap system. An air gap is a
point of separation between water supplies that meet applicable standards and quality‐impaired
water supplies, and is designed to prevent contamination of supplies. The proposed air gap
systems would allow the backup pipeline to be used as a raw water supply line in the event that
the parallel segment of the existing San Antonio Pipeline were unavailable due to emergency
conditions or planned maintenance. The air gaps between the proposed backup pipeline and
existing pipelines would be installed aboveground at the following locations:

8

The SFPUC is not currently proposing to construct a pipeline segment to Turner Dam. If the SFPUC decided to
pursue a new pipeline segment in the future, any such project would be subject to environmental review
pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act at that time.
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Air Gap No. 1. This air gap would connect the backup pipeline to Alameda Siphon No. 3
near the San Antonio Pump Station (shown in Figure 3‐3).



Air Gap No. 2. This air gap would connect the backup pipeline to the San Antonio Pipeline
just south of San Antonio Creek and west of Calaveras Road near pipeline station 54+00
(shown in Figure 3‐4).



Air Gap No. 3. This air gap would connect the backup pipeline to the San Antonio Pipeline
and the San Antonio Pump Station suction piping immediately east of Air Gap No. 1
(shown in Figure 3‐3).

Each air gap would extend approximately 8 to 10 feet above the ground surface and consist of
vertical pipes from the pipelines being connected and an approximately 40‐ to 80‐foot‐long pipe
section connecting the vertical pipes, which would provide the space for the gap. Butterfly valves
installed on either side of each angled pipe section would allow operators to divert and isolate
flows. In addition, a new 66‐inch‐diameter transfer control valve installed on Alameda Siphon
No. 3 at Air Gap No. 1 would allow SFPUC system operators to divert Hetch Hetchy water to the
proposed backup pipeline. Two isolation valves would be installed on the San Antonio Pipeline
(one on Air Gap No. 2 and one on Air Gap No. 3) so that the backup pipeline could be used if the
San Antonio Pipeline is shut down for maintenance or repairs. Electric valve actuators would
allow for remote operation of the valves via the existing SCADA system (CDM, 2006).

3.5.1.4 Blowoff Valves and Air Release Valves
Blowoff valves would be installed at low points along the backup pipeline alignment to allow
SFPUC facility operators to drain and/or flush the pipeline during routine repairs. Air release
valves would be installed at high points along the backup pipeline to regulate air pressure in the
pipeline. Each blowoff valve and air release valve would be encased in an approximately 7‐foot
(outside) diameter concrete manhole riser protruding roughly 2.5 feet above grade, and would
include an aluminum cover, access ladder, sump pump, and air vents to minimize moisture
buildup. The section of backup pipeline beneath the valves would be encased in reinforced
concrete to support the manhole structures and protect the pipeline from overlying loads
(weight) (SFPUC, 2011a).

3.5.1.5 Cathodic Protection
Exposure of a metal pipe to water and other corrosive elements in soil can lead to pitting and
eventual failure of the pipeline. To protect against underground corrosion, the proposed backup
pipeline would have a cement mortar coating or a dielectric coating (a coating that does not
conduct electricity), and a passive cathodic protection system would be installed along the
pipeline. The lining and coating material of the pipe would prevent corrosive soil and water from
touching the pipe’s interior and exterior metal surfaces.
The cathodic protection system would further protect against underground corrosion of the
proposed backup pipeline. The system would consist of four anode beds placed at a minimum
distance of approximately 5 feet from the backup pipeline in the vicinity of the pipeline
alignment (see Figures 3‐3 and 3‐4). Each anode bed location would have approximately four
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Figure 3-3
San Antonio Pump Station Vicinity
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Figure 3-4
Northern SABPL Alignment

SOURCE: ESA + Orion, 2011; SFPUC, 2010; Date of aerial photo is 2006.
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Figure 3-5
North Spoils Site Vicinity
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anode columns, evenly spaced at 10 to 15 feet apart. Each anode column would be approximately
10 inches in diameter and 25 feet deep, with two vertical anodes in each column. The cathodic
protection system would protect against corrosion by converting the anodic (active) sites on the
pipeline to cathodic (passive) sites by means of an electrical current. An electrical current would be
generated by connecting “sacrificial” anodes to the pipeline. Sacrificial anodes are generally made
of alloys of materials such as zinc, magnesium, and aluminum that are more active than the metal
of the pipe; thus, the anode corrodes instead of the pipe corroding and is consumed until eventually
it has to be replaced. All elements of the cathodic protection system would be underground. Test
stations along the length of the backup pipeline would allow operators to monitor the level of
cathodic protection and determine when sacrificial anodes have to be replaced.

3.5.2 Discharge Facility at Pit F3‐East
During future planned maintenance events and emergency conditions requiring the diversion of
Hetch Hetchy water out of the regional water system (see Section 3.7.1, below, for a discussion of
these future scenarios), the proposed project would enable the SFPUC to divert flows to a new
discharge facility at the southern slope of Pit F3‐East (shown in Figures 3‐4 through 3‐6). The
proposed discharge facility at Pit F3‐East would be comprised of a discharge valve vault, a
baffled outfall, a concrete splash pad, and an electrical control building. The proposed discharge
facilities could accommodate one 12‐hour discharge event at a rate of 315 mgd (up to 485 acre‐
feet9 of water).

3.5.2.1 Discharge Valve Vault
As part of the SABPL project, the SFPUC would construct a discharge valve vault just south of San
Antonio Creek approximately 200 feet from the northern terminus of the backup pipeline (see
Figure 3‐5). The vault would house the valves to control the flow of discharges to the quarry pit.
The discharge valve vault would include an isolation valve and a flow control valve encased within
a concrete vault approximately 19 feet wide, 38 feet long, and 16 feet deep. The concrete vault
would extend approximately 2 to 3 feet above the ground surface and would include an access
hatch, lighting, and a ventilation fan for air circulation and cooling.

3.5.2.2 SABPL Electrical Control Building
The SABPL project would also include construction of an electrical control building adjacent to the
discharge valve vault on the south side of San Antonio Creek (see Figure 3‐5). The building would
contain the electrical controls and instrumentation needed to operate the discharge facility and
would also house a heat pump, a chlorine analyzer, and water quality sensors and transmitters. The
electrical control building would be approximately 15 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 16 feet tall. The
SFPUC would install an approximately 550‐foot‐long overhead powerline between the HHWP
Calaveras Substation and the electrical control building to provide power to the discharge facility.
A 1,600‐square‐foot asphalt parking area would be constructed next to the building. An 8‐ to
10‐foot‐high perimeter security fence would enclose a 50‐foot‐wide by 60‐foot‐long area around the
electrical control building and parking area. Exterior lighting with a motion sensor would be
9

An acre foot is a unit of volume equal to approximately 325,853 gallons.
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permanently installed on the electrical control building. In addition, the existing dirt access road
extending from Calaveras Road along the south side of San Antonio Creek to the discharge valve
vault and the electrical control building would be improved with gravel or pervious pavement.

3.5.2.3 Baffled Outfall and Concrete Splash Pad at Pit F3‐East
After exiting the discharge valve vault, the backup pipeline would continue under San Antonio
Creek to the southern edge of quarry Pit F3‐East (see Figure 3‐6). To protect the southern slope of
the quarry pit from erosion associated with project‐related discharges, the backup pipeline would
terminate at a baffled outfall, and a reinforced‐concrete splash pad would be constructed over the
slope. At the rim of Pit F3‐East, the backup pipeline would discharge into the baffled outfall,
which would dissipate the energy and decrease the velocity of the water stream. Water would
exit the baffled outfall via a broad‐crested weir that would direct the flow onto the concrete
splash pad. The splash pad portion would be approximately 175 feet long and 210 feet wide at
the top of the slope, narrowing to 35 feet at the bottom of the slope. The splash pad would be
reinforced with steel and secured to the slope using a series of ground anchors. Discharged water
would then flow over the concrete splash pad and into the quarry pit (URS, 2010b).

3.5.3 Cutoff Wall Around Pits F3‐East and F3‐West
At present, groundwater flows into Pits F3‐East and F3‐West through permeable soils. Cutoff
walls are barriers constructed underground to impede groundwater flow. As part of the
proposed project, the SFPUC would construct a new cutoff wall around the perimeter of
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West to minimize the seepage of groundwater into the pits and to help
maintain water levels at or below 195 feet msl. The cutoff wall would consist of a trench filled
with bentonite‐cement slurry. The entire cutoff wall would be approximately 5,000 feet long, 3 feet
wide, and 80 feet deep (SFPUC, 2011b). The cutoff wall would fully encompass Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West, thereby eliminating the gap at the South Bay Aqueduct that limits the effectiveness of
the existing cutoff wall. A portion of the cutoff wall could be constructed within the easement of
the South Bay Aqueduct. Approval from the DWR would be required for any work within the
easement of the South Bay Aqueduct (e.g., the cutoff wall or construction staging within the
easement). DWR’s easement for the 84‐inch‐diameter South Bay Aqueduct is roughly 120 to
140 feet wide (URS, 2010b). To facilitate construction of the cutoff wall, two quarry buildings
would be demolished—an approximately 25‐foot‐wide by 40‐foot‐long residential‐type building
and a 35‐foot‐wide by 40‐foot‐long shed‐roofed barn structure located just east of Pit F3‐East (see
Figure 3‐6). The two buildings are currently vacant, but were previously used by Hanson
Aggregates when Pits F3‐East and F3‐West were actively mined.

3.5.4 Dewatering Facilities and Equipment at Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West
The proposed dewatering facilities and equipment at Pits F3‐East and F3‐West would assist the
SFPUC in managing water levels in the pits to accommodate future discharges from the backup
pipeline. These facilities include a water level sensor, submersible pumps, portable pumps
mounted on floating platforms, flexible hoses, and a dewatering pipeline and are described below.
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3.5.4.1 Water Level Sensor
In order to provide sufficient freeboard to accommodate the 12‐hour design discharge event from
the proposed project, water levels in Pit F3‐East would be maintained at or below 195 feet msl.
The SFPUC would install a water level sensor in Pit F3‐East to monitor water levels and alert the
SFPUC and/or Hanson Aggregates when water levels are approaching 195 feet msl (SFPUC,
2010a).

3.5.4.2 Dewatering Pits F3‐East and F3‐West
As described above in Section 3.4 and below in Section 3.7.2, the SFPUC and Hanson Aggregates
would work cooperatively to maintain water levels in Pit F3‐East at or below 195 feet msl. As part
of ongoing mining operations, Hanson Aggregates would continue current water management
practices and would use utilize the quarry company’s existing network of portable pumps and
flexible hoses to move water: (1) out of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West for consumptive use in quarry
operations; (2) to other SMP‐24 quarry pits to maximize water storage; and (3) to Alameda Creek
during very wet periods.
If, following a discharge from the backup pipeline to Pit F3‐East, water levels in Pit F3‐East were
to rise above 195 feet msl, the SFPUC would use submersible pumps, portable pumps mounted
on floating platforms, flexible hoses, a manifold system, and a dewatering pipeline to dewater
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West10 and convey the water to the proposed wet well beneath the Alameda
Creek Pump Station; from there the water would be pumped to San Antonio Reservoir or the
SVWTP. The proposed dewatering facilities are shown on Figure 3‐6.
To dewater Pit F3‐East, two inlet pipes built into the concrete splash pad of the new discharge
facility would provide an intake for the water in the quarry pit. Up to three low‐pressure
submersible pumps (two active and one standby) would be installed inside a steel column mounted
on the concrete splash pad. The steel column containing the submersible pumps would be
connected to the inlet pipes and a dewatering pipeline. The 24‐inch‐diameter dewatering pipeline,
made of steel, would extend from the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East, along the southern
perimeter of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, to the wet well beneath the Alameda Creek Pump Station.
The SFPUC would use the submersible pumps to pump up to 5.25 mgd of water out of Pit F3‐East
and through the dewatering pipeline to the wet well.
Manifolds installed along the dewatering pipeline would provide additional connection points
for flexible hoses. If needed for dewatering the quarry pits after a discharge, the SFPUC could
connect flexible hoses extending from pumps mounted on floating platforms in Pit F3‐East and in
Pit F3‐West to the dewatering pipeline at Manifolds C and B, respectively, so that water could be
conveyed to the wet well beneath the Alameda Creek Pump Station (Manifold A). As described
below in Section 3.5.5, the proposed transfer pipeline would then convey flows from the
proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station to the existing 36‐inch‐diameter Sunol Pump Station

10 As discussed in Section 5.16.1.7 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality, Pits F3‐East and F3‐West are

hydraulically connected when water elevations in the pits rise above the less permeable Livermore gravels to
the highly permeable shallow alluvium. Thus, the SFPUC might also need to pump water out of Pit F3‐West.
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Pipeline, which would subsequently flow to the existing San Antonio Pipeline and other existing
pipelines so that water could be pumped to San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP (SFPUC,
2010c).
The HHWP Calaveras Substation would provide power for the submersible pumps at the new
discharge facility via 250 feet of new underground powerline installed between the electrical
control building for the discharge facility and the submersible pumps. The underground
powerline would be routed beneath San Antonio Creek alongside the backup pipeline. The
HHWP Calaveras Substation would also provide electrical power for the portable pumps
mounted on floating platforms.
In the event that Hanson Aggregates’ lease is not extended, the SFPUC would be solely
responsible for managing water levels in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West. Under these circumstances,
the SFPUC may need to discharge water to Alameda Creek in order to maintain sufficient
freeboard in Pit F3‐East to accommodate a discharge from the backup pipeline. If it were
necessary that the SFPUC discharge water from Pit F3‐East to Alameda Creek, a new NPDES
permit could be required. It is expected that the SFPUC would use a series of portable pumps and
flexible hoses (similar to the system currently used by Hanson Aggregates), as well as Hanson
Aggregates’ existing outfall at Alameda Creek, to conduct these discharges. As necessary,
discharges to the creek would be conducted at the existing outfall in Alameda Creek in a similar
manner to discharges currently made by Hanson Aggregates, and would be conducted in
accordance with regulatory requirements.

3.5.5 Alameda Creek Pump Station, Wet Well, and Transfer
Pipeline
3.5.5.1 Alameda Creek Pump Station and Wet Well
The proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station and related facilities would enable the SFPUC to
pump water from Pit F3‐East to either San Antonio Reservoir or to the SVWTP, thereby
conserving the water for subsequent treatment and delivery to customers (see Figure 3‐6). As
described above in Section 3.5.4.2, following a discharge from the backup pipeline that causes
water elevations in Pit F3‐East to rise above 195 feet msl, the SFPUC would dewater Pit F3‐East
and, if needed, Pit F3‐West, and pump the water to the wet well beneath the Alameda Creek
Pump Station using submersible pumps, pumps mounted on floating platforms, flexible hoses, a
manifold system, and the dewatering pipeline.
The Alameda Creek Pump Station would be constructed at the west end of Pit F3‐West, adjacent
to and north of an existing access road, and northeast of the confluence of Alameda and
San Antonio Creeks. A portion of these improvements would be located within the DWR
easement for the South Bay Aqueduct and approval from the DWR would be required for any
work and placement of improvements within the easement. Three 274‐horsepower pumps (two
active and one standby pump) would be housed at the Alameda Creek Pump Station for
operation of the SABPL project. The pump station would withdraw water from the wet well and
pump it through the proposed transfer pipeline, the existing Sunol Pump Station Pipeline, and
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the existing San Antonio Pipeline to San Antonio Reservoir or to the SVWTP. The Alameda Creek
Pump Station is proposed as an outdoor facility (i.e., no roof and no walls). The approximately
140‐ by 180‐foot pump station site containing the pumps, a wet well, an electrical transformer,11
and a 15‐ by 15‐foot metal control building housing the electrical equipment and controls for the
pump station would be enclosed by a 8‐foot‐high security fence (URS, 2010e). The wet well
would be approximately 45 feet deep, 25 feet wide, and 25 feet long. A portion of the existing
access road would be extended and improved (with gravel or pervious pavement) to form a
driveway and parking area. An approximately 500‐foot‐long, 10‐foot‐tall retaining wall would be
constructed along the southern boundary of the pump station site adjacent to the access road.
Permanent, energy‐efficient exterior lighting with a motion sensor would be installed at the
pump station. Construction of the Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, electrical control
building, and electrical transformer would require the placement of approximately 100 cubic
yards of new fill within the mapped 100‐year flood hazard zone for Alameda Creek. The ground
surface in the vicinity of the Alameda Creek Pump Station, control building, and electrical
transformer would be graded at approximately 253 feet msl—over 2 feet above the 100‐year flood
level in this area—to elevate the floors of these facilities above the 100‐year flood hazard zone for
Alameda Creek (URS, 2010e).
The pump station would be operated remotely or locally from the SVWTP. Water would be
pumped out of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West and into the wet well. The pumps would discharge the
water from the proposed wet well into the transfer pipeline, described below. Electrical power for
the pump motors would be provided by new overhead powerlines (described in Section 3.5.7.2)
and a new electrical transformer at the site. The electrical transformer would be approximately
12 feet wide and 10 feet tall.

3.5.5.2 Transfer Pipeline
The proposed 36‐inch‐diameter transfer pipeline would be used to convey water from the Alameda
Creek Pump Station to the existing 36‐inch‐diameter Sunol Pump Station Pipeline and segments of
the existing San Antonio Pipeline. The transfer pipeline would be an approximately 1,250‐foot‐long
steel pipe installed approximately 10 feet deep along the southern perimeter of Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West. An access manhole would be constructed at each end of the transfer pipeline (URS, 2010e).
The transfer pipeline would include a blowoff valve at its lowest point (at the Alameda Creek
Pump Station) for discharges of stagnant water and sediment to Pit F3‐West following periods
when the transfer pipeline has not been in use. SFPUC system operators would address issues
associated with minor contamination and stale water by flushing the Alameda Creek Pump Station
and transfer pipeline through the blowoff valve. A flow meter would be installed along the transfer
pipeline alignment, approximately 200 feet east of the Alameda Creek Pump Station, to measure
flows from the pump station. The flow meter would be housed in a concrete vault approximately
5 feet wide, 5 feet long, and 8 feet deep. The top of the vault would consist of an access manhole at
the ground surface. Similar to the backup pipeline, a cathodic protection system would be placed
along the length of the transfer pipeline (see Section 3.5.1.5, above).
11 The main purpose of a transformer is to alter the voltage from a primary power circuit to a secondary power

circuit in order to run a particular piece of electrical equipment. Electrical equipment running at a higher
voltage is more efficient and requires smaller conduits.
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3.5.5.3 Relationship of SABPL Project to the Upper Alameda Creek Filter
Gallery Project
Certain facility components of the SABPL project are assumed to be constructed as part of the
project but could be utilized by another proposed SFPUC project in the Sunol Valley—the Upper
Alameda Creek Filter Gallery (Filter Gallery) project, if and when that project is approved and
implemented. (Chapter 5, Section 5.1.4, Cumulative Impacts, describes the Filter Gallery project.)
The facilities proposed for the SABPL project that also may be utilized by the Filter Gallery
project are: (1) the Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, and electrical control building; (2) the
transfer pipeline; (3) the overhead powerline and electrical transformer powering the pump
station; and (4) the permanent access road improvements. An additional 274‐horsepower vertical
pump would be installed at the Alameda Creek Pump Station for the Filter Gallery project, if
approved and implemented. Under both projects, these facilities would be used to pump water
from the wet well to San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP. At any given time, the facilities could
only be utilized by one of the projects; the projects could not utilize the facilities simultaneously.
Assuming the SABPL project is implemented as proposed and Pumping Variant 1 is not
implemented (see Section 3.8.1 below), these facilities would be constructed as part of the SABPL
project, regardless of whether the Filter Gallery project is implemented.

3.5.6 New Chemical Facility
3.5.6.1 Chemical Facility
The SABPL project includes construction of a new chemical facility near the San Antonio Pump
Station, just east of the existing chemical facility at the south end of the project area (see Figure 3‐3).
The new chemical facility would be designed with a treatment capacity of 315 mgd to treat the
future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow and would replace the existing chemical facility. In
accordance with effluent limitations set by the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control
Board (RWQCB), the SFPUC is required to pH‐adjust and dechlorinate treated water prior to
discharging it to waters of the United States (i.e., San Antonio Creek, San Antonio Reservoir) or
waters of the state. Quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West are not classified as waters of the United
States or waters of the state because they are part of active mining activities (Corps, 2011).
Regardless, the SFPUC would use the new chemical facility to dechlorinate and pH‐adjust all
discharges from the proposed project, including discharges to the quarry pits.
The new chemical facility would include a paved driveway and parking area, a chemical
unloading area, a chemical storage and containment area, and an electrical control room. The
chemical facility building would be an enclosed structure covered with a weather canopy and a
metal roof (48 feet long, 42 feet wide, and 22 feet tall). The electrical control room and chemical
storage and containment area would be enclosed within the canopy structure. Adjacent to the
chemical storage and containment area, a paved chemical unloading area (48 feet long by 15 feet
wide) would be constructed. Sumps and sump pumps within the chemical containment area and
loading area would collect and contain any dechlorination chemicals accidentally released during
operations. The entire chemical facility would be surrounded by an 8‐ to 10‐foot‐high fence and
would have permanent exterior lighting with a motion sensor.
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Hazardous chemicals to be used at the proposed chemical facility would be stored in an
aboveground storage tank with secondary concrete containment. The chemical storage and
containment area would house one 8,000‐gallon chemical storage tank for the dechlorination
process, as well as transfer pumps, metering pumps, and a chemical feed system. The chemical
feed system would consist of chemical feed lines (small, flexible hoses) extending between the
new chemical facility and storage tanks located at an existing fluoride facility south of the Sunol
Valley Chloramination Facility (described below in Section 3.5.6.2), and between the new
chemical facility and three chemical injection stations: (1) the existing chemical injection station
for the San Antonio Pipeline; (2) a new chemical injection station for the backup pipeline to be
constructed as part of the proposed project (see Figure 3‐3); and (3) the chemical injection station
for the Alameda East Portal Overflow Pipeline constructed under the SFPUC Alameda Siphons
project. The HHWP Calaveras Substation would supply electrical power to the new chemical
facility at the San Antonio Pump Station via 200 feet of new underground powerlines extending
between the existing Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility and the new chemical facility. In
addition, as part of the proposed project, the SFPUC would replace an existing 100‐kilowatt (kW)
diesel gas‐powered generator at the fluoride facility with a 150‐kW liquid propane gas‐powered
generator. The new generator would provide backup power for the new chemical facility during
power outages. No structural improvements to the fluoride facility are needed to support the
new 150‐kW emergency generator. The existing chemical facility would remain operational until
the new chemical facility is installed and brought online. The existing chemical facility would
then be decommissioned and the building used for equipment storage. Decommissioning would
involve the removal of equipment such as pumps, tanks, and piping, which would be reused
where possible or recycled/disposed of as appropriate.

3.5.6.2 Flow Meter, Chemical Injection Station, and Sampling Station
The new chemical facility would include a flow meter, chemical injection station, and a sampling
station along the backup pipeline alignment (see Figure 3‐3). Sump pumps in the flow meter
vault, chemical injection station, and sampling station would remove water that accumulates in
these underground structures and would discharge it to the adjacent ground surface.
The flow meter would be housed in a vault that would extend approximately 2 to 3 feet above the
ground surface. The vault would be located along the backup pipeline alignment, down‐gradient
of the chemical injection station. The flow meter vault would be approximately 17 feet wide,
15 feet long, and 16 feet deep and would house a multi‐path flow meter. The flow meter vault
would include a sump pump, aluminum cover, lighting, and vents to circulate air.
The chemical injection station for the backup pipeline would be contained in an approximately
8‐foot‐diameter concrete manhole riser extending approximately 2.5 feet above the ground
surface. The manhole riser housing the chemical injection station would be located down‐
gradient of Air Gaps Nos. 1 and 3 and would extend approximately 4 feet below the ground
surface to connect with the top of the backup pipeline. This station would house the injection
lines for chemicals used to dechlorinate and adjust the pH of water in the backup pipeline. The
chemical injection station would also have an aluminum cover and vents to circulate air and
minimize moisture buildup.
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The sampling station would be contained in a concrete manhole riser located along the backup
pipeline alignment, down‐gradient of the flow meter vault. The sampling station would be
installed above grade and would house a sampling pump. Instruments to measure chlorine and
pH levels would be housed inside the sampling station.
The sampling station would collect water quality samples and discharge them to the ground
surface outside of the sampling station. Sampling would occur for 24 hours after an emergency
water quality event, and for 12 hours after a planned maintenance event. Because the backup
pipeline is a redundant facility that would not be used on a regular basis, sampling would be
conducted when the backup pipeline is operated rather than on a set schedule. The water quality
sampling would generate approximately 12 gallons of discharge per hour, for a total of 432 gallons
per year. The discharge would be of the same quality as water within the backup pipeline and
would flow to a 6‐ by 6‐foot rock drain that would allow the water to percolate into the ground near
the pipeline. The sump pump would drain to the same location, removing rain water that infiltrates
the vault. Discharges from the flow meter vault, chemical injection station, and sampling station to
the adjacent ground surface would be conducted in accordance with NPDES General Permit for
Discharges with Low Threat to Water Quality (Order No. 2003‐003‐DWQ).

3.5.7 Other Improvements
In addition to the proposed backup pipeline, the discharge facility at Pit F3‐East, and the new
chemical facility, other related improvements proposed as part of the SABPL project include
installing SCADA equipment, connecting project components to Hetch Hetchy power supplies,
and replacing a segment of 12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline to the town of Sunol.

3.5.7.1 SCADA Transmitters
Individual monitoring and control devices that are integral to the valves along the backup
pipeline, as well as water quality sensors and transmitters installed at the discharge facility at
Pit F3‐East, would be connected to the existing SCADA system. The SCADA system is a remote
monitoring and control system that tracks flow, pressure, and the opening and closing of
isolation valves. It transmits field signals by radio to the SFPUC Water Supply and Treatment
Division’s SCADA terminals.

3.5.7.2 Power Supplies
As discussed above, the HHWP Calaveras Substation would provide the primary source of
power for: the electrical control building used to operate the discharge facility at Pit F3‐East;
dewatering facilities; the Alameda Creek Pump Station; and the new chemical facility.
Approximately 550 linear feet of new overhead powerlines would be constructed from the
HHWP Calaveras Substation to the electrical control building for the new discharge facility, and
approximately 1,650 linear feet of new overhead powerlines would be constructed from the
HHWP Calaveras Substation to the new electrical transformer adjacent to the Alameda Creek
Pump Station (see Figure 3‐6). In addition, the new chemical facility would require the
installation of approximately 200 feet of new underground powerline between the Sunol Valley
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Chloramination Facility and the new chemical facility, and operation of the submersible pumps
at the discharge facility would require the installation of approximately 250 feet of new
underground powerline between the electrical control building on the south side of San Antonio
Creek and the submersible pumps.
In the event of a power outage, an uninterruptible battery power supply would provide
emergency power for the proposed valves and equipment associated with the discharge facility
at Pit F3‐East. As described in Section 3.5.6.1, above, a 150‐kW liquid propane gas‐powered
emergency generator would be installed at the existing fluoride facility; this generator would
provide backup power for the new chemical facility when needed. Emergency power supplies
are not proposed for the Alameda Creek Pump Station. If, in the event of a power outage, the
Alameda Creek Pump Station were not available to pump water from the quarry pits to
San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP, the discharged water would remain in the quarry pits until
power is restored. However, it is assumed that electrical power would be restored in less than
two days. Even if the water were to remain at elevations greater than 195 feet msl for several
days, no imminent risk to human health and safety or damage to facilities would result.

3.5.7.3 Water Pipeline to Town of Sunol
Approximately 5,700 feet of 12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline would be installed about 15 feet west
of the backup pipeline in a parallel trench, beginning at pipeline station 4+00 near the San Antonio
Pump Station and terminating at pipeline station 61+00 (see Figures 3‐3 and 3‐4). This water
pipeline would replace a 5,700‐foot‐long segment of 36‐inch‐diameter pipe that supplies water to
the town of Sunol and the Sunol Golf Course from the Alameda Siphons. Due to low demand and
the large size of the existing pipeline, water can at times sit in the piping for prolonged periods. The
proposed 12‐inch‐diameter pipe would decrease the detention time of water in the pipe, thereby
improving water quality. The SFPUC contractor would initially seal the proposed pipeline at both
ends, but in the future would connect the new pipeline to an existing 12‐inch‐diameter pipeline at
the northern terminus and disconnect the 36‐inch‐diameter pipeline. At that time, the disconnected
pipeline would be sealed and abandoned in place (CDM, 2006).
The 12‐inch‐diameter replacement pipe is not needed to achieve the objectives of the SABPL; rather,
the SFPUC is installing it as part of the SABPL project for cost‐efficiency purposes (i.e., it is cost‐
effective to install this pipeline when the backup pipeline is installed since the pipelines would be
parallel). The purpose of the pipeline replacement is to improve water quality. However, the
SABPL project does not include connecting the new 12‐inch‐diameter replacement pipeline to the
existing infrastructure and abandoning the existing 36‐inch‐diameter pipeline it would replace. At
this time it is not known when the new 12‐inch‐diameter replacement pipeline and the existing
12‐inch‐diameter pipes located at either end of the replacement pipeline would be connected.

3.5.7.4 South Bay Aqueduct Inter‐tie Pipeline
As described above in Section 3.2.3, an abandoned inter‐tie pipeline from a former connection
between the South Bay Aqueduct and the Hetch Hetchy system runs east‐west along the
northern edge of Pit F3‐East. The inter‐tie was decommissioned by DWR in January 2011. The
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inter‐tie pipeline connected the South Bay Aqueduct to the Sunol Pump Station Pipeline at the
north end of the berm that divides Pits F3‐East and F3‐West (see Figure 3‐6). The segment of
inter‐tie pipe located under Staging Area D would be removed prior to construction as a part of
site preparation.

3.6 Project Construction
3.6.1 Site Access, Site Preparation, and Construction Staging
3.6.1.1 Site Access
Calaveras Road would be the primary construction access route to the project area. Construction
traffic would use existing gravel roads to the west of Calaveras Road to access work areas and
staging areas (including the North Spoils Site). In addition, the gated entrance to the gravel access
road along the north side of San Antonio Creek that runs between Calaveras Road and the area
proposed for the Alameda Creek Pump Station would be widened and improved and an extension
to this access road would be constructed. The new portion of access road would consist of gravel or
pervious pavement. The existing dirt access road would be widened and improved with gravel or
pervious pavement. In addition, the dirt access road extending between Calaveras Road along the
south side of San Antonio Creek to the discharge valve vault would be improved with gravel or
pervious pavement. The existing access road adjacent to the South Bay Aqueduct to the north
would be re‐graded and improved with gravel or pervious pavement. In addition, two temporary
road crossings of the South Bay Aqueduct would be created to provide a way for trucks to turn
around during construction.
Trucks would need to use Calaveras Road throughout the construction period. The contractor
would maintain two‐way traffic along Calaveras Road for the majority of the construction phase,
but a single lane would be closed periodically if necessary. Temporary delays of up to 10 minutes
might be necessary on Calaveras Road. Access to private property and local businesses would be
maintained during construction through the use of trench plates.

3.6.1.2 Site Clearing and Preparation
Before construction mobilization, the contractor would clear and grade portions of the project
area (including construction staging areas), removing vegetation and debris as necessary, to
provide a relatively level surface for the movement of construction equipment. The segment of
the abandoned South Bay Aqueduct inter‐tie pipeline located under Staging Area D would be
excavated, cut, and removed and the excavation backfilled to prepare the site for staging. In
addition, the two quarry buildings located east of Pit F3‐East would be demolished to facilitate
cutoff wall construction. Prior to demolition, the SFPUC would test the buildings for lead‐based
paint and survey for asbestos‐containing building materials to determine the appropriate
procedures for handling and disposing of the construction debris. Workers would clear the
construction work areas in stages as construction progresses to limit the potential for soil to be
exposed to stormwater runoff, which could cause erosion. In addition to grading the ground
surface, the contractor might need to mow or place gravel over staging areas for fire prevention.
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Upon completion of construction activities, the construction contractor would remove any added
gravel, contour the site to its original profile, and hydroseed the area.

3.6.1.3 Staging Areas
Construction workers would use four primary staging areas located strategically along the backup
pipeline alignment and near the proposed improvements for vehicle and equipment parking and
materials storage. In addition, construction of the cutoff wall would require a work platform
along the cutoff wall alignment for backfill mixing, stockpiling, and staging. The work platform
would likely encroach into the DWR easement, but the platform width could be reduced as
necessary to avoid the San Antonio Creek channel and any other constraining features. To the
extent feasible, construction workers would site staging areas and the work platform for the
cutoff wall within previously disturbed areas on CCSF‐owned lands and the DWR easement.
Approximately 25.6 acres of ground surface would be disturbed for use as construction staging
areas and for the work platform for the cutoff wall. The former nursery site within Staging Area
C would be used for construction staging during the earlier phases of construction; however, the
SFPUC also proposes to use this site for permanent disposal of excess spoils generated during
construction (described in Section 3.6.9, below). Table 3‐2 and Figures 3‐3 and 3‐4 identify the
proposed construction staging areas.
TABLE 3‐2
CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREAS
Staging
Area

Approximate
Acreage
Description

Location

Temporary Facilities / Uses

Staging
Area A

West of Sunol
Valley
Chloramination
Facility

Field offices for contractor(s)
and SFPUC staff; equipment
and vehicle parking;
stockpiling of pipe and other
construction materials

1.1

Flat dirt and gravel area;
accessible via existing access
road

Staging
Area B

Southwest of
Calaveras Road and
San Antonio Creek
crossing

Equipment and vehicle
parking; stockpiling of pipe
and other construction
materials

1.1

Large flat area (non‐native
grassland); accessible via
existing access road and gate

Staging
Area C

West of Calaveras
Road and north of
San Antonio Creek
crossing

Equipment and vehicle
parking; stockpiling of pipe
and other construction
materials

9.4

Large flat area (non‐native
grassland), approximately 5‐
acres of which was formerly
used as a nursery; accessible
via existing access road

Staging
Area D

North of Pit F3‐West Equipment and vehicle
parking; stockpiling of pipe
and other construction
materials

2.1

Flat dirt and gravel area;
accessible via existing access
road

Cutoff
Wall
Work
Platform

Along the cutoff
wall alignment at
Pits F3‐West and F3‐
East

11.9

An approximately 125‐foot‐
wide platform situated 25 feet
from one side of slurry trench
centerline, and 100 feet from
other side of centerline
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3.6.2 Pipeline Construction
This section describes the construction activities associated with installation of the backup
pipeline from its starting point at Alameda Siphon No. 3 to the proposed discharge valve vault
located just south of San Antonio Creek near pipeline station 67+00. The subsections that follow
discuss construction activities associated with the air gaps at cross‐connections, the cathodic
protection system, and the project components that would be installed within the backup
pipeline trench (e.g., manhole risers, vaults, valves). Installation of the 12‐inch‐diameter water
pipeline to the town of Sunol, the 36‐inch‐diameter transfer pipeline, and the 24‐inch‐diameter
dewatering pipeline are also described.

3.6.2.1 Installation of San Antonio Backup Pipeline
The construction contractor would install the backup pipeline using traditional open‐trench
construction methods, including at the San Antonio Creek crossing. The construction sequence
would typically include clearing and grading the ground surface along the pipeline alignments;
excavating the trench; preparing and installing pipeline sections; installing vaults, manhole risers,
manifolds, and other pipeline components; backfilling the trench with non‐expansive fills;
restoring preconstruction contours; and revegetating or paving the pipeline alignments, as
appropriate. In accordance with the recommendations of the project‐specific geotechnical
investigation, the footings of the proposed new structures would be at least 24 inches below
grade to minimize the effects of any expansive soils (URS, 2009). The trench for the backup
pipeline would be excavated on relatively flat terrain, roughly 10 feet west of and parallel to the
existing San Antonio Pipeline. The backup pipeline trench would be approximately 7,000 feet
long and 12 to 15 feet wide; it would have a minimum depth of 13 feet along most of the pipeline
alignment and a maximum depth of 20 feet where the pipeline crosses access roads or existing
underground utilities.
The traditional open‐trench construction method involves using a conventional backhoe,
excavator, or other mechanized equipment to excavate trenches. Trench boxes, shoring, or laying
back and benching slopes would stabilize the pipeline trenches and prevent the walls from
collapsing during construction. After excavating the trenches, the contractor would line the trench
with pipe bedding (sand or other appropriate material shaped to support the pipeline).
Construction workers would then place pipe sections in the trench, weld the sections together as
trenching proceeds, and then backfill the trench. Open‐trench construction would generally
proceed at a rate of about 100 to 150 feet per day.
In addition, the contractor would install the following components within the backup pipeline
trench at the specified locations along the pipeline alignment: multiple concrete manhole risers,
including the chemical injection station near Air Gaps Nos. 1 and 3, the sampling station in the
vicinity of pipeline station 3+00, blowoff valves at low points along the backup pipeline, and air
release valves at high points along the backup pipeline; the flow meter vault in the vicinity of
pipeline station 2+00; and the vault containing the valve for the discharge facility at Pit F3‐East in
the vicinity of pipeline station 67+00.
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The backup pipeline would be disinfected before the pipeline is connected to the regional water
system and placed in operation.

3.6.2.2 Installation of Air Gap Systems along the San Antonio Backup Pipeline
The contractor would install air gaps at two points of cross‐connection between the existing
San Antonio Pipeline and the proposed backup pipeline, and an air gap at a cross‐connection
between the existing Alameda Siphon No. 3 and the proposed backup pipeline. To install the air
gaps it would be necessary to temporarily shut down and dewater the San Antonio Pipeline, cut
and weld pipe, and then disinfect the newly installed backup pipeline and cross‐connections (air
gap systems) and Alameda Siphon No. 3 before bringing the pipes into service.

3.6.2.3 Installation of Cathodic Protection System along the San Antonio
Backup Pipeline
The contractor would install a cathodic protection system consisting of four anode beds at a
minimum distance of 5 feet from the backup pipeline in the vicinity of pipeline stations 12+00,
31+00, 49+00, and 64+00 (see Figures 3‐3 and 3‐4). It would be necessary to excavate a 6‐inch‐wide
by 3‐foot‐deep trench, extending from the first anode column to the last anode column, to install
the electrical wiring connection for each anode bed, and an additional 6‐inch‐wide by 3‐foot‐deep
trench, extending from the pipeline to the center of each anode bed, for the wiring connections
between the anode beds to the pipeline. The electrical cables from each anode bed would
terminate either in a test station inside a concrete box that would be flush with the ground
surface or on a post that would extend approximately 4 feet above the ground surface. All
elements of the cathodic protection system would be underground.

3.6.2.4 Installation of Connecting Pipelines in the Project Area
Water Pipeline to the Town of Sunol
The contractor would excavate the trench for the 12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline to the town of
Sunol approximately 15 feet west of and parallel to the trench for the backup pipeline and would
use traditional open‐trench construction. The trench would be approximately 5,700 feet long,
3 feet wide, and 5 feet deep, and would extend from pipeline station 4+00 to station 61+00. The
contractor would use heat fusion to join sections of the pipeline before placing the pipe into the
trench and then backfilling the trench with excavated or imported material to a depth of 2.5 feet
above the pipeline. The contractor would cap the pipeline in place for connection to the existing
distribution system at a later date.

Transfer Pipeline
The trench for the 36‐inch‐diameter transfer pipeline would be approximately 1,250 feet long,
6 feet wide, and 10 feet deep. The transfer pipeline would extend from the proposed Alameda
Creek Pump Station to the existing Sunol Pump Station Pipeline at the southern end of the berm
between Pits F3‐East and F3‐West. The contractor would use the traditional open‐trench
construction method to lay the pipeline. Sections of the transfer pipeline would be welded
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together, as described above for the backup pipeline, and the trench backfilled with excavated or
imported, non‐expansive fill material to a depth of up to 4 feet above the pipeline. Prior to
backfilling, contractors would install a flow meter vault in the trench for the transfer pipeline and
a blowoff valve at the western terminus of the pipeline. The pipeline would be disinfected before
it is connected to the regional water system and placed in operation.

Dewatering Pipeline
The trench for the 24‐inch‐diameter dewatering pipeline would be approximately 1,400 feet long,
4 feet wide, and 6 feet deep, and would extend generally parallel to the north side of the transfer
pipeline, between the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East and the Alameda Creek Pump Station.
The dewatering pipeline would be steel pipe, which would allow contractors to place the entire
pipeline in the trench. The contractor would install three manifolds in the trench prior to backfilling
the trench to a depth of 3 feet above the pipeline. The manifolds would provide additional
connections for flexible hoses extending from pumps on floating platforms in Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West (Manifolds C and D, respectively) to the Alameda Creek Pump Station at Manifold A.

3.6.3 Chemical Facility
The contractor would construct the new chemical facility just east of the existing chemical facility
(see Figure 3‐3). The 48‐foot‐long, 42‐foot‐wide, and 22‐foot‐tall building would have a concrete
foundation, structural frame, and a pre‐engineered weather canopy with a metal roof. The
maximum excavation depth for construction of the facility would be 20 feet.
In addition to constructing the facility, workers would install underground chemical feed lines
between (1) the new chemical facility and the chemical injection stations, and (2) the existing
chemical storage tank at the fluoride facility at the Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility.
Chemical feed lines would generally consist of 1/2‐ to 2‐inch‐diameter tubing contained in 4‐ to
6‐inch‐diameter polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and/or HDPE plastic piping.
The construction work area for the new chemical facility would be temporarily gated and fenced
off during construction. Permanent gates and fencing would be placed around the facility to
prevent unauthorized access during project operations.
Once the new chemical facility is installed and operational, the existing chemical facility would
be decommissioned and the building used for equipment storage. Decommissioning would
involve the removal of equipment such as pumps, tanks, and piping, which would be reused
where possible or recycled/disposed of as appropriate.

3.6.4 Alameda Creek Pump Station and Wet Well
The contractor would construct an approximately 500‐foot‐long, 10‐foot‐tall retaining wall along
the southern boundary of the pump station site to establish site grading and stabilize the slope
along the existing access road. The contractor would need to perform minor grading for the
proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station, parking area, and driveway. The wet well would be
constructed underground and would require excavation of a pit (approximately 55 feet by 25 feet
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to a depth of 45 feet below grade) using sheetpiles and a clamshell excavator. The 36‐inch‐
diameter inlet pipe to the wet well would be installed by microtunneling through the quarry pit
wall and into the wet well at approximately 220 feet msl, or roughly 35 feet below grade. The
contractor would place 14‐inch‐diameter column piping from the bottom of the wet well up to
the vertical turbine pumps of the Alameda Creek Pump Station.
The contractor would install the vertical turbine pumps using a mobile crane, and then install the
electric pump motors and connect them to the control equipment. Workers would construct an
8‐foot‐high fence around the pump station site.

3.6.5 Electrical Control Buildings
The contractor would construct two electrical control buildings: one for the proposed discharge
facility at Pit F3‐East on the south side of San Antonio Creek adjacent to the discharge valve
vault, and one for the Alameda Creek Pump Station. The electrical control buildings would each
occupy a 15‐ by 15‐foot poured concrete pad and would be 16 feet tall. Workers would pave a
1,600‐square‐foot asphalt parking area adjacent to the electrical control building for the discharge
facility; the larger parking area for the Alameda Creek Pump Station would be made of gravel or
pervious pavement. An 8‐ to 10‐foot‐high perimeter fence would enclose an approximately 3,000‐
square‐foot area around the electrical control building and parking area for the discharge facility.
At the Alameda Creek Pump Station site, 8‐foot‐high security fencing would enclose an
approximately 11,500‐square‐foot (0.25‐acre) area around the pump station, electrical control
building, and the electrical transformer. Exterior lighting with motion sensors would be
permanently installed on each of the electrical control buildings.

3.6.6 Construction Activities at Pits F3‐East and F3‐West
3.6.6.1 Baffled Outfall and Concrete Splash Pad at Pit F3‐East
The contractor would construct the baffled outfall at the terminus of the backup pipeline near
pipeline station 70+10, as well as the 175‐foot‐long reinforced‐concrete splash pad over the
southern slope of Pit F3‐East from the baffled outfall to pipeline station 72+00 (see Figure 3‐5).
Construction of the reinforced‐concrete splash pad would require that the contractor establish
access to the quarry pit slope by either excavating a series of temporary paths and benches or
setting up temporary work platforms in the slope itself. At least 20 feet would be needed on either
side of the splash pad for construction access.
Workers would prepare the slope surface by removing loose/weak material, organic soils, and
vegetation. Ground anchors would be constructed to secure the splash pad to the quarry slope; to
accomplish this, workers would drill holes, install steel rods or tendons into the slope, and then
grout the anchors in place. Construction workers would place temporary plywood or metal
forms on the slope where the concrete splash pad would be constructed in place. Workers would
position steel bars, tie them together to provide permanent reinforcement, pour the concrete slab
in batches from a concrete pump truck at the top of the slope, and then remove the forms after
the concrete had hardened. Workers would then mount the baffled outfall onto a pile foundation
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at the top of the slope and connect it to the end of the backup pipeline using short segments of
steel pipe (URS, 2010b).

3.6.6.2 Cutoff Wall
The contractor would construct an approximately 125‐foot‐wide work platform along the cutoff
wall alignment to provide a temporary working surface for conducting trench excavation,
bentonite‐cement slurry mixing, and slurry pumping operations. Timber crane mats would be
placed adjacent to the work platform to provide a surface from which the excavators could
operate. The contractor would construct earthen containment dikes along the work platform to
prevent bentonite‐cement slurry from flowing outside of the work area.
A long‐reach excavator would be used to excavate an approximately 5,000‐foot‐long, 3‐foot‐wide,
and 80‐foot‐deep trench along the perimeter of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West. To stabilize the trench
walls and prevent collapse during excavation, the bentonite‐cement slurry would be pumped
from a mix plant on the work platform into the trench through temporary tubing as excavation
proceeds (SFPUC, 2011b). Once the cutoff wall is emplaced, workers would place a 1‐foot‐deep
layer of non‐compacted soil over the cutoff wall to prevent desiccation of the underlying material
(URS, 2010a). Extensive dewatering of the trench might be necessary to facilitate cutoff wall
construction. As described below in Section 3.6.7.1, dewatering effluent from excavated areas,
including the trench for the cutoff wall, would be treated and discharged to vegetated upland
areas, San Antonio Creek, or Alameda Creek in accordance with regulatory requirements.

3.6.6.3 New Powerlines
As described in Section 3.5.7.2, a 1,650‐foot‐long overhead powerline would be constructed from
the HHWP Calaveras Substation to a new electrical transformer adjacent to the Alameda Creek
Pump Station, and a 550‐foot‐long overhead powerline would be constructed between the
HHWP Calaveras Substation and the electrical control building for the discharge facility at Pit F3‐
East. The power poles would be sited approximately 300 feet apart, for a total of approximately
seven or eight poles. Construction of overhead powerlines would occur in two phases:
(1) installing the poles, and (2) installing and tensioning the powerline. Access to each pole would
be needed at least twice. It is assumed the poles would be set by mechanically digging a hole up
to 10 feet deep, placing the pole in the hole, and backfilling. At each of the pole locations, an
approximately 50‐by‐50‐foot area would be needed for laydown and assembly, and a limited
amount of vegetation might require removal, but the need for grading is not expected.
Construction workers would use standard rubber‐tired line trucks to access the alignment and to
install and tension the new overhead powerlines. The puller/tensioner would be mounted on a
utility truck or on a double‐axle trailer. Workers might need to trim and/or remove some
vegetation along the alignment to keep vegetation away from the overhead powerlines.
A 200‐foot‐long underground powerline would be installed between the Sunol Valley
Chloramination Facility and the chemical facility, and one 250‐foot‐long underground powerline
would be installed between the electrical control building for the discharge facility at Pit F3‐East
and the submersible pumps installed in the concrete splash pad. Installation of the new
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underground powerlines would require excavation of a 1‐foot‐wide, 3‐foot‐deep trench along
their alignments. After installing each underground powerline in the trench, construction
workers would backfill the trench and restore the ground surface.

3.6.7 General Construction Activities
3.6.7.1 Construction Dewatering
Three types of dewatering discharges would be necessary during project construction:
(1) dewatering of groundwater and surface water from excavated areas (if needed); (2) dewatering
of existing pipelines before new connections are made; (3) dewatering of Pit F3‐East to a level that
allows for construction of the proposed discharge facility; and (4) discharges of water following the
disinfection of newly installed pipes before they are connected to the regional water system. The
contractor would treat water from excavated areas as necessary and discharge it to a containment
facility (which could include dewatering tanks, filter bags, etc.) to allow sediment to settle out prior
to discharge. Water from excavated areas would be discharged to vegetated upland areas (so it
could infiltrate naturally into the ground) or would be discharged to San Antonio Creek (or
Alameda Creek after treatment for sediment, if necessary) in accordance with regulatory
requirements. The contractor would dechlorinate water from existing pipelines and discharge it to
Pit F3‐East, San Antonio Creek, or Alameda Creek before new connections were made. Disinfection
water from newly installed pipes would also be dechlorinated and discharged to Pit F3‐East,
San Antonio Creek, or Alameda Creek.
Dewatering of excavated areas would be temporary and would only be necessary when surface
water or groundwater was encountered. Workers would be more likely to encounter groundwater
in areas where deeper excavations are needed, such as for the cutoff wall, wet well, and transfer
pipeline and near San Antonio Creek. In addition, surface water from precipitation or drainage
structures could enter trenches and other excavations. If necessary, surface water or groundwater
from the trenches and excavations would be treated and discharged to a containment facility (i.e.,
dewatering tanks, filter bags) to allow sediment to settle out prior to discharge.
For construction activities associated with pipeline connections (i.e., air gap systems), system
operators would need to isolate (“valve off”), shut down, and dewater (drain) the backup pipeline
and Alameda Siphon No. 3, dechlorinate and adjust the pH of the treated water being drained from
the pipes, and then discharge the water to Pit F3‐East, San Antonio Creek, or Alameda Creek. Upon
completing construction activities, system operators would disinfect the newly installed backup
pipeline, transfer pipeline, and cross‐connections (air gap systems) and Alameda Siphon No. 3
before bringing the pipes into service. The SFPUC would similarly treat this water prior to
discharge (i.e., dechlorinate the water and adjust it for pH). This disinfection process would take
five to seven days. The discharge would be covered under the existing Waste Discharge
Requirements for the SFPUC Drinking Water Transmission System (RWQCB Order No. R2‐2008‐
0102).
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3.6.7.2 SFPUC Standard Construction Measures and Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Measures
The SFPUC has established Standard Construction Measures (SFPUC, 2007) for all WSIP projects;
these measures would be implemented as part of the proposed project. The main objective of
these measures is to reduce impacts on existing resources to the extent feasible. The Standard
Construction Measures include such activities as early identification of sensitive environmental
resources in the WSIP project areas, and notification of business owners and residents near the
WSIP projects, about the nature, extent, and duration of construction activities. The SFPUC would
ensure that the SABPL project’s contract specifications contain uniform minimum provisions to
address these issues.
The SFPUC would also include the following measures in all SABPL project contractor
specifications, which, in addition to having other environmental benefits, would help reduce
greenhouse gas emissions:


The SFPUC would require that all contractors maintain tire inflation to the manufacturers’
inflation specifications.



The SFPUC would require that all contractors minimize idling time for construction
equipment (including vehicles) by either shutting off equipment when not in use or reducing
the maximum idling time to two minutes. This measure is consistent with Mitigation
Measure M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures) (see Section 5.8, Air Quality).



The SFPUC would implement a construction worker education program for the proposed
SABPL project.

3.6.8 Site Cleanup and Restoration
After construction activities in the project area are completed, the SFPUC’s contractor(s) would
restore disturbed areas to their preconstruction conditions, including replacing topsoil that was
removed during excavation and earthwork activities. Restoration measures for the disturbed
project areas, including the San Antonio Creek crossing, would include reestablishing
preconstruction contours and drainage patterns, revegetating disturbed areas, and installing
erosion and sedimentation controls to minimize post‐construction erosion. Since construction
activities associated with other SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley would overlap in footprint
and could overlap in schedule, the construction contractor for the last project to be completed
would perform these duties within the overlapping areas (see Section 5.1.4, Cumulative Impacts,
for a discussion of other projects occurring in the Sunol Valley).

3.6.9 Spoils Management and Disposal
Excavation and construction activities under the proposed project would generate excess soil and
rock material. The total volume of these spoils would be approximately 118,250 cubic yards.
Strategies for managing excess excavated material include: (1) placing spoils in a temporary
location, which might include quarry Pit F6 or the aggregate processing facility located
immediately north of Pit F6—both of which are operated under SMP‐30—for subsequent
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processing, resale, and reuse; (2) permanently placing the spoils in an earthen berm at the North
Spoils Site or at the former nursery site within Staging Area C;12 or (3) hauling the spoils offsite to
an appropriate landfill facility (SFPUC, 2010b). As indicated above in Section 3.6.1.3, the former
nursery site within Staging Area C would be used for construction staging for the earlier phases
of construction before being used as a permanent spoils disposal site.
It might be necessary to temporarily stockpile spoils in construction work areas within the project
area, such as alongside the backup pipeline trench or in the vicinity of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, so
that topsoil and subsoil could be retained to backfill excavations and restore the site. Temporary
spoils stockpiling in the project area might be necessary for other purposes, such as to allow the
SMP‐30 quarry operator to evaluate soil quality before the spoils are transported to Pit F6 or the
SMP‐30 aggregate processing facility for temporary storage. Spoils might also be temporarily
stockpiled in construction staging areas or within the highly disturbed footprint of the active quarry
operations. The construction contractor would use existing quarry access roads to access Pit F6 and
would place the spoils in an unvegetated area of the quarry pit that contains no standing water.
The North Spoils Site covers 12 acres and is located immediately south of the I‐680/SR 84
interchange on the west side of Calaveras Road (see Figure 3‐5). The North Spoils Site is on
CCSF‐owned property that was previously leased to a nursery operation but has reverted to
non‐native grassland. If this site is used for spoils management during construction of the SABPL
project, spoils would be permanently placed in this area to a maximum height of approximately
20 feet above the elevation of Calaveras Road with 2:1 (horizontal:vertical) slopes to create a
permanent berm with a 20‐foot setback from Calaveras Road. The berm would be vegetated to
protect the berm from erosion. Trees along this section of Calaveras Road would be preserved. In
addition to using the North Spoils Site to dispose of spoils from the SABPL project, the SFPUC is
also using this site for spoils disposal and placement for other SFPUC facility improvement
projects in the Sunol Valley, including the SVWTP Expansion and Treated Water Reservoir,
Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade, and New Irvington Tunnel projects. For more
information on these projects, refer to Chapter 5, Section 5.1.
Excess spoils could also be placed at the former nursery site located within Staging Area C. The
berm at this site would cover approximately 5 acres (the rest of Staging Area C, located between
the former nursery site and Calaveras Road, is not a proposed permanent spoils disposal site)
(see Figures 3‐5 and 3‐6). Spoils would be piled to a maximum height of 25 feet with
2:1 (horizontal:vertical) slopes to create a permanent berm. Like the berm at the North Spoils Site,
the berm at the former nursery site would be vegetated to protect the berm from erosion.
In addition, spoils determined to be of poor quality, or excess spoils that could not be reused at
the project site or in the permanent berm along Calaveras Road in the North Spoils Site, would be
hauled out of the Sunol Valley and disposed of at an appropriate landfill facility, such as the
Altamont Landfill, Vasco Road Sanitary Landfill, or other landfills and disposal facilities in
Alameda and Santa Clara Counties.

12 A small portion of the former nursery site and the proposed earthen berm is located within the proposed work

platform for the cutoff wall.
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3.6.10 Construction Equipment and Workforce
Table 3‐3 summarizes the construction activities and workforce associated with the various
project components. The equipment needed for earthwork activities and installation of the project
components would typically include backhoes, excavators, bulldozers, loaders, boom trucks, drill
rigs, concrete transport trucks, concrete pump trucks, water trucks, air compressors, generators,
and pipe cutting/welding equipment. A long‐armed excavator would be necessary for excavation
of the cutoff wall trench. The contractor would use pavers and rollers to restore any paved
roadways along the backup pipeline following installation, and to pave the new parking area for
the electrical control building as well as the driveway and parking area for the new chemical
facility. Heavy equipment such as bulldozers, loaded trucks, or vibratory compactors would not
be operated during the more sensitive nighttime hours (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.).
Individual crew sizes would range from 2 to 30 workers. Based on the assumption that construction
of up to three project components could overlap at any one time, up to 89 construction workers
would access the project area on a daily basis, depending on the phase of construction and the
construction activities taking place.

3.6.11 Construction Schedule
Project construction is expected occur from October 2012 through June 2014, resulting in an
overall construction period of approximately 21 months. Table 3‐3 shows the construction
durations for each of the project components. Project construction would generally occur on
weekdays and Saturdays during the daytime hours, 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.; however, extended
construction hours and Sunday work would be necessary during certain phases of construction,
including air gap construction and connection with the proposed backup pipeline (four weeks),
and connection of the backup pipeline to Alameda Siphon No. 3 (two weeks).
Spoils disposal would occur over 20 months between November 2012 and June 2014. Haul trips
to transport construction materials to the project area and excavated spoils to landfill facilities
would be limited to weekdays between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. Truck deliveries and hauling to and
from the site would not occur on weekends or during nighttime hours.

3.7 Operations and Maintenance
3.7.1 Proposed Future Operations
Table 3‐4 summarizes proposed future operations of the existing San Antonio Pipeline and
proposed backup pipeline (as well as other operations for diverting Hetch Hetchy flows out of
the regional water system), which are described below.


Recharge San Antonio Reservoir (Planned Operations). The SFPUC would continue to use the
San Antonio Pipeline to convey Hetch Hetchy water to San Antonio Reservoir, and to
convey water stored in Calaveras Reservoir to San Antonio Reservoir. If the 5,400‐foot‐long
segment of the San Antonio Pipeline along Calaveras Road were taken out of service for
maintenance and repairs or if it were to fail, SFPUC system operators would use the
backup pipeline in place of the San Antonio Pipeline.
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TABLE 3‐3
SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES AND EQUIPMENT
Excess Spoils
Volume
(cubic yards)

Project
Component(s)

Proposed Construction
Activities

Backup Pipeline
and 12‐inch Water
Pipeline to Town
of Sunol
(Installation of
Pipelines, Vaults,
Manhole Risers,
Air Gap Systems,
and Cathodic
Protection)

Vegetation removal; grading
and trench excavation;
construction dewatering;
trench preparation; pipeline
installation; pipeline cutting
and welding; construction of
air gaps and cathodic
protection system; installation
of vaults and manhole risers;
backfilling; disinfection of new
pipelines and air gaps; soil
compaction; and resurfacing,
vegetation plantings, and
repaving, as appropriate.

31,300

Vegetation removal; grading
and excavation; construction
dewatering; installation of
anchors; formwork for
concrete splash pad and
foundation of electrical control
building; installation of pre‐
engineered structural frame,
weather canopy, and metal
roof for electrical control
building; and paving of the
parking area for the electrical
control building.

15,000

Preparation of the work
platform; trench excavation;
slurry mixing; and demolition
of the two quarry buildings
located east of Pit F3‐East.

60,750

Discharge Facility
at Pit F3‐East
(Outfall, Concrete
Splash Pad,
Electrical Control
Building)

Cutoff Wall

Construction Equipment
 Flatbed trucks

 Baker tank(s)

 Backhoes

 Pickup trucks

 Excavators

 Arch welding
machine

 Pipe cutting and
welding equipment

 Air compressors

 Trucks for materials
delivery

 Drill rig

 Sheetpile driver
 Flatbed trucks
 Excavators
 Backhoe
 Boom truck
 Air compressors
 Baker tank(s)
 Drill rig
 Generators
 Arch welders

Construction
Duration

15 to 30 workers per
day

Calaveras Road and
existing access roads

15 months

2 to 15 workers per
day

Existing access roads

6 months

Generally 15 workers
per day

Existing access roads

16 months

 80‐ton crane
 Skip loader
 Pavers and rollers

 Trucks for materials
delivery
 Dump trucks
 Pickup trucks
 Concrete transport
trucks
 Concrete pump truck
 Water trucks
 Pavers and rollers
 Work platform

 Timber crane mats
 Long‐reach
excavators
 Regular excavators
 Bulldozers
 Desander plant
 Haul trucks for
spoils transport
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 Generators

 Haul trucks for
spoils transport

 Compaction
equipment

Construction Crew

 Slurry mixing plant
 Forklift
 Dump trucks
 Slurry pumps
 Timber crane mats
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TABLE 3‐3 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES AND EQUIPMENT

Project
Component(s)
Transfer Pipeline
and Dewatering
Pipeline

Proposed Construction
Activities
Vegetation removal; grading
and trench excavation;
construction dewatering;
trench preparation; pipeline
installation; installation of
manifold system for
dewatering pipeline; and
pipeline cutting and welding.

Excess Spoils
Volume
(cubic yards)
4,300

Construction Equipment
 Flatbed trucks

 Baker tank(s)

 Backhoes

 Pickup trucks

 Excavators

 Arch welding
machine

 Pipe cutting and
welding equipment

New Chemical
Facility (Chemical
Facility Building
and Chemical
Feed Lines)

Spoils Disposal

Trench excavation for wet
well; installation of wet well;
grading for pump station;
concrete formwork;
installation of pre‐engineered
metal building; installation of
pumps and electrical
equipment; and access
driveway improvements and
paving of the parking area.

6,000

Grading and excavation;
installation of chemical feed
system and pumps; concrete
formwork; installation of
prefabricated storage tanks;
construction of chemical
facility building; and paving
of the driveway and parking
area.

900

Spoils testing; hauling spoils;
dust control; soil compaction;
and grading.
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Site Access

Construction
Duration

17 to 25 workers per
day

Calaveras Road and
existing access roads

3 months

Generally 18 workers
per day

Calaveras Road and
existing access roads

5 months

Generally 2 to 10
workers per day

San Antonio Pump
Station access road

5 months

Up to 4 workers per
day, continuously
throughout project
construction

Calaveras Road and
existing access roads

November 2012
through June 2014
– 20 months

 Generators

 Haul trucks for
spoils transport

 Air compressors

 Trucks for materials
delivery

 Drill rig

 Crane
 Skip loader

 Compaction
equipment
Alameda Creek
Pump Station and
Wet Well
(including
Electrical Control
Building)

Construction Crew

 Sheetpile driver

 Graders

 Excavators

 Dump trucks

 Bulldozers

 Welding equipment

 Concrete truck

 Haul trucks for
spoils transport

 Flatbed truck
 Mobile crane

 Excavator

 Concrete transport
trucks

 Backhoe

 Concrete pump truck

 Air compressors

Project Total =
118,250 cubic
yards

 Loader

 Flatbed truck

 Boom truck or small
crane

 Generators
 Pickup trucks

 Pavers and rollers

 Trucks for materials
delivery

 Backhoes
 Haul trucks
 Water trucks
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TABLE 3‐4
FUTURE OPERATIONS UNDER THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Proposed Future Operations

Planned Operations

Operation

Discharges
Following
Maintenance
of the
San Joaquin
Pipelines

Water Source

Maximum Capacity
(mgd) Pumped (P)
or Gravity (G)

Pipeline

San Antonio
Reservoir

San Antonio
Pipeline
(Preferred)

160 (P)

San Antonio Creek

San Antonio
Pipeline

N/A

SVWTP

Calaveras
Pipeline

160 (P)

No change.

315 (G)

If system operators were unable to conserve the initial 160 mgd, then they would discharge
the water to Pit F3‐East via the backup pipeline. Discharges to Pit F3‐East via the backup
pipeline could occur simultaneously with transfers of water stored in San Antonio Reservoir
to the SVWTP via the San Antonio Pipeline. The SFPUC would work cooperatively with
Hanson Aggregates to maintain water levels in Pit F3‐East at or below 195 feet msl. After a
discharge event that raises water levels above 195 feet msl, the SFPUC would pump water
out of the pit and route it to San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP.

180 (G)

If the backup pipeline were damaged and could not be used to discharge the water to Pit F3‐
East, up to 180 mgd could be discharged into SMP‐30 Pit F6 via the Alameda East Portal
Overflow Pipeline constructed under the SFPUC Alameda Siphons project.
No change.

Hetch
Hetchy –
Alameda
Siphon No. 3
Pit F3‐East

SMP‐30

San Antonio
Backup
Pipeline

Alameda East
Portal Overflow

No change.
Discharges to San Antonio Creek via the San Antonio Backup Pipeline would be
eliminated.

Emergency Operations

Pipeline

Discharges
due to Water
Quality Event
East of the
Sunol Valley

Hetch
Hetchy –
Alameda
Siphon No. 3

Change from Existing Operationsa

Destination

San Antonio
Reservoir

San Antonio
Pipeline
(Preferred)

160 (P)

San Antonio Creek

San Antonio
Pipeline

N/A

SVWTP

Calaveras
Pipeline

160 (P)

No change.

Pit F3‐East

San Antonio
Backup
Pipeline

315 (G)

Same as for planned operations described above.

180 (G)

Same as for planned operations described above.

SMP‐30

Alameda East
Portal Overflow

Discharges to San Antonio Creek via the San Antonio Backup Pipeline would be
eliminated.

Pipeline
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TABLE 3‐4 (Continued)
FUTURE OPERATIONS UNDER THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Proposed Future Operations

Emergency
Operations (cont.)

Operation

Discharges
due to Facility
Outage West
of the Sunol
Valley

Water Source

Hetch
Hetchy –
Alameda
Siphon No. 3

Maximum Capacity
(mgd) Pumped (P)
or Gravity (G)

Change from Existing Operationsa

Destination

Pipeline

San Antonio
Reservoir

San Antonio
Pipeline

160 (P)

San Antonio Creek

San Antonio
Pipeline

N/A

Pit F3‐East

SABPL

315 (G)

Same as for planned operations described above.

SMP‐30

Alameda East
Portal Overflow

180 (G)

Same as for planned operations described above.

No change.
Discharges to San Antonio Creek via the San Antonio Backup Pipeline would be
eliminated.

Pipeline
NOTES: N/A= Not Applicable; SVWTP = Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant.
a If the segment of the existing San Antonio Pipeline that parallels the backup pipeline were unavailable due to a planned or emergency outage, the backup pipeline could be used instead.
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Transfer from San Antonio Reservoir to SVWTP (Planned Operations). Similar to operations for
recharging San Antonio Reservoir, the SFPUC would continue to use the San Antonio
Pipeline to convey water from San Antonio Reservoir to the SVWTP. If the 5,400‐foot‐long
segment of the San Antonio Pipeline along Calaveras Road were taken out of service for
maintenance and repairs, or if it were to fail, system operators would use the backup
pipeline in place of the San Antonio Pipeline.



Discharge to Pit F3‐East from Hetch Hetchy System (Planned or Emergency Conditions). With
project implementation, discharges of Hetch Hetchy flows to San Antonio Creek via the
existing San Antonio Pipeline would no longer occur.13 Instead, system operators would
use the backup pipeline to discharge the Hetch Hetchy flows (if the water could not be
conserved) to Pit F3‐East following: (1) planned maintenance of the San Joaquin Pipelines;
(2) water quality events occurring up‐gradient and east of the Sunol Valley; and (3) facility
outages and seismic events resulting in structural failure down‐gradient of the Sunol Valley
(if the backup pipeline itself is not damaged during the seismic event).14 The SFPUC
estimates that discharges to Pit F3‐East could occur approximately two to three times per
year (SFPUC, 2009b). As described in the next section, water levels in Pit F3‐East would be
managed to maintain the surface water elevation at or below 195 feet msl to ensure
sufficient capacity for subsequent discharges.

In general, the SFPUC would continue to use the San Antonio Pipeline to move water into and
out of San Antonio Reservoir but would use the proposed backup pipeline to discharge Hetch
Hetchy flows from planned maintenance activities and emergencies. Similar to existing
operations, the first priority for discharges from both planned and emergency operations would
be to conserve the Hetch Hetchy flows by diverting the initial 160 mgd to San Antonio Reservoir
for subsequent treatment and delivery to customers, or diverting the flows to the SVWTP using
the Calaveras Pipeline if there is sufficient lead time to adjust treatment plant operations. If the
water cannot be conveyed to either San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP due to operational
constraints, facility outages, or flow volumes (i.e., flows exceeding 160 mgd), system operators
would divert the Hetch Hetchy flows via the backup pipeline to Pit F3‐East.
A fundamental benefit of the proposed project would be to provide system operators with the
ability to simultaneously discharge quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water to Pit F3‐East via the
proposed backup pipeline while conveying water from San Antonio Reservoir to the SVWTP via
the San Antonio Pipeline and Calaveras Pipeline. This operational flexibility would enable the
SFPUC to meet the WSIP level of service objective of providing 300 mgd of water to customers
when one water source is unavailable (described in Section 3.3.2.2, above). As described in
Section 3.5.6, prior to discharging water into San Antonio Reservoir or Pit F3‐East via the
proposed backup pipeline, system operators would use the new chemical facility to dechlorinate
and pH‐adjust the water. Discharges from Pit F3‐East to San Antonio Reservoir would require
prior authorization from the San Francisco Bay RWQCB through either a new or amended
NPDES permit. The new or amended permit would be issued in consideration of existing water
13 Discharges from the reservoir to San Antonio Creek would continue to occur through the existing outlet

structure and discharge facility at the base of Turner Dam.

14 Because the proposed backup pipeline is not a distribution pipeline (i.e., used to deliver water supplies to

customers), it would not be constructed with seismic considerations and could be damaged during a seismic
event. If the backup pipeline were damaged during a seismic event, emergency discharges would occur via the
Alameda East Portal Overflow Pipeline, which was designed for seismic reliability.
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quality conditions in Pit F3‐East and would rely on ongoing water quality testing to ensure
discharges from Pit F3‐East to San Antonio Reservoir would only occur in compliance with
requirements of the NPDES permit.

3.7.2 Management of Water Levels in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West
3.7.2.1 Management of Water Levels in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West Prior to
Discharge Event
Hanson Aggregates’ lease of the SMP‐24 area owned by the CCSF expires on October 31, 2012.
While SMP‐24 is no longer being actively mined, Hanson Aggregates has expressed a desire to
continue leasing the SMP‐24 area to manage water produced from dewatering activities and to
store the water needed to support active SMP‐32 mining operations. Discussions between the
SFPUC and Hanson Aggregates indicate that SABPL project operations could coexist with
Hanson Aggregates’ continued water management operations in SMP‐24. As part of the lease
extension with Hanson Aggregates, the SFPUC would request that Hanson Aggregates keep
water levels in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West at or below 195 feet in order to maintain sufficient
capacity15 to accommodate discharges from the backup pipeline (SFPUC, 2010a). As discussed
above in Section 3.5.4.2, in the event the lease is not extended, the SFPUC would manage water
levels in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West.

3.7.2.2 Basis for Maintaining Water Elevation in Pit F3‐East at 195 Feet MSL
On the basis of surveys performed by the SFPUC and Hanson Aggregates in 2006 and 2009, the
SFPUC determined that keeping Pit F3‐East water levels at or below 195 feet msl would maintain
sufficient freeboard to accommodate proposed future emergency discharges, which could occur
at up to 315 mgd for up to 12 hours (equal to 487 cfs and a total of 158 million gallons, or 485
acre‐feet, per discharge event) (SFPUC, 2009a). A new water level sensor installed in Pit F3‐East
as part of the proposed project would automatically monitor water levels and notify system
operators when water levels approach 195 feet msl.

3.7.2.3 Management of Water Levels Following a Discharge Event
Hetch Hetchy water discharged from the backup pipeline to Pit F3‐East would remain in the pit
unless water levels increased above 195 feet msl. If, after a discharge event from the backup
pipeline, water levels exceeded 195 feet msl, the SFPUC system operators would recover water
from the pit within 30 days of the discharge event via the inlet pipes in the concrete splash pad
(to be located at 190 feet msl). The SFPUC would pump the recovered water to San Antonio
Reservoir or to the SVWTP using a two‐step pumping process:

15 Due to the permeability of the uppermost alluvial deposits in the project area, Pits F3‐East and F3‐West are

hydraulically connected when water levels in the quarry pits are roughly 50 feet below the ground surface or
higher.
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Step 1: Pump to Wet Well. SFPUC system operators would use the low‐pressure
submersible pumps at the discharge facility to pump water out of Pit F3‐East and into the
dewatering pipeline. Discharged water that seeps into Pit F3‐West would also be pumped
from Pit F3‐West into a manifold in the dewatering pipeline using pumps mounted on
floating platforms and flexible hoses. The dewatering pipeline would then discharge the
water into the wet well below the Alameda Creek Pump Station.



Step 2: Wet Well to San Antonio Reservoir or SVWTP. System operators would use the
Alameda Creek Pump Station to pump the water from the wet well, through the transfer
pipeline and other existing pipelines to either San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP.

The volume of water recovered by the SFPUC would not exceed the volume of water discharged
from the backup pipeline. Any discharged water below the level of 190 feet msl would remain in
the quarry pit.
If the SFPUC is unable to recover some or all of the discharged water due to equipment failure or
other unforeseen circumstances, it might be necessary for Hanson Aggregates to discharge water
from Pit F3‐East to Alameda Creek. Hanson Aggregates would conduct all creek discharges in
accordance with the quarry company’s NPDES permit, which allows discharges of up to 10 mgd
to Alameda Creek. Under this scenario, Hanson Aggregates could discharge the full maximum
future SABPL project discharge volume of 485 acre‐feet to Alameda Creek over a period of 16
days without violating NPDES permit requirements.

3.7.2.4 Alameda Creek Pump Station Operations with Implementation of the
Upper Alameda Creek Filter Gallery Project
As previously indicated, the Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, and transfer pipeline would
also be utilized by the Filter Gallery project if that project is implemented. Typically, these
facilities would be used by the Filter Gallery project as part of normal operations. Use of these
facilities for SABPL project operations would be less frequent. However, following a discharge
from the backup pipeline if water levels in Pit F3‐East exceed 195 feet msl, SFPUC facility
operators would temporarily stop operating the Filter Gallery project and use the facilities to
pump water from the wet well to San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP; the facilities could not be
used simultaneously for Filter Gallery project operations.

3.8 SABPL Pumping Variants
This section describes two variations of the proposed project that are under consideration by the
SFPUC. These variants address two pumping scenarios (one‐step vs. two‐step pumping) for
dewatering Pit F3‐East after a discharge of quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water, and provide
the SFPUC with flexibility as it further considers pumping methods and construction of the
Alameda Creek Pump Station. Both pumping variants are the same as the proposed project
except for the specific variations described; under either pumping variant, the SFPUC would
conserve the discharged water for subsequent treatment and distribution to customers. During
the project approval process, the SFPUC could select the proposed project or one of the pumping
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variants for implementation. Figure 3‐7 illustrates the infrastructure associated with each
pumping variant. Chapter 5, Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures, provides
an evaluation of the environmental impacts of each pumping variant and compares these impacts
to those of the proposed project.

3.8.1 Pumping Variant 1
3.8.1.1 Design and Operation
Pumping Variant 1 would pump water using a one‐step process directly from Pit F3‐East to
San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP via submersible pumps mounted to the concrete splash pad
of the new discharge facility (these pumps would not be part of the Alameda Creek Pump
Station). Pumping Variant 1 would involve installation of two submersible high‐pressure pumps
adjacent to the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East (instead of the two submersible low‐pressure
pumps under the proposed project) to pump water from Pit F3‐East through the proposed
dewatering pipeline and other existing pipelines to San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP. Unlike
the proposed project, Pumping Variant 1 would not include the dewatering facilities to enable the
SFPUC to dewater Pit F3‐West; this variant would only construct the facilities to dewater Pit F3‐
East. Pumping Variant 1 would not include construction of the Alameda Creek Pump Station and
associated facilities (the wet well, electrical control building, overhead powerline between the
HHWP Calaveras Substation to the pump station, and electrical transformer) or the transfer
pipeline.

3.8.1.2 Construction
Construction activities associated with Pumping Variant 1 would be similar to those under the
proposed project, except that neither the Alameda Creek Pump Station (and associated facilities)
nor the transfer pipeline would be constructed. Removing these facilities from the project would
eliminate the need to construct a retaining wall along the southern boundary of the pump station
site. This variant would generate an estimated 108,750 cubic yards of excess spoils, which is
9,500 cubic yards less than the proposed project. Overall, the construction schedule for Pumping
Variant 1 would be similar to that of the proposed project (21 months).

3.8.2 Pumping Variant 2
3.8.2.1 Design and Operation
Pumping Variant 2 includes all of the same facilities as the proposed project, except that one
submersible high‐pressure pump and one submersible low‐pressure pump would be constructed
adjacent to the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East. The SFPUC would use either the high‐
pressure pump to convey discharged water directly to San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP (via
the same one‐step process described above for Pumping Variant 1), or the low‐pressure pump to
convey discharged water to the Alameda Creek Pump Station and subsequently to San Antonio
Reservoir or the SVWTP (via the same two‐step process that would be conducted under the
proposed project). Like the proposed project, Pumping Variant 2 would include flexible hoses
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and a pump mounted on a floating platform in Pit F3‐West to enable the SFPUC to dewater
Pit F3‐West if water discharged by the backup pipeline seeps into the adjacent pit.

3.8.2.2 Construction
Construction of Pumping Variant 2 would be essentially the same as construction of the
proposed project, except that the SFPUC would install one high‐pressure submersible pump and
one low‐pressure submersible pump adjacent to the discharge facility at Pit F3‐East, instead of
the two submersible low‐pressure pumps to be installed under the proposed project. This variant
would generate an estimated 118,250 cubic yards of excess spoils—the same as the proposed
project. Overall, the construction schedule for Pumping Variant 2 would be similar to that of the
proposed project (21 months).

3.9 Required Permits and Approvals
This Environmental Impact Report (EIR) is intended to inform decision‐makers of the
environmental consequences associated with approval of the construction, operation, and
maintenance of the proposed project. The project could be subject to various regulations and/or
encroachment permits from various federal, state, and local jurisdictions. However, under
California Government Code Section 53090 et seq., the SFPUC receives intergovernmental
immunity from the local zoning and building laws of other cities and counties for activities on
CCSF lands; therefore, certain local land use regulations may not be applicable to the SFPUC.
The anticipated permits and authorizations from federal, state, and local agencies are listed below.

3.9.1 Federal


U.S. Army Corps of Engineers – Section 404 Clean Water Act permit



U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service – Federal Endangered Species Act Section 7 consultation

3.9.2 State/Regional


State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) – Section 401 Water Quality Certification
(or waiver) / Waste Discharge Requirements



SWRCB and San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board – NPDES General
Construction Permit



SWRCB and San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board ‐ Amendment of the
Waste Discharge Requirements for the SFPUC Drinking Water Transmission System
(RWQCB Order No. R2‐2008‐0102), or issuance of new discharge permit, for discharges of
water pumped from quarry Pit F3‐East to San Antonio Reservoir



California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) – Compliance with California
Endangered Species Act Section 2080.1 or 2081
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CDFG – Section 1602 Streambed Alteration Agreement



State Historic Preservation Office – Compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act



California DWR – Written approval for any work and construction improvements within
portions of the South Bay Aqueduct right‐of‐way, including removal of a segment of inter‐
tie pipeline, temporary use of Staging Area D, and construction of the cutoff wall, pump
station, and associated improvements



Bay Area Air Quality Management District – Authorization to construct permit and permit
to operate liquid propane‐powered generator

3.9.3 Local


Alameda County Public Works Department – Encroachment permits for construction
within the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way



San Francisco Planning Commission – Certification of Final EIR



SFPUC – Adoption of CEQA Findings and Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program;
project approval; approval of contracts for project construction



SFPUC – Agreement regarding the extension of Hanson Aggregates’ lease for CCSF‐owned
land within SMP‐24 area, including Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, to address SFPUC water
discharges to quarry Pit F3‐East, water management obligations, demolition of the existing
residential‐style building and barn structure, construction of improvements and project
spoils placement within the SMP‐24 area



San Francisco Board of Supervisors – Consideration of appeals of the Planning
Commission’s certification of the Final EIR; appropriation of funding for implementation of
the project; approval of lease or easement amendments, if necessary

_________________________
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Plans and Policies
Sections
4.1 Overview
4.2 Plans and Policies Relevant to the SABPL Project
4.3 Plan Consistency Evaluation
4.4 References

4.1 Overview
Pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15125(d), this
chapter describes land use plans and policies and the manner in which they apply to the
San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project, and then discusses the project’s consistency with
applicable plans. The plans and policies addressed in this section include:
City and County of San Francisco (CCSF). San Francisco General Plan, Accountable
Planning Initiative, Sustainability Plan, and Municipal Green Building Program.
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC). Alameda Watershed Management
Plan (Alameda WMP), Water Enterprise Environmental Stewardship Policy, Right‐of‐Way
Integrated Vegetation Management Policy, and Right‐of‐Way Encroachment Policy.
Local Agencies. Alameda County General Plan and East County Area Plan.
The project is located entirely on extraterritorial lands owned by the CCSF in unincorporated
Alameda County. Hanson Aggregates operates quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West within the
project area as part of the gravel mining operation authorized under Surface Mining Permit 24
(SMP‐24), which was issued by Alameda County pursuant to the Alameda County Surface
Mining Ordinance and the California Surface Mining and Reclamation Act; however, there are no
federal or state land use plans that directly apply to the proposed project. Since the SABPL
project does not propose activities on land subject to federal or state jurisdiction, federal and state
plans and policies are not discussed further in this chapter.
Section 3.9 of Chapter 3, Project Description, describes the permits and approvals required for the
project. Sections 5.2 through 5.19 of Chapter 5, Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation
Measures, describe pertinent resource‐specific plans (e.g., air quality management plans are
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discussed in Section 5.8, Air Quality; plans to reduce greenhouse gas emissions are discussed in
Section 5.9, Greenhouse Gas Emissions; and habitat conservations plans are discussed in
Section 5.14, Biological Resources).

4.2 Plans and Policies Relevant to the SABPL Project
4.2.1 City and County of San Francisco Plans and Policies
The CCSF land use plans and policies are primarily applicable to projects within the jurisdictional
boundaries of the city of San Francisco, although in some cases they may apply to projects
outside of these boundaries. These plans include the San Francisco General Plan, which sets forth
the city’s comprehensive, long‐term land use policy; the San Francisco Accountable Planning
Initiative, which serves as the basis for resolving inconsistencies in the San Francisco General
Plan; the San Francisco Sustainability Plan, which addresses the city’s long‐term sustainability;1
and the San Francisco Municipal Green Building Program, which establishes green building
standards for municipal projects. In addition, the SFPUC has adopted various plans and policies
that further direct its activities, including the Alameda WMP and the Water Enterprise
Environmental Stewardship Policy.

4.2.1.1 Extraterritorial Lands
The CCSF has authority (San Francisco Charter, Section 4.112) over the management, use, and
control of land it owns outside of the city, subject to the SFPUC’s exclusive responsibility for the
construction, management, use, and control of the city’s water supplies and utilities
(San Francisco Charter, Section 8B.121). Accordingly, the CCSF relies on its own plans and
policies with respect to extraterritorial lands, as applicable.
Under California Government Code, Section 53090, the SFPUC receives intergovernmental
immunity from the building and zoning laws of other cities and counties. The SFPUC seeks to
work cooperatively with local jurisdictions where CCSF‐owned facilities are sited outside of
San Francisco to avoid conflicts with local building and zoning codes. Also, the SFPUC is
required under Government Code Section 65402(b) to inform local governments of its plans to
construct projects. The local governments have a 40‐day review period to determine project
consistency with their general plans. Under this requirement, the cities’ or counties’
determinations of consistency are advisory to the SFPUC rather than binding.

4.2.1.2 San Francisco General Plan
The San Francisco General Plan (CCSF, 1988), as amended, sets forth the comprehensive, long‐term
land use policies for San Francisco. One of the basic goals of the general plan is “coordination of the
growth and development of the city with the growth and development of adjoining cities and
counties and of the San Francisco Bay Region.” The general plan consists of 10 issue‐oriented plan
1

Sustainability or sustainable development can be defined as development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.
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elements: Air Quality, Arts, Commerce and Industry, Community Facilities, Community Safety,
Environmental Protection, Housing, Recreation and Open Space, Transportation, and Urban
Design. The plan elements that may be relevant to the project are briefly described below.
Air Quality Element. This element promotes the goal of clean air planning through
objectives and policies aimed at adhering to air quality regulations.
Commerce and Industry Element. This element serves as a guide for decisions related to
economic growth and change in San Francisco. The three goals of the element are:
continued economic vitality; social equity (with respect to employment opportunities); and
environmental quality. These goals address general citywide objectives as well as
objectives for each of the major sectors of San Francisco’s economy.
Community Safety Element. This element addresses the potential for geologic, structural, and
nonstructural hazards to affect city‐owned structures and critical infrastructure. The goal of
this element is to protect human life and property from hazards.
Environmental Protection Element. This element addresses the impact of urbanization on the
natural environment. The element promotes the protection of plant and animal life and
freshwater sources, and speaks to San Francisco’s responsibility to provide a permanent,
clean water supply to meet present and future needs and to maintain an adequate water
distribution system.
Urban Design Element. This element promotes the preservation of landmarks and structures
with notable historic, architectural, or aesthetic value, and seeks to balance development
with its natural environmental and visual features.

4.2.1.3 Accountable Planning Initiative
In November 1986, the voters of San Francisco approved Proposition M, the Accountable
Planning Initiative, which added Section 101.1 to the Planning Code to establish eight Priority
Policies as a preamble to the San Francisco General Plan. The Priority Policies serve as the basis
upon which inconsistencies in the general plan are resolved. Of the eight Priority Policies, only
the sixth and seventh policies are relevant to the proposed project:
1.

Neighborhood‐serving retail uses shall be preserved and enhanced and future
opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses enhanced.

2.

Housing and neighborhood character shall be conserved and protected in order to preserve
the cultural and economic diversity of the neighborhoods.

3.

The City’s supply of affordable housing shall be preserved and enhanced.

4.

Commuter traffic shall not impede the Muni transit service or overburden streets or
neighborhood parking.

5.

Diverse economic base shall be maintained by protecting industrial and service sectors
from displacement by commercial office development, and future opportunities for
resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced.
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6.

The City shall achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss
of life in an earthquake.

7.

Landmarks and historic buildings shall be preserved.

8.

Parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas shall be protected from
development.

4.2.1.4 San Francisco Sustainability Plan
The San Francisco Board of Supervisors endorsed the Sustainability Plan (CCSF, 1997) in 1997,
although the Board has not committed the CCSF to perform the actions addressed in the plan. The
plan serves as a blueprint for sustainability, with many of its individual proposals requiring further
development and public comment. The plan’s underlying goals are to maintain the physical
resources and systems that support life in San Francisco and to create a social structure that will
allow for such maintenance. It is divided into 15 topic areas. Ten of these areas address specific
environmental issues: air quality; biodiversity; energy; climate change and ozone depletion; food
and agriculture; hazardous materials; human health; parks; open spaces and streetscapes; solid
waste; transportation; and water and wastewater. Five of these areas are broader in scope and cover
many issues, including the economy and economic development, environmental justice, municipal
expenditures, public information and education, and risk management. Each topic area has a set of
indicators to be used over time in determining whether San Francisco is moving in a direction that
supports sustainability for each particular area.

4.2.1.5 San Francisco Municipal Green Building Program
San Francisco’s Green Building Program was founded in 1999 when the CCSF adopted the
Resource Efficient Building Ordinance, which established green building standards for municipal
buildings to increase energy efficiency, conserve CCSF financial resources, create safe workplaces
for CCSF employees and visitors, and reduce the environmental impacts of demolishing,
constructing, and operating buildings. The ordinance created the interdepartmental Resource
Efficient Building (REB) Task Force and charged the San Francisco Department of the
Environment with implementing the ordinance in partnership with the Department of Public
Works and other REB Task Force departments. In 2004, amendments to Chapter 7 of the
Environment Code set LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Silver
Certification by the U.S. Building Council as the minimum environmental performance
requirement for all municipal projects that would involve buildings with areas of over
5,000 square feet. The REB Task Force assists city departments in complying with the LEED Silver
Certification requirement and helps to determine which projects are subject to LEED standards.
For all municipal construction projects, including those projects that do not involve buildings and
are not required to obtain LEED Silver Certification, the REB Task Force provides recommended
best practices and sample specifications for building materials such as recycled steel and concrete
(CCSF, 2004–2007).
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4.2.1.6 San Francisco Floodplain Management Ordinance
The 2008 San Francisco Floodplain Management Ordinance, approved by San Francisco’s mayor
and Board of Supervisors as Chapter 2A, Article XX, Sections 2A.280‐2A.285 of the City’s
Administrative Code, requires that new or substantially improved structures in special flood
hazard areas be protected against flood damage, and prohibits uses that would increase flood
risks. In general, the Ordinance requires the first floor of structures in flood zones to be
constructed above the floodplain or be flood‐proofed, and be consistent with applicable federal
and state floodplain management regulations. The Ordinance applies to construction on CCSF‐
owned property located outside the boundaries of San Francisco (CCSF, 2010).

4.2.2 SFPUC Plans and Policies
4.2.2.1 Alameda Watershed Management Plan
The Alameda watershed encompasses 36,000 acres of CCSF‐owned lands within the much larger
hydrologic boundaries of the Alameda Creek watershed, including lands within the drainage
areas of San Antonio and Calaveras Reservoirs as well as lands that drain to Alameda Creek in
the Sunol Valley. The SFPUC adopted the Alameda WMP for the Alameda watershed to provide
a policy framework for the SFPUC to make decisions about activities that are appropriate on
watershed lands. The Alameda WMP provides goals, policies, and management actions that
address watershed activities and reflect the unique qualities of the watershed. The Alameda
WMP is also intended for use by the SFPUC as watershed management implementation
guidelines. Alameda watershed lands are managed by the SFPUC Natural Resources Division,
Watershed Resource Management Section (SFPUC, 2001). All of the proposed project
components are within the plan boundaries of the Alameda WMP.
As part of implementation of the Alameda WMP, the SFPUC reviews all plans, projects, and
activities that occur within the Alameda watershed for conformity with the management plan and
for compliance with environmental codes and regulations. To accomplish this, the SFPUC has
established a project review team with members from various SFPUC departments as well as the
City Attorney’s office. Appropriate SFPUC personnel review proposals for new facilities, structures,
roads, trails, projects, and leases or for improvements to existing facilities. Projects subject to this
review include those that involve construction, digging or earthmoving, clearing, installation, use
of hazardous materials, or other disturbance to watershed resources. In addition, projects that
involve the issuance of new or revised leases and permits are subject to this review procedure.
The SFPUC considers water quality protection to be the first and foremost goal of the Alameda
WMP. The goals and policies are organized around the primary goal of water quality protection
and secondary goals pertaining to the local water supply, natural resources, watershed
protection, land use compatibility, fiscal management, and public awareness. The primary and
secondary goals of the Alameda WMP are listed below.
•

Primary Goal: Maintain and improve source water quality to protect public health and
safety.
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•

Secondary Goals:
−

Maximize water supply.

−

Preserve and enhance the ecological and cultural resources of the watershed.

−

Protect the watersheds, adjacent urban areas, and the public from fire and other
safety hazards.

−

Continue existing compatible uses and provide opportunities for potential
compatible uses on watershed lands, including educational, recreational, and
scientific uses.

−

Provide a fiscal framework that balances financial resources, revenue‐generating
activities, and overall benefits and an administrative framework that allows
implementation of the watershed management plans.

−

Enhance public awareness of water quality, water supply, conservation, and
watershed protection issues.

The Sunol Valley Resources Management (SVRM) Element is part of the Alameda WMP. The
goals and subgoals contained in the SVRM Element are incorporated into the goals and
management actions set forth in the Alameda WMP. The SVRM Element addresses the integrated
management of water resources, gravel mining resources, SFPUC facilities, cultural resources,
agricultural resources, economic resources, park facilities, recreational resources, and fishery
enhancement within the SFPUC Alameda watershed lands (SFPUC, 1998).

4.2.2.2 Water Enterprise Environmental Stewardship Policy
Adopted in June 2006, the Water Enterprise Environmental Stewardship Policy established the
long‐term management direction for CCSF‐owned lands and natural resources affected by
operation of the SFPUC regional water system within the Tuolumne River, Alameda Creek, and
Peninsula watersheds (SFPUC, 2006). It also addresses rights‐of‐way and properties in urban
surroundings under SFPUC management. The policy includes the following:


The SFPUC will proactively manage the watersheds under its responsibility in a manner
that maintains the integrity of the natural resources, restores habitats for native species,
and enhances ecosystem function.



To the maximum extent practicable, the SFPUC will ensure that all operations of the
SFPUC water system (including water diversion, storage, transport, and discharges of
water); construction and maintenance of infrastructure; land management policies and
practices; purchase and sale of watershed lands; and lease agreements for watershed lands
protect and restore native species and the ecosystems that support them.



The SFPUC will operate the SFPUC water system in a manner that protects and restores
native fish and wildlife downstream of SFPUC dams and water diversions, within SFPUC
reservoirs, and on SFPUC watershed lands.



The SFPUC will actively monitor the health of terrestrial and aquatic habitats, both under
SFPUC ownership and affected by SFPUC operations, in order to continually improve
ecosystem health.
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The SFPUC will manage rights‐of‐way and properties in urban surroundings under its
management in a manner that protects and restores habitat value where available and
encourages community participation in decisions that significantly interrupt or alter
current land use in these parcels.

Key implementation strategies of the Environmental Stewardship Policy include: implementation
and update of the Alameda WMP; development of a conservation plan for the Alameda
watershed; development of the Watershed and Environmental Improvement Program (WEIP),2
which includes the Alameda watershed; and integration of the Environmental Stewardship
Policy into the Water System Improvement Program (WSIP) and individual WSIP infrastructure
projects.

4.2.2.3 Right‐of‐Way Integrated Vegetation Management Policy
In February 2007, the SFPUC adopted the Right‐of‐Way Integrated Vegetation Management Policy
to manage vegetation that poses a threat or hazard to the regional water system’s operation,
maintenance, and infrastructure throughout the SFPUC water distribution and collection systems.
The roots of large woody vegetation can damage transmission pipelines by causing corrosion of the
outer casements. Trees and other vegetation directly adjacent to pipelines can also make repairs and
emergency and annual maintenance difficult, hazardous, and expensive, and can increase concerns
for public safety. Fire danger within the SFPUC right‐of‐way is also an issue, as the SFPUC is
required to comply with local fire ordinances by identifying, reducing, and managing existing
vegetation to prevent potential disruption to fire protection services. Another objective of this plan
is to reduce and eliminate, to the degree practicable, the use of herbicides on vegetation within the
right‐of‐way. Specific elements of the Vegetation Management Policy address the management and
removal of vegetation (including trees), annual grasses, and weeds within the SFPUC right‐of‐way
and the management and removal of vegetation and trees on land leased or permitted by the
SFPUC (SFPUC, 2007a).

4.2.2.4 Right‐of‐Way Encroachment Policy
In February 2007, the SFPUC approved a revised Right‐of‐Way Encroachment Policy that clarifies
how it will handle encroachments by others into its rights‐of‐way (SFPUC, 2007b). The policy
guides and outlines the procedures for prioritizing and implementing encroachment removal
efforts, focusing specifically on encroachments that would:


Endanger water, sewer, or electrical transmission lines and appurtenances;



Impair access to facilities for emergency repair, maintenance, or operational activity;



Be detrimental to the efficient and effective maintenance of vegetation in the right‐of‐way
in accordance with the SFPUC Vegetation Management Policy described above;

2

The purpose of the WEIP is to identify, prioritize, protect, and restore lands and natural resources in the
vicinity of the SFPUC’s regional water system and includes ecosystem and habitat protection, improvement,
and restoration projects.
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Obstruct the inspection and monitoring of equipment or the collection of land survey,
corrosion control, and water quality data; or



Increase the SFPUC’s liability.

4.2.3 Alameda County Land Use Plans and Policies
The project is located entirely on extraterritorial lands owned by the CCSF in unincorporated
Alameda County. This section describes the local land use policies of Alameda County that are
relevant to the proposed project. The SFPUC is not legally bound by the land use plans and policies
of Alameda County (see Section 4.2.1.1. for a discussion of intergovernmental immunity); however,
these plans and policies are discussed to the extent that they provide pertinent planning
information with respect to evaluating the project under CEQA
The following factors affect the application of the Alameda County General Plan and East County
Area Plan to the proposed project:
Local Agency Project Approval. The SABPL project would require a local encroachment
permit from Alameda County.
Building and Zoning Ordinances. Building and zoning ordinances are the most specific
expressions of general plan goals, objectives, and policies. State law and judicial
interpretations of state law (California Government Code Section 53090 et seq.) mutually
exempt cities and counties from complying with each other’s building and zoning
ordinances. The SFPUC, which is part of the CCSF, is therefore exempt from complying
with the building and zoning ordinances of other cities and counties (California
Government Code Section 53091). State law also exempts public utilities and special‐
purpose local agencies (such as water districts) from complying with local building and
zoning ordinances when locating or constructing facilities for the production, generation,
storage, treatment, or transmission of water. Therefore, the facilities and improvements
proposed under the SABPL project are not subject to the building and zoning ordinances of
Alameda County.
Local Government Notification and Consistency Determination Requirements. California
Government Code Section 65402(b) requires that the SFPUC inform cities and counties of
its plans to construct projects or acquire or dispose of extraterritorial property within their
jurisdictions. The local governments then have 40 days to determine whether the project is
consistent with their general plans, although these consistency determinations are advisory
to the SFPUC rather than binding. Prior to implementation of the SABPL project, Alameda
County would be notified pursuant to California Government Code Section 65402(b).
Notwithstanding the above, where CCSF‐owned facilities are sited outside of San Francisco,
the SFPUC seeks to work cooperatively with local jurisdictions to avoid conflicts with local
land use plans and building and zoning codes.
The Alameda County General Plan governs land use planning and development in unincorporated
Alameda County. Alameda County divides its general plan into area plans and functional
elements. Area plans address area‐specific issues (i.e., land use, open space, circulation, noise,
seismic hazards, public facilities and services) that affect both unincorporated and incorporated
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areas, but these plans have legal regulatory effect only within currently unincorporated areas.
Functional elements address broader issues on a countywide basis and provide a comprehensive
and consistent policy framework for the more specific area plans (Alameda County, 2002).
The East County Area Plan (ECAP) governs land use planning for eastern Alameda County. The
East County planning area, which includes the SABPL project area, extends from the San Joaquin
County line east to the city of Fremont boundary. The project area is within the county’s
unincorporated rural area, outside of the urban growth boundary. The ECAP designates land
uses on SFPUC Alameda watershed lands as Resource Management, Water Management, and
Parklands. The project area is designated as Water Management land. The Water Management
designation permits watershed management, gravel quarries, agricultural uses, recreational uses,
and habitat protection. Generally, this land use designation and pertinent policies of the ECAP
that cover this part of the county discourage intensive development; discourage encroachment of
urban uses and access roads; encourage preservation of cultural resources; and encourage
protection of open space, agricultural land, visual features, and natural resources, specifically on
SFPUC watershed lands. The ECAP supports interjurisdictional coordination among various
landowners to carry out resource preservation and protection goals.
Overall, the ECAP seeks to protect environmental and human health and safety by incorporating
measures to minimize exposure to excessive noise levels and air pollutants, and by designing and
constructing critical facilities to reduce seismic hazards and service disruption. It is also the intent
of the ECAP to discourage land use activities that adversely affect the watershed protection
objectives and purposes of the SFPUC.

4.3 Plan Consistency Evaluation
4.3.1 Approach to Analysis
The evaluation of plan consistency is based on the applicability of relevant land use plans and
policies to the SABPL project as they relate to:


The underlying goals of the San Francisco General Plan and Sustainability Plan; the principal
goals of the SFPUC Alameda WMP, Water Enterprise Environmental Stewardship Policy,
Right‐of‐Way Integrated Vegetation Management Policy, and Right‐of‐Way Encroachment
Policy; and the requirements of the Municipal Green Building Program and San Francisco
Floodplain Management Ordinance



Plans and policies of local jurisdictions

For these plans, a determination of consistency was made as required by Section 15125(d) of the
CEQA Guidelines. However, because the policy language found in a land use plan is susceptible
to varying interpretations, it is often difficult to determine whether a proposed project is
consistent or inconsistent with such policies. Furthermore, because land use plans often contain
numerous policies emphasizing differing legislative goals, a project may be consistent with a
general plan, taken as a whole, even though it may appear to be inconsistent with specific policies
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within the plan. The board or commission that enacted the plan or policy generally determines
the meaning of such policies; these interpretations prevail if they are “reasonable,” even though
other reasonable interpretations may also exist. In light of these considerations, the consistency
evaluation in this Environmental Impact Report (EIR) represents the best attempt to advise the
decision‐makers as to whether the project is consistent with applicable land use plans and
policies. Direct and indirect physical impacts resulting from project implementation are not
addressed in this section, but in the appropriate technical sections of the EIR.
As stated above, the San Francisco General Plan and Sustainability Plan are primarily applicable
to projects located in San Francisco; however, they may also be applicable to projects on CCSF
extraterritorial lands.
The consistency of the SABPL project (including Pumping Variants 1 and 2) with the plans and
policies of San Francisco, the SFPUC, and Alameda County is discussed below.

4.3.2 Consistency with San Francisco Plans and Policies
4.3.2.1 San Francisco General Plan
The San Francisco General Plan sets forth the CCSF’s comprehensive, long‐term land use policy
and, as such, is primarily applicable to projects within its jurisdictional boundaries. The proposed
project, which is located outside the CCSF boundaries, involves new facilities and related
improvements that would provide reliable conveyance capacity during planned and emergency
discharges of water out of the SFPUC regional water system. In addition, the proposed project
would increase operational flexibility and delivery reliability during emergencies and planned
maintenance activities, thereby minimizing the risk of service interruption. Thus, the project
would support the health and safety of SFPUC water customers within the region and the CCSF.
The project would not affect land uses within the boundaries of the CCSF and, overall, would be
consistent with the spirit and intent of the San Francisco General Plan.
Any conflict between the project and San Francisco General Plan policies that relates to physical
environmental issues are discussed in Chapter 5, Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation
Measures. The compatibility of the project with San Francisco General Plan policies that do not
relate to physical environmental issues will be considered by decision‐makers as part of their
decision whether to approve or disapprove the proposed project. Any potential conflicts
identified as part of the process would not alter the physical environmental effects of the
proposed project.

4.3.2.2 San Francisco Accountable Planning Initiative
Of the eight Priority Policies, Policy 6 (concerning earthquake preparedness) and Policy 7
(concerning landmarks and historic buildings) are relevant to the proposed project. The other
policies are not relevant because the project would be constructed outside of San Francisco, away
from San Francisco neighborhoods; in addition, the project would have no effect on nor create the
need for affordable housing; would not result in any commuter automobiles; would not result in
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commercial office development; and would have no long‐term effect on open space. Project
implementation would minimize the risk of water service interruption due to an earthquake by
improving SFPUC system operators’ ability to respond to emergencies and by making it possible
to simultaneously discharge quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy while accessing water supplies
stored in San Antonio Reservoir for delivery to customers. Implementation of Mitigation
Measure M‐UT‐1h (Measures to Protect Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3), identified in
Section 5.12, Utilities and Service Systems, would minimize potential impacts on historic
resources by protecting Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3 from damage during project
construction activities. No other historic resources were identified within the project footprint.
Thus, the proposed project would be consistent with Policies 6 and 7 with respect to earthquakes
and historic resources and, on the whole, would be consistent with the San Francisco Priority
Policies. Since Pumping Variants 1 and 2 would result in impacts that are very similar to or the
same as those of the proposed project, the pumping variants would also be generally consistent
with the San Francisco Priority Policies.

4.3.2.3 San Francisco Sustainability Plan
The San Francisco Sustainability Plan was developed for the purpose of addressing San Francisco’s
long‐term environmental sustainability. The proposed project, as well as Pumping Variants 1 and 2,
would support the goals of the Sustainability Plan because it would increase the overall reliability
of the regional water system for SFPUC water users. The proposed project (and Pumping Variants 1
and 2) would also be consistent with goals related to ensuring an adequate water supply system.

4.3.2.4 San Francisco Municipal Green Building Program
The San Francisco Municipal Green Building Program was developed for the purpose of
improving the environmental performance of municipal buildings. The program sets minimum
environmental performance requirements for municipal buildings with floor plan areas that are
over 5,000 square feet. The floor plan of the electrical control building for the new discharge
facility at Pit F3‐East would be 225 square feet; the new chemical facility would be 2,016 square
feet; the Alameda Creek Pump Station would be 625 square feet; and the control building for the
pump station would be 225 square feet. Since none of the buildings proposed under the SABPL
project would be greater than 5,000 square feet, the project would not be required to meet the
LEED Silver Certification requirement.
Similarly, Pumping Variants 1 and 2 would not include any structures that are greater than
5,000 square feet; thus, the LEED Silver Certification requirement also would not apply to the
pumping variants.

4.3.2.5 San Francisco Floodplain Management Ordinance
The San Francisco Floodplain Management Ordinance was enacted to ensure that structures
constructed in floodplains are protected from flood hazards as well as to avoid exacerbating
preexisting flood problems. As part of the SABPL project, the ground surface in the vicinity of the
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project components to be constructed within the 100‐year flood hazard zone of Alameda Creek
(i.e., the Alameda Creek Pump Station, control building, and electrical transformer) would be
elevated above the 100‐year flood zone (see Impact HY‐6 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water
Quality). Thus, the project would be consistent with this ordinance.
Since Pumping Variant 2 would construct all of the same facilities as the proposed project, this
pumping variant would also be consistent with the San Francisco Floodplain Management
Ordinance. Pumping Variant 1 would not construct the Alameda Creek Pump Station, control
building, and electrical transformer within the 100‐year flood hazard zone of Alameda Creek,
and therefore would not require the placement of fill to raise these facilities above the 100‐year
flood zone. Thus, Pumping Variants 1 and 2 would both be consistent with the ordinance.

4.3.3 Consistency with SFPUC Plans and Policies
4.3.3.1 Alameda Watershed Management Plan
The Alameda WMP is designed to improve the SFPUC’s ability to protect the overall watershed
as well as the specific resources that make up the watershed. The SABPL project would directly
address both the primary goal of the Alameda WMP—to maintain and improve water quality to
protect public health and safety—and the secondary goal—to preserve the ecological and cultural
resources of the watershed. The SFPUC Natural Resources Division would review the proposed
SABPL project for conformity with the Alameda WMP as well as for compliance with
environmental codes and regulations. As part of project implementation, the SFPUC would
coordinate internally with its Natural Resources Division to carry out the project in conformance
with the appropriate goals, policies, and implementation actions of the Alameda WMP, including
those pertaining to water supply protection, and the secondary goals of natural resource
protection, watershed protection, and land use compatibility.
While the proposed project could have adverse construction and operational impacts related to
sensitive species and habitats, hydrology, water quality, slope instability, hazardous materials,
cultural resources, visual resources, traffic, air quality, noise, and energy resources, it would reduce
all but two significant impacts to a less‐than‐significant level through the implementation of
mitigation measures identified in Chapter 5, Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation
Measures. Project‐specific and cumulative air quality impacts associated with construction‐related
emissions of criteria pollutants would remain significant and unavoidable, even after mitigation.
Implementation of mitigation measures identified in this EIR and compliance with project
permitting requirements would be integrated with the SFPUC’s ongoing environmental protection
and enhancement efforts, such as the Water Enterprise Environmental Stewardship Policy. The
proposed project would protect the ecological resources of the Alameda watershed by constructing
a new chemical facility with the capacity to dechlorinate and pH‐adjust treated water supplies
before they are discharged to open waters of the United States and of the state. Taken as a whole,
the proposed project would be consistent with the Alameda WMP. Since Pumping Variants 1 and 2
would result in impacts that are very similar to or the same as those of the proposed project, the
pumping variants would also be generally consistent with the Alameda WMP.
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4.3.3.2 Water Enterprise Environmental Stewardship Policy
The proposed project could affect the integrity of natural resources, habitats for native species, and
ecosystem functions in the Alameda watershed. However, the implementation strategies of the
Water Enterprise Environmental Stewardship Policy specifically require the integration of the
policy into individual WSIP facility improvement projects such as the SABPL project. As discussed
in Sections 5.14, Biological Resources, and 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality, significant impacts
on natural resources, habitats, or ecosystems could be mitigated to a less‐than‐significant level
through mitigation measures identified in this EIR. Thus, the proposed project would be consistent
with the underlying goals of the Water Enterprise Environmental Stewardship Policy. Since
Pumping Variants 1 and 2 would result in impacts on natural resources that are very similar to or
the same as those of the proposed project, the pumping variants would also be consistent with
the Environmental Stewardship Policy.

4.3.3.3 Right‐of‐Way Integrated Vegetation Management Policy
Under the proposed project, the SFPUC would remove vegetation, including trees, within the
SFPUC right‐of‐way along the proposed alignments of the backup pipeline and 12‐inch‐diameter
water pipeline to the town of Sunol. Such removal would be required for project construction
activities and to maintain the safety and operation of the SFPUC’s regional water system. Part of
the overall goal of the Vegetation Management Policy is to manage vegetation that poses a threat
or hazard to the regional water system’s operation, maintenance, and infrastructure. Vegetation
removal for the SABPL project would be accomplished in a manner consistent with this policy.
Impacts related to vegetation and tree removal are discussed in Section 5.3, Aesthetics, and
Section 5.14, Biological Resources. Thus, the proposed project would be consistent with the goals
of the Vegetation Management Policy. Since Pumping Variants 1 and 2 would also require
vegetation removal to protect new pipelines from damage, the pumping variants would also be
consistent with the Vegetation Management Policy.

4.3.3.4 Right‐of‐Way Encroachment Policy
Potential conflicts with the utilities of other agencies within the SFPUC rights‐of‐way for the
backup pipeline and 12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline to the town of Sunol are addressed in
Section 5.12, Utilities and Service Systems. Section 5.12 identifies mitigation measures related to
utility protection and relocation; implementation of these measures would ensure that potential
impacts related to the endangerment of water, sewer, or electrical transmission lines and
appurtenances would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level. Thus, the proposed project would
be consistent with the Right‐of‐Way Encroachment Policy. Since all of the potential utility conflicts
and associated mitigation measures identified for the proposed project would also apply to
Pumping Variants 1 and 2, and impacts could be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with
implementation of mitigation, the pumping variants would also be consistent with the Right‐of‐
Way Encroachment Policy.
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4.3.4 Consistency with Alameda County Land Use Plans and Policies
4.3.4.1 Alameda County General Plan and East County Area Plan
As described above, the SFPUC is not legally bound by the land use policies of other local
governments, including Alameda County. Determinations of project consistency with the
Alameda County General Plan and ECAP would be made by Alameda County following
preparation of this EIR, and through notification by the SFPUC pursuant to state law.
The Alameda County General Plan and ECAP contain land use policies applicable to the SABPL
project that address environmental resources, including locating utilities to avoid or minimize
damage from hazards; protecting sensitive wildlife habitats and plants; implementing erosion
control measures and stormwater quality controls; conserving and protecting cultural resources;
implementing air quality controls, such as dust abatement measures during construction; limiting
the hours of construction to minimize noise impacts on surrounding uses; and maintaining
adequate roadway capacity for traffic, emergency services, bicycles, and pedestrians. The
proposed project’s consistency with the land use policies of the Alameda County General Plan
and ECAP has been addressed through an evaluation of the project’s environmental impacts and
identification of feasible measures to avoid or substantially lessen significant and potentially
significant impacts. Such impacts and mitigations are discussed in the individual resource
sections of Chapter 5, Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures.
As described previously in Section 4.2.3, the ECAP designates the project area as Water
Management land, which specifically allows activities related to watershed management on SFPUC
Alameda watershed lands. The proposed project would not involve development of new land use
activities on SFPUC watershed lands, except for facilities and activities related to water conveyance
and maintenance. The SABPL project would involve occasional discharges of quality‐impaired
Hetch Hetchy water into quarry Pit F3‐East and proposes to construct a new discharge facility,
cutoff wall, pump station, two electrical control buildings, and related facilities on CCSF‐owned
land that is currently leased to Hanson Aggregates; however, the project would not interfere or
otherwise conflict with Hanson Aggregates’ mining operations. Active mining has been completed
in quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, and these pits are now used for water storage and management
by the quarry operator. Since the SFPUC intends to work cooperatively with Hanson Aggregates to
manage water in the quarry pits to accommodate future discharges from the backup pipeline, the
proposed project (and Pumping Variants 1 and 2) would be consistent with this use.
Overall, the SABPL project and Pumping Variants 1 and 2 would be consistent with the objectives
and policies of the Alameda County General Plan and ECAP. With the exception of impacts
related to air pollutant emissions during project construction, which would remain significant
and unavoidable even with mitigation, implementation of the mitigation measures identified in
Sections 5.2 through 5.19 would avoid or reduce all other significant impacts to a less‐than‐
significant level. The proposed project would also protect the quality of life for the populations
served by the SFPUC by increasing the reliability of the regional water system and maintaining a
high‐quality water supply.
_____________________________
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CHAPTER 5

Environmental Setting, Impacts, and
Mitigation Measures
5.1 Overview
This chapter provides a project‐level impact analysis of the physical environmental effects of
implementing the San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project. This chapter describes the
environmental setting, assesses impacts, and identifies mitigation measures for significant
impacts.

5.1.1 Scope of Analysis
This chapter is organized by environmental resource topic, as follows:

Sections
5.1

Overview

5.11 Recreation

5.2

Land Use

5.12 Utilities and Service Systems

5.3

Aesthetics

5.13 Public Services

5.4

Population and Housing

5.14 Biological Resources

5.5

Cultural and Paleontological Resources

5.15 Geology and Soils

5.6

Transportation and Circulation

5.16 Hydrology and Water Quality

5.7

Noise and Vibration

5.17 Hazards and Hazardous Materials

5.8

Air Quality

5.18 Mineral and Energy Resources

5.9

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

5.19 Agriculture and Forest Resources

5.10 Wind and Shadow

Each section of Chapter 5 contains the following elements, based on requirements of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA):



Setting. This subsection presents a description of the existing physical environmental
conditions in the vicinity of the project with respect to each resource topic at an appropriate
level of detail to allow the reader to understand the impact analysis.
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Regulatory Framework. This subsection describes the relevant laws and regulations that
apply to protecting the environmental resources within the proposed project area, and the
governmental agencies responsible for enforcing those laws and regulations.



Impacts and Mitigation Measures. This subsection evaluates the potential for the
proposed project to adversely affect the physical environment described in the setting.
Significance criteria for evaluating environmental impacts are defined at the beginning of
each impact analysis section, followed by a discussion (the Approach to Analysis) that
explains how the significance criteria are applied in evaluating the SABPL project. The
conclusion of each impact analysis is expressed in terms of impact significance, which is
discussed further in Section 5.1.2 below.
This subsection also identifies mitigation measures for all of the impacts considered
significant or potentially significant, consistent with the CEQA Guidelines
(Section 15126.4[a][1]), which state that an environmental impact report (EIR), “shall describe
feasible measures which could minimize significant adverse impacts…”



Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures. Cumulative impacts are discussed in each
environmental resource section immediately following the description of the direct project‐
specific impacts and identified mitigation measures. The analyses of cumulative impacts,
described at the end of each section in Chapter 5, consider the effects of the proposed
project together with those of other past, present, or reasonably foreseeable future projects
proposed by the SFPUC or other entities. The analysis of cumulative impacts under each
resource topic is based on the same setting, regulatory framework, and significance criteria
as the direct impacts. Additional mitigation measures are identified if the analysis
determines that the SABPL project’s contribution to a significant adverse cumulative
impact is cumulatively considerable and therefore significant.

5.1.2 Significance Determinations
The significance criteria used in this EIR are based on the San Francisco Planning Department’s
Environmental Planning Division (formerly Major Environmental Analysis Division [MEA])
guidance regarding the thresholds of significance used to assess the severity of the environmental
impacts of the proposed project. The San Francisco Planning Department’s guidance is based on
CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, with some modifications. The significance criteria used to
analyze the various environmental resource topics are presented in each section of Chapter 5
before the discussion of impacts. An impact described as “potentially” significant indicates there
is a potential for the impact to occur, but there is either not enough project information or site‐
specific information to determine definitively whether or not it qualifies under the significance
criteria as significant; an impact identified as “potentially significant” is treated the same as
significant impacts in this EIR. The categories used to designate impact significance are:



No Impact (NI). An impact is considered not applicable (no impact) if there is no potential
for impacts or the environmental resource does not occur within the project area or the area
of potential effect. For example, there would be no impacts related to tree removal if there
is no tree removal proposed at a project site.
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Less than Significant impact, no mitigation required (LS). This determination applies if
there is a potential for some limited impact, but not a substantial adverse effect that
qualifies under the significance criteria as a significant impact.



Less than Significant impact with Mitigation (LSM). This determination applies if the
project would result in an adverse effect that meets the significance criteria, but feasible
mitigation is available that would reduce the impact to a less‐than‐significant level.



Significant and Unavoidable impact for which feasible mitigation is not available (SU).
This determination applies if the project would result in an adverse effect that meets the
significance criteria, but for which there appears to be no feasible mitigation available to
reduce the impact to a less‐than‐significant level. Therefore, the impact is significant and
unavoidable.



Significant and Unavoidable impact with implementation of feasible Mitigation (SUM).
This determination applies if it is certain that the project would result in an adverse effect
that meets the significance criteria and mitigation is available to lessen the impact, but the
residual effect after implementation of the measure would remain significant. Therefore,
the impact is significant and unavoidable with mitigation.

Within each environmental resource section in this chapter, a summary table is provided at the
beginning of the impact discussion to summarize the potential impacts and indicate the level of
impact significance. Environmental impacts are numbered throughout this EIR, using the section
number followed by sequentially numbered impacts. Mitigation measures are numbered to
correspond with the impact numbers; for example, Mitigation Measure M‐LU‐1 addresses
Impact LU‐1.

5.1.3 WSIP Water Supply and Operations Strategy Impacts and
Mitigation Measures
As discussed in Chapter 2, Introduction and Background, the proposed project, in addition to
several other facility improvement projects, are components of the SFPUC’s Water System
Improvement Program (WSIP). The Program EIR (PEIR),1 which was certified by the
San Francisco Planning Commission on October 30, 2008, addresses the potential environmental
impacts of constructing and operating the key regional facility improvement projects in the WSIP
and as well as the impacts of the proposed systemwide water supply and operations strategy.
Because the proposed project is a component of the WSIP, the project would also contribute to
the WSIP’s systemwide water supply and operations impacts.
The PEIR analyzed potential water supply and system operations impacts (separate from
environmental impacts associated with the facility improvements) within the following
geographic regions: the Tuolumne River, Alameda and Peninsula watersheds, and the Westside
Groundwater Basin. The PEIR also identified the cumulative effects of implementing the WSIP
and associated changes in system operations in combination with other past, present, and
1

The WSIP PEIR is available for public review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street,
San Francisco, CA, 94103, and can be found on the San Francisco Planning Department’s website at
http://www.sfgov.org/planning/mea. The State Clearinghouse number for the WSIP PEIR is 2005092026.
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reasonably foreseeable future projects within each of these watersheds. It also discussed the
potential effects of climate change and global warming on the predicted impacts of the WSIP.
The PEIR concluded that the WSIP would result in changes in reservoir levels and associated
changes in downstream flows in rivers and creeks in the three affected watersheds (Tuolumne
River, Alameda, and Peninsula watersheds), potentially causing impacts on groundwater, water
quality, fisheries, and terrestrial biological resources in these watersheds. The PEIR determined
that in the event that water supply deliveries to customers (average annual) from the watersheds
exceed current levels, stream flow changes in the Tuolumne River watershed could affect
fisheries and terrestrial biological resources. In the Alameda watershed, the WSIP (which
includes restoring the historical storage capacity of Calaveras Reservoir) could affect water levels
in Calaveras and San Antonio Reservoirs; flow in Alameda, Calaveras, and San Antonio Creeks;
and the fisheries and terrestrial biological resources of the reservoirs and creeks. In the Peninsula
watershed, the WSIP (which includes restoring the historical storage capacity of Crystal Springs
Reservoir) could affect water levels in Crystal Springs, San Andreas, and Pilarcitos Reservoirs;
flow in lower San Mateo and Pilarcitos Creeks; and the fisheries and terrestrial biological
resources of these reservoirs and creeks. In addition, the WSIP includes development of
groundwater supplies in the North Westside Groundwater Basin and a conjunctive‐use program
in the South Westside Groundwater Basin that could result in basin overdraft, seawater intrusion,
and changes in the water levels of surface water bodies.
As stated above, the SABPL project is a component of the WSIP and therefore would also
contribute to the water supply and system operations impacts identified in the PEIR. Tables 5.1‐1
through 5.1‐5 summarize the WSIP water supply and system operations impacts and the
associated mitigation measures for each geographic region as presented in the PEIR. The reader is
referred to the complete WSIP PEIR for a detailed explanation of these summary tables. Note that
the categories of significance used in the PEIR are slightly different than those used in this EIR
(see table footnotes in Tables 5.1‐1 through 5.1‐5).
In addition to water supply impacts and mitigation measures, the PEIR provides a program‐level
analysis of the impacts associated with key regional WSIP facility improvement projects,
including construction and operations impacts. This EIR addresses the same issues for the SABPL
project as were addressed in the PEIR, but at a project (rather than program) level of detail; it
provides more project‐specific and site‐specific descriptions and analysis of project effects based
on a more detailed project description and additional information about the project area.
Appendix C of this project‐level EIR presents a comparison between the programmatic
mitigation measures identified for the SABPL project in the WSIP PEIR and the mitigation
measures identified for the SABPL project in this EIR.
The PEIR also analyzed the growth‐inducement impacts of the WSIP’s systemwide operations.
The proposed project, as a facility improvement project under the WSIP, would be a contributing
factor in the growth‐inducing potential of the WSIP and the associated indirect effects of growth.
The growth‐inducing impacts of the WSIP are briefly summarized in Section 5.4, Population and
Housing, and discussed in Chapter 6, Other CEQA Issues, of this EIR.
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TABLE 5.1‐1
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES –
TUOLUMNE RIVER SYSTEM AND DOWNSTREAM WATER BODIES
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except Biological
Resources)

Sensitive Habitats

Key Special‐
Status Species

Other Species of
Concern

Common Habitats
Mitigation Measures
and Species

STREAM FLOW

Impact 5.3.1‐1: Effects on flow
along the Tuolumne River below
O’Shaughnessy Dam.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.1‐2: Effects on flow
along Cherry Creek below Cherry
Dam.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.1‐3: Effects on flow
along Eleanor Creek below
Eleanor Dam.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.1‐4: Effects on flow
along the Tuolumne River below
La Grange Dam.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.1‐5: Effects on flow
along the San Joaquin River and
the Sacramento–San Joaquin
Delta.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.2‐1: Effects on
sediment transport and channel
characteristics between
O’Shaughnessy Dam and
Don Pedro Reservoir.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.2‐2: Effects on
sediment transport and channel
characteristics below La Grange
Dam.

LS

None required.

GEOMORPHOLOGY

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
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TABLE 5.1‐1 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES –
TUOLUMNE RIVER SYSTEM AND DOWNSTREAM WATER BODIES
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except Biological
Resources)

Sensitive Habitats

Key Special‐
Status Species

Other Species of
Concern

Common Habitats
Mitigation Measures
and Species

SURFACE WATER QUALITY

Impact 5.3.3‐1: Effects on water
quality in Hetch Hetchy Reservoir
and along the Tuolumne River
below O’Shaughnessy Dam.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.3‐2: Effects on water
quality in Don Pedro Reservoir
and along the Tuolumne River
below La Grange Dam.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.3‐3: Effects on water
quality along the San Joaquin
River and the Sacramento–
San Joaquin Delta.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.4‐1: Effects on
Tuolumne River, San Joaquin
River, and Stanislaus River water
users.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.4‐2: Effects on Delta
water users.

LS

None required.

LS

None required.

SURFACE WATER SUPPLIES

GROUNDWATER

Impact 5.3.5‐1: Alteration of stream
flows along the Tuolumne River,
which could affect local
groundwater recharge and
groundwater levels.

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
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TABLE 5.1‐1 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES –
TUOLUMNE RIVER SYSTEM AND DOWNSTREAM WATER BODIES
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except Biological
Resources)

Sensitive Habitats

Key Special‐
Status Species

Other Species of
Concern

Common Habitats
Mitigation Measures
and Species

GROUNDWATER (cont.)

Impact 5.3.5‐2: Alteration of
stream flows along the Tuolumne
River, which could affect local
groundwater quality.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.6‐1: Effects on fishery
resources in Hetch Hetchy
Reservoir.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.6‐2: Effects on fishery
resources along the Tuolumne
River between Hetch Hetchy
Reservoir and Don Pedro
Reservoir.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.6‐3: Effects on fishery
resources in Don Pedro Reservoir.

LS

None required.

FISHERIES

Impact 5.3.6‐4: Effects on fishery
resources along the Tuolumne
River below La Grange Dam.

LS when average
annual deliveries
from the
watersheds are
maintained at
265 million
gallons per day
(mgd) or less;
PSM if deliveries
exceed 265 mgd

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
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Measure 5.3.6‐4a, Avoidance of Flow
Changes by Reducing Demand for
Don Pedro Reservoir Water: The
SFPUC will pursue a water transfer
arrangement with the Modesto
Irrigation District or Turlock Irrigation
District and/or other water agencies to
offset the WSIP’s effects on water
storage in Don Pedro Reservoir and
minimize WSIP‐induced changes in
releases from La Grange Dam.
**If Measure 5.3.6‐4a proves to be
infeasible, the SFPUC will implement
Measure 5.3.6‐4b.

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures
5.1 Overview

TABLE 5.1‐1 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES –
TUOLUMNE RIVER SYSTEM AND DOWNSTREAM WATER BODIES
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except Biological
Resources)

Sensitive Habitats

Key Special‐
Status Species

Other Species of
Concern

Common Habitats
Mitigation Measures
and Species

FISHERIES (cont.)

Measure 5.3.6‐4b, Fishery Habitat
Enhancement: The SFPUC will
implement or fund one of two fishery
habitat enhancement projects that are
consistent with the Lower Tuolumne
River Restoration Plan: augmentation
of spawning gravel at three selected
sites or the filling or isolation from the
river of one of the existing inactive
quarry pits.

Impact 5.3.6‐4 (cont.)

Impact 5.3.6‐5: Effects on fishery
resources along the San Joaquin
River.

None required.

LS

TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY

Impact 5.3.7‐1: Impacts on riparian
habitat and related biological
resources in Hetch Hetchy
Reservoir and along the bedrock
channel portions of the Tuolumne
River from O’Shaughnessy Dam to
Don Pedro Reservoir.
Impact 5.3.7‐2: Impacts on alluvial
features that support meadow
and riparian habitat along the
Tuolumne River from
O’Shaughnessy Dam to Don
Pedro Reservoir.

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

LS

PSM

LS

PSM

LS

PSM

LS

PSM

None required.

The SFPUC will implement
Measure 5.3.7‐2 to reduce adverse
impacts on sensitive habitats, key
special‐status species, other species of
concern, and common habitats and
species to a less‐than‐significant level.

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures
5.1 Overview

TABLE 5.1‐1 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES –
TUOLUMNE RIVER SYSTEM AND DOWNSTREAM WATER BODIES
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except Biological
Resources)

Sensitive Habitats

Key Special‐
Status Species

Other Species of
Concern

Common Habitats
Mitigation Measures
and Species

TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY (cont.)

Measure 5.3.7‐2, Controlled Releases
to Recharge Groundwater in
Streamside Meadows and Other
Alluvial Deposits: The SPPUC will
manage releases to the Tuolumne
River from Hetch Hetchy Reservoir
during the spring with the goal of
recharging groundwater that
supports meadow and riparian
habitat. The SFPUC will periodically
survey meadow habitat to determine
the efficacy of release management
and will modify releases as necessary
to sustain meadow habitat.

Impact 5.3.7‐2 (cont.)

Impact 5.3.7‐3: Impacts on
biological resources in Lake
Eleanor and along Eleanor Creek.

LS

LS

LS

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.7‐4: Impacts on
biological resources in Lake Lloyd
and along Cherry Creek.

LS

LS

LS

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.7‐5: Impacts on
biological resources in Don Pedro
Reservoir.

LS

LS

LS

LS

None required.

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures
5.1 Overview

TABLE 5.1‐1 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES –
TUOLUMNE RIVER SYSTEM AND DOWNSTREAM WATER BODIES
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except Biological
Resources)

Sensitive Habitats

Key Special‐
Status Species

Other Species of
Concern

Common Habitats
Mitigation Measures
and Species

TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY (cont.)

The SFPUC will implement
Measures 5.3.6‐4a or 5.3.7‐6 to reduce
adverse impacts on sensitive habitats,
key special‐status species, other
species of concern, and common
habitats and species to a less‐than‐
significant level.

Impact 5.3.7‐6: Impacts on
biological resources along the
Tuolumne River below La Grange
Dam.

LS when average
annual deliveries
from the
watersheds are
maintained at 265
mgd or less; PSM
if deliveries exceed
265 mgd

LS when average
annual deliveries
from the
watersheds are
maintained at 265
mgd or less; PSM
if deliveries exceed
265 mgd

LS when average
annual deliveries
from the
watersheds are
maintained at 265
mgd or less; PSM
if deliveries exceed
265 mgd

LS when average
annual deliveries
from the
watersheds are
maintained at 265
mgd or less; PSM
if deliveries exceed
265 mgd

Measure 5.3.6‐4a, Avoidance of Flow
Changes by Reducing Demand for
Don Pedro Reservoir Water – see
description above.
**If Measure 5.3.6‐4a proves to be
infeasible, the SFPUC will implement
Measure 5.3.7‐6.
Measure 5.3.7‐6, Lower Tuolumne
River Riparian Habitat Enhancement:
Consistent with the Lower Tuolumne
River Restoration Plan, the SFPUC will
protect and enhance 1 mile of riparian
vegetation within the contemporary
floodplain.

Impact 5.3.7‐7: Conflicts with the
provisions of adopted
conservation plans or other
approved biological resources
plans for the Tuolumne Wild and
Scenic River.

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

LS

None required.

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures
5.1 Overview

TABLE 5.1‐1 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES –
TUOLUMNE RIVER SYSTEM AND DOWNSTREAM WATER BODIES
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except Biological
Resources)

Sensitive Habitats

Key Special‐
Status Species

Other Species of
Concern

Common Habitats
Mitigation Measures
and Species

RECREATIONAL AND VISUAL RESOURCES

Impact 5.3.8‐1: Effects on reservoir
recreation due to changes in water
system operations.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.8‐2: Effects on river
recreation due to changes in water
system operations.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.3.8‐3: Effects on the
aesthetic values of the Tuolumne
Wild and Scenic River.

LS

None required.

B

None required.

ENERGY RESOURCES
Impact 5.3.9‐1: Effects on
hydropower generation at
facilities along the Tuolumne
River.

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures
5.1 Overview

TABLE 5.1‐2
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES – ALAMEDA CREEK WATERSHED
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except Biological
Resources)

Sensitive
Habitats

Other
Key Special
Species of
Status‐
Concern
Species

Common
Habitats
and Species

Mitigation Measures

STREAM FLOW

Impact 5.4.1‐1: Effects on flow along
Calaveras Creek below Calaveras
Reservoir.

LS

None required.

LSa

Impact 5.4.1‐2: Effects on flow along
Alameda Creek below the diversion
dam.

a

Measure 5.4.1‐2, Diversion Tunnel Operation: The
SFPUC will implement operational criteria for the
diversion dam requiring that water not needed to fill
Calaveras Reservoir would be released to Alameda
Creek below the diversion dam. [NOTE: Because
Impact 5.4.1‐2 was determined to be LS subsequent to
certification of the WSIP PEIR, this mitigation measure
is no longer required for program implementation.]

[NOTE:
Subsequent to
certification of
the WSIP PEIR
this
determination
was changed to
LS.]

Impact 5.4.1‐3: Effects in San Antonio
Reservoir and along San Antonio Creek.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.4.1‐4: Effects on flow along
Alameda Creek below the confluence of
San Antonio Creek.

LS

None required.

Based on the best available information at that time, the PEIR made the conservative determination that the WSIP would result in a significant and unavoidable impact
related to flow along Alameda Creek below the Alameda Creek Diversion Dam (“Alameda Creek Hydrologic Impact”) (see PEIR Chapter 4, Section 5.4.1, Impact 5.4.1‐2).
Based upon more detailed site‐specific data and analysis, the project‐level analysis in the Calaveras Dam Replacement Project EIR modified this PEIR impact
determination to be less than significant (San Francisco Planning Department, 2011).

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures
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TABLE 5.1‐2 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES – ALAMEDA CREEK WATERSHED
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except Biological
Resources)

Sensitive
Habitats

Other
Key Special
Species of
Status‐
Concern
Species

Common
Habitats
and Species

Mitigation Measures

GEOMORPHOLOGY

Impact 5.4.2‐1: Effects on channel
formation and sediment transport along
Calaveras Creek.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.4.2‐2: Effects on channel
formation and sediment transport along
Alameda Creek downstream of the
diversion dam and downstream of the
San Antonio Creek confluence.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.4.2‐3: Effects on channel
formation and sediment transport along
San Antonio Creek downstream of
San Antonio Reservoir.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.4.3‐1: Effects on water quality
in Calaveras Reservoir.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.4.3‐2: Effects on water quality
in San Antonio Reservoir.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.4.3‐3: Changes in water quality
along Calaveras, San Antonio, and
Alameda Creeks.

LS

None required.

LS

None required.

SURFACE WATER QUALITY

GROUNDWATER BODIES

Impact 5.4.4‐1: Changes in groundwater
levels, flows, quality, and supplies.

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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TABLE 5.1‐2 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES – ALAMEDA CREEK WATERSHED
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except Biological
Resources)

Sensitive
Habitats

Other
Key Special
Species of
Status‐
Concern
Species

Common
Habitats
and Species

Mitigation Measures

FISHERIES

Impact 5.4.5‐1: Effects on fishery
resources in Calaveras Reservoir.

B

None required.

Impact 5.4.5‐2: Effects on fishery
resources along Calaveras Creek below
Calaveras Dam and along Alameda
Creek below confluence with Calaveras
Creek.

B

None required.

Measure 5.4.5‐3a, Minimum Flows for Resident Trout
in Alameda Creek: The SFPUC will release a minimum
flow of approximately 10 cubic feet per second from the
diversion dam and monitor the effects of the release on
resident trout spawning and egg incubation.
Impact 5.4.5‐3: Effects on fishery
resources along Alameda Creek
downstream of Alameda Creek
Diversion Dam.

** If monitoring results for Measure 5.4.5‐3a indicate the
measure is unsuccessful, the SFPUC will implement
Measure 5.4.5‐3b.

PSM

Measure 5.4.5‐3b, Alameda Diversion Dam Restrictions
or Fish Screens: If after 10 years the minimum release
does not sustain the resident trout population, the SFPUC
will either increase releases from the diversion dam or
install a fish passage barrier on the diversion tunnel.
Impact 5.4.5‐4: Effects on fishery
resources in San Antonio Reservoir.

B

None required.

Impact 5.4.5‐5: Effects on fishery
resources along San Antonio Creek
below San Antonio Reservoir.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.4.5‐6: Effects on fishery
resources along Alameda Creek below
confluence with San Antonio Creek.

LS

None required.

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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TABLE 5.1‐2 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES – ALAMEDA CREEK WATERSHED
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except Biological
Resources)

Sensitive
Habitats

Other
Key Special
Species of
Status‐
Concern
Species

Common
Habitats
and Species

Mitigation Measures

TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY

The SFPUC will implement Measure 5.4.6‐1 to reduce
adverse impacts on sensitive habitats and key special‐
status species to a less‐than‐significant level.
Impact 5.4.6‐1: Effects on riparian
habitat and related biological resources
in Calaveras Reservoir.

Impact 5.4.6‐2: Effects on riparian
habitat and related biological resources
along Alameda Creek, from below the
diversion dam to the confluence with
Calaveras Creek.

Impact 5.4.6‐3: Effects on riparian
habitat and related biological resources
along Calaveras Creek, from Calaveras
Reservoir to the confluence with
Alameda Creek.

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

PSM

PSM

LS

LS

Measure 5.4.6‐1, Compensation for Impacts on
Terrestrial Biological Resources: The SFPUC will
protect, restore, and enhance existing riparian habitat
and/or create new habitat that compensates for WSIP‐
induced habitat losses at Calaveras Reservoir.
Compensatory habitat may be provided as part of the
SFPUC’s Habitat Reserve Program.
The SFPUC will implement Measures 5.4.1‐2 and 5.4.5‐3a
to reduce adverse impacts on key special‐status species
to a less‐than‐significant level.

LS

PSM

LS

N/A

Measure 5.4.1‐2, Diversion Tunnel Operation – see
description above.
Measure 5.4.5‐3a, Minimum Flows for Resident Trout
in Alameda Creek – see description above.
The SFPUC will implement Measure 5.4.6‐3 to reduce
adverse impacts on key special‐status species to a less‐
than‐significant level.

LS

PSM

LS

LS

Measure 5.4.6‐3, Operational Procedures for Calaveras
Dam Releases: The SFPUC will manage releases from
Calaveras Reservoir to mimic a more natural hydrologic
regime in the creek for the benefit of terrestrial biological
resources. The specifics of this mitigation measure will
be determined as part of project‐level CEQA review.

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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TABLE 5.1‐2 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES – ALAMEDA CREEK WATERSHED
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except Biological
Resources)

Sensitive
Habitats

Other
Key Special
Species of
Status‐
Concern
Species

Common
Habitats
and Species

Mitigation Measures

TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY (cont.)

The SFPUC will implement Measures 5.4.6‐3 and 5.4.5‐3a
to reduce adverse impacts on key special‐status species
to a less‐than‐significant level.

Impact 5.4.6‐4: Effects on riparian
habitat and related biological resources
along Alameda Creek, from the
confluence with Calaveras Creek to the
confluence with San Antonio Creek.

LS

Impact 5.4.6‐5: Effects on riparian
habitat and related biological resources
in San Antonio Reservoir.

LS

LS

LS

LS

None required.

Impact 5.4.6‐6: Effects on riparian
habitat and related biological resources
along San Antonio Creek between
Turner Dam and the confluence with
Alameda Creek.

LS

LS

LS

N/A

None required.

Impact 5.4.6‐7: Effects on riparian
habitat and related biological resources
along Alameda Creek below the
confluence with San Antonio Creek.

LS

LS

LS

N/A

None required.

Impact 5.4.6‐8: Conflicts with the
provisions of adopted conservation
plans or other approved biological
resources plans.

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

PSM

LS

LS

Measure 5.4.6‐3, Operational Procedures for Calaveras
Dam Releases – see description above.
Measure 5.4.5‐3a, Minimum Flows for Resident Trout
on Alameda Creek – see description above.

LS

None required.

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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TABLE 5.1‐2 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES – ALAMEDA CREEK WATERSHED
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except Biological
Resources)

Sensitive
Habitats

Other
Key Special
Species of
Status‐
Concern
Species

Common
Habitats
and Species

Mitigation Measures

RECREATIONAL AND VISUAL RESOURCES

Impact 5.4.7‐1: Effects on recreational
facilities and/or activities.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.4.7‐2: Visual effects on scenic
resources or visual character of the
water bodies.

LS

None required.

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures
5.1 Overview

TABLE 5.1‐3
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES – PENINSULA WATERSHED
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except
Biological
Resources)

Sensitive
Habitats

Key
Special‐
Status
Species

Other
Species of
Concern

Common
Habitats and
Mitigation Measures
Species

STREAM FLOW

Impact 5.5.1‐1: Effects on flow along
San Mateo Creek.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.5.1‐2: Effects on flow along
Pilarcitos Creek.

LS

None required.

LS

None required.

LS

None required.

GEOMORPHOLOGY

Impact 5.5.2‐1: Changes in sediment
transport and channel morphology in
the Peninsula watershed.
WATER QUALITY

Impact 5.5.3‐1: Effects on water quality in
Crystal Springs Reservoir, San Andreas
Reservoir, and San Mateo Creek.

Impact 5.5.3‐2: Effects on water quality
in Pilarcitos Reservoir and along
Pilarcitos Creek.

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

Measure 5.5.3‐2a, Low‐head Pumping Station at Pilarcitos
Reservoir: The SFPUC will install a permanent low‐head
pumping station at Pilarcitos Reservoir that would enable the
SFPUC to access and use an additional 350 acre‐feet of water
from Pilarcitos Reservoir. In years when the WSIP would cause
releases from Pilarcitos Reservoir to Pilarcitos Creek to be
reduced to reservoir inflow earlier in the summer than under
the existing condition (about 25 percent of years in the
hydrologic record), the SFPUC will use the pumping station to
augment flow in Pilarcitos Creek with water from the reservoir.
The pumping station will draw water from the cool pool of
water below the thermocline during times when the reservoir
is stratified. The pumping station outlet will be designed to
ensure that water discharged to the creek is adequately aerated.

PSM

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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TABLE 5.1‐3 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES – PENINSULA WATERSHED
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except
Biological
Resources)

Sensitive
Habitats

Key
Special‐
Status
Species

Other
Species of
Concern

Common
Habitats and
Species
Mitigation Measures

WATER QUALITY (cont.)

Measure 5.5.3‐2b, Aeration System at Pilarcitos Reservoir:
The SFPUC will install a permanent aeration system at
Pilarcitos Reservoir. The SFPUC will operate the aeration
system as necessary to avoid anoxic conditions and maintain
good water quality conditions at the reservoir.

Impact 5.5.3‐2 (cont.)

GROUNDWATER

Impact 5.5.4‐1: Alteration of stream
flows along Pilarcitos Creek, which
could affect groundwater levels and
water quality.

None required.

LS

FISHERIES

Impact 5.5.5‐1: Effects on fishery
resources in Crystal Springs Reservoir
(Upper and Lower).

Measure 5.5.5‐1, Create New Spawning Habitat Above
Crystal Springs Reservoir: The SFPUC will survey the extent
and quality of fish spawning habitat lost due to inundation
and, if feasible, create new spawning habitat at a higher
elevation. The specifics of this mitigation measure will be
determined as part of project‐level CEQA review.

PSU

Impact 5.5.5‐2: Effects on fishery
resources in San Andreas Reservoir.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.5.5‐3: Effects on fishery
resources along San Mateo Creek.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.5.5‐4: Effects on fishery
resources in Pilarcitos Reservoir.

PSM

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

Measure 5.5.3‐2b, Aeration System at Pilarcitos Reservoir –
see description above.

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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TABLE 5.1‐3 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES – PENINSULA WATERSHED
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
(except
Biological
Resources)

Impact

Sensitive
Habitats

Key
Special‐
Status
Species

Other
Species of
Concern

Common
Habitats and
Species
Mitigation Measures

FISHERIES (cont.)

PSMa

Impact 5.5.5‐5: Effects on fishery
resources along Pilarcitos Creek below
Pilarcitos Reservoir.

Measure 5.5.3‐2a, Low‐head Pumping Station at Pilarcitos
Reservoir – see description above.

[NOTE:
Subsequent
to
certification
of the WSIP
PEIR this
determinati
on was
changed to
LS.]

Measure 5.5.5‐5, Establish Flow Criteria, Monitor and
Augment Flow: The SFPUC will develop a monitoring and
operations plan for Stone Dam to ensure WSIP‐related flow
reductions downstream of Stone Dam do not impair
steelhead passage and spawning during the winter months of
normal and wetter hydrologic years. [NOTE: Because Impact
5.5.5‐5 was determined to be LS subsequent to certification
of the WSIP PEIR, this mitigation measure is no longer
required for program implementation.]

TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY

Impact 5.5.6‐1: Impacts on biological
resources in Upper and Lower Crystal
Springs Reservoirs.

PSM

PSM

PSM

PSM

The SFPUC will implement Measures 5.5.6‐1a and 5.5.6‐1b to
reduce adverse impacts on sensitive habitats, key special‐
status species, other species of concern, and common habitats
and species to a less‐than‐significant level. In addition, the
SFPUC will implement Measure 5.5.6‐1c to mitigate adverse
impacts on key special‐status plant species (i.e., fountain
thistle) adapted to serpentine seeps.
Measure 5.5.6‐1a, Adaptive Management of Freshwater
Marsh and Wetlands at Upper and Lower Crystal Springs
Reservoirs: The SFPUC will develop an adaptive
management plan to minimize adverse effects of the WSIP‐

a

Based on the best available information at that time, the PEIR made the conservative determination that the WSIP could result in a significant and unavoidable impact on fishery resources in
Crystal Springs Reservoir related to inundation of spawning habitat upstream of the reservoir (see PEIR Chapter 5, Section 5.5.5, Impact 5.5.5‐1). Project‐level review of updated, site‐specific
information that was developed following certification of the PEIR was incorporated into the project‐level EIR for the Lower Crystal Springs Dam Improvements Project, and the project‐level
analysis determined that impacts on fishery resources due to inundation effects would be less than significant (San Francisco Planning Department, 2010).

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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TABLE 5.1‐3 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES – PENINSULA WATERSHED
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts
All Impacts
Impact

(except
Biological
Resources)

Sensitive
Habitats

Key
Special‐
Status
Species

Other
Species of
Concern

Common
Habitats and
Species
Mitigation Measures

TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY (cont.)

induced rise in average water levels, and the periodic
drawdown of reservoir water levels for maintenance, on
San Francisco garter snakes and California red‐legged frogs.
Measure 5.5.6‐1b, Compensation for Impacts on Terrestrial
Biological Resources: The SFPUC will protect, restore, and
enhance existing wetland and upland habitat and/or create
new habitat that compensates for WSIP‐induced habitat losses
at Crystal Springs Reservoir. Compensatory habitat may be
provided as part of the SFPUC’s Habitat Reserve Program.

Impact 5.5.6‐1 (cont.)

Measure 5.5.6‐1c, Compensation for Serpentine Seep‐
Related Special‐Status Plants: The SFPUC will protect,
restore, and enhance existing habitat and/or create new
habitat that compensates for WSIP‐induced habitat losses for
plant species adapted to serpentine seeps.
Impact 5.5.6‐2: Impacts on biological
resources in San Andreas Reservoir.

LS

PSM

LS

LS

None required.

Impact 5.5.6‐3: Impacts on biological
resources along San Mateo Creek below
Lower Crystal Springs Dam.

LS

LS

LS

LS

None required.

LS

PSM

LS

LS

Measure 5.5.3‐2c, Habitat Monitoring and Compensation:
The SFPUC will protect, restore, and enhance existing habitat
and/or create new habitat that compensates for WSIP‐
induced habitat losses at Pilarcitos Reservoir. Compensatory
habitat may be provided as part of the SFPUC’s Habitat
Reserve Program.

LS

LS

LS

LS

None required.

Impact 5.5.6‐4: Impacts on biological
resources in Pilarcitos Reservoir.

Impact 5.5.6‐5: Impacts on biological
resources along Pilarcitos Creek below
Pilarcitos Reservoir.
PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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TABLE 5.1‐3 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES – PENINSULA WATERSHED
Significance Determination
Biological Resource Impacts

Sensitive
Habitats

Key
Special‐
Status
Species

Other
Species of
Concern

LS

LS

LS

All Impacts
Impact

(except
Biological
Resources)

Common
Habitats and
Species
Mitigation Measures

TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY (cont.)

Impact 5.5.6‐6: Impacts along Pilarcitos
Creek below Stone Dam.
Impact 5.5.6‐7: Conflicts with the
provisions of adopted conservation
plans or other approved biological
resource plans.

LS

LS

None required.

None required.

RECREATIONAL AND VISUAL RESOURCES

Impact 5.5.7‐1: Effects on recreational
facilities and/or activities.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.5.7‐2: Visual effects on scenic
resources or the visual character of
water bodies.

LS

None required.

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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TABLE 5.1‐4
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES – WESTSIDE GROUNDWATER BASIN
Significance Determination

North Westside
Groundwater
Basin

Impact

South Westside
Groundwater
Basin

Mitigation Measures

RECREATIONAL AND VISUAL RESOURCES

Impact 5.6‐1: Basin overdraft due to pumping from
the Westside Groundwater Basin.

PSM

LS

The SFPUC will implement Measure 5.6‐1 to reduce adverse impacts on the North
Westside Groundwater Basin to a less‐than‐significant level.
Measure 5.6‐1, Groundwater Monitoring to Determine Basin Safe Yield: The SFPUC
will continue ongoing groundwater and lake level monitoring programs to determine
the safe yield of the North Westside Groundwater Basin in order to avoid overdraft
and associated effects, including adverse effects on surface water features and
seawater intrusion.
The SFPUC will implement Measures 5.6‐1 and 5.6‐2 to reduce adverse impacts on
the North Westside Groundwater Basin to a less‐than‐significant level.
Measure 5.6‐1, Groundwater Monitoring to Determine Basin Safe Yield – see
description above.
Measure 5.6‐2, Implementation of a Lake Level Management Plan: The SFPUC will
develop and implement a lake level management plan identifying strategies for
altering pumping patterns or augmenting lake levels to maintain Lake Merced water
levels within the desired long‐term range.

Impact 5.6‐2: Changes in water levels in Lake Merced
and other surface water features, including Pine
Lake, due to decreased groundwater levels in the
Westside Groundwater Basin.

PSM

N/A

Impact 5.6‐3: Seawater intrusion due to decreased
groundwater levels in the Westside Groundwater
Basin.

PSM

LS

The SFPUC will implement Measure 5.6‐1 to reduce adverse impacts on the North
Westside Groundwater Basin to a less‐than‐significant level.
Measure 5.6‐1, Groundwater Monitoring to Determine Basin Safe Yield – see
description above.

LS

LS

None required.

Impact 5.6‐4: Land subsidence due to decreased
groundwater levels in the Westside Groundwater
Basin if the historical low water levels are exceeded.

Impact 5.6‐5: Contamination of drinking water due to
groundwater pumping in the Westside Groundwater
Basin.

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

PSM

PSM

The SFPUC will implement Measure 5.6.5 to reduce adverse impacts on the North
Westside and South Westside Groundwater Basins to a less‐than‐significant level.
Measure 5.6‐5, Drinking Water Source Assessments for Groundwater Wells: The
SFPUC will develop and implement a source water protection program for wells
constructed under the Local and Regional Groundwater Projects that are considered
vulnerable to contamination on the basis of the drinking water source assessment
prepared in accordance with Department of Health Services regulations.

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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TABLE 5.1‐4 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES – WESTSIDE GROUNDWATER BASIN
Significance Determination

Impact

North Westside
Groundwater
Basin

South Westside
Groundwater
Basin

LS

LS

Mitigation Measures

RECREATIONAL AND VISUAL RESOURCES (cont.)

Impact 5.6‐6: Drinking water contaminants above
maximum contaminant levels and adverse effects of
adding treated groundwater to the distribution system.

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

None required.

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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TABLE 5.1‐5
SUMMARY OF WSIP WATER SUPPLY IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES – CUMULATIVE WATER SUPPLY

Hydrology

Geomorphology

Surface Water
Quality

Groundwater

Fisheries

Terrestrial
Biology

Recreational /
Visual Quality

Cumulative Impact Significance Determination

Impact 5.7.2‐1: Tuolumne River – Hetch Hetchy Reservoir to
Don Pedro Reservoir.

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

None required.

Impact 5.7.2‐2: Tuolumne River – Don Pedro Reservoir to the
San Joaquin River.

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

None required.

Impact 5.7.2‐3: San Joaquin River, Stanislaus River, and the
Delta.

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

None required.

N/A

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

None required.

Impact 5.7.4‐1: San Mateo Creek watershed.

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

None required.

Impact 5.7.4‐2: Pilarcitos Creek watershed.

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

LS

None required.

Cumulative Water Supply Impact

Impact 5.7.3‐1: Alameda Creek watershed.

Mitigation Measures

Impact 5.7.5‐1: North Westside Groundwater Basin.

LS

None required.

Impact 5.7.5‐2: South Westside Groundwater Basin.

LS

None required.

NOTE: Significance determinations presented in this table assume implementation of all mitigation measures presented in WSIP PEIR Chapter 5, Section 5.6, and in PEIR Chapter 6.

PEIR Significance Categories:
NA = Not Applicable or no impact
LS = Less than Significant
PSM = Potentially Significant impact with Mitigation
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

SU = Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
PSU = Potentially Significant and Unavoidable, even with mitigation
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This project‐level EIR tiers from the WSIP PEIR and also incorporates by reference the relevant
analyses of the PEIR with respect to the impacts and mitigation measures, as applicable to the
SABPL project. CEQA permits tiering from a program EIR in order to allow agencies to broadly
consider the environmental effects of a series of actions and/or policies and then to provide a
more detailed examination of project‐specific impacts in project‐level EIRs. The SABPL project
was identified and analyzed as part of the WSIP in the PEIR. This project‐level EIR provides more
detailed information about the proposed project, its impacts, and project‐specific mitigation
measures. This EIR summarizes and incorporates by reference the WSIP PEIR’s analysis of the
impacts associated with the WSIP’s water supply strategy, including the WSIP PEIR analysis and
conclusions regarding impacts on the CCSF’s watersheds and growth‐inducement impacts.

5.1.4 Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative impacts, as defined in Section 15355 of the CEQA Guidelines, refer to two or more
individual effects that, when taken together, are “considerable” or that compound or increase
other environmental impacts. A cumulative impact from several projects is the change in the
environment that would result from the incremental impact of the project when added to those of
other closely related past, present, or reasonably foreseeable future projects. Pertinent guidance
for cumulative impact analysis is provided in Section 15130 of the CEQA Guidelines:


An EIR shall discuss cumulative impacts of a project when the project’s incremental effect
is “cumulatively considerable” (i.e., the incremental effects of an individual project are
considerable when viewed in connection with the effects of past, current, and probable
future projects, including those outside the control of the agency, if necessary).



An EIR should not discuss impacts that do not result in part from the project evaluated in
the EIR.



A project’s contribution is less than cumulatively considerable, and thus not significant, if
the project is required to implement or fund its fair share of a mitigation measure or
measures designed to alleviate the cumulative impact.



The discussion of impact severity and likelihood of occurrence need not be as detailed as
for effects attributable to the project alone.



The focus of analysis should be on the cumulative impact to which the identified other
projects contribute, rather than on attributes of the other projects that do not contribute to
the cumulative impact.

The cumulative impact analysis for each individual resource topic is described in each subsection
of this chapter, immediately following the description of direct project impacts and identified
mitigation measures. A summary of all cumulative impacts is provided in Chapter 6, Section 6.2.

5.1.4.1 Approach to Cumulative Impact Analysis
Two approaches to a cumulative impact analysis are discussed in CEQA Guidelines
Section 15130(b) (1): (a) the analysis can be based on a list of past, present, and probable future
projects producing related or cumulative impacts, or (b) a summary of projections contained in a
general plan or related planning document or in an adopted or certified environmental document

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR
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that described or evaluated regional or areawide conditions contributing to the cumulative
impact can be used to determine cumulative impacts. For the purpose of this EIR, the analysis
employs the list‐based approach. The following factors were used to determine an appropriate
list of projects to be considered in this cumulative analysis:


Similar Environmental Impacts – A relevant project would contribute to effects on resources
also affected by the SABPL project. A relevant future project is defined as one that is
”reasonably foreseeable,” such as a proposed project that has approved funding or for
which an application has been filed with the approving agency.



Geographic Scope and Location – A relevant project is located within the defined geographic
scope for the cumulative effect.



Timing and Duration of Implementation – Effects associated with activities for a relevant
project (e.g., short‐term construction or demolition, or long‐term operations) would likely
coincide in timing with the effects of the SABPL project.

Similar Environmental Impacts
Projects that are relevant to the cumulative analysis include those that could contribute incremental
effects on the same environmental resources and would have similar environmental impacts to
those discussed in this EIR. The cumulative impact discussions in Sections 5.2 through 5.19 of this
chapter analyze the cumulative impacts that could occur when the impacts of the SABPL project are
considered in combination with the impacts of other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
future projects, which are generally subject to independent environmental review and
consideration by the approving agencies. Consequently, it is possible that some of the reasonably
foreseeable future projects will not be approved or will be modified prior to approval (e.g. as a
result of the CEQA alternatives analysis process or permitting requirements). For the purpose of
assessing worst‐case cumulative impacts, however, the cumulative impact analysis is premised on
the approval and construction of all of the reasonably foreseeable projects identified in this analysis.

Geographic Scope and Location
The geographic scope of cumulative projects is dependent on the resource topic affected and is
specifically described under each topical section below. In general, the geographic scope includes
the areas within and adjacent to the project area. However, for some resource topics, the
geographic scope can extend further, such as the greater hydrologic Alameda Creek watershed,
the regional roadway network, or the regional air basin.

Timing and Duration of Implementation
Construction of the SABPL project would span 21 months, between October 2012 and June 2014
(refer to Section 3.6.11 in Chapter 3, Project Description). For temporal impacts such as noise and
traffic, cumulative effects from other projects are considered if the planned construction of those
projects could overlap with SABPL project construction, or could occur immediately prior to or
after construction of the SABPL project, and would affect the same environmental resources.
Cumulative effects related to operations, such as operational energy consumption, are also

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR
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considered if SABPL project operations would affect the same resources as the operations of other
projects and have the potential to occur within a similar timeframe.

5.1.4.2 List of Relevant Projects
Table 5.1‐6 lists the past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects and activities within and near
the project area and provides a brief description of the projects and their expected schedules. The
table also identifies the areas of potential cumulative effects associated with each of the cumulative
projects. Figure 5.1‐1 shows the general location of the cumulative projects listed. The cumulative
impact analysis is presented under each resource topic in the subsections that follow. A summary of
all cumulative impacts is provided in Chapter 6, Section 6.2. The projects listed in Table 5.1‐6
include projects proposed by the SFPUC and other parties that would potentially contribute to
cumulative impacts when considered together with the SABPL project. The list of projects was
developed through: personal communications with Alameda Creek Water District (ACWD) staff;
reviewing available information on the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) website;
reviewing available information on the Alameda County Planning Department website; reviewing
information provided by the SFPUC regarding their upcoming projects in the Sunol Valley;
reviewing the final lease agreement between the SFPUC and Oliver De Silva, Inc., including
provisions for the proposed expansion of the SMP‐30 area (SFPUC, 2009); and reviewing recent
environmental documents for nearby projects. These environmental documents include the
Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade Project Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration (San
Francisco Planning Department, 2008); the New Irvington Tunnel Final Environmental Impact Report
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2009a); the Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant Expansion and
Treated Water Reservoir Final Environmental Impact Report (San Francisco Planning Department,
2009b); the Calaveras Dam Replacement Project Final Environmental Impact Report (San Francisco
Planning Department, 2011); the Niles Canyon Safety Improvement Project Draft Environmental Impact
Report / Environmental Assessment (Caltrans, 2010); the State Route 84 Expressway Widening Project
Initial Study with Negative Declaration/ Environmental Assessment with Finding of No Significant Impact
(Caltrans, 2008); and the Notice of Preparation of an Environmental Impact Report for the proposed
Sunol Valley Aggregate Quarry Revised SMP‐30 in Alameda County (ACCDA, 2011).
As indicated in Table 5.1‐6, seven projects that are planned or proposed by the SFPUC, adjacent
quarry operators, or PG&E would be conducted in the general vicinity of the SABPL project and
have project areas that intersect geographically with the SABPL project area (project numbers 1
through 6, and 11, as indicated by shaded rows in Table 5.1‐6). In addition, ten of the projects in
Table 5.1‐6 have tentative construction schedules that could overlap with construction of the SABPL
project (project numbers 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 17,4 as indicated by bold text on Table 5.1‐6).
Five projects (numbers 1, 3, 4, 6, and 11 on Table 5.1‐6) intersect geographically with the SABPL
project area and could also have overlapping construction schedules. The projects with the greatest
potential to contribute to cumulative impacts in combination with the identified impacts of the
SABPL project are discussed below and described further in Table 5.1‐6.
4

Although the construction schedule for the Rubber Dam No. 1 and BART Weir Fish Passage project could
overlap with the construction schedule for the SABPL project, due to the distance between these two projects
(approximately 8 creek miles), cumulative construction impacts are not expected to result.

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR
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TABLE 5.1‐6
PROJECTS CONSIDERED IN THE CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS

Project
No.

Project Name
(Jurisdiction)

Potential Cumulative Impact
Topics

Project Description

Potentially Affected
Project Components/
Areas of Overlap

Estimated
Construction
Schedule

The SABPL project also
proposes construction of
the Alameda Creek Pump
Station, wet well and
associated improvements,
and assumes the Filter
Gallery would add one
additional pump. In the
event these improvements
are not constructed under
the SABPL project, they
would be constructed
under the Filter Gallery
project. Unless SABPL
Pumping Variant 1 is
implemented, and the
Alameda Creek Pump
Station, wet well, and
electrical control building
are not constructed or
utilized by the SABPL
project, only the Filter
Gallery project would use
the pumps at the Alameda
Creek Pump Station. If the
Filter Gallery project is
approved, its operation
would utilize the Alameda
Creek Pump Station, wet
well, and electrical control
building; the transfer
pipeline; and the overhead
powerline and electrical
transformer to power the
Alameda Creek Pump

2014 to 2016

SFPUC Projects
1

Upper Alameda
Creek Filter
Gallery
(SFPUC)

The Filter Gallery project would recover water released from or
bypassed around Calaveras Reservoir (pursuant to the instream
flow schedules for the Calaveras Dam Replacement project) and
relocate the point of diversion for water diverted at the Sunol
Filter Galleries, and reintroduce the recaptured water into the
regional water system. The Filter Gallery project would be
comprised of the following facility components:

Aesthetics, cultural resources, air
quality, utilities and service
systems, biological resources,
topsoil, hydrology and water
quality, hazardous materials,
energy resources

 An approximately 1,400‐foot‐long filter gallery beneath the
streambed of Alameda Creek between the PG&E gas pipeline
crossing and San Antonio Creek. The filter gallery would be
installed using open‐trench construction methods.

 A new pump station (Alameda Creek Pump Station) and wet
well at the northeast corner of the Alameda Creek and San
Antonio Creek confluence. A new electrical transformer and
overhead power lines would be needed to power the pump
station.

 A new treatment facility adjacent to the Alameda Creek Pump
Station to treat the recaptured water prior and introduce it into
the regional water system.

 A 36‐inch‐diameter, 1,250‐foot‐long transfer pipeline
extending between the Alameda Creek Pump Station and the
existing Sunol Pump Station Pipeline.

 Post‐construction restoration of Alameda Creek in the vicinity
of the Filter Gallery project to enhance aquatic and riparian
habitat.
(URS, 2010)

NOTES: Shaded rows indicate cumulative projects that would intersect geographically with the SABPL project area.
Bold text indicates that a cumulative project’s construction schedule could overlap with the SABPL construction schedule.
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR
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TABLE 5.1‐6 (Continued)
PROJECTS CONSIDERED IN THE CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS

Project
No.

Project Name
(Jurisdiction)

Potential Cumulative
Impact Topics

Project Description

Potentially Affected
Project Components/
Areas of Overlap

Estimated
Construction
Schedule

SFPUC Projects (cont.)
1
(cont.)

2

Station. In addition to
intersecting geographically,
including use of the North
Spoils Site and former
nursery site for permanent
spoils disposal, as well as
some of the same
construction staging areas,
the timing of construction
activities could also
overlap.
Alameda
Siphons Seismic
Reliability
Upgrade
(SFPUC)

The Alameda Siphons project extends approximately 3,000 feet from
the Alameda East Portal across the Calaveras fault and from
Alameda Creek to the Alameda West Portal. The project includes:

 A new siphon (Alameda Siphon No. 4) comprised of a 66‐inch‐
diameter welded steel pipeline with 310 feet of a seismically
designed special trench and thicker‐walled pipe in the fault
rupture zone, and a tunnel crossing under Alameda Creek.
Alameda Siphon No. 4 was connected with the Coast Range
Tunnel near the Alameda East Portal.

Construction‐related traffic,
aesthetics, cultural resources,
noise, air quality, recreational
resources, utilities and service
systems, biological resources,
topsoil, hydrology and water
quality, hazardous materials,
energy resources

 Seismic reinforcement of the Alameda Siphon No. 2 by installing

The Alameda Siphons
project area intersects with
the SABPL project area in
the vicinity of the Sunol
Pump Station. Both projects
include the temporary
placement of spoils within
Pit F6 and permanent
placement of spoils at the
North Spoils Site.

Completed in
2011

300 feet of engineered foundation treatment at the Calaveras fault
crossing.

 Seismic upgrades and improvements to vaults and valve houses
at the Alameda East Portal, and a new connection to the Coast
Range Tunnel.

 Replacing and extending the Alameda East Portal Overflow
Pipeline and installing a new outlet structure at the southern end
of quarry Pit F6 for discharges of water through the Alameda East
Portal. (For information regarding future operation of the
Alameda East Portal Overflow Pipeline, refer to Sections 3.3.2.2
and 3.7.1 in Chapter 3, Project Description, of this EIR.)
NOTES: Shaded rows indicate cumulative projects that would intersect geographically with the SABPL project area.
Bold text indicates that a cumulative project’s construction schedule could overlap with the SABPL construction schedule.
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR
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TABLE 5.1‐6 (Continued)
PROJECTS CONSIDERED IN THE CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS

Project
No.

Project Name
(Jurisdiction)

Potential Cumulative
Impact Topics

Project Description

Potentially Affected
Project Components/
Areas of Overlap

Estimated
Construction
Schedule

Some overlap in
construction activities (i.e.,
staging areas and access
roads). Both projects could
include the permanent
placement of spoils at the
North Spoils Site.

Mid‐2010 to
mid‐2014

This project includes the
option of permanently
placing spoils generated
during construction at the
North Spoils Site. The
timing of construction
activities could overlap
with construction of the
SABPL project.

2010 to mid‐
2013

SFPUC Projects (cont.)
 Straightening of Calaveras Road in the vicinity of the Alameda

2
(cont.)

Siphons, improvements to existing access roads, a new access
road along the north side of the Alameda Siphon No. 4, and
retrofit of the bridges across Alameda Creek near the Alameda
West Portal.
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2008)

3

New Irvington
Tunnel
(SFPUC)

The NIT project would construct a new tunnel parallel to and
just south of the existing Irvington Tunnel to convey water from
the Hetch Hetchy system and the SVWTP to the Bay Area. The
project would include the following components:

 A new 18,200‐foot‐long, 10‐foot‐diameter tunnel.
 A new portal at the east end adjacent to the existing Alameda
West Portal in the Sunol Valley with connections to the
existing and proposed Alameda Siphons.
 A new portal in Fremont at the west end of the NIT, adjacent
to the existing Irvington Portal with connections to Bay
Division Pipeline Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Construction‐related traffic,
aesthetics, cultural resources,
noise, air quality, recreational
resources, utilities and service
systems, biological resources,
topsoil, hydrology and water
quality, hazardous materials,
energy resources

The tunnel is being excavated using conventional mining
methods, such as using a “road‐header” and/or “drill‐and‐blast.”
A portion of the tunnel might also be excavated using a tunnel
boring machine. Excess spoils generated during project
construction would be placed into permanent berms at the South
and North Spoils Sites.
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2009a)
4

SVWTP
Expansion and
Treated Water
Reservoir
(SFPUC)

The SVWTP Expansion project includes the following
improvements:

Construction‐related traffic,
aesthetics, cultural resources,
noise, air quality, utilities and
 Increase in the sustainable capacity of the Sunol Valley Water
service systems, biological
Treatment Plant to 160 million gallons per day by adding a new resources, topsoil, hydrology
flocculation/sedimentation basin and by retrofitting some of the and water quality, hazardous
existing filters.
materials, energy resources
 A new 17.5‐million‐gallon circular treated water reservoir and
a new 3.5‐million‐gallon rectangular chlorine contact tank on

NOTES: Shaded rows indicate cumulative projects that would intersect geographically with the SABPL project area.
Bold text indicates that a cumulative project’s construction schedule could overlap with the SABPL construction schedule.
SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR
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TABLE 5.1‐6 (Continued)
PROJECTS CONSIDERED IN THE CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS

Project
No.

Project Name
(Jurisdiction)

Project Description

Potential Cumulative
Impact Topics

Potentially Affected
Project Components/
Areas of Overlap

Estimated
Construction
Schedule

Construction‐related traffic,
noise, air quality, biological
resources, hydrology and water
quality, hazardous materials,
energy resources

This project is located
within the SABPL project
area at the southern end of
the proposed backup
pipeline alignment.

Completed in
late 2010

SFPUC Projects (cont.)
the northern portion of the existing plant site. Roughly 350,000
cubic yards of excavated material would be removed from the
plant for disposal.

4
(cont.)

 New chemical storage and feed facilities for disinfection,

including sodium hypochlorite and ammonia as well as new
fluoride facilities.
 Construction of approximately 2,700 feet of 78‐inch‐diameter

pipe to connect the new treated water reservoir to the existing
plant discharge pipeline, which would require a tunnel
crossing of Alameda Creek.
 Miscellaneous plant improvements, including: a new

emergency generator and improvements to the plant electrical
system and substation; an upgrade of the instrumentation and
controls; a new filter washwater recovery basin; improvements
to the flow distribution structure and associated facilities;
improvements to the influent chemical mixing system; and
replacement in‐kind of existing chemical tanks.
 Habitat creation and restoration actions on CCSF‐owned lands

that are zoned for agricultural uses and/or leased for grazing
lands.
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2009b)
5

San Antonio
Pump Station
Upgrade
(SFPUC)

This project would replace three corroded electrical pumps with
three 1,000‐horsepower electrical pumps; install two 1.5‐megawatt
standby electrical generators and seismically retrofit the existing
pump station building by extending the foundation and shotcreting
the building exterior. Two temporary staging areas would be located
adjacent to the San Antonio Pump Station and the Sunol Valley
Chloramination Facility. No grading or excavation is necessary to
accommodate the proposed staging areas.
(SFPUC, 2010c)

NOTES: Shaded rows indicate cumulative projects that would intersect geographically with the SABPL project area.
Bold text indicates that a cumulative project’s construction schedule could overlap with the SABPL construction schedule.
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TABLE 5.1‐6 (Continued)
PROJECTS CONSIDERED IN THE CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS

Project
No.

Project Name
(Jurisdiction)

Potential Cumulative
Impact Topics

Project Description

Potentially Affected
Project Components/
Areas of Overlap

Estimated
Construction
Schedule

The existing San Antonio
Pipeline and the proposed
backup pipeline would be
subject to these periodic
inspection activities.

Ongoing

None

Completed late
2009

SFPUC Projects (cont.)
6

Various
Pipeline
[Various Inspection
locations; Projects
not
shown
(SFPUC)
on Figure
5.1‐1]

SFPUC pipeline inspections consist of internal evaluations of the Hydrology and water quality,
pipe network. Pipelines are accessed via existing access ports. It
hazards and hazardous
is necessary to dewater the pipe before the inspection, and later
materials, traffic
disinfect the pipe before refilling it. The pipes are typically
dewatered through existing air valves, and discharges are made
in accordance with an existing National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System permit for the SFPUC drinking water
transmission system (Regional Water Quality Control Board
Order No. R2‐2008‐0102) and would be subject to inspection and
water quality best management practices. In rare cases, a minor
amount of excavation may be necessary to gain access to the
pipeline. Pipelines that could require inspection in the Sunol
Valley include the San Antonio Pipeline, Calaveras Pipeline, and
Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3, with dewatering discharges to
either San Antonio or Alameda Creeks.
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2009b)

7

San Antonio
Reservoir
Hypolimnetic
Oxygenation
System
(SFPUC)

This project is designed to reduce excessive buildup of nutrients in
the deepest layer of water in San Antonio Reservoir, thereby
inhibiting future algal blooms; reduce the formation of iron,
manganese, and hydrogen sulfide that results from a lack of
oxygen in the reservoir; and maintain necessary oxygen
concentration in the deepest layers of the reservoir to increase the
usable habitat for coldwater fish. Project components include
concrete pads for facilities, parking, and access roads; tanks;
vaporizers; valves; piping and other associated structures;
underground electrical supply line; and oxygen lines and diffusers
suspended at specified depths within the reservoir.

Biological resources, hydrology
and water quality

(San Francisco Planning Department, 2009a)

NOTES: Shaded rows indicate cumulative projects that would intersect geographically with the SABPL project area.
Bold text indicates that a cumulative project’s construction schedule could overlap with the SABPL construction schedule.
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TABLE 5.1‐6 (Continued)
PROJECTS CONSIDERED IN THE CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS

Project
No.

Project Name
(Jurisdiction)

Potential Cumulative
Impact Topics

Project Description

Potentially Affected
Project Components/
Areas of Overlap

Estimated
Construction
Schedule

Construction schedule
would overlap with the
SABPL project.

2011 to 2016

SFPUC Projects (cont.)
8

Calaveras Dam
Replacement
(SFPUC)

The project would provide for planning, design, and construction
of a replacement dam at the Calaveras Reservoir to meet seismic
safety requirements. The new dam would provide for a reservoir
with the same storage capacity as the original reservoir (96,850
acre‐feet), but the replacement dam would be designed to
accommodate a potential enlargement of the dam in the future.
The project would include the following improvements:

Construction‐related traffic,
cultural resources, air quality,
biological resources, fisheries,
water quality

 Regrading of the existing dam and construction of a new earth

and rock‐fill dam.
 Replacing the existing spillway, stilling basin, and intake

tower to increase seismic safety and improve operations and
maintenance.
 Installation of new outlet valves at the base of the dam for

fishery releases and installation of fish screens on the existing
adits.
 Construction of a bypass tunnel at the Alameda Creek

Diversion Dam (ACDD), a fish screen on the Alameda Creek
Diversion Tunnel, and a fish ladder around the ACDD.
 New or rehabilitated outlet works.
 Electrical distribution line upgrade between Milpitas and

Calaveras Dam.
 Long‐term implementation of minimum instream flow

schedules for Alameda Creek below the ACDD and for
Calaveras Creek below Calaveras Dam.
 Habitat creation and restoration actions on CCSF‐owned lands

that are zoned for agricultural uses and/or leased for grazing
lands.
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2011; SFPUC, 2011)

NOTES: Shaded rows indicate cumulative projects that would intersect geographically with the SABPL project area.
Bold text indicates that a cumulative project’s construction schedule could overlap with the SABPL construction schedule.
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TABLE 5.1‐6 (Continued)
PROJECTS CONSIDERED IN THE CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS

Project
No.

Project Name
(Jurisdiction)

Potentially Affected
Project Components/
Areas of Overlap

Estimated
Construction
Schedule

Air quality, biological resources,
hydrology and water quality,
energy resources

None

2014

Air quality, biological resources,
hydrology and water quality,
energy resources

None

Construction of
the projects in
Reach 10
occurred in
2008 to 2010.

Aesthetics, cultural resources, air
quality, biological resources,
topsoil, hydrology and water
quality, hazardous materials,
energy resources

The existing SMP‐30 area
and the proposed SMP‐30
expansion area intersect
geographically with the
SABPL project area. It is
possible that construction
activities associated with
the proposed
improvements would
coincide with the timing of
construction for the
SABPL project.

The
construction
schedule for
the proposed
improvements
is unknown.

Potential Cumulative
Impact Topics

Project Description

Non‐SFPUC Projects
9

Geary Road
Bridge
Replacement
(SFPUC)

Replacement of the existing timber bridge and construction of a
new steel bridge at the end of Geary Road crossing Alameda
Creek in the Sunol Regional Wilderness on lands owned by the
CCSF and operated by the East Bay Regional Park District.
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2011)

10

Stream
Management
Master Plan
Improvements
(Zone 7 Water
Agency)

The Stream Management Master Plan includes implementation of 49
projects over the next 20 years throughout the Zone 7 service area (in
the Tri‐Valley Area). Reach 10 includes Arroyo de la Laguna;
proposed activities include bank stabilization and protection
features, grading and terracing of eroded banks, riparian corridor
enhancement for 3,000 feet, and removal of barriers to steelhead fish
migration.
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2009a)

11

SMP‐30 Quarry
Expansion and
Cutoff Wall
(Oliver De
Silva, Inc.)

This project proposes to expand the active mining area permitted
under SMP‐30 by 58 acres, for a total of 367 acres. A new asphalt
batch plant and new concrete plant would be constructed on‐site
for processing and production of the mined materials. In addition,
the quarry operator would install an approximately 7,800‐foot‐
long, 35‐ to 45‐foot‐deep cutoff wall along the west bank of
Alameda Creek and the south bank of San Antonio Creek to
reduce the lateral flow of water from surface waters into active
mining areas. The quarry operator would also restore the same
banks of Alameda and San Antonio Creeks by planting native
vegetation. This project is contingent upon extension of the
existing lease agreement between the SFPUC and Oliver De Silva,
Inc., and permit approvals from Alameda County for the expanded
mining area.

Active mining
would be
extended
30 years, from
2021 to 2039.

(SFPUC, 2009; ACCDA, 2011)

NOTES: Shaded rows indicate cumulative projects that would intersect geographically with the SABPL project area.
Bold text indicates that a cumulative project’s construction schedule could overlap with the SABPL construction schedule.
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TABLE 5.1‐6 (Continued)
PROJECTS CONSIDERED IN THE CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS

Project
No.

Project Name
(Jurisdiction)

Potentially Affected
Project Components/
Areas of Overlap

Estimated
Construction
Schedule

None

Completed in
2009

None

2011 to 2013

None

Completed in
2010

Traffic, air quality, hydrology
and water quality, biological
resources, energy resources

This project is located less
than 1 mile north of the
SABPL project.
Construction schedule
would overlap with
construction of SABPL
project.

2012 to 2014

Aesthetics, air quality, biological
resources, hydrology and water
quality, energy resources

None

TBD

Potential Cumulative
Impact Topics

Project Description

Non‐SFPUC Projects (cont.)
12

State Route 84
Safety Project
(Alameda
County)

Roadway improvements along State Route 84 (SR 84) between the
Rosewarnes Bridge and Farwell Bridge include: widening road
shoulders; improving site distance and vertical clearances at
bridges; and installing a retaining wall along a section of Alameda
Creek.

Air quality, biological resources,
hydrology and water quality,
energy resources

(San Francisco Planning Department, 2009a)
13

State Route 84
Expressway
Widening
Project
(Alameda
County)

14

15

(Caltrans, 2008; ACTIA, 2010a)

I‐680 High
Occupancy
Vehicle (HOV)
Lane

Construction of a southbound and northbound HOV lane on the I‐ Air quality, biological resources,
680 Sunol grade with ramp metering and an auxiliary lane from SR hydrology and water quality,
84 to the Montague Expressway. This project would alleviate traffic energy resources
congestion along I‐680.

(Alameda
County)

(San Francisco Planning Department, 2009a; ACTIA, 2010b)

Niles Canyon
Safety
Improvement

This project would widen and straighten a 4.4‐mile segment of
SR 84 between the Alameda Creek Bridge and I‐680. The project
would improve traffic safety by improving sight distances and
providing a standard road shoulder width.

(Alameda
County)

16

Air quality, biological resources,
Widening of SR 84 (Isabel Avenue) from four to six lanes from
hydrology and water quality,
Jack London Boulevard in Livermore through the Isabel
Avenue/Vallecitos Road intersection. Project would add capacity, energy resources
reduce congestion, improve local circulation, and eventually tie
into the Isabel Avenue/I‐580 interchange project.

PG&E Gas
Pipeline
Crossing
(PG&E)

(Caltrans, 2010)

Modify the cement‐armored PG&E gas pipeline crossing of
Alameda Creek in the Sunol Valley above the confluence of San
Antonio Creek, which would eliminate a barrier to fish migration
at most creek flow levels. The project involves modification of the
concrete mat or construction of a fish ladder to allow fish passage.
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2011)

NOTES: Shaded rows indicate cumulative projects that would intersect geographically with the SABPL project area.
Bold text indicates that a cumulative project’s construction schedule could overlap with the SABPL construction schedule.
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TABLE 5.1‐6 (Continued)
PROJECTS CONSIDERED IN THE CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS

Project
No.

Project Name
(Jurisdiction)

Project Description

Potential Cumulative
Impact Topics

Potentially Affected
Project Components/
Areas of Overlap

Estimated
Construction
Schedule

Biological resources

None

2014 to 2015

Non‐SFPUC Projects (cont.)
17

a

Rubber Dam
No. 1 and BART
Weir Fish
Passage Projecta

This project, located approximately 8 miles downstream of the
SABPL project area in Fremont, would install a fish ladder at the
ACWD’s Rubber Dam No. 1 and Bay Area Rapid Transportation
(BART) weir to facilitate fish migration in lower Alameda Creek.

(ACWD and
Alameda
County Flood
Control and
Water
Conservation
District)

(Wooding, 2011)

Implementation of this cumulative project, in combination with implementation of the SABPL project, would not be expected to result in adverse cumulative effects due to the
limited scale and distance from the SABPL project. However, the Rubber Dam No. 1 and BART Weir Fish Passage project is relevant to the cumulative impact analysis for biological
resources because implementation of this project would facilitate the restoration of steelhead along Alameda Creek in the SABPL project vicinity.

NOTES: Shaded rows indicate cumulative projects that would intersect geographically with the SABPL project area.
Bold text indicates that a cumulative project’s construction schedule could overlap with the SABPL construction schedule.
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SFPUC Upper Alameda Creek Filter Gallery (Filter Gallery project). This SFPUC project
proposes to construct an infiltration gallery beneath the streambed of Alameda Creek,
between the San Antonio Creek confluence and the PG&E gas pipeline crossing, to recover
water that will be released from or bypassed around Calaveras Reservoir. Although the
two projects have independent utility and have different objectives, the Filter Gallery
project also proposes to construct the following facility components proposed under the
SABPL project, including: the proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station (including the wet
well and electrical control building, powered by overhead lines and electrical transformer);
the transfer pipeline; and permanent access road improvements. For the purpose of this
analysis, these proposed SABPL project components would also be utilized for operation of
the Filter Gallery project, if implemented.
The Filter Gallery project area intersects geographically with the SABPL project area in the
vicinity of quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West. Both projects would use Staging Areas C and D
and could include the permanent placement of spoils in earthen berms at the North Spoils
Site and former nursery site located east of Pit F3‐East (URS, 2010). The preliminary
construction schedule for the Filter Gallery project indicates construction would occur for
approximately 1.5 years, between 2014 and 2016. Therefore, construction activities
associated with the Filter Gallery project are anticipated to overlap with construction of the
SABPL project.



SFPUC Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade Project (Alameda Siphons project). This
SFPUC project includes construction of a new siphon (Alameda Siphon No. 4) between the
Alameda East and West Portals; seismic reinforcement of the Alameda Siphon No. 2 at the
Calaveras fault; seismic improvements at the Alameda East Portal; straightening of Calaveras
Road in the vicinity of the Alameda Siphons; and extension of the Alameda East Portal
Overflow Pipeline to quarry Pit F6. Like the SABPL project, spoils generated during
construction of the Alameda Siphons project could be permanently placed in the North
Spoils Site or temporarily stored in the SMP‐30 area (Pit F6) for subsequent resale and reuse.
The Alameda Siphons project area intersects geographically with the SABPL project area in
the vicinity of the San Antonio Pump Station and the proposed chemical facility.
Construction of the Alameda Siphons project began in 2009 and is expected to be complete in
late 2011, before construction of the SABPL project begins (San Francisco Planning
Department, 2008). Construction activities associated with the Alameda Siphons project have
changed the physical conditions in some portions of the SABPL project area as a result of site
clearing, tree removal, grading, etc. In addition, spoils generated during construction of the
Alameda Siphons project have been placed in an earthen berm at the North Spoils Site.



SFPUC New Irvington Tunnel Project (NIT project). The NIT project includes construction of a
new 3.5‐mile water transmission tunnel between the Alameda West Portal in the Sunol
Valley and the Irvington Portal in Fremont. Most of the construction activities for the NIT
project would occur west of the SABPL project, with the closest permanent improvements
located at the Alameda West Portal, approximately 700 feet to the west of the southern
backup pipeline alignment. Construction activities in the immediate vicinity of the SABPL
project area include construction of new permanent access roads and bridges across
Alameda Creek, and installation of a temporary bridge at San Antonio Creek for access to
the North Spoils Site during construction. The proposed backup pipeline alignment would
traverse a staging area and a permanent spoils disposal site (South Spoils Site) associated
with the NIT project, and the temporary access road to the North Spoils Site for the NIT
project would traverse the SABPL project area. Like the SABPL project, the NIT project
includes the permanent placement of spoils at the North Spoils Site (San Francisco
Planning Department, 2009a). Construction of the NIT project began in 2010 and is
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expected to be complete in 2014 (SFPUC, 2010a). Thus, construction of the NIT project is
anticipated to overlap with construction of the SABPL project. Construction activities
associated with the NIT project have changed the physical conditions in some portions of
the project area as a result of site clearing, tree removal, grading, etc. In addition, spoils
generated during construction of the NIT project have been placed in an earthen berm at
the North Spoils Site.


SFPUC Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant Expansion and Treated Water Reservoir Project
(SVWTP Expansion project). This SFPUC project includes construction of a treated water
reservoir and improvements to the SVWTP to increase treatment capacity. The SVWTP
Expansion project is located on Calaveras Road, approximately 1 mile south of the SABPL
project. Like the SABPL project, spoils generated during construction of the SVWTP
Expansion project could be permanently placed at the North Spoils Site. In addition, the
SVWTP Expansion project also analyzed the option of placing spoils in Pit F3‐West and Pit
F2‐West, assuming the lease between the SFPUC and Hanson Aggregates for the SMP‐24
area is terminated before construction is completed. Since the SFPUC intends to extend this
lease (discussed in Section 3.4 of Chapter 3, Project Description, of this EIR), the cumulative
analysis in this EIR assumes that spoils will not be placed in these quarry pits but rather at
one of the two additional spoils disposal sites near the SVWTP (San Francisco Planning
Department, 2009b). Construction of the SVWTP Expansion project began in 2010 and is
expected to be complete in 2013 (SFPUC, 2010b); thus, the construction schedule is
anticipated to overlap with construction of the SABPL project. Spoils generated during
construction of the SVWTP Expansion project have been placed in an earthen berm at the
North Spoils Site.



SFPUC San Antonio Pump Station Upgrade. This SFPUC project includes internal upgrades
to the pump station and seismic retrofits to the pump station building (i.e., reinforcing the
interior walls with shotcrete, extending the foundation, and connecting the roof to the
walls). Construction of the San Antonio Pump Station Upgrade project began in early 2010
and is expected to be complete by late 2011 (SFPUC, 2010c), before construction of the
SABPL project begins. The San Antonio Pump Station is located within the SABPL project
area at the southern terminus of the proposed backup pipeline; thus, this project could
contribute to cumulative impacts at the southern portion of the project area.
SMP‐30 Quarry Expansion and Cutoff Wall (SMP‐30 Expansion project). The SMP‐30 area is
within CCSF‐owned land that is currently leased to, and operated by, Oliver de Silva, Inc.
The quarry company is seeking to expand the sand and gravel mining area currently
permitted under SMP‐30 by 58 acres, for a total of 367 acres, as well as construct an asphalt
batch plant and concrete batch plant onsite. Implementation of the project is contingent on
an extension of a lease agreement between the SFPUC and Oliver de Silva, Inc. for the
SMP‐30 expansion area and permit approvals from Alameda County for the expanded
mining area. As conditions of the extended lease agreement and expansion, the quarry
operator would be required to construct a cutoff wall along the western and northern
boundaries of the SMP‐30 area to reduce the inflow of water from Alameda and
San Antonio Creeks into active SMP‐30 mining pits, and also to implement creek
restoration improvements along the same creek banks (SFPUC, 2009). Figure 5.1‐2 shows
the existing SMP boundaries and the planned SMP‐30 expansion area. Although the
construction schedule for the improvements proposed under the SMP‐30 Expansion project
is not known at this time, it is possible that construction activities could overlap with
construction of the SABPL project. Furthermore, due to the close proximity of the two
projects and the potential for the project areas to intersect geographically at the location
where the proposed backup pipeline crosses San Antonio Creek, this project could affect
similar resources and contribute to cumulative impacts.
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5.2 Land Use
This section describes existing land uses in the vicinity of the proposed San Antonio Backup
Pipeline (SABPL) project and evaluates the potential land use impacts of the proposed project.
Mitigation measures to avoid or reduce adverse impacts are identified, as appropriate. Impacts
on recreational land uses are evaluated in Section 5.11, Recreation.

5.2.1 Setting
5.2.1.1 Existing Land Use
The project site is located within the Sunol Valley in unincorporated Alameda County, east of
Interstate 680 (I‐680) and south of the junction of I‐680 and State Route 84 (SR 84) on Alameda
watershed lands owned by the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF) and managed by the
SFPUC. The Alameda watershed is largely undeveloped and consists primarily of rolling grassland
and scattered oak woodlands. Existing SFPUC facilities within the Sunol Valley include water
supply storage facilities (Calaveras and San Antonio Reservoirs); numerous transmission facilities
(including the Alameda Siphons, Coast Range and Irvington Tunnels, Calaveras Pipeline,
San Antonio Pipeline, and San Antonio Pump Station); and water treatment facilities (Sunol Valley
Water Treatment Plant [SVWTP], Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility, a fluoride facility, and the
existing chemical facility) (see Figures 3‐1 and 3‐2 in Chapter 3, Project Description).
Other land uses in the vicinity of the proposed project include gravel mining operations,
commercial nurseries, grazing land, and regional open space. Two commercial gravel quarries,
operated by Hanson Aggregates and Oliver De Silva, Inc. under Surface Mining Permit 24 (SMP‐
24) and Surface Mining Permit 30 (SMP‐30), respectively, are located along Alameda Creek
between the Alameda Siphons to the south and I‐680 to the north. Both Hanson Aggregates and
Oliver De Silva lease Alameda watershed lands from the CCSF. There are two former commercial
nursery sites within the project area: the former nursery within Staging Area C and the work
platform for the cutoff wall was vacated in 2010 (see Figures 3‐4 through 3‐6), and the former
nursery between Pit F6 and Calaveras Road was vacated in 2009 (see Figure 3‐3). As described in
Section 5.19, Agriculture and Forest Resources, the California Department of Conservation has
mapped a portion of the SABPL project area (i.e., the former nursery within Staging Area C) as
Unique Farmland and the remainder of the project area as Grazing Land and Other Land1 (CDC,
2011). In addition, there are two private residences in the immediate project vicinity: a SFPUC
watershed keeper’s residence near the Alameda East Portal, approximately 225 feet east of
Calaveras Road and the project area; and a private ranch residence (Garcia residence),
approximately 1,300 feet southwest of the project area. Three public parks and open space areas
managed by the East Bay Regional Park District (EBRPD) are located within 5 miles of the project
area. The Sunol Regional Wilderness is the closest EBRPD park to the project area; the closest

1

This classification is used for predominantly undeveloped land that is not considered suitable for agriculture or
grazing and can include brush, timber, wetlands, confined livestock areas, strip mines, gravel pits, and other
land types.
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hiking trail is approximately 1.2 miles to the southeast. The nearest urban areas are the
unincorporated town of Sunol, approximately 1 mile northwest of the project area, and the city of
Fremont, approximately 4 miles to the west.

5.2.2 Regulatory Framework
5.2.2.1 Federal Regulations
No federal land use regulations directly apply to the proposed project.

5.2.2.2 State Regulations
No state land use regulations directly apply to the proposed project.

5.2.2.3 Local Regulations
Under California Government Code Section 53090, et seq., the SFPUC receives intergovernmental
immunity from city and county zoning and building ordinances. Refer to Chapter 4, Plans and
Policies, for a discussion of the regulatory setting related to land use plans and policies and more
detailed information concerning intergovernmental immunity.

5.2.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.2.3.1 Significance Criteria
The CCSF has not formally adopted significance standards for impacts related to land use, but
generally considers that implementation of the proposed project would have a significant impact
if it were to:


Physically divide an established community;



Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including but not limited to the general plan, specific plan,
local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect;



Have a substantial impact on the existing character of the vicinity; or



Substantially disrupt or displace existing land uses or land use activities.

5.2.3.2 Approach to Analysis
Due to the nature of the proposed project, there would be no impacts related to the first
significance criterion; therefore, no impact discussion is provided for this topic for the reasons
described below. In addition, there would be no long‐term or operational impacts related to the
second significance criterion for the reasons described below; therefore, the impact discussion for
this topic focuses on the potential effects of project construction. The criterion related to conflicts
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with land use plans, policies, or regulations is applicable to the proposed project but is evaluated
in Chapter 4, Plans and Policies.


Physically Divide an Established Community. The project area is located in a largely
undeveloped area of the Sunol Valley and is not within an established community. The
proposed backup pipeline alignment, 12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline to the town of
Sunol, transfer pipeline, and dewatering pipeline would be constructed underground.
Aboveground structures that would be constructed under the proposed project include the
new chemical facility, Alameda Creek Pump Station, two electrical control buildings,
discharge facility at Pit F3‐East, electrical transformer, overhead powerlines, and various
access manholes and vaults. None of the project components would divide an established
community or divide established land uses. Thus, the criterion related to the division of an
established community is not applicable to the proposed project and is not discussed
further.



Substantially Disrupt or Displace Existing Land Uses or Land Use Activities During Project
Operations. Long‐term impacts related to land use disruption would occur if the SABPL
project permanently displaced or disrupted established land uses due to project siting or
operation. Most of the proposed facilities and improvements would be constructed
underground and would not permanently displace existing land uses nor disrupt access to
existing land uses. The aboveground facilities near the southern terminus of the backup
pipeline would be within an area already used for SFPUC water supply facilities. The
discharge valve vault and electrical control building would share a parcel with another
CCSF‐owned facility—the HHWP Calaveras Substation—and would not displace existing
land uses. Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, where all other aboveground facilities are proposed,
are no longer actively mined; the pits are used by Hanson Aggregates for water storage
and management to support active mining operations in the SMP‐32 area. As discussed in
Section 3.4 in Chapter 3, Project Description, the SFPUC would work cooperatively with
Hanson Aggregates to manage water levels in the quarry pits. Therefore, no impact related
to the permanent disruption or displacement of existing land uses would result from
facility siting. Periodic operations review and maintenance of the proposed facilities would
be similar to existing conditions and also would not disrupt or displace existing land uses
or land use activities. Therefore, there would be no impact related to the permanent
disruption or displacement of existing land uses resulting from facility siting or operations.
Thus, the criterion related to the displacement or disruption of established land uses or
land use activities is not applicable to facility siting or project operations, and is discussed
below only as it relates to project construction (see Impact LU‐2).

This analysis considers the proposed project’s potential to adversely affect the existing character
of the vicinity and the project’s potential to substantially disrupt or displace existing land uses or
land use activities. It evaluates the potential for temporary, indirect impacts on land use during
construction as well as long‐term impacts resulting from project siting and operations.
Construction activities could generate a combination of short‐term effects, including emissions of
criteria air pollutants, increased noise levels, traffic safety hazards, and impeded access related to
traffic congestion and detours. These effects could indirectly disturb or disrupt land uses in the
vicinity of the project area in a way that substantially alters the land use character. The direct
physical impacts related to each of these topics are discussed separately in Sections 5.6,
Transportation and Circulation; 5.7, Noise and Vibration; and 5.8, Air Quality. Long‐term effects
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on the existing land use character in the project vicinity could occur if the project resulted in a
long‐term change in land use that was incompatible or conflicted with established land uses.

5.2.3.3 Summary of Impacts
Table 5.2‐1 lists the project’s land use impacts and significance determinations.
TABLE 5.2‐1
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – LAND USE
Significance
Determinations

Impacts
Impact LU‐1: Project construction would not have a substantial impact on the existing
character of the vicinity.

LS

Impact LU‐2: Project construction could substantially disrupt or displace existing land
uses or land use activities.

LSM

Impact LU‐3: Project operations would not result in substantial long‐term or permanent
impacts on the existing character of the vicinity.
Impact C‐LU: Project construction would result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative impacts on existing land uses.

LS
LSM

LS = Less than Significant impact, no mitigation required
LSM = Less than Significant impact with Mitigation

5.2.3.4 Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact LU‐1: Project construction would not have a substantial impact on the existing
character of the vicinity. (Less than Significant)
Temporary adverse impacts on the character of the project area could occur if the project
substantially disturbed existing land uses or impeded access to land uses during construction.
Project construction activities would take place over an approximately 21‐month period.
Construction activities associated with the proposed project would involve the operation of diesel‐
powered construction equipment and vehicles and would increase noise, traffic, and emissions of
criteria air pollutants. However, these disruptions would be temporary, and the types of
construction equipment and vehicles would be similar to those being used for existing operations at
the adjacent aggregate quarries. Thus, the land use character of the project vicinity during
construction of the SABPL project would be similar to, and consistent with, the existing land use
character of the vicinity. The closest sensitive residential receptor, the SFPUC watershed keeper’s
residence near the Alameda East Portal, is 225 feet from the project area. Project construction
activities would result in short‐term noise increases and emissions of criteria pollutants (refer to the
discussions under Impact NO‐1 in Section 5.7, Noise and Vibration, and under Impact AQ‐1 in
Section 5.8, Air Quality); however, due to the distance between project activities and sensitive
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receptors and because the types of equipment used for SABPL project construction would be
similar to the equipment used for operations at the adjacent quarries, these indirect noise and air
quality impacts would not substantially alter the land use character of the project vicinity.
Project construction activities would result in construction vehicles traveling to and from the project
area along Calaveras Road during construction. Construction vehicle traffic could result in
increased traffic safety hazards for automobiles, bicyclists, and pedestrians traveling along
Calaveras Road, as well as temporary traffic delays associated with construction vehicles—which
have a wider turning radius than automobiles—as they turn west into the quarry access roads. As
discussed under Impact TR‐1 in Section 5.6, Transportation and Circulation, short‐term increases
in traffic volumes on Calaveras Road during construction of the SABPL project would not
substantially affect existing traffic levels or roadway capacity. Although construction‐related
vehicle trips would increase traffic safety hazards for pedestrians and bicyclists on Calaveras
Road (see Impact TR‐3 in Section 5.6), this effect would not substantially change the land use
character of the vicinity, because the potential for conflicts and increased traffic safety hazards
would have a limited effect on land use. Therefore, the indirect effects of project‐related
construction noise, emissions of criteria pollutants, traffic safety hazards, and construction traffic
would not substantially alter the existing character of the project vicinity. This land use impact
would be less than significant, and no mitigation is necessary.
_________________________
Impact LU‐2: Project construction could substantially disrupt or displace existing land uses or
land use activities. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
Temporary land use disturbance adjacent to construction activities could result from a combination
of effects, including noise, vibration, dust, traffic delays, and/or access disruption. Each of these
potential construction effects is evaluated separately in Sections 5.6, Transportation and Circulation;
5.7, Noise and Vibration; and 5.8, Air Quality; however, the intensity or potential combination of
these construction effects is considered in this section as a land use disruption issue. Land use
displacement would occur if implementation of the project required temporary relocation of
existing land uses to accommodate construction, or temporarily restricted land use activities.
As described in Section 5.2.1, above, existing land uses in the vicinity of the project area include
SFPUC water supply facilities, two gravel quarries (the SMP‐30 and SMP‐24 areas), private
residences, the Hetch Hetchy Water & Power (HHWP) Calaveras Substation, grazing land, and
regional open space. The proposed facilities, most of which would be constructed underground,
are located among other SFPUC facilities or within vacant areas. Construction staging areas
would be located on CCSF‐owned lands that are bordered by SFPUC facilities and active quarry
areas, or are in proximity to private residences.
Throughout the approximately 21‐month construction period, temporary disruption of existing
land uses could occur from adjacent construction activities and associated effects, such as increases
in noise, traffic safety hazards, and emissions of criteria pollutants. The combination of
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construction‐related noise and dust/exhaust emissions could adversely affect daytime land use
activities (i.e., reading or watching television) at the nearby residences. In addition, project
construction would increase vehicle and truck traffic along Calaveras Road, which would generate
noise and diesel emissions and potentially increase traffic safety risks for adjacent land uses (due to
the increased potential for conflicts between construction vehicles and non‐construction‐related
automobiles, as discussed under Impact TR‐3 in Section 5.6, Transportation and Circulation).
Construction‐related noise, air quality, and traffic safety effects along Calaveras Road could
combine to substantially disrupt existing land uses, and the impact on existing land uses would
be potentially significant. However, temporary disruption impacts could be reduced to a less‐
than‐significant level through implementation of the mitigation measures identified below.
Mitigation Measure M‐TR‐3: Traffic Control Plan.
(See Impact TR‐3 in Section 5.6, Traffic and Circulation, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐NO‐1: Administrative and Source Controls.
(See Impact NO‐1 in Section 5.7, Noise and Vibration, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1a: BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures.
(See Impact AQ‐1 in Section 5.8, Air Quality, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1b: BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for
NOx Reduction.
(See Impact AQ‐1 in Section 5.8, Air Quality, for description.)
These measures would reduce the potential for land use disruption by addressing: traffic hazards
through safety protocols and traffic control measures to maintain safe traffic flow along
Calaveras Road; indirect noise impacts through implementation of noise control measures during
construction; and temporary increases in air emissions for nearby residences by requiring
construction practices that limit fugitive dust and exhaust emissions. Therefore, this impact
would be less than significant with mitigation.
_________________________

5.2.3.5 Operational Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact LU‐3: Project operations would not result in substantial long‐term or permanent
impacts on the existing character of the vicinity. (Less than Significant)
Impacts on the existing land use character in the project vicinity could occur if the SABPL project
resulted in a long‐term change in land use that would be incompatible or conflict with
established land uses.
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The proposed SABPL project would be constructed entirely within lands owned by the CCSF.
Project components that would be installed below ground would not be visible and therefore
would not substantially alter the existing character of the project area. For instance, the backup
pipeline, water pipeline to the town of Sunol, transfer pipeline, dewatering pipeline, and cutoff
wall around quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West would be constructed underground and would not
be visible upon the completion of construction. Underground project components would not
result in long‐term or permanent impacts on the existing land use character of the vicinity.
Some aboveground facilities of the proposed project would be visible and could potentially affect
the existing character of the project vicinity. Project facilities that would rise approximately one
story above ground include: the new chemical facility, Alameda Creek Pump Station; two
electrical control buildings; three air gaps; electrical transformer; and overhead powerlines
between the HHWP Calaveras Substation and the Alameda Creek Pump Station, and between
the substation and the electrical control building for the discharge facility at Pit F3‐East. Elements
that would rise no higher than 3 feet above ground include the blowoff valves, air release valves,
flow meter, sampling station, and portions of the discharge facility at Pit F3‐East.
All of these aboveground elements would be located near other SFPUC water infrastructure and
would be relatively small in scale when compared to existing features in the area, such as SFPUC
water supply facilities (e.g., Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility, existing fluoride facility,
San Antonio Pump Station, Alameda East Portal) and the large quarry pits and equipment
associated with the gravel quarries. More specifically, the new chemical facility would be
adjacent to other SFPUC buildings of similar size and appearance, and therefore would not
substantially affect the character of the vicinity. The new 15‐foot‐long, 15‐foot‐wide, and 16‐foot‐
tall electrical control building on the south side of San Antonio Creek would be near several
existing overhead electrical transmission towers and the HHWP Calaveras Substation, all of
which are larger and more prominent than the proposed electrical control building, and therefore
this building would not substantially alter the character of the project vicinity.
A portion of the excess spoils generated during project construction could be permanently placed
in an earthen berm at the North Spoils Site and in an earthen berm at the former nursery site
located to the east of Pit F3‐East within Staging Area C. Because the earthen berms would be set
back from Calaveras Road and would not tower over the road, and because they would be
vegetated with grass varieties that occur in the surrounding area, the earthen berms would not
substantially alter the character of the project vicinity. Thus, the land use character of the vicinity
following implementation of the proposed project would be similar to and consistent with the
existing land use character of the immediate vicinity. Therefore, the proposed project would not
substantially affect the character of the vicinity; permanent impacts on the existing character of
the project area would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
_________________________
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5.2.3.6 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1
Pumping Variant 1 would not include construction of the Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet
well, control building for the pump station, retaining wall along the southern boundary of the
pump station site adjacent to the access road, or the transfer pipeline; thus, the total excavation
and volume of excess spoils under this variant would be less (108,750 cubic yards of soils versus
118,250 cubic yards of soil) than that of the proposed project. However, daily truck trips related
to offsite spoils disposal would be the same as the proposed project. When compared to the
proposed project, which would include construction of the above‐mentioned facilities over
approximately five months, Pumping Variant 1 could also result in a slight reduction in
construction worker vehicle traffic during these same five months due to the elimination of these
facilities, and an overall slight reduction in haul truck traffic due to the reduction in excess spoils
associated with the elimination of these facilities. The elimination of these facilities would also
slightly reduce noise generated by construction equipment, traffic noise, traffic safety hazards,
and emissions of criteria pollutants. However, despite the reduction in these impacts, and the
associated reduction in secondary effects on land use, the overall impact conclusions and
mitigation measures identified in Section 5.2.3.4, above, would not change.
As with the proposed project, Pumping Variant 1 would not result in substantial long‐term
effects on land use character because project facilities would be similar to and consistent with
existing land uses in the immediate vicinity. Although Pumping Variant 1 would result in a slight
reduction in operational noise due to the elimination of the Alameda Creek Pump Station (noise
generated by the submersible pumps would be attenuated because these pumps would be
underground), overall operational noise impacts associated with this variant would be similar to
the proposed project. Thus, implementation of Pumping Variant 1 would not change the analysis
and conclusions presented in Section 5.2.3.5, above.

Pumping Variant 2
While the proposed project would install two low‐pressure submersible pumps adjacent to the
new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East, Pumping Variant 2 would include one high‐pressure and
one low‐pressure submersible pump at this same location. Overall, Pumping Variant 2 would
include construction of the same facilities as with the proposed project, would involve the same
construction activities and equipment, and would have the same construction schedule as the
proposed project. Thus, Pumping Variant 2 would result in the same construction‐related
impacts on land use character and disruption of land uses as those described for the proposed
project in Section 5.2.3.4, above. In addition, as with the proposed project, Pumping Variant 2
would not result in substantial long‐term effects on land use character because project facilities
would be similar to and consistent with existing land uses in the immediate vicinity. Thus,
implementation of Pumping Variant 2 would not change the analysis and conclusions presented
in Section 5.2.3.5, above.
_____________________________
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5.2.3.7 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact C‐LU: Project construction would result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to
cumulative impacts on existing land uses. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
The geographic scope for potential cumulative land use impacts encompasses land uses in the
vicinity of the SABPL project area. This area generally includes the SFPUC Alameda watershed
lands east of I‐680 and south of the I‐680 and SR 84 junction.

Construction‐Related Effects on Existing Land Use Character of the Vicinity
Cumulative impacts on the existing character of the project vicinity resulting from increases in
construction‐related noise, traffic congestion, traffic safety hazards, or emissions of criteria air
pollutants could be significant if the construction schedule for the proposed project overlapped
with the schedules for other projects in the same vicinity. As described above in Impact LU‐1, the
SABPL project would not substantially alter the existing character of the project vicinity during
construction because of the temporary nature of the construction activities and because the types
of construction equipment and vehicles would be similar to those being used for current operations
at the adjacent aggregate quarries. Construction of five of the cumulative projects identified in
Table 5.1‐6 would be located adjacent to or near the SABPL project area and could overlap in
schedule: the Upper Alameda Creek Filter Gallery (Filter Gallery) project, New Irvington Tunnel
(NIT) project, the Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant Expansion and Treated Water Reservoir
(SVWTP Expansion) project, Various Pipeline Inspection projects, and the SMP‐30 Quarry
Expansion and Cutoff Wall (SMP‐30 Expansion) project. Although construction of these projects
could overlap with construction of the SABPL project, cumulative impacts related to the existing
character of the project vicinity would remain less than significant because, as with the proposed
project, the construction activities would be temporary and the types of construction equipment
and vehicles would be similar to those used for existing operations at the adjacent aggregate
quarries. Thus, cumulative land use impacts related to the existing character of the project
vicinity during construction would be less than significant. No mitigation is necessary.

Land Use Disruption during Construction
As described in Impact LU‐2, the SABPL project would have a potentially significant impact
related to land use disruption due to the effects of construction‐related noise, air quality, and
traffic safety hazards along Calaveras Road. Construction of six cumulative projects identified in
Table 5.1‐6 could overlap in schedule with construction of the SABPL project and affect
construction‐related traffic, noise, dust, and/or diesel emissions in the Sunol Valley: the Filter
Gallery project, the NIT project, the SVWTP Expansion project, the Calaveras Dam Replacement
project, the SMP‐30 Expansion project, and various pipeline inspection projects. Because these
projects could cumulatively increase construction‐related traffic, noise, dust, and diesel emissions
in the Sunol Valley, cumulative impacts related to disruption of land uses in the Sunol Valley
during construction of these projects would be significant, and the SABPL project’s contribution
to this cumulative impact would be cumulatively considerable. As described in Impact LU‐2, the
SABPL project’s impact related to land use disruption would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant
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level with implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐TR‐3 (Traffic Control Plan) (see
Section 5.6, Traffic and Circulation, for description); M‐NO‐1 (Administrative and Source
Controls) (see Section 5.7, Noise and Vibration, for description); and M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic
Construction Measures) and M‐AQ‐1b (BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for NOX
Reduction) (see Section 5.8, Air Quality, for descriptions). These mitigation measures include
provisions to reduce construction‐related noise, air emissions, traffic, and traffic safety hazards
during construction of the SABPL project. However, even with implementation of these mitigation
measures, the SABPL project’s contribution to cumulative land use disruption impacts could
remain cumulatively considerable due to the cumulative increase in traffic safety hazards.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure C‐M‐TR (Combined Sunol Valley Traffic Control Plan),
described in Section 5.6, Traffic and Circulation, would specifically address cumulative land use
disruption impacts associated with increased traffic safety hazards by requiring the SFPUC to
coordinate the project‐specific traffic control plans of SFPUC construction projects in the Sunol
Valley and identify measures to minimize cumulative traffic‐related impacts. Therefore, with the
implementation of mitigation, the SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative impact would
not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant).

Long‐Term Effects on Existing Land Use Character of the Vicinity
Long‐term or permanent cumulative impacts on the existing character of the project vicinity
could occur if the proposed project and cumulative projects in the Sunol Valley involved the
construction of permanent aboveground facilities or altered the landscape in the same area. As
described under Impact LU‐3, above, the SABPL project would not result in long‐term adverse
effects on the existing character of the project vicinity because all of the proposed aboveground
structures would be of similar size and appearance as other SFPUC water supply facilities and
adjacent mining facilities. The Filter Gallery project, NIT project, SVWTP Expansion project,
Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade project, and San Antonio Pump Station Upgrade
project all involve construction or alteration of water supply facilities that may be publicly
visible. However, these improvements would take place in proximity to other SFPUC water
supply facilities and would be relatively small in scale when compared to existing water supply
infrastructure in the area, such as the Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility, fluoride facility,
San Antonio Pump Station, and Alameda East Portal, and when compared to the large quarry
pits, equipment, and improvements associated with the gravel quarries. The SMP‐30 Expansion
project also involves the construction of permanent aboveground facilities. However, these
aboveground improvements would not contribute to cumulative impacts related to the existing
land use character of the project vicinity because quarries and related facilities already exist in the
Sunol Valley. Further, the earthen berms at the North Spoils Site and at the former nursery site
located within Staging Area C would be set back from Calaveras Road, would not tower over the
road, and would be vegetated with grass varieties that occur in the surrounding area. Thus, no
significant cumulative land use impacts related to the existing character of the project vicinity
would occur. No mitigation is necessary.
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Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
Because implementation of either Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2 would result in
impacts that are similar to or the same as those of the proposed project (refer to Section 5.2.3.6,
Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants), the cumulative impact analysis and related conclusions
provided above would not change if either project variant is implemented.
_____________________________

5.2.4 References
California Department of Conservation (CDC), Division of Land Resource Protection, Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program, Alameda County Important Farmland 2010 (vector
digital data). Published April 2011.
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5.3 Aesthetics
This section addresses the potential aesthetic and visual quality impacts associated with
implementation of the proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project. Aesthetic
resources, commonly referred to as visual resources, are defined as the visible natural and built
landscape features that surround a project site. This section describes the existing visual setting in
the project vicinity and evaluates the potential effects of the proposed project on visual resources,
including views from designated scenic roads, scenic areas, and public view corridors.

5.3.1 Setting
The discussion below defines the terms used in the aesthetics evaluation and identifies scenic
resources, scenic routes, scenic vistas, and public view corridors in the project vicinity. For the
purpose of the aesthetics evaluation, the physical setting includes work areas, spoils sites, staging
areas, and surrounding areas from which there are views that could be affected by implementation
of the SABPL project.

5.3.1.1 Definitions
Visual character, visual quality, and visual sensitivity are three terms used throughout this
section. Visual character is the unique set of landscape features that combines to make a view,
including native landforms, water, and vegetation patterns as well as built features such as
buildings, roads, and other structures. Visual quality is the intrinsic appeal of a landscape or scene
due to the combination of natural and built features in the landscape. Natural and built features
combine to form unique perspectives with varying degrees of visual quality, which is rated in
this analysis as high, medium, or low. Visual sensitivity reflects the level of interest or concern that
the viewer has for a particular visual resource. Visual sensitivity is a measure of how noticeable
proposed changes might be in a particular setting and is determined based on the distance from a
viewer, the proposed changes, and the duration that a particular view would be available to the
viewer. Areas such as scenic vistas, parks, trails, and scenic roadways typically have high visual
quality and sensitivity because these locales appear natural, view durations are typically long,
and close‐up views are more commonly available.

5.3.1.2 Regional Setting
The SABPL project is located in the Sunol Valley in unincorporated Alameda County, within
Alameda watershed lands owned by the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF) and managed
by the SFPUC. The SFPUC Alameda watershed encompasses approximately 36,000 acres of
rolling grassland and native oak woodland within the much larger hydrologic boundary of the
Alameda Creek watershed, east of the westernmost ridgeline of the Diablo Range. Regional and
local access to the project area is provided by Calaveras Road, which runs in a north‐south
direction throughout the Sunol Valley. Other major roadways in the project vicinity include Niles
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Canyon Road1 northwest of the project area, and Interstate 680 (I‐680) and State Route 84 (SR 84),
just north of the project area. Alameda County has designated Calaveras Road and Niles Canyon
Road as scenic roads, and the portion of I‐680 nearest the project area is a state‐designated scenic
highway (Alameda County, 2002). Alameda Creek flows in a northerly direction parallel to and
approximately 1,000 to 1,200 feet west of Calaveras Road (SFPUC, 2001). Because this largely
undeveloped area offers views of rolling hills, the visual quality of the Sunol Valley region is
considered high.

5.3.1.3 Project Vicinity
Figure 5.3‐1 provides a key to photographs of the project vicinity from multiple vantage points.
In the southern portion of the project area, the SFPUC currently operates several water facilities
that have visible aboveground components; these include the San Antonio Pump Station, an
existing chemical facility, and the Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility. The SFPUC leases land
in the Sunol Valley for gravel mining and livestock grazing. Several high‐voltage transmission
towers traverse the project area, and overhead electricity lines parallel Calaveras Road. To the
east of Calaveras Road the land is largely undeveloped, consisting of grass‐covered hills
interspersed with native trees such as oaks and sycamores. One private ranch residence (Garcia
residence) is located on the valley floor approximately 1,300 feet southwest of the project area,
and the SFPUC watershed keeper occupies a residence just north of the Alameda East Portal,
approximately 225 feet east of the project area and Calaveras Road. There are no other private
residences in the project vicinity with views of the proposed facilities. Although the project area
is largely disturbed (e.g., gravel quarries, transmission towers, electricity lines, SFPUC water
supply facilities), the visual quality in the Sunol Valley is considered high because long‐range
views of hills and native vegetation are available from Calaveras Road.

Public View Corridors
From I‐680 and the Sunol Valley Golf Course, views of the project area are very distant and
indistinct, as shown in Figure 5.3‐2 (Photo 1). Motorists on I‐680 in the project vicinity have
partial views of the quarries and overhead transmission lines along the valley floor; however,
views predominantly consist of rolling, grass‐covered hills and intervening vegetation. Because
views from I‐680 are distant, indistinct, and fleeting, the viewer sensitivity from this highway is
considered low.
As previously mentioned, Calaveras Road is a county scenic road that provides primary access
throughout the project area and is heavily used by motorists and bicyclists. On the eastern side of
Calaveras Road, motorists and cyclists are afforded scenic views of rolling grasslands. Views of
the project area from Calaveras Road primarily consist of multiple transmission lines, aggregate
quarries, and SFPUC water supply facilities, as shown in Photo 2 in Figure 5.3‐2, and Photos 3
and 4 in Figure 5.3‐3. The project area is not visible from Niles Canyon Road.

1

Calaveras Road becomes Niles Canyon Road after it crosses Interstate 680.
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Figure 5.3-1
Vantage Points for Photos and Simulations

SOURCE: San Francisco Planning Department, 2009; ESA+Orion, 2011

5.3-3

Photo 1 - View looking southeast from I-680 towards the Sunol Valley.

Photo 2 - View of Staging Area B looking southwest from Calaveras Road.
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SOURCE: San Francisco Planning Department, 2009; ESA+Orion, 2011

Figure 5.3-2
Representative Photos from Public Viewing
Locations in Sunol Valley (Photos 1 and 2)
5.3-4

Photo 3 - View looking west at quarry Pit F6 from Calaveras Road.

Photo 4 - View of proposed chemical facility site looking west from Calaveras Road.
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SOURCE: San Francisco Planning Department, 2009; ESA+Orion, 2011

Figure 5.3-3
Representative Photos from Public Viewing
Locations in Sunol Valley (Photos 3 and 4)
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Views from the Garcia residence, located approximately 1,900 feet west of Calaveras Road and
approximately 1,300 feet southwest of the project area, consist of aggregate quarries and SFPUC
water facilities (such as the Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility and San Antonio Pump Station)
in the foreground and rolling hills in the background. Because the setting surrounding this
residence is already disturbed, the viewer sensitivity is considered low. Views from the SFPUC
watershed keeper’s residence (which is approximately 225 feet east of the project area and
Calaveras Road, just north of the Alameda East Portal) also include aggregate quarries and
SFPUC facilities in the foreground and hillsides in the background. Because this viewer is
accustomed to the ongoing operation of SFPUC facilities, viewer sensitivity is considered low.
The Maguire Peaks Loop Trail, located approximately 1.2 miles southeast of the project area within
the Sunol Regional Wilderness, is the nearest recreational trail to the project area. The trail offers
views of the Sunol Valley, including the southern portion of the project area and quarry Pit F6, as
shown in Figure 5.3‐4 (Photo 5). Although the quarry pits operated under Surface Mining
Permit 30 (SMP‐30) are partially visible, the project area is largely obscured by intervening
topography. Since views are relatively distant and intervening topography obstructs views of the
project area, viewer sensitivity from the Sunol Regional Wilderness is considered low.

5.3.2 Regulatory Framework
5.3.2.1 Federal Regulations
No federal regulations related to aesthetics apply to the proposed project.

5.3.2.2 State Regulations
In 1963, the state legislature established the California Scenic Highway Program, a provision of
the Streets and Highways Code, to preserve and enhance the natural beauty of California
(Caltrans, 1996). The State Highway System includes highways that are either eligible for
designation as scenic highways or have been designated as such. I‐680, located approximately
0.75 mile north of the project area, is the only state‐designated scenic highway in the project
vicinity.

5.3.2.3 Local Policies
Alameda Watershed Management Plan
The Alameda Watershed Management Plan (Alameda WMP) guides the management of land in the
SFPUC Alameda watershed. The WMP contains design guidelines for construction activities as
well as policies aimed at protecting and restoring the vegetation of the watershed. The following
guidelines and policies relate to visual resources and are applicable to the SABPL project:



Action des 5A: Where grading is necessary, contour slopes and landforms to mimic the
surrounding environment as much as possible.
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Project Location
De Silva Quarry Pit

5.3-7
Photo 5 - View from Maguire Peaks Loop Trail, looking northwest towards Pit F6
SOURCE: San Francisco Planning Department, 2009; ESA+Orion, 2011
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Figure 5.3-4
Partial View of Quarry Pit F6 from
Sunol Regional Wilderness (Maguire Peaks Loop Trail)
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Action des 5B: Design and site new roads and trails to minimize grading and the visibility of
cut banks and fill slopes.



Action des 5D: Incorporate architectural siting/design elements that are compatible with the
applicable surroundings (i.e., style, scale, form, texture, color).



Action des 5E: Eliminate, wherever possible, the use of unpainted metallic surfaces and
other sources that may cause increased levels of reflectivity.



Action des 5F: Exterior lighting shall be directed downward and sited and shielded such
that it is not highly visible or obtrusive.



Action des 5G: The silhouette of new structures shall remain below the skyline of bluffs,
cliffs, and ridges.



Action veg 4: Prior to initiation of any construction project involving grading, a grading
plan shall be prepared by the project proponent and approved by appropriate SFPUC staff.
Revegetation of all graded areas shall be required to the maximum extent practicable.

Alameda County General Plan and East County Area Plan
The Scenic Route Element of the Alameda County General Plan designates both Calaveras Road
and Niles Canyon Road (SR 84) as scenic roads (Alameda County, 2002). The East County Area
Plan provides land use goals and policies relevant to sensitive viewsheds, which are considered
“special land uses” within the eastern portion of Alameda County. Relevant policies include:



Policy 110: Requiring that developments be sited to avoid or minimize disturbance of large
stands of mature, healthy trees and/or healthy individual trees of notable size and age.



Policy 114: Requiring the use of landscaping to enhance scenic quality and to screen
undesirable views; avoiding the alteration of natural topography and vegetation.



Policy 166: Requiring landscaping to reduce the visibility of mining activity and ancillary
uses during all phases of quarry operations. Such landscaping should approximate as
closely as possible the pre‐existing natural conditions (Alameda County, 2002).

5.3.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.3.3.1 Significance Criteria
The CCSF has not formally adopted significance standards for impacts related to aesthetics and
visual resources, but generally considers that implementation of the proposed project would
have a significant impact if it were to:



Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista;



Substantially damage scenic resources, including but not limited to trees, rock
outcroppings, and other features of the built or natural environment that contribute to a
scenic public setting;
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Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its
surroundings; or



Create a new source of substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area or substantially affect other people or properties.

5.3.3.2 Approach to Analysis
This section evaluates potential impacts on visual resources that could occur during project
construction and operations. For the purpose of the analysis, the visual setting is generally
defined by the natural and built landscape features that can be seen from public and private
vantage points. The overall visual character of a given area results from the unique combination
of natural landscape features including landform, water, and vegetation patterns, as well as built
features such as buildings, roads, and other structures.
The visual analysis is based on: field observations of the project area and surrounding vicinity;
review of project development plans and drawings; review of existing CEQA documentation for
other SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley; evaluations of aerial and ground‐level photographs of
the project area; and review of relevant planning documents. The evaluation of temporary or
short‐term visual impacts considers whether construction activities could substantially degrade
the existing visual character or quality of the site or surrounding area, as well as the duration
over which any such changes would take place. Construction activities occurring in an area for
less than one year are typically considered temporary and thus have a less‐than‐significant
impact on visual quality. However, construction activities occurring in an area for over one year
could result in significant visual impacts, particularly if scenic vistas are adversely affected.
Permanent visual impacts were assessed based on the project’s potential to substantially alter
scenic vistas and scenic resources (through such actions as removing trees, introducing new
sources of light and glare, or permanently altering the landscape) in a manner that would
adversely affect the visual character or quality of the area. In determining impact potential, the
assessment also considered the visual sensitivity of the project area. Since damage to scenic
resources such as trees, rock outcroppings, and other features of the built or natural environment
would typically constitute a long‐term effect, the potential for project implementation to damage
scenic resources was evaluated solely as a long‐term impact and is not included in the analysis of
construction‐related impacts.

5.3.3.3 Summary of Impacts
Table 5.3‐1 lists the proposed project’s visual impacts and significance determinations.
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TABLE 5.3‐1
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – AESTHETICS
Significance
Determinations

Impacts
Impact AE‐1: Project construction could result in substantial adverse effects on scenic
vistas and temporarily degrade the visual character of the site and its surroundings.

LSM

Impact AE‐2: Project construction would not result in significant impacts related to a
new source of substantial light or glare.

LS

Impact AE‐3: Implementation of the proposed project could result in long‐term adverse
effects on scenic vistas and scenic resources, and degradation of the visual character of
the site and its surroundings.
Impact AE‐4: The proposed project would not create a new permanent source of
substantial light or glare.

LSM
LS

Impact C‐AE: Implementation of the proposed project could result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative impacts on scenic vistas, scenic resources, and
visual character.

LSM

LS = Less than Significant impact, no mitigation required
LSM = Less than Significant impact with Mitigation

5.3.3.4 Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact AE‐1: Project construction could result in substantial adverse effects on scenic vistas
and temporarily degrade the visual character of the site and its surroundings. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)
The SABPL project could result in temporary construction‐related impacts on scenic vistas and
the visual character of the project area and vicinity. Direct views of the project area, including
views of construction work areas, are available from Calaveras Road. Distant views of
construction activities around the perimeter of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West could also be available
from I‐680, a state‐designated scenic highway; however, these views are greatly limited due to
the distance from the highway as well as the presence of vegetation and topography, which
screen views of the project area. There are no other designated scenic roadways or scenic
viewpoints from which views of the project area can be seen. Views of construction activities
would not likely be noticeable from nearby recreational trails (i.e., the Maguire Peaks Trail) due
to their distance from the project area as well as the screening effects provided by vegetation and
topography. Potential impacts on scenic vistas and visual character as a result of construction
activities are described below.

Construction Activities Along Calaveras Road
For the purpose of this analysis, construction activities along Calaveras Road are those activities
that would occur immediately adjacent to the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way, including installation
of the backup pipeline and the 12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline to the town of Sunol, demolition
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of the two quarry buildings, and construction staging at Staging Areas B and C. Construction and
installation of these pipelines and associated components would be performed using traditional
open‐trench construction methods and would include clearing and grading the ground surface
along the pipeline alignments, excavating the trenches, preparing and installing the pipeline
sections, backfilling the trenches, and revegetating or paving the area, as needed. Several work
crews would work simultaneously along the length of the pipeline alignments. Installation of the
backup pipeline and the 12‐inch water pipeline would progress at a rate of approximately 100 to
150 feet per day and would occur over a 15‐month period.
In addition, construction staging at Staging Areas B and C,2 which border the Calaveras Road
right‐of‐way just south and north of the San Antonio Creek crossing, respectively, would occur
for the full 21‐month project construction period. In general, Staging Areas B and C, and all other
staging areas, would be used to store equipment, vehicles, pipe, and other construction materials
throughout the construction period.
Motorists and bicyclists traveling on Calaveras Road would have brief views of pipeline
construction throughout the duration of pipeline installation activities (15 months), and of
Staging Areas B and C throughout the 21‐month construction period. However, because these
activities would be visible for short durations and would be located against a backdrop of quarry
pits, aggregate processing plants, and SFPUC facilities, temporary construction activities would
not substantially change the overall visual character of the project vicinity or compromise scenic
vistas available from Calaveras Road. Construction activities along Calaveras Road would not be
visible from I‐680—the closest state‐designated scenic highway—due to the distance and
intervening topography.

Construction Activities in the Vicinity of the San Antonio Pump Station
Construction activities associated with the new chemical facility would occur just north and
northwest of the existing San Antonio Pump Station, approximately 200 feet from Calaveras
Road (see Photo 4 in Figure 5.3‐3). Construction of the chemical facility would occur over a five‐
month period. Staging Area A would be sited on the west side of the existing Sunol Valley
Chloramination Facility and fluoride facility and therefore would be mostly obscured from public
view.
Due to the proximity of this work area to Calaveras Road, construction activities would be visible
to motorists and bicyclists traveling on this county‐designated scenic road. Construction activities
in the vicinity of the San Antonio Pump Station would also be visible from the SFPUC watershed
keeper’s residence located just north of the Alameda East Portal (approximately 225 feet east of the
project area and Calaveras Road) and from the Garcia residence (approximately 1,300 feet
southwest of the project area). Views of construction activities from Calaveras Road would be
temporary and fleeting, whereas views from the two nearby residences could be seen by only a
few individuals in a private setting. Construction activities along Calaveras Road and in the
2

The former nursery site located within Staging Area C would be used for permanent spoils disposal during the
later phases of construction. However, the rest of Staging Area C would be used for staging throughout the
21‐month construction duration.
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vicinity of the San Antonio Pump Station would not be visible from I‐680 due to the distance and
intervening topography.

Construction Activities in the Vicinity of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West
Construction activities in the vicinity of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West would be associated with the
new discharge facility and electrical control building, the cutoff wall, the Alameda Creek Pump
Station, wet well, and control building, the transfer pipeline, dewatering facilities, the new
electrical transformer and overhead powerlines, dewatering facilities and equipment at Pits F3‐
East and F3‐West, demolition of the two quarry buildings, and related improvements. In general,
construction activities would include vegetation removal, grading and excavation, concrete
formwork, pipeline cutting, pipeline installation, and backfilling. Large equipment such as long‐
reach excavators, backhoes, generators, cranes, and bulldozers would be required for the various
project components in this area. Construction of the cutoff wall would require an approximately
125‐foot‐wide work platform along the perimeter of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West. It is anticipated
that Staging Area D, located just north of Pit F3‐West, would be used to store equipment,
vehicles, pipe, and other construction materials for approximately 16 months during construction
for the cutoff wall and pump station.
From Calaveras Road, motorists and bicyclists would have fleeting views of construction
activities in the immediate vicinity of Pit F3‐East. Views of construction activities associated with
the discharge facility, overhead powerlines, and certain sections of the cutoff wall could be visible
from some vantage points along Calaveras Road. However, these temporary and intermittent
views would be visible in the context of quarry pits and aggregate processing facilities. From
Calaveras Road, most views of project areas located west of Pit F3‐East would be distant and
largely obscured by topography and vegetation.
From I‐680, a state‐designated scenic highway, motorists could potentially see construction
equipment and construction activities occurring in the vicinity of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West. As
described in Section 5.3.1.3 and shown in Figure 5.3‐2 (Photo 1), motorists from I‐680 have partial
views of the quarries and overhead transmission lines in the Sunol Valley; however, these views
predominantly consist of rolling, grass‐covered hills and intervening buildings and vegetation.

Spoils Management and Disposal
Spoils temporarily placed in Pit F6 would be obscured by the intervening topography and
vegetation and would not be distinguishable from existing mining activities in Pit F6. If spoils are
temporarily placed at the aggregate processing facility, they could be visible from Calaveras
Road; however, views of spoils would be consistent with the visual character of this particular
area. A portion of the excess spoils could be placed permanently in an earthen berm at the North
Spoils Site, a 12‐acre area located immediately south of the I‐680/SR 84 interchange on the west
side of Calaveras Road, or in an earthen berm at the 5‐acre former nursery site located within
Staging Area C. Although the North Spoils Site and the former nursery site are both largely
obscured from direct view by a row of mature trees along Calaveras Road, earthwork activities
and equipment associated with the berms would be intermittently visible from certain vantage
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points. The permanent visual effects associated with both of these berms are discussed below
under Impact AE‐3.

Impact Conclusion
Construction activities in the vicinity of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West could be visible from certain
vantage points along I‐680. However, views of this work area are fleeting (due to the rate of
speed), relatively distant, and largely obscured by topography, vegetation, and structures.
Furthermore, Pit F3‐West is surrounded on all four sides by quarry operations. Thus, project
construction activities would not substantially degrade views from I‐680, and the impact would
be less than significant.
Although construction activities associated with individual project components would be short
term (i.e., would be completed within one year), overall construction is expected to last 21 months.
Throughout this time, construction activities, equipment, and materials in work areas and staging
areas would be visible from Calaveras Road. Because construction activities would be visible from
this scenic route throughout the 21 months of construction, the visual character of the area could be
substantially degraded, resulting in a significant impact. However, the impact could be reduced to
a less‐than‐significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐AE‐1.
Mitigation Measure M‐AE‐1: Site Maintenance.
The SFPUC shall require the contractor to ensure that construction‐related activity is as
clean and inconspicuous as practical by storing construction materials and equipment at
the proposed construction staging areas or in areas that are generally away from public
view, and by removing construction debris promptly at regular intervals. This measure
does not apply to temporary spoils placement in quarry Pit F6, at the SMP‐30 aggregate
processing facility, or alongside pipeline trenches.
With implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐AE‐1, the visibility of construction activities at the
project site would be reduced for viewers along Calaveras Road. To the extent that construction
activities are visible, the project area would be maintained such that the existing visual character
would not be substantially degraded. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant with
mitigation.
_________________________
Impact AE‐2: Project construction would not result in significant impacts related to a new
source of substantial light or glare. (Less than Significant)
As discussed in Section 3.6.11 in Chapter 3, Project Description, for the majority of the 21‐month
construction duration, construction activities would occur on weekdays and Saturdays from 7 a.m.
to 7 p.m.; however, extended construction hours would be necessary for a combined total of six
weeks during certain phases of construction: air gap construction and connection with the
proposed backup pipeline (four weeks), and connection of the backup pipeline to Alameda Siphon
No. 3 (two weeks). Temporary lighting for nighttime construction activities near Air Gap Nos. 1
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and 3, and Alameda Siphon No. 3 could be visible from the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence,
located 490 feet east of Air Gap No. 3, the Garcia residence, located 1,900 feet southwest of Air Gap
No. 1, and from nearby public viewing areas including Calaveras Road and to a lesser extent the
Sunol Regional Wilderness. However, due to the short durations of nighttime construction
activities, and the distance between these locations and nighttime construction activities, any
adverse effects would not be substantial. Therefore, impacts related to nighttime construction
lighting would be less than significant.
________________________

5.3.3.5 Operational Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact AE‐3: Implementation of the proposed project could result in long‐term adverse effects
on scenic vistas and scenic resources, and degradation of the visual character of the site and its
surroundings. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
Once constructed, the proposed project pipelines (the backup pipeline, 12‐inch‐diameter water
pipeline to the town of Sunol, transfer pipeline, and dewatering pipeline) would be underground
and would not be visible. The cutoff wall around quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West would also be
constructed below the ground surface. These underground components would not be visible
once constructed and would have no impact on scenic vistas or the visual character of the area.
Dewatering pumps mounted on floating platforms in Pit F3‐East and suction hoses placed over
the edge of the quarry pit for dewatering Pit F3‐East after a discharge from the backup pipeline
could be visible from certain vantage points immediately adjacent to Pits F3‐East and F3‐West.
However, these facilities would not be visible from Calaveras Road or any other public areas and
would have no impact on scenic vistas or the visual character of the area.
Demolition of the two quarry buildings would alter views of the project area from Calaveras
Road. Although these buildings contribute to the visual character of the project area, the removal
of these buildings would incrementally open up views of the scenic rolling hills in the
background. Also, given that these buildings are not currently used and thus not maintained for
regular occupancy, the long‐term impact on scenic vistas or the visual character of the area
resulting from demolition of these buildings would be less than significant.
Permanent aboveground components of the SABPL project include: the new chemical facility; the
electrical control building for the new discharge facility; the discharge valve vault; the baffled
outfall and reinforced‐concrete splash pad at the southern slope of Pit F3‐East; the Alameda Creek
Pump Station and control building; the new electrical transformer and overhead powerlines; air
gaps at cross‐connections; blowoff valves; air release valves; flow meters; the chemical injection
station; and the sampling station. Aboveground project components could adversely affect scenic
vistas and degrade the visual character of the site and surroundings, as described in detail below.
Project implementation could also result in long‐term impacts on scenic resources through the
permanent placement of excess spoils generated during construction in an earthen berm at the
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North Spoils Site or in an earthen berm at the former nursery site located within Staging Area C,
and through the removal of trees and vegetation during project construction. Project‐related
effects on scenic resources could, in turn, affect scenic vistas and visual character. Potential
impacts on scenic resources and associated effects on scenic vistas and visual character are
described in detail below.

New Chemical Facility
The new chemical facility would be installed near the San Antonio Pump Station, approximately
200 feet west of Calaveras Road. The building would have a pre‐engineered weather canopy with
a metal roof. The dimensions of the chemical storage and containment area would be 48 feet long,
42 feet wide, and 22 feet tall. The electrical control room would be enclosed within the canopy
structure. The building and loading area would be surrounded by an 8‐ to 10‐foot‐high security
fence. In addition, a newly paved driveway and parking area for the facility would be
constructed. As shown in Figure 5.3‐3 (Photo 4), the new chemical facility would be sited within
the context of other SFPUC water supply facilities and would be visible from Calaveras Road.
The new chemical facility would be visible from the Garcia residence and from the SFPUC
watershed keeper’s residence, since these nearby residences are located at higher elevations and
have relatively unobstructed views of the southern project area. Although the new chemical
facility would be visible from a scenic roadway and two nearby residences, the facility would be
partially screened by existing trees and would have a similar appearance as the surrounding
SFPUC water infrastructure facilities. Thus, long‐term impacts on scenic vistas and visual
character associated with the new chemical facility would be less than significant.

Discharge Facility near Quarry Pit F3‐East
The proposed discharge facility at Pit F3‐East would include a discharge valve vault, an electrical
control building, a baffled outfall, and a concrete splash pad. The discharge valve vault and
electrical control building would be installed approximately 500 and 400 feet west of Calaveras
Road, respectively. The baffled outfall and concrete splash pad would be installed at the northern
terminus of the backup pipeline and southern slope of quarry Pit F3‐East, over 600 feet west of
Calaveras Road.
The 19‐foot‐wide, 38‐foot‐long, and 16‐foot‐deep concrete discharge valve vault would extend
approximately 2 to 3 feet above the ground surface. Because the vault would only extend 2 to
3 feet above the ground surface, would be distant from Calaveras Road, and would be partially
screened by vegetation and trees, this project component would not be readily visible from
Calaveras Road and would not substantially affect scenic vistas or visual character. The electrical
control building for the discharge facility could be partially visible to motorists and bicyclists.
The control building would be 15 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 16 feet tall. A 1,600‐square‐foot
asphalt parking area would be built adjacent to the control building, and a security fence would
enclose the control building and parking area. Given the scale of this facility, distance from
Calaveras Road, and presence of existing vegetation, and because the electrical control building
would have a similar appearance to other nearby water facilities in the Sunol Valley, the electrical
control building would not substantially affect scenic vistas or visual character. Views of the
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baffled outfall and concrete splash pad would only be available from limited viewing locations in
the immediate vicinity of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West; views from Calaveras Road would be
obstructed by topography and existing vegetation.
For the reasons described above, long‐term impacts on scenic vistas and the visual character
associated with the discharge facility at Pit F3‐East would be less than significant.

Alameda Creek Pump Station, Electrical Control Building, and Electrical Transformer
The proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station, control building, and electrical transformer would be
constructed at the west end of Pit F3‐West. The pump station would occupy a roughly 140‐foot by
180‐foot area and would be enclosed by an 8‐foot‐high security fence. The control building for the
Alameda Creek Pump Station would be a 15‐foot by 15‐foot, single‐story metal building. The new
electrical transformer would be approximately 12 feet wide and 10 feet tall. A portion of the existing
access road to the pump station would be paved to form a driveway and parking area, and an
approximately 500‐foot‐long, 10‐foot‐tall retaining wall would be constructed along the southern
boundary of the pump station site and along the northern edge of the access road. Because these
facilities would be approximately 0.25 mile from I‐680 and approximately 0.4 mile from Calaveras
Road, and public views from these designated scenic roadways would be distant and largely
obscured by existing trees and vegetation. Thus, the long‐term impact on scenic vistas and visual
character resulting from these project components would be less than significant.

Overhead Powerlines
Approximately 1,650 linear feet of new overhead powerlines would extend between the Hetch
Hetchy Water & Power (HHWP) Calaveras Substation and the Alameda Creek Pump Station,
and an additional 550 linear feet of new overhead powerlines would extend between the HHWP
Calaveras Substation and the electrical control building for the discharge facility at Pit F3‐East.
Once constructed, the overhead powerlines would be similar to multiple existing overhead
powerlines that traverse the Sunol Valley and the SABPL project area (see Figure 5.3‐2, Photo 2).
Also, as described above in Section 5.3.1.3, the existing visual character of the project vicinity has
been highly disturbed by active mining activities. Because the new overhead powerlines would
be consistent with the visual setting of the area, they would not substantially degrade scenic
vistas or the visual character of the area. This impact would be less than significant.

Air Gap Systems at Cross‐Connections
Air gap systems would be installed at three cross‐connections along the backup pipeline. The air
gaps would extend approximately 8 to 10 feet above ground surface from the pipelines being
connected. Air Gaps Nos. 1 and 3 would be installed near the existing San Antonio Pump Station,
and Air Gap No. 2 would be installed near pipeline station 54+00, approximately 70 feet west of
Calaveras Road. Since Air Gaps Nos. 1 and 3 would be installed near existing water
infrastructure facilities, the air gaps would not substantially change the appearance of this
particular area. Installation of Air Gap No. 2 would not substantially alter views from Calaveras
Road, as this component is relatively small in size and would likely not be noticeable due to the
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typical speed of travel on this road. As such, impacts on scenic vistas and visual character
associated with the air gap systems would be less than significant.

Blowoff Valves, Air Release Valves, Flow Meter, Chemical Injection Station, and
Sampling Station
Blowoff valves and air release valves would be installed in manhole risers at low points along the
backup pipeline alignment. The chemical injection station and sampling station would also be
housed in manhole risers. The flow meter would be installed in a concrete vault. The manhole
risers and vault enclosing these facilities would extend between 2 and 3 feet above grade. Due to
their height, these structures would not substantially alter scenic views from Calaveras Road, as
these small structures would likely be obscured by topography and vegetation. Therefore, the
long‐term visual impact associated with these minor components would be less than significant.

Earthen Berms
A portion of the excess spoils generated during project construction could be permanently placed
in an earthen berm at the North Spoils Site and/or in an earthen berm at the former nursery site
located within Staging Area C. The 12‐acre North Spoils Site is approximately 40 feet west of
Calaveras Road. The former nursery site encompasses approximately 5 acres and ranges from
approximately 200 feet west of Calaveras Road at the southern portion of the former nursery site
to 400 feet west of the road at the northern portion of the site. The earthen berms at these
permanent spoils disposal sites would be constructed with 2:1 slopes.
Neither berm would be visible from I‐680 due to topography and intervening vegetation; thus, no
permanent impact to scenic vistas along I‐680 would result.
In the vicinity of the North Spoils Site, the west side of Calaveras Road is bordered by an almost
continuous line of mature trees that screen the adjacent quarries and long‐range views of the hills
to the west, except for brief gaps (see Figure 5.3‐5, top photo). Through these gaps, brief views of
quarry activities, overhead powerlines, and I‐680 in the distance can be seen by motorists and
bicyclists along Calaveras Road. Spoils at the North Spoils Site would be placed to a maximum
height of approximately 20 feet above the elevation of Calaveras Road, and set back west of the
trees and approximately 40 feet from the road. A simulated view of the elevated berm at the
North Spoils Site is shown in Figure 5.3‐5 (bottom photo). Views of the North Spoils Site from
Calaveras Road would be limited and relatively fleeting, the height of the berm would not tower
over the road, and the permanent earthen berm would help obscure gravel mining activities to
the west of the berm; therefore, the impact related to the earthen berm at the North Spoils Site on
scenic resources and the associated effects on scenic vistas and the visual character surrounding
the site would be less than significant.
Spoils at the former nursery site would be placed at a maximum height of 25 feet above the
adjacent ground surface. Similar to the vegetation bordering the North Spoils Site, the west side
of Calaveras Road along the former nursery site is bordered by shrubs and mature trees that
screen the adjacent quarry pits and long‐range views of the hills to the west (see Figure 5.3‐6).
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Existing View (1-15-08)

Simulated View
SOURCE: San Francisco Planning Department, 2009
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Figure 5.3-5
Existing and Simulated Views of North Spoils Site
from Calaveras Road
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Existing View (11-28-11)

Simulated View
SOURCE: ESA + Orion, 2011
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Figure 5.3-6
Existing and Simulated Views of
Former Nursery Site – North End of Berm from Calaveras Road
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However, due to an approximately 150‐foot gap in vegetation near the gated access road located
just north of the San Antonio Creek crossing, motorists and bicyclists traveling north on
Calaveras Road would have a fleeting but direct view of the southern end of the berm (see
Figure 5.3‐7). Views of the former nursery site from Calaveras Road are generally limited.
Further, the berm would be set back 200 to 400 feet from the road, and the berm would help
obscure gravel mining activities to the west of the berm. Therefore, the impact related to this
earthen berm on scenic resources and the associated effects on scenic vistas and the visual
character surrounding the site would also be less than significant.

Tree and Vegetation Removal
As part of construction mobilization activities for the proposed project, much of the project area
(including construction staging areas) would be cleared of vegetation and debris and then
graded, as necessary, to provide a relatively level surface for the movement of construction
equipment. As described in Chapter 3, Section 3.6.8, Site Cleanup and Restoration, upon the
completion of construction activities, the SFPUC’s contractor(s) would restore all disturbed areas to
their preconstruction conditions. Such restoration measures would include re‐establishing
preconstruction contours, revegetating cleared areas, and installing erosion and sedimentation
controls.
Dozens of small (2‐ to 6‐inch dbh, or diameter at breast height) native and non‐native trees
located along the backup pipeline alignment and within the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way would
be removed during construction. Isolated, mature native trees, such as the valley oaks and
California sycamores present along the southern and northern portions of the backup pipeline
alignment and in the vicinity of Staging Areas A, B, and C, could also require removal during
construction. These trees along the backup pipeline alignment provide partial screening of active
quarry operations and SFPUC water supply facilities. Upon the completion of project
construction activities, and consistent with the SFPUC Right‐of‐Way Integrated Vegetation
Management Policy, the SFPUC would manage vegetation within its right‐of‐way for the backup
pipeline and the water pipeline to the town of Sunol to protect the pipelines from damage (see
Chapter 4, Plans and Policies), which could interfere with the replacement of these trees in
several locations along Calaveras Road.
The loss of native and non‐native trees along the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way would be noticeable
from Calaveras Road, a county‐designated scenic roadway. If these trees are not replaced, active
mining operations and existing and proposed SFPUC water supply facilities would be more visible
to motorists or bicyclists traveling along Calaveras Road, which could be a significant impact.
However, this impact would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with implementation of the
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f: Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and
Compensatory Mitigation.
(See Impact BI‐1 in Section 5.14, Biological Resources, for description.)
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Existing View (11-28-11)

Simulated View
SOURCE: ESA + Orion, 2011
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Figure 5.3-7
Existing and Simulated Views of
Former Nursery Site – South End of Berm from Calaveras Road
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Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f would address impacts on scenic roadways and scenic vistas related to
tree removal by providing for tree replacement to compensate for the loss of mature native trees as
well as smaller trees along the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way. This measure also requires preparation
of a vegetation restoration plan with detailed specifications for restoration of all areas disturbed
during construction. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant with mitigation.
_________________________
Impact AE‐4: The proposed project would not create a new permanent source of substantial
light or glare. (Less than Significant)
The SFPUC would install exterior nighttime lighting at the proposed chemical facility, electrical
control building for the discharge facility, and the Alameda Creek Pump Station. The nearest
sensitive receptors are the Garcia residence and the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence near the
Alameda East Portal. In accordance with Alameda WMP Action des 5F, permanent lighting at
these facilities would be equipped with motion‐sensors, directed downward, and sited and
shielded such that it would not be highly visible or obtrusive to nearby residences. As a result,
permanent lighting would not be a constant source of light and glare, and the impact related to
new permanent sources of light or glare would be less than significant.
_____________________________

5.3.3.6 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1
Since Pumping Variant 1 does not include construction of the Alameda Creek Pump Station,
retaining wall, wet well, control building for the pump station, or electrical transformer, the
short‐ and long‐term effects of this variant on visual resources would be somewhat reduced
compared to those of the proposed project. Because the facilities eliminated under this variant are
farthest from Calaveras Road, and because all other permanent aboveground facilities and
improvements under the proposed project would still be constructed, the overall impacts on
visual resources (including scenic vistas and scenic resources as well as the visual character of the
site) would be similar to those associated with the proposed project, and this variant would not
change the conclusions or mitigation measures identified in Sections 5.3.3.4 and 5.3.3.5, above.

Pumping Variant 2
Since Pumping Variant 2 would construct all of the same aboveground facilities and improvements
as the proposed project, the construction‐related and long‐term impacts on scenic vistas, scenic
resources, and visual character resulting from implementation of Pumping Variant 2 would be the
same or very similar to those of the proposed project. Thus, implementation of Pumping Variant 2
would not change the analysis or conclusions identified in Sections 5.3.3.4 and 5.3.3.5.
_____________________________
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5.3.3.7 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact C‐AE: Implementation of the proposed project could result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative impacts on scenic vistas, scenic resources, and visual
character. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
The geographic scope of potential cumulative impacts on aesthetic resources encompasses the
project work areas and immediately adjacent areas. The SABPL project, as well as other projects
listed in Table 5.1‐6, would result in a significant cumulative impact on scenic resources and the
visual character of the area if the SABPL project if they adversely affect the same scenic resources
or views from Calaveras Road. It should be noted that the aesthetic and visual quality of these
project areas (the portion of the Sunol Valley between the Alameda West Portal and I‐680) has
been substantially affected by past activities, including mining operations and roadway
development, and as such the visual quality of the area has been degraded.

Temporary Construction‐Related Impacts on Scenic Vistas, Scenic Resources, or the
Visual Character of the Site and its Surroundings
As discussed in Impact AE‐1, the SABPL project would have a significant impact on the visual
character of the project area because construction of the various project components would be
visible from Calaveras Road. Construction of four of the cumulative projects identified in
Table 5.1‐6 would also be visible from Calaveras Road and have construction schedules that
could overlap with the SABPL project schedule, including the Upper Alameda Creek Filter
Gallery (Filter Gallery), New Irvington Tunnel (NIT), Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant
Expansion and Treated Water Reservoir project (SVWTP Expansion), and SMP‐30 Quarry
Expansion and Cutoff Wall (SMP‐30 Expansion) projects. While this portion of the Sunol Valley
has been substantially affected by past projects, motorists and bicyclists traveling on Calaveras
Road would have views of construction activities and staging areas associated with these
overlapping projects, a potentially significant cumulative impact; further, the SABPL project’s
contribution to this cumulative impact is considered cumulatively considerable based on the
project‐level significance determination for Impact AE‐1.
As discussed in Impact AE‐1, the SABPL project’s impact on the visual character of the area
would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measure
M‐AE‐1 (Site Maintenance) (see Impact AE‐1, above, for description). Implementation of this
measure would ensure that the contractor maintains construction areas as clean and
inconspicuous as practical by storing construction materials and equipment within the proposed
construction staging areas or in areas that are generally located away from public view, and by
removing construction debris promptly at regular intervals. Implementation of Mitigation
Measure M‐AE‐1 would reduce the impact such that the SABPL project’s contribution to this
cumulative impact on visual resources would not be cumulatively considerable (less than
significant).
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Operational Impacts on Scenic Vistas, Scenic Resources, or the Visual Character of the
Site and its Surroundings
As discussed in Impact AE‐3, the SABPL project would have a significant impact on scenic
resources and the visual character of the site and its surroundings due to removal of up to dozens
of small (2‐ to 6‐inch dbh) native and non‐native trees along the backup pipeline alignment and
within the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way, as well as removal of several mature native trees along
the backup pipeline alignment. These trees provide partial screening of active quarry operations
and SFPUC water supply facilities, and removal of these trees would make these features more
visible to motorists and bicyclists traveling along Calaveras Road. Certain components of the
cumulative projects would also be visible from Calaveras Road, such as the Alameda East Portal
Overflow Pipeline constructed at the southern end of Pit F6 and a new access road constructed
along the north side of Alameda Siphon No. 4 under the SFPUC Alameda Siphons Seismic
Reliability Upgrade (Alameda Siphons) project. Four cumulative SFPUC projects in the SABPL
project vicinity also involve removal of trees and other vegetation, including the Alameda
Siphons, NIT, San Antonio Pump Station Upgrade, and Filter Gallery projects. As multiple
SFPUC projects would construct new aboveground structures in the vicinity of the SABPL project
area and/or remove trees that screen existing views of the quarry operations and SFPUC water
supply facilities, the long‐term cumulative impact on the visual character of this area would be
significant. The SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative impact would be cumulatively
considerable, based on the project‐level significance determination for Impact AE‐3.
However, as discussed in Impact AE‐3. with implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f
(Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and Compensatory Mitigation) (see
Impact BI‐1 in Section 5.14, Biological Resources, for description), the proposed project’s long‐
term impact on the visual character of the area would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level.
This mitigation measure includes provisions for tree replacement to compensate for the loss of
mature native trees as well as smaller trees along the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way, which would
once again screen views of the active quarry operations and SFPUC water supply facilities once
construction is completed. Therefore, with implementation of this mitigation measure, the SABPL
project’s contribution to this cumulative impact would not be cumulatively considerable (less than
significant).
Under the SABPL project, excess spoils could be permanently placed in an earthen berm at the
North Spoils Site or in an earthen berm at the former nursery site within Staging Area C. Both of
the proposed permanent spoils disposal sites are located along the west side of Calaveras Road.
The Alameda Siphons project, the NIT project, and the SVWTP Expansion project might also
place excess spoils at the North Spoils Site. The former nursery site within Staging Area C could
also be used by the Filter Gallery project for disposal of excess spoils. Although both of the
permanent earthen berms would be partially visible from Calaveras Road, the long‐term
cumulative impact on scenic resources would be similar to that described above under Impact
AE‐3. Specifically, accounting for the spoils generated during construction of the other
cumulative SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley, spoils would be piled no higher than 20 feet
above the height of Calaveras Road at the North Spoils Site, and no higher than 25 feet above the
adjacent ground surface at the former nursery site. Furthermore, existing trees and vegetation
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would screen most views of the two earthen berms from Calaveras Road, except for brief
glimpses through gaps in the trees. Because the earthen berms would not tower over Calaveras
Road and would be minimally visible from Calaveras Road, there would be no substantial
change in the visual character of the Sunol Valley. Therefore, the cumulative impact associated
with the permanent placement of spoils at the North Spoils Site and at the former nursery site
would be less than significant.

Permanent Sources of Light or Glare
The new chemical facility and electrical control building would include exterior lighting that
would be visible from Calaveras Road. If any of the six cumulative projects planned in the
vicinity including the Alameda Siphons, San Antonio Pump Station Upgrade, Filter Gallery, NIT,
SVWTP Expansion, and SMP‐30 Expansion projects included new exterior lighting or a source of
glare that would also be visible from Calaveras Road, implementation of the SABPL project and
the cumulative projects could result in a potentially significant cumulative impact related to
permanent sources of light or glare. However, as described in Impact AE‐4, the exterior lighting
for the new chemical facility, electrical control building for the discharge facility, and Alameda
Creek Pump Station would be directed downward and sited and shielded such that it is not
highly visible or obtrusive, in accordance with Alameda WMP Action des 5f. Furthermore, the
lighting would be triggered by motion detectors and would not be a constant source of light and
glare. With implementation of these lighting design measures as part of the project, the SABPL
project’s contribution to this cumulative impact would not be cumulatively considerable. This
cumulative light and glare impact would be less than significant.

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
Because implementation of Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2 would result in aesthetics
impacts that are very similar to or the same as those of the proposed project (refer to
Section 5.3.3.6, Impacts of Pumping Variants), the cumulative impact analysis and associated
conclusions provided above apply to both project variants.
_____________________________

5.3.4 References
Alameda County, East County Area Plan, A Portion of the Alameda County General Plan, Volume I:
Goals, Policies, and Programs. May 2002.
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), Guidelines for the Official Designation of Scenic
Highways. 1996.
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC), Alameda Watershed Management Plan.
April 2001.
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5.4 Population and Housing
This section discusses the potential for the proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL)
project to induce substantial population growth, displace housing, create a substantial demand
for additional housing in the project area, or necessitate the construction of housing outside of the
project area. The growth‐inducement effects of the SABPL project within the context of the
SFPUC’s Water System Improvement Program (WSIP) and the overall regional water system, as
well as the indirect effects of that growth, are analyzed in the Program EIR (PEIR) on the WSIP,
which is incorporated into this EIR by reference (San Francisco Planning Department, 2008), and
are summarized in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.2, SFPUC Water System Improvement Program, and in
Chapter 6, Section 6.1, Growth‐Inducing Impacts.

5.4.1 Setting
The proposed project is located in the Sunol Valley of unincorporated Alameda County, east of
Interstate 680 (I‐680) and south of the I‐680 and State Route (SR) 84 junction, within Alameda
watershed lands. These lands are owned by the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF) and
managed by the SFPUC. The Alameda watershed encompasses 56 square miles (36,000 acres) of
largely undeveloped, rolling grassland and scattered oak woodlands that drain to San Antonio
Reservoir, Calaveras Reservoir, and Alameda Creek.
In the vicinity of the proposed project, two gravel mining companies lease land from the SFPUC.
Other nearby land uses include cattle grazing, open space, and recreation. In addition, there are
four private residences in the immediate project vicinity: an SFPUC watershed keeper’s
residence, approximately 225 feet east of the project area and Calaveras Road near the Alameda
East Portal; and a private ranch residence (Garcia residence), approximately 1,300 feet southwest
of the project area. The nearest urban areas are the unincorporated town of Sunol, approximately
1 mile northwest of the project area, and the city of Fremont, approximately 4 miles to the west.
(See Section 5.2, Land Use, for additional information regarding land uses in the project vicinity.)
In 2009, Alameda County was home to approximately 1,556,657 residents and had approximately
573,111 housing units. Between 2000 and 2009, the total population of Alameda County increased
by approximately 8.0 percent, and the total number of housing units increased by approximately
6.1 percent (State of California, Department of Finance, 2009a, 2009b).

5.4.2 Regulatory Framework
There are no federal, state, or local regulations governing population and housing that apply to
the proposed project.
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5.4.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.4.3.1 Significance Criteria
The CCSF has not formally adopted significance standards for impacts related to population and
housing, but generally considers that implementation of the proposed project would have a
significant impact if it were to:


Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example, by proposing
new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension of roads or other
infrastructure);



Displace substantial numbers of existing housing units or create demand for additional
housing, necessitating the construction of replacement housing; or



Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere.

5.4.3.2 Approach to Analysis
Due to the nature of the proposed project, there would be no impacts related to the following
criteria; therefore, no impact discussion is provided for these topics for the reasons described below:


Induce Substantial Population Growth in an Area, Either Directly or Indirectly. During the
approximately 21‐month construction period, up to 89 construction workers would be
employed (see Chapter 3, Section 3.6.10, Construction Equipment and Workforce). It is
expected that regional Bay Area labor could meet the construction workforce requirements.
While some workers might temporarily relocate from other areas, the increase would be
minor (fewer than 100 workers) and temporary (approximately 21 months). Existing
SFPUC staff would conduct long‐term operation and maintenance of the project, and
additional personnel would not be hired. The proposed SABPL project would not result in
the construction of new homes or businesses in the area or extend new roads or other
infrastructure into undeveloped areas. Therefore, construction and operational activities
associated with the proposed project would not in themselves result in a substantial
increase in the local population, and there would be no growth‐inducement impacts
associated with the project.
As a WSIP facility improvement project, the SABPL project would be a contributing factor
in the growth‐inducement potential of the overall WSIP. Growth inducement under the
proposed project within the context of the WSIP and the regional water system is discussed
in Chapter 6, Section 6.1, Growth‐Inducing Impacts. Indirect effects on population and
housing due to the project’s growth‐inducement potential, as well as the secondary effects of
growth, are discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.1.4, Indirect Effects of Growth.



Displace Substantial Numbers of Housing Units or Create Demand for Additional Housing. The
proposed project would improve the SFPUC’s water supply infrastructure in the Sunol
Valley and would not displace any housing units. Up to 89 construction workers organized
in crews ranging from 2 to 30 workers would be employed as part of the proposed project
(see Chapter 3, Section 3.6.10, Construction Equipment and Workforce); however, it is
expected that local laborers could meet the construction workforce requirements and
would not create a long‐term demand for additional housing. Therefore, this significance
criterion is not applicable to the proposed project and is not discussed further.
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Displace Substantial Numbers of People. The proposed project would improve the SFPUC’s
water supply infrastructure in the Sunol Valley, and project construction and operation
would not displace housing units or people or necessitate the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere. Therefore, this significance criterion is not applicable and is not
discussed further.

5.4.3.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
As described above, there would be no growth‐inducement impacts due solely to the SABPL
project, and implementation of the project would not result in impacts related to housing.
Therefore, there would be no impacts related to this resource topic. No mitigation measures are
required.
As discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.1, Growth‐Inducing Impacts, the SABPL project—as a WSIP
facility improvement project—would contribute to the WSIP’s growth‐inducement potential and
the associated significant and unavoidable indirect effects of growth. The indirect effects of the
growth anticipated in the general plans of jurisdictions in the SFPUC service area have been
identified in the EIRs prepared for those general plans, and the mitigation measures specified in
the general plan EIRs to reduce the impacts of growth also address the growth impacts of the
WSIP. No mitigation measures are required for project‐specific effects related to growth
inducement and housing. (For additional information on this topic, refer to the WSIP PEIR,
Chapter 7 and Appendix E.)
_____________________________

5.4.3.4 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1 and Pumping Variant 2
Pumping Variant 1 would construct most of the same facilities and permanent improvements as
the proposed project, but would eliminate the Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, control
building for the pump station, retaining wall along the southern boundary of the pump station
site adjacent to the access road, and transfer pipeline. Pumping Variant 1 would also replace the
two low‐pressure submersible pumps adjacent to the proposed discharge facility at Pit F3‐East
with two high‐pressure submersible pumps. Pumping Variant 2 would construct all of the same
facilities as the proposed project except that one of the low‐pressure submersible pumps adjacent
to the proposed discharge facility would be replaced with a high‐pressure submersible pump.
The number of construction workers needed to implement either pumping variant would be the
same as or very similar to those required for the proposed project. The construction duration of
both pumping variants is expected to be the same as the proposed project—approximately
21 months. Furthermore, as with the proposed project, existing SFPUC staff would conduct long‐
term operation and maintenance of either project variant, and additional personnel would not be
hired. Thus, the growth‐inducement potential of the pumping variants are considered to be the
same as under the proposed project and would not change the analysis or conclusions presented
in Section 5.4.3.3, above.
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5.4.3.5 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Because the SABPL project would not result in any project‐specific impacts related to growth
inducement and housing, implementation of the project would not result in cumulative impacts
beyond the secondary and indirect impacts of growth associated with the proposed project within
the context of the WSIP, as described in this EIR in Chapter 6, Section 6.1, Growth‐Inducing
Impacts.

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
Because implementation of either Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2 would have the same
growth‐inducement potential as the proposed project, the cumulative impact analysis and
associated conclusions provided above apply to both project variants.
_____________________________

5.4.4 References
San Francisco Planning Department, Final Program Environmental Impact Report for the
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission’s Water System Improvement Program, File
No. 2005.0159E, State Clearinghouse No. 2005092026. October 30, 2008.
State of California, Department of Finance, E‐5 Population and Housing Estimates for Cities,
Counties and the State, 2001–2009, with 2000 Benchmark. Sacramento, CA. May 2009a.
State of California, Department of Finance, California County Population Estimates and
Components of Change by Year, July 1, 2000–2009. Sacramento, CA. December 2009b.
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5.5 Cultural and Paleontological Resources
Cultural resources include historical resources, unique archaeological resources, paleontological
resources, and human remains. This section evaluates the potential for implementation of the
proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project to result in adverse effects on historic‐
period architectural, archaeological, and paleontological resources. Mitigation measures to
reduce impacts to a less‐than‐significant level are identified, where appropriate.

5.5.1 Setting
5.5.1.1 CEQA Area of Potential Effects
For the purpose of environmental review under the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA), the definition of the CEQA Area of Potential Effects (C‐APE) presented below is
modeled after that of the federal Area of Potential Effects (APE) described in the Code of Federal
Regulations (36 CFR 800.16[d]):
The C‐APE is the geographic area or areas within which an undertaking may directly or
indirectly cause alterations in the character or use of historical resources (i.e., California
Register–eligible resources), if any such properties exist. The C‐APE is influenced by the
scale and nature of an undertaking and may be different for different kinds of effects
caused by the undertaking.
A Section 404 permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) would be required for the
SABPL project; therefore, the project is subject to review under Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act, as amended. It is expected that the architectural, archaeological, and
paleontological C‐APE would be identical to the federal APE. (See Section 5.14, Biological
Resources, for a discussion of Section 404 permits.)

Architectural C‐APE
The architectural C‐APE encompasses all areas of potential ground disturbance and areas near
ground‐disturbing activities, including: pipeline construction corridors (the backup pipeline,
water pipeline to Sunol, transfer pipeline, dewatering pipeline, and appurtenant facilities such as
the discharge valve vault, other vaults, and the cathodic protection system); cutoff wall; new
chemical facility site; Alameda Creek Pump Station site; and staging, work area, and spoils sites.
It is assumed that surface effects could occur anywhere within the architectural C‐APE. The
boundaries of the C‐APE are identical to the project area shown in Chapter 3, Project Description,
Figures 3‐2 to 3‐5.

Archaeological C‐APE
The archaeological C‐APE is identical to the architectural C‐APE in terms of areas subject to
surface disturbance. Because archaeological resources typically occur at or below the ground
surface, the archaeological C‐APE also includes a vertical dimension intended to capture effects
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on all potential subsurface archaeological resources. The depth of construction associated with
project components ranges from 45 feet (wet well) and 80 feet (cutoff wall) to as little as 3 feet
(grading and staging areas), although shallow (less than 1‐foot deep) subsurface effects are
assumed to occur anywhere within the archaeological C‐APE. Typical pipeline excavations
would range from 6 to 20 feet in depth.

Paleontological C‐APE
The C‐APE for paleontological resources includes all areas that could potentially experience
subsurface excavation into fossil‐bearing geologic units during project construction. The
paleontological C‐APE is similar to the archaeological C‐APE, except that activities that disturb
only the ground surface are excluded. Surface‐disturbing activities (e.g., grading at staging areas,
soil stockpiles, and other work areas) would affect surface soils only and not the underlying
fossil‐bearing geologic units, and therefore are not considered to be within the paleontological
C‐APE. The paleontological C‐APE includes all proposed pipeline alignments; the proposed
chemical facility; the discharge facility at Pit F3‐East; the cutoff wall around Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West (80‐foot excavation); and the Alameda Creek Pump Station and transfer pipeline (45‐foot
excavation).

5.5.1.2 Paleontological Setting
Paleontological resources are the fossilized remains of plants and animals, including vertebrates
(animals with backbones), invertebrates (e.g., starfish, clams, ammonites, and marine coral), and
fossils of microscopic plants and animals (microfossils). The age and abundance of fossils depend
on the location, topographic setting, and particular geologic formation in which they are found.
Fossil discoveries not only provide a historical record of past plant and animal life but can assist
geologists in dating rock formations. In addition, fossil discoveries can expand our understanding
of the time periods and the geographic range of existing and extinct flora or fauna.

Paleontological Assessment Standards
The Society of Vertebrate Paleontology (SVP) has established guidelines for the identification,
assessment, and mitigation of adverse impacts on nonrenewable paleontological resources (SVP,
1995, 1996). Most practicing paleontologists in the United States adhere closely to the SVP’s
assessment, mitigation, and monitoring requirements as outlined in these guidelines, which were
approved through a consensus of professional paleontologists and are the standard against
which all paleontological monitoring and mitigation programs are judged. Many federal, state,
county, and city agencies have either formally or informally adopted the SVP’s standard
guidelines for the mitigation of adverse construction‐related impacts on paleontological
resources. The SVP has helped define the value of paleontological resources and, in particular,
indicates the following:


Vertebrate fossils and fossiliferous (fossil‐containing) deposits are considered significant
nonrenewable paleontological resources and are afforded protection by federal, state, and
local environmental laws and guidelines.
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A paleontological resource is considered to be older than recorded history, or 5,000 years
before present, and is not to be confused with an archaeological resource.



Invertebrate fossils are not significant paleontological resources unless they are present
within an assemblage of vertebrate fossils or they provide undiscovered information on the
origin and character of the plant species, past climatic conditions, or the age of the rock unit
itself.



A project paleontologist, special interest group, lead agency, or local government can
designate certain plant or invertebrate fossils as significant.

In accordance with these principles, the SVP (1995) outlined criteria for screening the
paleontological potential of rock units and established assessment and mitigation procedures
tailored to such potential. Table 5.5‐1 lists the criteria for high‐potential, undetermined, and low‐
potential rock units.
TABLE 5.5‐1
CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING PALEONTOLOGICAL POTENTIAL
Paleontological Potential

Description

High

Geologic units from which vertebrate or significant invertebrate or plant fossils
have been recovered. Only invertebrate fossils that provide new information on
existing flora or fauna or on the age of a rock unit would be considered significant.

Undetermined

Geologic units for which little to no information is available.

Low

Geologic units that are not known to have produced a substantial body of
significant paleontological material.

SOURCE: SVP, 1995, 1996.

Although not discussed in the SVP standards, artificial fills, surface soils, and high‐grade
metamorphic rocks do not contain paleontological resources. While such materials were
originally derived from rocks, they have been altered, weathered, or reworked such that fossils
are not likely to have been preserved.

Paleontological Potential
The following discussion of paleontological resources divides the rock units underlying the
project area into geologic units with a high and low potential to yield significant fossils.
Information was compiled based on a review of published geologic maps, geologic unit
descriptions, and a fossil collections database at the University of California Museum of
Paleontology (UCMP). No new mapping or field study for paleontological resources was
conducted during the preparation of this EIR.
Section 5.15, Geology and Soils, discusses the geologic units and their distribution within the
project area; the italicized symbols in the following discussion identify the units as described in
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Section 5.15. The surface soils of the C‐APE for the SABPL project consist of Holocene‐active
alluvium and artificial fills. Older, well‐consolidated alluvium and the Briones Formation are
present near the project area and may underlie the Holocene alluvium at shallow depths. The
paleontological potential of each of these units is discussed below.
Holocene Alluvium
Holocene alluvium in the project area consists of loose deposits of sand, silt, and gravel and
includes active stream channels (Qhsc), alluvial fans (Qha), and young stream terraces (Qt) of the
Alameda Creek drainage. These geologic units form the flat base of the Sunol Valley and directly
underlie the entire area that would be disturbed by the SABPL project (in addition to fill
materials). Information on fossil resources in Holocene deposits of the Sunol Valley is not readily
available, but known fossil resources from the Holocene of the greater East Bay are sparse and
represent common taxa. The UCMP database contains only two records from the Holocene of the
greater East Bay—a specimen of the pine Pinus attenuata from a site in Oakland, and one of the
oyster Ostrea lurida from a site offshore of Alameda (UCMP, 2009). Holocene units in California
are typically considered to be of low sensitivity unless known otherwise. Based on the criteria in
Table 5.5‐1, the Holocene alluvium in the project area is rated as having a low paleontological
potential.
Older Alluvium
Older alluvium consists of non‐marine sediments of the Livermore Gravels (QTl) as well as latest
Pleistocene alluvial deposits (Qpa). In contrast to the Holocene alluvium, these deposits are
Pliocene to Pleistocene in age (5.3 million to 10,000 years old) and have undergone a greater
degree of hardening and consolidation. These geologic units record episodes of fluvial (stream)
deposition prior to 10,000 years ago that have since ceased. The fossil content (if any) of the older
alluvium within the project boundaries is unknown. However, the Pleistocene units of central
California are rich in vertebrate remains. The UCMP database contains more than 1,000 entries
for fossil localities in the Pleistocene of Alameda County alone, the majority of which are
vertebrate fauna (UCMP, 2009). Locally, a fossil of a mastodon from the Pleistocene epoch was
discovered in Sunol (UCMP Locality No. V6535), while an unidentified vertebrate fossil was
discovered at Calaveras Dam (UCMP Locality No. V3937) (UCMP, 2009). In addition, geologic
maps identify older alluvium as containing fossils of extinct vertebrate fauna (Helley and
Graymer, 1997). Based on the criteria in Table 5.5‐1, all older alluvium is rated as having a high
paleontological potential.
Briones Formation
The Briones Formation (Tbr) consists of Miocene‐age sandstone, pebbly sandstone/conglomerate,
shell breccia, and siltstone formed in a shallow marine environment (Graymer et al., 1996).
Distinctive resistant beds of conglomerate and coquina (fossil shells) occur in the middle part of
the formation and form short cliffs in the hillside above the Alameda East Portal. Fossil shells are
not usually considered unique or significant, because they are abundant in similar outcrops in
other areas of the East Bay. Other fossils in the Briones Formation include a diverse assemblage of
shallow marine invertebrates, as well as teeth from an extinct hippopotamus‐like creature
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(Desmostylus) from two localities in Alameda County (UCMP Locality Nos. V3108 and V65415)
(UCMP, 2009). Because the Briones Formation is known to have yielded significant vertebrate
remains, the rock unit as a whole is rated as having a high paleontological potential based on the
criteria in Table 5.5‐1.

5.5.1.3 Prehistoric Setting
The following discussion is adapted from the Historic Context and Archaeological Survey Report for
the San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project, Alameda County, California (Wohlgemuth and Kaijankoski,
2009) and the Addendum to the Historic Context and Archaeological Survey Report for the San Antonio
Backup Pipeline Project, Alameda County, California (Wohlgemuth, 2011).

Geoarchaeological Context
Many significant archaeological sites in the interior East Bay region have been buried by natural
deposition or by artificial fill, and are found only in deep excavations during construction or
archaeological investigations (e.g., Fredrickson, 1966; Meyer and Rosenthal, 1997; Wiberg, 1988,
1996). Historic‐period and modern sediments that are less than 150 years in age, such as active
stream channel bottoms or recent construction fill, have no potential to contain buried prehistoric
cultural resources. Similarly, ancient sediments identified as latest Pleistocene have very little
potential for buried resources, since they predate any known human occupation of the region.
The most sensitive locations are in Holocene stream deposits along San Antonio Creek, as these
areas are adjacent to a permanent water source and may contain buried archaeological sites
formed on earlier soil surfaces. Holocene sediments south of San Antonio Creek along Calaveras
Road are substantially less sensitive due to their distance from the creek. The most sensitive
locations along Calaveras Road are the small alluvial fans emanating from the hills to the east,
which may contain archaeological sites located on now‐buried soils.

Prehistoric Context
To date, evidence of the Lower Archaic Period (10,000–7,000 years ago) has been found only at Los
Vaqueros Reservoir east of Mount Diablo, where sites CA‐CCO‐637 and ‐696 have produced
artifact assemblages and human remains dated to between 9,870 and 6,600 years ago (Meyer and
Rosenthal, 1997). Characteristic artifacts include handstones and millingslabs, cobble‐core tools, and
wide‐stem dart and spear points. The subsequent Initial Middle Archaic Period, dating to 6,000–
4,500 years ago, is similarly documented only at the Los Vaqueros locality, again at CCO‐637. This
component featured a grinding assemblage exclusively composed of mortars and pestles, and an
early Olivella shell‐bead lot (Meyer and Rosenthal, 1997).
In contrast to the scant earlier record, several Terminal Middle Archaic (4,500–2,500 years ago)
sites have been documented. Initial use of the large shell‐mound sites along the bay shore began
during this period, and interior habitats are also well represented, including CCO‐308 and ‐309 in
San Ramon Valley (Fredrickson, 1966; Price et al., 2006). All of these sites have produced human
remains. Artifacts associated with this period include side‐notched and stemmed dart/spear
points, rectangular Haliotis ornaments, mortars and pestles, and rectangular Olivella shell beads.
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Upper Archaic (2,500–1,000 years ago) sites are found throughout the lowland valleys and along
bay shores, and may reflect a population increase in the area. Upper Archaic sites usually have
well‐developed midden deposits with abundant human burials and residential features, both
indicating use of these sites as sedentary or semi‐sedentary residential villages. Artifacts typical
of this period include saucer and saddle Olivella beads, numerous and varied bone tools and
ornaments, shouldered lanceolate projectile points, and mortars and pestles. Large bay‐shore
shell‐mound occupations flourished during this period.
Emergent Period (1,000–225 years ago) sites have been documented within most interior valleys,
bay‐shore locations, and upland contexts. Artifacts characteristic of the Emergent Period include
small, arrow‐sized projectile points, well‐made “fancy” mortars, flanged pestles, flanged
soapstone pipes, and bird‐bone tubes with intricate chevron designs. Sites usually feature well‐
developed middens, human burials and cremations, and residential features such as house floors
(Rosenthal, 2002; Rosenthal and Byrd, 2006).

Ethnographic Context
Several ethnographies have been written about the peoples of the San Francisco Bay Area, notably
by Kroeber (1925), Levy (1978), Margolin (1978), and Milliken (2006). Milliken’s detailed study of
native ethnogeography places the proposed project C‐APE in the territory of the Taunan and
Asirin, speakers of a Costanoan or Ohlone language who lived in the Sunol Valley (Milliken, 2006).
These inhabitants were organized as an independent sociopolitical group known to anthropologists
as a tribelet—a group of allied villages controlling a territory and its resources (Kroeber, 1962).
Tribelet territories in the Bay Area were some 6 to 10 miles in diameter (Milliken, 2006).
The principal village of a tribelet was the home of the chief. Chieftainship was patrilineally
inherited but could be passed to a man’s sister or daughter if there was no male heir. It was the
chief’s responsibility to provide for visitors and the poor, to direct ceremonial activities, and to
arrange expeditions and labor for hunting, fishing, gathering, and warfare (Levy, 1978). The
Ohlone were organized in households of patrilineally extended families ranging in size from
10 to 15 members. Houses were usually dome‐shaped structures constructed of willow poles and
thatched with leaves and grasses.
The historic‐era Alisal Indian community in Pleasanton was formed after mission secularization
in 1834. This was a multi‐ethnic community comprised mostly of former neophytes from Mission
San Jose, primarily Costanoan, Plains Miwok, and Northern Valley Yokuts. Alisal flourished
throughout the 19th century due in large part to sympathetic landowners such as the Hearst
family. Several ethnographers conducted extensive research in the early 20th century, but the
native community disbanded soon thereafter (Bean, 1995).

5.5.1.4 Historic‐Period Setting
A brief history of SFPUC water supply facilities in the Sunol Valley, including the James H.
Turner Dam, San Antonio Reservoir, and the existing San Antonio Pipeline, is provided below.
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History of Sunol Valley
The following historical overview of the Sunol Valley is summarized from the Historic Context and
Archaeological Survey Report for the San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project (Far Western, 2009):
The Sunol Valley was a remote interior area in the early Mission Period, but was ultimately
controlled by Mission San Jose after the mission was founded in 1797. Neophyte
recruitment into the mission was complete in the East Bay by 1810, after which no
Costanoan Indian villages maintained traditional lifeways.
The town of Sunol was named for Antonio Sunol, a Spaniard who deserted a French ship
in 1818, and in 1839 through marriage became part owner of the Rancho El Valle de
San José, a 48,000‐acre (19,400 hectares) land grant. Sunol controlled some 14,000 acres
(5,660 hectares), including the Sunol Valley and the location of the present‐day town of
Sunol. Sunol’s son Antonio built a palisade structure in 1839 and later an adobe near the
present site of the Sunol Water Temple. Grazing was the primary economic activity, with
herds of 10,000 cattle, 500 horses, and 5,000 sheep during the period from 1839 to 1849.
During the 1850s, the rancho was broken up through split inheritance and parcel sales.
Wheat production then began in the Sunol Valley bottom, but it was largely still a rural
ranching area beset by squatters and cattle thieves into the 1860s. In the later 1860s, most of
the former Sunol rancho passed into the hands of Charles Hadsell. The Central Pacific
Railroad was completed in this area after 1869, linking Sunol to other Bay Area towns, but
the area remained a rural agricultural and ranching region through the end of the
19th century.
In the 20th century, water supply development became a key industry in the Sunol Valley.
The Spring Valley Water Company, a private entity, had been established in 1865 to
provide water to the San Francisco Peninsula. In 1900, the company completed facilities in
the Sunol Valley to collect groundwater for delivery to the peninsula. The Sunol Water
Temple, designed in 1910 by Willis Polk, was erected at the juncture of the three East Bay
components of the company: Alameda Creek, the Sunol filter beds, and the Pleasanton
wells. The City of San Francisco’s Hetch Hetchy project, which delivers water to the Bay
Area from the Tuolumne River in the Sierra Nevada, was begun in 1914 and completed in
1934. The Hetch Hetchy project was augmented with East Bay supplies when the City of
San Francisco acquired the Spring Valley Water Company in 1930. Several projects were
built in the Sunol Valley in support of the Hetch Hetchy system, including the Alameda
West Portal, the Alameda East Portal, and the Alameda Siphons, which serve to convey
water from the Coast Range Tunnel to the east to the Bay Division Tunnel west of Sunol.
James H. Turner Dam and the San Antonio Reservoir
The following overview of Turner Dam and San Antonio Reservoir is based on A History of the
Municipal Water Department and Hetch Hetchy System, prepared by W.D. Hansen for the SFPUC in
2005:
The San Francisco Water Department completed construction of Turner Dam and
San Antonio Reservoir in 1965 at a cost of $9.4 million, which included the dam, outlet
works, spillway, and related equipment and accessories. The dam is named for James H.
Turner, the former general manager and chief engineer of Hetch Hetchy Water and Power,
and the former general manager of public utilities for San Francisco.
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Originally sited by the Spring Valley Water Works in 1875 and mentioned in the 1912
Freeman Report to provide storage adjacent to the Hetch Hetchy Aqueduct, the reservoir is
situated on La Costa (San Antonio) Creek, a tributary of Alameda Creek about 3 miles
southeast of Sunol. The reservoir impounds 16.5 billion gallons of water (50,650 acre‐feet),
the runoff from a 40‐square‐mile watershed yielding over 1.7 billion gallons of water
annually. Additionally, the reservoir can provide storage for water from Hetch Hetchy and
other sources to meet high periodic demands in the South Bay area and assure water
service during possible interruptions of Hetch Hetchy supply. Turner Dam is a compacted,
earth‐fill structure; it is 195 feet high, 2,160 feet long, and 1,075 feet wide at the base. As
with Calaveras Reservoir supplies, water from San Antonio Reservoir is sent to the Sunol
Valley Water Treatment Plant (SVWTP) for filtration before entering the Hetch Hetchy
Aqueduct at the Alameda Siphons.
History of the San Antonio Pipeline
The San Antonio Pipeline was constructed in 1968 to convey Hetch Hetchy water from the
regional water system to San Antonio Reservoir and to convey stored water from Calaveras
Reservoir to San Antonio Reservoir. The pipeline was built as part of the SFPUC’s incremental
improvements to the water supply system associated with Turner Dam and San Antonio
Reservoir, described above. The San Antonio Pipeline is a 60‐inch‐diameter prestressed‐concrete
cylinder pipe located entirely underground, and extends 11,300 feet (approximately 2.1 miles)
from the San Antonio Pump Station to the base of Turner Dam at San Antonio Reservoir. The
San Antonio Pipeline transports water stored in San Antonio Reservoir to the SVWTP for
treatment prior to distribution to customers, and diverts quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water
either to San Antonio Reservoir or to San Antonio Creek (Circa, 2009).
Associated with the San Antonio Pipeline is a collection of nearby SFPUC treatment and
distribution facilities. These include the San Antonio Pump Station (1968), the existing chemical
facility at San Antonio Pump Station (1992), the Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility (2003), and
a fluoride plant and chemical feed lines (Circa, 2009). The San Antonio Pump Station pumps
water from San Antonio Reservoir to the SVWTP when the water cannot flow by gravity, and
also pumps Hetch Hetchy water to either San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP when it does not
meet water quality standards for delivery or is required for reservoir replenishment. The
existing chemical facility at San Antonio Pump Station is located just north of the pump station.
This facility dechlorinates and pH‐adjusts Hetch Hetchy water prior to discharge to San Antonio
Creek or San Antonio Reservoir in order to meet the water quality requirements set by the
San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board.

5.5.1.5 Archaeological Methods, Survey, and Results
Records Search and Literature Review
A records search conducted by Far Western Anthropological Research Group, Inc. (Far Western) in
January 2008 at the Northwest Information Center of the California Historical Resources
Information System at Sonoma State University revealed that 14 cultural resource inventory studies
have been conducted within 1 mile of the project area (Northwest Information Center File Number
07‐596). Two additional inventories conducted more recently for other SFPUC projects overlap
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portions of the current project C‐APE (ICF Jones & Stokes, 2009; Jones & Stokes, 2008). These latter
two inventories were based on intensive surveys, with surface transects spaced 10 to 15 meters
apart. None of the inventory studies identified archaeological resources within the project C‐APE.
Only one other inventory (Busby, 1998) covered any portion of the current C‐APE. This survey
encompassed a narrow corridor paralleling Calaveras Road, and a small area at the intersection of
Calaveras Road and the Turner Dam Access Road. No cultural resources were found.
Only one of the previous inventories documented archaeological or historic‐era finds within
1 mile of the C‐APE. Dispersed and sparse historic‐era artifacts were found in backhoe trenching
for the Mission Valley Rock Company gravel quarry in 1992. The quarry area covered more than
400 acres of Sunol Valley bottom, with the eastern border more than 0.5 mile northwest of the
C‐APE. Most artifacts, which seem to date to the early and late 19th century, were found in the
western portion of the quarry. Three artifacts dating to the late 19th century were found in the
southeast quarter of the quarry (Ambro, 1992).
In addition to prior inventories, the records search included 19th century General Land Office
plats and 1953 U.S. Geological Survey topographic quadrangles. These maps revealed seven
buildings located within 1 mile of the C‐APE; due to their minimum age of 55 years, all building
plots are considered potential historic‐period resources. In sum, the records search and
background documents reviewed show the C‐APE has some sensitivity for both prehistoric and
historic‐era resources. The most sensitive locations in the vicinity for prehistoric sites are in open,
elevated portions of San Antonio Creek canyon. A sparse record of 19th‐century occupation is
documented west of (outside) the C‐APE.

Native American Contacts
Prior to conducting fieldwork, Far Western contacted the Native American Heritage Commission
(NAHC) to request a search of Sacred Lands files and to obtain the names of local Native
Americans who might have knowledge of cultural resources in the C‐APE. The NAHC records
indicate that no sacred lands have been identified within or near the C‐APE, but the records
provided contact information for eight individuals listed as Native American contacts in
Alameda County. After the first field studies in February 2008, a letter describing the project and
survey findings, accompanied by a project location map, was sent to each individual. After
additional land area was added to the C‐APE and the initial field studies were completed in
March 2008, a second letter was sent to each individual to provide updated information on the
C‐APE and findings. Follow‐up phone calls were made one week later. A third set of letters was
sent following the field inventory in May 2009.
NAHC contacts Ms. Katherine Perez, Ms. Irenne Zwierlein, and Mr. Andrew Galvan all
expressed concerns about the great potential for archaeological sites that could be affected by
project construction. Ms. Perez and Ms. Zwierlein each requested that Native American and
archaeological monitors be present during all phases of construction. Ms. Rosemary Cambra,
Chairwoman of the Muwekma Ohlone Indian Tribe of the San Francisco Bay, requested the tribe
be informed if ancestral remains or artifacts were encountered. She also requested that Native
American monitors for the project be documented as aboriginal to their tribal area.
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The only response received after the May 2009 field study was from Ms. Anne‐Marie Sayers, who
requested more information about the project, and asked that the geoarchaeological extended
survey trenching include a Native American monitor. CCSF staff determined that no monitor
was necessary since the trenching took place outside of known archaeological site boundaries
and thus constituted an exploration rather than an evaluative investigation. Ms. Sayers was
contacted after trenching to inform her that no buried artifacts or remains were encountered. She
requested that she be notified if any finds were unearthed during project construction, and that
she receive a copy of the final inventory study report for the proposed project (Wohlgemuth and
Kaijankoski, 2009).
Far Western updated correspondence with Native American contacts in March 2011. Anne‐Marie
Sayers of the Indian Canyon Mutsun Band of Costanoan requested that Native American and
archaeological monitors be present at all project‐related earthmoving activities, and that a
reburial location be specified in the event that human remains were encountered during
construction activities. No other responses were received from the individuals and groups
contacted (Wohlgemuth, 2011).

Archaeological Field Survey Methods
Far Western performed a surface field inventory and two phases of extended archaeological
surveys within the SABPL project area. The first phase of the extended archaeological survey
consisted of a series of shovel test pit excavations to define the boundaries of archaeological site
SA‐1 (temporary number), which was located during the surface field inventory. SA‐1 is located
in an area that was previously considered for staging but has since been removed as a project
option. The second phase consisted of geoarchaeological trenching in archaeologically sensitive
areas to search for buried archaeological deposits.
Surface Survey
Far Western conducted surface surveys on February 19, 2008, March 21, 2008, May 19, 2009, and
March 9, 2011. Field surveys were conducted using transects spaced at 20‐meter intervals or less.
As the surveys were conducted during late winter, much of the C‐APE was covered with a dense
vernal growth of herbaceous plants, and surface visibility was limited. Rodent backdirt piles
were examined wherever visible. To allow visibility of the mineral soil surface, short‐handled
hoes were used to clear plant cover at 10‐ to 20‐meter intervals where necessary. Archaeological
sites were defined as three or more cultural objects in association.
The May 2009 survey targeted the C‐APE in the Hanson Aggregates quarry north of San Antonio
Creek and west of Calaveras Road. Because virtually all of this area has been excavated as huge
quarry pits hundreds of feet below the former landform surface, or piled up in berms around the
pits, the area was traversed in an automobile to locate intact landform surfaces. The few intact
areas found were surveyed on foot at 20‐meter intervals (Wohlgemuth and Kaijankoski, 2009).
The March 2011 surface survey was conducted after minor modifications were made to the
SABPL project that expanded the C‐APE in the northern portion of the project area. The purpose
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of the March 2011 survey was to evaluate the potential presence of buried cultural resources in
the expanded C‐APE. Areas examined included the former nursery site located east of Pit F3‐East
and west of Calaveras Road, the northeastern and northwestern walls of Pit F3‐East, and other
selected areas around Pits F3‐East and F3‐West (Wohlgemuth, 2011).
Subsurface Investigations
Upon discovery of an isolated surface flake during the surface survey, a series of 13 shovel
probes was performed in an attempt to locate any other material beneath the dense grass cover.
The probes yielded additional cultural materials, and the location was identified as
archaeological site SA‐1. The artifacts were described and photographed, and the shovel probes
were backfilled with the excavated sediment (Wohlgemuth and Kaijankoski, 2009).
Extended Archaeological Survey
During the May 2009 fieldwork, the boundaries of archaeological site SA‐1 were further defined
by performing intensive surface reconnaissance of recently disked fire‐control strips, close to but
beyond the previously defined site boundaries. The disked strips provided an extensive clearing
in the dense surface vegetation that approximated shovel testing of hundreds of cubic meters of
near‐surface sediment. Only one surface artifact, a cryptocrystalline silicate flake, was found in
the disked areas.
Following the revision in the project C‐APE, Far Western excavated four shovel probes in
May 2009 to ascertain whether site SA‐1 extended into the C‐APE. No artifacts were found in the
probes within the C‐APE. The finds from shovel tests and reconnaissance of recently disked areas
showed that site SA‐1 does not extend into the C‐APE.
Far Western conducted exploratory testing in the C‐APE on June 24 and 25, 2009. The testing
targeted five areas of the C‐APE determined to have the greatest potential for buried
archaeological sites based on the presence of Holocene‐age alluvial deposits mapped at the
surface, as well as the proximity to water sources. Fifteen subsurface exploration trenches were
excavated using a tractor‐mounted backhoe. The exact location and size of each trench were
determined in the field based on existing conditions, physical constraints, and the ongoing results
of trenching. As deposits were removed from the trenches, they were examined and raked by
hand in an effort to identify archaeological materials, and the walls of the trenches were
examined. The trench locations were plotted using a GPS device, and the depth and general
nature of the exposed geologic deposits were recorded, with additional attention given to
deposits that appeared to contain Holocene‐age buried soils. The project geoarchaeologist
supervised all trenching (Wohlgemuth and Kaijankoski, 2009).

Field Survey Results
Prehistoric archaeological site SA‐1 was recorded outside of but near the C‐APE in an area
previously considered as a potential construction staging area for the SABPL project. The site
consists of a low‐density concentration of fire‐altered rock (cooking stone debris), cryptocrystalline
stone debitage (flaking debris), and one millingslab fragment. All but one flake and the millingslab
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were discovered in subsurface shovel probes. Three unidentified animal bone fragments were
found in one probe, but it is uncertain whether these are associated with the prehistoric artifacts or
are modern intrusive specimens, as occasional fragments of recent historic‐era ceramic (white
improved earthenware) and modern green glass were also found. Except for the existing
San Antonio Pipeline along the southern site margin, no obvious disturbances to the site were
noted. A rock layer was found in several shovel probes at a depth of 25 centimeters below ground
surface; this indicates that the site deposit is less than 25 centimeters deep, consistent with the lower
sensitivity for buried sites found in Pleistocene landforms. The site measures 130 meters north‐
south by 90 meters east‐west (Wohlgemuth and Kaijankoski, 2009).
Subsurface exploratory trenches were excavated within the five areas of the C‐APE determined to
have the greatest potential to contain buried prehistoric archaeological deposits. A total of
15 trenches were excavated in these five areas, and no artifacts or buried archaeological deposits
were found; therefore, it appears unlikely that a large or substantial archaeological site is buried in
the C‐APE. While there is a possibility that isolated, discrete, and/or highly localized archaeological
materials have been buried by Holocene‐age alluvium in unexplored portions of the C‐APE, the
likelihood seems relatively low, since the remainder of the C‐APE does not feature known water
sources and thus is less archaeologically sensitive (Wohlgemuth and Kaijankoski, 2009).
Intensive surface inventory and subsurface geoarchaeological trenching for cultural resources
identified no archaeological sites within the C‐APE (Wohlgemuth and Kaijankoski, 2009;
Wohlgemuth, 2011).
Prehistoric archaeological site SA‐1 has not been evaluated for its eligibility to the California
Register of Historical Resources or the National Register of Historic Places, but is assumed to be
eligible for listing on both registers and to constitute a historical resource for the purpose of
CEQA due to its ability to yield information important to prehistory (Wohlgemuth and
Kaijankoski, 2009).

5.5.1.6 Architectural Methods, Survey, and Results
Records Search and Literature Review
Circa: Historic Property Development (Circa) conducted a records search and literature review
for the project area. This research included reviewing previous historical resource inventory and
evaluation reports and other documentation provided by the SFPUC, Far Western, and the
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans). Circa also consulted state and federal lists to
determine the location of any known historical resources within the project area. In addition,
historical and modern maps were reviewed and additional background research was undertaken
at the following repositories:





Archives, San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, San Francisco, CA
California Historical Society, San Francisco, CA
History Center, San Francisco Public Library, San Francisco, CA
Oakland History Room, Oakland Public Library, Oakland, CA
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Two features of the SFPUC’s Alameda watershed area are listed as notable historic resources, as
described below under the heading Records Search and Survey Results.

Field Survey Methods
Circa conducted field surveys of the C‐APE in March 2008 and May 2009. As part of both field
efforts, survey work was conducted on foot for all areas not visible by car. Any potential
resources estimated to be more than 45 years old were examined, photographed, and recorded in
accordance with the standards of the California Department of Parks and Recreation, Office of
Historic Preservation.

Records Search and Survey Results
The records search identified two features within the SFPUC Alameda watershed that are listed
as notable historic resources. The Sunol Water Temple, designed by Willis Polk and built in 1900–
1910, is listed in the California Inventory of Historic Resources and the Historic Civil Engineering
Landmarks. This neoclassical structure marks the confluence of waters from Calaveras Reservoir,
the Sunol gravel beds, and the Pleasanton wells. The Hetch Hetchy Coast Range Tunnel is
recognized as a Historic Civil Engineering Landmark of San Francisco and Northern California
and consists of 29 miles of tunnels, siphons, and pipelines. Neither of these historic resources is
located within the C‐APE.
The records search identified two historic inventories that were conducted for other SFPUC
projects—the Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade project (2008) and the New Irvington
Tunnel project (2009)—both of which overlap portions of the project C‐APE. Of the architectural
properties identified in the Alameda Siphons report, only the Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3
are located within the proposed project’s C‐APE. These are described below. The remaining
resources identified in that report, as well as resources identified in the inventory for the New
Irvington Tunnel project, are located outside of the C‐APE.
Three Alameda Siphons run underground from the Alameda East Portal to the Alameda West
Portal, conveying water under Alameda Creek. Alameda Siphon No. 1 was constructed in 1934; it
is 2,942 feet long and is made of 69‐inch‐diameter steel cylinder reinforced‐concrete pipe.
Alameda Siphon No. 2 was constructed in 1953 and is a 91‐inch‐diameter pipeline comprised of a
steel plate with coat‐tar lining and coating; this siphon is felt wrapped and 2,972 feet long.
Alameda Siphon No. 3 was constructed in 1967 and is comprised of a 96‐inch‐diameter
prestressed‐concrete cylinder pipe, 2,694 feet in length. The evaluation completed for the
Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade Project concluded that Alameda Siphons No. 1 and
No. 2 were eligible for listing in the National Register and the California Register for their
association with the Hetch Hetchy system and for their architecture/workmanship, while
Alameda Siphon No. 3 is not eligible for either the National Register or California Register (Jones
& Stokes and Carey & Company, 2008).
Only one other inventory overlapped with the project C‐APE. This survey encompassed a narrow
corridor paralleling Calaveras Road, and a small area at the intersection of Calaveras Road and
the Turner Dam Access Road. No cultural resources were found as part of this inventory.
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The architectural field survey completed by Circa for the proposed project identified three
architectural properties and a pipeline within the C‐APE. The architectural properties included a
small gabled residential‐style building just east of Hanson Aggregates’ quarry Pit F3‐East, which was
built in about 1970; a grouping of industrial and storage buildings along the northern border of the
Oliver De Silva, Inc. (De Silva) quarry Pit F6, all constructed post‐1964; a grouping of industrial
facilities associated with the San Antonio Pump Station and existing chemical facility, all constructed
post‐1964; and the San Antonio Pipeline, which was constructed in 1968. Circa surveyed and
evaluated each of these facilities, and none were recommended for listing in the National Register or
California Register due to their recent construction dates and lack of historical and/or architectural
significance (Circa, 2009). The results of the evaluations found that none of these properties would be
considered: (1) exceptionally important under National Register Criterion G for properties that have
achieved significance within the past 50 years, or (2) significant under the California Register special
consideration for resources achieving significance within the past 50 years.
Adjacent to the residential‐type building located east of Pit F3‐East is an open wood frame, shed‐
roofed barn structure set on a concrete pad. When Pits F3‐East and F3‐West were being actively
mined, Hanson Aggregates employees used this shed for vehicular storage. However, like the
adjacent residential‐type building, the shed is no longer in use. This shed was surveyed by
Environmental Science Associates for another SFPUC project. Like the residential‐type building,
the shed was also constructed circa 1970 and thus does not meet the 45 year age criteria for
consideration as a historical resource (1965 or earlier). The shed exhibits no notable architectural
merit, stylistic elements, construction techniques or craftsmanship. Furthermore, it does not
appear to display the exceptional significance required for a recently constructed resource under
National Register Criteria Consideration G, and does not meet the standards for significance
under the California Register special consideration for resources that have achieved significance
within the past 50 years (ESA, 2011).

Historical Contacts
Prior to fieldwork, Circa contacted a number of historical organizations to request information
about potential cultural resources in the project area. The organizations contacted were the Pacific
Locomotive Association in Sunol; the Alameda County Historical Society in Oakland; Save Our
Sunol (SOS) in Sunol; and the Museum of Local History in Fremont. Copies of the letters are
provided in the Historic Resources Inventory and Evaluation Report (Circa, 2009). To date, no
responses have been received.

5.5.2 Regulatory Framework
5.5.2.1 Federal Regulations
National Historic Preservation Act
Cultural resources are protected through the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966,
as amended (16 United States Code 470f), and its implementing regulations. Before a federal
agency can engage in an “undertaking” that would, for example, require federal funding or a
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federal permit, Section 106 of the NHPA requires the agency to consider the effects of the
undertaking on historic properties (i.e., properties listed in or eligible for listing in the National
Register), and to afford the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation a reasonable opportunity
to comment on any undertaking that would adversely affect historic properties. Under the
NHPA, a property is considered significant if it meets the National Register listing criteria at
36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 60.4,1 as stated below:
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and
culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity
of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association and that:
a)

Are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history, or

b)

Are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past, or

c)

Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or
that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that
represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack
individual distinction, or

d)

Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.

Federal review of undertakings is referred to as the Section 106 process. This process is the
responsibility of the federal lead agency. The Section 106 review typically involves a four‐step
procedure, which is described in detail in the implementing regulations (36 CFR 800):


Identify historic properties in consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO) and interested parties;



Assess the effects of the undertaking on historic properties;



Consult with the SHPO, other agencies, and interested parties to develop an agreement
that addresses the treatment of historic properties and notify the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation; and



Proceed with the project according to the conditions of the agreement.

5.5.2.2 State Regulations
California Office of Historic Preservation
The State of California implements the NHPA through its statewide comprehensive cultural
resource surveys and preservation programs. The California Office of Historic Preservation is an
office of the California Department of Parks and Recreation, and implements the policies of the
NHPA on a statewide level. The Office of Historic Preservation also maintains the California
1

Guidelines for applying the National Register criteria are in National Park Service bulletins, including
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, “Guidelines for Applying the National Register Criteria for
Evaluation,” National Register Bulletin 15 (Washington D.C., U.S. Government Printing, 1991, revised 1995 through
2002).
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Historical Resources Inventory. The SHPO is an appointed official who implements historic
preservation programs within the state’s jurisdiction and is housed at the California Office of
Historic Preservation.

California Environmental Quality Act
CEQA, as codified in California Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 21000 et seq., is the
principal statute governing the environmental review of projects in the state. CEQA requires lead
agencies to determine if a proposed project would have a significant effect on historical resources
and unique archaeological resources. The CEQA Guidelines define a historical resource as: (1) a
resource in the California Register; (2) a resource included in a local register of historical
resources, as defined in PRC Section 5020.1(k), or identified as significant in a historical resource
survey meeting the requirements of PRC Section 5024.1(g); or (3) any object, building, structure,
site, area, place, record, or manuscript that a lead agency determines to be historically significant
or significant in the architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational,
social, political, military, or cultural annals of California, provided the lead agency’s
determination is supported by substantial evidence in light of the whole record.
If a lead agency determines that an archaeological site is a historical resource, the provisions of
PRC Section 21084.1 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5 would apply. If an archaeological site
does not meet the CEQA Guidelines criteria for a historical resource, then the site may meet the
threshold of PRC Section 21083 regarding unique archaeological resources. A unique
archaeological resource is an archaeological artifact, object, or site about which it can be clearly
demonstrated that, without merely adding to the current body of knowledge, there is a high
probability that it meets any of the following criteria:


Contains information needed to answer important scientific research questions and that
there is a demonstrable public interest in that information;



Has a special and particular quality such as being the oldest of its type or the best available
example of its type; or



Is directly associated with a scientifically recognized important prehistoric or historic event
or person (PRC Section 21083.2 [g]).

The CEQA Guidelines note that if a resource is neither a unique archaeological resource nor a
historical resource, the effects of the project on that resource shall not be considered a significant
effect on the environment (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064[c][4]).

California Register of Historical Resources
The California Register is “an authoritative listing and guide to be used by state and local
agencies, private groups, and citizens in identifying the existing historical resources of the state
and to indicate which resources deserve to be protected, to the extent prudent and feasible, from
substantial adverse change” (PRC Section 5024.1[a]). The criteria for eligibility to the California
Register are based on National Register criteria (PRC Section 5024.1[b]). Certain resources are
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determined by the statute to be automatically included in the California Register, including
California properties formally determined eligible for or listed in the National Register.
To be eligible for the California Register as a historical resource, a prehistoric or historic‐period
resource must be significant at the local, state, and/or federal level under one or more of the
following criteria:
1.

Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of
California’s history and cultural heritage;

2.

Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past;

3.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of
construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high
artistic values; or

4.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5 [a][3]).

For a resource to be eligible for the California Register, it must also retain enough integrity to be
recognizable as a historical resource and to convey its significance. A resource that does not
retain sufficient integrity to meet the National Register criteria may still be eligible for listing in
the California Register.

California Public Resources Code
As part of the determination made pursuant to PRC Section 21080.1, the lead agency must determine
whether the project would have a significant effect on archaeological and paleontological resources.
Several sections of the PRC protect cultural resources. Under Section 5097.5, no person shall
knowingly and willfully excavate upon, or remove, destroy, injure, or deface, any historic or
prehistoric ruins, burial grounds, archaeological or vertebrate paleontological site (including
fossilized footprints), inscriptions made by human agency, rock art, or any other archaeological,
paleontological, or historical feature situated on public lands, except with the express permission of
the public agency that has jurisdiction over the lands. Violation of this section is a misdemeanor.
Section 5097.98 states that if Native American remains are identified within a project area, the lead
agency must work with the appropriate Native Americans as identified by the NAHC and develop
a plan for the treatment or disposition of, with appropriate dignity, the human remains and any
items associated with Native American burials. These procedures are also addressed in
Section 15046.5 of the CEQA Guidelines. California Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 prohibits
disinterring, disturbing, or removing human remains from a location other than a dedicated
cemetery. Section 30244 of the PRC requires reasonable mitigation for impacts on paleontological
and archaeological resources that occur as a result of development on public lands.
In addition, several sections of the PRC that are relevant for the project area protect paleontological
resources. Section 5097.5 prohibits “knowing and willful” excavation, removal, destruction, injury,
and defacement of any paleontologic feature on public lands (lands under state, county, city, district,
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or public authority jurisdiction, or the jurisdiction of a public corporation), except where the agency
with jurisdiction has granted express permission. Section 30244 requires reasonable mitigation for
impacts on paleontological resources that occur as a result of development on public lands.

5.5.2.3 Local Regulations
San Francisco Historic Preservation Commission and Planning Code, Articles 10 and 11
The San Francisco Historic Preservation Commission is a newly created seven‐member body that
makes recommendations on the designation of landmark buildings, historic districts, and
significant buildings. The Historic Preservation Commission replaces and retains most of the
responsibilities of the Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board (Landmarks Board). The
Landmarks Board was a nine‐member body appointed by the Mayor that served as an advisory
board to the San Francisco Planning Commission and San Francisco Planning Department. The
Landmarks Board was established in 1967 with the adoption of Article 10 of the Planning Code.
The work of the Landmarks Board, San Francisco Planning Department, and San Francisco
Planning Commission has increased public awareness about the need to protect the CCSF’s
architectural, historical, and cultural heritage.
The Historic Preservation Commission makes recommendations to the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors on landmark designations, historic district designations, and individual resource
designations within historic districts. The Historic Preservation Commission may also review and
comment on projects affecting historical resources that are subject to environmental review under
CEQA, or projects subject to review under Section 106 of the NHPA. The Historic Preservation
Commission also approves Certificates of Appropriateness for Landmarks and properties within
Article 10 Historic Districts.
The State Office of Historic Preservation has included the CCSF on its list of Certified Local
Governments, which means that San Francisco has an approved historic preservation ordinance,
Historic Preservation Commission, and other formal processes related to historic preservation and
cultural resources management. The CCSF reviews the historical resources designated under
Articles 10 and 11 of the San Francisco Planning Code when it evaluates project impacts on
historical resources. Article 10 describes procedures regarding the preservation of sites and areas of
special character or special historical, architectural, or aesthetic interest or value, such as officially
designated city landmarks and buildings included within locally designated historic districts.
Article 11 of the Planning Code designated six downtown conservation districts. There are no
CCSF‐designated landmarks or properties that contribute to designated historic districts in the
project C‐APE.
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5.5.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.5.3.1 Significance Criteria
The CCSF has not formally adopted significance standards for impacts related to cultural
resources, but generally considers that implementation of the proposed project would have a
significant impact if it were to:



Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as defined in
CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5, including those resources listed in Article 10 or
Article 11 of the San Francisco Planning Code;



Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical or unique
archaeological resource pursuant to Section 15064.5;



Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique geological
feature; or



Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries
pursuant to California Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5.

5.5.3.2 Approach to Analysis
The potential for the SABPL project to adversely affect cultural resources would be limited to
construction activities. Ground disturbance and excavation during construction activities could
disturb or destroy known and previously unrecorded buried cultural resources, including
archaeological and paleontological resources and human remains. Project construction activities
could also generate vibrations through the use of vibratory equipment, such as large bulldozers
and vibratory compactors, or through high‐impact construction methods, such as pile driving
and sheetpile driving, that could cause cosmetic, architectural, and structural damage to nearby
historic buildings and structures, if present. Operation of the proposed project would have no
effect on cultural resources because project operations would not cause additional ground
disturbance or generate strong vibrations. Thus, the analysis below focuses on construction‐
related impacts on cultural resources.

Architectural Resources
Potential impacts on historic architectural resources were assessed by determining whether
proposed project activities could cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of any such
resources within the C‐APE. A substantial adverse change in the significance of a historic
architectural resource means “physical demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of the
resource or its immediate surroundings such that the significance of the historical resource would
be materially impaired” (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5[b][1]). A historic architectural resource
can be materially impaired through demolition or alteration of the resource’s physical
characteristics that convey its historical significance and that justify its inclusion in the California
Register (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5[b][2][A]).
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Archaeological Resources
The significance of most prehistoric and historic‐period archaeological sites is usually determined
based on National Register and California Register Criterion 4, presented above. This criterion
stresses the importance of the information potential contained within the site rather than its
significance as a surviving example of a type or its association with an important person or event.
Archaeological resources may also be assessed under CEQA as unique archaeological resources,
defined as archaeological artifacts, objects, or sites that contain information needed to answer
important scientific research questions.

Paleontological Resources
For this analysis, “unique paleontological resource” is deemed to include resources that qualify as
significant under SVP criteria (see Section 5.5.1.2, above). Potential project effects on paleontological
resources are limited to construction‐related disturbance and are discussed below under
Impact CP‐3. Operation of the proposed project would not result in impacts on paleontological
resources. There are no unique geological features within the area that could be affected by the
project.

Human Remains
Human remains, including those buried outside of formal cemeteries, are protected under several
state laws, including PRC Section 5097.98 and Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5. Impacts
include intentional disturbance, mutilation, or removal of interred human remains.

5.5.3.3 Summary of Impacts
Table 5.5‐2 lists the proposed project’s cultural and paleontological impacts and significance
determinations.
TABLE 5.5‐2
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – CULTURAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Significance
Determinations

Impacts
Impact CP‐1: Project construction could cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource.

LSM

Impact CP‐2: Project construction could cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical or unique archaeological resource.

LSM

Impact CP‐3: Project construction could result in a substantial adverse effect by directly or
indirectly destroying a unique paleontological resource or site.

LSM

Impact CP‐4: Project construction could result in a substantial adverse effect related to the
disturbance of human remains.

LSM

Impact C‐CP: Construction of the proposed project could result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative impacts on historical, archaeological, or
paleontological resources, or human remains.

LSM

LSM = Less than Significant impact with Mitigation
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5.5.3.4 Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact CP‐1: Project construction could cause a substantial adverse change in the significance
of a historical resource. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
Two historic‐period architectural resources identified in the C‐APE could be affected by the
proposed SABPL project: Alameda Siphons Nos. 1 and 2. Alameda Siphons Nos. 1 and 2 are
considered historical resources for the purposes of CEQA evaluation. The backup pipeline would
be connected to Alameda Siphon No. 3, which is not considered a historical resource, but the
connection would entail construction within approximately 10 feet of Alameda Siphon No. 2 and
20 feet of Alameda Siphon No. 1. Figure 3‐3 in Chapter 3, Project Description, shows the numbers
and locations of the Alameda Siphons; as shown, No. 1 is the southernmost siphon and No. 3 is
between No. 1 and No. 2. The backup pipeline would be constructed above ground where it would
pass over Alameda Siphon No. 2, thus limiting the potential for construction activities to damage
Alameda Siphon No. 2. Although the backup pipeline would have no physical connection with
Alameda Siphons Nos. 1 and 2, construction activities could result in damage to these historical
resources due to the project’s proximity to the siphons, which could be a significant impact.
However, with implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐UT‐1h, the impact on the historical
significance of an individual facility would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level.
Mitigation Measure M‐UT‐1h: Measures to Protect Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3.
(See Impact UT‐1 in Section 5.12, Utilities and Service Systems, for description.)
Implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐UT‐1h would require that protective measures be
taken during construction of the SABPL project to protect the Alameda Siphons from damage,
including Alameda Siphons Nos. 1 and 2, which are historical resources. This measure requires
that the SFPUC or its contractor(s) prepare a plan establishing procedures to protect the siphons
from damage during operation of construction equipment, vibration‐inducing activities, and
other construction activities such as materials staging or storage. Therefore, this impact would be
less than significant with mitigation.
Also as part of the proposed project, two quarry buildings—the single‐story residential‐type
building and the shed‐roofed barn structure located just east of quarry Pit F3‐East—would be
demolished to facilitate construction of the cutoff wall. As indicated above in Section 5.5.1.4,
these buildings are estimated to have been constructed circa 1970 and thus do not meet the
45 year age criteria for consideration as a historical resource (1965 or earlier), and have no notable
architectural merit, stylistic elements, construction techniques or craftsmanship. Thus, the two
quarry buildings are not historical resources. Therefore, no impact to historical resources would
result from demolition of these two buildings.

_________________________
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Impact CP‐2: Project construction could cause a substantial adverse change in the significance
of a historical or unique archaeological resource. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
This impact analysis addresses impacts on archaeological sites that qualify as either historical
resources or unique archaeological resources. No archaeological resources were recorded within
the C‐APE for the proposed project; however, prehistoric archaeological site SA‐1 is located
immediately east and adjacent to the project area. Subsurface investigations indicate that this
archaeological site does not extend into the project C‐APE. Given the negative subsurface survey
results—particularly with respect to trenching in the areas considered most sensitive for buried
archaeological sites—no active archaeological monitoring of project activities is warranted.
However, avoidance measures would be applied. Specifically, while archaeological site SA‐1 has
not been evaluated for its eligibility to the California Register or the National Register, it is
assumed to be eligible for the purpose of this analysis. Although impacts are not anticipated, any
disturbance to this resource during project construction activities could result in a significant
impact. However, implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐CP‐2a would reduce this impact to a
less‐than‐significant level.
Mitigation Measure M‐CP‐2a: Site Protection Measures for Prehistoric Archaeological
Site SA‐1.
All archaeological work performed under this mitigation measure shall be subject to review
by the Environmental Review Officer (ERO) or designee. To protect prehistoric
archaeological site SA‐1, the SFPUC shall place exclusionary signage on the existing locked
gate(s) and install orange‐barrier construction fencing between archaeological site SA‐1 and
the construction work areas. Construction personnel shall be informed that, due to the
sensitive nature of the area, it is off‐limits to all equipment, staging, and other activities. The
exclusionary signage and fencing required by this measure shall be maintained throughout
project‐related construction activities.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐CP‐2a would ensure that archaeological site SA‐1 is not
inadvertently affected by construction activities associated with the SABPL project. Therefore,
this impact would be less than significant with mitigation.
Although the surface inventory and extended archaeological surveys found no cultural resources
within the C‐APE, it is possible that previously unrecorded and buried (or otherwise obscured)
archaeological deposits could be discovered during project construction. Excavation, grading,
and the movement of heavy construction vehicles and equipment could expose and disturb or
damage previously unrecorded archaeological resources, a significant impact. However,
implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐CP‐2b would reduce any impact on previously
unrecorded archaeological resources to a less‐than‐significant level.
Mitigation Measure M‐CP‐2b: Accidental Discovery of Archaeological Resources.
To avoid any potential adverse effects on accidentally discovered buried cultural resources,
as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(a)(c), the SFPUC shall distribute the
San Francisco Planning Department’s archaeological resource “ALERT” sheet to the project
prime contractor; to any subcontractors (including firms subcontracted to perform
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demolition, excavation, grading, foundation, pile driving, etc.); and/or to any utilities firm
involved in soil‐disturbing activities within the project area. Prior to any soil‐disturbing
activities, each contractor shall be responsible for ensuring that the ALERT sheet is
circulated to all field personnel, including machine operators, field crew, pile drivers,
supervisory personnel, etc. The SFPUC shall provide the ERO with a signed affidavit from
the responsible parties (prime contractor, subcontractor(s), and utilities firm) confirming
that all field personnel have received copies of the ALERT sheet.
If the ERO determines that an archaeological resource may be present within the project area,
the SFPUC shall retain the services of a qualified archaeological consultant. The
archaeological consultant shall advise the ERO as to whether the discovery is an
archaeological resource that retains sufficient integrity and is of potential scientific/historical/
cultural significance. If an archaeological resource is present, the consultant shall identify and
evaluate the archaeological resource. The archaeological consultant shall make a
recommendation as to what action, if any, is warranted. Based on this information, the ERO
may require, if warranted, specific additional measures to be implemented by the SFPUC.
Measures might include: preservation in situ of the archaeological resource; an
archaeological monitoring program; or an archaeological evaluation program. If an
archaeological monitoring program or archaeological testing program is required, it shall
be subject to review by the ERO. The ERO may also require that the SFPUC immediately
implement a site security program if the archaeological resource is at risk from vandalism,
looting, or other damaging actions.
For any accidental discovery, the archaeological consultant shall submit an archaeological data
recovery report (ADRR) to the ERO which, in addition to the usual contents of the ADRR,
shall include an evaluation of the historical significance of any discovered archaeological
resource; describe the archaeological and historical research methods employed in the
archaeological monitoring/data recovery program(s) undertaken; and present, analyze, and
interpret the recovered data. Information that may put at risk any archaeological resource
shall be provided in a separate removable insert within the final report.
Once approved by the ERO, copies of the ADRR shall be distributed as follows: the relevant
California Historical Resources Information System Information Center shall receive one
copy, and the ERO shall receive one copy of the transmittal letter of the ADRR to the
Information Center. The San Francisco Planning Department, Environmental Planning
Division shall receive three copies of the ADRR along with copies of any formal site
recordation forms (California Department of Parks and Recreation Form 523 series) and/or
documentation for nomination to the National Register/California Register. The SFPUC shall
receive copies of the ADRR in the number requested. In instances of high public interest in or
high interpretive value of a resource, the ERO may require a different final report content,
format, and distribution than that presented above. All archaeological work performed
under this mitigation measure shall be subject to review by the ERO or designee.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐CP‐2b would address impacts on any previously
unrecorded and buried (or otherwise obscured) archaeological deposits by requiring the SFPUC
and its contractors to adhere to the appropriate procedures and protocols in the event that a
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possible archaeological resource is discovered during construction activities associated with the
SABPL project. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant with mitigation.

_________________________
Impact CP‐3: Project construction could result in a substantial adverse effect by directly or
indirectly destroying a unique paleontological resource or site. (Less than Significant with
Mitigation)
The paleontological C‐APE for the SABPL project is underlain by Holocene alluvium, artificial
fills, and gravel quarries and quarry pits. Older alluvium and the Briones Formation are present
in the project vicinity and may underlie the Holocene alluvium at shallow depths. As recorded in
the UCMP database, no paleontological resources are known to exist within the project C‐APE,
but such resources have been found in the Sunol Valley and in the Alameda Creek watershed.
Fossils are typically a buried resource, and impacts on them are therefore determined based on
the probability or potential that fossils may be present within a rock unit. Table 5.5‐3 summarizes
the rock units in the project area, their paleontological potential, and their potential to be
disturbed by project construction activity.
TABLE 5.5‐3
DISTURBANCE/DAMAGE POTENTIAL FOR SIGNIFICANT PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Geologic Unit
Holocene
Alluvium (Qhsc,
Qha, and Qt)

Paleontological
Potential

Low

Project Components that Could Disturb the
Geologic Unit
All components that involve trenching,
excavation, and grading

Potential Disturbance
of Significant
Paleontological
Resource?

No

 Pipeline alignments involving excavation
activities greater than 5 feet in depth
 Blowoff valves and air release valves

Latest Pleistocene
Alluvium (Qpa)

 Chemical facility (16‐foot‐deep excavation
for flow meter)
High

 Discharge facility at Pit F3‐East (20‐foot‐
deep excavation for outlet structure)

Yes

 Cutoff wall around Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West (excavations up to 80 feet deep)
 Alameda Creek Pump Station and transfer
pipeline (45‐foot‐deep excavation for wet well)

 Pipeline alignments involving excavation
activities greater than 10 feet in depth
Briones Formation
(Tbr)

High

 Chemical facility (16‐foot‐deep excavation
for flow meter)
 Cutoff wall around Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West (excavations up to 80 feet deep)

Yes

 Alameda Creek Pump Station and transfer
pipeline (45‐foot‐deep excavation for wet well)
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Holocene alluvium in the project area includes active stream channels (Qhsc), alluvial fans (Qha),
and young stream terraces (Qt) of the Alameda Creek drainage in the Sunol Valley. These
geologic units form the flat base of the Sunol Valley and directly underlie the entire area to be
disturbed by the SABPL project. All project‐related earthmoving activities are likely to disturb
Holocene alluvium; however, this is a unit of low paleontological potential. Therefore, it is
unlikely that construction activity within this geologic unit would disturb or destroy a unique or
significant paleontological resource.
Older alluvium does not occur at the surface within the project area, but areas of latest
Pleistocene alluvial deposits (Qpa) have been mapped along the outer margins of the Alameda
Creek drainage near the Alameda West Portal and immediately east of the project area near the
proposed chemical facility (see Section 5.15, Geology and Soils). Although site profiles in the
geotechnical report prepared for the project did not differentiate between Holocene and
Pleistocene alluvium (URS, 2009), it is probable that Pleistocene alluvium exists within the project
area at relatively shallow depths beneath the ground surface. This determination is based on the
fact that the unit occurs in close proximity to the project area, and Holocene alluvium typically
thins out toward valley margins. Thus, in the absence of site‐specific stratigraphic information
demonstrating otherwise, it is assumed that Pleistocene alluvium could be encountered beneath
the Holocene alluvium during excavations beyond a few feet in depth. Because Pleistocene
alluvium has a high paleontological potential, disturbance or destruction of a unique
paleontological resource could occur if this unit is encountered beneath the Holocene alluvium
during excavation or trenching.
The Briones Formation (Tbr) is the bedrock unit that forms the hill immediately east of Calaveras
Road. While this bedrock unit does not occur at the surface within the project area, subsurface
investigations conducted in the area have shown that the unit would likely be encountered
during pipeline excavations, particularly on the southern end of the alignment near the proposed
chemical facility (URS, 2009). In this area, the Briones Formation was found to exist
approximately 10 feet below the ground surface (bgs). Based on a geologic profile created by URS
(2009), the Briones Formation may be found at depths up to and in excess of 35 feet bgs
northward along the proposed backup pipeline alignment. The presence of and/or depth to the
Briones Formation at the discharge facility, cutoff wall, Alameda Creek Pump Station, and
transfer pipeline have not been determined, but this formation could be encountered in
excavations deeper than 35 feet. Thus, because the Briones Formation has a high paleontological
potential, a unique paleontological resource could be disturbed or destroyed during excavation
or trenching for the project.
While the C‐APE for the SABPL project is underlain by Holocene alluvium and artificial fills—
both of which have a low paleontological potential—unique and significant fossils could be
disturbed or destroyed if either Pleistocene alluvium or the Briones Formation is encountered at
greater depths during pipeline trenching and other project‐related excavations listed in Table 5.5‐3.
Thus, the construction‐related impact on paleontological resources is considered potentially
significant. However, implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐CP‐3 would reduce the impact
on paleontological resources to a less‐than‐significant level.
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Mitigation Measure M‐CP‐3: Paleontological Resources Mitigation Program.
Prior to the initiation of any site preparation or start of construction, the SFPUC shall retain
a qualified professional paleontologist or a California Registered Professional Geologist
(California RPG) with appropriate paleontological expertise, as defined by the Society of
Vertebrate Paleontology’s Conformable Impact Mitigation Guidelines Committee (SVP
1995 Guidelines), to carry out a paleontological resources training program for construction
workers and to develop a paleontological mitigation program. The SFPUC shall require the
paleontologist to be “on‐call” throughout the duration of ground‐disturbing activities. At a
minimum, the mitigation program shall include:


Preparation of a Preconstruction Paleontological Assessment Based on Final Project Design.
The professional paleontologist shall prepare a preconstruction assessment,
including a review of the information presented in this EIR, existing fossil localities
in the region, and project geological/geotechnical reports, to determine with greater
precision the depth and extent of geologic units of high paleontological potential
(Pleistocene alluvium and Briones Formation) within the areas to be excavated. The
results shall be documented in a report along with recommendations for appropriate
and feasible procedures to avoid or minimize damage to any paleontological
resources present. Based on the volume and depth of soil excavations and the
professional judgment of the paleontologist, he or she shall make recommendations
regarding the need, if any, for paleontological monitoring of ground‐disturbing
activities in geologic units of high paleontological potential. The SFPUC shall review
and approve the report in consultation with the ERO.



Paleontological Resources Training. All construction forepersons and field supervisors
shall be trained in the recognition of potential fossil materials prior to the initiation of
any site preparation or start of construction. Training on paleontological resources
shall also be provided to all other construction workers, but may include videotape
of the initial training and/or the use of written materials rather than in‐person
training by the qualified paleontologist. In addition to fossil recognition, the training
shall convey procedures to follow if construction crews encounter potential fossil
materials in the course of earthwork, excavation, or grading, as described below.



Assessment and Salvage of Potential Fossil Finds. If construction crews discover potential
fossils, all earthwork or other types of ground disturbance within 50 feet of the find
shall stop immediately until the qualified professional paleontologist can assess the
nature and importance of the find. Based on the scientific value or uniqueness of the
find, the monitor may record the find and allow work to continue, or recommend
salvage and recovery of the fossil. The monitor may also propose modifications to
the stop‐work radius based on the nature of the find, site geology, and the activities
occurring on the site. Recommendations for any necessary treatment shall be
consistent with the SVP 1995 Guidelines (SVP Conformable Impact Mitigation
Guidelines Committee, 1995) and currently accepted scientific practices. If required,
treatment for fossil remains may include preparation and recovery of fossil materials
so that they can be housed in an appropriate museum or university collection, and
may also include preparation and publication of a report describing the finds. The
monitor’s recommendations shall be subject to review and approval by the ERO or
designee. The SFPUC shall be responsible for ensuring that treatment is
implemented and reported to the San Francisco Planning Department. If no report is
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required, the SFPUC shall nonetheless ensure that information on the nature,
location, and depth of all finds is readily available to the scientific community
through university curation or other appropriate means.


Active Monitoring of Construction Sites for Paleontological Resources, if Recommended in
the Preconstruction Paleontological Assessment. Paleontological monitoring shall consist
of periodically inspecting disturbed, graded, and excavated surfaces, as well as soil
stockpiles and disposal sites. The monitor (i.e., the professional paleontologist or a
designee of the paleontologist) shall have authority to divert grading or excavation
away from exposed surfaces temporarily in order to examine disturbed areas more
closely and/or recover fossils. The monitor shall coordinate with the construction
manager to ensure that monitoring is thorough but does not result in unnecessary
delays. If the monitor encounters a paleontological resource, he or she shall assess
the fossil, and record or salvage it, as described above.

Implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐CP‐3 would address the SABPL project’s construction‐
related impacts on paleontological resources by requiring: a preconstruction paleontological
assessment based on the final project design to more precisely determine the depth and extent of
geologic units of high paleontological potential within the areas to be excavated; paleontological
resources training for all construction forepersons and field supervisors; construction monitoring
(if recommended in the paleontological assessment); and adherence to appropriate protocols for
assessing and salvaging any potential fossil finds. Therefore, this impact would be less than
significant with mitigation.

_________________________
Human Remains
Impact CP‐4: Project construction could result in a substantial adverse effect related to the
disturbance of human remains. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
Although no known human burial locations have been identified within the project C‐APE, the
possibility cannot be entirely discounted. Project construction could result in direct impacts on
previously undiscovered human remains during any earthmoving activities. Although
earthmoving associated with construction would be a comparatively short‐term activity, impacts on
human remains would constitute a long‐term impact. The impact related to the disturbance of
human remains during construction would be potentially significant, but would be reduced to a
less‐than‐significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐CP‐4.
Mitigation Measure M‐CP‐4: Accidental Discovery of Human Remains.
The treatment of any human remains and associated or unassociated funerary objects
discovered during soil‐disturbing activities shall comply with applicable state laws. Such
treatment would include immediate notification of the Alameda County coroner and, in the
event of the coroner’s determination that the human remains are Native American,
notification of the NAHC, which would appoint a Most Likely Descendant (MLD) (PRC
Section 5097.98). The archaeological consultant, SFPUC, and MLD shall make all reasonable
efforts to develop an agreement for the treatment, with appropriate dignity, of any human
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remains and associated or unassociated funerary objects (CEQA Guidelines
Section 15064.5[d]). The agreement would take into consideration the appropriate excavation,
removal, recordation, analysis, custodianship, curation, and final disposition of the human
remains and associated or unassociated funerary objects. The PRC allows 48 hours to reach
agreement on these matters. If the MLD and the other parties could not agree on the reburial
method, the SFPUC shall follow Section 5097.98(b) of the PRC, which states that “the
landowner or his or her authorized representative shall reinter the human remains and items
associated with Native American burials with appropriate dignity on the property in a
location not subject to further subsurface disturbance.” All archaeological work performed
under this mitigation measure shall be subject to review by the ERO or designee.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐CP‐4 would address impacts on any buried human
remains and associated or unassociated funerary objects that are accidentally discovered during
project construction activities by requiring the SFPUC to adhere to appropriate excavation,
removal, recordation, analysis, custodianship, curation, and final disposition protocols.
Therefore, this impact would be less than significant with mitigation.
_____________________________

5.5.3.5 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1
Since Pumping Variant 1 does not include construction of the Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet
well, control building for the pump station, transfer pipeline, or retaining wall along the southern
boundary of the pump station site adjacent to the access road, construction of Pumping Variant 1
would require less ground disturbance and excavation than that required for the proposed project.
As a result, the potential for accidental discovery or disturbance of buried cultural resources to
occur, including human remains, during project construction might be less than under the
proposed project. Paleontological impacts may be similarly reduced. However, because all of the
other proposed facilities and permanent improvements would still be constructed under Pumping
Variant 1, the overall impacts related to accidental discovery or disturbance of buried cultural
resources would be similar to those of the proposed project. This variant would still require the
same construction activities in the vicinity of Alameda Siphons Nos. 1 and 2, which are considered
historical resources, and thus would result in the same potential impacts on historical resources as
the proposed project. Therefore, implementation of Pumping Variant 1 would not change the
analysis, conclusions, or mitigation measures presented in Section 5.5.3.4, above.

Pumping Variant 2
Pumping Variant 2 would construct all of the same facilities and improvements as the proposed
project using the same construction methods and equipment. Thus, the potential impacts on
historical, archaeological, and paleontological resources and human remains would be the same
as those identified for the proposed project. Thus, implementation of Pumping Variant 2 would
not change the analysis, conclusions, or mitigation measures presented in Section 5.5.3.4, above.
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5.5.3.6 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact C‐CP: Construction of the proposed project could result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative impacts on historical, archaeological, or paleontological resources, or
human remains. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
The geographic scope for cumulative impacts on cultural resources includes the cultural resources
C‐APE for the project and the Sunol Valley region. The SABPL project would contribute to
cumulative impacts on cultural resources, including historical, archaeological, and paleontological
resources, if the SABPL project and other projects listed in Table 5.1‐6 were to adversely affect the
same cultural resources affected by the project or would cause impacts on other cultural resources
in the project vicinity.

Historical Resources
As discussed in Impact CP‐1, the SABPL project would have a potentially significant impact on
historical resources because Alameda Siphons Nos. 1 and 2 (considered historical resources for
the purposes of CEQA compliance) could be damaged during construction. Cumulative SFPUC
projects in the project vicinity include the Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade
(Alameda Siphons) project, New Irvington Tunnel (NIT) project, San Antonio Pump Station
Upgrade project, and Upper Alameda Creek Filter Gallery (Filter Gallery) project. Of these, only
the Alameda Siphons project could affect the same historical resources as the proposed project
(Alameda Siphons Nos. 1 and 2, which are historic architectural resources).
The Alameda Siphons project includes construction of a new siphon (Alameda Siphon No. 4)
between the Alameda East and West Portals as well as seismic reinforcement of Alameda Siphon
No. 2 at the Calaveras fault, both of which could cause accidental damage to Alameda Siphons
Nos. 1 and 2. Under the Alameda Siphons project, Alameda Siphon No. 2 would be seismically
reinforced by installing 300 feet of engineered foundation treatment at the Calaveras fault
crossing, and constructing seismic upgrades and improvements to vaults and valve houses at the
Alameda East Portal. Construction of the new Alameda Siphon No. 4 also has the potential to
cause accidental damage to Alameda Siphons Nos. 1 or 2. Because this construction and the
construction activities under the SABPL project could result in damage to these same historical
resources, cumulative impacts on historical resources would be potentially significant, and the
SABPL project’s contribution to this impact would be cumulatively considerable.
However, as discussed in Impact CP‐1, the SABPL project’s impact on these historical resources
would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with implementation of Mitigation
Measure M‐UT‐1h (Measures to Protect Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3) (see Impact UT‐1 in
Section 5.12, Utilities and Service Systems, for description), which requires implementation of
measures during construction of the SABPL project to protect Alameda Siphons Nos. 1 and 2 from
damage. Implementation of this mitigation measure would reduce the impact such that the SABPL
project’s contribution to cumulative impacts on historical resources would not be cumulatively
considerable (less than significant).
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Archaeological Resources and Human Remains
As discussed in Impacts CP‐2 and CP‐4, excavation associated with the SABPL project would
have a significant impact related to the potential to encounter previously unrecorded
archaeological resources and/or human remains interred outside of a formal cemetery.
Cumulative projects in the proposed project vicinity that would also involve excavation include
the Alameda Siphons project, NIT project, San Antonio Pump Station Upgrade project, Filter
Gallery project, and SMP‐30 Quarry Expansion and Cutoff Wall (SMP‐30 Expansion) project.
These projects could also encounter previously unrecorded archaeological resources or human
remains, which would be a potentially significant cumulative impact, and the SABPL project’s
contribution to this impact would be cumulatively considerable.
However, as discussed in Impacts CP‐2 and CP‐4, the SABPL project’s contribution to cumulative
impacts related to the potential to encounter previously unrecorded archaeological resources and
human remains would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with implementation of
Mitigation Measures M‐CP‐2b (Accidental Discovery of Archaeological Resources) and M‐CP‐4
(Accidental Discovery of Human Remains) (see Impact CP‐2, above, for description). These
measures require the SFPUC to distribute the San Francisco Planning Department’s
archaeological resource “ALERT” sheet to the project prime contractor, subcontractors, and/or
any utilities firm involved in soil‐disturbing activities within the project area. If the ERO
determines that an archaeological resource may be present within the project area, the SFPUC is
required to retain the services of a qualified archaeological consultant to evaluate the find. With
regard to the accidental discovery of human remains, in particular, the Alameda County coroner
must be immediately notified, and, in the event the coroner determined that the remains were
Native American, the NAHC must be notified. Implementation of these measures would
effectively avoid damage to or loss of resources, and little to no residual impact would remain
after mitigation. With implementation of these mitigation measures, the project’s contribution to
this cumulative impact would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant).
Although the SABPL project could have a significant impact related to the potential to disturb
archaeological site SA‐1, the project’s impacts on this archaeological resource would be less than
significant with implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐CP‐2a (Site Protection Measures for
Prehistoric Archaeological Site SA‐1) (see Impact CP‐2, above, for description), and none of the
projects listed in Table 5.1‐6 would have an adverse effect on this site. Therefore, there would be
no cumulative impact related to the potential to disturb archaeological site SA‐1.

Paleontological Resources
As discussed in Impact CP‐3, the SABPL project could have a significant impact related to the
potential to encounter paleontological resources during excavation within the Pleistocene
alluvium and Briones Formation, both of which have a high paleontological potential.
Cumulative projects in the SABPL project vicinity that would involve excavation in the same
geologic units include the Alameda Siphons project, NIT project, San Antonio Pump Station
Upgrade project, Filter Gallery project, and SMP‐30 Expansion project. These cumulative projects
could also encounter paleontological resources during construction, which would be a potentially
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significant cumulative impact, and the SABPL project’s contribution to this impact would be
cumulatively considerable.
However, as discussed in Impact CP‐3, the SABPL project’s impacts on paleontological resources
would be site‐specific and limited to the project construction areas, and would be reduced to a
less‐than‐significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐CP‐3 (Paleontological
Resources Mitigation Program) (see Impact CP‐3, above, for description). This measure requires
the SFPUC to: conduct a preconstruction paleontological assessment based on the final project
design; ensure paleontological resources training is provided to construction forepersons and
field supervisors regarding the recognition of paleontological resources and proper procedures to
be followed in the event that potentially significant resources are unearthed; assess and salvage
any fossils discovered by the construction crews; and provide an onsite paleontological monitor if
recommended in the preconstruction paleontological assessment. Implementation of this
mitigation measure would ensure that any paleontological resources encountered during
construction would be avoided or recovered and appropriately managed. Implementation of this
measure would effectively avoid damage to or loss of resources, and little to no residual impact
would remain after mitigation. Therefore, the SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative
impact would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant).

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
Because implementation of either Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2 would result in
impacts that are substantially similar to or the same as those of the proposed project (refer to
Section 5.5.3.5, Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants), the cumulative impact analysis and
associated conclusions provided above apply to both project variants.
_______________________
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5.6 Transportation and Circulation
This section provides an overview of existing transportation conditions within the proposed
San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project vicinity, evaluates the potential impacts on traffic,
transportation, and circulation that could result from implementing the project, and identifies
mitigation measures, as appropriate.

5.6.1 Setting
The proposed SABPL project is located in unincorporated Alameda County. The study area
considered for this impact analysis includes the network of regional highways and local
roadways that would be used by construction workers and vehicles to access the project area.
Figure 5.6‐1 shows regional and local roadways that provide access to the project area.

5.6.1.1 Regional and Local Roadways
Interstate 680 (I‐680) provides regional access to the project area. I‐680 is a four‐ to eight‐lane
freeway that extends between I‐280 and U.S. 101 in San Jose and I‐80 in Fairfield. I‐680 serves as a
primary north‐south regional route, connecting the Livermore–Amador Valley with Contra Costa
County in the north and the Santa Clara Valley in the south. I‐680 in the project vicinity is accessed
via on‐ and off‐ramps at Calaveras Road and State Route 84 (SR 84) (also Paloma Road) in Alameda
County.
Calaveras Road provides the primary access to the project area. Calaveras Road is a two‐lane
roadway (one lane in each direction) and, in the vicinity of the proposed project, has relatively flat
grades and a straight alignment. The posted speed limit on Calaveras Road is 50 miles per hour
(mph).
Weekday traffic on I‐680 consists primarily of commuter traffic during peak periods (generally
between the hours of 7 a.m. and 9 a.m., and 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.), and a mix of residential,
commercial, and industrial traffic throughout the day. Recent data published by the California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) for 2009 indicate that the average daily traffic volume
on I‐680 in the vicinity of the project area is about 142,000 vehicles per day at Calaveras
Road/SR 84, with a.m. and p.m. peak‐hour volumes of 10,800 vehicles per hour (Caltrans, 2009a).
Trucks represent about 8 percent of the total daily traffic volumes (Caltrans, 2009b).
Weekday daily traffic volumes on Calaveras Road between I‐680 (north of the project area) and
Geary Road (south of the project area) for the year 2006 were between 1,100 and 1,300 vehicles
per day, and peak‐hour traffic volumes were about 80 vehicles during the a.m. peak hour and
100 vehicles during the p.m. peak hour (LCW Consulting, 2006; LCW Consulting, 2011a). This
segment of Calaveras Road serves as a haul route for the existing aggregate sand and gravel
quarries in the area. This haul route was utilized by the quarry operations in 2006 and continues
today. Due to limited development in the Alameda watershed, traffic conditions along this
segment of Calaveras Road are expected to remain substantially similar from an ongoing,
existing facilities and operations traffic standpoint. Because the 2006 traffic data represent
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conditions before construction was initiated for several SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley, these
traffic volumes are considered an appropriate representation of baseline conditions. Various
SFPUC projects have commenced construction in the Sunol Valley since 2006, resulting in a
cumulative increase in construction‐related traffic; this impact is addressed below in
Section 5.6.3.7, Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures.

5.6.1.2 Transit Service
Alameda County Transit (AC Transit) is the principal bus service provider in Alameda County.
There is no AC Transit bus service along Calaveras Road.

5.6.1.3 Bicycle and Pedestrian Network
Bikeways are typically classified as Class I, Class II, or Class III facilities. Class I bikeways are bike
paths with exclusive right‐of‐way for use by bicyclists and pedestrians. Class II bikeways are bike
lanes striped within the paved areas of roadways and established for the preferential use of bicycles,
while Class III bikeways are signed bike routes that allow bicycles to share streets or sidewalks with
vehicles or pedestrians. Calaveras Road south of I‐680 is not part of the designated Alameda
Countywide Bicycle Network (Alameda County CMA, 2006). However, the East Bay Bicycle
Coalition has identified Calaveras Road in Alameda County as an on‐road route recommended for
bicycle travel (East Bay Bicycle Coalition, 2005). Calaveras Road experiences considerable
recreational bicycle use on weekends, while bicycle volumes are generally low on weekdays.
There are no sidewalks or designated pedestrian facilities on Calaveras Road. Pedestrian volumes
are very low throughout the day, as the predominant mode of travel in the area is by automobile.

5.6.2 Regulatory Framework
5.6.2.1 Federal Regulations
There are no federal regulations pertaining to transportation impacts that are applicable to the
proposed project.

5.6.2.2 State and Local Regulations
Transportation analysis in California is guided by policies and standards set at the state level by
Caltrans and at the local level by jurisdictional agencies such as the Alameda County Congestion
Management Agency (CMA). Local jurisdictions regulate speed limits and other driving
standards on local roadways. Caltrans and local jurisdictions generally assess the impacts of
long‐term (not short‐term) traffic conditions. The goal of state and local plans and policies related
to transportation is to prepare for future growth and the vehicular, transit, pedestrian, and
bicycle travel demand associated with that growth.
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The level of service1 (LOS) designations for roadways in the Alameda County Congestion
Management Program (CMP) network vary by roadway segment and are generally LOS E or LOS F.
I‐680 is part of the Alameda County CMP network. A LOS monitoring study conducted by the
Alameda County CMA in 2010 indicates that I‐680 operates at LOS E or better, with the exception of
the northbound segments of I‐680 between Washington Boulevard and Mission Boulevard/State
Route 262 (SR 262) located south of the project area, and between Vargas Road and Andrade Road.
Calaveras Road is not part of the Alameda County CMP network (Alameda County CMA, 2010).

5.6.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.6.3.1 Significance Criteria
The City and County of San Francisco has not formally adopted significance standards for
impacts related to transportation and circulation, but generally considers that implementation of
the proposed project would have a significant impact if it were to:


Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance, or policy establishing measures of effectiveness
for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of transportation
including mass transit and non‐motorized travel and relevant components of the circulation
system, including but not limited to intersections, streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian
and bicycle paths, and mass transit;



Conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including but not limited to
LOS standards, travel demand measures, or other standards established by the county
congestion management agency for designated roads or highways;



Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic levels,
obstructions to flight, or a change in location, that causes substantial safety risks;



Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses;



Result in inadequate emergency access; or



Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such facilities.

5.6.3.2 Approach to Analysis
As explained below, the proposed SABPL project would not result in construction and/or
operational impacts related to the following significance criteria.


Conflict with an Applicable Plan, Ordinance, or Policy Establishing Measures of Effectiveness for the
Performance of the Circulation System during Project Operations. Operations and maintenance
activities associated with the SABPL project are expected to be similar to those occurring

1

Level of service (LOS) is a qualitative description of a facility’s performance based on average delay per vehicle,
vehicle density, or volume‐to‐capacity ratios. Level of service ranges from LOS A, which indicates free‐flow or
excellent conditions with short delays, to LOS F, which indicates congested or overloaded conditions with
extremely long delays.
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under baseline conditions, and would result in no change to traffic generation or transit
demand. Thus, project operations would not result in long‐term increases in traffic volumes
or transit demand such that alternative transportation would be affected, nor would it affect
bicycle and pedestrian travel. Therefore, this significance criterion is discussed below under
Impact TR‐1 only as it applies to project construction activities.


Conflict with an Applicable Congestion Management Program during Project Construction. The
LOS standards established by Alameda County are intended to regulate long‐term traffic
impacts resulting from a project and do not apply to temporary construction projects.
Therefore, this significance criterion is not applicable to project construction activities and
is only discussed below under Impact TR‐4 as it relates to operational impacts.



Result in a Change in Air Traffic Patterns. Due to the nature and scope of the proposed
project, implementation of the project does not have the potential to change air traffic
patterns. In addition, the project would not involve the installation of structures that could
interfere with air space. Therefore, this significance criterion is not applicable to the
proposed project and is not discussed further.



Substantially Increase Hazards due to a Design Feature. Implementation of the SABPL project
would not permanently change the existing or planned transportation network and would
not include any design features that would permanently increase the potential for traffic
safety hazards. Therefore, this significance criterion is not applicable to the proposed
project and is not discussed further.



Result in Inadequate Emergency Access during Project Operations. Implementation of the
SABPL project would not permanently change the existing or planned transportation
network and would not affect emergency access on Calaveras Road. Therefore, this
significance criterion is not applicable to the proposed project operations, and is discussed
further under Impact TR‐2 only as it applies to project construction activities.



Conflict with Adopted Policies, Plans, or Programs Regarding Public Transit, Bicycle, or Pedestrian
Facilities during Project Operations. Implementation of the SABPL project would not
permanently change the existing or planned alternative transportation network in Alameda
County and therefore would not conflict with policies, plans, or programs related to transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian travel. Upon completion of the proposed project, operations and
maintenance activities are expected to be similar to those occurring under baseline
conditions and would not result in long‐term increases in traffic safety hazards or transit
demand such that alternative transportation would be affected. Therefore, this significance
criterion is not applicable to proposed project operations, and is discussed further under
Impact TR‐3 only as it applies to project construction activities.

While parking deficits are considered to be a social effect rather than an impact on the physical
environment, a deficiency in parking has the potential to trigger secondary effects that could
constitute significant environmental impacts under CEQA. However, the proposed staging areas
would provide sufficient capacity to accommodate the anticipated parking demand for
construction worker vehicles, estimated to be a maximum of 89 vehicles per day.
This impact analysis evaluates the potential for short‐term impacts on roadways due to
construction‐related changes in roadway capacities or increases in construction‐related traffic, as
well as long‐term impacts associated with operation of the proposed project. Project impacts are
determined by adding the anticipated project‐related traffic volumes to the “baseline” roadway
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volumes presented above in Section 5.6.1.1, Regional and Local Roadways. The San Francisco
Planning Department generally considers impacts to be significant when project‐related traffic on a
roadway segment causes the level of service to deteriorate from LOS D or better to LOS E or LOS F,
or from LOS E to LOS F. In addition, a project would have a significant effect if it would contribute
substantially to traffic volumes on roadway segments already operating at LOS E or LOS F.
Construction of the proposed project is estimated to require a total of 21 months to complete.
Spoils disposal would take place for approximately 20 months. Project construction would
generally occur on weekdays between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m., and between 5:30 a.m. and 7 p.m. during
the summer months; however, as stated in Chapter 3, Project Description, extended construction
hours and weekend work might be necessary during connection of the proposed backup pipeline
to Alameda Siphon No. 3 (two weeks) and to the San Antonio Pipeline (four weeks).
Calaveras Road is designed to handle a mix of vehicle types (including heavy trucks). This road has
been accommodating heavy trucks associated with the existing aggregate operations for many
years, and no improvements to Calaveras Road are planned as part of the proposed project.
However, increased wear and tear on Calaveras Road from construction‐generated vehicles
associated with the proposed SABPL project and other cumulative SFPUC projects (e.g., Calaveras
Dam Replacement project, Upper Alameda Creek Filter Gallery [Filter Gallery] project, New
Irvington Tunnel [NIT] project, and Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade [Alameda
Siphons] project) has been addressed through a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with Alameda
County (SFPUC and Alameda County, 2010). The MOA commits the SFPUC to provide repairs to
any affected county roadways, including Calaveras Road, during and/or after the completion of
construction activities. Because the MOA ensures that Calaveras Road will remain in a good state of
repair, the potential impact associated with damage to Calaveras Road from project construction
activity is not further discussed.

5.6.3.3 Summary of Impacts
Table 5.6‐1 lists the proposed project’s transportation and circulation impacts and significance
determinations.
TABLE 5.6‐1
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION
Significance
Determinations

Impacts
Impact TR‐1: Construction of the proposed project would not substantially conflict with an
applicable plan, ordinance, or policy establishing measures of effectiveness for the
performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of travel.

LS

Impact TR‐2: Project construction activities would not result in inadequate emergency access.

LS

Impact TR‐3: Project construction activities would decrease the safety of public roadways
for vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians.

LSM

Impact TR‐4: Vehicle trips generated during project operations and maintenance activities
would not substantially conflict with an applicable congestion management program.

LS
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TABLE 5.6‐1 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION
Significance
Determinations

Impacts
Impact C‐TR: Construction of the proposed project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative traffic increases and safety hazards on local and
regional roads.

LSM

LS = Less than Significant impact, no mitigation required
LSM = Less than Significant impact with Mitigation

5.6.3.4 Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact TR‐1: Construction of the proposed project would not substantially conflict with an
applicable plan, ordinance, or policy establishing measures of effectiveness for the performance
of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of travel. (Less than Significant)
The plans, ordinances, and policies of local jurisdictions and county agencies that establish
measures of effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system are intended to address
potential long‐term and permanent project effects on the circulation system (e.g., roadways,
sidewalks, and bicycle and transit facilities). Due to the nature of the SABPL project (facility
improvements to an existing water supply system), the project would not permanently affect the
transportation and circulation system; therefore, this analysis assesses potential temporary
impacts on the overall transportation and circulation system during construction activities,
including roadways, public transit, bicycle facilities, and pedestrian facilities.
The SABPL project would not conflict with established plans, ordinances, or policies pertaining
to the performance of the circulation system because, as described below, most construction
activities would occur within the SFPUC right‐of‐way; the project would not permanently change
the circulation system; the project would be limited in duration; and construction activities would
not result in a substantial increase in vehicles traveling along local roadways.

Impact on Roadways
Travel Lane Closures. All project construction activities would occur along the west side of
Calaveras Road. Construction activities include site clearing, grading, excavation, soil
stockpiling, pipeline installation, construction of new structures, backfilling, and revegetating or
repaving to preconstruction conditions. Access to the project area during construction would be
from Calaveras Road, and the SFPUC would not construct any new access roads. In general,
travel lane closures on Calaveras Road are not expected; however, SFPUC has indicated that
temporary closure of a single lane for up to 10 minutes, with one‐way traffic controls, could be
required periodically throughout construction to accommodate large construction vehicles
accessing the site. Traffic flow along Calaveras Road would be maintained at all times. Therefore,
impacts related to a temporary reduction in roadway capacity would be less than significant.
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Construction Traffic. Construction traffic would result in short‐term increases in traffic volumes
on Calaveras Road and I‐680. Adding construction vehicle traffic to baseline roadway volumes
without increasing the capacity of the roadway could result in increased congestion and delay for
vehicles. The presence of construction truck traffic would temporarily reduce roadway capacities
due to the slower travel speeds and larger turning radii of trucks. The impacts of construction
traffic would be most noticeable in the immediate vicinity of the project area and less noticeable
farther away and on regional transportation facilities.
Construction‐related vehicle trips would include construction workers traveling to and from the
SABPL project area, haul truck trips associated with materials and equipment deliveries, and haul
truck trips associated with the transport of excavated materials. The number of construction‐related
vehicles traveling to and from the project area would vary on a daily basis depending on the
construction phase, planned activity, and materials needs. In particular, the number of truck trips
on Calaveras Road associated with the disposal of excess soil and rock materials would vary
depending on the selected strategy for managing the excavated materials and the amount that
would need to be disposed of offsite. Options for managing excess spoils generated during
construction include: (a) temporarily placing the spoils in Pit F6 or at the Surface Mining Permit 30
(SMP‐30) aggregate processing facility for subsequent processing, resale, and reuse;
(b) permanently placing the spoils in an earthen berm at the North Spoils Site, or in an earthen
berm at the former nursery site located within Staging Area C; and (c) hauling the spoils offsite to
an appropriate landfill. The total volume of excess spoils generated by project construction
activities would be about 118,250 cubic yards, resulting in a total of 11,825 truckloads over a
20‐month period. The SFPUC estimates that 25 percent of the excess spoils would be hauled offsite,
resulting in approximately seven truckloads (14 truck trips) of spoils requiring offsite disposal in
landfills each weekday.
Table 5.6‐2 indicates the maximum number of construction truck and construction worker vehicle
trips (inbound and outbound) generated by each proposed project component on a daily basis.
Based on the anticipated overlap of project components, there would be between 88 and 114
construction truck trips per day, and between 154 and 178 construction worker trips per day.
Overall, depending on the phase of construction, the number of vehicle trips generated by short‐
term project construction on Calaveras Road and I‐680 would range from 242 to 292 trips per day
(LCW Consulting, 2011b).
Construction‐related trips to and from the project work area would be distributed throughout the
day. Construction workers would travel to and from the project site based on a work shift that
would generally occur on weekdays and Saturdays between 5:30 a.m. and 7 p.m. Trucks
delivering equipment and materials to the project area from offsite locations and hauling
excavated materials from the project area to offsite locations would generally travel on weekdays
between 6 a.m. and 7 p.m. Truck deliveries and hauling to and from the site would not occur on
weekends or during nighttime hours.
The impact of construction‐related vehicles and haul trucks on Calaveras Road was
quantitatively assessed using the operational analysis methodology provided in the Highway
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TABLE 5.6‐2
DAILY CONSTRUCTION VEHICLES ASSOCIATED WITH CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

Duration

Construction
Worker Tripsa

Construction
Truck Tripsb

Total Daily
Trips

Installation of the backup pipeline
and water pipeline to town of Sunol

15 months

60

30

90

Construction of the discharge facility
at Pit F3‐East

6 months

30

10

40

Construction of the cutoff wall

16 months

30

10

40

Installation of the dewatering
pipeline and transfer pipeline

3 months

50

50

100

Construction of the Alameda Creek
Pump Station

5 months

36

20

56

Construction of the new chemical
facility

5 months

20

14

34

Offsite hauling

20 months

4

14

18

Construction Activity

NOTES:
a Based on maximum number of construction workers. Includes inbound and outbound vehicle trips.
b Includes inbound and outbound vehicle trips.

SOURCE: LCW Consulting, 2011b.

Capacity Manual (Transportation Research Board, 2000) and the LOS impact thresholds of the
San Francisco Planning Department. As specified in the Highway Capacity Manual 2000, Calaveras
Road is a Class II two‐lane highway. The level of service for two‐lane highways is defined in
terms of “percent time‐spent‐following” (PTSF) another vehicle.2 Table 5.6‐3 presents the LOS
designation and the associated PTSF values for each LOS designation.
TABLE 5.6‐3
LEVEL OF SERVICE CRITERIA FOR TWO‐LANE CLASS II HIGHWAYS
Level of Service

Percent Time‐Spent‐Following

A
B
C
D
E

< 40
> 40–55
> 55–70
> 70–85
> 85

SOURCE: Transportation Research Board, 2000.

2

Percent time‐spent‐following (PTSF) is the average percentage of total travel time on a two‐lane highway that
vehicles must remain in platoons behind slower moving vehicles because of the inability to pass. The Highway
Capacity Manual 2000 methodology estimates PTSF based on factors such as terrain (e.g., level or rolling),
geometric design (e.g., presence of shoulders, proportion of no‐passing zones), and traffic conditions (e.g., total
traffic volumes, directional distribution, and mix of autos, trucks, and recreational vehicles in the traffic flow).
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Table 5.6‐4 presents the a.m. and p.m. peak‐hour traffic volumes, the PTSF, and the resulting
LOS designations for both baseline roadway conditions and with the addition of construction
trips. The analysis is based on the largest expected increase in daily trips during construction
activities. The analysis assumes that the maximum of 89 construction workers per day would
travel to and from the project area during the a.m. and p.m. peak hours. In addition, a maximum
of 12 construction truck trips would occur during the peak hours, resulting in a total peak‐hour
increase of 101 vehicle trips. As shown on Table 5.6‐4, the results of the quantitative LOS analysis
indicate that the addition of up to 101 construction‐generated vehicle trips during both the a.m.
and p.m. peak hours would not substantially affect baseline traffic levels on Calaveras Road, and
the roadway operating conditions would remain at acceptable levels (i.e., at LOS D or better).
Therefore, the impact on Calaveras Road from short‐term increases in traffic volumes during
construction of the SABPL project would be less than significant.
TABLE 5.6‐4
LEVEL OF SERVICE OPERATING CONDITIONS ON CALAVERAS ROAD SOUTH OF I‐680
Baseline Conditions
Peak

Houra

AM Peak
PM Peak

During Project Construction

Volume

PTSFb

LOS

Volume

PTSF

LOS

79
103

34.5
45.3

A
B

180
204

50.5
55.3

B
C

a On Calaveras Road, the a.m. peak hour is typically between 6 a.m. and 7 a.m., and the p.m. peak hour is between 4 p.m. and 5 p.m.
b PTSF – Percent Time‐Spent‐Following

SOURCE: LCW Consulting, 2011.

The addition of up to 101 vehicles during the a.m. and p.m. peak hours on I‐680 would represent
a minimal increase in peak‐hour traffic volumes (less than 1 percent). Since both directions of
I‐680 in the vicinity of Calaveras Road currently operate at acceptable levels of service during the
a.m. and p.m. peak periods, the addition of up to 101 vehicle trips to I‐680 would not
substantially affect the peak‐hour operating conditions. During the p.m. peak hour, two
northbound segments of I‐680 (between Washington Boulevard and Mission Boulevard/SR 262,
and between Vargas Road and Andrade Road) operate at LOS F conditions. Since the
predominant direction of project construction‐related vehicle trips during the p.m. peak period
would be outbound from the project area (i.e., construction workers leaving the site following the
end of the work shift), the workers would travel southbound on I‐680 south of Calaveras Road
and northbound on I‐680 north of Calaveras Road, and not on the northbound segments that
operate at LOS F during the p.m. peak period. Therefore, impacts related to short‐term traffic
increases on I‐680 during construction would be less than significant.

Impacts on Public Transit
Since there are no public transit routes on Calaveras Road, project construction activities and
vehicles would not affect transit operations. Thus, no impact on public transit would occur.
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Impacts on Bicycle Facilities
There are no bicycle facilities on Calaveras Road; bicyclists currently share the travel lanes with
vehicles. Throughout the construction period, bicycle travel on Calaveras Road would be
maintained. Since bicycle travel in the area would be maintained throughout the construction
period, and since the number of construction vehicles generated on an hourly basis would not be
substantial (about 101 vehicles per hour during the a.m. and p.m. peak hours when construction
workers are commuting to and from the project area, and about 12 vehicles per hour during
non‐peak hours), project‐related impacts on bicycle travel along Calaveras Road would be less
than significant. Potential impacts related to bicycle safety are addressed below under Impact TR‐3.

Impacts on Pedestrian Travel
There are no pedestrian facilities on Calaveras Road, and pedestrian volumes are very low
throughout the day. Therefore, construction traffic would not substantially affect pedestrian
travel on Calaveras Road, and construction‐related impacts on pedestrian travel along Calaveras
Road would be less than significant. Potential impacts related to pedestrian safety are addressed
below under Impact TR‐3.

_________________________
Impact TR‐2: Project construction activities would not result in inadequate emergency access.
(Less than Significant)
Project construction activities would be conducted west of Calaveras Road and not within the travel
lanes of Calaveras Road. Construction‐related traffic associated with project activities would not be
substantial (approximately 242 to 292 trips per day) and would not pose an obstacle to emergency‐
response vehicles along Calaveras Road. Project activities would not require full street closures of
Calaveras Road, and emergency vehicles would have continuous access to all public roadways. In
some instances, traffic flow on Calaveras Road could be temporarily interrupted for short periods
of time (up to 10 minutes) to accommodate large construction vehicles accessing the site; however,
travel lanes would be reopened and construction vehicles would move to the side of the road to
accommodate any passing emergency vehicles. Therefore, impacts on emergency access would be
less than significant.
During pipeline construction, all access roads leading to project areas would remain open at all
times, including the road off of Calaveras Road that provides access to the SMP‐30 area, and the
San Antonio Pump Station access road, which leads to a private ranch residence (the Garcia
residence) located approximately 1,550 feet southwest of the project area. Installers laying a
section of pipeline across the access roads would work in an open trench over a period of
approximately two to three days. As necessary, contractors would use trench plates to maintain
access. Therefore, impacts on access to adjacent roadways would be less than significant.

_________________________
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Impact TR‐3: Project construction activities would decrease the safety of public roadways for
vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
Construction vehicles traveling to and from the project area would share the roadway with other
vehicles as well as with bicyclists and pedestrians. The use of Calaveras Road to access the project
area during construction could increase traffic safety hazards due to potential conflicts between
construction vehicles (with slower speeds and wider turning radii than autos) and automobiles,
bicyclists, and pedestrians.
The greatest increase in the number of proposed project‐related construction vehicles using
Calaveras Road to access the site would occur on weekdays, when there would be an average of
12 truck trips per hour to and from the site; construction‐related vehicle trips would increase to
approximately 101 during the a.m. and p.m. peak hours, when construction workers would be
traveling to or from the site. Haul trips to transport excavated spoils would occur Monday through
Friday, and therefore the number of project construction‐related vehicles on Saturdays would be
less than on weekdays. Although most construction activities would occur Monday through
Saturday, extended construction hours and Sunday work would be necessary during certain phases
of construction, including air gap construction and connection with the proposed backup pipeline
(four weeks), and connection of the backup pipeline to Alameda Siphon No. 3 (two weeks).
Since project‐generated vehicle trips would be greatest on weekdays (when there are few
pedestrians and bicyclists on Calaveras Road), the potential for conflicts and increased traffic
safety hazards would be limited. Regardless, this potential increase in traffic safety hazards
during construction is considered to be a potentially significant impact. However, impacts related
to increased safety hazards during construction activities would be reduced to a less‐than‐
significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐TR‐3.
Mitigation Measure M‐TR‐3: Traffic Control Plan.
The SFPUC or its contractor(s) shall prepare and implement a traffic control plan. The plan
shall conform to the state’s Manual of Traffic Controls for Construction and Maintenance Work
Areas (Caltrans, 2006), where applicable. Elements of the traffic control plan shall include,
but not be limited to, the following:



Advance warning signs shall be installed on Calaveras Road (to the south and north
of the access points) advising motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians of the
construction zone ahead in order to minimize hazards associated with construction
activities immediately adjacent to Calaveras Road, including the entry and egress of
project‐related construction vehicles.



Pedestrian and bicycle access and circulation shall be maintained during project
construction where it is safe to do so.



A public information program shall be developed and implemented to advise
motorists, bicyclists, and nearby property owners of the impending construction
activities (e.g., media coverage, direct distribution of flyers to affected properties,
email notices, portable message signs, and informational signs).
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All equipment and materials shall be stored within the designated work areas so as
to avoid obstructing traffic.



Hauling of excavated materials shall be limited to weekdays to reduce potential
conflicts with recreational bicycling on Calaveras Road on weekends.



Adequate driving and bicycling conditions on Calaveras Road shall be maintained
throughout the construction period.



The SFPUC and its contractors shall coordinate individual traffic control plans for
SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley.

This measure would require that the SFPUC take actions to minimize traffic safety hazards
during construction (i.e., through the installation of signs to warn motorists, bicyclists, and
pedestrians of the construction zone; use of flaggers, illuminated signs, temporary stoplights, or
flashing yellow lights; or a combination of these methods). Therefore, this impact would be less
than significant with mitigation.

_________________________

5.6.3.5 Operational Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact TR‐4: Vehicle trips generated during project operations and maintenance activities
would not substantially conflict with an applicable congestion management program. (Less
than Significant)
The LOS standards established by Alameda County are intended to regulate long‐term traffic
impacts resulting from a project. As described above in Section 5.6.2.2, Calaveras Road is not part
of the Alameda County CMP network, while I‐680 is included as a CMP network segment.
After completion of project construction activities, the backup pipeline would require periodic
operations review and maintenance, similar to existing conditions, and would not generate a
significant number of new vehicle trips. With the proposed project, the number of trips related to
supply deliveries would not be expected to change compared to baseline conditions. Overall, any
increases in traffic generated by operation and maintenance of the new project components
would be minimal and would not result in a noticeable increase in traffic on Calaveras Road or
I‐680. Therefore, because the proposed project would not result in long‐term impacts on
roadways used to access the project area, and because Calaveras Road—the primary access road
to the project area—is not part of the Alameda County CMP network, potential impacts on the
local congestion management program would be less than significant.

_________________________
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5.6.3.6 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1
The overall construction schedule and duration for Pumping Variant 1 is expected to be same as
for the proposed project. Since Pumping Variant 1 does not include construction of the Alameda
Creek Pump Station, wet well, control building for the pump station, retaining wall along the
southern boundary of the pump station site adjacent to the access road, or transfer pipeline, the
total excavation and excess spoils volume estimated for Pumping Variant 1 (108,750 cubic yards)
would be less than that of the proposed project (118,250 cubic yards). Assuming 25 percent of the
excess spoils would be hauled offsite, implementation of Pumping Variant 1 would result in
approximately 2,400 less cubic yards of spoils requiring offsite disposal in landfills compared to
the proposed project. However, there would still be approximately seven truckloads (14 truck
trips) of spoils requiring offsite disposal in landfills each weekday. By eliminating the facilities
identified above, Pumping Variant 1 would result in a slight reduction in construction worker
vehicle traffic when compared to the proposed project. However, while Pumping Variant 1
would generate less construction traffic when compared the proposed project, the overall impact
conclusions and mitigation measures identified in Section 5.6.3.4, above, would not change due to
the limited difference in traffic generation.
Like the proposed project, Pumping Variant 1 would not be expected to increase the number of
vehicle trips associated with periodic operations review and maintenance when compared to the
baseline condition. Thus, implementation of Pumping Variant 1 would not change the analysis or
conclusions presented in Section 5.6.3.5, above.

Pumping Variant 2
Pumping Variant 2 would include construction of all of the same facilities as the proposed
project, except that one of the submersible pumps adjacent to the new discharge facility would be
a high‐pressure pump. Thus, this variant would result in the same construction‐related impacts
on transportation and circulation as described for the proposed project. In addition, like the
proposed project, Pumping Variant 2 would not be expected to increase vehicle trips associated
with periodic operations review and maintenance when compared to the baseline condition.
Thus, implementation of Pumping Variant 2 would not change the analysis, conclusions, or
mitigation measures presented in Sections 5.6.3.4 and 5.6.3.5, above.
_____________________________

5.6.3.7 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact C‐TR: Construction of the proposed project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative traffic increases and safety hazards on local and
regional roads. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
The geographic scope for potential cumulative impacts related to transportation and circulation
encompasses roadways in the Sunol Valley (Calaveras Road between the project area and I‐680,
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the I‐680 on‐ and off‐ramps at Calaveras Road, and I‐680 in the vicinity of the Calaveras Road
crossing). Existing land uses, including the SMP‐30 sand and gravel quarry, the existing nursery
at the Calaveras Road/I‐680 interchange, and recreational park facilities in the southern Sunol
Valley, account for current traffic conditions along Calaveras Road. I‐680 is a major interstate
highway; general growth and development within the region has contributed to traffic on this
roadway.
As described above in Section 5.6.3.2, construction of the SABPL project would result in a
temporary (approximately 21‐month) increase in vehicle trips on Calaveras Road between the
project area and I‐680, and on I‐680 (see Impact TR‐1). Construction activities associated with the
SABPL project are expected to occur between October 2012 and June 2014. Of the cumulative
projects listed in Table 5.1‐6, only those that would be accessed via Calaveras Road and that have
overlapping construction schedules could contribute to cumulative traffic impacts on this
roadway; these projects include the SFPUC Filter Gallery project, the SFPUC NIT project, the
SFPUC Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant Expansion and Treated Water Reservoir (SVWTP
Expansion) project, the SFPUC Calaveras Dam Replacement project, the SMP‐30 Quarry
Expansion and Cutoff Wall (SMP‐30 Expansion) project, various SFPUC pipeline inspection
projects, and possibly the PG&E Gas Pipeline Crossing project (if constructed concurrently). No
residential or commercial projects are currently being developed in the immediate project vicinity
that would increase traffic. The SFPUC Alameda Siphons project, the SFPUC San Antonio Pump
Station Upgrade project, the SFPUC San Antonio Reservoir Hypolimnetic Oxygenation project,
the Alameda County Route 84 Safety project, Alameda County I‐680 High Occupancy Vehicle
Lane project, and the Sunol Bridge Replacement project are either already completed, or would
be completed prior to construction of the SABPL project and would not affect cumulative traffic
volumes. Certain future cumulative projects (i.e., the Alameda County Route 84 Expressway
Widening project and the Niles Canyon Safety Improvement project) would not affect or be
affected by traffic on Calaveras Road and for this reason were not included in the cumulative
traffic analysis. Therefore, this cumulative analysis only considers the construction‐phase traffic
associated with the identified cumulative projects with overlapping construction schedules.
As discussed in Impact TR‐1, construction of the proposed SABPL project would include a
maximum of 101 construction‐related vehicle trips during the a.m. and p.m. peak hours.
Table 5.6‐5 presents the projected number of vehicle trips on Calaveras Road and I‐680 as
estimated by CHS Consulting Group for the SABPL project and other future projects in the Sunol
Valley that have overlapping construction schedules (CHS Consulting, 2009), as updated by LCW
Consulting (2011b) to reflect completed projects and new information on planned projects.
CHS Consulting Group conducted the analysis of cumulative conditions based on: traffic counts
on Calaveras Road collected in March 2006 (CHS Consulting, 2009); traffic volume data on I‐680
obtained from Caltrans; and output from the Alameda County travel demand forecasting model.
In this analysis, future traffic volumes (without the effect of the cumulative construction projects
in Sunol Valley) were estimated by adding the prorated difference in volumes from the Alameda
County travel‐forecasting model between the years 2005 and 2010 to the baseline traffic volumes.
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TABLE 5.6‐5
VEHICLE TRIP GENERATION FOR THE CUMULATIVE PROJECTS
AM and PM Peak‐Hour Vehicle Tripsa,b
Cumulative Project [Scheduled Construction Period]

Calaveras Road

I‐680

Filter Gallery [2014 to 2015]

19

19

NIT [2010 to 2014]

120

148

SVWTP Expansion [2010 to 2013]

146

132

Various Pipeline Inspections [ongoing]

10

10

Calaveras Dam Replacement [2011 to 2015]

109

101

San Antonio Backup Pipeline [2012 to 2014]

101

101

SMP‐30 Expansion [schedule to be determined]

32

32

PG&E Gas Pipeline Crossing [schedule to be determined]

13

13

TOTAL

550

556

NOTES:
a Assumes all workers arrive and depart during the peak hours.
b Spoils hauling and material deliveries are distributed evenly throughout a 10‐hour workday.
SOURCE: CHS Consulting, 2009; LCW Consulting, 2011b.

To evaluate the cumulative effect of construction traffic on I‐680 and Calaveras Road, the traffic
from the SABPL project and other projects with overlapping construction schedules was added to
the future traffic volumes estimated by the Alameda County travel demand forecasting model. On
the basis of this analysis, the combined cumulative projects would add up to 550 vehicle trips to
Calaveras Road and up to 556 vehicle trips to I‐680 during the a.m. and p.m. peak hours. The traffic
analysis, performed using the Highway Capacity Manual 2000 methodology (Transportation
Research Board, 2000), indicated that both Calaveras Road and I‐680 would continue to operate at
acceptable levels of service under the future cumulative conditions, and that no significant
cumulative traffic impacts on Calaveras Road or I‐680 would result (CHS Consulting, 2009 and
LCW Consulting, 2011b).
The cumulative traffic analysis above did not identify any cumulatively significant traffic impacts
related to LOS. However, due to the possible overlap in cumulative project construction schedules
in the Sunol Valley region, cumulative impacts associated with increased traffic and safety hazards
for vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians are considered significant, and the SABPL project’s
contribution would be cumulatively considerable. As discussed above in Impact TR‐3, the project’s
impact associated with increased traffic and safety hazards would be reduced to less than
significant with implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐TR‐3 (Traffic Control Plan) (see Impact
TR‐3, above, for description), which includes provisions to address potential safety hazards during
construction activities for the SABPL project. However, even with implementation of this mitigation
measure, the SABPL project’s contribution to cumulative traffic safety hazards would remain
cumulatively considerable. Implementation of Mitigation Measure C‐M‐TR (Combined Sunol
Valley Traffic Control Plan) would require the SFPUC to coordinate the project‐specific traffic
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control plans of other SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley and identify measures to minimize
cumulative impacts, thereby limiting the SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative impact.
Therefore, the SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative impact would not be cumulatively
considerable with mitigation (less than significant).
Mitigation Measure C‐M‐TR: Combined Sunol Valley Traffic Control Plan.
The SFPUC or its construction contractor(s) shall coordinate and comply with the ongoing
Regional Traffic Coordination Plan for the Sunol Valley region; this plan coordinates the
project‐specific traffic control plans for SFPUC projects developed as part of Mitigation
Measure M‐TR‐3 (Traffic Control Plan) and identifies additional measures to minimize the
impacts of construction traffic on Calaveras Road and I‐680.
The SFPUC regularly updates the Regional Traffic Coordination Plan for the Sunol Valley based
on the most current construction schedules and construction phases of SFPUC projects within the
Sunol Valley. The most recent Regional Traffic Coordination Plan for the Sunol Valley region was
prepared in November 2011 for the September 2011–December 2011 period (SFPUC, 2011).
After construction activities associated with the SABPL project are completed, these new facilities
would require periodic review and maintenance (similar to existing operations) and would not
generate a substantial number of new operational trips. In addition, the combined number of
vehicle trips associated with operation and maintenance of other cumulative SFPUC projects in
the Sunol Valley (i.e., Alameda Siphons, San Antonio Pump Station, and San Antonio
Hypolimnetic Oxygenation Facility projects) would be minimal, if any, and would not result in a
noticeable increase in traffic on Calaveras Road.

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
Because implementation of either Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2 would result in
impacts that are substantially similar to or the same as those of the proposed project (refer to
Section 5.6.3.6, Impact Analysis for Project Variants), the cumulative impact analysis and related
conclusions provided above apply to both project variants.

_________________________
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5.7 Noise and Vibration
This section evaluates the potential noise and vibration impacts associated with constructing and
operating the proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project. It describes the existing
noise environment, presents relevant noise regulations and standards, identifies sensitive noise
receptors that could be affected by the proposed project, and evaluates the potential effects of
project construction and operation on these receptors.

5.7.1 Setting
5.7.1.1 Noise Descriptors
Sound is a phenomenon occurring in a medium (such as air or water), and the manner in which
sound travels through this medium is influenced by the physical properties of the medium (such
as temperature, density, humidity, etc.). The amount of energy in the sound is proportional to the
pressure generated in the medium. The sound pressure level has become the most common
descriptor used to characterize the loudness of an ambient sound, and the decibel (dB) scale is
used to quantify sound intensity. Because sound can vary in intensity by over 1 million times
within the range of human hearing, a logarithmic scale is used to keep sound pressure
measurements within a convenient and manageable range. Since the human ear is not equally
sensitive to all sound frequencies within the entire spectrum, human response is factored into
sound descriptions in a process called “A‐weighting,” expressed as “dBA.” The dBA, or
A‐weighted decibel, refers to a scale of noise measurement that approximates the range of
sensitivity of the human ear to sounds of different frequencies. On this scale, the normal range of
human hearing extends from about 0 dBA to about 140 dBA. A 10‐dBA increase in the level of a
continuous noise represents a perceived doubling of loudness. The noise levels presented in this
section are expressed in terms of dBA, unless otherwise indicated. Table 5.7‐1 shows some
representative noise sources and their corresponding noise levels in dBA.
Planning for acceptable noise exposure must take into account the types of activities and
corresponding noise sensitivity in a specified location for a generalized land use type. Some
general guidelines (U.S. EPA, 1974) are as follows: sleep disturbance may occur at levels above
35 dBA; interference with human speech begins at around 60 dBA; and hearing damage may
result from prolonged exposure to noise levels in excess of 85 to 90 dBA.
Time variations in noise exposure are typically expressed in terms of a steady‐state energy level
(called Leq) that represents the acoustical energy of a given measurement. Leq (24) is the
steady‐state energy level measured over a 24‐hour period. Because community receptors are
more sensitive to unwanted noise intrusion during the evening and at night, state law requires
that, for planning purposes, an artificial dBA increment be added to “quiet time” noise levels to
form a 24‐hour noise descriptor called the Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL). CNEL
adds a 5‐dBA “penalty” during the evening hours (7 p.m. to 10 p.m.) and a 10‐dBA penalty
during the night hours (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.). Another 24‐hour noise descriptor, called the day‐night
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TABLE 5.7‐1
TYPICAL SOUND LEVELS MEASURED IN THE ENVIRONMENT
Examples of Common, Easily Recognized Sounds

Decibels (dBA)

Near Jet Engine

140

Threshold of Pain

130

Threshold of Feeling – Hard Rock Band

120

Accelerating Motorcycle (at a few feet away)

110

Loud Horn (at 10 feet away)

100

Noisy Urban Street

90

Noisy Factory

85a

School Cafeteria with Untreated Surfaces

80

Lawnmower

70b

Near Freeway Auto Traffic

60b

Average Office

50b

Soft Radio Music in Apartment

40

Average Residence without Stereo Playing

30

Average Whisper

20

Rustle of Leaves in Wind

10

Human Breathing

5

Threshold of Audibility

0

Subjective Evaluations

Deafening

Very Loud

Loud

Moderate

Faint

Very Faint

a Continuous exposure above 85 dBA is likely to degrade the hearing of most people.
b Range of speech is 50 to 70 dBA.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1985.

noise level (Ldn), is similar to CNEL. While both add a 10‐dBA penalty to all nighttime noise
events between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m., Ldn does not add the evening 5‐dBA penalty. In practice, Ldn
and CNEL usually differ by less than 1 dBA at any given location for transportation noise
sources. The Lmax is the maximum, instantaneous noise level taken during the measurement
period.

5.7.1.2 Vibration Descriptors
Vibrations caused by construction activities can be interpreted as energy transmitted in waves
through the ground. These energy waves generally dissipate with distance from the vibration
source (e.g., pile driving or sheetpile driving). Because energy is lost during the transfer of energy
from one particle to another, vibration is less perceptible with distance from the source. As
discussed above for noise, vibration attenuates as a function of the distance between the source
and receptor. For sources of vibration emanating from a single location (i.e., point sources),
vibration attenuates at a rate of approximately 50 percent for each doubling of distance from the
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source (termed the “inverse square law”). This approach tends to underestimate attenuation and
therefore provides a “worst‐case” estimate of vibration at the receptor.
Vibration is an oscillatory motion that can be described in terms of displacement, velocity, or
acceleration. Peak particle velocity (PPV) is defined as the maximum instantaneous positive or
negative peak of the vibration signal. PPV is used to assess the potential for damage to buildings
and structures and is expressed in inches per second (in/sec).
The responses of human receptors and structures to vibration are influenced by a combination of
factors, including soil/rock type, distance from the source, duration, and the number of perceived
events. Energy transmitted through the ground as vibration can reach levels that cause structural
damage; however, humans are very sensitive, and the vibration amplitudes that can be perceived
by humans are well below the levels that cause architectural or structural damage. A freight train
passing at 100 feet can result in vibrations of 0.1 in/sec PPV, while a strong earthquake can
produce vibration in the range of 10 in/sec PPV.
In general, cosmetic or threshold damage to residential buildings can occur at vibrations over
0.5 in/sec PPV. The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) recommends a vibration threshold
criterion of 0.2 in/sec for fragile buildings (FTA, 2006). Much lower vibration levels (exceeding
0.012 in/sec PPV) can cause disturbance or annoyance, and this threshold is typically applied to
construction activities during the more sensitive nighttime hours. Exceedance of the annoyance
threshold at night could result in sleep disturbance, depending on the receptors’ proximity to
construction activities.

5.7.1.3 Existing Noise Environment
The Sunol Valley is located in unincorporated Alameda County and is mostly undeveloped, with
few sources of noise and few noise‐sensitive receptors. The primary sources of noise in the project
area are local traffic on Interstate 680 (I‐680) and Calaveras Road, and quarry operations. I‐680 is
approximately 1,000 feet northwest of the northern project area boundary. Calaveras Road
borders the eastern boundary of the project area. Quarry operations exist within and adjacent to
the project area.
The noise environment1 in the project area can be characterized by noise measurements collected
in the project vicinity as part of the noise analysis for other SFPUC projects. Measurement
Location No. 1 is located west of Calaveras Road and the San Antonio Pump Station, southwest
of the southern project area boundary near the Garcia residence (discussed in Section 5.7.1.4,
below). Measurement Location No. 2 is near I‐680 at Vargas Road, approximately 2.5 miles west
of the project area. Measurement Location No. 2 is intended to characterize noise levels

1

The current noise environment in the project area is higher than the area’s typical noise environment due to
temporary noise increases related to ongoing construction of other SFPUC Water System Improvement
Program (WSIP) projects in the vicinity. The typical noise environment at sensitive receptors (without
temporary construction‐related noise increases) is better reflected in noise measurements collected in 2007
(prior to the start of WSIP construction activities and corresponding to the date of the Notice of Preparation for
the SABPL project) and is applied in this analysis to depict a more conservative (worst‐case) impact analysis.
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associated with I‐680 at the two private residences on Athenour Way (also discussed in
Section 5.7.1.4). Figure 5.7‐1 shows the measurement locations and Table 5.7‐2 presents the
measurement results. Because residential uses are the most noise‐sensitive uses in the project
area, measurement locations were selected to characterize the ambient noise environment at
residential receptors located closest to the project‐related construction activities (i.e., excavation,
facility installation, and backfill).
TABLE 5.7‐2
SUMMARY OF NOISE MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Measurement Location No. 1
Noise Levels West of San
Antonio Pump Stationa (dBA)

Measurement Location No. 2
Noise Levels South of I‐680
Freewayb (dBA)

Leq Noise Level Range

Leq Noise Level Range

Daytime Leq (7 a.m. – 10 p.m.)

44 – 53

64 – 68

Nighttime Leq (10 p.m. – 7 a.m.)

41 – 49

60 – 68

53

70 – 71

Time

Ldn

NOTES: Measurement No. 1 taken approximately 1,000 feet west of the Calaveras Road centerline from noon on Thursday,
January 18, 2007 to noon on Friday, January 19, 2007, using Quest SoundPro DL Type II digital sound level meters (see
Figure 5.7‐1). Measurement No. 2 was taken approximately 450 feet southeast of the I‐680 freeway centerline at Vargas
Road from September 24, 2008 to September 28, 2008.
a Continuous exposure above 85 dBA is likely to degrade the hearing of most people.
b Range of speech is 50 to 70 dBA.

SOURCE: Orion, 2007 (Measurement No. 1); San Francisco Planning Department, 2009 (Measurement No. 2).

5.7.1.4 Sensitive Receptors
There are four private residences within 0.5 mile of the project area. These sensitive receptors are
shown on Figure 5.7‐1 and described below relative to maximum daytime and nighttime
construction noise sources during SABPL project construction activities. One private ranch
residence (Garcia residence) is located approximately 1,300 feet southwest of the project area;
1,550 feet southwest of Staging Area A; and 1,900 feet west of Calaveras Road, Air Gaps Nos. 1
and 3, and the southern portion of the backup pipeline alignment. There is a currently
unoccupied SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence located near the Alameda East Portal,
approximately 225 feet east of the project area and Calaveras Road; 360 feet east of the southern
portion of the backup pipeline alignment; and 500 feet east of Air Gaps Nos. 1 and 3. The primary
source of existing ambient noise at the Garcia residence and the SFPUC watershed keeper’s
residence is traffic on Calaveras Road. There are two private residences on Athenour Way,
approximately 2,100 feet west of the project area and the proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station,
2,200 feet west of Staging Area D, 4,280 feet west of Air Gap No. 2, and 200 to 300 feet south of
the I‐680 freeway. There is also an occupied SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence on Andrade
Road to the south of the Athenour Way residences located approximately 4,700 feet west of the
project area and proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station. In addition to freeway noise, the two
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residences on Athenour Way and the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence on Andrade Road are
subject to noise from Hanson Aggregates’ processing facility. Athenour Way serves as the main
access road to this facility. Hanson Aggregates’ processing facility includes a gravel/aggregate
processing facility, which is open from 6 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday through Saturday, and an
asphalt processing facility, which operates on demand for up to 24 hours per day, 7 days per
week (Jackson, 2011).
People in residences, motels and hotels, schools, libraries, churches, hospitals, nursing homes,
auditoriums, natural areas, parks, and some outdoor recreation areas are generally more sensitive
to noise than people at commercial and industrial establishments. Consequently, the noise
standards for these sensitive land uses are more stringent than those for less sensitive uses. In
general, residences and schools are among the land uses considered most sensitive to noise. No
schools, childcare centers, churches, hospitals, or nursing homes are located in the vicinity of the
project area.
Natural areas typically require some degree of quiet for passive recreational uses and are often
considered noise‐sensitive. While there are a number of regional preserves in the project area, the
Sunol Regional Wilderness is the closest to the project area, with the closest trail located
approximately 1.2 miles to the southeast.

5.7.2 Regulatory Framework
5.7.2.1 Federal Regulations
The Federal Noise Control Act of 1972 established, by statutory mandate, a national policy “to
promote an environment for all Americans free from noise that jeopardizes their public health
and welfare.” The act provides for a division of powers between the federal government and
state and local governments that affords primary responsibility for noise source emission control
to the federal government. State and local governments retain rights, authorities, and primary
responsibility for controlling the use of noise sources and the levels of noise to be permitted
within their jurisdictions (U.S. EPA, 1974). Alameda County and the City of Fremont are the
applicable regulatory agencies for noise within the study area.

5.7.2.2 State Regulations
The California Vehicle Code (California Vehicle Code Section 27204) limits the noise generated
from all on‐road trucks manufactured since 1987 to 80 dBA when measured at 50 feet from the
line of travel for any operating condition.
The California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal/OSHA) requires backup
warning alarms that activate immediately upon reverse movement on all vehicles that are used to
haul dirt and have a haulage capacity of 2.5 cubic yards or more (Title 8, California Code of
Regulations). Backup alarms must be audible above the surrounding ambient noise level at a
distance of 200 feet.
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5.7.2.3 Local Regulations
Alameda County
The Sunol Valley is located within the Alameda watershed, and the project area is in an
unincorporated area of Alameda County. The noise policies of the East County Area Plan of the
Alameda County General Plan promote the compatibility of land uses with respect to noise
generation by legislatively protecting sensitive land uses from noise sources. The East County
Area Plan indicates that for a residential land use, a noise environment of less than 65 dBA CNEL
would be considered a “little” impact (Alameda County, 2002). The East County Area Plan does
not have specific provisions that apply to construction noise.
The Alameda County Noise Ordinance regulates noise sources, such as mechanical equipment
and amplified sounds, and prescribes hours of heavy equipment operation and construction
activities. In most cases, local noise ordinances are part of local building and zoning ordinances
that do not apply to SFPUC projects (pursuant to California Government Code Section 53090
et seq.). However, the time and noise limits in local noise ordinances are taken into consideration
in determining whether the project would have a significant noise effect under CEQA.
Table 6.60.040A in Section 6.60.040 of the Alameda County General Code (Title 6, Health and
Safety, Chapter 6.60) specifies exterior noise level standards at receiving single‐ or multiple‐
family residential, school, hospital, church, and public library uses. Table 5.7‐3 presents these
exterior noise level standards, categorized based on the duration of exposure to a given noise
level (i.e., the “cumulative number of minutes in any one‐hour time period”).
TABLE 5.7‐3
ALAMEDA COUNTY EXTERIOR NOISE LEVEL STANDARDS FOR SENSITIVE RECEPTORS

Category

Cumulative Number of Minutes
in any One‐Hour Time Period

Daytime
7 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Nighttime
10 p.m. to 7 a.m.

1
2
3
4
5

30
15
5
1
0

50 dBA
55 dBA
60 dBA
65 dBA
70 dBA

45 dBA
50 dBA
55 dBA
60 dBA
65 dBA

Based on these noise and duration limits, the maximum theoretical noise limit for any one‐hour
time period equates to 58 dBA (Leq) during the day and evening (7 a.m. to 10 p.m.) and 53 dBA
(Leq) at night (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.). This section of the code also specifies that the applicable
standard must be adjusted to equal the existing ambient noise level if the measured ambient
noise level exceeds the applicable noise level standard. As indicated in Table 5.7‐2, ambient noise
levels in the vicinity of the Athenour Way residences exceed the ordinance noise limits; therefore,
the applicable ordinance noise limits applied in this analysis are the minimum ambient noise
levels measured, which were 64 dBA (Leq) during the day and evening and 60 dBA (Leq) during
the night. In addition, the above noise level standards must be reduced by 5 dBA for recurring
impulsive noises such as pile driving.
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Section 6.60.070(E) specifies the following hourly limits for construction: 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. on
weekdays, and 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays. Construction activities conducted
outside of these hours (between 7 p.m. and 7 a.m. on weekdays and 5 p.m. and 8 a.m. on weekends)
would be subject to the noise level standards listed in Table 5.7‐3.

5.7.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.7.3.1 Significance Criteria
The City and County of San Francisco has not formally adopted significance standards for
impacts related to noise and vibration, but generally considers that implementation of the
proposed project would have a significant impact if it were to:


Result in a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the project
vicinity above levels existing without the project;



Result in exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of standards
established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other
agencies;



Result in exposure of persons to or generation of excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels;



Result in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without the project;



For a project located within an airport land use plan area, or, where such a plan has not
been adopted, in an area within 2 miles of a public airport or public use airport, expose
people residing or working in the area to excessive noise levels;



For a project located in the vicinity of a private airstrip, expose people residing or working
in the project area to excessive noise levels; or



Be substantially affected by existing noise levels.

5.7.3.2 Approach to Analysis
The SABPL project would not result in construction or operational impacts related to three of the
significance criteria listed above regarding airports and substantial adverse effects on the project
from existing noise levels; therefore, no impact discussion is provided for these topics for the
reasons described below. In addition, as described below, there would be no operational impacts
related to a fourth significance criterion—groundborne vibration; therefore, the impact discussion
for this criterion focuses on the potential effects of project construction only.


Result in Generation of Excessive Groundborne Vibration or Groundborne Noise Levels During
Project Operations. With implementation of the SABPL project, routine maintenance and
operations of the proposed facilities and improvements would be similar to existing
conditions and would not generate excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise
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levels. The closest sensitive receptors to the proposed discharge facility at Pit F3‐East are
the two private residences at Athenour Way, over 0.5 mile to the west. Given this distance,
any groundborne noise generated by infrequent discharges from the backup pipeline
would have no impact on these receptors. Thus, the criterion related to groundborne
vibration and groundborne noise levels is not applicable to project operations, and is
discussed below only as it relates to project construction (see Impact NO‐3).


Be Located Within 2 Miles of a Public Airport or Within an Airport Land Use Plan Area and
Expose People to Excessive Noise Levels. There are no public airports in the project vicinity,
and the project area is not located in an area covered by airport land use plan. The nearest
public airport to the project area is the San Jose International Airport, which is
approximately 14 miles to the southwest in San Jose. Therefore, the SABPL project would
not result in the long‐term exposure of workers to excessive airport‐related noise levels.
The significance criterion related to noise levels within an airport land use plan area is not
applicable to the SABPL project, and no further discussion is provided.



Be Located Near a Private Airstrip and Expose People to Excessive Noise Levels. There are no
private airstrips in the project vicinity. The nearest private airstrips are the First Interstate
Bank Operations Center Heliport and the Washington Hospital Heliport in Fremont, both
of which are approximately 6 miles to the west. Therefore, the SABPL project would not
result in the long‐term exposure of workers to excessive airport‐related noise levels. The
significance criterion related to noise levels near private airstrips is not applicable to the
SABPL project, and no further discussion is provided.



Be Substantially Affected by Existing Noise Levels. Since the SABPL project is not a noise‐
sensitive land use, the last significance criterion listed above related to whether the project
would be substantially affected by existing noise levels is not applicable to the proposed
project, and no further discussion is provided.

The noise impact assessment evaluates short‐term (temporary) impacts associated with
construction of project facilities as well as long‐term (permanent) impacts resulting from project
operations. For construction noise, the potential for impacts is assessed by considering several
factors, including the proximity of construction‐related noise sources to sensitive receptors,
typical noise levels associated with construction equipment, the potential for construction noise
levels to interfere with daytime and nighttime activities, the duration that sensitive receptors
would be affected, and whether proposed activities would occur outside the construction time
limits prescribed in local ordinances. For operational noise, this impact evaluation determines the
potential for impacts by assessing the noise generation potential of project facilities; if the SABPL
project would introduce a new source of noise to the area, this evaluation determines the
proximity to sensitive receptors and the potential for operational noise to remain within noise
ordinance limits at the nearest receptors.
To address the CEQA significance criterion regarding “substantial temporary or periodic noise
increases in ambient noise levels” for construction noise, a “substantial” noise increase is defined
as an increase in noise to a level that causes interference with land use activities at nearby
sensitive receptors during the day and/or night. One indicator that construction noise could
interfere with daytime activities would be speech interference, and an indicator that construction
noise could interfere with nighttime activities would be sleep interference.
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This analysis uses the following criteria to define potential “substantial” noise impacts:


Speech Interference. Speech interference is an indicator of impact on typical daytime and
evening activities. A speech interference threshold, in the context of impact duration and
time of day, is used to identify substantial increases in noise resulting from temporary
construction activities. Noise peaks generated by construction equipment could result in
speech interference at nearby private residences if the noise level in the interior of the
building exceeds 45 to 60 dBA. A typical building can reduce noise levels by 25 dBA with
the windows closed (U.S. EPA, 1974). This noise reduction could be maintained only on a
temporary basis in some cases, since it assumes windows must remain closed at all times.
Assuming a 25‐dBA reduction with the windows closed, an exterior noise level of 70 dBA
(Leq) at receptors would maintain an acceptable interior noise environment of 45 dBA. It
should be noted that such noise levels would be sporadic rather than continuous in nature,
because different types of construction equipment would be used throughout the
construction process. For this analysis, a significant impact would occur if noise levels
remained above the 70‐dBA speech interference threshold on consecutive days for longer
than two weeks.2
However, for outdoor recreational uses such as hiking in the Sunol Regional Wilderness,
noise levels above 60 dBA (Leq) are considered to be significant, since there are no building
attenuation benefits and speech interference can thus occur at lower noise levels.



Sleep Interference. Based on available sleep criteria data, an interior nighttime level of
35 dBA is considered acceptable (U.S. EPA, 1974). Assuming a 25‐dBA reduction with the
windows closed, an exterior noise level of 60 dBA at receptors would maintain an
acceptable interior noise environment of 35 dBA. Since a 15‐dBA reduction would occur
with windows open, an exterior noise level of 50 dBA (Leq) would be required to maintain
an acceptable interior noise environment of 35 dBA. Therefore, a 50‐dBA threshold is
applied in order to allow for open windows during the 21‐month construction duration.

This noise impact assessment estimates noise levels associated with proposed project
construction and compares daytime construction noise levels at sensitive receptors against the
speech interference threshold, and nighttime construction noise levels at sensitive receptors
against the sleep interference threshold.
To address the CEQA significance criterion regarding “noise levels in excess of standards
established in the local general plan or noise ordinance,” this EIR considers the standards in the
Alameda County Noise Ordinance. For this analysis, a noise impact could be considered
significant if project‐related noise levels exceeded the construction hours or noise level standards
established in the Alameda County Noise Ordinance, namely: (1) construction activity is limited
to 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. on weekdays, and 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays; (2) for
construction occurring outside these hours, the ordinance noise limits are 58 dBA (Leq) between

2

Construction would occur during warm weather (summer and fall) when houses without air conditioning
typically open windows for cooling. Construction‐related noise could exceed the speech interference criterion
inside homes if windows were open. Construction noise increases are considered to result in a significant noise
impact if windows must remain closed for longer than two consecutive weeks to maintain acceptable interior
noise levels.
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7 p.m. and 10 p.m., and 53 dBA (Leq) between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.; and (3) operational noise limits
are 58 dBA (Leq) between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m., and 53 dBA (Leq) between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.
Project‐related excavation and construction activities could result in vibration that could disturb
nearby residents, and cause cosmetic damage to existing aboveground structures as well as
buried facilities such as pipelines. A wide range of thresholds for vibration impacts has been
published. For example, the U.S. Bureau of Mines specifies a threshold cracking criterion of
2.0 in/sec PPV for high frequencies (Wilson Ihrig & Associates, 2005), while the FTA recommends
a vibration threshold criterion of 0.2 in/sec for damage to fragile buildings (FTA, 2006). (No
fragile buildings exist in the project vicinity.) This assessment evaluates whether project‐related
construction activities would result in “excessive groundborne vibration” based on the following
thresholds:


Cosmetic Damage to Aboveground Structures (0.4 ‐ 0.5 in/sec PPV).3 To assess the potential for
construction‐related vibration to cause cosmetic damage to nearby structures, this analysis
applies a 0.4 in/sec PPV threshold for continuous vibration (caused by vibratory pile
drivers and large vibratory rollers/compactors) and 0.5 in/sec PPV threshold for impact pile
driving.



Nighttime Annoyance Threshold (0.012 in/sec PPV).4 Much lower vibration levels (exceeding
0.012 in/sec PPV) can cause disturbance or annoyance to residences; this threshold is
applied to construction activities during the more sensitive nighttime hours (10 p.m. to
7 a.m.). Exceedance of this annoyance threshold at night could result in sleep disturbance,
depending on the receptors’ proximity to construction activities.



Damage Threshold for Buried Facilities (4.0 in/sec PPV).5 To assess potential vibration impacts
on buried facilities, this analysis applies a 4.0 in/sec PPV damage threshold for buried
facilities such as pipelines.

The impact analysis presented below estimates vibration levels at nearby structures and sensitive
receptors based on the vibration source and setback distance. The estimated vibration levels are
then compared to the thresholds described above to determine the potential for significant
impacts to occur.

5.7.3.3 Summary of Impacts
Table 5.7‐4 lists the SABPL project’s noise and vibration impacts and significance determinations.

3

These thresholds are consistent with those applied to the adjacent SFPUC New Irvington Tunnel (NIT) project
(Wilson Ihrig & Associates, 2008).
4 This threshold is consistent with those applied to the adjacent SFPUC NIT project (Wilson Ihrig & Associates,
2008).
5 Vibration under the ground surface is lower than that measured at the ground surface. A threshold of 4.0 in/sec
PPV is commonly used for underground optical‐fiber cables. Underground or restrained concrete structures
can withstand vibration of 10.0 in/sec PPV before the appearance of threshold cracks. Thus, underground
utilities are less sensitive than surface structures (Wilson Ihrig & Associates, 2009). The 4.0 in/sec PPV threshold
is consistent with those recommended by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO, 2004).
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TABLE 5.7‐4
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – NOISE AND VIBRATION
Significance
Determinations

Impacts
Impact NO‐1: Construction activities would result in substantial temporary increases in
ambient noise levels that could interfere with nearby land uses.

LSM

Impact NO‐2: Construction activities would expose people to noise levels in excess of
standards established by the Alameda County Noise Ordinance.

LSM

Impact NO‐3: Construction activities would not result in excessive groundborne
vibration.

LS

Impact NO‐4: Project operations would not result in a substantial permanent increase in
ambient noise levels in the project vicinity or significant impacts related to the exposure
of people to noise levels in excess of standards established by the Alameda County Noise

LS

Ordinance.

Impact C‐NO: Construction of the proposed project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative noise impacts.

LSM

LS = Less than Significant impact, no mitigation required
LSM = Less than Significant impact with Mitigation

5.7.3.4 Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact NO‐1: Construction activities would result in substantial temporary increases in ambient
noise levels that could interfere with nearby land uses. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
Project‐related construction activities would result in temporary noise increases at sensitive
receptors located adjacent to or near the project area. Construction noise levels would vary at any
given receptor depending on the construction activity, equipment type, duration of use, distance
between the noise source and receptor, and the presence or absence of barriers between the noise
source and receptor.
For construction noise, a “substantial” noise increase is defined as short‐term interference with
activities during the day and night. One indicator that construction noise could interfere with
daytime activities would be speech interference, and an indicator that construction noise could
interfere with nighttime activities would be sleep interference. Since there are different thresholds
for determining the significance of noise impacts during the day and night, noise impacts
associated with project construction are separated into two categories: (1) daytime and evening
(7 a.m. to 10 p.m.), when the 70‐dBA speech interference threshold is applied; and (2) nighttime
(10 p.m. to 7 a.m.), when the 50‐dBA sleep interference threshold is applied. Project construction
would generally occur Monday through Saturday from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.; however, as stated in
Chapter 3, Section 3.6.11, extended construction hours and Sunday work would be necessary
during certain phases of construction: during construction of the three air gaps and when
connecting these air gaps to the proposed backup pipeline (four weeks), and when connecting the
backup pipeline to the existing Alameda Siphon No. 3 (two weeks).
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Construction Equipment Noise
The types of construction equipment that would be used for the proposed project are listed in
Table 3‐3 of Chapter 3. These equipment types typically generate maximum noise levels ranging
from about 74 to 91 dBA at a distance of 50 feet from the source. The rate of attenuation (i.e.,
reduction) is about 6 dBA for every doubling of distance from a point source. Table 5.7‐5
indicates noise levels at 50 feet from the noise source for typical construction equipment, and
provides estimates of daytime construction‐related noise levels at the closest sensitive receptors.
Table 5.7‐6 identifies nighttime construction‐related noise levels at the closest residential
receptors based on the limited construction activities that would occur during periods of
extended construction hours. As indicated in Chapter 3, Section 3.6.11, extended construction
hours would be necessary for a total of 6 weeks during the 21 months of project construction.
In order to estimate project‐related construction noise levels at receptor locations, the noise levels
were grouped by receptor location, and the minimum distances between sensitive receptors and
facility locations (identified in the left column) were determined. These levels reflect the highest
noise levels that would occur at the closest residential and recreational receptors (representing
the maximum impact), but such levels would only occur when equipment is being operated at
the north and south ends of the project area. There are no sensitive receptors that could be
affected by project‐related construction noise in the central part of the project area.
Pipeline installation would be performed using open‐trench construction methods, which would
involve initial clearing of the work area (which could include removing vegetation and debris),
grading or pavement cutting, excavation of the trench, installation of the pipe, backfilling of the
trench, and restoration of the ground surface. Installation of the backup pipeline and water
pipeline to the town of Sunol along Calaveras Road would occur over approximately 15 months.
Demolition of the two quarry buildings located east of Pit F3‐East would involve demolition,
grading, and restoration of the ground surface. Construction of the proposed discharge facility at
Pit F3‐East, the Alameda Creek Pump Station and wet well, the cutoff wall around Pits F3‐East
and F3‐West, transfer pipeline, dewatering pipeline, and dewatering facilities in the northern part
of the project area would involve grading, excavation, installation of pumps and other facilities,
and restoration of the ground surface, and would take place over approximately 16 months.
Construction of the new chemical facility in the southern part of the project area near the
San Antonio Pump Station would occur over about 5 months. Spoils hauling related to the
temporary placement of spoils in the Surface Mining Permit 30 (SMP‐30) area, permanent
placement of spoils in earthen berms at the North Spoils Site and former nursery site within
Staging Area C, and disposal of spoils at nearby landfills would occur for a total of 20 months.
As indicated in Table 5.7‐5, noise resulting from general daytime construction activities and
equipment would not exceed the 70‐dBA speech interference threshold at the closest residential
receptors (two residences on Athenour Way,6 the Garcia residence, and the SFPUC watershed
keeper’s residence east of Calaveras Road), nor would it exceed the 60‐dBA speech interference
6

Construction noise levels at the new SFPUC watershed residence on Andrade Road would also not exceed
70‐dBA speech interference threshold since it is located even farther from the project area (4,700 feet) than the
Athenour Way residences.
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TABLE 5.7‐5
ESTIMATED DAYTIME CONSTRUCTION NOISE LEVELS (DBA) AT THE CLOSEST SENSITIVE RECEPTORS
Receptor Location
Relative to Noise
Source

Maximum Noise Source

Reference
Minimum
Hourly Leq Distance Between
in dBA at
Closest Receptor
50 Feet
and Source

Exterior Speech
Minimum
Daytime Noise
Distance
Interference
Daytime
Ordinance Limit
and/or
Ambient
Applied to
Topographic Adjusted Criterion Applied
Leq
to Impact NO‐1
Noise Level
Impact NO‐2
Adjustment

Noise Levels at the Closest Private Residences on Athenour Way (Minimum Distances From Where Identified Equipment Would Operate)
Loader/ Backhoe/ Dozer
80
2,100
‐33
47
Grader/ Excavator/ Concrete Pumper
85
2,100
‐33
52
Truck
Truck (Flatbed, Boom, Tank, Dump,
Two residences on
80
2,100
‐33
47
Haul, Water, Delivery)
Athenour Way relative
82
2,100
‐33
49
to the proposed facilities Compactor
Crane
83
2,100
‐33
50
at Pits F3‐East and F3‐
West, including
Drill Rig
88
2,000
‐33
55
proposed Alameda
Paver
89
2,100
‐36
53
Creek Pump Station
Rollers
74
2,100
‐36
38
and wet well, cutoff
Pipe Cutting/ Welding
78
2,100
‐33
44
wall, transfer pipeline,
76
2,100
‐33
43
and discharge facility at Pump
Pit F3‐East
Generator
78
2,100
‐33
45
Compressor
81
2,100
‐33
48
Sheetpile Driver
93
2,100
‐36
57
Slurry Mixing Plant
76
2,100
‐36
40
Loader/ Backhoe/ Dozer
80
2,200
‐34
46
Two residences on
Grader/ Excavator
85
2,200
‐34
51
Athenour Way relative
to Staging Area D
Truck
80
2,200
‐34
46

With
Mitigation
Measure
M‐NO‐1

Mitigated
Leq

70

64

64

Not Required

NA

70

64

64

Not Required

NA

70

64

64

Not Required

NA

70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70

64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64

64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64

Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

44

58

Not Required

NA

Noise Levels at the Closest Private Residence (Garcia Residence) West of Calaveras Road (Minimum Distances From Where Identified Equipment Would Operate)
Loader/ Backhoe/ Dozer
80
1,900
‐33
47
70
Grader/ Excavator/ Concrete Pumper
85
1,900
‐33
52
70
Garcia residence relative Truck
Truck
80
1,900
‐33
47
70
to southern SABPL
alignment, Air Gaps No. Compactor
82
1,900
‐33
49
70
1 and No. 3, new
Crane
83
1,900
‐33
50
70
chemical facility,
Drill Rig
88
1,900
‐33
55
70
chemical injection
Paver
89
1,900
‐33
56
70
station, sampling
74
1,900
‐33
41
70
station, and flow meter Rollers
Pipe Cutting/ Welding
78
1,900
‐33
45
70
vault
Generator
78
1,900
‐33
45
70
Compressor
81
1,900
‐33
48
70
Loader/ Backhoe/ Dozer
80
1,550
‐30
50
70
Garcia residence relative
Grader/ Excavator
85
1,550
‐30
55
70
to Staging Area A
Truck
80
1,550
‐30
50
70

44

58

Not Required

NA

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58

Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NOTES: NA = Not Applicable. LIGHT GREY cells indicate significance threshold applied to Impact NO‐1, and DARK GREY cells indicate significance threshold applied to Impact NO‐2. Construction noise
would not exceed the 70‐dBA speech interference criterion (Impact NO‐1) at identified receptor.
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TABLE 5.7‐5 (Continued)
ESTIMATED DAYTIME CONSTRUCTION NOISE LEVELS (DBA) AT THE CLOSEST SENSITIVE RECEPTORS
Receptor Location
Relative to Noise
Source

Maximum Noise Source

Reference
Minimum
Hourly Leq Distance Between
in dBA at
Closest Receptor
50 Feet
and Source

Exterior Speech
Minimum
Daytime Noise
Distance
Interference
Daytime
Ordinance Limit
and/or
Ambient
Applied to
Topographic Adjusted Criterion Applied
Leq
to Impact NO‐1
Noise Level
Impact NO‐2
Adjustment

Noise Levels at the Closest Residence (Watershed Keeperʹs Residence) East of Calaveras Road (Minimum Distances From Where Identified Equipment Would Operate)
Loader/ Backhoe/ Dozer
80
360
‐22
58
70
Grader/ Excavator
85
360
‐22
63
70
Truck (Flatbed, Haul, Delivery, Tank)
80
360
‐22
58
70
Compactor
82
360
‐22
60
70
SFPUC watershed
Crane
83
360
‐22
61
70
keeperʹs residence
Drill Rig
88
360
‐22
66
70
relative to southern
Paver
89
360
‐22
67
70
SABPL alignment
Rollers
74
360
‐22
52
70
Pipe Cutting/ Welding
78
360
‐22
56
70
Generator
78
360
‐22
56
70
Compressor
81
360
‐22
59
70
Loader/ Backhoe/ Dozer
80
500
‐25
55
70
Grader/ Excavator/ Concrete Pumper
85
500
‐25
60
70
Truck
SFPUC watershed
80
500
‐25
55
70
Truck (Flatbed, Haul, Delivery, Tank)
keeperʹs residence
relative to Air Gaps No. Compactor
82
500
‐25
57
70
1 and No. 3, new
Crane
83
500
‐25
58
70
chemical facility,
Drill Rig
88
500
‐25
63
70
chemical injection
Paver
89
500
‐25
64
70
station, sampling
74
500
‐25
49
70
station, and flow meter Rollers
vault
Pipe Cutting/ Welding
78
500
‐25
53
70
Generator
78
500
‐25
53
70
Compressor
81
500
‐25
56
70
Noise Levels at the Closest Trail in Sunol Regional Wilderness (Minimum Distance From Where Identified Equipment Would Operate)
Loader/ Backhoe/ Dozer
80
6,500
‐53
27
Grader/ Excavator
85
6,500
‐53
32
Truck (Flatbed, Haul, Delivery, Tank)
85
6,500
‐53
32
Compactor
82
6,500
‐53
29
Closest Trail in the Sunol Crane
83
6,500
‐53
30
Wilderness Preserve
Drill Rig
88
6,500
‐53
35
relative to the proposed
Paver
89
6,500
‐53
36
SABPL alignment
Rollers
74
6,500
‐53
21
Pipe Cutting/ Welding
78
6,500
‐53
25
Generator
78
6,500
‐53
25
Compressor
81
6,500
‐53
28

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
70
60
60

With
Mitigation
Measure
M‐NO‐1

Mitigated
Leq

Not Required
‐10
Not Required
‐10
‐8
‐13
‐9
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
‐6
Not Required

NA
53
NA
50
53
53
58
NA
NA
NA
53
NA

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58

44

58

‐10

50

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58

Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
‐13
‐9
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required

NA
NA
NA
50
55
NA
NA
NA
NA

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58

Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required
Not Required

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NOTES: NA = Not Applicable. LIGHT GREY cells indicate significance threshold applied to Impact NO‐1, and DARK GREY cells indicate significance threshold applied to Impact NO‐2. Construction noise
would not exceed the 70‐dBA speech interference criterion (Impact NO‐1) at identified receptors, but where bolded, these noise levels would exceed the 58‐dBA ordinance noise limit, which is applied
to construction occurring beyond the the ordinance time limit in Impact NO‐2.
SOURCES FOR REFERENCE NOISE LEVELS: U.S. EPA, 1971; FTA, 2006.
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TABLE 5.7‐6
ESTIMATED NIGHTTIME CONSTRUCTION NOISE LEVELS (DBA) AT THE CLOSEST SENSITIVE RECEPTORS

Receptor Location Relative to Noise
Source

Maximum Noise
Source

Minimum
Reference
Hourly Leq in Distance Between
Closest Receptor
dBA at 50
and Source
Feet

Distance
Exterior Sleep
Minimum
Nighttime Noise
and/or
Interference
Nighttime Ordinance Limit (10 p.m.
to 7 a.m.) Applied to
Topographic Adjusted Criterion Applied to
Ambient
Adjustment
Leq
Impact NO‐1
Impact NO‐2
Noise Level

With
Mitigation
Measure
M‐NO‐1

Mitigated
Leq

Noise Levels at the Closest Private Residences (Minimum Distances to these Residences Where Identified Equipment Would Operate)
Pipe Cutting/ Welding
Garcia residence relative to the proposed
SABPL connection to Alameda Siphon
No. 3 and Air Gaps No. 1 and No. 3

78

1,900

‐33

45

50

41

53

Not Required

NA

Pump

76

1,900

‐33

43

50

41

53

Not Required

NA

Generator

78

1,900

‐33

45

50

41

53

Not Required

NA

Compressor

81

1,900

‐33

48

50

41

53

Not Required

NA

Pipe Cutting/ Welding
SFPUC Watershed Keeperʹs Residence
relative to proposed SABPL connection to
Generator
Alameda Siphon No. 3 and Air Gaps No.
1 and No. 3
Compressor

78

500

‐25

53

50

41

53

‐3

50

78

500

‐25

53

50

41

53

‐3

50

81

500

‐25

56

50

41

53

‐6

50

Pipe Cutting/ Welding

78

4,280

‐44

34

50

41

53

Not Required

NA

78

4,280

‐44

34

50

41

53

Not Required

NA

81

4,280

‐44

37

50

41

53

Not Required

NA

Two residences on Athenour Way relative
Generator
to Air Gap No. 2
Compressor

NOTES: NA = Not Applicable. LIGHT GREY cells indicate significance threshold applied to Impact NO‐1, and DARK GREY cells indicate significance threshold applied to Impact NO‐2. Noise levels from all
identified sources would exceed the 50‐dBA sleep interference threshold (Impact NO‐1) at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence, while only compressor noise would exceed the 53‐dBA nighttime
noise ordinance limit (Impact NO‐2).
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threshold at the closest recreational trail in the Sunol Regional Wilderness (located 1.2 miles to
the southeast). Therefore, construction‐related noise occurring during the daytime hours (7 a.m.
to 10 p.m.) would result in a less‐than‐significant noise impact at the closest sensitive receptors.
However, in addition to noise associated with operation of construction equipment, nearby
residential receptors would also be subject to noise from backup alarms used on construction
vehicles. Backup alarms for haul trucks must be audible above the surrounding ambient noise
level at a distance of 200 feet.7 The characteristics of the alarm tone mean that backup alarms are
often designed to be 10 to 15 dBA higher than the worst‐case construction/industrial noise
environment. Therefore, backup alarms are typically designed to emit a sound as loud as 85 to
115 dBA (Lmax).8
As indicated above in Table 5.7‐5, daytime construction activities would create sound levels of
52 to 67 dBA at 360 feet (the distance between the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence east of
Calaveras Road and the southern terminus of the backup pipeline); 50 to 56 dBA at 1,550 feet (the
distance between the Garcia residence and Staging Area A); and 38 to 57 dBA at 2,100 feet (the
distance between the two residences on Athenour Way and the Alameda Creek Pump Station,
wet well, and cutoff wall). Such noise levels could periodically exceed the minimum daytime
ambient noise levels of 44 to 64 dBA (Lmax) at the Garcia residence and SFPUC watershed
keeper’s residence east of Calaveras Road and could therefore be occasionally noticeable at these
residential receptors. Construction noise levels could be lower due to topographic obstructions
and would only occur when construction equipment was being operated at these minimum
distances from the receptors; in addition, the noise levels would decrease with distance as
pipeline construction proceeded away from each receptor. While construction noise would be
noticeable, the 70‐dBA speech interference threshold would not be exceeded. Therefore, noise
impacts resulting from noise‐generating construction activity are considered less than significant
when they occur during the daytime and evening hours (7 a.m. to 10 p.m.).
Extended construction hours during air gap construction and connection with the backup
pipeline, and during connection of the backup pipeline to Alameda Siphon No. 3, would result in
nighttime construction noise for a combined total of six weeks. Backup alarms would not be used
during evening and nighttime hours (see Impact NO‐2 below for details). However, as indicated
in Table 5.7‐6, project‐related construction activities could exceed the 50‐dBA sleep interference
threshold at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence east of Calaveras Road due to the use of
heavy construction equipment, resulting in a significant impact (see bolded noise levels in
Table 5.7‐6). With implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐NO‐1, construction‐related nighttime
noise levels would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level at this residence (see noise levels
with controls listed in Table 5.7‐6).

7

8

The Cal/OSHA requires backup warning alarms that activate immediately upon reverse movement on all
vehicles with a hauling capacity of 2.5 cubic yards or more that are used to haul dirt (Title 8, California Code of
Regulations, Section 1592).
Such noise levels are necessary because alarms must be audible over ambient noise levels, and the construction noise
environment at 50 feet behind any piece of moving machinery could be as high as 70 to 90 dBA.
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Mitigation Measure M‐NO‐1: Administrative and Source Controls.
The SFPUC shall include in construction contract specifications the requirement that the
construction contractor conform to the sleep interference threshold of 50 dBA (Leq)
between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. when operating equipment within 1,000 feet of the SFPUC
watershed keeper’s residence east of Calaveras Road (if it is occupied at the time of
construction). Measures to maintain noise levels at or below this performance standard
shall include implementation of best available noise control techniques (including mufflers,
intake silencers, ducts, engine enclosures, acoustically attenuating shields or shrouds, and
enclosures around stationary equipment such compressors or generators) for all equipment
used at night.
The name and phone number of a designated project liaison shall be provided to the
inhabitant(s) of the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence in the event that noise
disturbance occurs. This liaison shall take steps to resolve any complaints received,
including modifying construction practices as necessary to address the noise complaint.
Mitigation Measure M‐NO‐1 would reduce the potential for nighttime noise impacts at sensitive
receptors by requiring the contractor to use noise control techniques, which would help ensure
that noise emitted from construction equipment is below the sleep interference threshold, and by
providing a project liaison to resolve any complaints. Therefore, this impact would be less than
significant with mitigation.
Impacts related to temporary increases in ambient daytime and nighttime noise levels at the
Garcia residence and at the two residences on Athenour Way would be less than significant, and
no mitigation is necessary.

Noise from Construction Traffic
Construction‐related haul and delivery trucks and worker vehicles would use Calaveras Road for
site access. The associated traffic increases would contribute incrementally to traffic noise along this
roadway.
Truck noise levels depend on vehicle speed, load, terrain, as well as other factors. The effects of
construction‐related truck traffic would depend on the level of background noise already occurring
at a particular sensitive receptor. In quiet noise environments such as residential neighborhoods
protected by structural or topographic sound barriers (Leq averaging 50 dBA), one truck per hour
would be noticeable, even though such a low volume would not measurably increase noise levels.
In slightly noisier environments, such as freeway interchanges, where sensitive receptors are not
protected by structural or topographic sound barriers (Leq averaging 60 dBA), the threshold level is
higher, and 10 trucks per hour would be required to noticeably increase the noise exposure. In
moderately noisy environments (Leq averaging 70 dBA), a noise increase would be perceptible with
the addition of 100 trucks per hour (Caltrans, 1998).
In quiet environments or during quieter times of the day, truck noise is mainly a single‐event
disturbance; although the hourly average noise level associated with short, single events is not very
high, individual noise peaks of 80 to 85 dBA at 50 feet are common during a truck passage.
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However, in noisy environments or during less noise‐sensitive hours, truck noise is perceived as
part of the total noise environment rather than as an individual disturbance. Construction‐related
truck volumes associated with the SABPL project would vary from day to day, with the highest
volumes generally occurring during the excavation and backfilling stages of pipeline construction.
When haul truck noise is considered on an hourly basis rather than as a single noise event, noise
levels generated by peak hourly construction and worker vehicle traffic are estimated to reach
hourly noise levels of up to 53 dBA (Leq) at 50 feet from the roadway centerline.
When such noise levels are added to existing traffic noise levels along Calaveras Road (estimated
at 58 dBA Leq at 50 feet from the roadway centerline based on existing traffic volumes), project‐
related traffic increases would result in a 3‐dBA noise increase. In general, noise increases of
3 dBA are barely perceptible to most people (Caltrans, 1998). Estimated traffic noise levels would
not exceed the 70‐dBA speech interference criterion during the daytime or evening hours (7 a.m.
to 10 p.m.) at 50 feet from Calaveras Road, and would be even lower at the closest residential
receptors to the east and southwest of the road (the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence and
Garcia residence, which are located approximately 225 and 1,900 feet from Calaveras Road,
respectively). Project‐related haul trucks would not operate along Calaveras Road during the
nighttime or evening hours (7 p.m. to 7 a.m.). Therefore, noise impacts associated with
construction trucks and worker vehicles would be less than significant, and no mitigation
measures are required.

_________________________
Impact NO‐2: Construction activities would expose people to noise levels in excess of
standards established by the Alameda County Noise Ordinance. (Less than Significant with
Mitigation)
Project construction would generally occur during daytime hours (7 a.m. to 7 p.m.), Monday
through Saturday, for approximately 21 months. Extended construction hours and Sunday work
would be necessary during certain phases of construction, including during construction of the
air gaps and the connections between the air gaps and the backup pipeline (four weeks), and
during connection of the backup pipeline to Alameda Siphon No. 3 (two weeks). When compared
to the Alameda County Noise Ordinance time limits (7 a.m. to 7 p.m. on weekdays and 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays), the majority of construction activities would be consistent with
ordinance time limits on weekdays; however, construction would extend beyond the time limits for
Saturday work and also for a total of six weeks during construction of the three air gaps, the
connections between the air gaps and the backup pipeline, and the connection between the backup
pipeline and Alameda Siphon No. 3.
For construction activities extending beyond the ordinance time limits on Saturdays or during the
six weeks of extended construction, the Alameda County Noise Ordinance specifies exterior noise
standards. The ordinance’s equivalent Leq noise limit is calculated to be 58 dBA for any equipment
operating between 7 p.m. and 10 p.m., and 53 dBA between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. Estimated
construction noise levels that would exceed the 58‐dBA and 53‐dBA (Leq) ordinance noise limits are
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shown in bold in Tables 5.7‐5 and 5.7‐6, above. As indicated in the tables, ordinance Leq noise limits
could be exceeded at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence east of Calaveras Road, but would
not be exceeded at the Garcia residence or the two residences on Athenour Way.9 Due to the
possibility that certain types of construction equipment could operate beyond ordinance time limits
at these minimum distances to the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence, the impact is considered
significant, but could be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with implementation of Mitigation
Measure M‐NO‐2, described below.
In addition, if it is necessary to use equipment with backup alarms beyond the ordinance time
limits, Lmax noise levels from backup alarms could exceed the ordinance noise limits (the limit
would depend on the duration, as indicated in Table 5.7‐3, during any given hour). During these
hours (7 a.m. to 8 a.m., and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturdays), Lmax noise levels from backup alarms
(53 to 73 dBA at 360 feet from the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence, 40 to 60 dBA at 1,550 feet
from the Garcia residence, and 38 to 58 dBA at 2,100 feet from the two residences on Athenour
Way) could periodically exceed the ordinance noise limits (at the upper end of the range of possible
noise levels generated by backup alarms), which would be a significant impact. As discussed above
in Section 5.7.2.1, Cal/OSHA requires backup warning alarms on all vehicles with a hauling
capacity of 2.5 cubic yards or more that are used to haul dirt. However, as discussed in
Section 3.6.11 in Chapter 3, Project Description, haul trips to transport excavated spoils to landfill
facilities would be limited to weekdays between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. Thus, backup beepers from
haul trucks would not be used outside of the ordinance time limits. For all other construction
vehicles, implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐NO‐2 would ensure that noise from backup
alarms meets ordinance noise limits at these four receptors, thus reducing the impact to a less‐than‐
significant level.
Mitigation Measure M‐NO‐2: Noise Control Plan.
The SFPUC shall include in construction contract specifications the requirement that the
construction contractor prepare a noise control plan. The contract specifications shall
stipulate that before the start of mobilization or construction, the contractor must submit to
the SFPUC for review and approval a noise control plan prepared by a qualified noise
consultant. For work performed beyond local ordinance time limits (e.g., construction of air
gaps and connections to the backup pipeline, and connection of the backup pipeline to
Alameda Siphon No. 3), the noise control plan shall also ensure that noise levels do not
exceed the following noise performance standards:

9

Time Period

Maximum Noise Level

Weekdays
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

One‐hour Leq of 58 dBA at nearest residence
Lmax of 65 dBA at project boundary

Saturdays
7 a.m. to 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

One‐hour Leq of 58 dBA at nearest residence
Lmax of 65 dBA at project boundary

Construction noise levels at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence on Andrade Road would also not exceed
ordinance Leq noise limits since it is located even farther from the project area (4,700 feet) than the Athenour
Way residences.
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Time Period

Maximum Noise Level

All days
10 p.m. to 7 a.m.

One‐hour Leq of 50 dBAa at nearest residence
Lmax of 65 dBA at project boundary

a Rather than the one‐hour Leq of 53 dBA from the Alameda County Construction Ordinance, the more restrictive

sleep criterion limit of 50 dBA is applicable during these hours.

To achieve the above Leq performance standards, the contractor shall incorporate the noise
and source controls listed under Mitigation Measure M‐NO‐1 (Administrative and Source
Controls), as necessary.
To achieve the above Lmax standards, the contractor may use administrative controls
instead of audible backup alarms, subject to safety priorities and consistent with state and
federal worker safety laws. Such administrative controls shall provide backup warning on
all vehicles that operate in areas where backward movement would constitute a hazard to
employees working in the area on foot, and where the operator’s vision is obstructed to the
rear of the vehicle (earthmoving equipment) (California Code of Regulations, Title 8,
Section 1592). Administrative controls may include designing traffic patterns in the project
area to minimize the need for backward movement, or requiring a spotter or flagger in
clear view of the operator to direct the backing operation or requiring the operator to
dismount and circle the vehicle immediately prior to starting a backup operation.
Alternatively, the SFPUC shall consult with Cal/OSHA to determine whether additional
noise reductions may be achieved through Cal/OSHA‐approved alternatives to backup
alarms without compromising site safety. If Cal/OSHA indicates that such alternatives are
a viable option and the SFPUC, in consultation with the contractor, determines that site
safety would not be compromised, then the contractor shall apply for a variance from
Cal/OSHA and use such alternatives consistent with Cal/OSHA requirements. Such
alternatives could include, but are limited to:


“Smart” alarms that have an audible range of 77 to 97 (dBA but limit the warning
signal to 5 dBA over ambient noise levels)



Radar presence‐sensing alarms, which identify objects in the reversing path of a
truck



Use of “bbs‐tek” broadband backup alarm systems, which use a broadband sound
instead of a more noticeable single‐frequency sound



Use of strobe lights instead of audible alarms (which are particularly effective at night)

The administrative source controls and alternatives identified above that are approved by
Cal/OSHA instead of backup alarms shall be included in the noise control plan. If none of
these alternatives to backup alarms can be implemented, the use of backup alarms shall be
avoided during the evening and nighttime hours to achieve the Lmax performance
standard (e.g., by routing trucks and equipment to eliminate the need to back up, or by
eliminating truck and heavy equipment use at night).
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Mitigation Measure M‐NO‐2 would address the issue of backup beepers by requiring
implementation of a noise control plan outlining noise control techniques and administrative
controls to be used in the project area. Implementation of the noise control plan would ensure
that noise generated from construction activities occurring beyond the Alameda County Noise
Ordinance time limits is reduced to below the ordinance noise limit. Therefore, this impact would
be less than significant with mitigation.

_________________________
Impact NO‐3: Construction activities would not result in excessive groundborne vibration.
(Less than Significant)
Construction of the proposed project, particularly sheetpile driving, could cause vibration levels
that could disturb local residents. Cosmetic damage to fragile buildings and structures is not
expected since there are no fragile buildings in the project vicinity. As described above in
Section 5.7.3.2, this analysis applies significance thresholds related to cosmetic damage of 0.4
in/sec PPV for continuous vibration and 0.5 in/sec for pile driving. A significance threshold of 0.012
in/sec PPV is applied to nighttime construction activities for vibration‐related annoyance at nearby
residences.

Vibration from Sheetpile Driving
Sheetpile driving would be used to shore excavations for the proposed wet well beneath the
Alameda Creek Pump Station and for the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East if the contractor
chooses to use this construction method. Sheetpile driving would generate the highest levels of
vibration of all construction methods under consideration. Vibratory sheetpile driving could
generate vibration as high as 0.734 in/sec PPV at 25 feet, while impact sheetpile installation could
generate up to 1.518 in/sec PPV at 25 feet. The closest buildings to the proposed wet well and
discharge facility are the two Athenour Way residences, located approximately 2,100 feet from the
wet well. At this distance, vibration levels from vibratory sheetpile driving would be 0.009 in/sec
PPV, well below the 0.4 in/sec PPV threshold for continuous vibration. Impact sheetpile driving at
this distance would generate vibration levels of 0.18 in/sec PPV, well below the 0.5 in/sec PPV
threshold for impact or transient vibration. Since neither the 0.4 in/sec PPV nor the 0.5 in/sec PPV
threshold would be exceeded, vibration impacts from sheetpile driving would be less than
significant at the closest sensitive receptors. Sheeptile driving would not occur during nighttime
hours (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.); therefore, the nighttime vibration threshold would not apply.
While the closest buildings would not be significantly affected by vibration from sheetpile
driving activities associated with the proposed wet well and discharge facility at Pit F3‐East,
there are several buried pipelines in the project area vicinity, including the South Bay Aqueduct,
that could potentially be affected by vibration from these activities. The closest buried pipelines
are located at least 25 feet or more from the Alameda Creek Pump Station and wet well, and
450 feet or more from the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East. Operation of a vibratory
roller/compactor would generate vibration levels of 0.21 in/sec PPV at 25 feet, while vibratory
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and impact sheetpile drivers would generate vibration levels of 0.734 and 1.518 in/sec PPV,
respectively, at 25 feet. When compared to the 4.0 in/sec PPV damage threshold for buried
pipelines, vibration levels would not exceed this threshold at the closest buried pipelines. In
addition, since the potential for liquefaction in the project area is low (URS Corporation, 2009), no
damage to buried pipelines related to vibration‐induced liquefaction effects are expected to
occur. Therefore, construction‐related vibration effects on existing buried pipelines would be less
than significant.

Vibration from Other Construction Activities
Vibration levels generated by large bulldozers and loaded trucks are estimated at approximately
0.019 to 0.023 in/sec PPV at 100 feet and 0.053 in/sec PPV at 100 feet from vibratory compactors.
These vibration levels would decrease by half for every doubling of distance (Wilson Ihrig &
Associates, 2008). The residential receptors that would be closest to vibratory construction
equipment during SABPL project construction are the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence east
of Calaveras Road (360 feet east of the southern backup pipeline alignment), and the Garcia
residence (1,900 feet from Air Gaps Nos. 1 and 3 and the southern backup pipeline alignment).
Vibration levels generated by most project activities (including operation of vibratory
compactors) would be approximately 0.015 in/sec PPV or less at 360 feet, and 0.003 in/sec PPV or
less at 1,900 feet, which would not exceed the 0.4 in/sec PPV damage threshold for continuous
vibration, thus resulting in a less‐than‐significant impact. In addition, heavy equipment such as
bulldozers, loaded trucks, or vibratory compactors would not operate during the more sensitive
nighttime hours (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.). Therefore, the nighttime vibration threshold would not apply.

_________________________

5.7.3.5 Operational Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact NO‐4: Project operations would not result in a substantial increase in ambient noise
levels in the project vicinity or significant impacts related to the exposure of people to noise
levels in excess of standards established by the Alameda County Noise Ordinance. (Less than
Significant)
The SABPL project proposes facilities that could generate noise during project operation. The
primary sources of operational noise would be pumps at Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, including
three 274‐horsepower pumps at the Alameda Creek Pump Station and two submersible pumps
adjacent to the proposed discharge facility at Pit F3‐East. The SABPL project would also construct
an electrical transformer adjacent to the Alameda Creek Pump Station. All of the proposed
facilities would be connected to overhead and underground powerlines; however, during a
power outage an emergency generator would be used to power the new chemical facility.
The closest sensitive receptors to the proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station and the new
discharge facility at Pit F3‐East are the two residences on Athenour Way, which are located
approximately 2,100 feet to the west of the proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station and 3,600 feet
west of the proposed discharge facility at Pit F3‐East. At 2,100 feet, the three proposed
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274‐horsepower pumps and electrical transformer at the pump station site (estimated to generate
noise levels of approximately 72 to 73 dBA at 50 feet) would generate noise levels of
approximately 40 dBA at these receptors—well below the minimum existing 64 dBA (Leq)
ambient daytime noise level and 60 dBA (Leq) nighttime noise level near these residences (see
Table 5.7‐2), and below the Alameda County daytime (64 dBA) and nighttime (60 dBA) exterior
noise level standards (as noted in Section 5.7.2.3, above, the ordinance noise limits at these areas
equate to the existing ambient noise levels). The two submersible pumps would be located
underground and would not generate noise levels at the surface; therefore, the SABPL project’s
operational noise impact on the two residences on Athenour Way would be less than significant.
Smaller pumps would be located at the new chemical facility, flow meter vault, chemical injection
station, and sampling station. These smaller pumps would be below ground and within facility
enclosures (e.g., the chemical building, concrete vaults, and concrete manhole risers). Because the
buildings and enclosures housing these pumps would provide noise attenuation, and due to the
large setback distances from the closest residential receptors (Garcia residence at 1,900 feet and
SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence at 360 feet), noise generated by these smaller pumps would
remain below the ordinance nighttime noise limit of 53 dBA (Leq) and the daytime noise limits of
58 dBA (Leq).
Operation of the standby generator at the fluoride facility for the new chemical facility could
generate noise levels as high as 49 dBA (Leq) at the Garcia residence and 60 dBA (Leq) at the
SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence east of Calaveras Road. Such noise levels would be
generated during testing, which would typically occur once per week during daytime hours for a
period of 45 to 60 minutes. The minimum daytime ambient noise level of 44 dBA would be
exceeded at both the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence and the Garcia residence, which
indicates the generator noise could be audible at these two residences. However, given the short
duration of testing (one hour per week) and the short‐term, temporary nature of generator use
during testing or power outages, this exceedance is considered to be less than significant.

_________________________

5.7.3.6 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1
Pumping Variant 1 does not propose construction of the Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well,
control building for the pump station, electrical transformer, or retaining wall along the southern
boundary of the pump station site adjacent to the access road; therefore, no construction noise
related to these facilities would occur, and construction noise could be slightly lower than that
generated by the proposed project during certain phases of construction. However, because all
other facilities and permanent improvements would still be constructed under Pumping Variant 1,
the overall construction‐related noise and vibration impacts would be similar to those of the
proposed project, and this variant would not change the conclusions or mitigation measures
identified in Section 5.7.3.4, above. The one‐step pumping proposed under Pumping Variant 1 (e.g.,
discharged water would be pumped directly from quarry Pit F3‐East to San Antonio Reservoir or
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the Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant) would result in less operational noise than under the
proposed project because noise generated by the pumps at the Alameda Creek Pump Station (three
274‐horsepower pumps) would be eliminated (since the Alameda Creek Pump Station would not
be constructed). However, operational noise was determined to be less than significant under the
proposed project. Thus, construction and operation of Pumping Variant 1 would not change the
conclusions or mitigation measures presented in Sections 5.7.3.4 and 5.7.3.5, above.

Pumping Variant 2
Pumping Variant 2 would involve construction of all of the same facilities as those identified for
the proposed project and would result in the same construction‐related noise impacts as the
proposed project. Although it would provide more operational flexibility (i.e., one‐step pumping
vs. two‐step pumping) when compared to the proposed project, Pumping Variant 2 would result
in the same operational impacts as the proposed project. Thus, construction and operation of
Pumping Variant 2 would not change the conclusions or mitigation measures presented in
Sections 5.7.3.4 and 5.7.3.5, above.

_________________________

5.7.3.7 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact C‐NO: Construction of the proposed project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative noise impacts. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
For cumulative construction‐related noise and vibration impacts, the geographic scope
encompasses the sensitive residential receptors in the vicinity of the project area. These sensitive
receptors are: the currently unoccupied SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence, located 225 feet
east of Calaveras Road and the project area; the Garcia residence, located approximately
1,300 feet southwest of the project area; the two private residences on Athenour Way, located
approximately 2,100 feet west of the project area; and the Sunol Regional Wilderness, with the
closest trail located approximately 1.2 miles southeast of the project area. Noise impacts
associated with the SABPL project would result from construction‐related equipment and
hauling activities, as well as from operational activities associated with the Alameda Creek Pump
Station at the northwestern project boundary.

Construction‐Related Daytime Noise Increases in the Project Vicinity
As discussed in Impact NO‐1, project‐related daytime construction‐related noise levels would not
exceed the 70‐dBA speech interference threshold at the nearest sensitive receptors. However,
construction activities associated with the SFPUC NIT project and SMP‐30 Quarry Expansion and
Cutoff Wall (SMP‐30 Expansion) project could overlap with those of the SABPL project near its
southern boundary, and construction activities associated with the SFPUC Upper Alameda Creek
Filter Gallery (Filter Gallery) project and SMP‐30 Expansion project could overlap with those of the
SABPL project near its northern boundary (see Table 5.1‐6). These cumulative projects overlap
geographically with the SABPL project area, and together, these projects have the potential to
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generate cumulative daytime noise levels that exceed the 70‐dBA speech interference threshold at
the two residential receptors located in the southern project vicinity (SFPUC watershed keeper’s
residence and Garcia residence), and at the two residences on Athenour Way in the northern project
vicinity. Since the closest trail in the Sunol Regional Wilderness is over 1 mile away from the
SABPL, NIT, Filter Gallery, and SMP‐30 Expansion projects, cumulative noise impacts on this trail
would be less than significant.
However, in the southern portion of the SABPL project area, the SABPL project’s estimated
daytime construction noise levels would be up to 56 dBA (Leq) at the Garcia residence and up to
67 dBA at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence. When added to the estimated NIT project’s
daytime Leq noise levels of 66 dBA at the Garcia residence and 58 dBA at the SFPUC watershed
keeper’s residence (San Francisco Planning Department, 2009), the combined Leq noise levels
would be 66 dBA at the Garcia residence and 68 dBA at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence.
Because these combined noise levels would not exceed the daytime 70‐dBA speech interference
threshold, cumulative impacts related to temporary increases in daytime ambient noise levels in
the southern project area would be less than significant.
Similarly, the daytime construction noise levels at the two residential receptors on Athenour Way
near the northern project area (2,100 feet or more from the SABPL project area and 1,500 feet or
more from the Filter Gallery project) would be up to 57 dBA (Leq) from the SABPL project and up
to 65 dBA (Leq) from the Filter Gallery project in the northern portion of the project area. If
construction of these two projects were to occur at the same time, the combined noise level would
be up to 66 dBA (Leq). This noise level would also not exceed the daytime 70‐dBA speech
interference threshold at the residential receptors on Athenour Way. Therefore, the cumulative
noise impact on the closest sensitive receptors from daytime construction in the northern project
area would be less than significant.
Preparation of the EIR for the SMP‐30 Expansion project is currently underway. No information
from that EIR’s noise impact evaluation is currently available. The potential for site preparation
activities for the SMP‐30 Expansion project facilities to overlap with construction of the NIT,
SABPL, and Filter Gallery projects is currently unknown. Initial site preparation activities for the
SMP‐30 Expansion project include relocating existing utility lines along Calaveras Road. The
SMP‐30 project also involves the construction of cutoff walls along the east bank of Alameda
Creek and south bank of San Antonio Creek. If these activities were to coincide with construction
of the SABPL, NIT, and Filter Gallery projects, combined noise levels at the closest sensitive
receptors could reach or slightly exceed the 70‐dBA speech interference threshold, a potentially
significant cumulative noise impact. However, given the characteristics of the SABPL project’s
construction noise levels described above, which were determined to be less than significant, the
SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative impact is considered less than cumulatively
considerable (less than significant).
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Construction‐Related Nighttime Noise Increases in the Project Vicinity
As discussed in Impact NO‐1, construction of the proposed project facilities in the southern
project area would occur beyond the ordinance time limits of 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. on weekdays and
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays during construction of the three air gaps, the
connections between the air gaps and the backup pipeline, and the connection between the
backup pipeline and Alameda Siphon No. 3, for a combined total of six weeks of extended
construction hours. The SABPL project’s maximum nighttime Leq noise level would be 48 dBA at
the Garcia residence and 56 dBA at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence. When combined
with the NIT project’s estimated nighttime noise levels of 49 dBA (Leq) at the Garcia residence
and 50 dBA (Leq) at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence (San Francisco Planning
Department, 2009), cumulative nighttime noise levels could exceed the 50‐dBA sleep interference
threshold by 2 dBA at the Garcia residence and 7 dBA at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s
residence, a significant cumulative impact. The SABPL project’s contribution of 48 dBA (Leq) at
the Garcia residence and 56 dBA (Leq) at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence is considered
cumulatively considerable.
However, cumulative noise increases could also occur at the Garcia Residence and the SFPUC
watershed keeper’s residence on the east side of Calaveras Road as a result of on‐site nighttime
construction activities required for the SABPL project (described above) combined with
cumulative truck traffic along Calaveras Road associated with the construction of other SFPUC
projects in the Sunol Valley. The Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the SFPUC Calaveras
Dam Replacement project estimated cumulative nighttime traffic‐related noise increases along
Calaveras Road to be 52 dBA (Leq) at the Garcia residence and 50 dBA (Leq) at the SFPUC
watershed keeper’s residence located on the east side of Calaveras Road (San Francisco Planning
Department, 2011). When combined with the nighttime construction noise generated by the
SABPL project during the six weeks of extended construction hours, nighttime noise levels could
reach 55 dBA (Leq) at the Garcia residence (a 3‐dBA increase) and 58 dBA (Leq) at the SFPUC
watershed keeper’s residence (a 1‐dBA increase). Therefore, a temporary but significant
cumulative noise impact would result, and the SABPL project’s contribution to cumulative
nighttime noise impacts would be cumulatively considerable.
As described in Impact NO‐1, the SABPL project’s impact related to nighttime noise increases at
sensitive receptors would be reduced to a less than significant level with implementation of
Mitigation Measure M‐NO‐1 (Administrative and Source Controls) (see Impact NO‐1, above,
for description), which requires the contractor to implement noise control techniques during
construction. With implementation of this mitigation measure, cumulative noise levels could still
exceed the sleep interference threshold at the Garcia Residence or the SFPUC watershed keeper’s
residence, and the SABPL project’s contribution to cumulative nighttime noise increases would
remain cumulatively considerable. However, the SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative
impact would be reduced to less‐than‐significant with implementation of Mitigation Measure
M‐C‐NO, described below.
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Mitigation Measure M‐C‐NO: Coordination of Nighttime Construction and Truck
Traffic.
The SFPUC shall coordinate the nighttime construction activities of the SABPL project with
the nighttime construction activities and haul traffic of other SFPUC projects in the Sunol
Valley, including the NIT project, Filter Gallery project, and Calaveras Dam Replacement
project, to ensure that maximum nighttime noise levels do not cumulatively exceed the
50‐dBA sleep interference criterion or the noise performance standards of the Alameda
County Noise Ordinance at the Garcia residence or SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence
(when occupied). Alternatively, to mitigate impacts on the watershed keeper’s residence,
the SFPUC can elect to temporarily relocate its inhabitants (restrictions on maximum
nighttime noise levels above would still apply at the Garcia residence).
Mitigation Measure M‐C‐NO would address cumulative nighttime construction noise by requiring
the SFPUC to coordinate nighttime construction activities associated with other SFPUC projects in
the Sunol Valley such that the maximum nighttime construction noise levels do not cumulatively
exceed the 50‐dBA sleep interference criterion at the Garcia residence or the SFPUC watershed
keeper’s residence. Therefore, the cumulative impact would be less than significant with mitigation.
The two residential receptors on Athenour Way and the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence on
Andrade Road are too far from the southern portion of the project area where nighttime cumulative
noise increases would occur; therefore, a cumulative impact would not occur at these receptors.

Daytime Noise Disturbance Along Construction Routes
During construction activities associated with the SABPL project, construction vehicles would
use Calaveras Road between the proposed work areas and I‐680. Haul trucks associated with
SABPL project construction would not operate along Calaveras Road during the nighttime hours
(7 p.m. to 7 a.m.). As discussed above under Impact NO‐1, traffic increases from SABPL project
construction would result in an estimated 3‐dBA noise increase at 50 feet from the centerline of
Calaveras Road, and the noise increase would be even less at the SFPUC’s watershed keeper’s
residence and the Garcia residence.
Although this daytime project‐related noise increase would be less than significant, the project’s
construction‐related vehicle noise on Calaveras Road could contribute to increased traffic noise
associated with other cumulative projects in the Sunol Valley that are constructed concurrently,
including the NIT project, Filter Gallery project, SFPUC Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant
Expansion and Treated Water Reservoir project (SVWTP Expansion) project, Calaveras Dam
Replacement project, and various SFPUC pipeline inspection projects. The cumulative traffic
analysis presented in Section 5.6, Transportation and Circulation, indicates that as many as
550 vehicles per hour (peak hour) could travel along Calaveras Road under the worst‐case
scenario. Based on this peak hourly volume, the noise levels from cumulative traffic on Calaveras
Road would be less than 70 dBA (Leq) during the daytime at both the Garcia residence (located
approximately 1,900 feet west of Calaveras Road) and the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence
(located approximately 225 feet east of Calaveras Road). Therefore, the cumulative noise impact
from daytime traffic increases along Calaveras Road would be less than significant.
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Other cumulative projects under construction in the Sunol Valley could result in a significant
cumulative noise impact from nighttime traffic on Calaveras Road. However, since all haul trips
associated with construction of the SABPL project would be limited to weekdays between 7 a.m. and
7 p.m., the SABPL project would not generate truck traffic on Calaveras Road during the nighttime
hours, and haul traffic from the SABPL project would not contribute to this cumulative impact.
Noise from SABPL project‐related construction traffic in combination with cumulative project
traffic is not expected to significantly alter existing noise levels on I‐680. The ambient noise levels
along this roadway are already high, and the small amount of additional traffic from the
cumulative projects would not substantially raise existing freeway noise levels. Therefore,
cumulative impacts related to noise increases on I‐680 would be less than significant.

Exposure of People to Noise Levels in Excess of Standards Established by the Alameda
County Noise Ordinance
As discussed above under Impact NO‐2, during certain phases of construction, the SABPL project
would include construction outside of the Alameda County Noise Ordinance time limits on
Saturdays (between 5p.m. and 7p.m.) for a combined total of six weeks). The SABPL project’s
maximum nighttime Leq noise level would be 48 dBA at the Garcia residence and 56 dBA at the
SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence. When combined with the NIT project’s estimated
nighttime noise levels of 49 dBA (Leq) at the Garcia residence and 50 dBA (Leq) at the SFPUC
watershed keeper’s residence (San Francisco Planning Department, 2009), cumulative nighttime
noise levels could be 52 dBA at the Garcia residence and 57 dBA at the SFPUC watershed
keeper’s residence. These noise levels would be less than the maximum noise levels allowed by
the Alameda County Noise Ordinance (58 dBA for any equipment operating between 7 a.m. and
10 p.m.), but would exceed the 50 dBA nighttime noise limit between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. at the
SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence. Therefore, cumulative impacts related to exposure of
people to noise levels in excess of standards established by the Alameda County Noise Ordinance
would be significant, and the SABPL project’s contribution would be cumulatively considerable.
As described in Impact NO‐2, the SABPL project’s impact would be reduced to a less‐than‐
significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐NO‐2 (Noise Control Plan) (see
Impact NO‐2, above, for description), which would require the construction contractors to
prepare a noise control plan for construction activities performed beyond the local ordinance
time limits. However, even with implementation of this mitigation measure, cumulative noise
levels could still exceed the 50 dBA sleep interference criterion between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. at the
SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence, and the SABPL project’s contribution to nighttime noise
increases would remain cumulatively considerable. Implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐C‐
NO (Coordination of Nighttime Construction and Truck Traffic) (described above) would
require the SFPUC to coordinate the SABPL project’s nighttime construction activities with
construction truck traffic related to construction of other SFPUC projects that use Calaveras Road
to ensure that maximum nighttime construction noise levels do not cumulatively exceed the
50‐dBA noise limit at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence. Therefore, the cumulative impact
would not be significant with mitigation.
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Construction‐Related Vibration
As discussed in Impact NO‐3, operation of continuous vibration sources (including vibratory
compactors) in the southern SABPL project area would generate vibration levels of
approximately 0.015 in/sec PPV or less at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence on the east
side of Calaveras Road, and 0.003 in/sec PPV or less at the Garcia residence (see Impact NO‐3,
above, for description). These levels would not exceed the applicable 0.4 in/sec PPV continuous
vibration threshold at either residence. The NIT EIR estimates vibration levels of up to
0.038 in/sec PPV at the Garcia residence from impact pile driving activities associated with NIT
project construction at the Alameda West Portal. Vibration levels at the SFPUC watershed
keeper’s residence would be lower since it is located farther from this portal than the Garcia
residence. Together, the vibration levels generated from these two projects would remain well
below the 0.4 in/sec PPV continuous vibration threshold and 0.5 in/sec PPV transient vibration
threshold at either residence. Thus, the cumulative impact in the southern project area would be
less than significant.
There would also be a potential for cumulative vibration impacts in the northern SABPL project
area if construction of SABPL project facilities occurred simultaneously with sheetpile driving
associated with the Filter Gallery project. Impact sheetpile driving for construction of the
proposed wet well beneath the Alameda Creek Pump Station would generate vibration levels of
up to 0.018 in/sec PPV at the two Athenour Way residences. If these sheetpile driving activities
coincided with sheetpile‐driving activities for the Filter Gallery project related to construction
within the streambed of Alameda Creek, cumulative vibration levels of up to 0.048 in/sec PPV
could result at the two residences. The cumulative vibration levels would not exceed the
0.4 in/sec PPV continuous vibration threshold or 0.5 in/sec PPV threshold for pile driving; as
such, the potential for cumulative vibration impacts is less than significant.

Operational Noise
As discussed in Impact NO‐4, the SABPL project would generate noise from a standby generator
for the new chemical facility near the project’s southern boundary, resulting in noise levels of
49 dBA Leq at the Garcia residence and 60 dBA at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence. The
NIT project’s ventilation fan and backup generator in this area would result in noise levels of
42 dBA at the Garcia residence and 44 to 59 dBA Leq at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence.
Cumulative noise levels at these receptors would be 49 dBA and 60 dBA, respectively. Noise
levels at the Garcia residence would remain below the daytime noise ordinance limit of 58 dBA.
Although the noise level at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence could periodically exceed
the noise ordinance limit by 2 dBA, the standby generator proposed by the SABPL project would
only be operated about one hour per week for testing and the NIT project’s ventilation fans
would only be operated during routine inspections and maintenance activities. While the
simultaneous operation of these facilities would increase the maximum operational noise levels
estimated at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence, the potential for simultaneous operation
would be low. Given these minimal increases in noise levels and the limited potential for
simultaneous operation, cumulative increases in operational noise would be less than significant.
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As stated above, preparation of the EIR for the SMP‐30 Expansion project is currently underway,
but no information from that EIR’s noise impact evaluation is currently available. Operational
noise increases from the SMP‐30 Expansion project could also contribute to the cumulative
operational noise levels at the Garcia residence and SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence located
east of Calaveras Road. Such increases would, in turn, increase the potential for the noise
ordinance limit to be exceeded, a potentially significant cumulative impact. However, given the
characteristics of the SABPL project’s operational noise levels, which were determined to be less
than significant, the SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative impact is considered less
than cumulatively considerable (less than significant).
As discussed in Impact NO‐4, in the northern portion of the project area, the SABPL project
would also generate noise from three 274‐horsepower pumps at the Alameda Creek Pump
Station and two submersible pumps located at the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East. A fourth
274‐horsepower pump would be installed at the Alameda Creek Pump Station for operation of
the Filter Gallery project, for a total of three active and one standby. Since the pumps at the
Alameda Creek Pump Station could only be operated for one project at any given time, the
project‐specific noise levels described in Impact NO‐4 also represent cumulative noise levels with
implementation of the Filter Gallery project (i.e., a less‐than‐significant noise impact). Therefore,
no cumulative impacts related to operational noise increases would occur from pumping
operations associated with these projects.

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
Since Pumping Variant 1 would eliminate construction noise associated with the Alameda Creek
Pump Station, wet well, transfer pipeline, electrical transformer, and retaining wall, and would
reduce noise from haul truck traffic along Calaveras Road due to the reduction in excess spoils that
are associated with these facilities, Pumping Variant 1’s contribution to cumulative construction
noise levels would be slightly less than the proposed project. However, overall, implementation of
Pumping Variant 1 would result in similar construction‐related noise impacts as those of the
proposed project. Since Pumping Variant 2 would construct all of the same facilities and permanent
improvements as the proposed project, the project’s contribution to cumulative construction noise
levels under Pumping Variant 2 would be the same as the proposed project. The conclusions
provided above regarding cumulative construction noise and vibration, including the
implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐C‐NO (Coordination of Nighttime Construction and
Truck Traffic) (described above), are applicable to both project variants.
Under Pumping Variant 1, the project’s contribution to cumulative operational noise would also
be less than under the proposed project because noise associated with operation of the four
274‐horsepower pumps at the Alameda Creek Pump Station would not occur under this
pumping variant. Even with operation of the Alameda Creek Pump Station under the proposed
project and Pumping Variant 2, cumulative operational noise levels would continue to be well
below the minimum existing ambient nighttime noise levels at the two residences on Athenour
Way. Therefore, the cumulative impact significance determinations identified above apply to
both project variants.
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5.8 Air Quality
This section addresses the air quality impacts that could result from implementation of the
proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project, including increases in criteria air
pollutants. The principal air emissions generated by the proposed project would be short term in
nature and associated with the construction of project facilities. Impacts specific to greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions and climate change are evaluated in Section 5.9, Greenhouse Gas Emissions.

5.8.1 Setting
The project area is located in unincorporated Alameda County in the Sunol Valley. The project
area is within the San Francisco Bay Area Air Basin (SFBAAB), which comprises all of Alameda,
Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara Counties, as well as the
southern portion of Sonoma County and the southwest portion of Solano County. Ambient
concentrations of air pollutants in the project area are a product of the quantity of pollutants
emitted by local sources and the atmosphere’s ability to transport and dilute such emissions.
Natural factors that affect air quality and pollutant transport and dilution include terrain, wind,
atmospheric stability, and the presence of sunlight.

5.8.1.1 Meteorology
On an annual basis, temperatures in the Sunol Valley average 60 degrees Fahrenheit, with
summer highs in the upper 70s and winter lows in the low 40s. August and September are the
warmest months, and December and January are the coldest. January and February are the
wettest months, with an average of 3.2 inches of rain each month; July and August average
0.1 inch of rain per month or less. Although the project area averages 20 inches of rainfall
annually, precipitation varies markedly from year to year (WRCC, 2009). Thus, the rainfall total
in one month of a heavy‐precipitation year may exceed that of an entire annual total during a
drought.
Winds are an important element in characterizing the air quality setting of any project. Wind
controls both the microscale dispersion of any locally generated air emissions and their regional
trajectory. Winds during warmer months are typically out of the west and northwest, averaging
nearly 10 miles per hour. During the day, localized emissions are carried in a southeastward
direction toward the Sunol Regional Wilderness. At night, emissions are less readily ventilated
and travel in more random directions. During the day, there is usually little potential for large‐
scale stagnation. However, winds at night are often less than 2 to 3 miles per hour. Local
radiation temperature inversions during the night (when the ground is cooler than the air) can
combine with these light winds to create localized air stagnation near major air pollution
emission sources (e.g., freeways). The low development density in the vicinity of the proposed
SABPL project helps to minimize the potential for adverse health effects associated with
nocturnal inversions.
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5.8.1.2 Ambient Air Quality
The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) operates a regional monitoring
network that measures the ambient concentrations of six criteria air pollutants: ozone, carbon
monoxide (CO), particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and sulfur dioxide
(SO2). Existing and probable future air quality in the project area can best be inferred from
examining ambient air quality measurements taken by the BAAQMD at its former Fremont–
Chapel Way monitoring station (this monitoring station was closed on October 31, 2010) over the
past several years. Table 5.8‐1 presents a seven‐year summary of monitoring data (2004–2010)
from the Fremont‐Chapel Way monitoring station and compares measured maximum pollutant
concentrations against the most stringent applicable ambient air quality standards (both state and
federal standards are described below in Section 5.8.2). SO2 is not included in the table because
this pollutant was not monitored at the Fremont–Chapel Way monitoring station.
TABLE 5.8‐1
FREMONT–CHAPEL WAY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY MONITORING SUMMARY (2004–2010)

Pollutant

Number of Days Standards were Exceeded
and Maximum Concentrations Measured

Most
Stringent
Applicable
Standard

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

0.090

0.105

0.102

0.079

0.112

0.099

0.120

0

1

4

0

1

4

1

0.071

0.079

0.074

0.068

0.079

0.075

0.081

Ozone
Maximum 1‐hour concentration (ppm)b
Days 1‐hour standard exceeded

>0.09 ppma

Maximum 8‐hour concentration (ppm)a
Days 8‐hour standard exceeded

>0.07 ppma

1

1

3

0

3

2

1

Days 8‐hour standard exceeded

>0.075 ppmb

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

Maximum 8‐hour concentration (ppm)

1.66

1.96

1.81

1.57

1.43

1.20

0.55

Maximum 1‐hour concentration (ppm)

3.0

3.2

2.9

2.5

1.9

2.0

1.6

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

Days 1‐hour standards exceeded

> 20 ppma

0

0

0

0

0

0

–

Days 8‐hour standards exceeded

>9 ppma,b

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.060

0.069

0.063

0.058

0.062

0.051

0.053

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
–

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
Maximum 1‐hour concentration (ppm)
Days 1‐hour standard exceeded

>0.18 ppma

Suspended Particulates (PM10)
Maximum 24‐hour concentration (μg/m3)

48.9

54.1

56.6

60.6

38.7

–

Days 24‐hour standard exceededc

>50 μg/m3 a

0

1

1

1

0

0

–

Days 24‐hour standard exceededc

> 150 μg/m3 b

0

0

0

0

0

0

–

39.9

33.4

43.9

51.2

28.6

39.3

26.3

2

0

2

2

0

1

0

9.4

9.0

10.3

8.7

9.4

9.3

–

No

No

No

No

No

No

–

Suspended Fine Particulates (PM2.5)
Maximum 24‐hour concentration (μg/m3)
Days 24‐hour standard exceeded

>35 μg/m3 d

Annual Average (μg/m3)
Annual standard exceeded?

>12 μg/m3 a

NOTES: “–” indicates that data are not available; ppm = parts per million; μg/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter.
a State standard, not to be exceeded.
b Federal standard, not to be exceeded.
c Because PM10 is only sampled every sixth day, the actual number of days over the standard can be estimated to be six times the number
shown.
d Federal standard, reduced from 65 μg/m3 to 35 μg/m3 in 2006.
SOURCE: CARB, 2011; BAAQMD, 2009.
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Ozone
Ozone is a secondary air pollutant produced in the atmosphere through a complex series of
photochemical reactions involving reactive organic gases (ROG) and nitrogen oxide (NOX). The
main sources of NOX and ROG, often referred to as ozone precursors, are combustion processes
(including motor vehicle engines) and the evaporation of solvents, paints, and fuels. Automobiles
are the single largest source of ozone precursors in the Bay Area. Ozone is a regional air pollutant
because its precursors are transported and diffused by wind concurrently with ozone production
through the photochemical reaction process, resulting in the regional dispersion of ozone. Ozone
causes eye irritation, airway constriction, and shortness of breath and can aggravate existing
respiratory diseases such as asthma, bronchitis, and emphysema (BAAQMD, 2011a). Table 5.8‐1
shows that, according to published data, the more stringent applicable standards have been very
infrequently exceeded during the past seven years.

Carbon Monoxide
CO is an odorless, colorless gas usually formed as the result of the incomplete combustion of fuels.
The single largest source of CO is motor vehicles; the highest emissions occur during low travel
speeds, stop‐and‐go driving, cold starts, and hard acceleration. Exposure to high concentrations of
CO reduces the oxygen‐carrying capacity of the blood and can cause headaches, dizziness, fatigue,
unconsciousness, and even death (BAAQMD, 2011a). Table 5.8‐1 shows that no exceedances of CO
standards were recorded at the Fremont–Chapel Way monitoring station between 2004 and 2010.
Maximum 8‐hour CO levels average less than 25 percent of the allowable 8‐hour standard.

Suspended and Inhalable Particulate Matter
Particulate matter is a class of air pollutants that consists of solid and liquid airborne particles in
an extremely small size range. Particulate matter is measured in two size ranges: PM10 for
particles less than 10 microns in diameter, and PM2.5 for particles less than 2.5 microns in
diameter. Motor vehicles generate about half of all Bay Area particulates, through tailpipe
emissions as well as brake pad and tire wear. Another large source of fine particulates is wood
burning in fireplaces and stoves. Fine particulates small enough to be inhaled into the deepest
parts of the human lung can cause adverse health effects. Extended exposure to particulate
matter can increase the risk of chronic respiratory disease. PM2.5 poses an increased health risk
because the particles can deposit deep in the lungs and contain substances that are particularly
harmful to human health (BAAQMD, 2011a).
Diesel exhaust is an important concern in the Bay Area and throughout California. The California
Air Resources Board (CARB) identified diesel engine particulate matter (DPM) as a toxic air
contaminant (TAC), and DPM has also been identified as a human carcinogen. The exhaust from
diesel engines includes hundreds of different gaseous and particulate components, many of
which are toxic. Many of these toxic compounds adhere to the diesel soot particles, which are
very small and can penetrate deeply into the lungs. Several medical research studies have linked
near‐road pollution exposure to a variety of adverse health outcomes impacting children and
adults, including significant allergic response and elevated production of specific antibodies
(BAAQMD, 2011a).
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Table 5.8‐1 shows that exceedances of the state PM10 standard occur relatively infrequently in
southern Alameda County (Fremont–Chapel Way monitoring station). The state 24‐hour PM10
standard was exceeded not more than once per year between 2004 and 2009. The less stringent
federal 24‐hour PM10 standard was not exceeded during this period.
In 2006, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) revised the standard for PM2.5,
which represents the fine fraction of particulate matter. California’s annual average standard
went into effect in 2003. Table 5.8‐1 presents the PM2.5 data from the Fremont–Chapel Way
monitoring station for 2004 through 2010. The federal 24‐hour PM2.5 standard was not exceeded
until the standard was reduced in 2006 from 65 to 35 μg/m3. Based on the monitoring results, the
more stringent standard would have been exceeded twice in 2004, was exceeded twice in 2006
and twice in 2007, and once in 2009. Because PM2.5 is usually monitored every third day, it is
estimated that the federal 24‐hour standard has been exceeded approximately four times in each
of the past five years based on published data.

Other Criteria Air Pollutants
The standards for NO2, SO2, and lead are being met in the SFBAAB, and pollutant trends suggest
that the air basin will continue to meet these standards for the foreseeable future.

5.8.1.3 Toxic Air Contaminants
TACs are a defined set of airborne air pollutants that may pose a present or potential hazard to
human health. A wide range of sources, from industrial plants to motor vehicles, emit TACs. Like
PM2.5, TACs can be emitted directly and can also be formed in the atmosphere through reactions
with different pollutants. The health effects associated with TACs are quite diverse and generally
are assessed locally, rather than regionally. TACs can cause long‐term health effects such as
cancer, birth defects, neurological damage, asthma, bronchitis or genetic damage; or short‐term
acute effects such as eye watering, respiratory irritation (a cough), running nose, throat pain, and
headaches. DPM, a component of PM2.5, accounts for over 80 percent of the inhalation cancer risk
from TACs in the Bay Area and is one of the TACs of greatest concern. There are two categories
of the most common sources of TACs: stationary sources such as back up diesel generators, dry
cleaners, and gasoline stations; and on‐road mobile sources from cars and trucks on high traffic
volume roadways and off‐road mobile sources such as construction equipment, ships, and trains.
In addition to monitoring criteria air pollutants, both the BAAQMD and the CARB operate TAC
monitoring networks in the San Francisco Bay Area. These stations measure 10 to 15 TACs,
depending on the specific station. The TACs selected for monitoring are those that have
traditionally been found in the highest concentrations in ambient air, and therefore tend to
produce the most significant risk. There are no ambient TAC monitoring stations in the Sunol
Valley area. The closest station is the Livermore–793 Rincon Avenue monitoring station, located
approximately 9 miles northeast of the SABPL project area. Average 2008 TAC concentrations in
the Sunol Valley were within the range measured at other TAC monitoring stations within the
SFBAAB (BAAQMD, 2008).
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In the Bay Area, there are a number of areas where the exposure of sensitive populations to TACs
is relatively high. These areas are identified by the BAAQMD as Impacted Communities. The
Sunol Valley is not located within any Impacted Community boundaries.

Permitted Stationary Sources and Mobile Sources in the Project Vicinity
Stationary emission sources permitted by the BAAQMD and major roadway sources (>10,000 ADT)
located within 1,000 feet of the project area are listed in Table 5.8‐2 and shown in Figure 5.8‐1. No
major non‐permitted sources (e.g., train yards, distribution facilities, and high volume fueling
stations) are located within 1,000 feet of the project area. Calaveras Road in the vicinity of the
SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence carries less than 10,000 vehicles per day (LCW Consulting,
2006, 2011).
TABLE 5.8‐2
EXISTING PERMITTED STATIONARY AND MOBILE EMISSIONS SOURCES
IN THE PROJECT VICINITY

Site

Facility Name and Emissions
Source

Street
Address

City

Excess Cancer
Risk (cases in
a million)

Chronic
Hazard
Index

Acute
Hazard
Index

PM2.5
3
(μ/m )

15592

SPFUC (Source: 100‐kilowatt
emergency generator)

5555
Calaveras
Road

Sunol

20.93

0.007

–

0.038

16195

CEMEX Construction Materials
Pacific (Source: crushers, screens,
conveyors, feed hopper,
stockpiles, haul roads, non‐retail
gasoline dispensing facility)

6527
Calaveras
Road

Sunol

0.02

0

–

119

Sunol

131.784

0.118

0.073

0.815

Combined Cancer Risk and Hazardsa

152.734

0.125

0.073

119.853

Interstate 680 at a distance of 10 feet to the east

NOTE:
a This would be the risk level if the closest sensitive receptor were exposed for the next 70 years at the point of maximum risk for all three

sources.
SOURCE: BAAQMD, 2011b, 2011c, 2011d, 2011f.

The CEMEX Construction Materials Pacific facility (Site 16195) is located on land owned by the
City and County of San Francisco (CCSF) that is currently leased to Oliver De Silva, Inc. and
operated under Surface Mining Permit 30 (SMP‐30). The SMP‐30 facility is a sand and gravel
processing plant that includes 13 identified sources of particulate emissions. Emission sources
include four rock crushers, six vibratory screens, a feed hopper, conveyors, stockpiles, and haul
roads. The facility also contains a non‐retail gasoline dispensing facility that generates very small
amounts of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). BAAQMD staff have reported that the screening
level PM2.5 concentration at the fenceline of Site 16195 is 119 μg/m3 (BAAQMD, 2011f). However,
these emissions are almost entirely attributable to fugitive dust. The BAAQMD’s health risk
thresholds apply to exhaust emissions, but not fugitive dust. Furthermore, although the SMP‐30
facility may include onsite sources of other TACs associated with the gasoline dispensing facility,
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this facility is more than 3,000 feet from the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence. Given this
distance, coupled with the small amounts of VOCs emitted by the gas dispensing operations and
the fact that the majority of emissions are from fugitive dust and not exhaust, this facility is not
considered a source of cumulative risk or hazards for nearby sensitive receptors. No additional
discussion regarding emissions from this facility is provided, however a qualitative discussion of
related emissions from mining activities at Pit F6, an active quarry pit associated with this
facility, is included below in the analysis of construction‐related health risks (see Section 5.8.3.7,
Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures).

5.8.1.4 Sensitive Receptors
Land uses such as schools, children’s daycare centers, hospitals, and convalescent homes are
considered to be more sensitive than the general population to poor air quality because the
population groups associated with these uses have increased susceptibility to respiratory distress.
People engaged in strenuous work or exercise are also more sensitive to poor air quality.
Residential areas are considered more sensitive to air quality conditions than commercial and
industrial areas, because people generally spend longer periods of time at their residences,
resulting in greater exposure to ambient air quality conditions. Recreational uses or parks are also
considered sensitive due to the greater exposure to ambient air quality conditions, and because
the presence of pollution detracts from the recreational experience.
No schools, childcare centers, churches, hospitals, or nursing homes are located in the vicinity of
the proposed project. Figure 5.8‐1 shows the project area and identifies sensitive receptors within
0.5 mile of the project area. There is a currently unoccupied SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence
approximately 225 feet east of the project area and Calaveras Road, just north of the Alameda
East Portal, and an occupied SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence approximately 4,700 feet west
of the project area on Andrade Road. A private ranch residence (Garcia residence) is located
approximately 1,300 feet southwest of the project area. There are two private residences on
Athenour Way west of the project’s northern boundary, approximately 2,100 feet west of Pit F3‐
West and 200 to 300 feet south of Interstate 680 (I‐680). The Sunol Golf Course is located 0.5 mile
to the northwest and the closest recreational trail is the Maguire Peaks Trail in the Sunol Regional
Wilderness, approximately 1.2 miles southeast of the project area. Other distant sensitive
receptors include residential uses in Sunol (approximately 1 mile northwest of the project area)
and along Vallecitos Road (more than 1 mile north of the project area).

5.8.2 Regulatory Framework
5.8.2.1 Federal and State Regulations
The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970 established national ambient air quality standards, and
individual states retained the option to adopt more stringent standards and to include other
pollution sources. California had already established its own air quality standards when federal
standards were established, and because of the unique meteorological problems in California,
there is considerable diversity between the state and national ambient air quality standards, as
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shown in Table 5.8‐3. California ambient standards tend to be at least as protective as national
ambient standards, and are often more stringent.
The ambient air quality standards are intended to protect the public health and welfare, and they
specify the concentration of pollutants (with an adequate margin of safety) to which the public
can be exposed without adverse health effects. They are designed to protect those segments of the
public most susceptible to respiratory distress, known as sensitive receptors, including
asthmatics, the very young, the elderly, people weak from other illness or disease, or people
engaged in strenuous work or exercise. Healthy adults can tolerate occasional exposure to air
pollution levels that are somewhat above the ambient air quality standards before adverse health
effects are observed.

Federal Clean Air Act
The 1977 Clean Air Act (last amended in 1990; United States Code, Title 42, Section 7401 et seq.)
requires that regional planning and air pollution control agencies prepare a regional air quality
plan to outline the measures by which both stationary and mobile sources of pollutants will be
controlled to achieve all standards within the deadlines specified in the Clean Air Act.
In 1982, the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG), the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTC), and the BAAQMD jointly prepared the Bay Area Air Quality Plan for the
SFBAAB. The plan predicted attainment of the federal clean air standards within the air basin by
1987; however, federal clean air standards were not attained throughout the entire air basin until
1991. The Bay Area Air Quality Plan was incorporated into California’s State Implementation Plan
(SIP), a plan required under the federal Clean Air Act. A SIP must contain control strategies that
demonstrate attainment of national ambient air quality standards by specific Clean Air Act
deadlines.
The SFBAAB’s current attainment status with respect to federal standards is summarized in
Table 5.8‐3. In general, the Bay Area experiences low concentrations of most pollutants when
compared to federal standards, except for ozone and particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), for
which standards are exceeded periodically. The SFBAAB’s attainment status for ozone has
changed several times over the past decade, first from “nonattainment” to “attainment” in 1995,
then back to “unclassified nonattainment” in 1998 for the 1‐hour federal ozone standard. In June
2004, the Bay Area was designated as “marginal nonattainment” for the 8‐hour ozone standard.
In 2008, the U.S. EPA lowered the 8‐hour ozone standard from 0.08 part per million (ppm) to
0.075 ppm. As a designated “marginal” nonattainment area for the federal 8‐hour ozone
standard, preparation of a SIP is currently not required. However, in January 2011, the U.S. EPA
proposed to revise the federal ozone standard downward from 0.060 ppm to 0.070 ppm, and is
expected to issue final designations based on this new standard in 2011. Although this change is
small, it could result in the removal of the “marginal” qualifier to the nonattainment designation.
If this occurs, preparation of a SIP may be required for the federal 8‐hour ozone standard.
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TABLE 5.8‐3
STATE AND FEDERAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS AND
SFBAAB ATTAINMENT STATUS
State Standardsa

Federal Standardsb

Attainment
Status

Concentrationc

0.09 ppm
(180 μg/m3)

N

N/A

–

8 hour

0.07 ppm
(137 μg/m3)

N

0.075 ppm

Nd

1 hour

20 ppm
(23 mg/m3)

A

35 ppm
(40 mg/m3)

A

8 hour

9 ppm
(10 mg/m3)

A

9 ppm
(10 mg/m3)

A

1 hour

0.18 ppm
(339 μg/m3)

A

0.10 ppm
(See footnote e)

U

Annual
arithmetic mean

0.030 ppm
(57 μg/m3)

N/A

0.053 ppm
(100 μg/m3)

A

1 hour

0.25 ppm
(655 μg/m3)

A

0.075 ppm
(196 μg/m3)

A

24 hour

0.04 ppm
(105 μg/m3)

A

0.14 ppm
(365 μg/m3)

A

Annual
arithmetic mean

N/A

–

0.03 ppm
(80 μg/m3)

A

24 hour

50 μg/m3

N

150 μg/m3

U

Annual
arithmetic mean

20 μg/m3

N

N/A

–

24 hour

N/A

–

35 μg/m3
(See footnote g)

N

Annual
arithmetic mean

12 μg/m3

Ng

15 μg/m3

A

24 hour

25 μg/m3

A

N/A

–

30 day average

1.5 μg/m

–

N/A

A

Calendar quarter

N/A

–

1.5 μg/m3

A

Rolling 3 month
averagei

N/A

–

0.15 μg/m3

See footnote i

Hydrogen Sulfide

1 hour

0.03 ppm
(0.15 μg/m3)

U

N/A

–

Vinyl Chlorideh

24 hour

0.01 ppm
(26 μg/m3)

–

N/A

–

Pollutant

Averaging Time

Concentration

1 hour
Ozone

Carbon Monoxide

Nitrogen Dioxide

Sulfur Dioxide
(see footnote f)

Particulate Matter
(PM10)

Fine Particulate
Matter (PM2.5)

Sulfates

Leadh

3

Attainment
Status

NOTES: A = attainment; N = nonattainment; U = unclassified; N/A = not applicable or no applicable standard; ppm = parts per million;
μg/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter; mg/m3 = milligrams per cubic meter; – = not indicated or no information available.
a State ambient air quality standards (California). The state standards for ozone, carbon monoxide (except Lake Tahoe), sulfur dioxide

(1‐hour and 24‐hour), nitrogen dioxide, and suspended particulate matter (PM10) are values that are not to be exceeded. All other state
standards shown are values not to be equaled or exceeded. If the standard is for a 1‐hour, 8‐hour or 24‐hour average (i.e., all standards
except for lead and the PM10 annual standard), then some measurements may be excluded. In particular, measurements are excluded
that the CARB determines would occur less than once per year on the average.
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TABLE 5.8‐3 (Continued)
STATE AND FEDERAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS AND
SFBAAB ATTAINMENT STATUS
b National ambient air quality standards. National standards shown are the “primary standards” designed to protect public health.

National standards, other than for ozone and particulates, and those based on annual averages or annual arithmetic means, are not to be
exceeded more than once a year. The 1‐hour ozone standard is attained if, during the most recent three‐year period, the average number
of days per year with maximum hourly concentrations above the standard is equal to or less than one. The 8‐hour ozone standard is
attained when the three‐year average of the fourth highest daily concentration is 0.075 ppm (775 ppb) or less. The 24‐hour PM10
standard is attained when the three‐year average of the 99th percentile of monitored concentrations is less than 150 μg/m3. The 24‐hour
PM2.5 standard is attained when the three‐year average of 98th percentile is less than 35 μg/m3.
c

National air quality standards are set by U.S. EPA at levels determined to be protective of public health with an adequate margin of safety.

d In early January 2010, the U.S. EPA proposed a stricter air quality standard for ground level ozone. The new ozone proposal would set

the primary smog standard at a level between 0.060 and 0.070 ppm measured over an 8‐hour period. The U.S. EPA expects to finalize
the newly proposed national 8‐hour ozone standard in 2011.
e To attain this standard, the three‐year average of the 98th percentile of the daily maximum 1‐hour average at each monitor within an

area must not exceed 0.100 ppm (effective January 22, 2010).
f

On June 2, 2010, the U.S. EPA established a new 1‐hour SO2 standard, effective August 23, 2010, which is based on the three‐year
average of the annual 99th percentile of 1‐hour daily maximum concentrations. The existing 0.030 ppm annual and 0.14 ppm 24‐hour
SO2 national standards must continue to be used, however, until one year following U.S. EPA initial designations of the new 1‐hour SO2
national standard. The U.S. EPA expects to designate areas by June 2012.

g The U.S. EPA designated the SFBAAB as nonattainment of the PM2.5 standard on October 8, 2009. The effective date of the designation

is December 14, 2009 and the BAAQMD has three years to develop a plan—called a State Implementation Plan (SIP)—that demonstrates
the SFBAAB will achieve the revised standard by December 14, 2014. The SIP for the new PM2.5 standard must be submitted to the
U.S. EPA by December 14, 2012.
h The CARB has identified lead and vinyl chloride as “toxic air contaminants” with no threshold level of exposure below which there are

no adverse health effects determined.
i

National lead standard, rolling three‐month average: final rule signed October 15, 2008. Final designations expected in October 2011.

SOURCE: BAAQMD, 2011e.

California Clean Air Act
In 1988, California passed the California Clean Air Act (California Health and Safety Code
Section 39600 et seq.), which, like its federal counterpart, called for the designation of areas as
attainment or nonattainment, but based on the state ambient air quality standards rather than the
federal standards. The attainment status of the SFBAAB with respect to state standards is
summarized in Table 5.8‐3. As shown in the table, the Bay Area experiences low concentrations of
most pollutants when compared to state standards, except for ozone, PM10, and PM2.5, for which
standards are exceeded periodically. The California Clean Air Act requires that air districts in
which state air quality standards are exceeded must prepare a plan that documents reasonable
progress towards attainment. A three‐year update is required. In the Bay Area, this planning
process is incorporated into the Clean Air Plan (CAP) and the BAAQMD adopted the CAP in
2010 (see discussion below under the heading Bay Area Air Quality Management Basin).

California Air Resources Board
The CARB is the state agency responsible for regulating air quality. Its responsibilities include
establishing state ambient air quality standards, emissions standards, and regulations for mobile
emissions sources (e.g., autos, trucks), in addition to overseeing the efforts of countywide and
multi‐county air pollution control districts, which have primary responsibility over stationary
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sources. The emission standards most relevant to the proposed project are those related to on‐
and off‐road heavy‐duty diesel engines. The CARB also regulates vehicle fuels with the intent of
reducing emissions; it has set emission reduction performance requirements for gasoline
(California reformulated gasoline) and limited the sulfur and aromatic content of diesel fuel to
make it burn cleaner. The CARB also sets the standards used to pass or fail vehicles in smog‐
check and heavy‐duty truck inspection programs.
In 2005, the CARB approved the Airborne Toxic Control Measure (ATCM) to Limit Diesel‐Fueled
Commercial Motor Vehicle Idling to reduce emissions of toxic and criteria pollutants by limiting
the idling of new heavy‐duty diesel vehicles, which altered five sections of Title 13 of the
California Code of Regulations (CCR). The relevant changes with respect to the proposed project
are in Section 2485. Pertinent requirements of the measure include:
(c)

The driver of any vehicle subject to this section:
(1)

shall not idle the vehicle’s primary diesel engine for greater than five minutes at any
location, except as noted below; and

(2)

shall not operate a diesel‐fueled auxiliary power system to power a heater, air
conditioner, or any ancillary equipment on that vehicle during sleeping or resting in
a sleeper berth for greater than five minutes at any location when within 100 feet of a
restricted area, except as noted below.

“Restricted area” means any real property zoned for individual or multifamily housing that has
one or more such units. There are 12 exceptions to this requirement (e.g., emergency situations,
military, adverse weather conditions, etc.), including when a vehicle’s power takeoff is being
used to run pumps, blowers, or other equipment; when a vehicle is stuck in traffic, stopped at a
light, or under direction of a police officer; when a vehicle is queuing beyond 100 feet from any
restricted area; and when an engine is being tested, serviced, or repaired.

5.8.2.2 Local Regulations
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
The BAAQMD is the regional agency responsible for air quality regulation within the SFBAAB,
regulating air quality through planning and review activities. The BAAQMD has permit
authority over most types of stationary emission sources and can require stationary sources to
obtain permits, impose emission limits, set fuel or material specifications, or establish operational
limits to reduce air emissions. The BAAQMD regulates new or expanding stationary sources of
toxic air contaminants.
In September 2010, the BAAQMD adopted the Bay Area 2010 Clean Air Plan (BAAQMD, 2010b),
which updates the Bay Area 2005 Ozone Strategy and complies with state air quality planning
requirements as codified in the California Health and Safety Code. While steady progress in
reducing ozone levels in the SFBAAB has been achieved, the region is designated non‐attainment
for both the 1‐ and 8‐hour state ozone standards. In addition, emissions of ozone precursors in
the SFBAAB contribute to air quality problems in neighboring air basins. Under these
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circumstances, state law requires the CAP to include all feasible measures to reduce emissions of
ozone precursors and to reduce the transport of ozone precursors to neighboring air basins. The
2010 CAP addressed four categories of pollutants: ozone and ozone precursors (ROG and NOX);
particulate matter (primarily PM2.5), air toxics, and GHGs. The CAP contains 55 control strategies
that can be grouped into the following categories:






18 stationary source measures
10 mobile source measures
17 transportation control measures
6 land use and local impact measures
4 energy and climate measures

In response to SB 636, the BAAQMD completed the Particulate Matter Implementation Schedule in
November 2005. The implementation schedule evaluates the applicability of the 103 particulate
matter (PM) control measures on CARB’s list and discusses how applicable measures are
implemented by the BAAQMD. The BAAQMD implements a number of regulations and
programs to reduce PM emissions, such as controlling dust from earthmoving and construction/
demolition operations, limiting emissions from various combustion sources such as cement kilns
and furnaces, and reducing PM emissions from composting and chipping activities. In addition
to limiting stationary sources, the BAAQMD implements a variety mobile source incentive
programs to encourage fleet operators and the public to purchase low‐emission vehicles,
re‐power old polluting heavy duty diesel engines, and install after market emissions control
devices to reduce particulates and NOX emissions.
In June 2010, the BAAQMD adopted new CEQA significance thresholds and updated their CEQA
Guidelines. These newly‐adopted thresholds include quantitative CEQA significance thresholds
for emissions of criteria pollutants, ozone precursors, and TACs during project construction and
operations (BAAQMD, 2011a).

5.8.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.8.3.1 Significance Criteria
The CCSF has not formally adopted significance standards for impacts related to air quality, but
generally considers that implementation of the proposed project would have a significant impact if
it were to:


Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan;



Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air
quality violation;



Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the
project region is in non‐attainment under an applicable federal, state, or regional ambient
air quality standard (including releasing emissions which exceed quantitative thresholds
for ozone precursors);
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Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations; or



Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people.

5.8.3.2 Approach to Analysis
This air quality impact analysis considers construction and operational impacts associated with
the proposed project. The SABPL project would construct several new facilities and
improvements to provide reliable conveyance capacity and increased flexibility for managing
planned and emergency discharges of water from the Hetch Hetchy system. Construction
equipment, trucks, worker vehicles, and ground‐disturbing activities associated with the SABPL
project would generate emissions of criteria air pollutants and precursors.
The San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project Air Quality Technical Report (CS‐954A) (SABPL Air Quality
Technical Report) (Orion, 2011) was prepared to evaluate air quality impacts associated with
construction and operation of the SABPL project. This technical report is consistent with San
Francisco Planning Department, Environmental Planning Division’s (formerly the Major
Environmental Analysis Division) requirements for air quality assessments and the BAAQMD
CEQA Guidelines. The SABPL Air Quality Technical Report is provided in Appendix K of this EIR.
With implementation of the SABPL project, the backup pipeline would be used only on rare
occasions for discharges of quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water during emergency operations
and planned maintenance activities. The new chemical facility would replace the existing
chemical facility, but the frequency of use would remain essentially unchanged. Operation of the
proposed facilities and improvements would generate criteria pollutants and precursors related
to one backup generator powered by liquid propane gas (LPG) at the SFPUC Sunol Valley
Chloramination Facility to provide power to the new chemical facility in the event of a power
outage. Vehicle trips associated with facility maintenance and periodic inspections would be
similar to the existing condition and are not expected to result in an increase in criteria pollutant
and precursor emissions.
Construction‐related and operational emissions are evaluated in accordance with the BAAQMD
CEQA Guidelines for assessing and mitigating air quality impacts (BAAQMD, 2011a). The
BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines require quantification of construction‐related exhaust emissions and
specify the daily criteria pollutant emissions significance thresholds. Thus, this air quality
analysis estimates daily criteria pollutant emissions associated with project construction and
compares them to BAAQMD significance thresholds.
Consistent with the BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines, this analysis assumes potential health risk and
hazard impacts could occur at sensitive receptors located within 1,000 feet from emission sources.
Thus, human health risks and hazards associated with project construction and operations are
calculated at the one sensitive receptor within the 1,000‐foot zone of influence: the SFPUC
watershed keeper’s residence located approximately 225 feet east of the project area and
Calaveras Road, just north of the Alameda East Portal (see Figure 5.8‐1). Although the residence
is currently unoccupied, this air quality analysis conservatively assumes that the residence would
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be occupied during project‐related construction activities and operations. This analysis evaluates
risk and hazard impacts on this sensitive receptor due to the SABPL project’s construction‐related
TAC emissions. Cumulative risk and hazard impacts associated with the SABPL project’s
construction‐related emissions in combination with emissions from other cumulative projects in
the Sunol Valley region are also evaluated.
The BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines also provide significance thresholds for criteria pollutant and
precursor emissions associated with project operations. This air quality analysis estimates the
direct1 and indirect2 criteria pollutant and TAC emissions associated with project operations and
compares them to the BAAQMD significance thresholds. The significance of the SABPL project’s
criteria pollutant and TAC contributions to cumulative operational emissions in the SFBAAB are
also evaluated.

5.8.3.3 Summary of Impacts
Table 5.8‐4 summarizes the SABPL project’s air quality impacts and significance determinations.
TABLE 5.8‐4
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – AIR QUALITY
Significance
Determinations

Impacts
Impact AQ‐1: Emissions generated during project construction activities would violate air
quality standards and would contribute substantially to an existing air quality violation.

SUM

Impact AQ‐2: Project construction would not expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations.

LS

Impact AQ‐3: Project construction activities would not create objectionable odors
affecting a substantial number of people.

LS

Impact AQ‐4: Project operations would not violate air quality standards or contribute
substantially to an existing air quality violation.

LS

Impact AQ‐5: Project operations would not expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations.

LS

Impact AQ‐6: Project operations would not create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people.

NI

Impact AQ‐7: Implementation of the proposed project would not conflict with or obstruct
implementation of the 2010 Clean Air Plan.

LS

Impact C‐AQ: Construction of the proposed project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative air quality impacts associated with criteria
pollutant emissions and health risks.

SUM

NI = No Impact
LS = Less than Significant impact, no mitigation required
SUM = Significant and Unavoidable impact with implementation of feasible Mitigation

1

Direct emissions are those emissions that are generated directly from project‐related construction equipment
(including construction trucks) or project facilities.
2 Indirect emissions are offsite emissions associated with electricity generation.
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5.8.3.4 Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact AQ‐1: Emissions generated during project construction activities would violate air
quality standards and would contribute substantially to an existing air quality violation.
(Significant and Unavoidable even with implementation of feasible Mitigation)
Criteria pollutants would be emitted during construction of all project components. As
previously discussed, construction is planned to occur over approximately 21 months, from
October 2012 through June 2014. Project construction would generate fugitive dust (including
PM10 and PM2.5) during various construction activities, including excavation, grading,
demolition, and vehicle travel on both paved and unpaved surfaces. Other criteria pollutants
would also be generated from the exhaust emissions of construction equipment and vehicles.
Without controls, emissions of these criteria pollutants could adversely affect the SFBAAB’s
attainment status relative to state and federal air quality standards.
The BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines require quantification of construction‐related emissions
(equipment exhaust). The BAAQMD’s daily criteria pollutant emissions significance thresholds
for construction activities are presented in Table 5.8‐5. For all proposed projects, the BAAQMD
recommends implementation of all Basic Construction Measures (these measures are included as
Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1a, below). If the daily criteria pollutant thresholds of significance for
construction activities are exceeded prior to implementing this mitigation, additional
construction mitigation measures are recommended.
TABLE 5.8‐5
BAAQMD DAILY CRITERIA POLLUTANT EMISSIONS
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLDS FOR CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

Pollutant

Significance Thresholds for
Average Daily Emissions

ROG

54 pounds per day (lbs/day)

NOX

54 lbs/day

PM10 (exhaust)

82 lbs/day

PM2.5 (exhaust)

54 lbs/day

PM10/PM2.5 (fugitive)

Best Management Practices

Emissions from the SABPL project’s construction equipment and vehicles would be generated
from multiple sources, including heavy mobile equipment and delivery/haul trucks, worker
vehicles, and semi‐stationary sources such as air compressors and generators. Construction‐
related criteria pollutant emissions were calculated for the SABPL project as a function of
construction activity, construction duration, average haul truck mileage, and worker trips
(auto/light‐truck mileage). The CARB’s computer model URBEMIS2007 was used to calculate
construction activity emissions based on the equipment list and workforce estimates presented in
Table 3‐3 in Chapter 3, Project Description, but adjusted to reflect average daily conditions for
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average daily construction assumptions (see Appendix K). Table 5.8‐6 summarizes the SABPL
project’s estimated average daily construction emissions for the years 2012, 2013, and 2014. The
highest average daily quantity of pollutants would be emitted in 2013, the year when most
project construction activities would occur. The estimated daily average construction emissions
for 2012 and 2014 would be lower than for 2013 because less construction would occur during
these years. The model results indicate that the BAAQMD CEQA significance thresholds for
emissions of criteria pollutants generated during construction would not be exceeded in 2012.
Based on the large anticipated heavy‐equipment fleet and the worst‐case assumption that daily
construction activities could involve overlapping construction activities for up to four project
elements in 2013 and three elements in 2014, the model results indicate average daily NOX
emissions would substantially exceed the BAAQMD CEQA significance thresholds in 2013 and
2014, a significant impact. Implementation of the mitigation measures identified below would
reduce this impact, but not to a less‐than‐significant level.
TABLE 5.8‐6
AVERAGE DAILY EMISSIONS OF CRITERIA POLLUTANTS DURING CONSTRUCTION
Construction Phase

ROG

NOX

PM10 Exhaust

PM2.5 Exhaust

Average Daily Emissionsa (All Construction Phases) in 2012 (lbs/day)

‐ Unmitigatedb
‐

Mitigatedc

BAAQMD CEQA Significance Thresholds

6.0

52.2

2.6

2.4

6.0

36.4

2.0

1.8

54

54

82

54

Exceeds Thresholds Without Mitigation?

No

No

No

No

Exceeds Thresholds With Mitigation?

No

No

No

No

Average Daily Emissionsa (All Construction Phases) in 2013 (lbs/day)

‐ Unmitigatedb

18.9

168.7

8.2

7.3

‐ Mitigatedc

18.9

114.2

6.0

5.3

BAAQMD CEQA Significance Thresholds

54

54

82

54

Exceeds Thresholds Without Mitigation?

No

Yes

No

No

Exceeds Thresholds With Mitigation?

No

Yes

No

No

Average Daily

Emissionsa

(All Construction Phases) in 2014 (lbs/day)

‐

Unmitigatedb

13.2

112.4

5.6

6.8

‐

Mitigatedc

13.2

77.5

4.1

4.8

54

54

82

54

BAAQMD CEQA Significance Thresholds
Exceeds Thresholds Without Mitigation?

No

Yes

No

No

Exceeds Thresholds With Mitigation?

No

Yes

No

No

NOTES:
a Average daily emissions include construction equipment emissions as well as emissions from both on‐road and on‐site truck activities

associated with excess spoils management and disposal The air quality analysis provided in Appendix K is based on an earlier (and
lower) estimate of excess spoils volumes. As a result, the haul truck‐related emissions presented in Appendix K are lower than those
included in the average daily emissions estimates above.
b “Unmitigated” conditions reflect emissions that would occur prior to implementation of any mitigation measures.
c “Mitigated” conditions reflect emissions that would occur after implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic
Construction Measures) and M‐AQ‐1b (BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for NOX Reduction).
SOURCE: URBEMIS2007, 2011.
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Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1a: BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures.
The SFPUC shall post one or more publicly visible signs with the telephone number and
person to contact at the SFPUC with complaints related to excessive dust or vehicle idling.
This person shall respond to complaints and, if necessary, take corrective action within
48 hours. The telephone number and person to contact at the BAAQMD’s Compliance and
Enforcement Division shall also be provided on the sign(s) in the event that the
complainant also wishes to contact the applicable air district.
In addition, to limit dust, criteria pollutants, and precursor emissions associated with
project construction, the following BAAQMD‐recommended Basic Construction Measures
shall be included in all construction contract specifications for the proposed project:


All exposed surfaces (e.g., parking areas, staging areas, soil piles, graded areas, and
unpaved access roads) shall be watered two times per day.



All haul trucks transporting soil, sand, or other loose material offsite shall be covered.



All visible mud or dirt track‐out onto adjacent public roads shall be removed using
wet power vacuum street sweepers at least once per day. The use of dry power
sweeping is prohibited.



Vehicle speeds on unpaved areas shall be limited to 15 miles per hour.



All roadways, driveways, and sidewalks to be paved shall be completed as soon as
possible. Building pads shall be laid as soon as possible after grading unless seeding
or soil binders are used.



Idling times for construction equipment (including vehicles) shall be minimized
either by shutting equipment off when not in use or reducing the maximum idling
time to two minutes. Clear signage of this requirement shall be provided for
construction workers at all access points to construction areas.



All construction equipment shall be maintained and properly tuned in accordance
with manufacturer’s specifications. All equipment shall be checked by a certified
mechanic and determined to be running in proper condition prior to operation.

Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1b: BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for NOX
Reduction.
To reduce NOX emissions during construction, the following provisions shall be included
in all construction contractor specifications for the proposed project:


To reduce NOX during construction, 40 percent of the total horsepower‐hours from
diesel‐powered off‐road equipment with engines greater than 50 horsepower shall be
from equipment that satisfies United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S.
EPA) Tier 3 NOX emission standards. The SFPUC shall demonstrate this to the San
Francisco Planning Department by presenting an inventory of all equipment with
engines over 50 horsepower that will be used and an estimate of the number of hours
each piece of equipment will operate to calculate the total number of horsepower‐
hours for project construction (equipment horsepower multiplied by the hours of
operation). The inventory shall also identify which equipment meets Tier 3 NOX
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emissions and demonstrate that they constitute 40 percent of the total horsepower‐
hours. Acceptable options for reducing emissions include the use of late model
engines, low‐emission diesel products, alternative fuels, engine retrofit technology,
after‐market products, and/or other options as they become available.


All construction equipment, diesel trucks, and generators shall be equipped with
Best Available Control Technology for emission reductions of NOX and DPM,
including all generators meeting Tier 4 standards.



All contractors shall use equipment that meets the CARB’s most recent certification
standard for off‐road heavy‐duty diesel engines for a given model year engine.

These measures would reduce the project’s NOX emissions by requiring construction contractors
to implement best management practices to limit dust, criteria pollutants, and precursor
emissions associated with project construction, and requiring the preparation of an NOX
reduction plan that identifies the construction equipment and Best Available Control Technology
that would be used during construction to reduce emissions of NOX and DPM. However, even
with implementation of the above mitigation measures, the peak daily construction emissions
would still exceed the BAAQMD thresholds (see Table 5.8‐6, above). Therefore, the SABPL
project’s impacts related to criteria pollutant emissions during construction are considered
significant and unavoidable.
_________________________
Impact AQ‐2: Project construction would not expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations. (Less than Significant)
The SABPL project would construct several new facilities and improvements to provide reliable
conveyance capacity and increased flexibility for managing planned and emergency discharges
of quality‐impaired water from the Hetch Hetchy system. Combustion emissions from
construction equipment and vehicles (i.e., heavy equipment and delivery/haul trucks, worker
commute vehicles, air compressors, and generators) would be generated during project
construction and could expose sensitive receptors to DPM and other TACs. Offsite DPM and
other TAC emissions include those generated by construction worker commute vehicles and by
diesel haul/delivery trucks used during construction, particularly trucks used to transport
excavated materials from the project area and construction materials to the project area. TAC
emissions from construction worker commute trips would be minor compared to the emissions
generated by construction equipment and haul/delivery trucks. In addition to these offsite
emissions, diesel‐powered construction equipment would release DPM onsite along the internal
construction site access routes. Combustion and exhaust contain a number of different TACs that
are associated with various health risk factors (SCAQMD, 2010). DPM exhaust emissions from
off‐road heavy equipment and from on‐road haul/delivery trucks operating within the project
area during project construction were calculated using currently accepted calculation protocols
and are described in detail in the SABPL Air Quality Technical Report (see Appendix K).
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The only sensitive receptor within 1,000 feet of the proposed construction access routes is the
SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence, which is located 225 feet east of Calaveras Road near
Alameda East Portal. This sensitive receptor is also 300 feet or more from the access road leading
to the new chemical facility site, Staging Area A, and the southern terminus of the backup
pipeline. Although this residence is currently unoccupied, the analysis presented below
conservatively assumes that the residence would be occupied during project construction.
A screening‐level individual cancer analysis was conducted using the U.S. EPA SCREEN3
computer model to determine the maximum inhalation cancer risk from project‐related
construction activities at the closest sensitive receptor (the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence
east of Calaveras Road) (U.S. EPA SCREEN3, 2011). Construction activities relative to the closest
sensitive receptor were allocated to three primary source areas:


Pits F3‐East and F3‐West Vicinity. Includes construction of the new discharge facility at Pit
F3‐East, cutoff wall around Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, Alameda Creek Pump Station,
transfer pipeline, and dewatering facilities, as well as use of Staging Area D.



Calaveras Road Vicinity. Includes installation of the backup pipeline and the 12‐inch‐
diameter water pipeline to the town of Sunol, use of Staging Areas B and C, and the
permanent placement of excess spoils in earthen berms at the North Spoils Site and at the
former nursery site located within Staging Area C.



San Antonio Pump Station Vicinity. Includes construction of the new chemical facility and
use of Staging Area A.

Emissions within each source area were assumed to be uniformly distributed by off‐road
equipment and truck mobility. The incremental contribution from each source area was summed
to calculate a peak one‐hour DPM exposure. The annual DPM exposure was estimated using the
conservative assumption that the annual average equals one‐tenth of the peak hour. Estimated
incremental emissions contributions from each source area are presented in Table 5.8‐7. As
indicated in this table, the SABPL project’s construction‐related DPM emissions and associated
health risks at the closest sensitive receptor (the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence) would not
exceed the BAAQMD’s cancer and chronic non‐cancer risk thresholds. Therefore, the impact at
the closest sensitive receptor (as well as at more distant sensitive receptors) related to DPM
exposure would be less than significant.
Acute exposure health risk derives from the total organic compounds (TOCs) contained in the
organic fraction of diesel exhaust. One‐hour TOC exposures at the nearest sensitive receptor
(SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence) were calculated from the ratio of TOC to PM2.5 in the
BAAQMD emission inventory for off‐road heavy equipment. Table 5.8‐8 lists the specific organic
gases that constitute TOC exposure and the corresponding acute reference exposure levels
(RELs). Acrolein and formaldehyde would create very small acute inhalation health risks, and the
contribution from all other TOCs would be negligible. As indicated in the table, the SABPL
project’s impact at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence (and at more distant sensitive
receptors) related to TOC exposure during project construction would not exceed the
BAAQMD’s acute non‐cancer risk threshold and therefore would be less than significant.
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TABLE 5.8‐7
CONSTRUCTION‐RELATED CANCER RISK AND CHRONIC NON‐CANCER HEALTH RISK AT
SFPUC WATERSHED KEEPER’S RESIDENCE EAST OF CALAVERAS ROAD
Source Area

Estimated Peak‐Hour Emission Contribution

Pits F3‐East and F3‐West Vicinity

0.03614 μg/m3

Calaveras Road Vicinity

0.06317 μg/m3

San Antonio Pump Station Vicinity

0.10660 μg/m3
PM2.5 Exposure, Cancer Risk, and Non‐cancer Chronic
Hazard Index from Project Construction Activities

Parameter
1‐Hour PM2.5

0.20591 μg/m3

Annual Average PM2.5

0.02059 μg/m3

BAAQMD Annual Average PM2.5 Significance Threshold
Exceeds Threshold?

0.3 μg/m3
No

ASF‐Weighted Concentration (Annual x 10)

0.20591 μg/m3

70‐year Weighted Average (Annual Weighted x 1.75 / 70)

0.00051475 μg/m3

Infant Cancer Riska (ASF = 10)

1.54 x 10‐6

Youth Cancer Riska (ASF = 3)

0.46 x 10‐6

Adult Cancer Riska (ASF = 1)

0.15 x 10‐6

BAAQMD Cancer Risk Significance Threshold

Excess Cancer Risk >10 x 10‐6

Exceeds Threshold?

No

Chronic Non‐cancer Hazard Index (0.02059 (Annual) / 5)
BAAQMD Chronic Non‐cancer Significance Threshold

0.004
Hazard Index > 1

Exceeds Threshold?

No

Acute Non‐cancer Hazard Index

0.0233

BAAQMD Acute Non‐cancer Significance Threshold

Hazard Index > 1

Exceeds Threshold?

No

NOTES:
PM2.5 represents combustion PM2.5 from DPM and does not include fugitive dust.
μg/m3 = microgram per cubic meter; ASF = age‐sensitivity factor.
a When age‐sensitivity factors are included, the cancer risk would vary depending on whether there are infants, youths, or only adults
at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence.
SOURCE: U.S. EPA SCREEN3, 2011.
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TABLE 5.8‐8
CONSTRUCTION‐RELATED SPECIATED ACUTE NON‐CANCER HEALTH RISK
AT SFPUC WATERSHED KEEPER’S RESIDENCE EAST OF CALAVERAS ROAD
Organic Gas

TOC Fractiona

Concentration (μg/m3)

Acute REL (μg/m3)

Acetaldehyde

0.2457

0.3911

470

0.00084

Acrolein

0.0106

0.0169

2.5

0.00678

Benzene

0.0584

0.0929

1,300

0.00007

1,3 Butadiene

0.0682

0.1085

–

–

Ethylbenzene

0.0034

0.0054

–

–

Hazard Index

Formaldehyde

0.541

0.8619

55

0.01568

Hexane

0.0084

0.0135

–

–

Naphthalene

0.0062

0.0098

–

–

PAHs (no Naph)

0.0114

0.0181

–

–

Toluene

0.0331

0.0527

37,000

<0.00002

Xylene

0.0331

0.0212

22,000

<0.00002

Total

0.02336

BAAQMD Acute Non‐cancer CEQA Significance Threshold

Hazard Index > 1

NOTES: “–“ = chronic REL only; acute REL does not apply. PAHs = polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.
a Assuming conservatively that all TOCs are toxic air contaminants (acute or chronic).

SOURCE: SCAQMD, 2010.

_________________________
Impact AQ‐3: Project construction activities would not create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people. (Less than Significant)
SABPL project construction would not involve any activities that could cause water to stagnate,
creating a potential odor. Combustion emissions from the use of diesel fuel in construction
equipment, as well as tar or asphalt used for access road improvements, could generate localized
objectionable odors. Construction equipment used during installation of the backup pipeline and
water pipeline to the town of Sunol adjacent to the southbound lane of Calaveras Road would
generate diesel exhaust emissions and could result in objectionable odors for bicyclists traveling
along Calaveras Road. Project construction would increase vehicle and truck traffic along
Calaveras Road, which would also generate odors associated with diesel emissions. As discussed
in Section 3.6.11 in Chapter 3, Project Description, truck deliveries and hauling to and from the
project area would be limited to weekdays; therefore, odors from construction truck traffic would
not affect bicyclists traveling on Calaveras Road on Saturdays or Sundays, which are generally
the days with the greatest bicycle use. In addition, the proposed project would be subject to Title
13 of the California Code of Regulations, Section 2485, which limits idling of diesel‐fueled
commercial motor vehicles and related odors.
Although odors from diesel exhaust could be perceivable to bicyclists traveling on Calaveras
Road during certain phases of construction, these effects would be limited in duration as cyclists
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pass the project area, and would be less noticeable on weekends when cycling along Calaveras
Road is most popular. Therefore, any objectionable odors generated by project construction
activities would not have a significant effect on bicyclists traveling along Calaveras Road. Due to
the distance between the closest residences and the project area (the SFPUC watershed keeper’s
residence is 225 feet to the east and the Garcia residence is 1,300 feet to the southwest), odor
problems at the nearest residences are not expected. This impact is considered less than significant.
Although this impact is already less than significant and no mitigation is necessary, the Section
2485 requirements have been incorporated, with more stringent BAAQMD idling‐time
limitations, into Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures) (see
Impact AQ‐1, above, for description), which would further limit diesel odors generated by
construction vehicles. Even if odors were temporarily perceivable by bicyclists traveling along
Calaveras Road or, although highly unlikely, at the two closest residences, a substantial number of
people would not be affected. Therefore, the project’s construction impacts related to
objectionable odors would be less than significant.

_________________________

5.8.3.5 Operational Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact AQ‐4: Project operations would not violate air quality standards or contribute
substantially to an existing air quality violation. (Less than Significant)
Once the proposed facilities and improvements are completed, the SFPUC would continue to use
the existing San Antonio Pipeline to move water into and out of San Antonio Reservoir;
discharges from the reservoir to San Antonio Creek would occur solely through the existing
outlet structure and discharge facility at the base of Turner Dam. Like the existing condition, the
SFPUC would continue to use the existing San Antonio Pump Station to pump quality‐impaired
Hetch Hetchy water to San Antonio Reservoir (when flows are less than 160 mgd) and to pump
water from the reservoir to the Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant (SVWTP).
With the proposed project, planned and emergency discharges from the Hetch Hetchy system
that are currently routed to San Antonio Creek would be routed to Pit F3‐East via the backup
pipeline. The SFPUC would utilize the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East, the dewatering
facilities at Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, and the Alameda Creek Pump Station to convey water that
is discharged to Pit F3‐East to San Antonio Reservoir. Operation of these facilities would not
create a new source of indirect air emissions as a result of increased electricity usage, because the
primary source of electrical energy for the proposed facilities would be hydroelectric power.
Operation of the new chemical facility to dechlorinate and pH‐adjust the water prior to discharge
would also rely on hydroelectric power. As a result, there would be no regional increase in
combustion‐related criteria air pollutants due to increased electricity use associated with project
operations. However, the 150‐kilowatt (kW), LPG‐powered, portable emergency generator used
to power the new chemical facility during power outages would be a new direct source of
emissions and would require a permit to operate from the BAAQMD.
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SFPUC system operators use fluoride (in the form of hydrofluorosilicic acid) to fluoridate Hetch
Hetchy supplies and local water supplies from the Alameda watershed prior to delivery to
customers, and to pH‐adjust treated Hetch Hetchy water in the existing San Antonio Pipeline
prior to discharging it to San Antonio Creek or San Antonio Reservoir. The fluoride is stored at
the existing fluoride facility located at the south end of the Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility.
As part of the proposed project, new underground chemical feed lines would be constructed
between the existing fluoride facility and the new chemical facility. The calcium thiosulfate
would be stored in an 8,000‐gallon chemical storage tank with secondary containment to prevent
a release of the chemical into the environment. At the new chemical facility, the fluoride would
be mixed with calcium thiosulfate and conveyed via new underground chemical feed lines to the
proposed chemical injection vault along the southern backup pipeline alignment. Hydrogen
fluoride (which is the same as hydrofluorosilicic acid, except that hydrofluorosilicic acid is in
liquid form) is a toxic air contaminant. Calcium thiosulfate is not a listed air contaminant. Like
the existing chemical feed lines, the new chemical feed lines would be constructed underground
and would not increase the potential exposure of workers or nearby residents to health risks
associated with fluoride.
The BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines provide significance thresholds for criteria pollutant and
precursor emissions associated with project operations. These represent the levels at which a
project’s individual emissions of criteria air pollutants would substantially contribute to the
SFBAAB’s existing air quality violations. If daily average or annual operational emissions would
exceed any applicable thresholds of significance shown in Table 5.8‐9, the proposed project
would result in a significant impact.
TABLE 5.8‐9
BAAQMD SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLDS FOR EMISSIONS OF CRITERIA AIR POLLUTANTS
AND PRECURSORS GENERATED DURING PROJECT OPERATIONS

Pollutant/Precursor

Daily Average Emissions
(lbs per day)

Maximum Annual Emissions
(tons per year)

ROG
NOX
PM10
PM2.5

54
54
82
54

10
10
15
10

Operational emissions associated with the emergency generator were estimated based on the
conservative assumption that the generator would be operated at full power (150 kW) for one
hour each week during routine testing and maintenance of the generator. These emissions are
presented in Table 5.8‐10 (generator model assumptions are described in detail in Appendix K).
As indicated in Table 5.8‐10, criteria pollutant emissions from weekly operation of the generator
would not exceed the BAAQMD’s significance thresholds, resulting in a less‐than‐significant
impact. Since the proposed 150‐kW LPG‐powered generator would replace an existing 100‐kW
diesel‐powered generator, net increases in criteria pollutants associated with generator
operations would be even less than indicated in the table.
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TABLE 5.8‐10
PROJECT OPERATIONAL CRITERIA POLLUTANT EMISSIONS

Emission Factor (grams per kilowatt‐hour)

ROG

NOX

PM10

PM2.5

0.10

0.12

0.08

0.08

Average Daily Emissions (lbs/day)
LPG‐Powered (150‐kW) Emergency Generator (one hour per week)a

0.033

0.040

0.026

0.026

54

54

82

54

BAAQMD CEQA Significance Thresholds

Average Annual Emissions (tons/year)
LPG‐Powered (150‐kW) Emergency Generator (52 hours per year)

0.0009

0.0010

0.0007

0.0007

10

10

15

10

BAAQMD CEQA Significance Thresholds
NOTES: LPG = liquid propane gas; kW = kilowatt.

a Average daily emissions = one‐hour test emissions per week, divided by seven days per week.

SOURCES: SCAQMD, 2008 for LPG generator emissions factors; URBEMIS2007, 2011.

The proposed facilities and improvements would require periodic operations review and
maintenance, similar to existing conditions, and would not generate a significant number of new
vehicle trips. The number of trips related to supply deliveries with the project would be the same
or similar when compared to existing conditions. Thus, impacts related to criteria pollutant
emissions from vehicle trips during project operations would be less than significant.
Except for the emissions associated with weekly testing and maintenance of the LPG‐powered
emergency generator and the infrequent use of this generator during power outages, project
operations would not cause an increase in criteria pollutant emissions. There would be no
regional increase in combustion‐related criteria air pollutants associated with increased electricity
use during operation of the new chemical facility, Alameda Creek Pump Station, and dewatering
facilities, because the primary source of electrical energy for these facilities would be
hydroelectric power. The proposed backup pipeline, new chemical facility, discharge facility at
Pit F3‐East, and the Alameda Creek Pump Station would require periodic operations review and
maintenance, similar to existing conditions, and would not generate a significant number of new
vehicle trips. With the proposed project, the number of trips related to supply deliveries would
be the same as or similar to the number of trips under existing conditions. Therefore, air pollutant
emissions associated with project operations would the same as or similar to those under existing
conditions. Overall, this impact is considered less than significant.
__________________________
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Impact AQ‐5: Project operations would not expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations. (Less than Significant)
The only source of TAC emissions associated with project operations would be the LPG‐powered
emergency generator (150‐kW portable generator), to be located at the Sunol Valley
Chloramination Facility for use by the new chemical facility during power outages. Exhaust
emissions from LPG‐powered generators include very small amounts of a variety of TACs. The
principal LPG‐combustion TACs are formaldehyde, ammonia, and benzene, which are associated
with acute non‐cancer health risks. The BAAQMD has developed TAC emissions‐based trigger
levels for stationary sources. These trigger levels have been applied in this analysis as
significance thresholds for operation of the proposed emergency generator, since the BAAQMD
has not adopted specific CEQA significance thresholds for portable generators.
The South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD, 2010) has published TAC emission
factors for LPG combustion in emergency generators, including a list of 22 TACs that may be
released from a four‐stroke, rich‐burn, LPG‐powered emergency generator.3 Of these
22 compounds, the BAAQMD has adopted trigger levels for 20 of them, and if preliminary
calculations indicated these trigger levels would be exceeded, a more detailed impact analysis
would be required. Table 5.8‐11 lists the hourly and annual emission levels of those TACs based
on the conservative assumption that the generator would be operated at full power (150 kW) for
one hour each week for routine testing and maintenance, and compares the emissions to the
applicable trigger levels. As indicated in the table, no acute or chronic trigger levels would be
exceeded by generator exhaust. Therefore, health risk impacts associated with weekly testing and
maintenance of the proposed generator would be less than significant.
__________________________
Impact AQ‐6: Project operations would not create objectionable odors affecting a substantial
number of people. (No Impact)
Operation of the proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station, dewatering facilities, and chemical
facility would not create nuisance odor problems, because these facilities would run on electrical
power (no direct emissions) and the chemical feed lines would be underground (closed systems).
In addition, operation of the LPG‐powered emergency generator would not create nuisance
odors because there are no odors associated with the combustion of natural gas. With the
proposed project, quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water would be discharged to quarry Pit F3‐
East infrequently during planned and emergency operations. Hetch Hetchy water is typically
characterized by low biological content (and consequent anaerobic activity), making odor

3

SCAQMD emissions data are used in this analysis because the BAAQMD has not published TAC emission
factors for LPG‐powered generators. LPG combustion emissions data are typically not aggregated by air
district because emissions are equipment‐specific and do not vary geographically. The basic source of emission
factors, including those published by the SCAQMD, is the U.S. EPA’s AP‐42, Compilation of Emission Factors,
which are applied nationally.
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TABLE 5.8‐11
EMERGENCY GENERATOR OPERATIONAL TAC EMISSIONS
BAAQMD
Acute Trigger
Level (lbs/hour)

Annual
Emissions
(lbs)

BAAQMD
Chronic Trigger
Level (lbs/year)

0.006

1

0.296

3.8

0.005

0.0055

0.280

14

0.300

0.007

7.1

0.352

7,700

0.143

0.003

2.9

0.168

3.8

Carbon Tetrachloride

0.0016

<0.001

4.2

0.002

2.5

Chloroform

0.00124

<0.001

0.33

0.001

2

Ethylbenzene

0.00224

<0.001

–

0.003

43

Ethylene Dibromide

0.00193

<0.001

–

0.002

1.5

Ethylene Dichloride

0.00102

<0.001

–

0.001

5.3

1.86

0.042

0.12

2.186

18

Emissions Factor
(lbs/
1,000 gallons)

Hourly
Emissions (lbs)

Acetaldehyde

0.252

Acrolein

0.238

Ammonia
Benzene

TAC

Formaldehyde
Methanol

0.277

0.006

62

0.326

150,000

Methylene Chloride

0.00373

<0.001

31

0.004

110

Naphthalene

0.00879

<0.001

–

0.103

3.2

Styrene

0.00108

<0.001

46

0.001

35,000

1,1,2,2‐Tetrachloroethane

0.00229

<0.001

–

0.003

1.9

Toluene

0.0505

0.001

52

0.059

12,000

1,1,2‐Trichloroethane

0.00138

<0.001

–

0.002

6.6

Vinyl Chloride

0.00065

<0.001

400

0.001

1.4

Xylene

0.0176

<0.001

49

0.021

27,000

NOTE: The BAAQMD’s Regulation 2, Rule 5, New Source Review of Toxic Air Contaminants, and BAAQMD’s CEQA Guidelines and
Significance Thresholds specify that a cancer risk greater than 10 in a million or an acute/chronic hazard index greater than 1
constitutes a significant impact.
SOURCES: SCAQMD, 2010; BAAQMD, 2010a.

problems unlikely. Even when characterized by excessive turbidity and high pH due to high
sediment loads in pipelines or failure of disinfection facilities upstream of the Sunol Valley, the
Hetch Hetchy water discharged to the quarry pits would be of similar quality or even or superior
to the water currently in the quarry pits. Furthermore, the closest residences to Pits F3‐East and F3‐
West are 2,100 feet to the west on Athenour Way, so even if project operations did result in
noticeable odors, the odors would not be perceptible from these residences. For these reasons, there
would be no impact related to objectionable odors during project operations.
__________________________
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Impact AQ‐7: Implementation of the proposed project would not conflict with or obstruct
implementation of the 2010 Clean Air Plan. (Less than Significant)
The most recently adopted air quality plan for the SFBAAB is the BAAQMD’s 2010 Clean Air Plan
(CAP), which is a comprehensive plan aimed at improving Bay Area air quality and protecting
public health. The CAP defines a control strategy for implementation by the BAAQMD to reduce
emissions and decrease ambient concentrations of harmful pollutants (ground‐level ozone and its
key precursors, ROG and NOX), as well as to safeguard public health by reducing exposure to the
air pollutants that pose the greatest health risks (particulate matter, primarily PM2.5 and
precursors to secondary PM2.5).
As indicated above in Section 5.8.2.2, the CAP contains 55 control measures under the following
categories: stationary‐source measures, mobile‐source measures, transportation control measures,
land use and local impact measures, and energy and climate measures. The temporary air quality
impacts associated with project construction would not hinder the long‐term air quality planning
goals of the 2010 CAP due to the short‐term nature of the construction emissions. In addition,
implementation of Best Available Control Technology to reduce NOX and DPM emissions during
project construction activities, in accordance with Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1b (BAAQMD
Additional Construction Measures for NOX Reduction) (see Impact AQ‐1, above, for description),
would be consistent with the control measures and strategies identified in the CAP.
Except for the emissions associated with maintenance of the LPG‐powered emergency generator
and the infrequent use of this generator during power outages, proposed project operations
would not result in increased air pollutant emissions. Operation of the proposed LPG‐powered
emergency generator would generate PM2.5 and TAC emissions that are well below the
BAAQMD’s CEQA significance thresholds (see Impacts AQ‐4 and AQ‐5). Further, the proposed
150‐kW LPG‐powered generator would replace an existing 100‐kW diesel‐powered generator,
resulting in a lower net increase in criteria pollutants and DPM health risks than what is
estimated for the LPG‐powered emergency generator alone. Given the limited emissions
associated with project operations (i.e., well below BAAQMD’s CEQA thresholds), the proposed
project’s operational emissions would be consistent with the CAP (the most recently adopted
regional air quality plan). Thus, the project would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of
the applicable air quality plan, and this impact is considered less than significant.
_________________________

5.8.3.6 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1
Since Pumping Variant 1 would not construct the Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, control
building for the pump station, electrical transformer, or retaining wall along the access road at
the southern boundary of the Alameda Creek Pump Station, there would be no construction
emissions related to these improvements. As a result, construction‐related emissions would be
slightly lower than those of the proposed project during certain phases of construction. Although
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the Alameda Creek Pump Station would not be constructed, average daily NOX emissions
associated with construction of all other proposed facilities and improvements would still exceed
the BAAQMD CEQA significance threshold. Under Pumping Variant 1, average daily emissions
of NOX in 2013 from the combination of overlapping construction phases would be 166.1 lbs/day.
With implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures)
and M‐AQ‐1b (BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for NOX Reduction) (see Impact
AQ‐1, above, for descriptions), NOX emissions would be reduced to 111.7 lbs/day, which would
still exceed the BAAQMD CEQA significance threshold of 54 lbs/day. The health risk impacts
associated with DPM emissions from operation of construction equipment near the SFPUC
watershed keeper’s residence east of Calaveras Road (the closest sensitive receptor to the project
area) that were identified under Impact AQ‐2 for the proposed project would still occur under
Pumping Variant 1 and would be less than significant. The potential also exists for construction‐
related nuisance odors from diesel emissions under Pumping Variant 1 along Calaveras Road
and in the vicinity of the same two identified sensitive receptors in the southern project area
(SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence and Garcia residence), and, as with the proposed project,
the impact would be less than significant. Therefore, this variant would not change the
conclusions or mitigation measures identified above in Section 5.8.3.4, above.
As part of project operations under Pumping Variant 1, the SFPUC would use a one‐step
pumping process to dewater Pit F3‐East and pump the discharged water directly to San Antonio
Reservoir or the SVWTP. Although energy requirements for this pumping variant would be
lower than those of the proposed project (see Impact ME‐4 in Section 5.18, Mineral and Energy
Resources), implementation of this pumping variant would not reduce emissions of regional
combustion‐related criteria air pollutants related to energy generation because both the proposed
project and Pumping Variant 1 would rely on hydroelectric power as the primary source of
power. As with the proposed project, the only new source of operational emissions under
Pumping Variant 1 would be the LPG‐powered emergency generator for the new chemical
facility. Weekly testing and maintenance of this generator under Pumping Variant 1 would be the
same as for the proposed project and would result in the same less‐than‐significant operational
criteria pollutant emissions impacts identified for the proposed project under Impact AQ‐4,
above. Operational health risks at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence, the closest sensitive
receptor, that were identified under Impact AQ‐5 would be the same under Pumping Variant 1.
Like the proposed project, there would be no impact related to operational nuisance odors due to
the distance between the closest residences and Pits F3‐East and F3‐West.
Thus, construction and operation of Pumping Variant 1 would not change the conclusions or
mitigation measures presented in Sections 5.8.3.4 and 5.8.3.5.

Pumping Variant 2
Pumping Variant 2 would construct all of the same facilities identified for the proposed project and
would result in the same construction‐related criteria pollutant emissions, health risks and hazards,
and odor impacts as the proposed project. Like the proposed project, Pumping Variant 2 would not
cause emissions of regional combustion‐related criteria air pollutants related to energy generation
because the facilities would use hydroelectric power. As with the proposed project, the only new
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source of operational emissions under Pumping Variant 2 would be the LPG‐powered emergency
generator for the new chemical facility. Weekly testing and maintenance of this generator under
Pumping Variant 2 would be the same as described for the proposed project and would result in
the same less‐than‐significant impacts associated with operational emissions of criteria pollutants
and human health risks and hazards. As identified for the proposed project, there would be no
impact related to nuisance odors from operations due to the distance between residences and Pits
F3‐East and F3‐West. Thus, construction and operation of Pumping Variant 2 would not change the
analysis, conclusions, or mitigation measures presented in Sections 5.8.3.4 and 5.8.3.5.
_________________________

5.8.3.7 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact C‐AQ: Construction of the proposed project would result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative air quality impacts associated with criteria pollutant emissions and
health risks. (Significant and Unavoidable even with implementation of feasible Mitigation)

Construction‐Related Criteria Pollutant Emissions
To address cumulative impacts on regional air quality, the BAAQMD has established thresholds
of significance for construction‐related criteria pollutants and precursor emissions. These
thresholds represent the levels at which a project’s individual emissions of criteria pollutants and
precursors would result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to the SFBAAB’s existing air
quality violations. If average daily or annual emissions exceed these thresholds, the SABPL
project would result in a cumulatively significant impact. As indicated in Table 5.8‐6 above,
construction‐related criteria pollutant and precursor emissions associated with the SABPL project
would exceed the BAAQMD significance threshold for NOX, and the SABPL project’s
contribution to this cumulative impact would be cumulatively considerable. Implementation of
Mitigation Measures M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures) and M‐AQ‐1b
(BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for NOX Reduction) (see Impact AQ‐1, above,
for descriptions) would reduce NOX emissions by requiring construction contractors to
implement best management practices to limit dust, criteria pollutants, and precursor emissions
associated with project construction, and to use Best Available Control Technology to reduce
emissions of NOX and DPM. However, although these measures would reduce the SABPL
project’s construction‐related emissions, the emissions would not be reduced to a less‐than‐
significant level. Therefore, even with mitigation, the SABPL project’s contribution to cumulative
air quality impacts related to criteria pollutants and precursor emissions during construction
would remain cumulatively considerable (significant and unavoidable).

Construction‐Related Health Risks
To address cumulative impacts on local air quality conditions due to TAC emissions during
project construction, the BAAQMD recommends assessing impacts within 1,000 feet of the
proposed project, taking into account both project‐specific and cumulative sources (i.e., the
proposed project plus existing and foreseeable future projects). The BAAQMD has established
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the following cumulative thresholds of significance that should be applied at the SABPL project’s
maximally exposed individual (MEI) (the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence east of Calaveras
Road): 100 excess cancer cases in a million; a hazard index of 1 for chronic and acute non‐cancer
risk; and 0.8 μg/m3 of PM2.5 (annual average) from all local sources.
As discussed above under Impact AQ‐2, the SABPL project would result in an increase in PM2.5
emissions from haul and delivery trucks during construction. While the project‐related excess
cancer risk, chronic non‐cancer hazard index, and average daily PM2.5 emissions at the MEI—the
SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence on the east side of Calaveras Road—would not exceed the
BAAQMD CEQA significance thresholds (see Table 5.8‐7 and Table 5.8‐10), it is possible that
significant cumulative increases in PM2.5 emissions could occur due to simultaneous construction
of other projects in the vicinity in addition to any existing identified risk sources within the
project vicinity (listed in Table 5.8‐2). Cumulative risk and hazard impacts at the MEI from
cumulative construction projects in the Sunol Valley are shown in Table 5.8‐12.
TABLE 5.8‐12
CUMULATIVE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY RISK AND HAZARD AT
MAXIMALLY EXPOSED INDIVIDUAL (SFPUC WATERSHED KEEPER’S RESIDENCE)
Estimated Risk and Hazard
(cases in a million)

Risk and Source

BAAQMD Threshold
(cases in a million)

Excess Cancer Risk
Existing SFPUC Generator (100 kW)

1.67

I‐680 Traffic at a Distance of 8,300 Feet to the North

6.4

SABPL Project Construction (ASF = 10)

1.54

Other SFPUC Construction Projects

90.5

Cumulative or Combined Cancer Risk

100.11

100

Chronic Hazard Index
Existing SFPUC Generator (100 kW)

0.0056

I‐680 Traffic at a Distance of 8,300 Feet to the North

0.0046

SABPL Project Construction

0.004

Other SFPUC Construction Projects

0.11

Cumulative Chronic Hazard Risk

0.1242

10

PM2.5 Increment (μg/m )
3

Existing SFPUC Generator (100 kW)

0.0030

I‐680 Traffic at a Distance of 8,300 Feet to the North

0.041

SABPL Project Construction

0.0206
Cumulative

0.0646

0.8 μg/m3

NOTES: μg/m3 = microgram per cubic meter; ASF = age‐sensitivity factor; kW = kilowatts.
Derivations of risks are described in text above.
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Potentially concurrent construction projects include the SFPUC Calaveras Dam Replacement
project (construction is anticipated to begin in late 2011), the SFPUC New Irvington Tunnel (NIT)
project (currently under construction), and the SFPUC Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant
Expansion and Treated Water Reservoir (SVWTP Expansion) project (currently under
construction). The estimated project‐specific excess cancer risks and chronic non‐cancer hazard
index for these three approved cumulative projects are presented below.


Based on the analysis conducted for the Calaveras Dam Replacement project (San Francisco
Planning Department, 2011) and current BAAQMD guidance, the excess cancer risk would
be 52 in a million for an infant and the chronic non‐cancer hazard index would be 0.06 at
the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence on the east side of Calaveras Road, the closest
sensitive receptor to project‐related construction vehicle and truck traffic.



Based on the analysis conducted for the NIT project (San Francisco Planning Department,
2009a) and current BAAQMD guidance, the excess cancer risk would be 36 in a million for
an infant and the chronic non‐cancer hazard index would be 0.05 at the MEI (not specified)
due to project‐related construction vehicle and truck traffic.



Based on the analysis conducted for the SVWTP Expansion project (San Francisco Planning
Department, 2009b) and current BAAQMD guidance, the excess cancer risk would be 2.5 in
a million for an infant at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence on the east side of
Calaveras Road due to project‐related construction vehicle and truck traffic.

In addition, it is possible that construction of the proposed SFPUC Alameda Creek Filter Gallery
(Filter Gallery) project and site preparation activities for the SMP‐30 Quarry Expansion and Cutoff
Wall (SMP‐30 Expansion) project could also overlap with construction of the SABPL project.
Environmental reviews for both the Filter Gallery project and the SMP‐30 Expansion project are
currently underway. Due to the limited information that is currently available for the Filter
Gallery project and the SMP‐30 Expansion project, risk and hazards associated with these projects
cannot be quantified at this time. The Filter Gallery project is located more than 1,000 feet from
the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence and would not contribute to cumulative construction
risk and hazard impacts at this residence. The slurry cutoff walls along the east bank of Alameda
Creek and south bank of San Antonio Creek that are proposed as part of the SMP‐30 Expansion
project are also more than 1,000 feet from the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence. However,
potential utility relocations along Calaveras Road under the SMP‐30 Expansion project could be
located within 1,000 feet of the SFPUC residence and contribute to cumulative construction‐
related risk and hazards impacts.
The stationary and mobile emissions sources within 1,000 feet of the project area that are
included in this analysis of cumulative construction emissions are the SFPUC’s existing 100‐kW
emergency generator and traffic on the I‐680 freeway. The BAAQMD has developed risk
estimates for each source, but these estimates reflect the health risks at the point of maximum
impact. For the SABPL project, a distance adjustment factor was applied to estimate risks at the
MEI (the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence east of Calaveras Road) based on distance from
the emissions sources. The distance‐adjusted risk values for these sources are summarized in
Table 5.8‐12, above, along with the risks associated with the SABPL project and other SFPUC
projects that could be under construction concurrently.
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As indicated in Table 5.8‐12, the combined risks would exceed the BAAQMD’s CEQA cumulative
significance thresholds of 100 excess cancer cases in a million. However, the hazard index of 1 for
chronic and acute non‐cancer risk and 0.8 μg/m3 of PM2.5 emissions (annual average) thresholds
would not be exceeded. Because the baseline concentration of PM2.5 emissions at Site 16195 (see
Table 5.8‐2) is due almost exclusively to fugitive dust, no measurable cumulative PM2.5 impact is
expected to occur from SABPL project construction and ongoing mining operations at Site 16195.
However, when emissions from various sources of mobile emissions associated with ongoing
mining activities at Pit F6 combined with emissions from construction of potential utility
relocations under the proposed SMP‐30 Expansion project are considered, both sources would
further contribute to the exceedance of the threshold for excess cumulative cancer cases.
Therefore, during construction, the cumulative health risk impacts related to excess cancer would
be significant. No quantitative threshold is available to gauge the significance of the SABPL
project’s contribution to this cumulative health risk impact. However, the majority of the
cumulative health risk would result from construction of related SFPUC projects; therefore, the
cumulative impact is considered significant. Further, no feasible mitigation measures have been
identified to reduce this impact. Therefore, the impact is considered significant and unavoidable.

Operational Criteria Pollutant Emissions
The BAAQMD’s thresholds of significance for operational criteria pollutants and precursor
emissions represent the levels at which a project’s individual emissions of criteria pollutants and
precursors would result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to the SFBAAB’s existing air
quality violations. If average daily or annual emissions were to exceed these thresholds, the
project would result in a cumulatively significant impact. As discussed in Impact AQ‐4, and
indicated in Table 5.8‐10 above, operational criteria pollutant and precursor emissions associated
with the proposed project would not exceed the BAAQMD’s CEQA significance thresholds.
Therefore, the SABPL project’s contribution to cumulative air quality impacts related to
emissions of ozone, PM10, and PM2.5 would not be cumulatively considerable (less than
significant).

Operational Health Risks
The SABPL project would result in an increase in emissions of TOCs and particulate matter when
the LPG‐powered emergency generator for the new chemical facility is operated. The effects of
these emissions at the closest sensitive receptor—the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence on the
east side of Calaveras Road—are described under Impact AQ‐5, above. Cumulative increases in
TAC emissions could occur from operation of the proposed LPG‐powered generator in
combination with other emissions from sources located within 1,000 feet of the SABPL project
and this sensitive receptor.
The only other proposed or approved SFPUC project facilities within 1,000 feet of the SABPL
project is the Filter Gallery project, which could also utilize the Alameda Creek Pump Station and
associated improvements along with the SABPL project. Despite the potential for facilities to be
shared between the two projects, the SFPUC has not made a decision regarding the primary
source of power for the Filter Gallery project. Power for the Filter Gallery project would either be
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from: (a) the Hetch Hetchy Water & Power (HHWP) Calaveras Substation at Calaveras Road, just
south of San Antonio Creek, or (b) the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) Sunol
Substation at Calaveras Road, just south of I‐680. If the SFPUC decides to connect to the HHWP
Calaveras Substation, which draws from hydroelectric power, no increase in combustion‐related
criteria air pollutants is expected to result from Filter Gallery project operations. If the SFPUC
decides to connect to the PG&E Sunol Substation for power supplies, Filter Gallery project
operations could result in an increase in combustion‐related criteria air pollutants. Regardless,
because PG&E power is drawn from a regional grid, it is not possible to ascribe the electrical
energy consumption emissions to any particular air basin (or to accurately quantify them,
because the grid draws from a variety of resources such as coal, natural gas, wood/agricultural
waste, etc.—each of which has a different emission level per megawatt). Thus, if the SFPUC elects
to use PG&E power for the Filter Gallery project, there would be an incremental but
unquantifiable health risk due to electrical energy consumption. No backup power supplies or
generators are proposed under the Filter Gallery project.
The proposed SMP‐30 Expansion project is also located within 1,000 feet of the SABPL project
and would also have the potential to contribute to cumulative increases in operational health
risks.
When operational emissions associated with the SABPL project are considered with other
existing permitted stationary sources and mobile sources within 1,000 feet of the project (see
Table 5.8‐2), the cumulative operational emissions at the MEI would be well below the BAAQMD
cumulative significance thresholds of 100 excess cancer cases in a million, and a hazard index of 1
for chronic and acute non‐cancer risk, as shown in Table 5.8‐13, below. Operation of the
proposed project’s LPG‐powered emergency generator would result in very small amounts of
LPG‐combustion TACs. Emissions from SABPL project facilities and other cumulative sources
shown in Table 5.8‐13 would not exceed the BAAQMD risk thresholds; therefore, cumulative
operational health risk and hazard impacts at the MEI would not be significant. While the SMP‐
30 Expansion project’s health risk evaluation is currently underway, the BAAQMD’s Permit to
Operate under Regulation 2, Rule 5 (New Source Review of Toxic Air Contaminants) for this
project could allow up to the maximum cancer risk of 10 in one million and non‐cancer risk of
Hazard Index 1.0 for chronic and acute non‐cancer risks. If the maximum risks from the SMP‐30
Expansion project were added to the cumulative risks listed in Table 5.8‐13 (for purposes of this
analysis), the cumulative risk and hazards thresholds would still not be exceeded and therefore,
would remain less than significant.

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1 and Pumping Variant 2 would result in the same or a similar contribution to
construction‐related air quality impacts as the proposed project, with one exception: construction of
Pumping Variant 1 would result in lower NOX emissions, but these emissions would still exceed the
BAAQMD significance threshold for NOX, even with implementation of Mitigation Measures
M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures) and M‐AQ‐1b (BAAQMD Additional
Construction Measures for NOX Reduction) (see Impact AQ‐1, above, for descriptions). Therefore,
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TABLE 5.8‐13
RISK AND HAZARDS FROM CUMULATIVE SOURCES AT THE
SABPL PROJECT’S MAXIMALLY EXPOSED INDIVIDUAL
(SFPUC WATERSHED KEEPER’S RESIDENCE)

Site

Facility Name and Emissions Source

Street Address

City

Excess
Cancer Risk
(cases in a
million)

–

SFPUC (Source: Proposed 150‐kW
LPG‐Powered Emergency Generator)

5555 Calaveras
Road

Sunol

0.32

<0.01

0.00062

SFPUC (Source: Existing 100‐kW
Diesel‐Powered Emergency
Generator)

5555 Calaveras
Road

Sunol

0.84

0.0028

0.00152

Sunol

6.4

0.0046

0.0041

Combined Risks from Permitted and Major Roadway Sources

7.56

0.0074

0.006

BAAQMD Cumulative Significance Thresholds

100

10

0.8

15592

I‐680 at a Distance of 8,300 Feet to the North

Chronic
Hazard
Index

PM2.53
(μ/m )

SOURCES: BAAQMD, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c, 2011d, 2011f.

as would occur with the proposed project and Pumping Variant 2, construction‐related NOX
emissions under Pumping Variant 1 would constitute a significant and unavoidable impact. Since
the only source of operational emissions under the proposed project would also be the only
source for Pumping Variants 1 and 2, the contribution to operational emissions would be the
same as under the variants and the proposed project. Therefore, the cumulative impact analysis
and related conclusions provided above apply to both project variants.
__________________________
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5.9 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
This section addresses greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that could result from implementation of
the proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project. Construction‐related and
operational GHG emissions are evaluated quantitatively and then compared to significance
thresholds adopted by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD). GHGs and
their contribution to climate change are a global issue, and this analysis qualitatively assesses the
SABPL project’s consistency with local and statewide GHG reduction policies.

5.9.1 Setting
5.9.1.1 GHGs and Climate Change
Gases that trap heat in the atmosphere are referred to as GHGs because they capture heat
radiated from the sun as it is reflected back into the atmosphere, much like a greenhouse. The
principal GHGs are carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), ozone (O3), and
water vapor (H2O).1
While the presence of the primary GHGs in the atmosphere are naturally occurring, CO2, CH4,
and N2O are mainly the result of human activities, which have accelerated the emission rate of
these compounds into the earth’s atmosphere. Emissions of CO2 are largely by‐products of fossil
fuel combustion, whereas methane results from off‐gassing associated with agricultural practices
and landfills. Other GHGs include hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulfur
hexafluoride, which are generated during certain industrial processes. GHGs are typically
reported in “carbon‐dioxide‐equivalent” measures (CO2e).2
There is international scientific consensus that human‐caused increases in GHGs have and will
continue to contribute to climate change. Potential climate change impacts in California may
include, but are not limited to, a decrease in snowpack; sea level rise; and a greater number of
extreme heat days per year, high ozone days, large forest fires, and drought years. Secondary
effects are likely to include a global rise in sea level, impacts on agriculture, changes in disease
vectors, and changes in habitat and biodiversity (California Climate Change Portal, 2011).

5.9.1.2 GHG Emissions Summary
The California Air Resources Board (CARB) estimated that in 2008 California produced about
478 million metric tons of CO2e (MMT CO2e). The CARB found transportation to be the source of
37 percent of the state’s total GHG emissions, followed by electricity generation (both in‐state and

1

Ozone that is not directly emitted but formed from other gases in the troposphere (the lowest level of the
earth’s atmosphere) also contributes to the retention of heat.
2 Because of the differential heat absorption potential of various GHGs, GHG emissions are frequently measured
in “carbon‐dioxide‐equivalents,” which represent a weighted average based on the heat absorption (or “climate
change”) potential of each gas. This allows the total GHG emissions resulting from a project or activity to be
expressed as a single number that represents the total carbon footprint resulting from that project or activity.
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out‐of‐state) (24 percent) and industrial sources (19 percent). Commercial and residential fuel use
(primarily for heating) accounted for 9 percent of the state’s total GHG emissions (CARB, 2010b).
In the Bay Area, fossil fuel consumption in the transportation sector (on‐road motor vehicles, off‐
highway mobile sources, and aircraft) and the industrial and commercial sectors are the two
largest sources of GHG emissions, each accounting for approximately 36 percent of the Bay
Area’s 95.8 MMT CO2e emitted in 2007. Electricity generation accounted for approximately
16 percent of the Bay Area’s GHG emissions, followed by residential fuel usage at 7 percent, off‐
road equipment at 3 percent, and agriculture at 1 percent (BAAQMD, 2010a).

5.9.2 Regulatory Framework
5.9.2.1 Federal Regulations
There are no federal regulations or requirements pertaining to GHG emissions that apply to the
SABPL project.

5.9.2.2 State Regulations
Global Warming Solutions Act (Assembly Bill 32)
In 2006, the California legislature passed the Global Warming Solutions Act, or Assembly Bill 32
(AB 32) (California Health and Safety Code Division 25.5, Sections 38500 et seq.). AB 32 requires
the CARB to design and implement emission limits, regulations, and other feasible and cost‐
effective measures to ensure that statewide GHG emissions will be reduced to 1990 levels by 2020
(representing a 25 percent reduction in emissions).

California Climate Change Scoping Plan
In December 2008, pursuant to AB 32, the CARB adopted the California Climate Change Scoping
Plan, which outlines measures to attain the 2020 GHG reduction limits. To meet these goals,
California must reduce its GHG emissions by 30 percent below projected 2020 business‐as‐usual
emissions levels, or about 15 percent from today’s levels (CARB, 2010a). The Scoping Plan
estimates a reduction of 174 MMT CO2e (about 191 million U.S. tons) from the transportation,
energy, agriculture, forestry, and high climate‐change‐potential sectors (see Table 5.9‐1 below).
The CARB has identified an implementation timeline for the GHG reduction strategies in the
Scoping Plan (CARB, 2010b). Some of these measures may require new legislation to implement,
some will require subsidies, some have already been developed, and some will require additional
effort to evaluate and quantify. Additionally, some emission reduction strategies may require
environmental review under state regulations (CEQA) or federal regulations (the National
Environmental Policy Act, or NEPA). In March 2011, the San Francisco Superior Court issued a
final ruling that effectively blocked the CARB from implementing the GHG‐reducing actions
outlined in the Scoping Plan until the CARB complies with CEQA. The CARB is currently in the
process of reconsidering the environmental impact of the Scoping Plan and examining
alternatives to the Scoping Plan’s cap‐and‐trade policy.
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TABLE 5.9‐1
CALIFORNIA CLIMATE CHANGE SCOPING PLAN –
ESTIMATED GHG REDUCTIONS
Estimated GHG
Reduction by 2020
(MMT CO2e)

Sector
Transportation Sector
Electricity and Natural Gas
Industry
Landfill Methane Control Measure (Discrete Early Action)
Forestry
High Climate‐Change‐Potential GHGs
Additional Reductions Needed to Achieve the GHG Cap
Total Reductions Counted Towards 2020 Target

62.3
49.7
1.4
1
5
20.2
34.4
174

Other Recommended Measures
Government Operations
Agriculture – Methane Capture at Large Dairies
Water
Green Buildings
High Recycling / Zero Waste
Commercial Recycling
Composting
Anaerobic Digestion
Extended Producer Responsibility
Environmentally Preferable Purchasing
Total Reductions Counted Towards 2020 Target

1–2
1
4.8
26

9

42.8 – 43.8

SOURCE: CARB, 2010b.

AB 32 also anticipates that local government actions will result in reduced GHG emissions. The
CARB has identified a GHG reduction target of 15 percent from current levels for local
governments, noting that successful plan implementation relies on the authority of local
governments to plan, zone, approve, and permit land development to accommodate population
growth and the changing needs of their jurisdictions.

5.9.2.3 Local Regulations
Bay Area Air Quality Management District CEQA Guidelines
The BAAQMD is the primary agency responsible for air quality regulation in the San Francisco
Bay Area Air Basin. The Bay Area Air Basin comprises Alameda, San Francisco, Santa Clara,
Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, and San Mateo Counties, the southern half of Sonoma County, and
the southwestern portion of Solano County. As part of its role in air quality regulation, BAAQMD
prepares guidelines and procedures to assist lead agencies in evaluating a project’s potential air
quality impacts during the CEQA environmental review process. In June 2010, the BAAQMD
adopted revised CEQA thresholds of significance for air quality impacts as well as new
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thresholds of significance for operational GHG impacts, which were not previously included in
the BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines. The BAAQMD has not defined quantitative GHG thresholds
for construction activities. OPR’s amendments to the CEQA Guidelines as well as BAAQMD’s
CEQA Air Quality Guidelines and thresholds of significance have been incorporated into the
analysis in Section 5.9.3.

San Francisco Greenhouse Gas Reduction Ordinance
In May 2008, the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF) adopted an ordinance amending the
San Francisco Environment Code to establish GHG emissions targets and departmental action
plans; to authorize the San Francisco Department of the Environment to coordinate efforts to
meet these targets; and to make environmental findings. The Greenhouse Gas Reduction
Ordinance establishes the following GHG emissions reduction limits and the target dates by
which to achieve them:


Reduce GHG emissions by 25 percent below 1990 levels by 2017.



Reduce GHG emissions by 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2025.



Reduce GHG emissions by 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050.

The ordinance also directs CCSF departments to prepare climate action plans that assess GHG
emissions associated with their activities and with the activities they regulate, and to report the
results of those assessments to the San Francisco Department of the Environment.

SFPUC Climate Action Plan
In 2009, pursuant to San Francisco’s Greenhouse Gas Reduction Ordinance, the SFPUC presented
a departmental climate action plan focused on energy efficiency and renewable energy programs
that help to reduce GHG emissions. The total energy savings potential for all SFPUC facilities is
estimated to be 11.8 million kilowatt‐hours (kWh) of electricity. A number of SFPUC energy‐
efficiency and renewable energy generation projects have already been implemented, and many
more are in the planning, design, or construction phases (San Francisco Planning Department,
2010).
The SFPUC manages and implements energy‐efficiency projects in municipal buildings and
facilities and provides energy‐efficiency services such as energy audits and design and
construction management. Energy‐efficiency technologies are commonly applied to lighting;
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC); facility pumps and motors; and electrical
controls. As of 2007, the SFPUC estimated that the energy‐efficiency improvement projects had
resulted in a reduction in CO2 emissions of approximately 11,000 metric tons (MT) per year
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2010).
The SFPUC currently operates over 2 megawatts (MW) of solar electric photovoltaic projects
throughout San Francisco that collectively generate over 2 million kWh of clean renewable
electricity annually. A large‐scale solar electric photovoltaic project planned for Sunset Reservoir is
expected to produce an additional 5 MW of solar energy. Other potential opportunities for large‐
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scale solar projects are being considered for the SFPUC Tesla Portal facility in San Joaquin County
as well as for SFPUC water supply facilities in the Sunol Valley. In addition, the SFPUC has
installed wind‐monitoring equipment at sites in and around the Bay Area and the Sierra Nevada
mountains to evaluate the potential for wind power development (San Francisco Planning
Department, 2010). SFPUC projects that reduce electrical energy consumption and/or generate
renewable energy help to reduce GHG emissions associated with SFPUC facility operations.

San Francisco’s Electricity Resource Plan
The 2011 Updated Electricity Resource Plan presents the City‐wide plan to help San Francisco
achieve its goal of generating all of its energy needs from renewable and zero‐GHG electric
energy sources by 2030 (SFPUC, 2011a). See Section 5.18.2.3 in Section 5.18, Energy and Mineral
Resources, for additional information regarding this plan.

5.9.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.9.3.1 Significance Criteria
The CCSF has not formally adopted significance standards for impacts related to GHG emissions,
but generally considers that implementation of the proposed project would have a significant
impact if it were to:


Generate GHG emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a significant impact
on the environment; or



Conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose of
reducing emissions of GHGs.

5.9.3.2 Approach to Analysis
The analysis of GHG emissions considers construction‐related and operational impacts
associated with the proposed project. Pursuant to Section 15064.4 of the CEQA Guidelines, the
significance of the SABPL project’s GHG emissions has been determined based on the
BAAQMD’s adopted thresholds of significance, and on whether the SABPL project’s emissions
would exceed levels outlined in any applicable GHG reduction plans, policies, or regulations.
The BAAQMD thresholds of significance include a threshold for operational GHG emissions but
none for construction‐related GHG emissions (BAAQMD, 2010b). The BAAQMD recommends
the significance of GHG construction‐related emission impacts be determined in relation to
meeting AB 32 GHG reduction targets. The BAAQMD further recommends, and encourages lead
agencies to incorporate, best management practices (BMPs) to reduce GHG emissions during
construction, as feasible and applicable (BAAQMD, 2011). BMPs could include, but are not
limited to: ensuring that at least 15 percent of the construction fleet is comprised of alternatively
fueled (e.g., biodiesel, electric) vehicles/equipment; using at least 10 percent local building
materials; and recycling or reusing at least 50 percent of construction waste or demolition
materials.
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The impact analysis in this section estimates the annual GHGs that would be emitted during
project construction activities, and then compares these estimates to total annual GHG emissions
in the Bay Area and in the state (there are no applicable construction‐related thresholds). The
impact analysis also compares the total GHG emissions that would be generated during project
construction (averaged over the lifespan of the project) to BAAQMD operational significance
thresholds. The BAAQMD’s operational GHG thresholds of significance that apply to the SABPL
project are 10,000 MT of CO2e per year for stationary sources, or 1,100 MT of CO2e per year for
mobile sources.

5.9.3.3 Summary of Impacts
TABLE 5.9‐2
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Significance
Determinations

Impacts

Impact GG‐1: Project construction would not conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or
regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing GHG emissions.

Impact GG‐2: Project operations would generate GHG emissions, but not at levels that would
have a significant impact on the environment.

Impact GG‐3: Project operations would not conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or
regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing GHG emissions.

Impact C‐GG: The proposed project would not result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative GHG emissions.

LS
LS
LS
LS

LS = Less than Significant impact, no mitigation required

5.9.3.4 Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact GG‐1: Project construction would not conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or
regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing GHG emissions. (Less than Significant)
Project construction activities are estimated to occur over approximately 21 months (between
October 2012 and June 2014), and the resulting exhaust emissions from off‐road equipment,
on‐road trucking, and construction worker commute traffic during this period are expected to
contribute minimally to long‐term regional increases in GHGs. Table 5.9‐3 presents the SABPL
project’s estimated annual construction‐related emissions for 2012, 2013, and 2014. As indicated
in the table, construction activities associated with the SABPL project would generate up to an
estimated 2,565 MT of CO2e in the peak year (2013). Emissions associated with project
construction would represent approximately 5.7 x 10‐6 (0.0006) percent of total annual GHG
emissions for the state,3 and approximately 2.8 x 10‐5 (0.0028) percent of total annual GHG

3

CARB (2010b) reported statewide GHG emissions in 2008 at approximately 478 MMT CO2e.
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TABLE 5.9‐3
ESTIMATED ANNUAL GHG EMISSIONS DURING CONSTRUCTION
Estimated Annual Emissions
(MT per year)
CO2

CO2e

92

93

92

93

2012
Backup Pipeline and Water Pipeline to Sunol
Maximum GHG Emissions in 2012
2013
Backup Pipeline and Water Pipeline to Sunol

1,109

1,119

Discharge Facility at Pit F3‐East

321

324

Cutoff Wall

478

482

Transfer Pipeline and Dewatering Pipeline

249

251

Alameda Creek Pump Station

116

117

New Chemical Facility

407

411

2,680

2,704

Backup Pipeline and Water Pipeline to Sunol

185

187

Discharge Facility at Pit F3‐East

321

324

Cutoff Wall

159

160

665

671

Maximum GHG Emissions in 2013
2014

Maximum GHG Emissions in 2014
Applicable BAAQMD CEQA Significance Thresholds
NOTE:

None

When CO2 and non‐CO2 GHG emissions are considered together, they are referenced as CO2e, which add
approximately 0.9 percent to CO2 emissions from diesel equipment exhaust (CCAR, 2009).

SOURCE: URBEMIS2007, 2011.

emissions for the entire Bay Area.4 The contribution of GHG emissions from the project would be
extremely small in terms of both the statewide and Bay Area annual GHG emissions. During the
entire 21‐month construction period, an estimated 3,468 MT of CO2e emissions would be
generated (BAAQMD, 2010b). When averaged over a conservative 30‐year lifespan for the SABPL
project, the average annual GHG emissions associated with all project construction activities
would equate to approximately 1156 MT of CO2e emissions per year.
Neither the state nor the BAAQMD has adopted a methodology or quantitative threshold—such
as those that exist for criteria pollutants—that can be applied to a construction project to evaluate
the significance of an individual project’s construction‐related contribution to GHG emissions.
Although the BAAQMD’s CEQA Guidelines do not specify thresholds of significance for
construction‐related GHG emissions, they do encourage incorporation of BMPs to reduce GHG
4

BAAQMD (2010a) reported regional Bay Area GHG emissions in 2007 at approximately 95.8 MMT CO2e
(88.7 MMT CO2e were emitted within the San Francisco Bay Area Air Basin and 7.1 MMT CO2e were indirect
emissions from imported electricity).
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emissions during construction, as applicable, such as ensuring that at least 15 percent of the
construction fleet is comprised of alternatively fueled (e.g., biodiesel, electric) construction
vehicles/equipment; using at least 10 percent local building materials; and recycling or reusing at
least 50 percent of construction waste or demolition materials.
As indicated in Section 3.6.7.2 of Chapter 3, Project Description, the SFPUC has established
construction‐related GHG reduction actions that would be included in all construction
specifications for the SABPL project; these GHG reduction actions would be implemented as part of
the proposed project and would reduce the GHG emissions associated with project construction by
requiring construction contractors to maintain adequate tire pressure in all construction vehicles
and minimize the idling time for construction equipment (including vehicles).
Furthermore, consistent with the BAAQMD‐recommended BMPs for reducing GHG emissions
during construction, it is expected that the majority of debris and excavated materials produced
during project construction activities would be diverted from landfills. Most construction debris
would consist of spoils, rock, and other excavated materials. As described under Impact UT‐3 in
Section 5.12, Utilities and Service Systems, because soils in the project area are generally
considered to be of good quality, the SFPUC estimates that 25 percent of the excess spoils
generated during construction would be hauled to a landfill, and the remaining 75 percent of the
excess spoils would be permanently placed in an earthen berm at the North Spoils Site or in an
earthen berm at the former nursery site located within Staging Area C, and/or temporarily placed
in Pit F6 or the SMP‐30 aggregate processing facility for subsequent sale and reuse. Therefore, an
estimated 75 percent of excess construction spoils would be diverted from landfills, thereby
minimizing GHG emissions associated with construction haul trucks and solid waste disposal.5
A relatively small amount of GHGs would be generated during project construction activities in
comparison to statewide and Bay Area GHG emissions. Further, GHG emissions would be
temporary in nature, would be limited to the approximately 21‐month construction period, and
would not continue after completion of project construction. The SFPUC would also require
construction contractors to implement GHG reduction actions, and the majority of construction
waste would be diverted from landfills. For these reasons, project construction would not conflict
with state AB 32 goals and CCSF Greenhouse Gas Reduction Ordinance goals related to the
reduction of GHG emissions. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant.
Although no mitigation is necessary, implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1a
(BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures) (see Impact AQ‐1 in Section 5.8, Air Quality, for
description), which includes idling restrictions specified in Title 13 of the California Code of
Regulations, Section 2485, would limit criteria pollutant emissions and, in turn, reduce
construction‐related GHG emissions.
_________________________
5

Decomposition of organic waste in municipal solid waste landfills produces CH4, CO2, and N2O (BAAQMD,
2010a). The estimated emissions presented in Table 5.9‐3 already reflect reductions in GHG emissions from
such diversions of excess construction spoils, since this analysis assumes 25 percent of excess spoils would be
off‐hauled to landfills and 75 percent would remain in the vicinity.
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5.9.3.5 Operational Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact GG‐2: Project operations would generate GHG emissions, but not at levels that would
result in a significant impact on the environment. (Less than Significant)
SFPUC operations requiring the diversion of quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water out of the
regional water system would use the San Antonio Pump Station to pump flows of up to
160 million gallons per day (the capacity of the San Antonio Pump Station) to either San Antonio
Reservoir or the Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant (SVWTP). Because this is the case under
both existing conditions and with‐project conditions, GHG emissions associated with this
scenario would not change with project implementation.
However, the diversion of Hetch Hetchy flows greater than 160 million gallons per day would
increase electrical power consumption under the proposed project. Under the existing condition,
these higher flows are discharged by gravity to San Antonio Creek. Since water that is discharged
to San Antonio Creek cannot be recovered, the only electrical power consumption associated
with the existing creek discharges is the power needed to operate the existing chemical facility
that dechlorinates and pH‐adjusts the Hetch Hetchy water.
With implementation of the proposed project, the higher flows would be discharged to
Pit F3‐East by gravity via the proposed backup pipeline. Discharged water in the quarry pit at or
above 190 feet mean sea level (msl) would then be recovered by SFPUC facility operators using a
two‐step pumping process that would convey the water to San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP.
The existing annual energy consumption associated with discharges to San Antonio Creek at the
base of Turner Dam is approximately 40,924 kWh. Operation of the pumps needed to recover the
water discharged to Pit F3‐East would increase operational energy consumption by an estimated
235,038 kWh per year, for a total energy consumption of 275,962 kWh per year (SFPUC, 2011b).
However, since the primary source of electrical energy for both of these facilities, existing and
proposed, is hydroelectric power from the Hetch Hetchy Water & Power (HHWP) Calaveras
Substation, fossil fuels would not be used and GHG emissions would not increase due to the
project’s increased electricity demand. Similarly, the new chemical facility and electrical control
building would utilize hydroelectric power. In addition, consistent with state and local policies
related to energy efficiency, the SFPUC has designed the proposed SABPL project facilities
(chemical facility and electrical control building) in accordance with the 2008 Energy Efficiency
Standards for Residential and Nonresidential Buildings, as specified in the California Code of
Regulations, Title 24, Part 6, as appropriate (see Impact ME‐4 in Section 5.18, Mineral and Energy
Resources, for additional discussion). Thus, no impact related to GHG emissions would result
from the increase in electrical power consumption during project operations.
The existing chemical facility would be decommissioned once the new chemical facility is
brought online. A diesel fuel‐powered portable emergency generator (100 kilowatts) at the Sunol
Valley Chloramination Facility currently provides backup power for the existing chemical facility
during power outages. As part of the proposed project, this generator would be replaced by a
liquid propane gas‐powered backup generator (150 kilowatts). The new generator would be
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50 percent larger than the existing generator, but liquid propane gas would generate
approximately 14 percent less CO2e than diesel. Based on an assumed one‐hour test per week,
direct operational GHG emissions from the 100‐kilowatt diesel generator are currently 3.9 MT of
CO2e per year,6 while the 150‐kilowatt propane generator would emit 7.1 MT of CO2e per year.7
Therefore, project implementation would result in a net increase of 3.2 MT of CO2e per year.
When compared to the BAAQMD significance threshold of 10,000 MT of CO2e per year for
stationary sources, the impact related to the calculated increase in operational GHG emissions
from generator testing and maintenance would be less than significant.
The SABPL project would require periodic operations review and maintenance activities, but the
number of vehicle trips would be similar to those required under existing conditions. The
number of trips related to supply deliveries with the proposed project is not expected to change
when compared to existing conditions. Therefore, the project’s operational GHG emissions
associated with worker vehicle trips would be less than significant.
_________________________
Impact GG‐3: Project operations would not conflict with any plan, policy, or regulation
adopted for the purpose of reducing GHG emissions. (Less than Significant)
As indicated under Impact GG‐2, above, the SABPL project’s long‐term operational GHG emissions
would not exceed the adopted BAAQMD GHG significance thresholds. Given that operational
GHG emissions would be less than significant and energy efficiency measures would be
implemented, the proposed project would not conflict with the state’s AB 32 goal and associated
Scoping Plan estimates of reducing GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, or the CCSF Greenhouse
Gas Reduction Ordinance’s and associated SFPUC Climate Action Plan’s goal of reducing GHG
emissions by 25 percent below 1990 levels by 2017 and up to 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050.
The proposed project would also not conflict with San Francisco Electricity Resource Plan’s goal of
generating all of its energy needs from renewable and zero‐GHG electric energy sources by 2030.
The impact would therefore be less than significant.
_________________________

5.9.3.6 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1 and Pumping Variant 2
Both Pumping Variant 1 and Pumping Variant 2 would involve the construction and operation of
new pumping facilities to recover Hetch Hetchy water that is discharged to Pit F3‐East, as well as
a liquid propane gas‐powered backup generator for the new chemical facility. Although the
Alameda Creek Pump Station would not be constructed under Pumping Variant 1, this variant
6

This estimate is based on 7.4 gallons per hour (100 kilowatts under maximum load), 385 gallons per year of
diesel combustion, and 10.2 kilograms (kg) of CO2e per gallon (CCAR, 2009).
7 This estimate is based on 22.7 gallons per hour (150 kilowatts under maximum load), 1,180 gallons per year of
propane combustion, and 6 kg of CO2e per gallon (CCAR, 2009).
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would still result in an increase in hydroelectric power consumption due to the high‐pressure
submersible pumps that would be installed and operated. The total annual energy consumption
for Pumping Variant 1 would be approximately 238,233 kWh, which is 37,729 kWh per year less
than under the proposed project (SFPUC, 2011b), but would not result in decreased operational
GHG emissions compared to the proposed project, because the power source would be
hydroelectric power from the HHWP Calaveras Substation. Similarly, the total annual energy
consumption for Pumping Variant 2, estimated at 257,098 kWh (SFPUC, 2011b), would not
change the operational GHG emissions compared to the proposed project, because the power
source would be hydroelectric power from the HHWP Calaveras Substation. Thus, construction
and operation of either Pumping Variant 1 or 2 would not change the analysis or conclusions
presented in Sections 5.9.3.4 and 5.9.3.5, above.
_____________________________

5.9.3.7 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact C‐GG: The proposed project would not result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to GHG emissions. (Less than Significant)
Because GHG emissions affect global climate change, the evaluation of GHG emissions is
inherently a cumulative impact issue. Since it is not feasible to evaluate GHG emissions impacts
based on the sum of all past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects on a global scale,
the geographic scope for cumulative GHG emission impacts is the San Francisco Bay Area Air
Basin as well as the state as a whole.

GHG Emissions during Project Construction
As discussed above under Impact GG‐1, the BAAQMD has not established a threshold of
significance for construction‐related GHG emissions. It is estimated that construction activities
associated with the SABPL project would generate up to 2,495 MT of CO2e in the peak year
(2013). Total GHG emissions from construction activity calculated over a minimum 30‐year
expected lifespan of the project would be approximately 107 MT of CO2e per year. Peak‐year
construction emissions of 2,565 MT of CO2e would represent approximately 5.3 x 10‐6 (0.0005)
percent of total annual GHG emissions for the state,8 and approximately 2.7 x 10‐5 (0.0027)
percent of total annual GHG emissions for the entire Bay Area.9 Thus, while the cumulative
impact of regional and statewide GHG emissions is potentially significant, the contribution of
GHG emissions from the project would be extremely small in terms of both the statewide and
Bay Area annual GHG emissions. In addition, construction‐related GHG emissions would be
temporary in nature and limited to the approximately 21‐month construction period. Therefore,
the SABPL project’s contribution to GHG emissions during construction would not be
cumulatively considerable (less than significant).
8
9

CARB (2010b) reported State‐wide GHG emissions in 2008 at approximately 478 MMT CO2e.
BAAQMD (2010a) reported regional Bay Area GHGs emissions in 2007 at approximately 95.8 MMT CO2e (88.7
MMT CO2e were emitted within the San Francisco Bay Area Air District and 7.1 MMT CO2e were indirect
emissions from imported electricity).
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Although no mitigation is necessary, the SFPUC would implement GHG reduction actions and
would divert the majority of construction‐related wastes from landfills. Further, implementation
of Mitigation Measures M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures) and M‐AQ‐1b
(BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for NOX Reduction), which are prescribed to
reduce NOX emissions during construction (see Impact AQ‐1 in Section 5.8, Air Quality), would
also serve to reduce GHG emissions during construction.

GHG Emissions during Project Operations
Given the global nature of the climate change issue, cumulative GHG emissions are considered a
significant impact. At the project level, the BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines established 10,000 MT of
CO2e per year as the individual project operational threshold. Because the BAAQMD’s threshold
of significance for operational GHG emissions represents the level that would not substantially
conflict with the goal of reducing statewide GHG emissions—which in turn are aimed at
stabilizing global climate change (BAAQMD, 2011)—GHG emissions below this threshold are not
considered cumulatively considerable.
As discussed above under Impact GG‐2, net increases in direct operational GHG emissions
resulting from testing and maintenance of the larger, 150‐kilowatt liquid propane gas‐powered
backup generator would be 3.2 MT of CO2e per year. The increased use of hydroelectric power
during project operations would not result in an increase in GHG emissions. Because the SABPL
project’s operational GHG emissions would be less than the BAAQMD’s threshold of 10,000 MT
of CO2e, the SABPL project’s contribution to cumulative GHG emissions and associated climate
change impacts would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant).

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
Because implementation of either Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2 would result in
impacts that are substantially similar to or the same as those of the proposed project (refer to
Section 5.9.3.6, Impacts of Pumping Variants), the cumulative impact analysis and associated
conclusions provided above apply to both project variants.
_________________________
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5.10 Wind and Shadow
This section analyzes the potential for the proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL)
project to adversely affect existing wind and shadow patterns.

5.10.1 Setting
The proposed project is located in the Sunol Valley in unincorporated Alameda County, south of
the Interstate 680 and State Route 84 junction within Alameda watershed lands. The lands are
owned by the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF) and managed by the SFPUC. The
Alameda watershed encompasses 56 square miles (36,000 acres) of largely undeveloped, rolling
grassland and scattered oak woodlands. As discussed in Section 5.11, Recreation, public access to
the Alameda watershed is limited, and there are no public facilities within or immediately
adjacent to the project area.
Land uses in the project vicinity consist of various water supply facilities, gravel mining
operations, cattle grazing and open space, and four private residences: the SFPUC watershed
keeper’s residence, approximately 225 feet east of the project area and Calaveras Road near the
Alameda East Portal; the Garcia residence, approximately 1,300 feet southwest of the project area;
and two private residences on Athenour Way, approximately 2,100 feet west of the project area.
Existing aboveground structures in the project vicinity include the San Antonio Pump Station,
the existing chemical facility at the San Antonio Pump Station, the Sunol Valley Chloramination
Facility, an existing fluoride facility, and several auxiliary buildings associated with SFPUC water
system operations (see Figure 3‐3 in Chapter 3, Project Description). With the exception of the
approximately 40‐foot‐high Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility at the southern end of the
project area, existing aboveground structures in the project vicinity are generally small, widely
spaced, single‐story buildings surrounded by gravel access roads and grassland. Due to the
heights of these aboveground structures, wind and shadow patterns in the project area are
largely unaffected by development.

5.10.2 Regulatory Framework
There are no federal, state, or local regulations governing wind or shadow that apply to the
SABPL project. Although CCSF regulations govern wind and shadow effects within the
boundaries of San Francisco, these local regulations do not apply to the SABPL project because
the project is not located in San Francisco. Nevertheless, an overview of CCSF wind and shadow
regulations is provided for informational purposes.

5.10.2.1 Wind
The San Francisco Planning Code establishes wind comfort and wind hazard criteria for use in
evaluating new development in four areas of the city: the C‐3 Downtown Commercial Districts
(Section 148); the Van Ness Avenue Special Use District (Section 243[c][9]); the Folsom–Main
Residential/Commercial Special Use District (Section 249.1); and the Downtown Residential
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District (Section 825). As the proposed project would not be located in any of these areas, the
wind comfort and wind hazard criteria established in the Planning Code do not apply to the
project.

5.10.2.2 Shadow
San Francisco General Plan
The Recreation and Open Space Element of the San Francisco General Plan (CCSF, 1996) includes
the following policy related to potential solar access or shading impacts:
Policy 2.3: Solar access to public open space should be protected.
The policy promotes solar access and avoidance of shade to maintain the usability of public open
spaces. It states that the requirements of Planning Code Section 295 apply to the review of
projects that could shade San Francisco Recreation and Park Department property. Policy 2.3
further states that:
A number of other open spaces designated in this Element or elsewhere in the General Plan
are under the jurisdiction of other public agencies, or are privately owned and therefore
not protected by the Planning Code amendments. These spaces should be given other
forms of protection to assure they are not shaded during the hours of their most intensive
use. Any new shading should be remedied to the extent feasible by expanding
opportunities for public assembly and recreation in indoor and outdoor settings.
The proposed project is not located on San Francisco Recreation and Park Department property,
and none of the project components would affect areas accessible to the public. Therefore, these
policies do not apply to the proposed project.

San Francisco Planning Code
Planning Code Section 295, adopted in 1984 pursuant to voter approval of Proposition K (also
known as the Sunlight Ordinance), prohibits the issuance of building permits for structures over
40 feet in height that would cast shade or shadow on property under the jurisdiction of, or
designated to be acquired by, the Recreation and Park Commission. The statute applies to the
time of day beginning one hour after sunrise and ending one hour before sunset at any time of
year, unless the Planning Commission determines that the shade or shadow would have an
insignificant adverse impact on the use of such property.
The project area is located in the Alameda watershed, outside of San Francisco, and there are no
parks or open spaces within the project area or vicinity that are under the jurisdiction of the
San Francisco Recreation and Park Department. Therefore, the SABPL project would not be
subject to review under Planning Code Section 295.
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5.10.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.10.3.1 Significance Criteria
The CCSF has not formally adopted significance standards for impacts related to wind and
shadow, but generally considers that implementation of the proposed project would have a
significant impact if it were to:


Alter wind in a manner that substantially affects public areas; or



Create new shadow in a manner that substantially affects outdoor recreation facilities or
other public areas.

Due to the nature of the proposed project, there would be no impacts related to these significance
criteria for the reasons described below:


Alter Wind in a Manner that Substantially Affects Public Areas. The proposed project involves
the construction of: four new single‐story facilities and buildings (the new chemical facility
near the southern backup pipeline alignment, the electrical control building for the
discharge facility at Pit F3‐East, and the Alameda Creek Pump Station and adjacent control
building on the west side of Pit F3‐West); an approximately 10‐foot‐tall electrical
transformer adjacent to the Alameda Creek Pump Station; multiple manhole risers and
vaults along the backup pipeline alignment extending 2 to 3 feet above grade; and vertical
piping at cross‐connections extending 8 to 10 feet above the ground surface. These
structures are similar in size and height to other SFPUC buildings in the area and would
not alter wind patterns in the project vicinity, including wind patterns along Calaveras
Road, which is a popular route for recreational bicyclists. Therefore, the criterion related to
altering wind in a manner that would substantially affect publicly accessible areas is not
applicable to the proposed project and is not discussed further.



Create New Shadow in a Manner that Substantially Affects Outdoor Recreation Facilities or Other
Public Areas. The SABPL project does not propose any features that would substantially
affect shadow patterns. The tallest structures to be constructed under the proposed project
are the new chemical facility at the south end of the backup pipeline alignment, the
electrical control building at Pit F3‐East, and the Alameda Creek Pump Station and control
building on the west side of Pit F3‐West. These single‐story buildings would not be high
enough to create substantial new shadows that could affect outdoor recreational facilities
or other public areas. Therefore, the criterion related to creating new shadow that would
substantially affect outdoor recreational facilities or other public areas is not applicable to
the proposed project and is not discussed further.

5.10.3.2 Construction and Operational Impacts and Mitigation Measures
As described above, implementation of the proposed project would not result in impacts related to
wind and shadow. Therefore, no mitigation measures related to this resource topic are necessary.
_________________________
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5.10.3.3 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1 and Pumping Variant 2
As with the proposed project, implementation of Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2
would not include construction of any structures or features that would alter wind and shadow
patterns. Thus, the effects of the pumping variants on wind and shadow would be the same as
those under the proposed project and would not change the analysis or conclusions presented in
Section 5.10.3.2, above.
_____________________________

5.10.3.4 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Implementation of the proposed project would not result in cumulative impacts related to wind
and shadow because the project would not cause any project‐specific impacts related to this
resource topic.

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
As with the proposed project, implementation of either Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2
would not result in impacts related to wind and shadow. Thus, the cumulative impact analysis
and associated conclusions provided above apply to both project variants.
_________________________

5.10.4 References
City and County of San Francisco (CCSF), San Francisco General Plan, Recreation and Open
Space Element. 1996.
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5.11 Recreation
This section evaluates the potential impacts on recreational resources associated with
implementation of the proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project. This analysis
addresses publicly accessible recreational resources in the vicinity of the SABPL project,
including local roadways used for bicycling and designated recreational trails used for hiking,
jogging, bicycling, and equestrian use.

5.11.1 Setting
The proposed project would be located on land owned by the City and County of San Francisco
(CCSF) and managed by the SFPUC within the Sunol Valley in unincorporated Alameda County.
The project area extends roughly two miles from the San Antonio Pump Station, which is located
near the Alameda Siphons at the southern end of the project area, to the North Spoils Site, which is
located along the west side of Calaveras Road, just south of the Interstate 680 (I‐680) and State
Route 84 (SR 84) junction. Public access is limited on CCSF‐owned lands, and there are no public
recreational facilities within or immediately adjacent to the project area. However, the Sunol
Water Temple, the Sunol Valley Golf Club, and several East Bay Regional Park District (EBRPD)
recreational facilities are located in the project vicinity and are accessed via Calaveras Road and
other nearby roadways. In addition, Calaveras Road is a popular bicycle route. These recreational
resources are described below.

5.11.1.1 Recreational Parks and Trails
The EBRPD operates three public parks and open space areas within five miles of the project
area: the Sunol Regional Wilderness, Ohlone Regional Wilderness, and Mission Peak Regional
Preserve. The Sunol Regional Wilderness is a 6,859‐acre park located approximately one mile
southeast from the southernmost portion of the project area; it has a visitor’s center as well as
facilities for camping, picnicking, hiking, backpacking, and horseback riding (EBRPD, 2009).
Calaveras Road is the main vehicle access route to the Sunol Regional Wilderness from the north.
The Ohlone Regional Wilderness is located east of and adjacent to the Sunol Regional Wilderness.
Portions of the Sunol‐Ohlone Regional Wilderness are on CCSF‐owned Alameda watershed
lands. The Mission Peak Regional Preserve, also managed by the EBRPD, is approximately
2.6 miles southwest of the SABPL project area. This park provides opportunities for hiking,
bicycling, and horseback riding (EBRPD, 2010).
The closest recreational trail to the project area is the Maguire Peaks Trail, located approximately
1.2 miles southeast of the project area in the Sunol Regional Wilderness (see Figure 5.3‐1 in
Section 5.3, Aesthetics).

5.11.1.2 Popular Bicycle Routes
Calaveras Road is a popular route for recreational cyclists and has been used as a route for the
professional AMGEN Tour of California bicycle race. Several local cycling groups, such as the Bay
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Area Velo Girls and Valley Spokesmen Bicycling Touring Club, use Calaveras Road for regularly
scheduled rides (Bay Area Velo Girls, 2010; Valley Spokesmen Bicycling Touring Club, 2010).

5.11.1.3 Sunol Valley Golf Club
The Sunol Valley Golf Club is located southwest of the I‐680 and SR 84 junction and offers two
18‐hole courses, a pro‐shop, and banquet facilities (Sunol Valley Golf Club, 2009). The Sunol
Valley Golf Club is approximately 0.75 mile west of the project area.

5.11.1.4 Sunol Water Temple
The Sunol Water Temple (managed by the SFPUC) is located west of the I‐680 and SR 84 junction,
approximately 0.75 mile west of the North Spoils Site. In 1976, the American Society of Civil
Engineers designated the Sunol Water Temple a California Historical Engineering Landmark; the
temple is open to the public Monday through Friday (SFPUC, 2010).

5.11.2 Regulatory Framework
There are no federal, state, or local regulations or requirements pertaining to recreational
resources or facilities that are directly applicable to the proposed SABPL project.

5.11.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.11.3.1 Significance Criteria
The CCSF has not formally adopted significance standards for impacts related to recreation, but
generally considers that implementation of the proposed project would have a significant impact
if it were to:



Increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other recreational facilities
such that substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated;



Include recreational facilities or require the construction or expansion of recreational
facilities that might have an adverse physical effect on the environment; or



Physically degrade existing recreational resources.

5.11.3.2 Approach to Analysis
Due to the nature of the proposed project, there would be no impacts related to the following
significance criteria; therefore, no impact discussion is provided for these topics for the reasons
described below:



Increase the Use of Existing Neighborhood and Regional Parks or Other Recreational Facilities. The
proposed project does not propose to construct new homes or businesses and would not
increase the number of residents in the project area. Thus, implementation of the proposed
project would not increase the use of recreational parks or other recreational facilities in the
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area. Therefore, this significance criterion is not applicable to the proposed project and is
not discussed further.



Include Recreational Facilities or Require the Construction or Expansion of Recreational Facilities.
The SABPL project does not propose to construct recreational facilities and would not
result in the need for new or expanded recreational facilities. Thus, the significance
criterion related to the construction or expansion of recreational facilities is not applicable
to the proposed project and is not discussed further.

To evaluate the SABPL project’s potential to physically degrade recreational resources, this
analysis considers whether the SABPL project would:



Remove or damage existing recreational resources directly;



Cause physical environmental effects (such as air quality, noise, traffic, or aesthetic effects)
that would indirectly deteriorate the quality of the recreational experience; or



Disrupt access to existing recreational facilities (which could divide a recreational user
from some of the established recreational amenities).

The evaluation of impacts on recreational resources focuses on the potential for construction
activities to directly or indirectly degrade existing recreational resources and uses in the project
vicinity. To determine the potential for construction activities to cause direct effects on recreation,
the proposed construction areas were compared to the locations of identified recreational
resources and facilities. Potential indirect effects were identified through the same means, as well
as through a review of the impact findings presented in other pertinent sections of this EIR (e.g.,
Sections 5.3, Aesthetics; 5.6, Transportation and Circulation; 5.7, Noise and Vibration; and 5.8, Air
Quality). The impact analysis addresses the potential for project construction activities to result in
indirect impacts on recreational uses by causing: (1) deterioration in the recreational experience at
nearby hiking trails (due to views of construction sites and activities), or (2) disruption of
bicycling along Calaveras Road (due to construction‐related noise and dust, and increased traffic
safety hazards). Local planning documents and maps, including topographic maps, local street
maps, and electronic maps available via the Internet were reviewed to identify the recreational
resources in the project vicinity.
During future project operations, the SABPL project would not affect established recreational
resources or uses because nearly all of the facilities associated with the project would be constructed
underground and would operate in a manner that could not affect access to, or use of, any
recreational resources.

5.11.3.3 Summary of Impacts
Table 5.11‐1 lists the proposed project’s recreation impacts and significance determinations.
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TABLE 5.11‐1
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – RECREATION
Significance
Determinations

Impacts
Impact RE‐1: The proposed project could temporarily degrade existing recreational uses
during construction.

LSM

Impact RE‐2: The proposed project would not degrade existing recreational uses during
project operations.

NI

Impact C‐RE: Construction of the proposed project could result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative impacts on recreational resources and uses.

LSM

NI = No Impact
LSM = Less than Significant impact with Mitigation

5.11.3.4 Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact RE‐1: The proposed project could temporarily degrade existing recreational uses
during construction. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
Temporary, direct impacts on established recreational facilities and resources could result if
construction activities overlapped geographically with existing recreational facilities or trails.
Construction activities could also cause temporary, indirect impacts on recreational resources as
a result of visual disruption, impeded access to recreational facilities or trails, construction‐
related noise, or dust/exhaust emissions at or in proximity to recreational resources.
Construction activities associated with the proposed project would not directly affect recreational
facilities because there are no recreational facilities within the project area. In addition, there are
no designated recreational trails or facilities in the immediate vicinity of the project area that
could be adversely affected by construction‐related noise and dust/exhaust emissions. Views of
project construction activities from nearby recreational trails (if available) would be distant,
largely obstructed by topography and vegetation, and set against a backdrop of existing gravel
mining activities (see Figure 5.3‐4 in Section 5.3, Aesthetics). Thus, project construction activities
would not adversely affect the recreational experience at designated recreational facilities,
including nearby hiking trails, the Sunol Water Temple, and the Sunol Valley Golf Club.
Calaveras Road, a popular bicycle route, forms the eastern boundary of the project area and
provides the primary access to the project vicinity. The backup pipeline and 12‐inch‐diameter
water pipeline to the town of Sunol would be installed adjacent to the southbound lane of
Calaveras Road. Construction equipment used during pipeline installation would generate noise
and dust/exhaust emissions that could adversely affect the recreational experience of bicyclists
traveling along Calaveras Road. In addition, project construction would increase vehicle and
truck traffic along Calaveras Road, which would generate noise and diesel emissions and
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increase traffic safety risks compared to existing conditions. This increased traffic safety risk is
due to the increased potential for conflicts between construction vehicles—which have slower
speeds and wider turning radii than automobiles—and non‐construction‐related automobiles
and bicyclists (see Impact TR‐3, in Section 5.6, Transportation and Circulation). Construction
traffic could also result in temporary delays of up to 10 minutes when large construction vehicles
turn west into the quarry access roads from Calaveras Road due to the wide turning radii of
construction vehicles (see Impact TR‐1, in Section 5.6, Transportation and Circulation); this could
impede access to the nearby EBRPD parks and trails, the Sunol Water Temple, and the Sunol
Valley Golf Course, which are accessed via Calaveras Road and other nearby roadways.
Construction‐related air quality, and traffic safety effects along Calaveras Road would combine to
increase the overall impacts on the recreational experience of bicyclists, although these impacts
would be limited in duration as the cyclists pass the project area. Project impacts on recreational
bicycling along Calaveras Road could be significant. However, these impacts could be reduced to
a less‐than‐significant level through implementation of the mitigation measures identified below.
Mitigation Measure M‐TR‐3: Traffic Control Plan.
(See Impact TR‐3 in Section 5.6, Traffic and Circulation, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1a: BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures.
(See Impact AQ‐1 in Section 5.8, Air Quality, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1b: BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for NOX
Reduction.
(See Impact AQ‐1 in Section 5.8, Air Quality, for description.)
Collectively, implementation of these mitigation measures would address secondary impacts
related to recreational bicycling along Calaveras Road during project construction. Mitigation
Measure M‐TR‐3 would address traffic safety issues by requiring roadside safety protocols and
traffic control measures to minimize conflicts with bicycles and to maintain safe traffic flow along
Calaveras Road; this measure would also ensure access to recreational areas along Calaveras
Road is maintained throughout construction. Mitigation Measures M‐AQ‐1a and M‐AQ‐1b
would address the effects of construction‐related air emissions for recreational bicyclists traveling
along Calaveras Road by requiring construction practices that limit fugitive dust and exhaust
emissions. Although construction‐related noise would incrementally contribute to secondary
impacts on recreational bicycling, the level of construction noise would not be substantial enough
such that mitigation is needed to reduce the overall impact to recreation during project
construction. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant with mitigation.
__________________________
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5.11.3.5 Operational Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact RE‐2: The proposed project would not degrade existing recreational uses during project
operations. (No Impact)
Future project operations would not result in increased noise or air emissions at or immediately
adjacent to recreational facilities or resources. The proposed facilities would be operated and
monitored primarily through Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)1 and would
not be manned by SFPUC staff; therefore, daily vehicle trips would be similar to existing
conditions and would not increase as a result of project operations. SFPUC staff would
periodically visit the facilities in pickup trucks to conduct routine maintenance, but the number
of vehicle trips would be similar to the number occurring under existing conditions and would
not result in additional traffic congestion or increased traffic hazards. As noted above in
Section 5.11.3.2, operation of the proposed project would not affect established recreational
resources or uses because the majority of the proposed project facilities and improvements would
be underground, and none of the facilities would affect access to, or use of, any recreational
resources. Thus, no impact on recreational resources or facilities would occur as a result of project
operations, and no mitigation is required.
_____________________________

5.11.3.6 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1
Pumping Variant 1 would not include the Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, control
building for the pump station, retaining wall along the southern boundary of the pump station
site adjacent to the access road, or the transfer pipeline; as a result, the total excavation under
Pumping Variant 1 would be slightly less than that of the proposed project, thereby reducing
fugitive dust and the volume of excess construction spoils. Since fewer facilities would be
constructed compared to the proposed project, this pumping variant would also result in
approximately one less truckload of spoil requiring offsite disposal each day and a slight
reduction in construction worker traffic. This decreased traffic coupled with the construction of
fewer facilities could also slightly lower construction‐related noise. However, the overall impact
conclusions and mitigation measures identified in Section 5.11.3.4, above, would not change.
Because Pumping Variant 1 would have the same construction schedule as the proposed project
and would involve most of the same construction activities and equipment, Pumping Variant 1
would result in similar construction impacts as described above for the proposed project.
As with the proposed project, future project operations under Pumping Variant 1 would not
affect recreational resources or established recreational uses because none of the facilities would
affect access to, or use of, any recreational resources. Thus, implementation of this pumping
variant would not change the analysis and conclusions presented in Section 5.11.3.5, above.
1

SCADA systems allow for remote monitoring and operation of facilities.
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Pumping Variant 2
Overall, Pumping Variant 2 would construct all of the same facilities, involve all of the same
construction activities and equipment, and have the same construction schedule as the proposed
project. Thus, Pumping Variant 2 would have the same construction‐related effects on
recreational resources and recreational uses as described for the proposed project. In addition, as
with the proposed project, future project operations under Pumping Variant 2 would not affect
recreational resources or established recreational uses because none of the facilities would affect
access to, or use of, any recreational resources. Thus, implementation of Pumping Variant 2 would
not change the analysis, conclusions, or mitigation measures presented in Sections 5.11.3.4 and
5.11.3.5, above.
_____________________________

5.11.3.7 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact C‐RE: Construction of the proposed project could result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative impacts on recreational resources and uses. (Less than Significant
with Mitigation)
The geographic scope for cumulative impacts on recreational resources consists of the project
area and immediate vicinity, and the projects that could contribute to construction‐related traffic
on Calaveras Road.
As discussed above under Impact RE‐1, construction of the SABPL project would generate
construction‐related noise, fugitive dust, diesel emissions, and traffic, which could have a
significant impact on recreational bicycling along Calaveras Road. Increased traffic could also
cause traffic delays and disrupt vehicular access to the nearby EBRPD parks and trails, the Sunol
Water Temple, and the Sunol Valley Golf Course. Of the cumulative projects listed in Table 5.1‐6,
the New Irvington Tunnel project, Upper Alameda Creek Filter Gallery project, Sunol Valley
Water Treatment Plant Expansion and Treated Water Reservoir project, Calaveras Dam
Replacement project, and SMP‐30 Quarry Expansion and Cutoff Wall project, as well as routine
pipeline inspections, could also generate construction‐related noise, fugitive dust, diesel
emissions, and traffic along Calaveras Road that could affect recreational uses of Calaveras Road
and access to nearby recreational facilities, a potentially significant cumulative impact. The
SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative impact would be cumulatively considerable.
As described in Impact RE‐1, the SABPL project’s impact related to recreational uses would be
reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐TR‐3
(Traffic Control Plan) (see Impact TR‐3 in Section 5.6, Transportation and Circulation, for
description), M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures), and M‐AQ‐1b (BAAQMD
Additional Construction Measures for NOX Reduction) (see Impact AQ‐1 in Section 5.8, Air
Quality, for descriptions). However, even with implementation of these measures, the SABPL
project’s contribution to cumulative impacts on recreational uses would be cumulatively
considerable due to the project’s contribution to cumulative traffic safety hazards. Implementation
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of Mitigation Measure C‐M‐TR (Combined Sunol Valley Traffic Control Plan), described in
Section 5.6, Traffic and Circulation, would address cumulative recreational impacts associated with
increased traffic hazards by requiring the SFPUC to coordinate the project‐specific traffic control
plans of SFPUC construction projects in the Sunol Valley and identify measures to minimize
cumulative traffic‐related impacts. Therefore, with implementation of mitigation, the SABPL
project’s contribution to this cumulative impact would not be cumulatively considerable (less than
significant).

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
Because implementation of either Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2 would result in
impacts that are substantially similar to those of the proposed project, the cumulative impact
analysis and associated conclusions provided above apply to both project variants.
_____________________________

5.11.4 References
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5.12 Utilities and Service Systems
This section provides an assessment of potential impacts on utilities and service systems that could
occur with implementation of the proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project. The
utilities and service systems discussed in this section include natural gas, petroleum, electricity,
telecommunications, stormwater drainage, water supply pipelines, wastewater collection, and solid
waste disposal. Mitigation measures to reduce potential impacts are provided, as appropriate.

5.12.1 Setting
The proposed project is located in unincorporated Alameda County in the Sunol Valley. Utility
lines and infrastructure within the project vicinity, as well as solid waste disposal facilities within
the greater San Francisco Bay Area that could be used to dispose of construction‐related wastes,
are described below.

5.12.1.1 Utilities
Natural Gas
Natural gas in the Sunol Valley is served through a network of regional gas pipelines owned by
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E). An existing PG&E 36‐inch‐diameter high‐pressure
natural gas pipeline crosses the proposed backup pipeline alignment at pipeline station 67+25,
and a PG&E 22‐inch‐diameter natural gas pipeline is oriented east‐west between quarry Pit F2
and Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, parallel to the California Department of Water Resources (DWR)
South Bay Aqueduct. These pipelines are considered high‐priority utility lines.1 The backup
pipeline would be routed under the 36‐inch‐diameter pipeline. The work platform for the cutoff
wall is expected to be within 50 feet of the 22‐inch‐diameter pipeline.

Petroleum
An 8‐inch‐diameter underground crude oil pipeline owned and operated by the Chevron
Pipeline Company (Chevron), located parallel to and east of Calaveras Road, is considered a
high‐priority utility line. This pipeline is located outside of the project area.

Electricity
PG&E and SFPUC Hetch Hetchy Water & Power (HHWP) provide electrical power to the Sunol
Valley and own several overhead electrical transmission and distribution lines in the project
1 For the purpose of this analysis, this EIR uses the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) policies, as

stated in its Project Development Procedures Manual, to identify “high‐priority” utilities that would pose a risk to
workers and the public in the event of an accident during construction, and which therefore warrant special
consideration. Pursuant to the policy, high‐priority utilities include pipelines carrying petroleum products;
oxygen; chlorine; toxic or flammable gases; natural gas in pipelines greater than 6 inches nominal pipe diameter
or with normal operating pressures greater than 60 pounds per square inch gauge; and underground electricity
supply lines, conductors, or cables with a potential to ground more than 300 volts that do not have effectively
grounded sheaths (Caltrans, 1999).
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vicinity. PG&E has overhead powerlines near the proposed chemical facility: a 60‐kilovolt (kV)
powerline parallels the east side of Calaveras Road, and a 12‐kV powerline parallels the Alameda
Siphons. HHWP transmits hydroelectric power through three 130‐kV overhead tower lines that
traverse the project area between pipeline stations 65+00 and 68+00. Another HHWP overhead
powerline parallels the western side of Calaveras Road. The HHWP Calaveras Substation is
located south of San Antonio Creek and west of Calaveras Road, near Staging Area B (see
Figures 3‐4 and 3‐6 in Chapter 3, Project Description).

Telecommunications
The Sunol Valley is served by multiple telecommunications companies, including GTE Mobilnet,
Nextel of California, Pacific Bell Mobile Services and Sprint Spectrum, and AT&T. Some of the
telecommunications lines in the project area share poles with overhead powerlines along Calaveras
Road.

Stormwater Drainage
Within the Sunol Valley, stormwater is collected and conveyed through a system of culverts,
open channels, and natural drainages that discharge into local watercourses, including Alameda
and San Antonio Creeks. Stormwater drainage facilities along Calaveras Road are maintained by
the Alameda County Department of Public Works, which is also responsible for flood protection
in the county (Alameda County, 2002).
San Antonio and Alameda Creeks are the primary drainages in the project vicinity. Several
culverts and storm drains along Calaveras Road convey runoff from the hilly areas east of
Calaveras Road; the water runs beneath Calaveras Road towards Alameda Creek. Additional
discussion of stormwater drainage, including impacts and mitigation measures, is provided in
Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality.

Water Supply
The SFPUC provides potable water service to users in the Sunol Valley, including SFPUC facilities
in the project vicinity; the town of Sunol; and some local businesses and residents in
unincorporated Sunol Valley. The proposed improvements would require construction and
excavation activities in close proximity to several existing SFPUC water supply pipelines. These
pipelines include the San Antonio Pipeline, the Alameda Siphons, the 36‐inch‐diameter water
pipeline to the town of Sunol, the 36‐inch‐diameter Sunol Pump Station Pipeline, and the Alameda
East Portal Overflow Pipeline. A 12‐inch‐diameter General Electric (GE) water pipeline and the
South Bay Aqueduct, a component of the DWR’s State Water Project, also traverse the project area.
The 60‐inch‐diameter San Antonio Pipeline runs parallel to the proposed backup pipeline
alignment at a distance of about 12 feet between pipeline stations 0+00 and 56+00; the proposed
backup pipeline would not cross the San Antonio Pipeline. The Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3
are located at the southern end of the backup pipeline alignment near pipeline station 0+00 and
the proposed chemical facility (see Figure 3‐3 in Chapter 3, Project Description). The proposed
backup pipeline would emerge from the ground at Air Gap No. 3, which would span 40 to 80 feet
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and pass over Alameda Siphon No. 2 before transitioning back underground and connecting to
Alameda Siphon No. 3. The 36‐inch‐diameter potable water pipeline to the town of Sunol
generally parallels the proposed backup pipeline alignment for most of its length and crosses the
backup pipeline alignment at pipeline stations 48+50 and 56+25; the backup pipeline would be
routed beneath the 36‐inch‐diameter water pipeline to the town of Sunol where these two
pipelines cross. The Alameda East Portal Overflow Pipeline, which has been extended to the
southern tip of quarry Pit F6 as part of the Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade project, is
located between pipeline stations 2+00 and 3+50. The proposed backup pipeline alignment would
cross under the Alameda East Portal Overflow Pipeline at pipeline station 2+00. A 12‐inch‐diameter
GE water pipeline and GE pump station are located near pipeline station 0+00 to the east of the
proposed backup pipeline alignment and north of the Alameda Siphons. The proposed backup
pipeline alignment does not cross the GE water pipeline.
The DWR’s South Bay Aqueduct is an 84‐inch‐diameter pipeline that conveys water from the
California State Water Project to portions of Alameda and Santa Clara Counties. The South Bay
Aqueduct traverses east‐west through the project area on the north side of quarry Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West. As described in Chapter 3, Project Description, an abandoned inter‐tie pipeline from a
former connection between the South Bay Aqueduct and the SFPUC regional water system runs
east‐west along the northern edge of Pit F3‐West. Construction of the proposed cutoff wall around
the perimeter of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West could require work within DWR’s right‐of‐way for the
South Bay Aqueduct. In addition, the SFPUC proposes to remove the segment of the abandoned
inter‐tie pipeline located beneath Staging Area D during project construction.

Wastewater
The Sunol Valley is not served by local sewer systems, and there are no nearby sewer treatment
facilities. Residents and businesses use either onsite septic systems (and associated leachfields) or
portable chemical toilets that are periodically replaced and hauled offsite for treatment.
Wastewater generated at the SFPUC facilities in the Sunol Valley is collected in holding tanks and
is periodically pumped from the holding tanks into a truck and transported to the Dublin
San Ramon Services District’s wastewater facility in Dublin for treatment (San Francisco Planning
Department, 2008).

5.12.1.2 Solid Waste Disposal
Solid waste disposal facilities located in Alameda and Santa Clara Counties would be utilized to
dispose of project‐related construction waste. There are eight active landfills in Alameda and Santa
Clara Counties: the Altamont Landfill and Resource Recovery Center, Vasco Road Sanitary
Landfill, City of Palo Alto Refuse Disposal Site, Guadalupe Sanitary Landfill, Kirby Canyon
Recycling and Disposal Facility, Newby Island Landfill, Zanker Material Processing Facility, and
Zanker Road Resource Recovery Operations Landfill. Table 5.12‐1 lists the active landfills in
Alameda and Santa Clara Counties, including their characteristics and capacity information. The
total remaining capacity of these landfills is approximately 105,759,332 cubic yards (CIWMB, 2009).
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TABLE 5.12‐1
ACTIVE LANDFILLS IN ALAMEDA AND SANTA CLARA COUNTIES
Total
Estimated
Permitted
Capacitya
(cubic yards)

Total
Estimated
Capacity
Usedb
(cubic yards)

Percent
Usedb

Estimated
Remaining
Capacitya
(cubic yards)

Altamont Landfill and
Resource Recovery

62,000,000

16,280,000

26%

Vasco Road Sanitary Landfill

31,942,205

22,071,501

City of Palo Alto Refuse
Disposal Site

7,758,854

Guadalupe Sanitary Landfill

Remaining
Capacity
Datec

Percent
Remaining
Capacityb

Closure
Datea

45,720,000

As of
08/22/05

74%

1/1/2029

Ash, construction/demolition,
contaminated soil, green materials,
industrial, mixed municipal, other
designated waste, tires, shreds

69%

9,870,704

As of
06/19/07

31%

1/1/2015

Contaminated soil, industrial, mixed
municipal, other designated waste,
green materials, construction/
demolition

6,969,672

90%

789,182

As of
05/01/05

10%

12/30/2011

Construction/demolition, industrial,
mixed municipal

28,600,000

14,000,000

49%

14,600,000

As of
06/11/01

51%

unknown

Construction/demolition, green
materials, industrial, mixed municipal

Kirby Canyon Recycling and
Disposal Facility

36,400,000

20,871,507

57%

15,528,493

As of
06/11/01

43%

12/31/2022

Construction/demolition, industrial,
tires, green materials, mixed
municipal

Newby Island Landfill

50,800,000

32,525,047

64%

18,274,953

As of
9/30/06

36%

6/1/2025

540,100

41,100

8%

499,000

As of
04/01/04

92%

12/31/2018

Construction/demolition, other
designated waste

1,300,000

823,000

63%

477,000

As of
08/16/05

37%

01/01/2029

Construction/demolition, green
materials, industrial, tires

Jurisdiction

Waste Types Accepted/Permitted

Alameda County

Santa Clara County

Zanker Material Processing
Facility
Zanker Road Resource
Recovery Operations Landfill

Construction/demolition, contaminated
soil, green materials, industrial, mixed
municipal, sludge (biosolids), tires

a Capacity information from Solid Waste Information System (SWIS) Facility/Site Listings (CIWMB, 2009; CalRecycle, 2010).
b Calculated using California Integrated Waste Management Board data (CIWMB, 2009).
c Remaining capacity date from SWIS Facility/Site Listings.
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5.12.2 Regulatory Framework
5.12.2.1 Federal Regulations
No federal regulations related to utilities and service systems are applicable to the proposed
project.

5.12.2.2 State Regulations
California Public Utilities Commission
The California Constitution vests the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) with the sole
authority to regulate privately owned and investor‐owned public utilities, such as PG&E. This
exclusive power extends to all aspects of utility regulation, including facility location, design,
construction, maintenance, and operation. CPUC provisions require regulated utilities to work
closely with local governments and give due consideration to their concerns. The CPUC does not
regulate publicly owned utilities such as the SFPUC.

California Integrated Waste Management Act of 1989
The California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB) was created to oversee, manage, and
track waste generated in California. In January 2010, the CIWMB changed its name to the
Department of Resources, Recycling, and Recovery (CalRecycle). The authority and responsibilities
of the CIWMB (now CalRecycle) were shaped by Assembly Bill (AB) 939 and Senate Bill 1322,
which were signed into law as the California Integrated Waste Management Act of 1989 (Public
Resources Code [PRC], Division 30). The California Integrated Waste Management Act, as modified
by subsequent legislation, required all California cities and counties to implement programs to
reduce, recycle, and compost at least 50 percent of wastes by the year 2000 (PRC Section 41780). A
jurisdiction’s diversion rate is the percentage of total waste that it diverts from disposal through
reduction, reuse, and recycling programs. The state determines compliance with this mandate to
divert 50 percent of generated waste (which includes both disposed and diverted waste) through a
complex formula. This formula requires cities and counties to conduct empirical studies to establish
a “base‐year” waste generation rate against which future diversion is measured. The actual
determination of the diversion rate in subsequent years is arrived at through deduction instead of
direct measurement. Rather than counting the amount of material recycled and composted, the
city or county tracks the amount of material disposed of at landfills and then subtracts that amount
from the base‐year amount; the difference is assumed to be diverted (PRC Section 41780.2).

Utility Notification Requirements
Title 8, Section 1541 of the California Code of Regulations requires excavators to determine the
approximate locations of subsurface installations such as sewer, telephone, fuel, electricity, and
water lines (or any other subsurface installations that may reasonably be encountered during
excavation work) prior to opening an excavation.
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California law (Government Code Section 4216 et seq.) requires owners and operators of
underground utilities to become members of and participate in a regional notification center,
such as Underground Service Alert–Northern California (USA North). USA North receives
reports of planned excavations from public and private excavators, and transmits the information
to all participating members that may have underground facilities at the location of an
excavation. USA members mark or stake their facilities, provide information, or give clearance to
dig (USA North, 2010).

5.12.2.3 Local Regulations
Alameda County Source Reduction and Recycling Initiative
Alameda County Measure D (the Alameda County Source Reduction and Recycling Initiative
Charter Amendment) required that the County prepare a source reduction and recycling plan to
assist it in reaching a 75 percent diversion goal by 2010, which exceeds the 50 percent diversion
goal for individual jurisdictions mandated by AB 939. The plan identifies specific programs,
objectives, and strategies for meeting the goal. One major program area covered by the plan is
Green Building, which focuses on construction and demolition debris recovery of unpainted
wood, concrete, asphalt, and cardboard. The other four major program areas are Organics,
Business and Public Agencies, Schools, and Public Education. The Alameda County Source
Reduction and Recycling Board, created by Measure D, implements this plan.

Alameda County Integrated Waste Management Plan
Additionally, the Alameda County Waste Management Authority adopted the Alameda County
Integrated Waste Management Plan, which identifies waste diversion plans and programs. The plan
promotes interjurisdictional cooperation to achieve the goal of 75 percent diversion by 2010. This
goal includes diverting construction and demolition waste, and the Waste Management
Authority encourages member cities to mandate construction and demolition debris recycling. A
model ordinance requires 100 percent diversion of all Portland cement concrete and asphalt
concrete, and an average of at least 50 percent diversion of all other construction and demolition
debris.

5.12.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.12.3.1 Significance Criteria
The City and County of San Francisco has not formally adopted significance standards for
impacts related to utilities and service systems, but generally considers that implementation of
the proposed project would have a significant impact if it were to:


Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water Quality
Control Board;
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Require or result in the construction of new water or wastewater treatment facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects;



Require or result in the construction of new stormwater drainage facilities or the expansion
of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental
effects;



Have insufficient water supply available to serve the project from existing entitlements and
resources, or require new or expanded water supply resources or entitlements;



Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider that would serve the
project that it has inadequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand in addition
to the provider’s existing commitments;



Be served by a landfill with insufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the project’s
solid waste disposal needs; or



Be out of compliance with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid
waste.

Due to the nature of the proposed project, this EIR applies the following additional criterion (in
addition to those described above), and considers that the project would have a significant effect
on utilities and service systems if it were to:



Disrupt operation or require relocation of regional or local utilities.

5.12.3.2 Approach to Analysis
Due to the nature of the proposed project, there would be no construction or operational impacts
related to five of the above‐listed significance criteria; therefore, no impact discussion is provided
for these topics for the reasons described below.
1) Exceed Wastewater Treatment Requirements,
2) Result in the Construction or Expansion of Wastewater Treatment Facilities, or
3) Result in a Determination by the Wastewater Treatment Provider That There is Insufficient
Capacity to Serve the Project.
The SABPL project would not generate wastewater. Therefore, the project would not
exceed the wastewater treatment requirements of the Regional Water Quality Control
Board, result in the construction or expansion of wastewater facilities, or exceed
wastewater treatment capacity. Thus, the significance criteria related to wastewater
treatment and capacity are not applicable to construction or operation of the proposed
project and are not discussed further.
4) Have Insufficient Water Supply Available to Serve the Project. The proposed project would
not require additional water supply or require new or expanded water supply resources or
entitlements. Thus, the significance criterion related to sufficient water supply is not
applicable to construction or operation of the proposed project and is not discussed further.
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5) Require or Result in the Construction or Expansion of Stormwater Drainage Facilities. The
project does not propose to construct or expand stormwater drainage facilities. As
discussed under Impact HY‐7 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality, project
implementation would not substantially increase the rate or amount of stormwater runoff.
Thus, project implementation would not cause an exceedance of existing stormwater
drainage capacity that would necessitate the construction or expansion of infrastructure.
Thus, the significance criterion related to the construction or expansion of stormwater
drainage facilities is not applicable to the proposed project and is not discussed further. For
additional discussion of the proposed project’s effects on stormwater drainage facilities, see
Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality.
In addition, as described below, there would be no operational impacts related to two additional
significance criteria; therefore, the impact discussions for these topics focus on project
construction.
1) Be Served by a Landfill with Insufficient Permitted Capacity to Accommodate the Project’s Solid
Waste Disposal Needs Associated During Operations, and
2) Be Out of Compliance with Statutes and Regulations Related to Solid Waste During Operations.
Upon completion of project construction, the proposed project would not generate solid
waste requiring disposal. Thus, the significance criteria related to solid waste and landfill
capacity are not applicable to project operations, and are discussed below only as they
relate to project construction (see Impacts UT‐3 and UT‐4).
The analysis of project effects related to utilities and service systems addresses temporary
construction‐related impacts as well as impacts during project operations. However, as indicated
in Sections 5.12.3.4 and 5.12.3.5, below, potential impacts on utilities and utility services would
occur primarily during project construction; project operations would not result in substantial
long‐term impacts on utilities and service systems. During construction, short‐term temporary
disruption of service could occur if existing utilities were accidentally damaged during utility
relocation or other project‐related construction activities.
This analysis also identifies potential impacts related to landfill capacity resulting from the
disposal of construction waste as well as the ability of local jurisdictions to comply with federal,
state, and local landfill statutes. The largest potential source of solid waste would be excavated
soil and rock material. While much of the soil would be reused onsite as backfill, an estimated
118,250 cubic yards of excess spoils would be generated during construction activities. Excess
spoils would be: (a) permanently placed in an earthen berm at the North Spoils Site or in an
earthen berm at the former nursery site located just east of Pit F3‐East; (b) temporarily placed in
Pit F6 or at the Surface Mining Permit 30 (SMP‐30) aggregate processing facility and
subsequently resold by the quarry operator for reuse; and/or (c) hauled away to an appropriate
landfill facility. Thus, the analysis evaluates the potential effects of landfill disposal with respect
to the available capacity of local landfills and local jurisdictions’ ability to comply with solid
waste diversion rates.
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5.12.3.3 Summary of Impacts
Table 5.12‐2 lists the proposed project’s utility and service system impacts and significance
determinations.
TABLE 5.12‐2
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS
Significance
Determinations

Impacts
Impact UT‐1: Project construction could result in a substantial adverse effect related to
disruption of utility operations or accidental damage to existing utilities.

LSM

Impact UT‐2: Project construction could result in a substantial adverse effect related to
the relocation of regional or local utilities.

LSM

Impact UT‐3: Project construction would not result in a substantial adverse effect
related to landfill capacity.

LS

Impact UT‐4: Project construction would not result in a substantial adverse effect
related to compliance with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations pertaining
to solid waste.

LS

Impact UT‐5: Project operations would not have a substantial adverse effect related to
the disruption or relocation of existing utilities or utility services.

LS

Impact C‐UT: Construction of the proposed project could result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative impacts related to disruption or relocation of
utilities.

LSM

LS = Less than Significant impact, no mitigation required
LSM = Less than Significant impact with Mitigation

5.12.3.4 Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact UT‐1: Project construction could result in a substantial adverse effect related to
disruption of utility operations or accidental damage to existing utilities. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)
Excavation activities and installation of the proposed pipelines and cutoff wall could result in
accidental damage to existing regional or local utility lines or disruption of utility services.
Installation of the backup pipeline would require excavation of an approximately 7,000‐foot‐long,
12‐ to 15‐foot‐wide, and up to 20‐foot‐deep trench. The 12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline to the
town of Sunol would be installed parallel to and west of the backup pipeline and would require
excavation of an approximately 5,700‐foot‐long, 3‐foot‐wide trench. The transfer pipeline would
require excavation of an approximately 1,250‐foot‐long, 6‐foot‐wide, and 8‐foot‐deep trench; the
trench for the dewatering pipeline would be 1,400 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 6 feet deep. The
proposed cutoff wall would require excavation of an approximately 5,000‐foot‐long and 80‐foot‐
deep trench along the perimeter of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West and would require construction
within DWR’s right‐of‐way for the South Bay Aqueduct.
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The use of boom trucks and/or cranes to stage and lay pipeline segments, install the pumps at the
Alameda Creek Pump Station, and construct the new overhead powerlines could result in
accidental damage to existing overhead utility lines. In addition, overhead utility poles and
underground utility lines along Calaveras Road could be susceptible to accidental damage from
the movement of large construction equipment and vehicles throughout the project area.
As discussed in Section 5.12.1, above, a number of underground utility lines cross the project
area, including a natural gas pipeline, electrical powerlines, and several water supply pipelines.
The 8‐inch‐diameter Chevron crude oil pipeline and the 12‐inch‐diameter GE water pipeline
would not be at risk of damage because project construction would not require excavation or
trenching in the immediate vicinity of these pipelines. As indicated in the engineering design
drawings associated with the proposed project (SFPUC, 2011; URS, 2010c), existing utilities in the
project area with the potential to conflict with the proposed project include:









San Antonio Pipeline
36‐inch‐diameter PG&E high‐pressure gas pipeline
22‐inch‐diameter PG&E high‐pressure gas pipeline
Overhead electrical distribution and transmission lines and associated utility poles
Alameda Siphons Nos. 1 through 3
South Bay Aqueduct
Sunol Pump Station Pipeline
Alameda East Portal Overflow Pipeline

Accidental rupture of or damage to these utility lines during project construction could
temporarily disrupt utility services and, in the case of high‐priority utilities like the two PG&E
high‐pressure gas pipelines, could result in significant safety hazards for construction workers.
For the above reasons, impacts on existing utilities and utility services during project
construction are considered significant. However, these impacts would be reduced to a less‐than‐
significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐UT‐1a through M‐UT‐1h.
Mitigation Measure M‐UT‐1a: Confirm Utility Line Information.
The SFPUC or its contractors shall locate overhead and underground utility lines that may
be encountered during excavation work prior to opening an excavation. Information
regarding the size, color, and location of existing utilities shall be confirmed before
excavation activities commence. These utilities shall be highlighted on all construction
drawings.
Mitigation Measure M‐UT‐1b: Safeguard Employees from Potential Accidents Related to
Underground Utilities.
While any excavation is open, the SFPUC or its contractors shall protect, support, or remove
underground utilities as necessary to safeguard employees. As part of contractor
specifications, the contractor(s) shall be required to provide updates on planned excavations
for the upcoming week, and to specify when construction will occur near a high‐priority
utility—specifically the 36‐inch‐diameter and 22‐inch‐diameter PG&E gas pipelines as well as
any other high‐priority utility lines that are identified. At the beginning of each week when
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this work will take place, SFPUC construction managers shall attend tailgate meetings with
contractor staff, as required by the California Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, to record all protective and avoidance measures regarding such excavations.
Mitigation Measure M‐UT‐1c: Notify Local Fire Departments.
In the event that construction activities result in damage to high‐priority utility lines,
including leaks or suspected leaks, the SFPUC or its contractors shall immediately notify
local fire departments to protect worker and public safety.
Mitigation Measure M‐UT‐1d: Emergency Response Plan.
Prior to commencing construction activities, the SFPUC shall develop an emergency response
plan that outlines procedures to follow in the event of a leak or explosion. The emergency
response plan shall identify the names and phone numbers of PG&E staff who would be
available 24 hours per day in the event of damage or rupture of the high‐pressure PG&E
natural gas pipelines. The plan shall also detail emergency response protocols including
notification, inspection, and evacuation procedures; any equipment and vendors necessary to
respond to an emergency, such as an alarm system; and routine inspection guidelines.
Mitigation Measure M‐UT‐1e: Ensure Prompt Reconnection of Utilities.
The SFPUC or its contractors shall promptly notify utility providers to reconnect any
disconnected utility lines as soon as it is safe to do so.
Mitigation Measure M‐UT‐1f: Coordinate Final Construction Plans with Affected
Utilities.
The SFPUC or its contractors shall coordinate final construction plans and specifications
with affected utilities.
Mitigation Measure M‐UT‐1g: Avoidance of Utilities Constructed or Modified by Other
SFPUC Projects.
The final construction drawings for the SABPL project shall reflect any changes in utility
locations as well as the locations of any new utilities installed during construction of other
SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley whose disturbance areas overlap with the SABPL
project area. These overlapping projects include the Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability
Upgrade, Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant Expansion and Treated Water Reservoir,
San Antonio Pump Station Upgrade, and New Irvington Tunnel projects.
Mitigation Measure M‐UT‐1h: Measures to Protect Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3.
SFPUC engineers and the construction contractor’s engineers shall evaluate the structural
integrity of Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3 in the vicinity of the proposed connection with
the backup pipeline and identify the specific design and construction techniques to be
implemented during connection of the backup pipeline to Alameda Siphon No. 3 to prevent
damage to Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Particular attention shall be paid to Alameda
Siphons Nos. 1 and 2, which are historical resources. The SFPUC shall incorporate protective
measures into the construction contract specifications if applicable to prevent damage to
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Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Potential measures include shoring excavated areas
around the siphons, using low‐impact tunneling equipment, prohibiting unnecessary
equipment movement over or near the siphons, and/or securing or enclosing the siphons to
prevent movement or damage during connection with the proposed backup pipeline.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐UT‐1a through M‐UT‐1h would address impacts
related to the potential disruption of utility operations or accidental damage to existing utilities
by requiring that SFPUC engineers and/or the construction contractor: confirm the location of
existing utilities and mark the confirmed locations accurately on the final construction drawings;
work with utility service providers to minimize the risk of damage to existing utility lines and
ensure prompt reconnection of service in the event of a service disruption; clearly outline the
procedures to follow in the event of a leak or explosion; take special precautions when working
near high‐priority utility lines; immediately notify local fire departments of any damage to high‐
priority utility lines; and take protective measures to avoid damage to Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2,
and 3 during project construction. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant with
mitigation.
_________________________
Impact UT‐2: Project construction could result in a substantial adverse effect related to the
relocation of regional or local utilities. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
The proposed alignments for the backup pipeline and the 12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline to the
town of Sunol would cross beneath or above existing utilities at several locations. The SABPL
project does not propose to relocate utilities, but it is possible that relocation would be necessary
once the locations and characteristics of conflicting utilities are confirmed. In addition, the utility
poles along the backup pipeline alignment and within the limits of the pipeline trench might
need to be relocated if they have not already been moved as part of another SFPUC project prior
to construction of the SABPL project. Consequently, installation of the backup pipeline could
require temporary or permanent relocation of utility lines that are owned and operated by other
utility companies. For the above reasons, impacts related to utility relocation are considered
significant. However, with implementation of the mitigation measures described below, this
impact would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level.
Mitigation Measure M‐UT‐1a: Confirm Utility Line Information.
(See description under Impact UT‐1, above.)
Mitigation Measure M‐UT‐1f: Coordinate Final Construction Plans with Affected
Utilities.
(See description under Impact UT‐1, above.)
Mitigation Measure M‐UT‐1g: Avoidance of Utilities Constructed or Modified by Other
SFPUC Projects.
(See description under Impact UT‐1, above.)
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Adverse effects related to the relocation of regional or local utilities would be addressed through
implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐UT‐1a, M‐UT‐1f, and M‐UT‐1g by requiring that the
SFPUC or its contractors coordinate final construction plans and specifications with affected
utilities and ensuring that these final plans and specifications include the most current information
regarding existing utilities in the project area.
_________________________
Impact UT‐3: Project construction would not result in a substantial adverse effect related to
landfill capacity. (Less than Significant)
Most construction debris would consist of spoils, rock, and other excavated materials. As
described in Section 3.6.9 in Chapter 3, Project Description, an estimated 118,250 cubic yards of
excess spoils and excavated materials would be generated during construction of the proposed
project. Depending on the quality of the excavated material, excavated spoils could be:
(a) temporarily placed in the bottom of Pit F6 or at the SMP‐30 aggregate processing facility for
subsequent resale and reuse; (b) permanently placed in an earthen berm at the North Spoils Site
or in an earthen berm at the former nursery site located east of Pit F3‐East; and/or (c) hauled
offsite to an appropriate landfill facility for disposal.
Landfills and disposal facilities in Alameda and Santa Clara Counties that accept construction
and demolition waste are shown in Table 5.12‐1. Although construction waste could be disposed
of at landfills in either of these counties, it is probable that materials generated during
construction activities would be hauled to the Altamont Landfill or Vasco Road Sanitary Landfill
in Alameda County, given the proximity of these facilities to the project area and their ability to
accept contaminated soil.
The quantities of excavated material that would be disposed of at landfills cannot be specifically
calculated at this time. However, because soils in the project area are generally considered to be
of good quality, the SFPUC estimates that 25 percent of the excess spoils would be hauled to a
landfill, and the remaining 75 percent of the excess spoils would be permanently placed in an
earthen berm at the North Spoils Site or in an earthen at the former nursery site located east of
Pit F3‐East, and/or sold for subsequent reuse (e.g., temporarily placed in Pit F6 or the SMP‐30
aggregate processing facility during project construction). Based on this assumption,
approximately 29,560 cubic yards of excess spoils would be disposed of at nearby landfills. This
quantity represents approximately 0.06 percent and 0.3 percent of the estimated remaining
landfill capacity at the Altamont and the Vasco Road Sanitary Landfills, respectively, and a much
smaller percentage of the total remaining landfill capacity in Alameda and Santa Clara Counties.
Because adequate landfill capacity exists to accept the project’s construction waste, impacts
related to exceeding permitted landfill capacity would be less than significant.
_________________________
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Impact UT‐4: Project construction would not result in a substantial adverse effect related to
compliance with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations pertaining to solid waste.
(Less than Significant)
Both Alameda and Santa Clara Counties are in compliance with the State of California’s
50 percent annual waste diversion goal. As of 2006, unincorporated Alameda County diverted
69 percent of its waste, and unincorporated Santa Clara County diverted 58 percent (CalRecycle,
2011a, 2011b). As described above, four management strategies for excess spoils are proposed:
(a) temporary placement in the bottom of Pit F6 or at the SMP‐30 aggregate processing facility for
subsequent resale and reuse; (b) permanent placement in an earthen berm at the North Spoils
Site; (c) permanent placement in an earthen berm at the former nursery site to the east of Pit F3‐
East; and/or (d) offsite disposal at an appropriate landfill facility. Although the quantities of
excavated material to be disposed of at landfills cannot be specifically calculated at this time, the
SFPUC estimates that 75 percent of the excess spoils would be diverted from landfills by
permanently placing the spoils in earthen berms at the North Spoils Site or former nursery site, or
temporarily placing the spoils in Pit F6 or the SMP‐30 aggregate processing facility for
subsequent resale and reuse. Because the anticipated 75 percent diversion rate for excess spoils
generated during SABPL project construction is consistent with Alameda County’s 75 percent
diversion goal and exceeds the State’s 50 percent diversion goal, impacts related to compliance
with federal, state, and local solid waste statutes are considered less than significant.
_________________________

5.12.3.5 Operational Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact UT‐5: Project operations would not have a substantial adverse effect related to the
disruption or relocation of existing utilities or utility services. (Less than Significant)
A discharge from the proposed project would raise water elevations in Pit F3‐East above existing
levels. As a result, seepage forces could cause erosion or destabilization of the embankment
between quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West and Pit F2, potentially jeopardizing the integrity of the
South Bay Aqueduct. The potential for high seepage forces to cause internal erosion of the
embankment, and the potential for seepage to affect the stability of the embankment were
evaluated by URS for the proposed project (URS, 2010a). The results of the analysis indicated that
the stability of the embankment could be adversely affected if the water level in Pit F3‐East were
to reach 253 feet mean sea level (msl) and remain there for an extended period of time (i.e., if the
start of dewatering were delayed one or two weeks). However, the proposed project includes a
water level sensor in Pit F3‐East that would automatically notify operators when water levels in
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West are at or above 195 feet msl. As part of Hanson Aggregates’ ongoing
water management operations (as described in Chapter 3, Section 3.7, Operations and
Maintenance), Hanson Aggregates would manage Pit F3‐East to maintain water levels at or below
195 feet msl to ensure sufficient “freeboard”2 is available to accommodate discharges from the

2

In this context, freeboard is the vertical distance between the water line and the top of the pit.
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backup pipeline. Following a discharge from the backup pipeline, SFPUC facility operators would
pump the discharged water out of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West to San Antonio Reservoir or the
Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant within 30 days or less until water levels are restored to
195 feet msl (URS, 2010b). The proposed project operations would limit the potential for water
levels to reach 253 feet msl and would serve to prevent water from remaining at these levels for
an extended period of time. In addition, installation of the cutoff wall around Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West would prevent seepage into the embankment. Therefore, potential impacts related to
damage to the South Bay Aqueduct during project operations would be less than significant.
No other utilities within the project area have the potential to be affected during project
operations.
_________________________

5.12.3.6 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1
Because Pumping Variant 1 does not include construction of the Alameda Creek Pump Station,
wet well, control building for the pump station, retaining wall along the southern boundary of
the pump station site adjacent to the access road, or the transfer pipeline, excess spoils and the
overall soil and surface disturbance associated with Pumping Variant 1 would be slightly less
than under the proposed project (108,750 vs. 118,250 cubic yards). As a result, the less‐than‐
significant impacts identified above in Section 5.12.3.4 related to landfill capacity and compliance
with statutes and regulations pertaining to solid waste would be lower under Pumping Variant 1.
However, because all other facilities and improvements under the proposed project would still be
constructed, overall impacts on utilities and utility services would be similar to those of the
proposed project, and this variant would not change the conclusions or mitigation measures
identified in Sections 5.12.3.4 and 5.12.3.5, above.

Pumping Variant 2
Pumping Variant 2 would construct all facilities and improvements described for the proposed
project (except that one of the low‐pressure submersible pumps at the new discharge facility
would be replaced with a high‐pressure submersible pump) and would generate the same
volume of excess spoils as the proposed project. Thus, construction and operation of
Pumping Variant 2 would not change the analysis or conclusions presented in Sections 5.19.3.4
and 5.19.3.5, or the mitigation measures identified to address potential impacts on utilities and
utility services.
_________________________
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5.12.3.7 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact C‐UT: Construction of the proposed project could result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative impacts related to disruption or relocation of utilities. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)
The geographic scope for potential cumulative utilities and service systems impacts consists of
the project area, immediate vicinity, and the service areas of regional service/utility providers.
For landfill capacity, the geographic scope includes the service areas of Alameda and Santa Clara
Counties, where disposal of construction‐related waste could occur. For compliance with solid
waste statutes and regulations, the geographic area encompasses Alameda County.

Damage to or Disruption of Existing Utilities and Relocation of Utilities
As described in Impacts UT‐1 and UT‐2, the SABPL project could have a significant impact related
to the potential to damage existing utilities, disrupt utility services where utility lines would be
crossed during construction, or require relocation of some utilities. Several of the projects listed in
Table 5.1‐6 could also result in damage to existing utilities, disruption of utility services, or
relocation of utilities. In particular, the Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade project
(Alameda Siphons project) installed new connections between the existing Alameda Siphons and
the pipeline that delivers water to the town of Sunol, and constructed a GE pipeline to deliver water
to a GE facility to the north. The Alameda Siphons project also extended the Alameda East Portal
Overflow Pipeline to SMP‐30 Pit F6, and a portion of the existing overflow pipeline was abandoned
in place. If the abandoned pipeline segment were encountered during installation of the proposed
backup pipeline, it would be demolished at the crossing. The Alameda Siphons project also
relocated some overhead utilities to underground locations in the southern portion of the SABPL
project area and installed Alameda Siphon No. 4 above the existing San Antonio Pipeline and
below the Chevron Pipeline. Additionally, other SFPUC projects within the geographic scope of the
SABPL project could cause service disruptions for the same set of customers within a short
timeframe as a result of the concurrent implementation of SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley area.
Therefore, cumulative impacts related to disruption of utility operations or accidental damage to
existing utilities and relocation of regional or local utilities would be significant and the SABPL
project’s contribution to this cumulative impact could be cumulatively considerable.
However, as discussed in Impacts UT‐1 and UT‐2 the SABPL project’s impacts related to
damaging existing utilities, disrupting utility services, and relocating utilities would be reduced
to a less‐than‐significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐UT‐1a (Confirm
Utility Line Information); M‐UT‐1b (Safeguard Employees from Potential Accidents Related to
Underground Utilities); M‐UT‐1c (Notify Local Fire Departments); M‐UT‐1d (Emergency
Response Plan); M‐UT‐1e (Ensure Prompt Reconnection of Utilities); M‐UT‐1f (Coordinate
Final Construction Plans with Affected Utilities); M‐UT‐1g (Avoidance of Utilities
Constructed or Modified by Other SFPUC Projects); and M‐UT‐1h (Measures to Protect
Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3) (see Impact UT‐1, above, for descriptions). Implementation of
these mitigation measures would ensure that existing utilities are accurately located and
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protected during construction, and that emergency response procedures are in place to minimize
potential damage during construction. With implementation of these mitigation measures, the
project’s contribution to cumulative impacts related to damage or disruption of existing utilities
and relocation of utilities would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant).

Landfill Capacity
As discussed in Impact UT‐3, the proposed project would generate an estimated 118,250 cubic
yards of excess spoils. Most of the cumulative projects listed in Table 5.1‐6 would also generate
construction‐related waste. If all of these wastes were disposed of in offsite disposal facilities,
there could be a significant cumulative impact on landfill capacity. However, as discussed in
Impact UT‐3, approximately 75 percent of the spoils produced under the proposed project would
be permanently placed at the North Spoils site or former nursery site located just east of Pit F3‐
East and/or sold for subsequent reuse. The 25 percent of the spoils that would be disposed of
offsite (approximately 29,600 cubic yards) represents a very small fraction of the total remaining
landfill capacity in Alameda and Santa Clara Counties. Therefore, the project’s contribution to
cumulative demand on landfill capacity would not be cumulatively considerable (less than
significant).

Compliance with Solid Waste Statutes and Regulations
The proposed project and all of the projects listed in Table 5.1‐6 would generate wastes that
require offsite disposal. However, the proposed project would divert approximately 75 percent of
the excess spoils from offsite disposal facilities (in excess of the state‐mandated goal of
50 percent), and each of the cumulative projects would be required to implement source
reduction, recycling, and composting measures—as mandated by AB 939 and implemented by
the Alameda County waste management ordinance—to divert wastes from landfills. Therefore,
the potential cumulative impact related to compliance with solid waste statutes and regulations
would be less than significant.

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
Because implementation of either Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2 would result in
impacts that are substantially similar to or the same as those of the proposed project (refer to
Section 5.12.3.6, Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants), the cumulative impact analysis and
associated conclusions provided above apply to both project variants.
_____________________________
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5.13 Public Services
This section describes the existing conditions and regulatory setting for public services in the
Sunol Valley and analyzes potential impacts on public services that could result from the
proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project. Public services addressed in this section
include law enforcement services and fire protection services. Since the SABPL project does not
propose to construct new homes or businesses in the area such that an increase in the local
population would occur, the project would not affect schools or libraries; therefore, these public
services are not addressed in this section. Potential impacts on parks and recreational facilities are
analyzed in Section 5.11, Recreation.

5.13.1 Setting
The proposed project is located entirely within SFPUC Alameda watershed lands in the Sunol
Valley, an unincorporated area of Alameda County. Existing land uses in the immediate project
vicinity include gravel mining operations, commercial nurseries, grazing, regional open space,
and SFPUC water supply facilities. There are two private residences in the immediate project
vicinity: an SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence near the Alameda East Portal, approximately
225 feet east of the project area and Calaveras Road; and a private ranch residence (Garcia
residence), approximately 1,300 feet southwest of the project area. The nearest community to the
project area is the town of Sunol, located approximately 1 mile to the northwest.

5.13.1.1 Law Enforcement Services
The Alameda County Sheriff’s Office provides law enforcement services to unincorporated areas
of Alameda County, including the project area. The closest sheriff’s station is at 39439 Paseo
Padre Parkway in Fremont, approximately 6 miles west of the project area. The City of Fremont
Police Department also provides law enforcement services by responding to emergencies in the
project area. The closest police station is at 2000 Stevenson Boulevard in Fremont, approximately
5.5 miles west of the project area (Mulder, 2010). However, considering that responders are on
mobile patrol, most responses do not originate from a specific office.
The SFPUC maintains three cottages in the Alameda watershed where SFPUC Natural Resources
Division staff reside: the watershed keeper’s residence in the vicinity of the Alameda East Portal
(described above), a home located approximately one mile west of the project area on Andrade
Road, and another cottage near Calaveras Dam. These staff members enforce federal, state,
county, and watershed policies, rules, and regulations to minimize dumping, poaching,
trespassing, and other illegal activities in the Alameda watershed, including the project area,
during daylight hours and also at night when circumstances warrant. Natural Resources Division
personnel contact the Alameda County Sheriff’s Office when needed to address criminal
violations in the Alameda watershed.
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5.13.1.2 Fire Protection Services
The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) provides fire protection
services for the SFPUC Alameda watershed, including the project area. Services provided by CAL
FIRE include emergency response, hazardous materials spill response, medical aid, and wildland
fire suppression and training. CAL FIRE has designated portions of the Alameda watershed as
State Responsibility Areas and Local Responsibility Areas. State Responsibility Areas are defined
in California Public Resources Code Sections 4125–4127 as lands for which the state has financial
responsibility with respect to preventing and suppressing fires. Local Responsibility Areas are
defined as areas for which local agencies have the financial responsibility to prevent and
suppress fires (CAL FIRE, 2007). However, in many instances, local fire departments contract
with CAL FIRE to provide services. The project area is designated as a Local Responsibility Area
(CAL FIRE, 2008) within the service area of the Alameda County Fire Department. In the event of
a vegetation fire at the project site, the Alameda County Fire Department would also dispatch
CAL FIRE to respond (ACFD, 2010).
The CAL FIRE station nearest to the project area is Fire Station 14, which is at 11345 Pleasanton
Sunol Road, just north of Interstate 680 in Sunol’s Santa Clara Unit, approximately one mile
northwest of the project site. In the event of a fire emergency in the project area, CAL FIRE would
be dispatched as the first‐response team.

5.13.2 Regulatory Framework
5.13.2.1 Federal Regulations
There are no federal regulations governing public services that pertain to the SABPL project.

5.13.2.2 State Regulations
There are no state regulations governing public services that pertain to the SABPL project.

5.13.2.3 Local Regulations
SFPUC Alameda Watershed Management Plan
The Alameda Watershed Management Plan (Alameda WMP) provides a policy framework for the
SFPUC to make management decisions about the activities, practices, and procedures that are
appropriate on SFPUC lands in the Alameda watershed. With respect to public services, the
Alameda WMP outlines requirements related to fire protection services, including procedures
that contractors must adhere to during construction activities. Section 5.17, Hazards and
Hazardous Materials, presents the pertinent Alameda WMP policies related to fire prevention
within the Alameda watershed.
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5.13.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.13.3.1 Significance Criteria
The City and County of San Francisco has not formally adopted significance standards for
impacts related to public services, but generally considers that implementation of the proposed
project would have a significant impact if it were to:


Result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of, or the need
for, new or physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios,
response times, or other performance objectives for any public services such as fire
protection, police protection, schools, parks, or other services.

Due to the nature of the proposed project, there would be no impacts related to the above
criterion for the reasons described below:


Result in Substantial Adverse Physical Impacts Associated with the Provision of, or the Need for,
New or Physically Altered Governmental Facilities. During the proposed 20‐ to 24‐month
construction period, up to 89 construction workers would be employed at the project site,
depending on the phase of construction and the construction activities taking place (see
Chapter 3, Section 3.6.10, Construction Equipment and Workforce). It is expected that
construction workers could come from any part of the Bay Area. While it is possible that
some workers might temporarily relocate from other areas, the proposed project would not
result in a substantial increase in the local population. Potential incidents requiring law
enforcement, fire protection, or emergency services could occur during construction;
however, any temporary increase in incidents would not exceed the capacity of local law
enforcement, fire protection, and emergency facilities such that new or expanded facilities
would be required, because any temporary increase in the local population during project
construction would be negligible and could be accommodated by existing service
providers. Construction of the proposed project would not result in impacts related to the
need for new or physically altered governmental facilities in order to maintain existing
levels of public services, and no construction‐related public service impacts would occur.
The proposed project would not result in a permanent increase in the local population.
Operation and post‐construction maintenance activities would be similar to existing
maintenance activities and would not result in substantial increases in the demand for
public services, including fire protection, police protection, libraries, schools, hospitals, or
other services. Therefore, operational impacts related to public services are not applicable.
Because there would be no construction or operational impacts, the criterion related to the
need for new or modified governmental facilities is not applicable to the project and is not
discussed further.

5.13.3.2 Construction and Operational Impacts and Mitigation Measures
As described above, implementation of the proposed project would not result in impacts related
to public services. Therefore, no mitigation measures related to this resource topic are necessary.
_____________________________
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5.13.3.3 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1 and Pumping Variant 2
The construction schedule, duration, crew sizes, and activities associated with implementation of
Pumping Variants 1 and 2 would be the same as or very similar the proposed project. Therefore,
as with the proposed project, construction of either pumping variant would not result in impacts
related to new or physically altered governmental facilities, and no construction‐related public
service impacts would occur.
In addition, as with the proposed project, operation and post‐construction maintenance activities
associated with Pumping Variants 1 and 2 would be similar to existing maintenance activities
and would not increase the demand for public services. Thus, the effects of either pumping
variant on public services would be the same as those under the proposed project, and would not
change the analysis or conclusions presented in Section 5.13.3.2, above.
_____________________________

5.13.3.4 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Implementation of the proposed project would not result in any cumulative impacts related to
public services because the project would not result in any project‐specific impacts related to this
topic.

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
As with the proposed project, implementation of either Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2
would not result in construction‐related or operational impacts (refer to Section 5.13.3.3, Impact
Analysis for Pumping Variants). Thus, the cumulative impact conclusion provided above applies
to both project variants.
_________________________

5.13.4 References
Alameda County Fire Department (ACFD), Dispatcher No. 568, personal communication with
Kirstin Conti, Project Associate, Environmental Science Associates. October 13, 2010.
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE), Fire and Resource Assessment
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5.14 Biological Resources
This section describes the biological resources present in the vicinity of the proposed San Antonio
Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project and evaluates the project’s impacts on sensitive biological
resources, including wetlands and aquatic species, fisheries, sensitive habitats, special‐status
plant and animal species, and protected trees.

5.14.1 Setting
5.14.1.1 Definitions
Project area refers to the area that would experience project‐related temporary or permanent
surface disturbance, tree removal, or other alterations of habitat within the biological resources
study area. (See Section 5.14.1.3, below, for a discussion of the extent to which the SABPL project
area overlaps with other SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley.)
Study area refers to a larger area within which biological resources could be subject to indirect
effects (e.g., disturbance to wildlife from construction‐related noise).
Special‐status biological resources include special‐status plants and animals,1 sensitive natural
communities, wetlands, and other waters of the United States and of the state, as defined by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the National
Marine Fisheries Services (NMFS), the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), and the
California Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). (See Section 5.14.1.3 for a discussion
of special‐status biological resources, including special‐status plant and animal species, in the
project area).
Sensitive natural community is a natural community that receives regulatory recognition from
municipal, county, state, and/or federal entities, such as the CDFG in its California Natural
Diversity Database (CNDDB), because the community is unique in its constituents, restricted in
distribution, supported by distinctive soil conditions, and/or considered locally rare. (See Section
5.14.1.3 for a discussion of sensitive natural communities in the project area).
Special‐status plant and animal species are defined as:


Species listed under the Federal Endangered Species Act (FESA), Marine Mammal
Protection Act, California Endangered Species Act (CESA), California Fish and Game Code,
or Native Plant Protection Act as endangered, threatened, or depleted; species that are
candidates or proposed for listing; or species that are designated as rare or fully protected.

1

Several species known to occur within the general project area are accorded “special status” because of their
recognized rarity or vulnerability to habitat loss or population decline. Some of these species receive specific
protection in federal and/or state endangered species legislation. Others have been designated as “sensitive
species” or “species of special concern” on the basis of adopted policies of federal, state, or local resource
agencies. These species are referred to collectively as “special‐status species.”
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Locally rare species defined in the CEQA Guidelines, which may include species that are
designated as sensitive, declining, rare, or locally endemic, or as having limited or
restricted distribution by various federal, state, and local agencies, organizations, and
watch lists. This includes species on Lists 1B and 2 of the California Native Plant Society
(CNPS, 2009).

5.14.1.2 Information Sources and Survey Methodology
Literature Review
The EIR consultant team reviewed the following information related to the project area and the
plant and wildlife species that may occur there:


USFWS lists of federal endangered, threatened, proposed, and candidate species that occur
in the La Costa Valley and Niles 7.5‐minute U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5 minute
topographic quadrangles, (USFWS, 2011)



CNDDB records for the La Costa Valley and Niles 7.5 minute quadrangles (CNDDB, 2011)



CNPS Electronic Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants of California search for
La Costa Valley and Niles quadrangles (CNPS, 2011)



Final listing determinations for 10 Distinct Population Segments of West Coast steelhead
(NMFS, 2006)



SFPUC New Irvington Tunnel Project Final EIR (San Francisco Planning Department,
2009a)



SFPUC Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade Project Initial Study/Mitigated
Negative Declaration (San Francisco Planning Department, 2008)



SFPUC Sunol/Niles Dam Removal Project Final EIR (San Francisco Planning Department,
2006)



SFPUC Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant (SVWTP) Expansion and Treated Water
Reservoir Project Final EIR (San Francisco Planning Department, 2009b)



SFPUC Calaveras Dam Replacement Project Final EIR (San Francisco Planning
Department, 2011)



Botanical Survey Report, San Antonio Backup Pipeline (May and Associates, 2008)



Terrestrial Habitat Assessment for the San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project (ESA, 2010a)



Preliminary Delineation of Waters of the United States for the San Antonio Backup Pipeline
Project (ESA, 2009)



Tree Survey Report for the San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project (EMPSi, 2009)



Focused Special‐Status Plant Surveys for the San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
(ESA+Orion, 2010)
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Field Surveys
Vegetation and Special‐Status Plants
The descriptions of natural communities and special‐status biological resources presented in this
section are based on reviews of project‐specific information and visits to the project area by
ESA+Orion and others. May and Associates carried out special‐status plant surveys in April,
May, June, and July 2008 (May and Associates, 2008). ESA+Orion biologists conducted focused
rare plant surveys in accordance with CNPS botanical survey guidelines (CNPS, 2001) on
March 11 and 17, April 21, and May 4, 2009 and November 17, 2010 (ESA+Orion, 2010). The
November 17, 2010 survey verified current site conditions in light of recent disturbances and
modifications to the project area resulting from construction activities for the New Irvington
Tunnel (NIT) project and the Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade (Alameda Siphons)
project. Environmental Management and Planning Solutions, Inc. conducted a tree survey of the
proposed backup pipeline alignment and other limited portions of the project area (EMPSi, 2009).
Habitat mapping documented in the following reports was also reviewed: Final Environmental
Impact Report for the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission New Irvington Tunnel Project
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2009a), the Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration for the
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade Project
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2008), and the Final Environmental Impact Report for the
SVWTP Expansion and Treated Water Reservoir Project (San Francisco Planning Department, 2009b).
Wildlife
Field surveys to assess habitat conditions for wildlife species were carried out on April 21 and
May 4, 2009 and November 17, 2010 (ESA, 2010). On April 21, 2009, a reconnaissance survey was
conducted to map habitats and identify species present in the project area, as well as to identify
habitat elements that could support special‐status wildlife species that were not directly
observed. On May 4, 2009, a focused survey for burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) was
performed consistent with the guidelines for a Phase II assessment outlined in the April 1993
Burrowing Owl Consortium Survey Protocol and Mitigation Guidelines. Two ESA biologists
conducted this survey by walking multiple transects in the study area for a distance of
approximately 1 mile, within and east of the project area and along the grassland slopes east of
Calaveras Road. The biologists walked these transects while scanning for burrowing owls,
ground squirrels (Spermophilus beecheyi), and burrow complexes. Vegetation types and wildlife
habitats in the project area were characterized through field observations and review of prior
biological resource reports. The November 17, 2010 survey verified current site conditions in light
of recent disturbances and modifications to the project area resulting from construction activities
for the NIT project and the Alameda Siphons project.
Waters and Wetlands
ESA biologists delineated waters and wetlands of the United States on March 16–18, April 13,
April 21, and May 4, 2009 (ESA, 2010b). The delineation was carried out using the routine onsite
determination methods described in the 1987 Corps wetland delineation manual (Environmental
Laboratory, 1987) and in the Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation
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Manual: Arid West Region (Corps, 2008). The wetland delineation determined the location and
extent of all wetlands and waters, including but not limited to those potentially under the
jurisdiction of the Corps, the San Francisco Bay RWQCB, and the CDFG. The delineation was
verified by the Corps on July 8, 2011.

5.14.1.3 Existing Site Conditions
Three SFPUC Water System Improvement Program (WSIP) facility improvement projects in the
Sunol Valley partially overlap with the SABPL project area. The Alameda Siphons project overlaps
with the SABPL project area in the vicinity of the Alameda Siphons, and this area has been cleared
as a result of ongoing construction activities associated with of the Alameda Siphons project. The
NIT project overlaps with both the SABPL project and Alameda Siphons project in the vicinity of
the Alameda Siphons, but the NIT project, which is larger, also includes improvements that extend
from the Alameda West Portal to the Irvington Portal in Fremont. The NIT project overlaps with the
SABPL project area for approximately 0.8 mile along Calaveras Road north of the Alameda
Siphons, and like the SABPL project and other SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley, includes the
permanent placement of spoils in an earthen berm at the North Spoils Site at the northern tip of the
SABPL project area. The North Spoils Site was cleared during construction activities associated with
the NIT and Alameda Siphons projects, and wildlife exclusion fencing was installed. A third SFPUC
project—the proposed Upper Alameda Creek Filter Gallery project (Filter Gallery project)—is
currently undergoing environmental review. The proposed Filter Gallery project would overlap
with the northernmost 0.6 mile of the SABPL project area, including quarry Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West, the North Spoils Site, the San Antonio Creek crossing, and the grasslands between
San Antonio Creek and the Hetch Hetchy Water & Power (HHWP) Calaveras Substation. In
addition, both the SABPL project and the Filter Gallery project would also place excess spoils in an
earthen berm at the former nursery site located within Staging Area C, just east of Pit F3‐East.

Habitats
Six habitat types have been identified within the project area (ESA, 2010a). Table 5.14‐1 presents a
crosswalk between the mapped habitats and the corresponding CNDDB terminology and
classification codes (CDFG, 2003) and California Wildlife Habitat Relationships2 (ESA, 2010a;
CDFG, 2003) classifications for habitats within the project area. Because the project area is primarily
long and narrow, there is a relatively high potential for indirect impacts on wildlife that use nearby
areas. As a result, the terrestrial habitat assessment also included habitats within the line‐of‐sight of
the project area and those that might be subject to construction‐related noise increases; this larger
area subject to potential project effects has been identified as the biological resources study area (see
Appendix G). Habitat types occurring within the project area are briefly described below.
Figure 5.14‐1 shows the distribution of these habitats in the proposed project area (see Appendix G
for descriptions and maps of the habitat types occurring near the project area). Appendix D and
Appendix E present lists of wildlife and plant species, respectively, observed in the project area.

2

The California Wildlife Habitat Relationships is an information and classification system containing life history,
geographic range, habitat relationships, and management information on the amphibians, reptiles, birds, and
mammals known to occur in the state.
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TABLE 5.14‐1
HABITATS AND NATURAL COMMUNITIES IN THE
SAN ANTONIO BACKUP PIPELINE PROJECT AREA
Natural Community
Recognized by
California Natural
Diversity Database

California
Wildlife Habitat
Relationships Type

Developed/
Ruderal

Developed

Developed

Proposed Project Area: Backup pipeline
alignment; proposed chemical facility;
Staging Areas C and D; quarry Pit F6;
North Spoils Site; proposed discharge
facility at quarry Pit F3‐East; slopes of
quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West;
proposed cutoff wall; proposed Alameda
Creek Pump Station; proposed transfer
pipeline; proposed dewatering facilities.

Non‐native
Grassland

Non‐native Grassland

Annual Grassland

Proposed Project Area: Backup pipeline
alignment; Staging Areas A and B.

Riparian

Mule Fat Scrub

Valley Foothill
Riparian

Proposed Project Area: Backup pipeline
alignment; proposed alignment for the
water pipeline to the town of Sunol;
proposed overhead powerline
alignment.

Riverine

Proposed Project Area: San Antonio
Creek crossing and unnamed tributary
to Alameda Creek crossing Calaveras
Road and emptying into Pit F6.

Fresh Emergent
Wetland
Wet Meadow

Proposed Project Area: Staging Area A.

Lacustrine

Proposed Project Area: Quarry Pits
F3‐East and F3‐West.

Habitat Type

Ephemeral/
Intermittent
Stream
Freshwater
Marsh/Seasonal
Wetland

–

Cattail Wetland (Typha
spp.) Alliance

Lacustrine

–

Areas Where Present

SOURCES: ESA, 2010b; CDFG, 2003; Mayer and Laudenslayer, 1988.

Previous grading, excavation, commercial development, and the construction of infrastructure
have disturbed the majority of the project area, including non‐native grassland. Recently
disturbed areas still support very limited plant cover, most of it weedy. Other areas contain
established annual grasslands dominated by non‐native species.
Upland Communities
Developed/Ruderal. “Developed” refers to land that is actively in use—for instance, roads,
parking areas, residences, landscaped areas, and commercial facilities—where naturally
occurring vegetation is not allowed to grow. Developed areas constitute much of the project area
and include quarry operations, SFPUC facilities, roads, and areas recently cleared for
construction of the NIT and Alameda Siphons projects. Some developed areas may support
planted or maintained vegetation such as eucalyptus (Eucalyptus spp.), oleander (Nerium
oleander), Monterey pine (Pinus radiata), and lawn. “Ruderal” refers to areas that have been
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previously cleared or developed, are not in active use, and have developed little vegetation (or
that contain developed vegetation that is mostly weedy, non‐grass species). The vegetation in
many ruderal areas is sparse and does not resemble any identified natural community (such as
non‐native grassland). In some areas, shrubs such as coyote brush (Baccharis pilularis) have
become established and contribute a significant amount of cover. In some ruderal and developed
areas in the Sunol Valley, large mature native trees have been preserved, providing significant
wildlife habitat.
Extensive portions of the project area contain ruderal habitat, such as the slopes of the quarry pits
and abandoned or vacated nurseries along Calaveras Road. Typical plant species found in ruderal
habitats within the project area include yellow star thistle (Centaurea solstitialis), purple star thistle
(Centaurea calcitrapa), bull thistle (Cirsium vulgare), Italian thistle (Carduus pycnocephalus), milk thistle
(Silybum marianum), stinkwort (Dittrichia graveolens), fennel (Foeniculum vulgare), and shortpod
mustard (Hirschfeldia incana). Some quarry walls were mapped as non‐native grassland (ESA,
2010a), but these have been reclassified as ruderal because of their high proportion of weeds and
woody species such as coyote brush. The California Invasive Plant Council considers a number of
species found in ruderal areas to be highly invasive weeds (Cal‐IPC, 2006). Yellow star thistle and
fennel are ranked as highly invasive, while purple star thistle, Italian thistle, bull thistle, and
shortpod mustard are ranked as moderately invasive. Stinkwort is given a “red alert” ranking
because it spreads extremely rapidly. Virtually unknown in the Alameda watershed 10 years ago,
stinkwort has now become dominant in many highly disturbed sites.
The amount of developed/ruderal habitat in the project area has increased considerably since
issuance of the Notice of Preparation in late 2007, and the conversion of land to this habitat type
was especially intense in 2010 following construction of the NIT and Alameda Siphons projects.
Developed/ruderal habitat is now the most extensive type in the project area. These two projects
required site clearance, and hence conversion to developed habitat, at the North Spoils Site, in the
vicinity of the proposed chemical facility, near Air Gap No. 1, and in most of the southern portion
of the backup pipeline alignment. In these areas, vegetation was removed, all burrows were
collapsed, and the sites were graded; however, mature trees3 such as valley oak (Quercus lobata),
California sycamore (Platanus racemosa), coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia), and planted cork oak
(Quercus suber) were retained where possible in accordance with the mitigation requirements for
the NIT and Alameda Siphons projects. As a result, these areas provide more wildlife habitat
value than is typical of developed/ruderal habitat types.
In general, developed and ruderal areas have marginal value for wildlife because of high levels of
human disturbance and activity and limited vegetation development. Resident wildlife species in
developed and ruderal areas tend to be those tolerant of human disturbance, such as raccoon
(Procyon lotor), western scrub jay (Aphelocoma californica), house finch (Carpodacus mexicanus), and
opossum (Didelphis virginiana). Because the project area is situated near extensive areas of natural

3

“Mature tree” refers to trees greater than 6 inches in diameter at breast height (dbh), or 10 inches aggregate dbh
for multi‐trunked trees.
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Figure 5.14-1
Habitat Types in the SABPL Biological Resources Study Area
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vegetation, developed and ruderal habitats may be used as movement corridors by species such
as wild pig (Sus scrofa) and mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus). California ground squirrels
(Spermophilus beecheyi), while not abundant in any portion of the project area, were observed to
have burrows in relatively friable soil along roadside fencelines. Developed portions of the
project area may support nesting birds such as tree swallow (Tachycineta bicolor), rough‐winged
swallow (Stelgidopteryx serripennis), and mourning dove (Zenaida macroura), among others.
Non‐native Grassland. Non‐native grassland consists of a dense to sparse cover of non‐native
annual grasses, and is found on a wide variety of soils and slopes. This habitat covers
undeveloped areas along Calaveras Road south of San Antonio Creek and limited areas near the
Alameda Siphons and San Antonio Pump Station. Dominant species vary within the project area,
but the most common annual grasses are ripgut brome (Bromus diandrus), soft brome
(B. hordeaceus), wild oats (Avena fatua, A. barbata), and Italian ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum).
Common non‐native herbaceous species include stork’s bill (Erodium spp.) and smooth catsear
(Hypochaeris glabra). In less disturbed situations, non‐native grassland also supports a variety of
native grasses and forbs. Typical native herb species in such locations include California poppy
(Eschscholzia californica), sky lupine (Lupinus nanus), and owl’s clover (Castilleja exserta ssp. exserta,
Orthocarpus spp., and Triphysaria spp.).
In the project area, most of the areas that support non‐native grassland are located on soils with a
history of past grading and disturbance. Species richness is generally low but tends to reflect past
habitats. Some of the areas mapped as non‐native grassland near the Alameda Siphons support
widely spaced, mature trees such as California sycamore and valley oak, indicating the past
presence of riparian woodlands and former floodplain conditions. Along Calaveras Road, in the
areas mapped as non‐native grassland, there are some small coast live oaks and other trees such
as cork oaks, which may have been planted. Sparse to moderately dense areas of coyote brush
(Baccharis pilularis) are also present in some non‐native grassland.
Non‐native grassland in the project area supports low densities of small and medium‐sized
mammals such as mice, California vole (Microtus californicus), Botta’s pocket gopher (Thomomys
bottae), California ground squirrel, cottontail (Sylvilagus auduboni), and black‐tailed jackrabbit
(Lepus californicus). Common and typical predators include western rattlesnake (Crotalus viridis
helleri), Pacific gopher snake (Pituophis catenifer catenifer), and California kingsnake (Lampropeltis
getula californiae). Non‐native grassland also provides nesting habitat for short‐eared owl (Asio
flammeus), foraging habitat for raptors, and denning and foraging habitat for American badger
(Taxidea taxus). The presence of occasional large mature trees along the northernmost and
southernmost portions of the backup pipeline alignment adds to the value of this habitat for
wildlife.
Riparian and Aquatic Communities
This discussion of the characteristics and distribution of riparian and aquatic communities is
largely based on the wetland delineation performed by ESA (2009), which is incorporated as
Appendix H. Figure 5.14‐2 summarizes jurisdictional waters within and adjacent to the project
area.
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Riparian. As shown in Figure 5.14‐1, riparian habitat is found west of Calaveras Road in the
active channel of San Antonio Creek, where the dominant vegetation is widely spaced mule fat
(Baccharis salicifolius) shrubs with a sandy and scarcely vegetated channel bottom. Scattered coast
live oak, valley oak, buckeye, and sycamore are present within and on the banks of the creek, and
non‐native grasses dominate the understory.
Typically, riparian habitat supports a large variety of wildlife species—including nesting birds
such as Wilson’s warbler (Wilsonia pusilla), Swainson’s thrush (Catharus ustulatus), and spotted
towhee (Pipilo maculatus), as well as many species of bats. Within the project area, the structure
and extent of riparian habitat is so limited along San Antonio Creek that this habitat is not
expected to support species other than those found in non‐native grassland.
Freshwater Marsh. Freshwater marsh is a general term for habitat that contains surface water or
saturated soil for long periods of time. In the project area, the distribution of this habitat is largely
dictated by hydrology‐altering human activities. A small area of freshwater marsh has formed as
a result of discharges from the San Antonio Pump Station, located south of the Alameda Siphons
and west of the Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility and Calaveras Road. This is in
approximately the same location as Staging Area A. The discharges have collected within a
channel excavated in uplands and have formed a wetland. Freshwater marsh habitat within the
project area is small and somewhat disturbed, so the diversity of wildlife it supports is rather
limited; bullfrogs (Bufo catesbiana), Pacific chorus frogs (Pseudacris regilla), and western toad (Bufo
boreas) tadpoles have been observed using this habitat in the project area (ESA, 2010a).
Intermittent Stream/Ephemeral Stream. An intermittent stream is a watercourse that flows for
brief to extended periods during the rainy season, but does not consistently flow year‐round.
Intermittent streams are fed by rainfall as well as groundwater. An ephemeral stream is a briefly
flowing watercourse that flows only after storms, as it receives no groundwater input. Substantial
intermittent streams often support characteristic riparian habitats, such as mule fat scrub and
sycamore alluvial woodland, that depend on coarse alluvium and, typically, shallow depth to
groundwater. Ephemeral streams do not generally support distinctive riparian or freshwater
marsh/seasonal wetland. Within the project area, San Antonio Creek is an intermittent stream.
One ephemeral stream—an unnamed tributary that formerly emptied into Alameda Creek—
begins in the hills east of Calaveras Road, is conveyed under Calaveras Road in a culvert, and
then empties into an unvegetated rip‐rapped channel within the project area. The channel
ultimately empties into quarry Pit F6, and thus provides little or no habitat for wildlife that
depend on water or wetland habitats. West of the San Antonio Backup Pipeline project area this
channel is currently culverted.
Lacustrine. Lacustrine describes open water habitats. In the project area, such habitats are found
in the quarry pits. The pits have limited habitat value due to their use as part of aggregate mining
operations; the sides of the pits are very steep and the water levels are managed such that
wetland and riparian vegetation development is very limited.
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Figure 5.14-2
Jurisdictional Waters Within the Project Area
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Riverine Resources
Alameda Creek. Alameda Creek flows from its headwaters at Oak Ridge to South San Francisco
Bay. The creek has historically been divided into three distinct reaches: upper Alameda Creek
and its tributaries, including San Antonio Creek; Niles Canyon reach and tributaries such as
Arroyo de la Laguna; and lower Alameda Creek, which is primarily a concrete‐lined flood
control channel.
Channel substrates in Alameda Creek range from silt and sand with small cobbles to gravel and
larger boulders. The lower reach of the creek is characterized by extensive urban development
and has been channelized (rip‐rapped) for floodwater conveyance. Portions of Alameda Creek
are shaded by mixed riparian forest at the margins of the creek. This vegetation is extensive in the
Niles Canyon reach, where it occupies the first terrace from the edge of the creek (i.e., ordinary
high water) to approximately 6 to 8 feet above ordinary high water (San Francisco Planning
Department, 2006).
Flows in the main stems of Alameda Creek and its tributaries are highly variable, with high flows
during the winter and spring and low flows or no flows during the summer and fall. In the past,
portions of Alameda Creek, particularly the Niles Canyon, Sunol Valley, and lower reaches, have
had low and intermittent streamflows during the summer of dry years. There have been similar
intermittent streamflow conditions in the tributaries, with the greatest frequency of intermittent
flows occurring in the lower‐elevation alluvial sections during dry years. The seasonal hydrology
of Alameda Creek and its tributaries has changed over the past several decades due to
construction of upstream storage reservoirs; and flow augmentation from managed releases from
the State Water Project’s South Bay Aqueduct for groundwater recharge; and deliveries to the
Alameda County Water District.
In addition, major alterations to Alameda Creek and its tributaries—including the channelization
of the lower 12 miles of Alameda Creek for flood control; the construction of San Antonio,
Calaveras, and Del Valle Reservoirs for water supply; and the construction of a concrete drop
structure to stabilize the channel around the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) weir in Fremont—
have made spawning habitat within the watershed inaccessible for some returning anadromous4
fishes such as steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss) (Gunther et al., 2000).
The reach of Alameda Creek in the vicinity of the proposed SABPL project, through the Sunol
Valley (both upstream and downstream of the confluence with San Antonio Creek), is
characterized by a broad low‐gradient channel with some braided reaches (Center for Ecosystem
Management and Restoration, 2002). Alameda Creek is typically a perennial stream in the upper
parts of the watershed; however, in the Sunol Valley and other alluvial flats, a high rate of
infiltration coupled with a low‐gradient stream channel typically results in a dry streambed
during the summer months. In the lower reaches of the Sunol Valley, including the vicinity of the
proposed SABPL project, Alameda Creek is bordered by numerous gravel quarries.

4

Anadromous fish hatch (rear) in freshwater, migrate to the ocean (saltwater) to grow and mature, and migrate
back to freshwater to spawn and reproduce.
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Thirteen native fish species have been collected in non‐tidal portions of Alameda Creek during the
past century (Gunther et al., 2000). Many of the species observed in the creek are those typical of
streams in the region, including steelhead/rainbow trout, California roach (Hesperoleucus
symmetricus), Sacramento sucker (Catostomus occidentalis), Sacramento pikeminnow (Ptychocheilus
grandis, previously known as Sacramento squawfish), Pacific lamprey (Lampetra tridentata), and
prickly sculpin (Cottus asper). In recent years, small numbers of adult Chinook salmon
(Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) have been recovered in the Alameda Creek Flood Control Channel, as
well as other San Francisco Bay streams not previously known to support salmon runs. It is
generally believed that hatchery production has resulted in salmon straying to streams that have
not traditionally supported them (Gunther et al., 2000).
In addition to native fishes, the Alameda Creek watershed now supports populations of
introduced fish species, including bluegill (Lepomis machrochirus) and largemouth bass
(Micropterus salmoides). These introduced species have increased in abundance and distribution
throughout the watershed in the past decades (Gunther et al., 2000).
San Antonio Creek. San Antonio Creek is an intermittent drainage that originates approximately
9 miles east of Alameda Creek and flows westward into San Antonio Reservoir. At the base of
Turner Dam, the original creek channel of San Antonio Creek continues westward, joining
Alameda Creek in the lower reaches of the Sunol Valley in the vicinity of active gravel quarries
and upstream of Arroyo de la Laguna. The SFPUC currently uses the existing discharge facility at
San Antonio Creek at the base of Turner Dam to release quality‐impaired water from the Hetch
Hetchy system via the San Antonio Pipeline, and to perform emergency and maintenance
releases from the reservoir. Such events are infrequent; however, relatively large volumes of
water may be released during these episodes. For much of the year, San Antonio Creek
downstream of Turner Dam only receives flow from two drain pipes that each continually drain
seepage from Turner Dam at a rate of approximately 20 gallons per minute (CDM, 2007).
Perennial flows in the creek resulting from dam seepage extend from Turner Dam to just
downstream of the USGS stream gage weir located approximately 0.5 mile east of the Calaveras
Road crossing. Downstream of the weir, including through the project area, San Antonio Creek is
typically dry for much of the year.
At the location where the proposed backup pipeline crosses San Antonio Creek, the stream
channel and banks of the creek are heavily vegetated with non‐native annual grasses and ruderal
vegetation. The northern bank is nearly vertical and approximately 12 feet high, while the
southern bank is relatively gentle and shallow, is less than 4 feet high, and has an approximate
2:1 slope.

Sensitive Natural Communities
The CDFG has identified natural communities within California (as distinct from the organisms
they support) as rare and/or sensitive, and these species are tracked in the CNDDB. Each natural
community in the database is assigned a ranking that indicates its rarity, current known acreage,
known threats, and sensitivity to perturbation. Sensitive natural communities are of special
significance because their present rate of loss indicates that acreage reductions or habitat
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degradation could threaten the viability of dependent plant and wildlife species, and possibly
hinder the long‐term sustainability of the community or species that rely on it. The loss of sensitive
natural communities can also diminish valued ecosystem functions, such as the roles of marshes in
water filtration or of riparian woodlands in riverbank stabilization. None of the habitats mapped
within the project area are listed by the CNDDB as sensitive natural communities.
This EIR considers the following to be sensitive natural communities: seasonal wetlands and
wetland tributaries, perennial seeps, freshwater marsh, other waters of the United States (e.g.,
intermittent streams and open water), and riparian areas (e.g., mule fat scrub). Almost all types of
wetlands are highly biologically active, and almost all have experienced significant declines in
California. The freshwater marsh within the project area is not considered Corps jurisdictional.
As described below in Sections 5.14.2.1 and 5.14.2.2, various federal and state laws and
regulations protect wetlands. A formal wetland delineation and permits from the relevant
regulatory agencies, including the Corps, RWQCB, and CDFG, are required when a project
would result in impacts on wetlands, federal and/or state jurisdictional waters, or riparian
habitat. ESA prepared a formal wetland delineation of potentially jurisdictional features in the
SABPL project area, was verified by the Corps on July 8, 2011(see Appendix H).

Special‐Status Species
A number of species known to occur in the Alameda watershed are protected under state and
federal endangered species laws, or have been designated by the CDFG as species of special
concern. In addition, Section 15380(b) of the CEQA Guidelines provides a definition of rare,
endangered, or threatened species that are not included in any listing.5 Species recognized under
these terms are collectively referred to as “special‐status species.” For this EIR, special‐status species
include:



Plant and wildlife species listed as rare, threatened, or endangered under either FESA or
CESA



Plants listed as List 1A, 1B, or 2 by the CNPS



Species that are candidates for listing under either federal or state law



Species designated by the CDFG as species of special concern



Species protected by the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (Title 16, United States Code
[USC], Sections 703–711)



Candidate species that may be considered rare or endangered pursuant to Section 15380(b)
of the CEQA Guidelines

ESA+Orion created comprehensive lists of the special‐status plant and animal species that have
been documented to occur or have the potential to occur in suitable habitat within the project
area; these lists indicate whether there is a low, moderate, or high potential for species occurrence
5

For example, vascular plants listed by the CNPS as rare or endangered or as List 1 or 2 are considered subject to
Section 15380(b).
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based on previous special‐status species record locations and current site conditions. ESA+Orion
obtained data on species occurrence from the CNDDB (CNDDB, 2009), the CNPS Electronic
Inventory (CNPS, 2009), and the USFWS (USFWS, 2009a). These comprehensive lists of species
with the potential to occur in the project vicinity are included in Appendix F. Further information
on local species occurrence was obtained from the SFPUC (2008) and other biological literature
pertaining to the region, including EIRs for nearby SFPUC projects (San Francisco Planning
Department, 2008, 2009a, 2009b). Figures 5.14‐3 and 5.14‐4 depict special‐status wildlife and plant
species records, respectively, for the project area. Tables 5.14‐2 and 5.14‐3 present the name,
status, habitat, distribution, and potential for occurrence of special‐status wildlife and plant
species that may be present in the project area or that could be affected indirectly during project
construction, based on analyses carried out by May and Associates (2008), ESA+Orion (2010), and
ESA (2009, 2010a). Federally and state‐listed wildlife species and those with a moderate or high
potential to occur in the project area are described below. Species with a low potential to occur in
the project area are identified in Tables 5.14‐2 and 5.14‐3 and Appendices D, E, G, and J. As noted
in the habitat assessment (ESA, 2010a), the following species were considered to have low
potential to occur in the project area due to lack of suitable habitat: Bay checkerspot butterfly
(Euphydryas editha bayensis), callippe silverspot butterfly (Speyeria callippe callippe), American
peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum), bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), San Joaquin kit fox
(Vulpes macrotis mutica), foothill yellow‐legged frog (Rana boylii), western pond turtle (Actinemys
marmorata), coast horned lizard (Phrynosoma coronatum), burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia),
northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), sharp‐shinned hawk (Accipiter striatus), pallid bat (Antrozous
pallidus), tule elk (Cervus elaphus nannodes), hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus), Yuma myotis (Myotis
yumanensis), Townsend’s big‐eared bat (Plecotus townsendii), American badger (Taxidea taxus), and
San Francisco dusky‐footed woodrat (Neotoma fuscipes annectens).
Special‐Status Wildlife
Federally and State‐Listed Species
California tiger salamander (Ambystoma californiense) is state and federally listed as threatened.
Final designation of critical habitat for the species was published on August 23, 2005 (Title
70, Code of Federal Regulations [CFR], Sections 49380–49458); the nearest critical habitat unit
to the project area lies between Arroyo Hondo and Calaveras Reservoir, approximately six
miles south of the project site.
California tiger salamander (CTS) is principally an upland species found in grasslands and
open valley‐foothill hardwood habitats in Central and Northern California. These salamanders
require underground refuges—usually ground squirrel or other small mammal burrows such as
those of valley pocket gophers (Thomomys bottae)—where they spend the majority of their annual
cycle. Between December and February, when seasonal ponds begin to fill, adult CTS engage in
mass migrations to aquatic sites during a few rainy nights (Barry and Shaffer, 1994). Suitable
conditions for breeding do not occur every year, but reproductive output is high when conditions are
suitable. Refuge sites have been documented at distances of 1 mile or more (Orloff, 2007) from
breeding ponds.
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TABLE 5.14‐2
FOCUSED LIST OF SPECIAL‐STATUS WILDLIFE CONSIDERED
FOR THE SAN ANTONIO BACKUP PIPELINE PROJECT
Listing Status
USFWS/
CDFG

Common Name
Scientific Name

General Habitat Requirements

Potential for Species Occurrence
Within the Project area

FEDERAL OR STATE‐LISTED SPECIES OR PROPOSED FOR LISTING

Invertebrates
Bay checkerspot butterfly
Euphydryas editha bayensis

FT/–

Serpentine bunchgrass and
valley needlegrass grassland.
Larval food plants are Plantago
erecta, Castilleja densiflora and C.
exserta. Adult food plants are
Lomatium spp., Lasthenia
californica and Layia platyglossa.

Low potential. There are no records of
occurrence in the immediate vicinity of the
project, and suitable habitat is not present
within the project area.

Callippe silverspot
butterfly
Speyeria callippe callippe

FE/–

Grasslands with larval food
plant Viola pedunculata and
nearby adult nectar sources.

Low potential. There are records of a
butterfly with intermediate characteristics
between this and another subspecies in the
Alameda watershed (Entomological
Consulting Services, 2004; 2005). However,
suitable habitat is not present within the
project area.

FT/–

Perennial streams with
connection to the San Francisco
Bay or the Pacific Ocean.

Not present. Known to occur in Alameda
Creek below BART weir. Potential for
occurrence in upper Alameda Creek currently
restricted by downstream barriers. The
SFPUC and several other public agencies and
private and non‐profit organizations are
undertaking efforts to restore the historic
steelhead run in Alameda Creek.

California tiger salamander
Ambystoma californiense

FT/CT

Wintering sites occur in
grasslands occupied by
burrowing mammals; breeds in
ponds, vernal pools, and slow‐
moving or receding streams.

High potential. Seven breeding locations are
known within 1 mile, and tiger salamanders
have been recently sighted near and within
the project area. The project area is a potential
movement corridor, and small mammal
burrows offer estivation and foraging
opportunities. However, no breeding habitat
is available within the project area.

California red‐legged frog
Rana draytonii

FT/CSC

Breeds in stock ponds, pools,
and slow‐moving streams.

High potential. This species is known to
occur in Alameda Creek and San Antonio
Creek at the base of Turner Dam, and, based
on observations, within and adjacent to the
project area. Seasonal wetlands and quarry
pits in the project area provide aquatic refugia
but not breeding habitat. Grasslands, small
mammal burrows, and rock and debris piles
offer summer habitat.

FT/CT

Coastal scrub, grassland, and
open oak woodland. Prefers
rocky openings for basking,
foraging.

Low to moderate potential. Low quality
foraging and dispersal habitat is present in
project area grasslands and nearby scrub,
especially on the slopes east of Calaveras
Road.

Fishes
Central California Coast
Distinct Population
Segment (DPS) steelhead
Onchorhynchus mykiss

Amphibians

Reptiles
Alameda whipsnake
Masticophis lateralis
euryxanthus
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TABLE 5.14‐2 (Continued)
FOCUSED LIST OF SPECIAL‐STATUS WILDLIFE CONSIDERED
FOR THE SAN ANTONIO BACKUP PIPELINE PROJECT
Listing Status
USFWS/
CDFG

Common Name
Scientific Name

General Habitat Requirements

Potential for Species Occurrence
Within the Project area

FEDERAL OR STATE‐LISTED SPECIES OR PROPOSED FOR LISTING (cont.)

Birds
American peregrine falcon
(nesting)
Falco peregrinus anatum

–/CE

Nests on cliffs, tall buildings,
high bridges, and specially
designed towers.

Low potential. Suitable nesting habitat is
absent from the project area. Nesting is
unlikely on interior quarry pit slopes or utility
towers.

Bald eagle
Haliaeetus leucocephalus

–/CE

Nests in mountainous habitats
near reservoirs, lakes, and
rivers, usually in coniferous
trees, close to permanent water.

Low potential. Although unlikely, large trees
in the project area could provide potential
nesting habitat. Nesting is documented from
Calaveras Reservoir.

Arid grasslands and open
scrubland.

Low potential. Suitable habitat is present for
foraging and dispersal, but there are few local
occurrences. The nearest is approximately
3 miles to the northwest (CNDDB, 2009).

Mammals
San Joaquin kit fox
Vulpes macrotis mutica

FE/CT

FEDERAL OR STATE FULLY PROTECTED/SPECIES OF SPECIAL CONCERN

Amphibians
Foothill yellow‐legged frog
Rana boylii

–/CSC

A year‐round resident of
cobble‐lined streams; breeds in
spring months after high water
subsides.

Absent. Suitable habitat is absent from the
project area. This species is limited to
perennial, high‐gradient drainages.

Western pond turtle
Actinemys marmorata

–/CSC

Lakes, ponds, reservoirs, and
slow‐moving streams and
rivers, primarily in foothills
and lowlands.

Low potential. This species is known from
Alameda Creek and San Antonio Creek.
Quarry pits provide low‐quality habitat for
the western pond turtle.

Coast horned lizard
Phrynosoma coronatum

–/CSC

Sandy areas and river washes,
as well as riparian woodland
clearings, chaparral, and alkali
flats.

Low potential. This species is not reported in
the project area, although it may be present in
the sandy washes of Alameda Creek channel or
in rock and debris piles near the quarry pits.

–/CSC

A colonial nester; nests in dense High potential. Breeding is known from the
freshwater emergent
Sunol Valley, and large flocks were observed
vegetation.
foraging over the project area. Potential
breeding habitat exists in freshwater marshes
and ruderal vegetation in or near the project
area.

Reptiles

Birds
Tricolored blackbird
Agelaius tricolor

Golden eagle
Aquila chrysaetos

–/CDFG fully
protected

Short‐eared owl
Asio flammeus

–/CSC

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

Nests in open areas on cliffs
and in large trees.

Moderate potential. Open areas with large
sycamore, cottonwood, and oak trees in the
southern project area and along San Antonio
Creek east of Calaveras Road could provide
nesting habitat. There are known nesting sites
on slopes above the base of Turner Dam.

Nests in grasslands, usually on
the ground.

Moderate potential. Grasslands in the project
area could provide nesting habitat for the
short‐eared owl. There are known nesting
sites along the southeastern San Antonio
Reservoir.
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TABLE 5.14‐2 (Continued)
FOCUSED LIST OF SPECIAL‐STATUS WILDLIFE CONSIDERED
FOR THE SAN ANTONIO BACKUP PIPELINE PROJECT
Listing Status
USFWS/
CDFG

Common Name
Scientific Name

General Habitat Requirements

Potential for Species Occurrence
Within the Project area

FEDERAL OR STATE FULLY PROTECTED/SPECIES OF SPECIAL CONCERN (cont.)

Birds (cont.)
Burrowing owl
Athene cunicularia

–/CSC

Nests and forages in low‐
growing grasslands that
support burrowing mammals.

Low potential. Grasslands in the project area
and a 500‐foot buffer are only marginally
suitable, supporting few small mammal
burrows and fewer burrow complexes. A few
holes were observed in rock and debris piles.
No owls or owl signs were observed during
Phase II protocol‐level breeding season
surveys.

Northern harrier
Circus cyaneus

–/CSC

Nests in coastal freshwater and
saltwater marshes; nests and
forages in grasslands.

Low potential. Nesting sites are potentially
present in quarry ponds supporting
freshwater emergent marshes.

Nests near wet meadows and
open grasslands in dense oak,
willow, or other large tree
stands.

Moderate potential. Potential nesting habitat
is present along riparian corridors, and in oak
woodlands to the east of Calaveras Road and
at the southern end of the project area.

White‐tailed kite (nesting)
Elanus leucurus

–/CDFG fully
protected

Horned lark
Eremophila alpestris

–/CSC

Year‐long resident in
California. Nests on the
ground, in grasslands.

Moderate potential. Nesting is documented
on the north slopes of San Antonio Reservoir.
Suitable habitat is present in the project area
in grasslands and along access roads.

Cooper’s hawk
Accipiter cooperii

–/CSC

Nests in woodlands, and
forages in open habitats and
forest edges.

Moderate potential. This species is observed
nearby in suitable habitat, and may be present
along San Antonio Creek in open oak
woodland.

Sharp‐shinned hawk
Accipiter striatus

–/CSC

Nests and forages in
woodlands.

Low potential. Well‐developed woodland
habitat is not present in the project area.

Loggerhead shrike
Lanius ludovicianus

–/CSC

Scrub, open woodlands, and
grasslands.

High potential. Shrike nesting sites may
occur in grasslands, shrubs, and trees
throughout the project area.

–/CSC

Day roosts are mainly in caves,
crevices, and mines; also found
in buildings and under bark.
Forages in open lowland areas.

Low to moderate potential. Potential roosting
habitat is available in large‐diameter oaks and
cottonwoods and under bridges.

The San Antonio elk herd is a
resident herd from the hills
surrounding San Antonio
Reservoir.

Low potential. Tule elk are present on the
slopes east of Calaveras Road; however,
limited habitat is present within the project
area and elk are not expected to occur there.

Mammals
Pallid bat
Antrozous pallidus

Tule elk
Cervus elaphus nannodes

–/Local
protection

Hoary bat
Lasiurus cinereus

–/CSC

Roosts in dense foliage of large
trees.

Low to moderate potential. Roosting habitat
is available in large dense oak trees.

Yuma myotis
Myotis yumanensis

–/CSC

Roosts in caves, old buildings,
and under bark. Forms
maternity colony in the spring.

Low to moderate potential. Roosting habitat
is available in large‐diameter oaks and
cottonwoods and under bridges.

San Francisco dusky‐footed
woodrat
Neotoma fuscipes

–/CSC

Occurs in forests with
established understory.
Constructs nests from woody
debris.

Low potential. Forests are absent from the
project area. Riparian corridors generally lack
forest understory, and the habitat size is too
small to support the species.
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TABLE 5.14‐2 (Continued)
FOCUSED LIST OF SPECIAL‐STATUS WILDLIFE CONSIDERED
FOR THE SAN ANTONIO BACKUP PIPELINE PROJECT
Listing Status
USFWS/
CDFG

Common Name
Scientific Name

General Habitat Requirements

Potential for Species Occurrence
Within the Project area

FEDERAL OR STATE FULLY PROTECTED/SPECIES OF SPECIAL CONCERN (cont.)

Mammals(cont.)
Townsend’s big‐eared bat
Plecotus townsendii

–/CSC

Roosts in caves, mines,
buildings, or other human‐
made structures. Forages in
open lowland areas.

Low to moderate potential. Roosting habitat
is available in large‐diameter oaks and
cottonwoods and under bridges.

American badger
Taxidea taxus

–/CSC

Grasslands, savannas, deserts,
timberline mountain meadows.

Low potential. Limited denning habitat may
be present in vicinity grasslands; foraging
habitat is limited by the lack of small mammal
activity in the project area.

STATUS CODES:
FEDERAL (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service)
FE = Listed as Endangered (in danger of extinction) by the federal government.
FT = Listed as Threatened (likely to become Endangered within the foreseeable
future) by the federal government.

STATE (California Department of Fish and Game)
CE = Listed as Endangered by the State of California.
CT = Listed as Threatened by the State of California.
CSC = California Species of Special Concern.

SOURCES: CNDDB, 2009; USFWS, 2009a; San Francisco Planning Department, 2008, San Francisco Planning Department, 2009a; San Francisco
Planning Department, 2009b; ESA, 2010a.

CTS breeding habitat is present in at least seven stock ponds in surrounding foothills on both sides
of the Sunol Valley at distances within 1 mile from the project area (CNDDB, 2009). A CTS road
mortality was recorded 1.4 miles south on Calaveras Road (CNDDB, 2009), and a live individual
was observed in 2009 in a sump at the Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility at the southern end of
the project area (SFPUC, 2009a). More recently, two CTS were found in the Sunol Valley in the
vicinity of the Alameda Siphons and NIT projects in early 2011 (SFPUC, 2011a). In the SABPL
project area, the small number of mammal burrows and adjacent construction activity at
overlapping project sites limit refuge and foraging opportunities for CTS. This species may occur in
the project area, mainly utilizing the grassland habitat for dispersal.
California red‐legged frog (Rana draytonii) is federally listed as a threatened species and is a
California species of special concern. Critical habitat was proposed for this species on
September 16, 2008 (73 CFR 53492–53680); a portion of this habitat is located about 1 mile
southeast of the project area.
California red‐legged frogs (CRLF) can be found in relatively permanent waters including ponds,
streams, springs, marshes, and lakes. CRLF generally prefer dense shoreline vegetation (such as
cattails) that provides good cover for breeding. Moist woodlands, forest clearings, and grasslands
also offer suitable habitat for this species in the nonbreeding season. CRLF breed from January to
May. Eggs are attached to vegetation in shallow water and are deposited in irregular clusters.
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TABLE 5.14‐3
FOCUSED LIST OF SPECIAL‐STATUS PLANTS CONSIDERED
FOR THE SAN ANTONIO BACKUP PIPELINE PROJECT
Listing Status
USFWS/
CDFG/CNPS

Common Name
Scientific Name

General Habitat Requirements

Potential for Species Occurrence
Within the Project Area

FEDERAL AND STATE‐LISTED SPECIES OR PROPOSED FOR LISTING
Tiburon Indian paintbrush
Castilleja affinis ssp. neglecta

FE/CT/1B.2

Valley and foothill grassland, on
serpentinite.

Low potential. Suitable serpentine habitat
is not present in the project area; this
species was not found during protocol‐
level surveys.

White‐flowered pentachaeta
Pentachaeta bellidiflora

FE/CE/1B.1

Valley and foothill grassland,
often on serpentinite.

Low potential. Suitable serpentine habitat
is not present in the project area; this
species was not found during protocol‐
level surveys.

OTHER PLANT SPECIES OF CONCERN
Bent‐flowered fiddleneck
Amsinckia lunaris

‐‐/–/1B.2

Coastal bluff scrub, cismontane
woodland, valley and foothill
grassland; often on north‐facing
or sheltered slopes.

Low potential. Suitable woodland and
grassland habitat is not present in the
project area; this species was not found
during protocol‐level surveys.

San Joaquin spearscale
Atriplex joaquiniana

–/–/1B.2

Alkaline soils in chenopod scrub,
meadows and seeps, valley and
foothill grassland, vernal pools.

Low potential. Suitable alkaline soils not
present in project area.

Big‐scale balsamroot
Balsamorhiza macrolepis var.
macrolepis

‐‐/–/1B.2

Chaparral, cismontane woodland,
valley and foothill grassland;
sometimes found on serpentinite
or metamorphic substrate.

Low potential. Suitable serpentinite or
metamorphic substrate is not present in
the project area; this species was not
found during protocol‐level surveys.

Round‐leaved filaree
California macrophylla

–/–/1B.1

Cismontane woodland, valley and Low potential. Suitable clay soil habitat is
foothill grassland; clay soils with
not present in the project area; this species
residual moisture.
was not found during protocol‐level
surveys.

Chaparral harebell
Campanula exigua

–/–/1B.2

Rocky places in chaparral, usually
on serpentinite substrate.

Low potential. Suitable rocky serpentinite
substrate not present in project area.

Congdon’s tarplant
Centromadia parryi ssp.
congdonii

–/–/1B.2

Alkaline, low‐lying places in
valley and foothill grassland,
generally on fine‐textured soils.

Low potential. Suitable fine‐textured
alkaline substrate not found in project
area.

Franciscan thistle
Cirsium andrewsii

–/–/1B.2

Broadleaved upland forest,
coastal bluff scrub, coastal prairie,
coastal scrub; mesic sites,
sometimes on serpentinite.

Low potential. Suitable habitat is not
present in the project area; this species
was not found during protocol‐level
surveys.

Chaparral and cismontane
woodland.

Low potential. Suitable habitat is not
present in the project area; this species
was not found during protocol‐level
surveys.

–/–/1B.2

Broadleafed upland forest, closed‐
cone coniferous forest, chaparral,
cismontane woodland, North
Coast coniferous, riparian scrub,
riparian woodland; mesic sites.

Low potential. Suitable woodland habitat
is not present in the project area; this
species was not found during protocol‐
level surveys.

SLC/–/4.2

Chaparral, cismontane woodland,
pinyon and juniper woodland,
valley and foothill grassland; clay,
sometimes on serpentinite.

Low potential. Suitable habitat is not
present in the project area; this species
was not found during protocol‐level
surveys.

South Bay clarkia
Clarkia concinna ssp. automixa

Western leatherwood
Dirca occidentalis

Stinkbells
Fritillaria agrestis
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TABLE 5.14‐3 (Continued)
FOCUSED LIST OF SPECIAL‐STATUS PLANTS CONSIDERED
FOR THE SAN ANTONIO BACKUP PIPELINE PROJECT

Common Name
Scientific Name

Listing Status
USFWS/
CDFG/CNPS

Potential for Species Occurrence
Within the Project area

General Habitat Requirements

OTHER PLANT SPECIES OF CONCERN (cont.)
Fritillaria liliacea
Fragrant fritillary

Diablo helianthella
Helianthella castanea

Loma Prieta hoita
Hoita strobilina

Robust monardella
Monardella villosa ssp. globosa

–/–/1B.2

Cismontane woodland, coastal
prairie, coastal scrub, valley and
foothill grassland; often on
serpentinite, and usually on clay
soils.

Low potential. Suitable substrate and
habitat is not present in the project area;
this species was not found during
protocol‐level surveys.

SC/–/1B.2

Broadleafed upland forest,
chaparral, cismontane woodland,
coastal scrub, riparian woodland,
valley and foothill woodland;
often openings in scrub or forest.

Low potential. Suitable woodland habitat
is not present in the project area; this
species was not found during protocol‐
level surveys.

/1B.1

Chaparral, cismontane woodland,
riparian woodland; usually
serpentinite, mesic sites.

Low potential. Suitable habitat and
serpentinite substrate is not present in the
project area; this species was not found
during protocol‐level surveys.

Openings in chaparral,
cismontane woodland, and
coastal scrub; often more
abundant following fire.

Low potential. Suitable habitat is not
present in the project area; this species
was not found during protocol‐level
surveys.

–/–/1B.2

Gairdner’s yampah
Perideridia gairdneri ssp.
gairdneri

–/–/4.2

Broadleaved upland forest,
chaparral, coastal prairie, valley
and foothill grassland, vernal
pools; mesic sites.

Low potential. Suitable mesic habitat is
not present in the project area; this species
was not found during protocol‐level
surveys.

Maple‐leaved checkerbloom
Sidalcea malachroides

–/–/4.2

Broadleaved upland forest,
coastal prairie, coastal scrub,
North Coast coniferous forest;
within zone of coastal influence;
often in disturbed areas.

Low potential. Suitable coastally
influenced habitat is not present in the
project area; this species was not found
during protocol‐level surveys.

Most beautiful jewel‐flower
Streptanthus albidus ssp.
peramoenus

–/–/1B.2

Chaparral, cismontane woodland,
valley and foothill grassland, on
serpentinite substrate.

Low potential. Suitable serpentinite
substrate not present in project area.

STATUS CODES:
FEDERAL (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service)
FE = Listed as Endangered (in danger of extinction) by the federal government.
FT = Listed as Threatened (likely to become Endangered within the foreseeable future) by the federal government.
FC = Candidate to become a proposed species.
STATE (California Department of Fish and Game)
CE = Listed as Endangered by the State of California.
CT = Listed as Threatened by the State of California.
CSC = California Species of Special Concern.
STATE (California Native Plant Society)
List 1A: Plants presumed extinct.
List 1B: Plants rare, threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere.
List 2: Plants rare, threatened, or endangered in California, but more numerous elsewhere.
List 3: Plants about which more information is needed – a review list.
List 4: Plants of limited distribution – a watch list.
An extension reflecting the level of threat to each species is appended to each rarity category as follows:
4.1 = Seriously endangered in California.
4.2 = Fairly endangered in California.
4.3 = Not very endangered in California.
SOURCES: CNDDB, 2009; USFWS, 2009a; San Francisco Planning Department, 2008; May and Associates, 2008; ESA+Orion, 2010, SFPUC, 2011b.
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CRLF are active year‐round along the coast, but inland populations may estivate from late
summer to early winter. Adults consume insects such as beetles, caterpillars, and isopods, while
tadpoles forage on algae and detritus.
Historically, CRLF was found along the coast from the vicinity of Point Reyes National Seashore
(Marin County) and inland from Redding (Shasta County) southward to northwestern Baja
California, Mexico (Jennings and Hayes, 1994), with most Bay Area occurrences in Contra Costa
and Alameda Counties. CRLF is known to be present in Alameda Creek, with occurrences
approximately 1.6 miles upstream and downstream of the project area, as well as in San Antonio
Creek near the foot of Turner Dam, 0.9 mile from the project area. The nearest documented
breeding habitat is in a small shallow pond located 1.4 miles northeast of the project area
(CNDDB, 2009). During surveys for the Alameda Siphons project near the SABPL project area,
one CRLF was observed within a seasonal wetland and one in an overflow ditch south of Pit F6
and just east of Calaveras Road (SFPUC, 2011a). The wetland feature was recently removed as
part of the Alameda Siphons project. The small pools at the southern end of quarry Pit F6, which
is leased by Oliver De Silva, Inc. under Surface Mining Permit 30 (SMP‐30), may provide
potential low‐quality breeding habitat for CRLF (Irvington Partners Joint Venture, 2008).
Additionally, the small pond at the northern end of the study area and east of Pit F4 may provide
breeding habitat for CRLF. Potential aquatic refugia for nonbreeding CRLF in the project area
may be present in the freshwater marsh near the Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility and in the
quarry pits operated by Hanson Aggregates, Inc. under Surface Mining Permit 24 (SMP‐24), and
infrequent small mammal burrows and rock and debris piles in project‐area grasslands offer
summer habitat. Based on the proximity of known occurrences and the presence of suitable
habitat, this species could occasionally occur in the project area.
Alameda whipsnake (Masticophis lateralis euryxanthus) is a federally and state‐listed threatened
species. Critical habitat was designated in Alameda County on October 2, 2006 (70 CFR 60608–
60656). The project area is situated between Critical Habitat Unit 5B (3 miles to the south) and
Unit 3 (about 2 miles to the north). Alameda whipsnakes generally utilize open chaparral, sage
scrub, and coastal scrub on east‐, southeast‐, south‐, and southwest‐facing slopes (Federal
Register, 2000). However, surveys indicate that whipsnakes extensively utilize adjacent habitats,
including grassland, oak savanna, and occasionally oak‐bay woodland (ESA, 2010a). Rock
outcrops are an important feature of Alameda whipsnake habitat because they provide retreat
opportunities and support lizard populations—a favored prey item (USFWS, 2002; 2005).
Historically, Alameda whipsnakes were probably found in the coastal scrub and oak woodland
communities of the East Bay in Contra Costa, Alameda, western San Joaquin, and northern
Santa Clara Counties (USFWS, 2002). Five isolated populations of Alameda whipsnake are now
recognized within the species’ historical range: Tilden–Briones, Oakland–Las Trampas, Hayward–
Pleasanton Ridge, Sunol–Cedar Mountain, and Mt. Diablo–Black Hills (USFWS, 2009b).
There are three known occurrences of Alameda whipsnake in the La Costa Valley and Niles
USGS 7.5‐minute quadrangles. The nearest occurrence is 5 miles south of the project area
(McGriff, 2009, as cited in SFPUC, 2009c). Sage scrub habitat is absent from the project area, but is
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present in small, discontinuous patches on the south‐ and west‐facing slopes east of Calaveras
Road. Alameda whipsnakes have been found at distances of over 4 miles from core habitat
(Alvarez et al., 2005). Limited low quality foraging and dispersal habitat is present within the
project area in grasslands and ruderal habitat between Calaveras Road and Alameda Creek; thus,
there is a low to moderate potential for Alameda whipsnake to disperse through, or forage in, the
project area. However, much of the habitat within the SABPL project area was recently cleared
and fenced for the NIT and Alameda Siphons projects and no longer provides foraging and
dispersal habitat for this species.
San Joaquin kit fox (Vulpes macrotis mutica) is federally listed as endangered and state listed as
threatened. Although the full historical range of San Joaquin kit fox is not known with certainty,
it is believed to have extended from Stanislaus and eastern Contra Costa Counties southward to
northern Kern County. Currently, San Joaquin kit foxes are present in some areas of suitable
habitat, primarily on the San Joaquin Valley floor and surrounding foothills of the Coast Ranges,
Sierra Nevada, and Tehachapi Mountains. San Joaquin kit foxes primarily inhabit grassland and
open scrubland habitats, but also occupy marginal habitats in agricultural areas, oil fields, and
urban areas. They prefer loose‐textured soils suitable for den excavation, but in less favorable
soils they can enlarge or modify burrows of other animals such as California ground squirrel.
There are no CNDDB records for San Joaquin kit fox within the project area itself, but two adult
San Joaquin kit foxes were recently sighted approximately 3 miles northwest of the North Spoils
Site, and another more than 5 miles away (CNDDB, 2009). Because the first of these sightings was
within the estimated home‐range distance for the species and suitable foraging and dispersal
habitat are present within and adjacent to the project area, kit fox presence cannot be ruled out.
Grasslands areas within the project area are not well suited for San Joaquin kit fox denning due
to cobbly and poorly consolidated soils as well as the low population of California ground
squirrels. San Joaquin kit foxes depend largely on ground squirrels to create burrows, which the
kit foxes then enlarge and inhabit, and few burrows and burrow complexes attributable to
ground squirrels (or to any other small mammal species) were observed in the project area. At
most, San Joaquin kit foxes are likely to use the project area occasionally for foraging and
dispersal. However, the USFWS (2008) Alameda Siphons Biological Opinion states that there is a
reasonable certainty for San Joaquin kit fox to occur in habitat within and adjacent to that project
area (which overlaps the southern portion of the SABPL project area). To maintain consistency
with the Alameda Siphons Biological Opinion, this EIR provides full consideration of San Joaquin
kit fox; however, the potential for this species to occur in the SABPL project area is considered
low, and that potential was further diminished by the extensive site clearance for the NIT and
Alameda Siphons projects.
Other Special‐Status Species
Reptiles and Amphibians
Western pond turtle (Actinemys marmorata) is a California species of special concern. Western
pond turtles are commonly found in vegetated ponds, lakes, marshes, rivers, streams, and
irrigation ditches with rocky or muddy substrates. Turtles bask on logs or other objects when
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water temperatures are lower than air temperatures. Nests are located at upland sites, often up to
0.25 mile from an aquatic site (Jennings and Hayes, 1994; Stebbins, 2003; Zeiner et al., 1988).
General dispersal may occur throughout upland habitat.
Western pond turtles are uncommon and discontinuously distributed throughout California west
of the Cascade–Sierran crest (Jennings and Hayes, 1994). They are known to inhabit Alameda Creek
and its tributaries, with records documenting species presence near within 1.2 miles of the project
area to the north and south on Alameda Creek and also in San Antonio Creek near the base of
Turner Dam. Suitable habitat for western pond turtle is present in Alameda Creek near the project
area (San Francisco Planning Department, 2008) and in some of the quarry pits (San Francisco
Planning Department, 2009b). However, due to their steeply sloping sides and limited vegetation
development, quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West offer poor‐quality habitat for this species.
Birds
Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter cooperii) is a California species of special concern and a year‐round
resident throughout much of California. These hawks nest in riparian, deciduous, conifer, and
mixed woodlands, but will also nest in urban areas and seem to tolerate at least moderate levels
of human activity near their nesting sites (SFPUC, 2009c). Cooper’s hawks forage along forest
edges and in broken habitats for small birds and small mammals such as rodents.
Cooper’s hawks are fairly common in the Alameda Creek watershed and have been observed
foraging in the vicinity of the project area. Because there are few trees and little woodland within the
project area, this species is considered to have only a moderate potential to nest in the vicinity.
Tricolored blackbird (Agelaius tricolor) is a California species of special concern. Tricolored
blackbird is a colonial (that is, breeding in large congregations) species that nests in dense
vegetation in and around freshwater wetlands. These blackbirds prefer large freshwater
emergent wetlands with tall, dense cattails or tules for nesting, but will also breed in thickets of
willow, blackberry, wild rose, or tall herbs. During the nonbreeding season, flocks are highly
mobile and forage in grasslands, croplands, and wetlands (Shuford and Gardali, 2008).
Tricolored blackbirds are locally common throughout the Sacramento and San Joaquin River
valleys, and breeding habitat has been documented in the Sunol Valley (CNDDB, 2009;
San Francisco Planning Department, 2008). During the reconnaissance survey for the proposed
project, a flock of about 100 tricolored blackbirds was observed foraging in the floodplain of
Alameda Creek near the Alameda Siphons, and flying back and forth over the quarry area.
Breeding may occur in an approximately 6‐acre freshwater marsh west of Pit F4 (just to the south
of Pit F3), which contains abundant cattails, and may occur in an approximately 8‐acre freshwater
marsh offsite and west of Pit F6. Only low‐quality, weedy upland nesting habitat is present in the
project area, and tricolored blackbirds are not expected to nest there because high‐quality marsh
habitat is present nearby.
Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a California fully protected species. Golden eagles prefer open
habitats such as rolling grasslands, deserts, savannas, and early successional forest and shrub
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habitats, with cliffs or large trees for nesting and cover; they often construct multiple nests in one
breeding territory (Zeiner et al., 1988).
Nest locations have been documented in oak woodland on slopes to the southwest of Turner
Dam, at a distance of 0.5 mile from the project area (SFPUC, 2009c). Additional nests are
documented east of San Antonio Reservoir, approximately 3.6 miles from the project area, and in
hills west of the Sunol Valley, approximately 4 miles south of the project area. This species was
not observed during field assessments and is not expected to nest within the project area.
Short‐eared owl (Asio flammeus) is a California species of special concern. The short‐eared owl is
an open‐country bird seen most often at dawn and dusk. These owls usually nest on dry ground in
depressions concealed by vegetation, sometimes within burrows. Breeding is from early March
through July, with a typical clutch size of five to seven eggs. Short‐eared owl is a widespread winter
migrant with resident populations in portions of California (Shuford and Gardali, 2008).
Short‐eared owl nesting is documented in western La Costa Valley, 2.7 miles east of the project
area; however, this species was not observed during field assessments. Very limited suitable
habitat is present in the project area due to the extensive clearance of non‐native grassland and
ruderal areas during construction of other SFPUC projects.
White‐tailed kite (Elanus leucurus) is a California fully protected species. White‐tailed kites
forage in open grasslands, meadows, farmlands, and emergent wetlands. They typically nest
in oak woodlands or trees, especially along marsh or river margins, although they will use any
suitable tree or shrub of moderate height. They are rarely found far from agricultural areas
(Zeiner et al., 1988).
No nest locations are documented within 6 miles of the project area, but suitable habitat is
available along San Antonio Creek at the location where the proposed backup pipeline would
cross the creek and in oak woodlands east of Calaveras Road. White‐tailed kites were observed
foraging east of Calaveras Road, north of the project area. Potential foraging habitat has become
increasingly limited within the project area due to site clearance for other SFPUC projects.
Horned lark (Eremophila actia alpestris) is a California species of special concern. California
horned larks build grass‐lined nests directly on the ground, in dry open habitats with sparse
vegetation. They form large flocks for foraging and roosting. This species is a common to
abundant resident songbird in a variety of open habitats. Range‐wide, California horned larks breed
in level or gently sloping shortgrass prairie, montane meadows, barren fields, open coastal
plains, fallow grain fields, row crops, and alkali flats.
Horned larks range across North America, from Alaska and the Canadian arctic southward to
southern Mexico. Within the project vicinity, nesting has been documented within the grasslands
on the north slopes of San Antonio Reservoir. In the project area, suitable habitat is present in the
grasslands on the margins of access roads, but is very limited because of site clearance and
fencing for other SFPUC projects.
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Loggerhead shrike (Elanus leucurus) is a California species of special concern. Loggerhead shrikes
are a semi‐permanent resident species in California, occurring in abundance in the Central Valley
and Central Coast where shrub habitats and open woodlands are present. Shrikes generally forage
on the fringes of open habitats where suitable hunting perches are available. Breeding is often
associated with blackberry and willows ranging in size from individual shrubs to dense thickets.
This species typically hunts from dead trees, tall shrubs, utility wires, and fences, impaling their
prey on sharp twigs, thorns, or barbed wire.
Shrikes are common throughout California and are expected to occur in the project area along
San Antonio Creek, along an intermittent drainage northwest of the San Antonio Pump Station, and
along the southeast fringes of Pit F3‐East, where shrubby willows provide adequate cover and nesting
sites. Foraging habitat is limited within the project area because of recent or imminent site
clearance for other SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley. Breeding has been documented to occur
on the northern slopes of San Antonio Reservoir (SFPUC, 2008). Loggerhead shrikes were
observed during the reconnaissance survey.
Other migratory birds, including raptors, could nest in and adjacent to the project area based on
the presence of suitable nesting habitat (e.g., grasslands, isolated trees, open woodlands, and
open scrublands). The breeding season for most birds is generally from February 15 to August 15.
Federal and state laws, including the Migratory Bird Treat Act (MBTA) and California Fish and
Game Code Sections 3503 and 3503.5, protect the occupied nests and eggs of these birds. The
CDFG is responsible for overseeing compliance with the codes and makes recommendations on
nesting bird and raptor protection (San Francisco Planning Department, 2009a).
Mammals
California bat species of special concern include pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus), hoary bat
(Lasiurus cinereus), Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis), and Townsend’s western big‐eared bat
(Plecotus townsendii). Pallid bat has been reported about 2 miles from the project area, but habitat
within the project area is limited due to the lack of large trees. Yuma myotis has been
documented in the hills approximately 2.5 miles west of the project area. Hoary bat, pallid bat,
and Townsend’s big‐eared bat are also known to occur in the project vicinity (CNDDB, 2009).
Quarry pits and the Alameda Creek channel provide potential foraging habitat for these
insectivorous bats, and potential roosting habitat is available in project area buildings, with
limited potential in tree hollows due to the lack of large mature trees. The Calaveras Road bridge
over San Antonio Creek and two wooden bridges crossing Alameda Creek near the southern
project area were also inspected, but no bats were observed. Large tree hollows present in the
project vicinity could provide habitat for tree‐roosting bats near the access gate to Pits F3‐East
and F3‐West at Calaveras Road and west of the San Antonio Pump Station in the southern project
area. These hollows were observed in large sycamore, oak, and cottonwood trees along
San Antonio Creek, on slopes east of Calaveras Road, and in grasslands west of the proposed
chemical facility. Although extensive site clearance has temporarily removed foraging habitat in
much of the project area, the large trees in the vicinity have, for the most part, been preserved.
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Fishes
The USFWS has listed eight fish species in Alameda County as special‐status species. Sacramento
River winter‐run Chinook salmon, Central California Coast (CCC) coho salmon (Oncorhynchus
kisutch), and tidewater goby (Eucyclogobius newberryi) are federally listed as endangered. Delta
smelt (Hypomesus transpacificus), Central Valley spring‐run Chinook salmon, and CCC and
California Central Valley steelhead are federally listed as threatened. Central Valley fall‐run
Chinook salmon is listed as a federal species of concern.
Fall‐run Chinook and coho salmon are not found in the project area due to several downstream
barriers that block their migratory pathway. Coho salmon are also believed to be extirpated from
San Francisco Bay drainages. The aquatic habitats in the vicinity of the project site are outside of
the range of the delta smelt, tidewater goby, and spring and winter‐run Chinook salmon.
The species Oncorhynchus mykiss is known as steelhead when it is anadromous, and as rainbow
trout when it resides exclusively in freshwater. Steelhead are born in freshwater, migrate to the
ocean, and then return to freshwater to spawn. Rainbow trout complete their life cycle entirely in
freshwater. The NMFS has listed steelhead in the San Francisco Bay Area as threatened. The
landlocked, resident rainbow trout found in the upper watershed are related to steelhead of the
CCC Distinct Population Segment (DPS), but are not considered part of this DPS (NMFS, 2006).
However, this listing does not include rainbow trout upstream of migration barriers in Alameda
Creek. For many decades, impassible barriers along Alameda Creek in the lower watershed have
blocked migratory steelhead from entering the upper Alameda Creek watershed in the Sunol
Valley to spawn. The SFPUC has removed two of the barriers, the Niles and Sunol Dams;
however, even with removal of these dams, other barriers along Alameda Creek, including the
BART weir, still block anadromous fish passage. Occasionally, adult steelhead below the BART
weir are captured and transported above the weir by volunteer groups; in 2008, successful
spawning of a pair of transported adult steelhead was documented in Stonybrook Creek (ACA,
2008). However, artificially transported steelhead upstream of total passage barriers do not
represent a naturally occurring, self‐sustaining population; thus, they are not considered part of the
CCC steelhead DPS. Even if successful in spawning, rearing, and juvenile migration to the ocean,
the offspring of artificially transported steelhead cannot return to the watershed upstream of the
BART weir to complete a full life cycle without again being assisted. Suitable fish passage for
resident rainbow trout is present seasonally in Alameda Creek in the vicinity of the SABPL
project, but is extremely limited in San Antonio Creek because of the limited flows and limited
upstream habitat.
Fall‐run Chinook salmon are also not considered a special‐status species in the project area due to
the current presence of barriers. If and when the remaining downstream passage barriers are
removed and steelhead and Chinook salmon can naturally access the project area, both species
would be considered potentially present special‐status species. Thus, potential project‐related
impacts on steelhead and fall‐run Chinook salmon that may, in future, be present in the project
area are cumulative in nature and are discussed below in Section 5.14.3.7. Potential impacts on
resident rainbow trout and other native species are also addressed in this section.
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Special‐Status Plants
May and Associates (2008) carried out a literature and protocol‐level botanical assessment for
special‐status plants in the SABPL project area (report presented in Appendix J). Because the
botanical surveys were initiated in 2008, ESA+Orion (2010) performed additional investigations
in 2009 and 2010—early‐season surveys as well as a habitat assessment for late‐blooming species
within portions of the project area not surveyed in 2008—to complete the data set. As indicated in
Table 5.14‐3 and Figure 5.14‐4, based on the habitat types that occur in the project area, 19 special‐
status plant species were considered to have some potential to occur (SFPUC, 2011b); however,
suitable habitat is either not present or is of very poor quality within the project area, and no
special‐status plant species were observed in the project area during the protocol‐level field
surveys in 2008 and 2009 or the habitat assessment surveys in 2010. It was therefore concluded
that no special‐status plants were present in this highly disturbed, low‐diversity area.
Furthermore, no plants considered “unusual and significant in the East Bay” (Lake, 2010) were
observed in the project area, further supporting the conclusion that the project area is highly
disturbed and of low ecological quality.

5.14.2 Regulatory Framework
5.14.2.1 Federal Regulations
Endangered Species Act
FESA, which is administered by the USFWS and NMFS, protects fish and wildlife species
identified by these agencies as threatened or endangered, as well as the habitats of identified
species. In general, the NMFS is responsible for the protection of FESA‐listed marine species and
anadromous fishes, whereas the USFWS has jurisdiction over wildlife, plant, and commercial fish
species listed as proposed or candidate species.
Endangered refers to species, subspecies, or distinct population segments that are in danger of
extinction throughout all or a significant portion of their range. Threatened refers to species,
subspecies, or distinct population segments that are likely to become endangered in the near
future.
Take6 of listed species can be authorized through either the Section 7 consultation process for
actions undertaken by federal agencies, or through the Section 10 permit process for actions
undertaken by non‐federal agencies where a Section 404 permit or other federal approval is not
required.
Federal agency actions include activities that are on federal land, conducted by a federal agency,
funded by a federal agency, or authorized by a federal agency (including issuance of federal
permits and licenses). Under Section 7, the federal agency conducting, funding, or permitting an
action (the federal lead agency) must consult the USFWS and/or NMFS, as appropriate, to ensure
6

FESA defines take as “harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to
engage in any such conduct.”
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that the proposed action will not jeopardize endangered or threatened species or destroy or
adversely modify designated critical habitat. If a proposed project “may affect” a listed species or
designated critical habitat, the lead agency is required to prepare a Biological Assessment
evaluating the nature and severity of the expected effect. In response, the USFWS issues a
Biological Opinion with a determination that the proposed action may either jeopardize the
continued existence of one or more listed species (jeopardy finding), result in the destruction or
adverse modification of critical habitat (adverse modification finding), not jeopardize the
continued existence of any listed species (no jeopardy finding), or result in adverse modification
of critical habitat (no adverse modification finding).
The Biological Opinion issued by the USFWS may stipulate discretionary “reasonable and
prudent” conservation measures. If the project would not jeopardize a listed species, the USFWS
issues an incidental take statement to authorize the proposed activity.

Migratory Bird Treaty Act
The MBTA (16 USC 703) authorizes the U.S. Secretary of the Interior to protect and regulate the
taking of migratory birds. It establishes seasons and bag limits for hunted species and protects
migratory birds, their occupied nests, and their eggs (16 USC 703; 50 CFR 10, 12). Most actions
that result in taking or in permanent or temporary possession of a protected species constitute
violations of the MBTA. Examples of permitted actions that do not violate the MBTA are the
possession of a hunting license to pursue specific gamebirds, legitimate research activities,
display in zoological gardens, bird‐banding, and other similar activities. The USFWS is
responsible for overseeing compliance with the MBTA, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
Animal Damage Control Officer makes recommendations on related animal protection issues.

Clean Water Act Section 404
The federal Clean Water Act (CWA) was enacted as an amendment to the federal Water Pollution
Control Act of 1972, which outlined the basic structure for regulating discharges of pollutants to
waters of the United States. The CWA serves as the primary federal law protecting the quality of
the nation’s surface waters, including lakes, rivers, and coastal wetlands.
Waters of the United States are areas subject to federal jurisdiction pursuant to Section 404 of the
CWA. Waters of the United States are typically divided into two types: (1) wetlands and (2) other
waters of the United States. Wetlands are “areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or
groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal
circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil
conditions” (33 CFR Section 328.3[b], 40 CFR Section 230.3). To be considered subject to federal
jurisdiction, a wetland must normally support hydrophytic vegetation (plants growing in water
or wet soils), hydric soils, and wetland hydrology (Environmental Laboratory, 1987). Other
waters of the United States are seasonal or perennial water bodies, including lakes, stream
channels, drainages, ponds, and other surface water features, that exhibit an ordinary high‐water
mark but lack positive indicators for the three wetland parameters (33 CFR 328.4).
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CWA Section 404 regulates the discharge of dredged and fill materials into waters of the United
States. Applicants must obtain a permit from the Corps for discharges of dredged or fill material
into waters of the United States, including wetlands, before proceeding with a proposed activity.
The Corps may issue either an individual permit evaluated on a case‐by‐case basis or a general
permit evaluated at a program level for a series of related activities. General permits are
preauthorized and are issued to cover multiple instances of similar activities expected to cause
only minimal adverse environmental effects. Nationwide permits (NWPs) are a type of general
permit issued to cover particular activities that would result in the deposition of fill material into
waters of the United States. Each NWP specifies particular conditions that must be met for the
NWP to apply to a particular project. Waters of the United States in the project area are under the
jurisdiction of the San Francisco District of the Corps.

Water Quality Certification (Clean Water Act Section 401)
Under CWA Section 401, applicants for a federal license or permit to conduct activities that may
result in the discharge of a pollutant into waters of the United States must obtain certification
from the state in which the discharge would originate or, if appropriate, from the interstate water
pollution control agency with jurisdiction over affected water at the point where the discharge
would originate. The California RWQCB administers this certification. Therefore, all projects that
have a federal component and that may affect state water quality (including projects that require
federal agency approval, such as issuance of a Section 404 permit) must also comply with CWA
Section 401.

5.14.2.2 State Regulations
California Endangered Species Act
CESA (Fish and Game Code Sections 2050–2097), which is administered by the CDFG, prohibits
the take7 of plant and animal species designated by the Fish and Game Commission as either
threatened or endangered in the State of California. Section 2081 of CESA allows the CDFG to
authorize exceptions to the state’s prohibition against take of a listed species, such as for
educational, scientific, or management purposes. Private developers whose projects do not involve
a state lead agency under CEQA may not take a listed species without formally consulting with the
CDFG and agreeing to strict measures and standards for managing the listed species.

California Fish and Game Code
Fully Protected Species
California Fish and Game Code Section 2080 provides protection from take for a variety of
species, referred to as fully protected species. Except for take of species related to scientific
research, all take of fully protected species is prohibited. Fully protected wildlife species that
have the potential to occur in the project area include white‐tailed kite and golden eagle.
7

Take in the context of CESA means to hunt, pursue, kill, or capture a listed species, as well as any other actions
that may result in adverse impacts when attempting to take individuals of a listed species. The take
prohibitions also apply to candidates for listing under CESA.
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Streambed Alteration Agreements
Under California Fish and Game Code Section 1602 et seq., the CDFG has jurisdictional authority
over wetland resources associated with rivers, streams, and lakes. The CDFG can regulate all
work under the jurisdiction of California that would: substantially divert, obstruct, or change the
natural flow of a river, stream, or lake; substantially change the bed, channel, or bank of a river,
stream, or lake; or use material from a streambed.
In practice, the CDFG marks its jurisdictional limit at the top of the stream or lake bank or the
outer edge of the riparian vegetation, where present, and sometimes extends its jurisdiction to the
edge of the 100‐year floodplain. Because riparian habitats do not always support wetland
hydrology or hydric soils, wetland boundaries (as defined by CWA Section 404) sometimes
include only portions of the riparian habitat adjacent to a river, stream, or lake. Therefore,
jurisdictional boundaries under Section 1602 may encompass a greater area than those regulated
under CWA Section 404.
The CDFG enters into a Streambed Alteration Agreement with an applicant and can request
conditions to ensure “no net loss” of wetland values or acreage will be incurred. The streambed
or lakebed alteration agreement is not a permit, but rather a mutual agreement between the
CDFG and the applicant.
Bird/Raptor Protections in the Fish and Game Code
Section 3503 of the California Fish and Game Code prohibits take, possession, or destruction of
the eggs and nests of all birds. Section 3503.5 prohibits the killing of raptor species and the
destruction of raptor nests. Take or possession of any migratory, non‐game bird as designated in
the MBTA is prohibited under Sections 3513 and 3800.

Porter‐Cologne Water Quality Control Act of 1969
The Porter‐Cologne Water Quality Control Act established the State Water Resources Control
Board (SWRCB) and divided the state into nine basins, each with its own regional board
(RWQCB). The SWRCB is the primary state agency responsible for protecting the quality of the
state’s surface and groundwater supplies, while the RWQCBs are responsible for developing and
enforcing water quality objectives and implementation plans.
The Porter‐Cologne Water Quality Control Act authorizes the SWRCB to enact state policies
regarding water quality in accordance with Section 303 of the CWA. In addition, the act
authorizes the SWRCB to issue Water Discharge Requirements for projects that would discharge
to state waters.
With respect to biological resources, the SWRCB and RWQCBs have authority over any fill
activities within state waters, including isolated water/wetlands that may be outside the
jurisdiction of the Corps.
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5.14.2.3 Local Regulations
The SFPUC, as a government agency and public utility, has intergovernmental immunity from
the building and zoning ordinances of other cities and counties for activities conducted on the
land it owns, leases, or acquires. The issue of intergovernmental immunity is discussed in greater
detail in Chapter 4, Plans and Policies.
The proposed project would be constructed on SFPUC watershed lands within the Sunol Valley
in unincorporated Alameda County. The City and County of San Francisco (CCSF) exerts land
use control over CCSF‐owned lands and has adopted the Alameda Watershed Management Plan
(Alameda WMP) to manage these SFPUC watershed lands.
The section below discusses city and county tree ordinances because they are specifically related
to the significance criteria applied to assess impacts on biological resources. This discussion is
followed by a summary of the relevant requirements of the Alameda WMP.

Alameda County Tree Ordinance
The Alameda County Tree Ordinance (Ordinance No. 0‐2004‐23, Chapter 12.11 of the Alameda
County General Ordinance Code) applies only to trees within a county right‐of‐way. Alameda
County does not have a tree ordinance that applies to land outside of the county right‐of‐way.
The Alameda County Tree Ordinance requires project sponsors to obtain an encroachment
permit for planting, pruning, or removing trees in the right‐of‐way of a county road, and to
replace any removed trees.

Alameda Watershed Management Plan
The Alameda WMP, adopted by the CCSF in 2000, includes actions and guidelines for watershed
management. Those relevant to the proposed project are summarized below.


Action veg2: Prior to planning or initiating any watershed activity, and in conjunction with
the review process for proposed plans and projects, consult the SFPUC Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) database, which identifies specific vegetation communities and
their associated rare, threatened, endangered, and sensitive species, to determine the level
of impact of the activity on sensitive vegetation communities and species. Specific
communities and areas of concern in the Alameda watershed include: Sycamore Alluvial
Woodland; Freshwater Marsh; Valley Oak Woodland; Serpentine Bunchgrass; Central
Coast Arroyo Willow Riparian Forest; Central Coast Live Oak Riparian Woodland; Blue
Oak Woodland; and Valley Needle Grassland.



Action veg3: Prior to the initiation of any watershed activity that may affect an Ecological
Sensitivity Zone (ESZ, a defined area containing special‐status resources), conduct surveys
for special‐status species and map observed occurrences in the GIS database. Update ESZ
mapping based on surveys. Develop and implement effective mitigation measures to avoid
and minimize adverse effects on species and their natural communities.



Action veg4: Prior to the initiation of any construction project involving grading, a grading
plan shall be prepared by the project proponent and approved by appropriate SFPUC staff.
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Revegetation of all graded areas shall be required to the maximum extent practicable.
Grading plans shall include, but not be limited to, a map of the site, prepared at a scale of
1 inch to 500 feet or greater. The map shall include contour intervals of at least 5 feet,
including: pre‐project land contours; post‐construction land contours (finished grade);
location of all areas to be graded, with cut banks and fill slopes delineated; and estimated
dimensions of graded areas. A narrative description of the proposed grading activity shall
include: its purpose; an estimate of the total volume of material to be moved; a description
of the height of all cut banks and fill slopes (may be delineated on the map); a description
of the provisions to be used for compaction, drainage and stabilization of graded areas; a
description of all plant materials used to revegetate exposed slopes and banks, including
type of species, number of plants, size and location (may be delineated on the map), and a
description of irrigation provisions or other measures necessary to ensure the survival of
plantings; and a description of any other interim or permanent erosion control measures to
be utilized.






Action wil1: Prior to planning or construction, and in conjunction with the review process
for proposed plants and projects, conduct site‐specific review of new structures, linear
facilities, parking lots, roads, or trails to be located in any habitat to avoid and minimize
adverse impact on wildlife, their movement, and habitat. Where new facilities are needed
and/or construction is required, adhere to the following guidelines:

-

Consolidate siting of linear facilities, such as trails and utility corridors, to the
periphery of the watershed.

-

Design projects to maintain connectivity between habitat types.

-

Minimize stream crossings and locate facilities outside of High Water Quality
Vulnerability Zones (WQVZs).

-

Avoid disturbance to bird nests during construction. Follow all stipulations of
Title 14 – Forest Practice Act when performing tree removal, including the
identification of active nest sites and establishment of required buffers around those
sites. Nests discovered during preconstruction surveys should be flagged and
avoided until the nests are abandoned or young have fledged.

Action wil2: Conduct comprehensive (if broad‐based activity) or site‐specific surveys of
affected habitats to more completely determine the presence or absence of listed or
sensitive taxa. When making decisions related to watershed activities that may affect a high
ESZ, develop and implement effective mitigation measures to avoid and minimize adverse
effects on species and habitat. Specific requirements and guidelines include:

-

Clear deadwood and perform timber operations outside of bird breeding season, or
conduct bird nesting surveys prior to operations.

-

Prevent disruption to any breeding areas encountered during surveys or operations.

-

Evaluate old structures (barns, buildings, tunnels) or disturbed areas to determine if
they are being used by species with specialized habitat needs (e.g., bats, owls,
nesting raptors) prior to conducting restoration and/or demolition.

Action wil3: Identify and protect primary wildlife movement corridors such as riparian
corridors, and accommodate wildlife passage when designing fencing, culverts, stream
crossings, and underpasses.
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Action wil4: Relocate or eliminate unnecessary infrastructure and facilities as opportunities
arise in an effort to reduce fragmentation and disruption of terrestrial habitat over the long
term.



Action wil6: Establish a standard for number of snags/fallen trees/nesting trees per acre by
vegetation type and implement and protect them for wildlife use and nutrient cycling.
Downwood and brush piles should be left as habitat and cover where safety and fire
hazard are not concerns.



Action wil10: Institute seasonal prohibition of activities during breeding periods and enact
appropriate mitigation measures (e.g., buffer zones, restricted access) to adequately protect
special‐status or sensitive species in the absence of site‐specific surveys.



Action aqu1: Prior to undertaking or constructing any non‐water dependent facility or
watershed activity, conduct site‐specific review in conjunction with the review process for
proposed plans and projects (Actions des1 and des2) to ensure that the facility or activity is
not located within a high WQVZ. If feasible, relocate the activity or facility to an alternative
upland site. If no feasible site exists, follow best management practices (BMPs) as set forth
in Alameda WMP Appendix C‐6 and minimize stream crossings.



Action fis1: Maintain access for fish species of concern from reservoir to upstream spawning
grounds in streams tributary to San Antonio and Calaveras Reservoirs by eliminating
unnecessary artificial barriers, creating fish passage structures, and allowing sufficient
flows (where regulated) during critical breeding periods.



Action fis4: Where stream alterations and diversions exist or cannot be avoided, consult
with the CDFG regarding installation of fish screens and/or fish passage structures to
prevent entrapment and mortality.

5.14.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.14.3.1 Significance Criteria
The CCSF has not formally adopted significance standards for impacts related to biological
resources, but generally considers that implementation of the proposed project would have a
significant impact if it were to:


Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special‐status species in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations or by the CDFG or USFWS;



Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations or by the CDFG or
USFWS;



Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by Section 404
of the Clean Water Act and as protected under the Porter‐Cologne Water Quality Control
Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal,
filling, hydrological interruption, or other means;
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Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites8;



Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance; or



Conflict with the provisions of an adopted habitat conservation plan, natural community
conservation plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation plan.

5.14.3.2 Approach to Analysis
Due to the nature of the SABPL project, there would be no impacts related to the following
significance criterion; therefore, no impact discussion is provided for these topics for the reasons
described below:


Conflict with the Provisions of an Adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community
Conservation Plan, or other Adopted Local, Regional, or State Habitat Conservation Plan. There
are no adopted habitat conservation plans, natural community conservation plans, or other
approved plans that apply to the proposed SABPL project area. Thus, this criterion is not
applicable to construction or operation of the proposed project and is not discussed further.



Conflict with Local Policies or Ordinances Protecting Biological Resources During Project
Operations. There are no local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources that
apply to SABPL project operations. Thus, this criterion is addressed below only as it relates
to project‐related construction activities (see Impact BI‐6).



Interfere Substantially with the Movement of Wildlife Species or With Established Native Resident
or Migratory Wildlife Corridors, or Impede Use of Wildlife Nursery Sites During Project
Operations. Once construction is completed, the buildings and aboveground structures
proposed under the SABPL project (chemical facility, discharge facility, discharge valve
vault, electrical control building for new discharge facility, Alameda Creek Pump Station
and control building, vaults, and manhole risers) would be too small to adversely affect
wildlife movement or wildlife nursery sites. All other proposed facilities and
improvements would be constructed underground and would also have no affect on
wildlife movement or wildlife nursery sites. Therefore, no impact to wildlife corridors or
wildlife nursery sites would result during project operations; this criterion is addressed
below only as it relates to project‐related construction activities (see Impact BI‐5).

For this EIR, the definition of the word “substantial” as used in the significance criteria above has
three principal components:


Magnitude and duration of the impact (e.g., substantial/not substantial)



Uniqueness of the affected resource (rarity)



Susceptibility of the affected resource to disturbance

8

A wildlife nursery site is an area containing essential habitat features and is used by wildlife over generations
for rearing young.
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The evaluation of significance also considers the interrelationships among these three components.
For example, a relatively small‐magnitude impact on a federally endangered species (e.g., CRLF
egg destruction) would be considered significant because the species is rare and believed to be very
susceptible to disturbance. Conversely, a natural community such as California non‐native
grassland is not necessarily rare or sensitive to disturbance, and thus a much larger magnitude of
impact would be required to result in a significant impact.
Three basic changes in existing biological conditions could result from implementation of the
proposed project:


Effects on wetlands, aquatic resources, or riparian habitat



Effects on other sensitive habitats (i.e., sensitive natural communities and wildlife
movement corridors)



Effects on special‐status wildlife or fish species – direct mortality and/or alteration of habitat

For each of the above, this EIR provides a project‐level evaluation of the direct and indirect
impacts resulting from project‐related construction and operational activities as well as an
analysis of the project’s contribution to cumulative impacts. As described in Section 5.14.1.3,
above, construction and operation of the proposed project would have no effect on special‐status
plants because none are known to occur within or adjacent to the project area.

5.14.3.3 Impact Summary
Table 5.14‐4 lists the SABPL project’s biological resources impacts and significance determinations.
TABLE 5.14‐4
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Significance
Determinations

Impact

Impact BI‐1: The proposed project could have a substantial adverse effect on special‐
status animal species during construction.

LSM

Impact BI‐2: The proposed project could have a substantial adverse effect on riparian
habitat and other sensitive habitats during construction.

LSM

Impact BI‐3: The proposed project could have a substantial adverse effect on
jurisdictional waters during construction.

LSM

Impact BI‐4: The proposed project could have a substantial adverse effect on resident
trout and other native fishes during construction, either by impeding movement or
adversely affecting aquatic habitat.

LSM

Impact BI‐5: The proposed project would not have a substantial adverse effect on
wildlife corridors or wildlife nursery sites during construction.

LS

Impact BI‐6: Construction activities associated with the proposed project could conflict
with local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources.

LSM

Impact BI‐7: Project operations could have a substantial adverse effect on special‐
status animal species.

LSM

Impact BI‐8: Project operations would not have a substantial adverse effect on
jurisdictional waters, riparian habitat, or aquatic resources.
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TABLE 5.14‐4 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Significance
Determinations

Impact

Impact BI‐9: The proposed project would not have a substantial adverse effect on
sensitive habitats during project operations.

LS

Impact BI‐10: The proposed project would not interfere with the movement of native
resident trout and other migratory fishes during project operations.

LS

Impact C‐BI: Project implementation would result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative impacts on biological resources during project construction
and operation.

LSM

LS = Less than Significant impact, no mitigation required
LSM = Less than Significant impact with Mitigation

5.14.3.4 Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact BI‐1: The proposed project could have a substantial adverse effect on special‐status
animal species during construction. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
As previously discussed, no special‐status plants are known to occur within or adjacent to the
project area. Therefore, this impact discussion focuses on special‐status animal species.

California Red‐Legged Frog and California Tiger Salamander
Project construction activities would occur in areas that potentially serve as upland refugia or
movement corridors for CTS and CRLF. Thus, site clearing and preparation for construction
activities could remove upland refugia and movement/dispersal habitat for these species. The
movement of construction vehicles across the project area could cause direct mortality of
individuals by crushing them or their burrows. Trenches and excavations, if left open during the
night, could trap and injure CTS and CRLF that are moving through the construction area.
Construction activities could also impede the dispersal movement of juveniles or the movement
of adults between breeding ponds and upland refugia. Noise, vibration, the presence of human
activities, and degradation of water quality during construction could affect habitat and cause
injury or mortality to CTS and CRLF.
Much of the project area, including the North Spoils Site and the southern two‐thirds of the backup
pipeline alignment, has already been cleared, graded, and fenced for the NIT and Alameda Siphons
projects. Potential upland burrows identified in these areas during preconstruction surveys for
these projects have been excavated and collapsed to avoid direct loss of these species during
construction. Areas remaining where habitat loss and mortality could occur as a result of the
SABPL project include the northern one‐third of the backup pipeline alignment, including San
Antonio Creek, quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, and Staging Area A. In addition, installation of the
backup pipeline would temporarily block movement corridors from east to west for about 2 miles
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along Calaveras Road. Impacts on CTS and CRLF potential upland refugial and dispersal habitat
will primarily be temporary; however, construction of access roads, air gaps along the backup
pipeline, and other facilities would also result in permanent losses of approximately 0.5 acre of
habitat for these species. Loss of habitat and the potential for direct mortality of CRLF and CTS in
these areas would be a potentially significant impact.

Alameda Whipsnake
Alameda whipsnake could be affected by construction activities because of habitat loss; vehicle
roadkill; crushing of burrows or other refugia; disruption of movement patterns due to
temporary access roads and staging areas; excavation and trenching; and spoils hauling. Noise,
vibration, and increased human activity could cause Alameda whipsnake to abandon foraging
areas in or near the project area. Accidental releases of hazardous materials could cause illness or
mortality if the snakes were to come into contact with these toxic materials.
However, much of the project area has already been cleared, graded, and fenced for the NIT and
Alameda Siphons projects, and any potential habitat in these areas has been eliminated and
excluded from potential use by Alameda whipsnakes. The North Spoils Site and most of the
southern two‐thirds of the backup pipeline alignment have already been fenced and cleared.
Areas remaining where temporary and permanent impacts on Alameda whipsnake habitat could
occur include the northern one‐third of the backup pipeline alignment (including San Antonio
Creek) and Staging Area A. In addition, installation of the backup pipeline would temporarily
block movement corridors for Alameda whipsnake for about 2 miles along Calaveras Road.
Impacts on potential foraging and dispersal habitat for Alameda whipsnake would primarily be
temporary; however, construction of access roads, air gaps along the backup pipeline, and other
facilities would also result in permanent losses of approximately 0.5 acre of habitat for this
species. Loss of this habitat and the potential for direct mortality of Alameda whipsnake in these
areas would be a potentially significant impact.

San Joaquin Kit Fox
Foraging and denning habitat for San Joaquin kit fox could be temporarily lost as a result of
pipeline installation, staging, spoils placement, and construction vehicles traveling along access
roads associated with the proposed project. In addition, there is a remote possibility of injury or
mortality if a kit fox were to become trapped in open trenches or be crushed by construction
equipment or vehicles while foraging or dispersing through the project area. However, the habitat
assessment for the SABPL project (ESA, 2010a) found that the project area offered minimal foraging
and denning habitat for San Joaquin kit fox, and this species is absent or extremely scarce in the
Sunol Valley. Furthermore, most of the recently available habitat within the project area has been
cleared, burrows collapsed, and exclusion fencing erected for the NIT and Alameda Siphons
projects. No evidence of San Joaquin kit fox was detected during these activities (SFPUC, 2011a),
and the remaining potential habitat within the project area is limited. Therefore, the potential for
project‐related impacts on San Joaquin kit fox due to habitat loss, injury, or mortality is considered
less than significant. In addition, protective measures for other special‐status species, such as
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exclosure fencing, inspection of burrows and trenches, and construction monitoring, would further
minimize the already limited potential for impacts on this species.

Burrowing Owl
Nesting and foraging habitat for burrowing owl could be temporarily lost as a result of pipeline
installation, staging, spoils placement, and construction vehicles traveling along access roads
associated with the proposed project. In addition, there is a remote possibility of injury or
mortality if a burrowing owl were to become trapped or buried in a burrow or crushed by
construction equipment or vehicles while foraging in the project area. However, the habitat
assessment for the SABPL project (ESA, 2010a) found that the project area offered minimal
nesting habitat because of the limited presence of suitably sized burrows. Foraging habitat,
already of limited quality in the Sunol Valley, has been further reduced within the project area
because of site clearance, grading, and fencing for the NIT and Alameda Siphons projects. No
evidence of burrowing owl usage was detected during these activities (SFPUC, 2011a). Therefore,
the potential for project‐related impacts on burrowing owl due to habitat loss, injury, or mortality
is considered less than significant. Protective measures for other special‐status species, such as
exclosure fencing, inspection of burrows and trenches, and construction monitoring, would
further minimize the already limited potential for impacts on this species.

Western Pond Turtle
Construction activities in the vicinity of quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, including construction
of the proposed discharge facility, cutoff wall, Alameda Creek Pump Station, and transfer
pipeline, could result in loss or degradation of aquatic habitat and adjacent upland nesting
habitat for western pond turtle. These activities could result in loss of habitat and direct mortality
from the crushing of western pond turtles or pond turtle nests containing eggs or young.
However, because habitat conditions in quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West are marginal, potential
impacts on western pond turtles are considered to be less than significant. Protective measures
for other special‐status species, such as exclosure fencing and construction monitoring, would
further minimize the already limited potential for impacts on this species.

Nesting Birds, Raptors, and Bats
Construction activities could remove the nesting and foraging habitat of special‐status birds and
other wildlife that depend on grassland, woodland, and riparian habitat through direct removal
of habitat, or could result in disruption of breeding and foraging habitat due to construction
noise and activities. Project construction could result in the removal of large mature trees in
developed and ruderal areas that provide important nesting habitat for nesting birds, raptors,
and bats. In addition, the two quarry buildings located east of Pit F3‐East—the residential‐type
building and the shed‐roofed barn structure—that are proposed for demolition (see Figure 3‐6 in
Chapter 3, Project Description) and removal may provide roosting habitat for bats. Potentially
affected bird and raptor species include nesting white‐tailed kite, Cooper’s hawk, tricolored
blackbird, horned lark, golden eagle, short‐eared owl, and loggerhead shrike. Potentially affected
bat species include pallid bat, hoary bat, Yuma myotis, and Townsend’s big‐eared bat. These
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species are sensitive to human activity, and noise from construction activity with 500 feet of an
active nest or maternity site (for bats) could disrupt breeding of these species.
Much of the project area, including the North Spoils Site and the southern two‐thirds of the
backup pipeline alignment, has already been cleared, graded, and fenced for the NIT and
Alameda Siphons projects. Use of the project area by nesting birds and raptors may be limited
during the construction period because of the high levels of human activity, even though several
large mature trees exist along the southern and northern portions of the backup pipeline
alignment on the west side of Calaveras Road; in the vicinity of the office buildings located north
of the SMP‐30 aggregate processing facility; and in the vicinity of Staging Areas A, B, and C. The
potential for temporary and permanent habitat loss and disruption of breeding and foraging
habitat in these areas, and in the mature trees that were preserved in the southern backup
pipeline alignment, would be a potentially significant impact.

Impact Conclusion
Potential impacts on San Joaquin kit fox, burrowing owl, and western pond turtle during project
construction activities are considered less than significant. Construction of the proposed project
could result in potentially significant impacts associated with the temporary and permanent loss
of habitat and the potential for direct mortality of CRLF, CTS, and Alameda whipsnake, and
habitat loss and disruption of breeding and foraging habitat for nesting birds, raptors, and bats.
However, with implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐BI‐1a through M‐BI‐1h, described
below, these impacts would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1a: General Protection Measures.
The SFPUC shall ensure that the following general measures are implemented by the
contractor(s) during construction to minimize or avoid impacts on biological resources:



Construction contractor(s) shall minimize the extent of the construction disturbance
as much as feasible.



Prior to the start of construction, the construction contractor, in coordination with a
qualified biologist, shall install 4‐foot‐tall fencing at the limits of construction. In
addition, fencing shall be installed outside the driplines of all trees to be retained that
are located within 50 feet of any grading, road improvements, underground utilities,
or other construction activity. A qualified biologist and the SFPUC must first
approve any encroachment beyond these fenced areas. The contractor shall maintain
the temporary fencing until all construction activities are completed. No construction
activities, parking, or staging shall occur beyond the fenced areas.



Project‐related vehicles shall observe a 15‐mile‐per‐hour speed limit on unpaved roads
in the work area, or as otherwise determined by the applicable regulatory agencies.



The contractor shall provide closed garbage containers for the disposal of all food‐
related trash items (e.g., wrappers, cans, bottles, food scraps). All garbage shall be
collected daily from the project site and placed in a closed container, from which
garbage shall be removed weekly.
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Construction personnel shall not feed or otherwise attract fish or wildlife in the project
area.



No pets shall be allowed in the project area.



No firearms shall be allowed in the project area.



Staging areas shall be located at least 50 feet from riparian habitat, creeks, and
wetlands, where feasible.



If vehicle or equipment fueling or maintenance is necessary, it shall be performed in
the designated staging areas.



In cases where excavations require dewatering, the intakes shall be screened with a
maximum mesh size of 5 millimeters.

Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1b: Worker Training and Awareness Program.
The SFPUC shall ensure that mandatory biological‐resources awareness training is
provided to all construction personnel as follows:



The training shall be developed and provided by a qualified biologist or construction
compliance manager familiar with the sensitive species that may occur in the project
area. If a consulting biologist prepares the training program, SFPUC staff shall approve
the program prior to implementation.



The training shall be provided before any work, including vegetation clearing and
grading, occurs within the work area boundaries.



The training shall provide education on the natural history of the special‐status species
potentially occurring in the project area, and discuss the required mitigation measures
to avoid impacts on the special‐status species and the penalties for failing to comply
with biological mitigation requirements.



If new construction personnel are added to the project, the contractor shall ensure that
they receive training prior to starting work. The subsequent training of personnel can
include a videotape of the initial training and/or the use of written materials rather
than in‐person training by a biologist.

Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1c: Minimize Disturbance to Riparian Habitat.
To minimize disturbance to creeks and riparian habitat, the SFPUC and its contractors shall
conduct in‐channel work in San Antonio Creek during the dry season.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1d: Prevent Movement of Specific Species through the Work
Areas.
To prevent CTS, CRLF, Alameda whipsnake, and other special‐status species from moving
through the project area, the SFPUC or its contractors shall install temporary exclusion
fencing at selected locations along the work area boundaries (including access roads, staging
areas, etc.) prior to the start of project construction activities. Fencing locations will be based
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on observations of these specific species or the presence of habitats that are likely to support
higher densities of these species. Other portions of the work area boundaries would not be
fenced, based on coordination with the CDFG and USFWS. The SFPUC shall monitor
disturbance areas to determine whether additional fencing is necessary to minimize potential
impacts. The SFPUC shall ensure that the temporary fencing is continuously maintained until
all construction activities are completed and that construction equipment is confined to the
designated work areas. The fencing shall be made of suitable material that does not allow any
of the animals listed above to pass through, and the bottom shall be buried to a depth of
6 inches (or to a sufficient depth as specified by the applicable resource agencies) so that these
species cannot crawl under the fence.
During fence installation, a qualified biological monitor shall be present onsite to relocate
any animals to outside the work area boundaries. The biologist must be authorized by the
federal (USFWS) and/or state (CDFG) regulatory agencies to relocate animals. After
construction is completed, the exclusion fencing shall be removed.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1e: Preconstruction Surveys and Construction Monitoring and
Protocols for California Tiger Salamander, California Red‐Legged Frog, and Alameda
Whipsnake.
Preconstruction Surveys
Prior to initial ground‐disturbing activities in the project area, a qualified biologist shall
survey the construction areas as well as undeveloped areas in the immediate vicinity for
the presence of CTS, CRLF, and Alameda whipsnake, as follows:
California tiger salamander and California red‐legged frog. Not more than two weeks
prior to the onset of work activities (including equipment mobilization) and
immediately prior to commencing work, the qualified biologist shall survey upland
habitat in the project area for CTS and CRLF, and potential refuge or
burrow/estivation sites. As feasible, burrow/estivation areas identified within the
project boundaries shall be temporarily fenced (per Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1d)
and avoided. At locations where potential refuge/estivation burrows are identified
and cannot be avoided, the burrows shall be excavated by hand or by other means
approved by the CDFG and USFWS prior to construction. If a burrow is occupied,
the individual animal shall be moved to a natural burrow or artificial burrow
constructed of PVC pipe within 0.25 mile of the project area or other location as
agreed to by the appropriate agencies.
Alameda whipsnake. Not more than two weeks prior to the onset of work activities
(including equipment mobilization) and immediately prior to commencing work, a
qualified biologist shall conduct a reconnaissance survey of suitable upland habitat
for Alameda whipsnake in the project area. If an Alameda whipsnake is found, the
qualified biologist shall relocate the animal outside of the construction area.
Excavation, relocation, or collapse of burrows shall only be conducted as authorized by the
USFWS (for federally listed species), by the CDFG (for state‐listed species), or by both
agencies (for species protected at both the federal and state levels).
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Construction Monitoring and Protocols
At the beginning of each workday that includes initial ground disturbance, including
grading, excavation, and vegetation‐removal activities, a qualified biologist shall conduct
onsite monitoring for the presence of CTS, CRLF, and Alameda whipsnake in the area
where ground disturbance shall occur, as follows:



San Antonio Creek shall be surveyed prior to any ground‐disturbing or vegetation
removal activities at or near this creek.



Perimeter fences shall be inspected to ensure they do not have any tears or holes, that
the bottoms of the fences are still buried, and that no individuals have been trapped in
the fences.



Any CTS, CRLF, or Alameda whipsnakes found along and inside the fence shall be
closely monitored until they move away from the construction area.



All open trenches or holes and areas under parked vehicles shall be checked for the
presence of CTS, CRLF, and whipsnakes.



All excavated or deep‐walled holes or trenches greater than 2 feet shall be covered at
the end of each workday using plywood or similar materials, or escape ramps shall be
constructed of earth fill or wooden planks. Before such holes are filled, they shall be
thoroughly inspected for trapped animals.



Project personnel shall be required to immediately report any harm, injury, or
mortality of a special‐status species during construction (including entrapment) to
the construction foreman or biological monitor, and the construction foreman or
biological monitor shall immediately notify the SFPUC. The SFPUC shall provide
verbal notification to the USFWS Endangered Species Office in Sacramento,
California and/or to the local CDFG warden or biologist (as applicable) within one
working day of the incident. The SFPUC shall follow up with written notification to
the USFWS and/or CDFG (as applicable) within five working days of the incident.
All observations of federally and state‐listed species shall be recorded on CNDDB
field sheets and sent to the CDFG by the SFPUC or representative biological monitor.

While it is not necessary that the biological monitor stay onsite for the entire day, the
monitor shall remain on‐call in case any of these animals are discovered and it is necessary
to move them. The SFPUC shall designate an SFPUC representative as the point of contact
in the event that a CTS, CRLF, or Alameda whipsnake is discovered onsite when the
biological monitor is not present.
If the biological monitor or construction personnel find any of these species within the
work area, construction activities shall cease in the immediate vicinity of the individual
until: (1) the USFWS and/or CDFG are contacted and/or the animal has been removed from
the construction area, in accordance with permits, by an approved biologist and released
near a suitable burrow or other suitable habitat within 0.25 mile of the construction area, or
(2) the animal moves away from the construction area on its own.
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Once all initial ground‐disturbing activities are completed, the biological monitor shall
perform spot checks of the project area at least once a week for the duration of construction
to ensure that the perimeter fence is in good order, trenches are being covered if left open
overnight (or escape ramps provided), project personnel are conducting checks beneath
parked vehicles prior to their movement, and all other required biological protection
measures are being followed.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f: Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and
Compensatory Mitigation.
The SFPUC shall prepare and implement a vegetation restoration plan with detailed
specifications for minimizing the introduction of invasive weeds and restoring all
temporarily disturbed areas, and shall ensure that the contractor successfully implements
the plan. The plan shall indicate the best time of year for seeding to occur.
To facilitate preparation of the plan, the SFPUC shall ensure that, prior to construction, a
qualified botanist (i.e., one experienced in identifying sensitive plant species in the project
area) performs additional preconstruction surveys of the areas to collect more detailed
vegetation composition data, including species occurrence, vegetation characterization
(tree diameter size, etc.), and percent cover of plant species. Photo documentation shall be
used to show pre‐project conditions.
If required, the SFPUC shall provide the vegetation restoration plan to the Corps, the
CDFG, the RWQCB, and the USFWS during the permitting process, as any vegetation to be
removed may provide habitat for special‐status species and may also be within areas under
the jurisdiction of the Corps and the RWQCB. The minimum avoidance, minimization, and
restoration measures as well as success criteria to be included in the vegetation restoration
plan are described below.
Invasive Weed Control Measures
Invasive weeds such as yellow star‐thistle, purple star‐thistle, Italian thistle, bull thistle, and
stinkwort readily colonize soils that have been disturbed by grading or other mechanical
disturbance. Although the project area has an extensive weed infestation and relatively few
native species, the SFPUC shall incorporate the following measures into the construction
plans and specifications to prevent the further spread of invasive weeds into nearby areas:


Construction equipment shall arrive at the project area free of soil, seed, and plant
parts to reduce the likelihood of introducing new weed species.



Any imported fill material, soil amendments, gravel etc., required for construction
and/or restoration activities that would be placed within the upper 12 inches of the
ground surface shall be free of vegetation and plant material.



Certified, weed‐free, imported erosion‐control materials (or rice straw in upland
areas) shall be used exclusively, as applicable (this measure concerns biological
material and does not preclude the use of silt fences, etc.).
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The environmental awareness training program for construction personnel shall
include an orientation regarding the importance of preventing the spread of invasive
weeds.



To reduce the seed bank in weed‐dominated ruderal areas, the contractor shall mow,
disk, apply spot‐applications of herbicide to weeds, and/or remove weeds, as
appropriate and as early as feasible prior to surface clearing and site preparation.



Before construction equipment leaves the project area, any accumulation of plant
debris, soil, and mud shall be washed off the equipment or otherwise removed
onsite, and air filters shall be blown out.



The restoration plan shall specify measures to remove and/or control weeds in the
project area.



No invasive species shall be used in any restoration plantings.



Implementation of these measures during construction and site restoration activities
shall be verified and documented by a biological or environmental monitor.

Minimum Restoration Measures
Restoration areas are areas within the project area that would be disturbed during project‐
related construction activities but would subsequently be restored to their preconstruction
conditions as defined by the success criteria described below. In order to restore these
areas, the SFPUC shall ensure the following:


The SFPUC shall ensure that topsoil is salvaged during grading and earthmoving
activities (including during the preparation of spoils sites), stockpiled separately
from subsoils, and protected from erosion (e.g., covered or watered); that
composting amendments are added, if needed; and that potentially compacted
construction work areas are properly prepared prior to reuse of the soil in the post‐
construction restoration of temporarily disturbed areas. The SFPUC shall ensure that
a minimum of 12 inches of topsoil is salvaged, or if there is less than 12 inches of
topsoil, as much as practicable.



For grassland and ruderal areas, the affected areas shall be reseeded with a native or
non‐invasive grass and forb seed mix. High seed application rates shall be used to
help compete with the weedy seed bank.



For riparian and wetland habitats, the affected areas shall be replanted with similar
plants of appropriate species and density as those removed. If possible, locally native
stock shall be used.



For any isolated mature native tree (i.e., one that is not part of a woodland or riparian
cover) or any tree to be removed from the Alameda County Calaveras Road right‐of‐
way that meets the criteria described below, the SFPUC shall ensure that
replacement trees are planted within or in the vicinity of the project area as follows:


At a minimum, for each removed mature native tree (i.e., trees that are 6 inches
in diameter at breast height [dbh] or ten inches aggregate dbh for multi‐trunk
trees), affected areas shall be replanted with the same species on an inch‐by‐
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inch basis for any native mature tree outside the county right‐of‐way or as
otherwise agreed to in consultation with the USFWS and CDFG. For example,
eight tube trees (each 1‐inch in diameter) could be planted to replace one 8‐inch
native tree. Other tree sizes could also be used as long as the total dbh replaces
the dbh of the removed tree or trees.


Trees shall be replaced within the first year after the completion of construction
or as soon as possible in an area where construction is completed during a
favorable time period as determined by a qualified arborist or biologist.



Replacement trees shall be planted in or near the area experiencing surface
disturbance from project construction and in locations suitable for the
replacement species.



Selection of replacement sites and installation of replacement plantings shall be
supervised by a qualified arborist or biologist. Irrigation of trees during the
initial establishment period shall be provided as deemed necessary by a
qualified arborist or biologist.



A qualified arborist or biologist shall monitor newly planted trees at least twice
a year for 5 years (7 years for oaks).



Any trees planted as remediation for failed plantings shall be planted as
stipulated here for original plantings, and shall be monitored for a period of
5 years (7 years for oaks) following installation, or as otherwise determined by
the applicable resource agencies.



To replace trees removed from the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way,
shall plant replacement trees along Calaveras Road, where
additional mitigation trees are required but their spacing
accommodated along Calaveras Road, the trees shall be planted in
of the project area.



For non‐native trees that are between 2 and 6 inches dbh within the Calaveras
Road right‐of‐way, replacement trees shall be planted on a one‐to‐one basis for
any trees removed.

the SFPUC
feasible. If
cannot be
the vicinity

Minimum Success Criteria
Unless otherwise determined by the applicable resource agencies, the success criteria for
restoring temporarily disturbed areas shall be as follows:


All temporarily disturbed areas shall be restored to approximate their baseline
condition.



Vegetation within restoration areas shall be functional, fully established, and self‐
sustaining as evidenced by successive years of healthy vegetative growth; observed
increase in vegetative cover, canopy cover, and/or plant height; successful flowering,
seed set, and/or or vegetative reproduction over the 5‐year monitoring period.



Revegetation work shall start within one year of construction completion.



Revegetation of grassland areas shall be monitored at least once a year for 5 years.
With the exception of Oak trees, which shall be monitored for up to 7 years, all other
replacement trees shall be monitored for 5 years.
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Restoration areas shall be monitored for target invasive plants quarterly in the first
5 years following replanting. If invasive plants are found during the 5‐year
monitoring period, they shall be removed as necessary to support meeting the cover
and vegetation composition success criteria.



Monitoring and maintenance shall continue until the minimum success criteria
specified in the table below are met, or as otherwise determined by the applicable
resource agencies.
MINIMUM SUCCESS CRITERIA FOR VEGETATION RESTORATION

Parameter

Field Indicator/Measurement

Vegetative
Cover

Grassland: 70 percent absolute cover of typical native and naturalized grassland species known
from the Sunol Region by the end of the fifth monitoring year.
Individual Native Mature Trees: 65 percent plant survivorship by the fifth monitoring year.
Alameda Creek Channel and Willow Riparian Forest/Scrub: Greater than or equal to 45 percent
canopy cover of target willow and/or mulefat species by the end of the fifth monitoring year.

Target Invasive
Species

No more than 5 percent or 10 percent absolute cover of target invasive species shall remain in the in
any given restoration area by the end of the fifth monitoring year.

Compensatory Mitigation
The SFPUC shall fully compensate for permanent losses of non‐native grassland and
ruderal habitat that provide potential low‐quality upland refugial and dispersal habitat for
CTS and CRLF, as well as potential low quality foraging and dispersal habitat for Alameda
whipsnake (approximately 0.5 acre). Compensatory mitigation may occur through habitat
enhancements at two of the SFPUC’s Bioregional Habitat Restoration sites: the Goat Rock
compensation site and the San Antonio Creek compensation site. Habitat enhancement
shall occur at a location and at compensation ratios to be determined in consultation with
USFWS and CDFG. Enhancements to grassland habitat may occur at the Goat Rock
compensation site and enhancements to riparian habitat at the San Antonio Creek
compensation site shall be conducted in accordance with the SFPUC’s Sunol Region
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan, which specifies the success criteria and mechanisms for
monitoring to ensure compensation.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1g: Measures to Minimize Disturbance to Special‐Status Bird
Species.
As feasible, the SFPUC shall conduct tree and shrub removal in the project area and the
habitat compensation areas during the nonbreeding season (generally August 16 through
February 14) for migratory birds, raptors, and special‐status bat species.
If construction activities must occur during the breeding season for special‐status birds
(February 15 to August 15), the SFPUC shall retain a qualified wildlife biologist who is
experienced in identifying birds and their habitat to conduct nesting‐raptor surveys in and
within 500 feet of the project area. Migratory bird surveys shall be conducted within
100 feet of all work areas (as feasible) unless otherwise directed by CDFG. All migratory
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bird and active raptor nests within these areas shall be mapped. These surveys must be
conducted within two weeks prior to initiation of construction activities at any time
between February 15 and August 15. If no active nests are detected during surveys, no
additional mitigation is required.
If migratory bird and/or active raptor nests are found in the project area or in the adjacent
surveyed area, the SFPUC shall establish a no‐disturbance buffer around the nesting
location to avoid disturbance or destruction of the nest site until after the breeding season
or after a wildlife biologist determines that the young have fledged (usually late June
through mid‐July). The extent of these buffers would be determined by a wildlife biologist
in consultation with CDFG and would depend on the species’ sensitivity to disturbance
(which can vary among species); the level of noise or construction disturbance; line of sight
between the nest and the disturbance; ambient levels of noise and other disturbances; and
consideration of other topographical or artificial barriers. The wildlife biologist shall
analyze and use these factors to assist the CDFG in making an appropriate decision on
buffer distances.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1h: Conduct Preconstruction Surveys for Any Special‐Status
Bats Found and Implement Avoidance and Minimization Measures.
Not more than one week prior to tree removal and demolition of the two quarry buildings
located to the east of Pit F3‐East, a qualified biologist (i.e., one familiar with the
identification of bats and signs of bats) shall survey the trees to be removed and the
buildings to be demolished for the presence of roosting bats. Bats may be present any time
of the year. The biologist shall thoroughly search the two buildings and any trees that
provide appropriate habitat (trees with foliage or cavities or that are hollow) for the
presence of roosting bats or evidence of bats. If no roosting bats or evidence of bats are
found in the trees, tree removal may proceed. Similarly, if no roosting bats or evidence of
bats are found in the quarry buildings, demolition may proceed. If bats are found or
evidence of use by bats is present, the biologist shall map and mark the trees and/or
locations within the buildings with flagging. As appropriate, the SFPUC shall ensure that
the trees are not removed and/or the buildings are not demolished until the CDFG has
been consulted for guidance on measures to avoid and minimize disturbance of the special‐
status bats. Measures may include: monitoring trees or structures and excluding bats from
the tree(s) or structures to be removed/demolished; timing tree removal and building
demolition to minimize disturbance to bats; and/or use of a construction buffer to avoid
disturbance of young before they are able to fly (for pallid bats, this period is between
April and August).
Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1a: Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP.
(See Impact HY‐1 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1b: Creek Restoration and Revegetation.
(See Impact HY‐1 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality, for description.)
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These measures would address impacts on CRLF, CTS, and Alameda whipsnake as well as impacts
related to habitat loss and disruption of breeding and foraging habitat for nesting birds, raptors,
and bats by requiring general protection measures, biological monitoring, a worker training and
awareness program, exclusion fencing, implementation of protocols if individuals are found in the
project area during construction, revegetation and site restoration, and preparation and
implementation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) to avoid construction‐related
water quality impacts, which would also provide some protection for aquatic‐dependent special‐
status species. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant with mitigation.
_________________________
Impact BI‐2: The proposed project could have a substantial adverse effect on riparian habitat
and other sensitive habitats during construction. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
The mule fat scrub riparian habitat along San Antonio Creek is a sensitive habitat because of its
jurisdictional designation as riparian habitat under Fish and Game Code. Open‐trench
construction across San Antonio Creek during installation of the backup pipeline would
temporarily remove approximately 0.35 acre of mule fat scrub and streambank vegetation.
Dozens of small (2‐ to 6‐inch dbh) native and non‐native trees located along the backup pipeline
alignment and within the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way could be removed during construction (as
described under Impact BI‐6, below, these trees are protected by the Alameda County Tree
Ordinance). Other isolated, mature native trees, such as valley oak and California sycamore, that
exist along the southern and northern portions of the backup pipeline alignment on the west side of
Calaveras Road and in the vicinity of Staging Areas A, B, and C could also require removal during
construction. Several of these mature native trees have already been protected in the construction
areas for the NIT and Alameda Siphons projects in areas mapped as disturbed (the surrounding
herbaceous habitat has been removed) (see Figure 5.14‐1). In addition, the permanent placement of
spoils in the proposed earthen berms at the North Spoils Site and at the former nursery site located
within Staging Area C could extend to areas within the dripline of the numerous native and
planted oaks along Calaveras Road (although neither the North Spoils Site nor the former nursery
site are within the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way), and earthmoving activities within the dripline of
oaks could result in increased pathology and death of these oak trees. Habitat in these disturbed
areas with a few isolated trees can no longer be considered oak woodland, sycamore alluvial
woodland, or any other natural community. However, these mature trees provide essential habitat
for many species of birds and mammals that depend on them for breeding, cover, and foraging.
Although a number of these isolated mature native trees were preserved during construction of
other SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley, some trees are within the construction zone for the
SABPL project and could be lost as a result of this project. Impacts on riparian habitat along San
Antonio Creek, native trees along Calaveras Road, and large, isolated, mature trees would be
potentially significant. However, with implementation of the mitigation measures described below,
this potential impact would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level.
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Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f: Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and
Compensatory Mitigation.
(See Impact BI‐1, above, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1a: General Protection Measures.
(See Impact BI‐1, above, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1b: Worker Training and Awareness Program.
(See Impact BI‐1, above, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1c: Minimize Disturbance to Riparian Habitat.
(See Impact BI‐1, above, for description.)
These measures would protect sensitive habitats and mature native trees by minimizing the
overall area of construction disturbance and avoiding sensitive habitats, implementing a worker
training and awareness program, and establishing protocols and performance standards for
revegetation and restoration of disturbed areas. Therefore, this impact would be less than
significant with mitigation.

_________________________
Impact BI‐3: The proposed project could have a substantial adverse effect on jurisdictional
waters during construction. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
Construction‐related impacts on jurisdictional waters could occur within or immediately adjacent
to San Antonio Creek, in the unnamed ephemeral tributary located near pipeline station 18+00,
and in an area of freshwater marsh at Staging Area A. Impacts on riparian habitat and
jurisdictional waters associated with trenching across San Antonio Creek were discussed in
Impact BI‐2, above, and would be potentially significant.
Construction activities in these areas could potentially result in the temporary loss of habitat,
discharge of fill into jurisdictional waters, erosion and sedimentation, and loss of water quality
from pollution and dewatering discharges.
The proposed backup pipeline alignment near pipeline station 18+00 crosses an ephemeral
drainage. Originally a tributary to Alameda Creek, the drainage now empties into Pit F6. Project
construction activities would temporarily affect approximately 0.02 acre of unvegetated channel
and streambank during the dry season when open‐trench construction is used to install the
backup pipeline and the water pipeline to the town of Sunol across this drainage. Because this
ephemeral drainage was confirmed to be a water of the United States by the Corps, the impacts
on this drainage would be significant.
A 0.07‐acre area delineated as freshwater marsh is located within the proposed Staging Area A.
This area receives continual overflow water from a water sampling station at the Sunol Valley
Chloramination Facility (SFPUC, 2009c). The Corps does not consider this freshwater marsh to be
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jurisdictional due to the lack of a significant nexus with Alameda Creek (SFPUC, 2009c), but the
RWQCB does consider this feature to be jurisdictional (SFPUC, 2008) as it has a relatively high
value for wildlife. Because of the habitat value of this wetland, the use of this area for
construction staging would be a significant impact.
Facilities proposed in the vicinity of quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West include the baffled outfall,
concrete splash pad, dewatering facilities, cutoff wall, Alameda Creek Pump Station and wet
well, transfer pipeline, and dewatering pipeline. All of these facilities would be situated in or
near lacustrine habitat; however, the quarry pits are not jurisdictional because they are part of
active quarrying operations and support little or no wetland or riparian vegetation. Because of
the disturbed nature of the quarry pits and the general lack of developed wetland habitat
features, disturbance to the quarry pits during project construction would have no impact on
jurisdictional waters.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐3 and the other mitigation measures described
below, in addition to compliance with the requirements of the Corps Section 404 permit, RWQCB
Section 401 permit, and CDFG Streambed Alteration Agreement, would reduce impacts on
jurisdictional waters to a less‐than‐significant level.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐3: Avoidance and Protection Measures for Jurisdictional
Water Bodies.
The SFPUC and its contractors shall minimize impacts on waters of the United States and
waters of the state, including wetlands, by implementing the following measures:



Construction activities in saturated or ponded wetlands and streams (typically
during the spring and winter) shall be avoided to the maximum extent feasible.
Where wetlands or other water features must be disturbed, the minimum area of
disturbance necessary for construction shall be identified and the area outside
avoided.



A silt fence shall be installed adjacent to all wetlands and drainages to be avoided
within 50 feet of any proposed construction activity, and signs installed indicating the
required avoidance. No equipment mobilization, grading, clearing, or storage of
equipment or machinery, or similar activity, shall occur until a representative of the
SFPUC has inspected and approved the fencing installed around these features. This
restriction applies to both onsite construction and any offsite mitigation area. The
SFPUC shall ensure that the temporary fencing is continuously maintained until all
construction activities are completed. No construction activities, including equipment
movement, material storage, or temporary spoil stockpiling, shall be allowed within
the fenced areas protecting wetlands.



To minimize the degradation of wetland soils and vegetation where avoidance is
infeasible, protective practices such as geotextile cushions and other materials (e.g.,
timber pads, prefabricated equipment pads, geotextile fabric) or vehicles with
balloon tires shall be employed in saturated conditions (e.g., when there is noticeable
rutting due to saturated conditions and mixing of topsoil and subsoil).
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In areas of temporary disturbance the bed and banks of the ephemeral drainage and
San Antonio Creek shall be restored to pre‐construction conditions after construction
is complete.



Exposed slopes and streambanks shall be stabilized immediately upon the completion
of construction activities.



The banks of San Antonio Creek shall be stabilized (if disturbed during construction)
using a non‐vegetative material that will bind the soil initially and break down
within a few years (e.g., jute mat). More aggressive erosion control treatments shall
be implemented as needed for stabilization, such as geotextile mats, excelsior
blankets, or other soil stabilization products.

Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1a: General Protection Measures.
(See Impact BI‐1, above, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1b: Worker Training and Awareness Program.
(See Impact BI‐1, above, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1c: Minimize Disturbance to Riparian Habitat.
(See Impact BI‐1, above, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1d: Prevent Movement of Specific Species through the Work
Areas.
(See Impact BI‐1, above, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f: Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and
Compensatory Mitigation.
(See Impact BI‐1, above, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1a: Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP.
(See Impact HY‐1 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1b: Creek Restoration and Revegetation.
(See Impact HY‐1 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality, for description.)
These measures would address impacts on wetlands and aquatic resources by requiring staging
areas to be sited at least 50 feet from riparian areas, requiring worker training regarding the
resources present and general impact avoidance, requiring temporary fencing around the
construction zone, establishing protocols and performance standards for revegetation and
restoration activities for impacted riparian and wetland areas, and requiring preparation and
implementation of a SWPPP that prescribes BMPs to protect water quality in receiving water bodies
during construction activities. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant with mitigation.

_________________________
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Impact BI‐4: The proposed project could have a substantial adverse effect on resident trout and
other native fishes during construction, either by impeding movement or adversely affecting
aquatic habitat. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
The backup pipeline would be installed using open‐trench construction methods across
San Antonio Creek. Construction activities could result in direct injury or mortality of resident
trout and other native fishes in San Antonio Creek and could restrict their movements if surface
flows and fish are present during construction of the creek crossing. However, as discussed
above under Impact BI‐1, open‐trench construction would only occur during the dry season
when San Antonio Creek is the least likely to contain flow, in accordance with Mitigation
Measure M‐BI‐1c (Minimize Disturbance to Riparian Habitat). As a result, direct construction
impacts on resident trout and other fishes in San Antonio Creek would be less than significant.
Construction activities outside of the Alameda and San Antonio Creek channels but adjacent to
the creeks could adversely affect resident trout and other native fishes during construction if both
flow and fish are present in the creeks. Disturbance could result from the movement of
construction equipment and personnel, removal of riparian vegetation, grading activities, and
construction of access roads and staging areas near creek channels. Disturbance of adjacent soils
could increase erosion and cause sedimentation in the creeks; if the creeks are flowing, such soil
disturbance could affect water quality by increasing turbidity (i.e., the relative clarity of water,
which can be reduced by suspended sediment). This could in turn affect the behavior, growth,
reproduction, and movement of fish and other aquatic organisms. Sediment deposition could
potentially alter channel morphology by changing the shape or configuration of the creeks, which
would affect the creek characteristics such as pools and riffles. Resident rainbow trout and other
native fish species could also be affected if hazardous materials such as oil, lubricants, concrete,
or other chemicals used during construction are released to the creeks. Assuming fish were
present, the effect on fish would depend on several factors, including the concentration, duration,
and frequency of exposure, as well as water temperature. Contaminants can reduce growth,
reproduction, movement, and survival of fish. Potential impacts on aquatic habitat during
construction are considered significant. However, implementation of the mitigation measures
identified below would reduce construction‐related impacts on resident trout and other native fish
species to a less‐than‐significant level.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1b: Worker Training and Awareness Program.
(See Impact BI‐1, above, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1c: Minimize Disturbance to Riparian Habitat.
(See Impact BI‐1, above, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐3: Avoidance and Protection Measures for Jurisdictional
Water Bodies.
(See Impact BI‐3, above, for description.)
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Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1a: Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP.
(See Impact HY‐1 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1b: Creek Restoration and Revegetation.
(See Impact HY‐1 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality, for description.)
These measures would minimize the adverse effects of construction activities on fish by requiring
implementation of erosion control measures and water quality BMPs, creek restoration,
construction worker awareness training, and implementation of measures to protect surface
waters and wetlands. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant with mitigation.

_________________________
Impact BI‐5: The proposed project would not have a substantial adverse effect on wildlife
corridors or wildlife nursery sites during construction. (Less than Significant)
Construction of the proposed project would impede wildlife movement from east to west for nearly
2 miles along Calaveras Road. At the time of publication of the SABPL project Draft EIR,
construction fencing was in place for the NIT and Alameda Siphons projects; thus, wildlife
movement in much of the project area is already restricted. Construction activity related to
the SABPL project would extend the period of restricted wildlife movements incrementally, but
would not substantially alter the existing conditions. Therefore, this impact would be less than
significant.

_________________________
Impact BI‐6: Construction activities associated with the proposed project could conflict with
local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources. (Less than Significant with
Mitigation)
The relevant policies and ordinances protecting biological resources in the project area are the
Alameda WMP and the Alameda County Tree Ordinance. As noted earlier, the Alameda County
Tree Ordinance only protects trees within the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way. The actions and
guidelines of the Alameda WMP were used to inventory the resources in the project area, assess the
impact of the project, and develop appropriate mitigation where necessary to address potentially
significant impacts. It is the standard practice of the SFPUC to conduct construction activities in
accordance with the policies of the Alameda WMP. These standard practices include reviewing
relevant information sources, conducting appropriate surveys, minimizing the extent of the
construction zone in areas of sensitive biological features, and carrying out construction so as to
minimize impacts on biological resources. Because the project could adversely affect trees within
the Alameda County right‐of‐way, this impact would be significant. However, implementation of
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f described below would ensure consistency with the Alameda County
Tree Ordinance and would reduce this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
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Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f: Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and
Compensatory Mitigation.
(See Impact BI‐1, above, for description.)
This measure addresses impacts on trees protected by Alameda County and requires the
development of a revegetation plan that specifies a replacement ratio for removed trees,
including replacement of trees removed along the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way. Therefore, this
impact would be less than significant with mitigation.

_________________________

5.14.3.5 Operational Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact BI‐7: Project operations could have a substantial adverse effect on special‐status animal
species. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
Although quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West do not provide breeding habitat for CRLF, the pits could
provide aquatic refugia for this species. As part of future project operations, the SFPUC would
discharge quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water to quarry Pit F3‐East during planned maintenance
and emergency events. All discharges would be dechlorinated prior to discharge into the quarry
pit. The backup pipeline would terminate at a baffled outfall, which would dissipate the energy and
decrease the velocity of the water stream, and direct the flow onto a concrete splash pad
constructed over the slope of the quarry pit. Discharged water would flow over the concrete splash
pad and into the quarry pit. Since CRLF would not utilize a barren concrete slab, discharges from
the backup pipeline are not expected to result in direct injury to, or mortality of, CRLF.
As described in Section 3.5.4.2 of Chapter 3, Project Description, following a discharge from the
backup pipeline that raises water elevations in the quarry pit above 195 feet mean sea level (msl),
the discharged water would be recovered by pumping the water to the wet well beneath the
Alameda Creek Pump Station using submersible pumps in the concrete splash pad at Pit F3‐East,
and flexible hoses and pumps mounted on floating platforms in Pit F3‐West. Should CRLF
become entrained in the intakes for the dewatering pumps (e.g., the submersible pumps and the
pumps mounted on floating platforms), it is likely that mortality of the CRLF would result. This
would be a significant impact. However, implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐7,
described below, would reduce this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐7: Screen Dewatering Pump Intakes.
The SFPUC shall screen the intake pipes for the submersible pumps at Pit F3‐East, and the
intakes for the pumps on floating platforms in Pit F3‐West to prevent the entrainment of
CRLF into these pipes. The screens shall be made of wire mesh with openings not larger
than 5 millimeters.
By requiring that intakes for the dewatering pumps be designed to prevent entrainment of CRLF
and the resulting potential for mortality, this measure addresses impacts on CRLF during
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dewatering of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant
with mitigation.
As discussed above in Section 5.14.1.3 and summarized in Table 5.14‐2, habitat in Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West for western pond turtle, California tiger salamander, and Alameda whipsnake is
marginal or absent. Therefore, operational impacts on these species are considered to be less than
significant.

_________________________
Impact BI‐8: Project operations would not have a substantial adverse effect on jurisdictional
waters, riparian habitat, or aquatic resources. (Less than Significant)
Under the proposed project, the SFPUC would discharge quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water
to quarry Pit F3‐East during planned maintenance and water quality emergency events. Pits F3‐
East and F3‐West are not considered jurisdictional water bodies because they are part of active
mining operations. Although the uppermost alluvial deposits located between the ground
surface and 50 feet below the ground surface currently provide a hydraulic connection between
Alameda Creek and Pits F3‐East and F3‐West when water elevations are between 0 and 50 feet
below grade (see Section 5.16.1.6, in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality), construction of
the cutoff wall around the perimeter of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West would minimize this hydraulic
connection. Thus, with implementation of the proposed project and construction of the associated
cutoff wall, Pits F3‐East and F3‐West would have limited or no hydrologic connection to
Alameda Creek. Because these quarry pits would continue to be operated as part of active mining
operations, the pits would maintain their non‐jurisdictional status during SABPL project
operations. Pits F3‐East and F3‐West support little to no wetland or riparian vegetation that could
be adversely affected by project operations.
No direct discharges of water into Alameda or San Antonio Creeks are proposed as part of
project operations. However, although not expected, it is possible that implementation of the
proposed project would require that Hanson Aggregates increase the volume or frequency of
discharges to Alameda Creek during wet years, or following heavy precipitation periods in
winter months, to maintain water levels in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West at or below 195 feet msl. As
under the existing condition, the quarry company would discharge to creeks in accordance with the
requirements of National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Permit
No. CAG982001 (Aggregate Mining, Sand Washing, and Sand Offloading General Permit), which
allows Hanson Aggregates to discharge up to 10 million gallons per day (mgd) (or 15.5 cfs) into
Alameda Creek (see Section 5.16.1.3 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality). The permit also
sets effluent limitations for total suspended solids, turbidity, pH, total dissolved solids, and
chlorine. Based on the permitted discharge flow rate, Hanson Aggregates could discharge the
maximum future volume of project discharge (485 acre‐feet) to Alameda Creek over a period of
16 days. Given the discharge rate and effluent limitations, in the event that SABPL project
operations were to increase the frequency or volume of discharges to Alameda Creek, compliance
with NPDES permit requirements would ensure that any resulting impacts on creeks are less than
significant.
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As described in Section 3.7.2 in Chapter 3, Project Description, in the event that Hanson Aggregates’
lease is not extended, the SFPUC would solely manage the water levels in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West
to maintain sufficient capacity for discharges from the proposed project. Under these
circumstances, the SFPUC may be required to obtain a new NPDES permit to discharge water from
the quarry pits to Alameda Creek. Under this scenario, the SFPUC would conduct discharges using
a series of portable pumps and flexible hoses similar to the system used by Hanson Aggregates, as
well as the existing outfall at Alameda Creek. The conditions included in a new NPDES permit
would likely be similar to those in Hansen’s NPDES permit and similarly protective of in‐stream
resources. Since any discharges to creeks would be conducted at the existing outfall in Alameda
Creek in accordance with regulatory requirements, impacts on jurisdictional waters, riparian
habitat, or aquatic resources would also be less than significant under this operating scenario.
Thus, project operations would not have a substantial adverse effect on jurisdictional waters,
riparian habitat, and aquatic resources; therefore, this impact is considered less than significant.

_________________________
Impact BI‐9: The proposed project would not have a substantial adverse effect on sensitive
habitats during project operations. (Less than Significant)
Once the proposed facilities are in place, no further surface disturbance would occur as a part of
project operations; therefore, no long‐term operational impacts on sensitive habitats, common
habitats, or mature native trees would occur.
Over the lifetime of the project, leaks in the proposed backup pipeline, 12‐inch‐diameter water
pipeline to the town of Sunol, transfer pipeline, and dewatering pipeline could occur, which
would necessitate surface disturbance if a section of pipe needed to be repaired or replaced. The
proposed facilities are situated in areas characterized by developed and ruderal habitats that are
expected to continue experiencing disturbance. Any maintenance of these facilities would be
conducted in accordance with the requirements of the Alameda WMP, which provides for
protection of these habitats. Due to the minor level of surface disturbance required to conduct
ongoing maintenance and repairs, this impact would be less than significant.

_________________________
Impact BI‐10: The proposed project would not interfere with the movement of native resident
trout and other native migratory fishes during project operations. (Less than Significant)
The proposed project would result in discharges of up to 184 acre‐feet (60 million gallons) of
quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water to Pit F3‐East over a six‐hour period following planned
maintenance activities, and up to 485 acre‐feet (158 million gallons) over a 12‐hour period during
emergency operations. Discharges associated with planned maintenance are anticipated to occur
up to twice per year. The frequency of discharges associated with emergency operations is
difficult to estimate, but is anticipated to occur approximately once every two years. As described
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above under Impact BI‐7, construction of the proposed cutoff wall around the perimeter of
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West would minimize the existing hydraulic connection between surface flow
in Alameda Creek and water in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, thereby substantially reducing and
possibly eliminating the seepage of water from Alameda Creek into the quarry pits as well as the
potential for water in the quarry pits to seep into Alameda Creek.
The SFPUC currently leases Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, as well as the majority of the SMP‐24 area
located east of Alameda Creek, to Hanson Aggregates for gravel mining. Under the proposed
project, it is expected that Hanson Aggregates would continue to lease the SMP‐24 area east of
Alameda Creek and would continue to utilize water from Pits F3‐East and F3‐West to support
active mining operations. The SFPUC and Hanson Aggregates would cooperatively manage
water levels within Pits F3‐East and F3‐West to ensure that sufficient capacity is maintained in
quarry Pit F3‐East to accommodate discharges from the backup pipeline. Hanson Aggregates
would continue to manage water levels in the quarry pits by pumping water from Pits F3‐East
and F3‐West to other gravel pits in the area, as well as to the aggregate processing facility and
other portions of the SMP‐24 area for consumptive use. If Hanson Aggregates’ lease is not
extended, the SFPUC would manage water levels in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West using similar
methods (see above discussion under Impact BI‐8). Under either circumstance, following a
discharge from the backup pipeline, the SFPUC would manage water levels in Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West by pumping water from the quarry pits to San Antonio Reservoir or to the SVWTP
within 30 days of a discharge.
As described above under Impact BI‐8, no direct discharges of water into Alameda or San
Antonio Creeks are proposed as part of project operations; however, if the proposed project were
to result in an increase in the volume or frequency of discharges to Alameda Creek in order to
maintain water levels in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West at or below 195 feet msl, these discharges would
occur in accordance with NPDES permit requirements. Mandatory compliance with NPDES permit
flow rate and effluent requirements would ensure that any impacts on resident trout and other
native fishes associated with project operations are less than significant.
_____________________________

5.14.3.6 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1
Since Pumping Variant 1 does not propose construction of the Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet
well, control building for the pump station, transfer pipeline, or retaining wall along the southern
boundary of the pump station site adjacent to the access road, the overall soil and surface
disturbance associated with Pumping Variant 1 would be slightly less than that of the proposed
project. As a result, secondary construction‐related impacts associated with sedimentation of
jurisdictional waters (e.g., Alameda and San Antonio Creeks) and impacts on aquatic resources
would be slightly less than under the proposed project. However, because all other facilities and
improvements would still be constructed, overall impacts on jurisdictional waters associated
with this variant would be similar to those of the proposed project, and this variant would not
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change the conclusions or mitigation measures identified above in Section 5.14.3.4 related to
jurisdictional waters. All other construction‐related impacts associated with Pumping Variant 1
would be the same as under the proposed project. The one‐step pumping under Pumping
Variant 1 (e.g., discharged water would be pumped directly from quarry Pit F3‐East to
San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP) would also result in the same operational impacts as
identified for the proposed project in Section 5.14.3.5, above. Thus, construction and operation of
Pumping Variant 1 would not change the analysis or conclusions presented in Sections 5.14.3.4
and 5.14.3.5.

Pumping Variant 2
Pumping Variant 2 would result in the same area of disturbance as the proposed project.
Therefore, construction‐related impacts would be the same as those identified for the proposed
project in Section 5.14.3.4, above. Pumping Variant 2 (i.e., one‐step pumping vs. two‐step
pumping) would also result in the same operational impacts as identified for the proposed
project in Section 5.14.3.5, above. Thus, construction and operation of Pumping Variant 2 would
not change the analysis or conclusions presented in Sections 5.14.3.4 and 5.14.3.5.
_____________________________

5.14.3.7 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact C‐BI: Project implementation could result in a cumulatively considerable contribution
to cumulative impacts on biological resources during project construction and operation. (Less
than Significant with Mitigation)
The geographic scope for potential cumulative impacts on biological resources encompasses the
jurisdictional waters, sensitive habitats, riparian habitat, and common habitats in the project area
as well as other areas in the region that are biologically linked. This regional approach is
appropriate because the habitats and wildlife species that could be affected by the SABPL project
and the cumulative projects identified in Table 5.1‐6 are part of a broader ecosystem, and any
disturbance of individual areas could have repercussions for the region as a whole, beyond the
immediate project vicinity. Past development, particularly in the northern part of the Sunol
Valley near I‐680 and elsewhere (such as roadways, mining, and water infrastructure), has
resulted in the current condition of the project area, including the relative rarity of special‐status
species, the degraded state of riparian vegetation and other sensitive natural communities, and
the reduced extent of wetlands and jurisdictional waters.

Impacts on Special‐Status Species during Construction
As discussed in Impact BI‐1, construction of the SABPL project would result in potentially
significant impacts associated with the temporary and permanent loss of habitat and the potential
for direct mortality of CRLF, CTS, and Alameda whipsnake, as well as temporary and permanent
habitat loss and disruption of breeding and foraging habitat for nesting birds, raptors, and bats. It
is assumed that several of the cumulative projects listed in Table 5.1‐6, particularly those projects
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located in the Sunol Valley, could adversely affect some of the same special‐status species, a
potentially significant cumulative impact, and the SABPL project’s contribution to this impact
would be cumulatively considerable.
However, the SABPL project’s temporary and permanent impacts on special‐status species would
be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐BI‐1a
(General Protection Measures), M‐BI‐1b (Worker Training and Awareness Program), M‐BI‐1c
(Minimize Disturbance to Riparian Habitat), M‐BI‐1d (Prevent Movement of Specific Species
through the Work Areas), M‐BI‐1e (Preconstruction Surveys and Construction Monitoring and
Protocols for California Tiger Salamander, Red‐Legged Frog, and Alameda Whipsnake), M‐BI‐1f
(Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and Compensatory Mitigation), M‐BI‐1g
(Measures to Minimize Disturbance to Special‐Status Bird Species), M‐BI‐1h (Conduct
Preconstruction Surveys for Any Special‐Status Bats Found and Implement Avoidance and
Minimization Measures), M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP), and M‐HY‐
1b (Creek Restoration and Revegetation). These measures address temporary impacts on special‐
status species by requiring general protection and avoidance measures, worker training,
preconstruction surveys and construction monitoring, implementation of erosion control and water
quality BMPs during construction, and revegetation and restoration of disturbed areas after
construction. Permanent impacts on habitat for CTS, CRLF, and Alameda whipsnake are addressed
by requiring compensatory mitigation through habitat enhancement at compensation ratios to be
determined in consultation with the USFWS and CDFG. With implementation of these mitigation
measures, the project’s residual contribution to temporary and permanent cumulative impacts on
special‐status species would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant).

Impacts on Riparian Habitat and other Sensitive Habitats during Construction
As discussed in Impact BI‐2, the proposed project could adversely affect riparian habitat along
San Antonio Creek, native trees along Calaveras Road, as well as large, isolated, mature trees.
Several of the cumulative projects listed in Table 5.1‐6 could also affect riparian resources and
native or mature trees in the region, resulting in a potentially significant cumulative impact, and the
SABPL project’s contribution to this impact would be cumulatively considerable. However, the
SABPL project’s impact on these resources would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with
implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐BI‐1a (General Protection Measures), M‐BI‐1b
(Worker Training and Awareness Program), M‐BI‐1c (Minimize Disturbance to Riparian
Habitat), and M‐BI‐1f (Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and Compensatory
Mitigation). Implementation of these mitigation measures would protect sensitive habitats and
mature native trees by minimizing the overall area of construction disturbance and avoiding
sensitive habitats, providing a worker training and awareness program, and establishing protocols
and performance standards for revegetation and restoration of disturbed areas. Therefore, with
implementation of these mitigation measures, the SABPL project’s residual contribution to
cumulative impacts on riparian habitat and other sensitive habitats would not be cumulatively
considerable (less than significant).
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Impacts on Jurisdictional Waters during Construction
As discussed in Impact BI‐3, the proposed project could degrade the habitat value of the
freshwater marsh located within proposed Staging Area A. Many of the cumulative projects
listed in Table 5.1‐6 could also adversely affect jurisdictional waters, resulting in a potentially
significant cumulative impact, and the SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative impact
could be cumulatively considerable. However, the SABPL project’s impact on jurisdictional waters
would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measure
M‐BI‐3 (Avoidance and Protection Measures for Jurisdictional Water Bodies) as well as
Mitigation Measures M‐BI‐1a (General Protection Measures), M‐BI‐1b (Worker Training and
Awareness Program), M‐BI‐1c (Minimize Disturbance to Riparian Habitat), M‐BI‐1d (Prevent
Movement of Specific Species through the Work Areas), M‐BI‐1f (Prepare and Implement a
Vegetation Restoration Plan and Compensatory Mitigation), M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and
Implementation of a SWPPP), and M‐HY‐1b (Creek Restoration and Revegetation). These
measures would address impacts on jurisdictional waters and aquatic resources by requiring
staging areas to be sited at least 50 feet from riparian areas, requiring worker training regarding the
resources present and general impact avoidance, requiring temporary fencing around the
construction zone, establishing protocols and performance standards for revegetation and
restoration activities for affected riparian areas, and requiring preparation and implementation of a
SWPPP that prescribes BMPs to protect water quality in receiving water bodies during construction
activities. With implementation of these mitigation measures, the project’s residual contribution to
cumulative impacts on jurisdictional waters would not be cumulatively considerable (less than
significant).

Impacts on Resident Trout and other Native Fishes during Construction
As discussed in Impact BI‐4, the SABPL project could adversely affect resident trout and other
fishes in San Antonio Creek as a result of construction across the creek as well as on‐land
construction near Alameda and San Antonio Creeks. Other cumulative projects listed in Table 5.6‐1
could also result in construction within the creeks, or sedimentation of the creeks, resulting in a
potentially significant cumulative impact on resident trout and other native fishes during
construction, and the SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative impact could be cumulatively
considerable. However, the SABPL project’s impact on resident trout and other native fishes during
construction would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with implementation of Mitigation
Measures M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP), M‐HY‐1b (Creek Restoration
and Revegetation), M‐BI‐1b (Worker Training and Awareness Program), and M‐BI‐3 (Avoidance
and Protection Measures for Jurisdictional Water Bodies). These measures would minimize the
adverse effects of construction activities on fish by requiring implementation of erosion control
measures and water quality BMPs, creek restoration, construction worker awareness training, and
measures to protect surface waters and wetlands. With implementation of these mitigation
measures, the project’s residual contribution to cumulative impacts on resident trout and other
native fishes would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant).
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Impacts related to Conflicts with Local Policies or Ordinances Protecting Biological
Resources
As discussed in Impact BI‐6, the SABPL project could adversely affect trees within the Alameda
County right‐of‐way. Many of the projects listed in Table 5.1‐6 could also adversely affect trees
within the right‐of‐way that are protected by the Alameda County Tree Ordinance, resulting in a
potentially significant cumulative impact related to conflicts with local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources, and the SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative impact
would be cumulatively considerable. However, the SABPL project’s impact related to conflicts
with local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources would be reduced to a less‐than‐
significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f (Prepare and Implement a
Vegetation Restoration Plan and Compensatory Mitigation). This mitigation measure addresses
impacts on trees protected by Alameda County and requires the development of a revegetation
plan that specifies a replacement ratio for removed trees, including replacement of trees removed
along the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way. With implementation of this mitigation measure, the
project’s residual contribution to cumulative impacts related to conflicts with local policies or
ordinances protecting biological resources would not be cumulatively considerable (less than
significant).

Impacts on Special‐Status Animal Species during Operations
As discussed in Impact BI‐7, CRLF could become entrained in the intakes of the SABPL project
dewatering pumps, potentially resulting in mortality of the CRLF. Operational discharges from
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West by Hanson Aggregates could also result in mortality to this species
resulting in a significant cumulative impact and the SABPL project’s contribution would be
cumulatively considerable. However, the SABPL project’s impact would be reduced to a less‐
than‐significant level with implementation Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐7 (Screen Dewatering
Pump Intakes) which would require that the intakes pipes for the pumps at Pits F3‐East and F3‐
West are screened to prevent entrainment of the CRLF. With implementation of this mitigation
measure, the SABPL project’s residual contribution to this cumulative impact would not be
cumulatively considerable (less than significant).

Impacts on Jurisdictional Waters, Riparian Habitat, or Aquatic Resources during
Operations
As discussed above under Impact BI‐8, although unlikely, implementation of the SABPL project
could result in an increase in the volume or frequency of discharges to Alameda Creek following
a discharge from the backup pipeline to Pit F3‐East. However, no substantial degradation of the
Alameda Creek channel is anticipated to result from any potential alteration in creek discharges
because future creek discharges would be conducted within the flow limitations specified by
NPDES permit requirements. Thus, no alteration of the creek channel or riparian habitat would
be expected. The Calaveras Dam Replacement project, listed in the Table 5.1‐6, would also result
in an increase of discharges to Alameda Creek. The Calaveras Dam Replacement project EIR did
not identify any adverse impacts on aquatic resources related to increases in discharges
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2011). Therefore, cumulative impacts related to increases in
discharges to Alameda Creek during operations would be less than significant.
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Impacts on Resident and Migratory Fish during Operations
As indicated above in Section 5.14.1.3, the CCC steelhead DPS is listed as threatened under the
Federal Endangered Species Act. Steelhead of the CCC DPS do not occur in Alameda Creek
upstream of the Alameda County Water District’s Rubber Dam No. 1 and BART weir in Fremont
under existing conditions. Implementation of planned and proposed cumulative projects,
including three projects identified in Table 5.1‐6: the Rubber Dam No. 1 and BART Weir Fish
Passage project in Fremont, the PG&E Gas Pipeline Crossing project in the Sunol Valley, and the
SFPUC Calaveras Dam Replacement project located upstream of the Sunol Valley, would result
in conditions facilitating the restoration of steelhead in Alameda Creek. These three cumulative
projects would either remove barriers to fish passage or increase flows to the creek, which would
improve fish passage conditions in Alameda Creek. These projects would not have adverse
impacts on steelhead or other native fish, and implementation of these projects would be
beneficial by creating conditions conducive to fish passage.
As discussed above under Impact BI‐10, the SABPL project’s proposed cutoff wall would reduce
or eliminate the existing hydraulic connection between Alameda Creek and Pits F3‐East and F3‐
West, thereby minimizing the seepage of water from the creek into the quarry pits and
potentially resulting in a slight increase in Alameda Creek flow. Although no direct discharges to
Alameda Creek are proposed as part of SABPL project operations, project implementation could
potentially result in an increase in the volume or frequency of discharges to Alameda Creek
following a discharge from the backup pipeline to Pit F3‐East. However, since all creek
discharges would be conducted within the flow limitations specified by NPDES permit
requirements, and because any associated increase in Alameda Creek flow is expected to be
beneficial for fish passage, the SABPL project would not contribute to any adverse cumulative
impacts on resident or migratory fish during operations.
The effects of the SABPL project, in combination with the effects of the cumulative projects
identified above, would not result in any significant adverse effects to steelhead or other native
fish during operations.

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
Because implementation of either Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2 would result in
impacts that are the same as or similar to those of the proposed project (refer to Section 5.14.3.6,
Impacts of Pumping Variants), the cumulative impact analysis and related conclusions provided
above apply to both project variants.
_____________________________
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5.14.3.8 Impacts of Mitigation Measures
Measure M‐BI‐1f: Preparation and Implementation of a Vegetation Restoration Plan and
Compensatory Mitigation.
Enhancement to grassland at the Goat Rock compensation site and riparian habitat at the
San Antonio Creek compensation site that may occur under Measure M‐BI‐1f could result in
environmental impacts. The Goat Rock compensation site and San Antonio Creek compensation
site are proposed to provide compensatory mitigation for multiple SFPUC projects in the Sunol
Valley, including the Calaveras Dam Replacement project. The Goat Rock compensation site is a
35‐acre area located on SFPUC‐owned land on Valpe Ridge and Alameda Creek, just
downstream of the Alameda Creek Diversion Dam. The San Antonio compensation site is a
254‐acre area located on SFPUC‐owned land on the northeast shore of San Antonio Reservoir at
the mouths of San Antonio and Indian Creeks.
Compensatory mitigation activities at these sites were previously addressed in the Final
Environmental Impact Report for the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission Calaveras Dam
Replacement Project (San Francisco Planning Department, 2011).
As described in the Calaveras Dam Replacement project EIR (beginning on page 5‐14 in Chapter
5, Mitigation Measures), potential impacts on resources at these sites could occur through ground
disturbance associated with enhancement activities (digging holes for plantings, grading for
riparian restoration, grading for access roads, etc.), which could affect special status species and
water quality. In addition, the Goat Rock and San Antonio Creek compensation sites are located
within an archeologically sensitive region, and ground‐disturbing habitat enhancement activities
could disrupt archeological resources. Impacts on sensitive wildlife at the compensation sites
would be avoided through implementation of measures adopted as conditions of approval for
the Calaveras Dam Replacement project, including Mitigation Measure 5.7.1 (to protect and
maintain water quality), Mitigation Measure 5.4.1 (to avoid impacts on sensitive wildlife through
preconstruction surveys), and Mitigation Measure 5.4.2 (restoration of disturbed areas), and
Mitigation Measure 5.10.2 (to mitigate for accidental discovery of archeological resources). These
measures would ensure that impacts associated with habitat enhancement at these locations
undertaken to compensate for impacts attributable to the SABPL project would be mitigated to
less‐than‐significant levels.
Selection of the final compensation sites would occur in consultation with USFWS and CDFG and
may result in the implementation of habitat enhancement at a compensation site other than Goat
Rock or San Antonio Creek. Implementation of mitigation at another compensation site could
have short‐term but potentially significant impacts, which could include impacts on biological
resources, cultural resources, sensitive noise receptors, air quality, geology and soils, hydrology
and water quality, and hazards and hazardous materials. Any significant impacts associated with
habitat enhancement at an alternate compensation site would be subject to the mitigation
measures identified throughout this EIR, as appropriate, to reduce the impacts to a less‐than‐
significant level.
_________________________
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5.15 Geology and Soils
This section analyzes the potential for the proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL)
project to be affected by, or to increase risks associated with, geologic, soils, and seismic hazards.

5.15.1 Setting
5.15.1.1 Regional Physiography
The project area is in the Sunol Valley within the Alameda Creek watershed, which is part of the
Coast Ranges Geomorphic Province (Coast Ranges). The topography of the Coast Ranges is
characterized by northwest‐southeast‐trending mountain ridges and intervening valleys that
have formed over millions of years due to movements of the earth’s crust. Most of the hills and
mountains in the Coast Ranges are comprised of consolidated bedrock units. In the vicinity of the
proposed project, geologically younger sediments deposited by Calaveras and San Antonio
Creeks overlie the bedrock.

5.15.1.2 Site Geology
The Sunol Valley is a northwest‐trending rift valley following the Calaveras fault and Alameda
Creek. The valley is bounded on the east by the Calaveras fault and on the west by the foothills of
the Diablo Range. On the east side of the Calaveras fault, the bedrock consists of the Briones
Formation (Tbr) and Livermore Gravels (QTl), as shown in Figure 5.15‐1 (USGS, 1996, 2006). On
the west side of the Calaveras fault, the bedrock consists of older, Cretaceous‐age unnamed
sandstone (Ks). Alluvial material1 fills the valley floor, including older alluvium (Qpa), alluvial
fan deposits (Qha), steam terrace deposits (Qt), gravel deposits of the Oliver De Silva, Inc. (Oliver
De Silva) and Hanson Aggregates quarries (gq), and modern stream channel deposits (Qhc) of
Calaveras and San Antonio Creeks. These regional units are described as follows:


Unnamed Sandstone (Ks) – Cretaceous‐age (65 million to 144 million years ago) coarse‐ to
fine‐grained sandstone, siltstone, and shale. In places, the sandstone contains fragments of
preexisting rock and siltstone (Kss).



Briones Formation (Tbr) – Miocene‐age (5.3 million to 23.7 million years ago) sandstone,
siltstone, conglomerate,2 and shell breccia.3



Livermore Gravels (QTl) – Pliocene‐ to Pleistocene‐age (10,000 to 5.3 million years ago)
poorly to moderately consolidated cobble conglomerate and coarse‐grained sandstone.



Older Alluvium (Qpa) – Pleistocene‐age (10,000 to 1.8 million years ago) poorly to
moderately sorted, unconsolidated deposits of sand, silt, and gravel.

1

Alluvial materials consist of unconsolidated mixtures of gravel, sand, clay, and silt typically deposited by
streams. An alluvial fan is a fan‐shaped deposit formed where a fast‐flowing stream flattens, slows, and
spreads, typically at the exit of a canyon onto a flatter plain.
2 Conglomerate is a type of rock consisting of rounded pebbles or rock fragments held together by silica or clay.
3 Shell breccia is a sedimentary rock comprised of shell fragments cemented together.
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Stream Terrace Deposits (Qt) – Late Pleistocene‐ to Holocene‐age (0.8 million years ago to
present) deposits on stream terraces, consisting of unconsolidated, moderately to well‐
sorted and moderately well‐bedded deposits of sand, gravel, and silt with minor clay.



Alluvial Fan Deposits (Qha) – Holocene‐age (10,000 years ago to present) unconsolidated
alluvial deposits of poorly to moderately sorted sand, silt, and gravel.



Gravel Quarries and Percolation Ponds (gq) – Consisting of excavations, associated soil piles,
and disturbed ground in stream channels or alluvial deposits that were or are being used
for the purposes of extracting sand and gravel. Recharge and percolation ponds are
included in this map unit because many gravel pits are eventually used for these purposes.



Modern Stream Channel Deposits (Qhc) – Historical (younger than 150 years old)
unconsolidated deposits of poorly to well‐sorted sand, gravel, and cobbles with minor silt
and clay within existing streambeds.

In the majority of the proposed project area, fill and alluvial materials overlie the Briones
Formation bedrock. The Briones Formation within the project area consists of olive to yellowish
brown, fine‐grained, very closely fractured sandstone; very closely fractured shale; very weak,
intensely fractured silty sandstone and clayey siltstone; and olive gray to gray closely fractured
siltstone. Along the southern portion of the backup pipeline alignment and in the vicinity of the
proposed chemical facility, the fill thickness ranges from 4 to 5.5 feet (URS, 2009). The fill
thickness in the vicinity of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West is approximately 15 feet (T&R/RYGC, 2011).
The thickness of the alluvium ranges from a minimum of 13.5 feet at the southernmost end of the
proposed backup pipeline alignment (URS, 2009) to a maximum of 66 feet in the vicinity of
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West. During subsurface explorations conducted during preparation of the
geotechnical investigation for the proposed cutoff wall, stream terrace deposits were encountered
beneath the alluvial materials in the vicinity of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West (T&R/RYGC, 2011).
Although no Pleistocene‐age alluvial materials (Qpa) have been mapped within the project
boundaries, this unit may underlie the Holocene‐age alluvial materials (Qt and Qha) in some
areas (USGS, 1996, 2006).

5.15.1.3 Geologic Hazards
Slope Failures
Slope failures, commonly referred to as landslides, include many phenomena that involve the
downslope displacement and movement of material, triggered either by static (i.e., gravity) or
dynamic (i.e., earthquake) forces. Exposed rock slopes undergo rockfalls, rockslides, or rock
avalanches, while soil slopes experience soil slumps, rapid debris flows, and deep‐seated rotational
slides. Slope stability can depend on a number of complex variables, including the geology,
structure, and amount of groundwater, as well as external processes such as climate, topography,
slope geometry, and human activity. The factors that contribute to slope movements include those
that decrease the resistance in the slope materials and those that increase the stresses on the slope.
Landslides can occur on slopes of 15 percent or less, but the probability is greater on steeper slopes
that exhibit old landslide features such as scarps, slanted vegetation, and transverse ridges.
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The best available predictor of where slides and earth flows might occur is the distribution of
past movements (Nilsen and Turner, 1975). In 1997, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) released a
preliminary map and geographic information system (GIS) database that provides a summary of
the distribution of landslides evident in the landscape of the San Francisco Bay region (USGS,
1997). The map is a digitized nine‐county compilation of existing landslides that has been used to
divide the area into four landslide zones, including “mostly landslides,” “many landslides,” “few
landslides,” and “flatland.” Although portions of the hillslopes to the west of the project area are
mapped as “mostly landslides,” the project area is mapped as “flatland,” which is defined as
“areas of gentle slope at low elevations that have little or no potential for the formation of
slumps, landslides, or earth flows, except along stream banks and terrace margins.”
In the vicinity of the proposed project, the quarry pits at the Hanson Aggregates and Oliver
De Silva gravel mining facilities typically have steep sidewalls. The slope of the Hanson Aggregates
Pit F3‐East wall at the location of the proposed outfall is approximately 70 percent. The geotechnical
investigation for the pipeline project analyzed this slope for static stability and found it to be stable
(URS, 2009). The geotechnical investigation for the cutoff wall determined that under static
conditions the slopes in both Pits F3‐East and F3‐West are stable (T&R/RYCG, 2011).

Corrosive and Expansive Soils
Problematic soils, such as those that are expansive and corrosive, can damage structures and
buried utilities and increase maintenance requirements. The corrosivity of soils is commonly
related to several key parameters, including soil resistivity, the presence of chlorides and sulfates,
oxygen content, and pH. Typically, the most corrosive soils are those with the lowest pH and
highest concentration of chlorides and sulfates. Wet/dry conditions can result in a concentration
of chlorides and sulfates as well as movement in the soil, both of which tend to break down the
protective corrosion films and coatings on the surfaces of building materials. High‐sulfate soils
are also corrosive to concrete and may prevent complete curing, reducing its strength
considerably. Low pH and/or low‐resistivity soils can corrode buried or partially buried metal
structures. Depending on the degree of corrosivity of the subsurface soils, building materials
such as concrete, reinforcing steel in concrete structures, and bare‐metal structures exposed to
these soils can deteriorate, eventually leading to structural failure. The steel or concrete in
installations that intersect soil boundaries or soil layers is more susceptible to corrosion than the
steel or concrete in installations that are entirely within one kind of soil or within one soil layer.
Expansive soils are characterized by their ability to undergo significant volume change (i.e., to
shrink and swell) due to variations in moisture content. Changes in soil moisture can result from
rainfall, landscape irrigation, utility leakage, roof drainage, and/or perched groundwater.4
Expansive soils are typically very fine grained and have a high to very high percentage of clay.
Expansion and contraction of expansive soils in response to changes in moisture content can lead to
differential and cyclical movements that can cause damage and/or distress to structures and
equipment.

4

Perched groundwater is a local saturated zone above the water table that typically exists above an impervious
layer (such as clay) of limited extent.
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Soil mapping performed by the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) has provided
information on surface and near‐surface subsurface soil materials in the project area. Table 5.15‐1
lists each soil type identified in the project area, based on the NRCS web soil survey, and describes
the key properties of each soil type, including erosion potential, corrosion potential to concrete and
uncoated steel, and shrink/swell potential. As noted in Table 5.15‐1, the soils identified in the
project area generally include loams, which are soils typically composed of sand, silt, clay, and
organic matter in evenly mixed particles of various sizes. Figure 5.15‐2 presents soil types in the
project area.
TABLE 5.15‐1
SOIL TYPES IDENTIFIED IN THE PROJECT AREA AND KEY SOIL PROPERTIES
Risk of Corrosiona
Map Symbol and Soil Name

Uncoated

Steelb

Shrink/Swell Potential

Concretec

Highest Valued
High

DaB, Danville silty clay loam

Moderate

Low

Lm, Livermore very gravelly coarse sandy loam

Moderate

Low

Low

High

Moderate

High

PoF2, Positas gravelly loam
Rh, Riverwash

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yo, Yolo loam over gravel

High

Low

Low

Yma, Yolo loam

High

Low

Low

Za, Zamora silt loam

High

Low

Moderate

a “Risk of corrosion” pertains to potential soil‐induced electrochemical or chemical action that corrodes or weakens uncoated steel or

concrete.

b For uncoated steel, the risk of corrosion, expressed as low, moderate, or high, is based on soil drainage class, total acidity, electrical

resistivity near‐field capacity, and electrical conductivity of the saturation extract.
For concrete, the risk of corrosion is also expressed as low, moderate, or high. It is based on soil texture, acidity, and amount of sulfates
in the saturation extract.
d The shrink/swell potential is based on the highest value for linear extensibility within the soil profile. The shrink/swell potential is low
if the soil has a linear extensibility of less than 3 percent; moderate if 3 to 6 percent; high if 6 to 9 percent; and very high if more than
9 percent. If the linear extensibility is more than 3 percent, shrinking and swelling can cause damage to buildings, roads, and other
structures and to plant roots, and special design is commonly needed.
c

N/A = Not Available or Not Applicable.
SOURCE: NRCS, 2009.

As summarized in Table 5.15‐1, soils in the project area generally exhibit a moderate to high
corrosivity to uncoated steel, and a low to moderate corrosivity to concrete. Based on analysis of
soils samples from the project area for resistivity, pH, chloride, and sulfates, the project‐specific
geotechnical investigation concluded that the project area soils exhibit a low to moderate risk of
corrosion to buried iron, steel, mortar‐coated steel, and reinforced‐concrete structures (URS,
2009). The project area soils also exhibit a low to high shrink/swell potential. Based on analysis of
soil samples from the project area, the project‐specific geotechnical investigation identified a 2‐ to
4‐foot‐thick layer of moderately expansive soil along a limited area of the southern backup
pipeline alignment (URS, 2009).
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Figure 5.15-2
Soil Map

SOURCE: Alameda County, 2006; NRCS, 2009; ESA+Orion, 2011
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5.15.1.4 Regional Faulting and Seismic Hazards
Seismicity
The San Francisco Bay Area is situated near the boundary between two major tectonic plates, the
Pacific Plate to the southwest and the North American Plate to the northeast. Since the Miocene
epoch (approximately 23 million years ago), about 200 miles of right‐lateral movement has
occurred along the San Andreas Fault Zone5 to accommodate the relative movement between
these two plates. The movement between the Pacific Plate and the North American Plate
generally occurs across a 50‐mile zone extending from the San Gregorio fault in the southwest to
the Great Valley Thrust Belt in the northeast. In addition to the right‐lateral slip movement
between the two tectonic plates, portions of the North American Plate have moved toward each
other during the last 3.5 million years, resulting in compressional forces at the latitude of
San Francisco Bay (Fenton and Hitchcock, 2001).
Figure 5.15‐3 shows the locations of major active6 and potentially active7 faults in the
San Francisco Bay region. The San Andreas, San Gregorio, Hayward, Rodgers Creek, Calaveras,
and Greenville strike‐slip faults8 are active faults of the San Andreas fault system that
predominantly accommodate lateral movement between the North American and Pacific tectonic
plates. Active blind‐ and reverse‐thrust faults9 in the San Francisco Bay region that accommodate
compressional movement include the Monte Vista–Shannon and Mount Diablo faults. Other
potentially active faults in the region include the Verona fault and the Las Positas fault, both
located 3 or more miles from the proposed pipeline alignment (URS, 2009).
The USGS estimates that there is a 63 percent probability of a strong earthquake (magnitude 6.7
or higher) occurring on one of the regional faults in the 30‐year period between 2003 and 2032,
with a 7 percent chance of such an earthquake on the Calaveras fault (USGS, 2008). The northern
Calaveras fault, which is approximately 28 miles in length, extends from Calaveras Reservoir
south of the project area to the town of Danville to the north. In the project area, the fault lies
along the eastern side of the Sunol Valley, roughly following Calaveras Road. The fault exhibits
right‐lateral offset, with a lesser component of vertical displacement (URS, 2009). Although only
one historical earthquake—a magnitude 5.6 event in San Ramon Valley—has occurred on the
northern Calaveras fault, it is considered capable of generating large earthquakes (greater than
magnitude 6.7), with a recurrence interval ranging from 250 to 850 years (URS, 2009).

5

6

7

8
9

A “fault” is a fracture in the earth’s crust along which movement has occurred, and a ‘fault zone’ is an area of
numerous fractures. The San Andreas Fault Zone extends along the coastline of California from northern
California to the Gulf of California.
An active fault is one that shows geologic evidence of movement within Holocene time (approximately the last
11,000 years).
A potentially active fault is one that shows geologic evidence of movement during the Quaternary
(approximately the last 1.6 million years).
Strike‐slip faults involve the two blocks moving parallel to each other without a vertical component of movement.
A reverse fault is one with predominantly vertical movement in which the upper block moves upward in
relation to the lower block; a thrust fault is a low‐angle reverse fault. Blind‐thrust faults are low‐angled
subterranean faults that have no surface expression.
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Fault rupture could occur within the project area as a result of movement on the Calaveras fault,
and strong groundshaking and other earthquake‐related phenomena could also occur in the
project area due to a major earthquake on this fault or one of the other regional faults, including
the Hayward, Greenville, and San Andreas faults—each of which parallels the Calaveras fault
and is capable of generating large (greater than magnitude 6.7) earthquakes. The Hayward fault
is approximately 4 miles to the west of the project area; the Greenville fault is approximately
12 miles to the northeast; and the San Andreas fault is approximately 23 miles to the west
(Figure 5.15‐3). The Las Positas fault, located approximately 9 miles to the northeast, could also
contribute to groundshaking in the project area (URS, 2009).

Fault Rupture
As stated above, fault rupture could occur in the project area as a result of movement on the
Calaveras fault. Surface rupture occurs when movement on a fault deep within the earth breaks
through to the surface. Surface ruptures associated with the 1906 San Francisco earthquake
extended for more than 260 miles, with displacements of up to 21 feet. However, not all
earthquakes result in surface rupture. The Loma Prieta earthquake of 1989 caused major damage
in the San Francisco Bay Area, but the fault movement did not break through to the ground
surface.
Fault rupture almost always follows preexisting faults, which are zones of weakness. Rupture can
occur suddenly during an earthquake or slowly in the form of fault creep. Sudden rupture is
more damaging because it can displace structures and is accompanied by shaking. Fault creep is
the slow rupture of the earth’s crust. In developed areas, fault creep can offset and deform curbs,
streets, buildings, and other structures that lie on the fault trace.10
Overall, the Calaveras fault has a geologic slip rate of approximately 0.2 inches (5.8 to
6.2 millimeters) per year and is actively creeping at a rate of 0.08 to 0.16 inches (2 to 4 millimeters)
per year.11 In the existing San Antonio Pipeline, a total of 3.6 inches of pipe joint separation due
to active fault creep has been observed between 1967 and 1998.
In the Sunol Valley, Holocene‐age movement (within the last 11,000 years) along the Calaveras
fault has occurred in a zone as wide as 250 to 300 feet (URS, 2009). However, displacement is
typically more localized, within a zone about 10 to 30 feet wide. The proposed alignments for the
backup pipeline and 12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline to the town of Sunol, the new chemical
facility, and the discharge facility at Pit F3‐East are located almost entirely within the earthquake
fault rupture zone for the Calaveras fault, and the backup pipeline alignment is generally parallel
and adjacent to the mapped fault trace. In this area, the expected horizontal displacement along
the fault during a major seismic event is between 2 and 5 feet, and the vertical displacement is
between 0.4 to 1 foot (approximately one‐fifth of the horizontal displacement) (URS, 2009).

10 A fault trace is the intersection of a geological fault with the ground surface.
11 The geologic slip rate is higher than the active creep rate because the geologic slip rate incorporates movement

over time, including sudden fault displacement, while the active creep rate incorporates only the amount of
creep that is currently taking place.
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Groundshaking
The intensity of seismic shaking, or strong ground motion, during an earthquake is dependent on
the distance from the epicenter of the earthquake, the magnitude of the earthquake, and the
geologic conditions underlying and surrounding the project area. Earthquakes occurring on
faults closest to the project area would most likely generate the largest ground motions.
The intensity of earthquake‐induced ground motions and the potential forces affecting structures
within the project area can be described in terms of “peak ground acceleration,” which is
represented as a fraction of the acceleration of gravity (g).12 Table 5.15‐2 presents the site‐specific
peak ground accelerations for the 10 percent, 5 percent, and 2 percent probabilities of exceedance
in 50 years (475‐, 975‐, and 2,475‐year return periods, respectively), based on the site‐specific
seismic analysis for the proposed project (URS, 2009). All of the peak ground accelerations are
greater than 0.75 g and could cause widespread damage, such as severe structural and
foundation damage and slope failure. Because of its proximity, the Calaveras fault is the primary
contributor to the ground motions that would be experienced in the project area. The Hayward,
San Andreas, Greenville, and Las Positas faults also contribute to the ground motions because of
their proximity to the project area and because the Hayward and San Andreas faults can generate
large‐sized (greater than magnitude 7) earthquakes.
TABLE 5.15‐2
SUMMARY OF PROBABILISTIC PEAK GROUND ACCELERATIONS
Peak Ground Acceleration (g)a
Return Period (years)

Rock Site Conditions

Soil Site Conditions

475

0.72

0.78

975

0.90

0.96

2,475

1.16

1.21

a The values presented in the table represent the fraction of the acceleration due to gravity that would

be expected to occur within the project area for the given return period.
SOURCE: URS, 2009.

Liquefaction
Liquefaction is a phenomenon in which saturated granular sediments (those below the water
table) temporarily lose their shear strength during periods of earthquake‐induced strong
groundshaking. The susceptibility of a site to liquefaction is a function of the depth, density, and
water content of the granular sediments and the magnitude of earthquakes likely to affect the
site. Saturated, unconsolidated silts, sands, silty sands, and gravels within 50 feet of the ground
surface are most susceptible to liquefaction. Liquefaction‐related phenomena include vertical

12 1 g = 980 centimeters per second squared and is a rate of increase in speed equivalent to a car traveling 328 feet

from rest in 4.5 seconds.
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settlement from densification, lateral spreading, ground oscillation, flow failures, loss of bearing
strength, subsidence, and buoyancy effects.
The USGS has mapped the Pleistocene‐age alluvial materials in the project area (Qpa) as having a
low liquefaction potential, Holocene‐age alluvial materials (Qt and Qha) and gravel quarry
deposits (gq) as having a moderate liquefaction potential, and the modern stream channel
deposits associated with Calaveras and San Antonio Creeks (Qhc) as having a very high
liquefaction potential (USGS, 2006). The USGS estimates that about 2 percent of future
liquefaction effects would occur within geologic units assigned a low liquefaction potential; 20 to
30 percent of future liquefaction effects would occur within geologic units assigned a moderate
liquefaction potential; and 20 to 30 percent of future liquefaction effects would occur within
geologic units assigned a very high liquefaction potential.
The USGS maps liquefaction susceptibility based on the general characteristics of the geologic
formations in the region. To determine liquefaction susceptibility, project proponents must
conduct a site‐specific geotechnical investigation to evaluate liquefaction hazards on a project‐
specific basis. The geotechnical investigation for the proposed project determined that the overall
potential for liquefaction within the project area is low (URS, 2009). Although liquefiable
materials were identified in three borings within the project area near the southern terminus of
the proposed backup pipeline alignment (pipeline station 2+00) and adjacent to the former
nursery site located between Pit F6 and Calaveras Road (pipeline stations 22+00 and 30+00), the
geotechnical investigation for the project concluded that seismically induced settlement at the top
of these liquefiable materials would only be on the order of 1 inch. The geotechnical investigation
for the proposed cutoff wall determined that the potential for liquefaction along the perimeter of
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West is low because of the density of the granular material below the
groundwater table (T&R/RYGC, 2011).

Lateral Spreading
Of the liquefaction hazards, lateral spreading generally causes the most damage. This
phenomenon occurs when large blocks of intact, nonliquefied soil move downslope on a
liquefied substrate of large areal extent (Youd et al., 1978). The mass moves toward an
unconfined area, such as a descending slope or stream‐cut bluff, and this movement can occur on
slope gradients as gentle as 0.3 percent. Drainages and swales between hill slopes are generally
filled by unconsolidated alluvium, colluvium, landslide debris, and slope wash and can
experience lateral spreading. The geotechnical report for the proposed project concluded that
there is a low potential for lateral spreading throughout the majority of the project area (URS,
2009). The geotechnical investigation for the proposed cutoff wall concluded that the potential for
lateral spreading along the perimeter of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West is low because of the absence of
potentially liquefiable layers (T&R/RYGC, 2011).

Earthquake‐Induced Settlement
Compaction settlement, or cyclic densification, occurs when loose, granular soils above the water
table increase in density due to earthquake‐induced seismic shaking. Settlement can result from the
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relatively rapid rearrangement, compaction, and settling of dry subsurface materials above the
water table (particularly loose, non‐compacted, and variable sandy sediments). Settlement can
occur both uniformly and differentially (i.e., where adjoining areas settle at different rates). Areas
are susceptible to differential settlement if underlain by compressible sediments such as poorly
engineered artificial fill or bay mud. The geotechnical report for the proposed project concluded
that seismic settlement due to cyclic densification would be on the order of 0.5 to 1.5 inches along
the proposed pipeline alignment (URS, 2009). The geotechnical report for the proposed cutoff wall
concluded that seismic settlement resulting from differential compaction along the perimeter of
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West would be less than 0.25 inches (T&R/RYGC, 2011).

Seismic Slope Instability and Ground Cracking
Earthquake motions can also induce substantial stresses in slopes, causing earthquake‐induced
landslides or ground cracking when the slope fails. Earthquake‐induced landslides can occur in
areas with steep slopes that are susceptible to strong ground motion during an earthquake. The
1989 Loma Prieta earthquake triggered thousands of landslides over an area of 770 square miles.
The California Geological Survey (CGS) develops inventory maps of earthquake‐induced
landslide zones as part of the Landslide Inventory Map Series. Earthquake‐induced landslide
zones have not been mapped for the project area. However, with the exception of Pits F3‐East
and F3‐West, the project area is relatively flat. Further, USGS landslide distribution mapping
indicates there is little or no potential for landslides in the immediate vicinity of the project area,
including the quarry pits (USGS, 1997). Therefore, the potential for earthquake‐induced
landslides or ground cracking to occur in the project area is low.

5.15.2 Regulatory Framework
5.15.2.1 Federal Regulations
No federal regulations related to geology and soils are applicable to the proposed project.

5.15.2.2 State Regulations
Alquist‐Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act
The Alquist‐Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act was passed in 1972 to address the hazard of
surface faulting to structures for human occupancy. In accordance with this act, the state
geologist has established regulatory zones, called “earthquake fault zones,” around the surface
traces of active faults and has published maps showing these zones. Within these zones,
buildings for human occupancy cannot be constructed across the surface trace of active faults.
Each earthquake fault zone extends approximately 200 to 500 feet on either side of the mapped
fault trace, because many active faults are complex and consist of more than one branch that may
experience ground surface rupture.
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Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations (CCR), Section 3601(e), defines buildings intended
for human occupancy as those that would be inhabited for more than 2,000 hours per year. The
project improvements would be located within the Alquist‐Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone for the
Calaveras fault (indicated as the Calaveras Fault Rupture Zone on Figure 5.15‐1). However, as the
proposed project does not include any buildings that meet the criterion for human occupancy,
this act does not apply to the proposed project.

Seismic Hazards Mapping Act
The Seismic Hazards Mapping Act was passed in 1990 following the Loma Prieta earthquake to
reduce threats to public health and safety and to minimize property damage caused by
earthquakes. The act directs the Department of Conservation to identify and map areas prone to
the earthquake hazards of liquefaction, earthquake‐induced landslides, and amplified
groundshaking. For structures intended for human occupancy, the act requires project
proponents to perform site‐specific geotechnical investigations to identify potential seismic
hazards, and also requires them to formulate mitigation measures prior to permitting most
developments designed for human occupancy within the Zones of Required Investigation.
Seismic hazard mapping has not been completed for the project area. However, because the
project does not propose the construction of any structures for human occupancy, the provisions
of the act do not apply to the proposed project.

Building Codes
The California Building Code (CBC), which is codified in CCR Title 24, Part 2, was promulgated
to safeguard the public health, safety, and general welfare by establishing minimum standards
related to structural strength, egress facilities, and general building stability. The purpose of the
CBC is to regulate and control the design, construction, quality of materials, use/occupancy,
location, and maintenance of all buildings and structures within its jurisdiction.
The 2010 CBC is based on the 2009 International Building Code. In addition, the CBC contains
necessary California amendments that are based on the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
Minimum Design Standards 7‐05. ASCE 7‐05 provides requirements for general structural design
and includes means for determining earthquake loads as well as other loads (flood, snow, wind,
etc.) for inclusion in building codes. The provisions of the CBC apply to the construction, alteration,
movement, replacement, and demolition of every building or structure or any appurtenances
connected or attached to such buildings or structures throughout California.
The earthquake design requirements take into account the occupancy category of the structure,
site class, soil classifications, and various seismic coefficients, all of which are used to determine a
Seismic Design Category (SDC) for a project. The SDC is a classification system that combines the
occupancy categories with the level of expected ground motions at the site, and ranges from
SDC A (very small seismic vulnerability) to SDC E/F (very high seismic vulnerability and near a
major fault). Design specifications are then determined according to the SDC.
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While construction of the aboveground facilities proposed under the SABPL project would
generally be subject to the CBC, the Building Seismic Safety Council (BSSC) acknowledges that
structures that require special considerations, such as hydraulic structures, buried utility lines, and
their appurtenances, are not typical structures (BSSC, 2009). These types of structures require
technical considerations beyond the scope of the CBC and are covered by other well‐established
industry design criteria such as the American Water Works Association’s standards for design and
installation of steel pipe as well as pipe welding and flanges; standards of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers; and standards of the American Welding Society for structural welding.

5.15.2.3 Local Regulations
Alameda Watershed Management Plan
The Alameda Watershed Management Plan provides a policy framework that allows the SFPUC to
make consistent decisions about the activities, practices, and procedures that are appropriate on
SFPUC lands in the Alameda watershed, where the SABPL project would be located. A number
of policies are intended to reduce risks from geologic and seismic hazards, including:


Policy S4: Minimize damage from future seismic hazards by avoiding construction of
facilities in active fault zones and traces, where feasible.



Policy S5: Minimize damage from potential mass movement hazards by avoiding
construction or other disturbances in known dormant landslides and on slopes greater than
30 percent, without proper engineering.



Policy S6: Conduct (for City‐owned) and require (for easements) inspection of facilities and
utilities near active landslide areas and fault traces following earthquakes and slope
failures to assess their stability and integrity, and complete repairs or further monitoring as
needed to prevent geohazards.



Policy S7: Require adequate seismic and static geohazards engineering studies for proposed
facilities, infrastructure, and utilities easements within the watershed.



Policy S8: Require that utility pipelines within the watershed meet current seismic
standards and comply with applicable hazardous materials regulations.

5.15.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.15.3.1 Significance Criteria
The City and County of San Francisco has not formally adopted significance standards for
impacts related to geology, soils, and seismicity, but generally considers that implementation of
the proposed project would have a significant impact if it were to:


Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk of
loss, injury, or death involving:
-

Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist‐Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the state geologist for the area or based on
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other substantial evidence of a known fault (refer to Division of Mines and Geology
Special Publication 42),
-

Strong seismic groundshaking,

-

Seismic‐related ground failure, including liquefaction, or

-

Landslides;



Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil;



Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become unstable as a
result of the project, and potentially result in an onsite or offsite landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse;



Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18‐1‐B of the Uniform Building Code,
creating substantial risks to life or property;



Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative
wastewater disposal systems where sewers are not available for the disposal of wastewater; or



Substantially change the topography or any unique geologic or physical features of the site.

5.1.3.2 Approach to Analysis
Due to the nature of the proposed project, there would be no impacts related to the following
significance criteria during project construction and/or operation.


Have Soils Incapable of Supporting the Use of Septic Tanks or Alternative Wastewater Disposal
Systems. Construction and operation of the proposed project would not result in the
disposal of wastewater via infiltration to soils. Therefore, the significance criterion related
to the capacity of soils in the project area to support septic tanks or alternative wastewater
disposal systems is not applicable to construction or operation of the proposed project and
is not discussed further.



Expose People or Structures to Risk of Loss, Injury, or Death Involving Rupture of a Known
Earthquake Fault, Seismic Groundshaking, Seismic‐Related Ground Failure, or Landslides During
Project Construction. This significance criterion is intended to address facility siting and
design impacts and does not apply to temporary construction impacts. Therefore, this
significance criterion is not applicable to project construction activities and is only
discussed below as it relates to long‐term operational impacts.



Be Located on an Expansive Soil, Creating Substantial Risks to Life or Property During Project
Construction. This significance criterion is intended to address facility siting and design
impacts and does not apply to temporary construction impacts. Therefore, this significance
criterion is not applicable to project construction activities and is only discussed below as it
relates to long‐term operational impacts.



Substantially Change the Topography or Any Unique Geologic or Physical Features of the Site.
Like the two significance criteria above, this criterion is intended to address facility siting
and design impacts and does not apply to temporary construction impacts. Therefore, this
significance criterion is not applicable to project construction activities and is only
discussed below as it relates to long‐term operational impacts.
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The SFPUC would incorporate applicable seismic criteria and procedures provided in the
International Building Code, California Building Code, and Uniform Building Code (described
above in Section 5.15.2.2, State Regulations) into the design of the project. Therefore, impacts related
to seismic hazards, including ground motions generated by earthquakes (groundshaking), seismic‐
related ground failure (liquefaction and settlement), and landslides, would generally be less than
significant, as discussed below. These design requirements specify that the project proponent must
perform a site‐specific investigation, develop project‐specific design criteria, and assess site‐specific
geologic and seismic hazards. For other impact topics (landsliding, soil erosion, loss of topsoil,
expansive and corrosive soils, and alteration of topography), the section below evaluates the
potential for significant effects based on the site‐specific geologic conditions and the proposed
project improvements.

5.15.3.3 Summary of Impacts
Table 5.15‐3 summarizes the proposed project’s geology and soils impacts and significance
determinations.
TABLE 5.15‐3
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – GEOLOGY AND SOILS
Significance
Determinations

Impacts

Impact GE‐1: The project is located on a geologic unit that could become unstable as a result
of project construction.

LSM

Impact GE‐2: The project could result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil during
construction.

LSM

Impact GE‐3: The project would not expose people or structures to substantial adverse
effects related to the risk of property loss, injury, or death due to rupture of a known
earthquake fault.

LS

Impact GE‐4: The project would not expose people or structures to substantial adverse
effects related to the risk of property loss, injury, or death due to seismically induced
groundshaking.

LS

Impact GE‐5: The project would not expose people or structures to substantial adverse
effects related to the risk of property loss, injury, or death due to seismically induced ground
failure, including liquefaction, lateral spreading, or settlement.

LS

Impact GE‐6: The project would not expose people or structures to substantial adverse
effects related to the risk of property loss, injury, or death due to seismically induced
landslides or other slope failures.

LS

Impact GE‐7: The project would not create substantial risks to life or property due to
expansive or corrosive soil.

LS

Impact GE‐8: Project operations would not result in substantial soil erosion or loss of topsoil.

LS

Impact GE‐9: The project would not substantially change the topography or any unique
geologic or physical features of the project area.

LS

Impact C‐GE: Project construction could result in a cumulatively considerable contribution
to cumulative impacts related to the loss of topsoil.

LSM

LS = Less than Significant impact, no mitigation required
LSM = Less than Significant impact with Mitigation
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5.15.3.4 Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact GE‐1: The project is located on a geologic unit that could become unstable as a result of
project construction. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
Natural or constructed slopes can become destabilized during construction‐related excavation
and/or grading operations, particularly if material is added to the head of the slope or removed
from the toe (or bottom) of the slope. The potential for this to occur under the proposed project is
discussed below.

Baffled Outfall and Concrete Splash Pad at Pit F3‐East
The majority of the project area is relatively flat and is located on USGS‐designated “flatland”
(USGS, 1997); however, the proposed discharge facility would require construction of a baffled
outfall and concrete splash pad on the southern edge of quarry Pit F3‐East. The outfall would be
constructed at an elevation of 254 feet and would be supported on a pile foundation. The
approximately 175‐foot‐long concrete splash pad would extend from the baffled outfall to an
elevation of 160 feet above mean sea level (msl). The splash pad would be reinforced with steel
and secured to the slope using a series of ground anchors, with a width of approximately 210 feet
at the top of the slope and 35 feet at the bottom of the slope.
As discussed in Section 5.15.1, above, the southern wall of quarry Pit F3‐East has a slope of
approximately 70 percent. Although the geotechnical report for the proposed project concluded
that the slope of the quarry pit wall is stable under static conditions, construction of the new
outfall and splash pad would require excavation of approximately 11,000 cubic yards of soil to
reduce the slope to approximately 67 percent (URS, 2010). Earthwork and excavation of the
quarry pit wall during construction of these project components could destabilize the slope and
result in slope failure, which would be a significant impact. However, this impact would be
reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐GE‐1.
Mitigation Measure M‐GE‐1: Shoring Plan for Pit F3‐East.
The SFPUC shall contract with a licensed geotechnical engineer to implement a shoring
plan assessing potential slope instability risks associated with the final design for
construction of the outfall and splash pad at quarry Pit F3‐East. The shoring plan shall
specify measures to minimize the potential for slope failure during construction and shall
include: a dimensioned site plan showing the location of the shoring; data regarding the
expected loads on the shoring (surcharge); details of the shoring system; a soils report; and
structural calculations for the shoring system. A qualified geotechnical or civil engineer
shall prepare the soils report, and a civil and/or structural engineer shall prepare structural
plans and calculations for the shoring. The SFPUC shall ensure that the construction
contractor implements the plan; that the shoring is inspected by a qualified civil or
structural engineer for compliance with the provisions of the shoring plan prior to
beginning construction; and that construction activities are periodically observed to verify
that all work conforms to the approved shoring plan.
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This measure would address slope instability by requiring the construction contractor(s) to
implement appropriate measures during construction of the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East,
thus ensuring that the slope of the quarry pit is not destabilized. Therefore, this impact would be
less than significant with mitigation.

Cutoff Wall Around Pits F3‐East and F3‐West
Excavation of the trench for the cutoff wall around Pits F3‐East and F3‐West could result in slope
instability during construction due to the proximity to the existing slopes of the quarry pits and
the depth of excavation. Excavation for the cutoff wall would extend to a depth of 80 feet and
could result in unstable slopes within the trench, or potentially destabilize the slopes of quarry
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West. However, the geotechnical report for the cutoff wall concluded that if
properly designed and constructed, would not affect the stability of the existing slopes
(T&R/RYGC, 2011). As described in Section 3.6.6 in Chapter 3, Project Description, the trench for
the cutoff wall would be kept full of bentonite‐cement slurry to stabilize the trench walls and
prevent collapse during construction. Therefore, impacts related to slope instability during cutoff
wall construction would be less than significant.

Alameda Creek Pump Station, Wet Well, and Transfer Pipeline
The Alameda Creek Pump Station and wet well would be constructed west of Pit F3‐West, east of
Alameda Creek, and north of an existing access road. The pump station site slopes steeply south
towards the existing access road. The transfer pipeline would be constructed along the northern
edge of this slope, along the north side of the access road. Construction of the wet well would
require excavation of a pit approximately 55 feet long, 25 feet wide, and 45 feet deep. (The
Alameda Creek Pump Station would be constructed above the wet well and would not require
any additional excavation.) Installation of the transfer pipeline would require excavation of a
1,250‐foot‐long, 6‐foot‐wide, and 10‐foot‐deep trench. These excavations could destabilize the
adjacent slope. However, as described in Section 3.6.4 in Chapter 3, sheetpiles would be used to
stabilize the sidewalls in the excavation for the wet well at the pump station, and other
excavations would be appropriately sloped or shored during construction, which would prevent
destabilization of the trenches during construction. In addition, as described in Section 3.6.4 in
Chapter 3, the SFPUC would construct an approximately 500‐foot‐long, 10‐foot‐tall retaining wall
along the southern boundary of the pump station site to establish site grading and maintain the
existing access road. The retaining wall would extend along the entire length of the transfer
pipeline to prevent destabilization of the adjacent slope and to protect the Alameda Creek Pump
Station, wet well, and transfer pipeline from collapse. Thus, impacts related to slope instability
during construction of the Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, and transfer pipeline would
be less than significant.

All Other Project Components
Excavation for all other project components, including the backup pipeline, discharge valve vault
and electrical control building for the new discharge facility, the 12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline
to the town of Sunol, and the new chemical facility, would extend to a maximum depth of 22 feet
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and would be located in flat areas that are not susceptible to landslides or slope instability.
Excavation sidewalls for these components would be appropriately sloped or shored during
construction, and the removal of soil would not create an unstable slope. Thus, with the
exception of the baffled outfall and concrete splash pad at Pit F3‐East, impacts related to slope
instability during construction of all other project components would be less than significant.

_________________________
Impact GE‐2: The project could result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil during
construction. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)

Soil Erosion
During construction, vegetation and groundcover that serve to stabilize site soils would be
removed from portions of the project area. Without proper soil stabilization controls,
construction activities such as excavation, backfilling, and grading could increase the potential
for exposed soils to be eroded by wind or stormwater runoff, resulting in long‐term soil loss—a
potentially significant impact. However, with implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1a
potential impacts related to soil erosion would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level.
Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1a: Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP.
(See Impact HY‐1 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1a addresses soil erosion by requiring the SFPUC‘s construction
contractor to prepare and implement a stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) that
specifies erosion control measures to be implemented during construction activities. Therefore,
this impact would be less than significant with mitigation.

Loss of Topsoil
Project construction activities could also result in the loss of topsoil (a fertile soil horizon that
typically contains a seed base) if there is a well‐developed topsoil horizon and it is mixed with
other soil horizons or otherwise lost during excavation and backfilling. The construction of project
components south of San Antonio Creek could result in the loss of topsoil through the following
activities: grading of the proposed staging areas; excavation for the proposed backup pipeline and
12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline to the town of Sunol; construction of the discharge valve vault and
electrical control building, construction of the new chemical facility, and construction of ancillary
structures. Impacts related to the loss of topsoil during construction would be significant. However,
the impact would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with implementation of Mitigation
Measure M‐BI‐1f.
Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f: Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration and
Compensatory Mitigation Plan.
(See Impact BI‐1 in Section 5.14, Biological Resources, for description.)
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Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f addresses impacts related to the loss of topsoil by requiring the
construction contractor to salvage topsoil generated during excavations for subsequent use as part
of site restoration activities. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant with mitigation.
North of San Antonio Creek, there is no topsoil on the steep banks of the quarry pits or adjacent
areas because surface materials were removed during gravel mining operations; therefore, impacts
related to the loss of topsoil in the areas north of San Antonio Creek would be less than significant.

_________________________

5.15.3.5 Operational Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact GE‐3: The project would not expose people or structures to substantial adverse effects
related to the risk of property loss, injury, or death due to rupture of a known earthquake
fault. (Less than Significant)
Although the proposed project would not alter the seismic environment or increase the risk of
fault rupture, there is the potential for proposed improvements to be damaged by surface fault
rupture once they are operational.

SABPL Alignment and Water Pipeline to the Town of Sunol
As described above in Section 5.15.1.4, the proposed backup pipeline alignment and 12‐inch‐
diameter water pipeline to the town of Sunol would parallel the mapped fault trace of the
Calaveras fault. In addition, these pipelines as well as the discharge facility at Pit F3‐East and the
new chemical facility would be constructed within the earthquake fault zone of the Calaveras
fault. In the project area, the expected horizontal displacement along the fault is between 2 and
5 feet and the vertical displacement is between 0.4 and 1 foot. Horizontal fault movement would
parallel the proposed pipelines and impose strain along the length of the pipelines, potentially
resulting in pipeline rupture.
The backup pipeline would be filled with water when not in use, and SFPUC system operators
would use the proposed 66‐inch‐diameter backup pipeline infrequently for managing planned
and emergency discharges of Hetch Hetchy water (refer to Table 3‐4 in Chapter 3, Project
Description). Discharges resulting from planned operations would occur approximately two
times per year. The frequency of emergency discharges is difficult to predict but is estimated to
occur approximately once every two years. If the backup pipeline were to rupture during an
earthquake, the volume of water released would vary, depending on whether the pipeline was
actively being used for a discharge. In the unlikely event that the backup pipeline was
discharging when it ruptured, the volume of water released would depend on the flow of water
in the pipeline and the extent of the pipeline damage, but the maximum volume would be equal
to the maximum discharge to Pit F3‐East—that is, 485 acre‐feet over a 12‐hour period (SFPUC,
2009). If the backup pipeline were to rupture when it was not in use, the discharge would be
limited to the volume of the pipeline (approximately 4 acre‐feet). Flooding and erosion could
occur in the event of a pipeline rupture; the nearby features that could be adversely affected are
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SFPUC facilities near the San Antonio Pump Station, the Surface Mining Permit 30 (SMP‐30)
aggregate processing facility, and Calaveras Road. Although these features could be damaged if a
major displacement on the Calaveras fault caused the backup pipeline to rupture, they would
also suffer substantial direct damage from the seismic event because Calaveras Road is adjacent
and parallel to the Calaveras fault, and these features are within 250 feet of the fault trace. It is
unlikely that any flooding and erosion caused by the ruptured pipeline would substantially
increase the damage because the volume of discharge from the ruptured backup pipeline would
most likely be limited to 4 acre‐feet, based on the approximate volume of the proposed backup
pipeline. While the volume of discharge from the ruptured pipeline could be as much as 485 acre‐
feet, this would only occur in the highly unlikely event that a large earthquake occurred during
the two to three times per year when the backup pipeline was being actively used for discharge
purposes. Furthermore, such an event would expose few people, if any, to substantial adverse
effects (i.e., the risk of property loss, injury, or death), as there are no habitable structures near the
pipeline that could be flooded in the event of a pipeline rupture. For the reasons described above,
potential impacts related to fault rupture would be less than significant for the SABPL project.
The proposed water pipeline to the town of Sunol would parallel the Calaveras fault within the
earthquake fault zone and would have a diameter of 12 inches (far less than the existing 36‐inch‐
diameter pipeline it is replacing). The pipeline would be less vulnerable to earthquake damage
than the existing pipeline because it has a smaller diameter and would be made of high‐density
polyethylene, and therefore would be more flexible. If this pipeline were to rupture, it would not
cause substantial flooding or erosion because of the limited volume of water that would be in the
pipeline (approximately 0.1 acre‐foot). Although damage to this pipeline could result in
temporary service disruptions to the town of Sunol, such disruptions could also occur with the
pipeline it is replacing. The proposed project would not increase the risk of damage due to fault
rupture. Therefore, impacts related to fault rupture would be less than significant for the 12‐inch‐
diameter water pipeline to the town of Sunol because: the new pipe is more flexible than the pipe
it is replacing and less vulnerable to earthquake damage; rupture of the pipeline is unlikely to
expose people to adverse effects associated with flooding or erosion; and rupture of the pipeline
would not result in substantial damage to Calaveras Road or nearby facilities.

All Other Project Components
The new chemical facility, the discharge facility at Pit F3‐East (baffled outfall, concrete splash pad,
discharge valve vault, and electrical control building), a portion of the new overhead powerlines,
and the portion of the cutoff wall around Pit F3‐East would also be constructed within the
earthquake fault zone for the Calaveras fault. More specifically, the new chemical facility would be
constructed approximately 50 feet from the active trace of the Calaveras fault (URS, 2009); the
discharge facility and eastern terminus of the new overhead powerlines would be constructed
approximately 400 feet from the active trace; and the cutoff wall would be constructed
approximately 200 feet from the active trace. Although the Calaveras fault could experience up to
2 to 5 feet of horizontal displacement and 0.4 to 1 foot of vertical displacement during a seismic
event, these structures would not be constructed on an active fault trace and would not likely suffer
damage from fault rupture. The Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, control building for the
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pump station, and transfer pipeline would not be constructed within the fault zone. Therefore,
impacts related to fault rupture would be less than significant for all project components.

_________________________
Impact GE‐4: The project would not expose people or structures to substantial adverse effects
related to the risk of property loss, injury, or death due to seismically induced groundshaking.
(Less than Significant)
Groundshaking is the most widespread effect of earthquakes. Depending on the level of
groundshaking, an earthquake on the Calaveras fault or one of the regional faults could damage
the proposed improvements. As stated in Section 5.15.1.4 and shown in Table 5.15‐2, above, the
project area could experience peak ground accelerations of 72 to 121 percent of gravity (0.72 g to
1.21 g). All of the peak ground accelerations are greater than 0.70 g, which would result in very
strong groundshaking that could cause widespread damage.

Backup Pipeline and Water Pipeline to the Town of Sunol
Strong groundshaking could rupture the 66‐inch‐diameter backup pipeline. The potential effects of
rupture are discussed above under Impact GE‐3. Similar to fault rupture impacts, groundshaking
impacts would be less than significant for the proposed project because rupture of the backup
pipeline as a result of strong groundshaking would expose few people, if any, to adverse effects
and would not substantially increase damage to nearby features, such as SFPUC facilities near the
San Antonio Pump Station, the SMP‐30 aggregate processing facility, and Calaveras Road.
Similarly, strong groundshaking could rupture the 12‐inch‐diameter pipeline to the town of
Sunol. The potential effects of rupture are discussed above under Impact GE‐3. Similar to fault
rupture, impacts related to groundshaking would be less than significant for this pipeline
because rupture of this pipeline as a result of strong groundshaking would expose few people, if
any, to adverse effects and would not substantially increase damage to nearby features. Thus,
potential groundshaking impacts related to the backup pipeline and water pipeline to the town of
Sunol would be less than significant.

All Other Project Components
All other project improvements, including the new chemical facility, discharge facility at Pit F3‐
East, Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, transfer pipeline, and new overhead powerlines,
would be designed to withstand groundshaking consistent with an earthquake with a 475‐year
return period (i.e., an earthquake with a 10 percent chance of occurring in 50 years), which meets
or exceeds applicable building code requirements (URS, 2009). Because these improvements
would be designed to comply with current seismic standards, and damage to these
improvements would expose few people, if any, to adverse effects, impacts related to seismically
induced groundshaking would be less than significant.

_________________________
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Impact GE‐5: The project would not expose people or structures to substantial adverse effects
related to the risk of property loss, injury, or death due to seismically induced ground failure,
including liquefaction, lateral spreading, or settlement. (Less than Significant)
Liquefaction‐related phenomena can include lateral spreading, ground oscillation, loss of bearing
strength, subsidence, and buoyancy effects, all of which can cause damage to structures. As
described in Section 5.15.1.2, above, the USGS has mapped the Pleistocene‐age alluvial materials
in the project area (Qpa) as having a low liquefaction potential, the Holocene‐age alluvial
materials (Qt and Qha) and gravel quarry deposits (gq) as having a moderate liquefaction
potential, and the modern stream channel deposits associated with Calaveras and San Antonio
Creeks (Qhc) as having a very high liquefaction potential (USGS, 2006). However, the
geotechnical investigations for the proposed project concluded that the overall potential for
liquefaction within the project area is low (URS, 2009; T&R/RYCG, 2011). Although liquefiable
materials were identified in three borings within the project area near the southern terminus of
the proposed backup pipeline and the former nursery located east of Pit F6 and west of Calaveras
Road, the geotechnical investigations for the proposed project concluded that seismically induced
settlement at the top of these saturated liquefiable materials would only be on the order of up to
1 inch. Furthermore, the geotechnical reports concluded that settlement of the dry sediments
above the water table as a result of cyclic densification would be limited to approximately
1.5 inches, and that the potential for lateral spreading would be low. Therefore, impacts related to
liquefaction and related phenomena would be less than significant, because the fill and alluvial
materials that overlie the project area have a low potential for liquefaction and lateral spreading
and a limited potential for seismic settlement. Further, all proposed facilities and improvements
would be designed in accordance with applicable building code and seismic design
requirements, which would address these hazards.

_________________________
Impact GE‐6: The project would not expose people or structures to substantial adverse effects
related to the risk of property loss, injury, or death due to seismically induced landslides or
other slope failures. (Less than Significant)
As described in Section 5.15.1.3, above, the majority of the project area is relatively flat and is
located in an area designated by the USGS as “flatland” (USGS, 1997). However, the existing
sidewalls of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West and the slope along the southern boundary of the Alameda
Creek Pump Station site could become destabilized during strong groundshaking. Seismically
induced instability of the sidewall in Pit F3‐East could damage or destroy the proposed outfall
structure and concrete splash pad. Instability of the slope along the southern boundary of the
pump station site could damage or destroy the proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well,
control building, and transfer pipeline. In addition, the permanent placement of spoils to
construct the earthen berms at the North Spoils Site and former nursery site to the east of Pit F3‐
East, within Staging Area C would create new slopes at these sites potentially increasing slope
instability hazards.
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The baffled outfall and concrete splash pad would be constructed in the sidewall of quarry Pit F3‐
East on steep slopes that could become destabilized during strong groundshaking. However, the
splash pad would be reinforced with steel and secured to the slope using a series of ground
anchors that would protect the slope from erosion (see Chapter 3, Section 3.5.2, Discharge Facility
at Pit F3‐East). In addition, the proposed 500‐foot‐long, 15‐foot‐tall retaining wall along the
southern boundary of the proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station site would secure the existing
slope and protect against slope instability.
As described in Chapter 3, Project Description, excess spoils generated during construction of the
proposed project could be permanently placed in earthen berms at the North Spoils Site and former
nursery site located within Staging Area C. The berms would be constructed with 2:1
(horizontal:vertical) slopes and with maximum heights of 20 feet above Calaveras Road and 25 feet
above ground level, respectively. The spoils would be placed and lightly compacted by the
equipment used for hauling and spreading, and the berms would be vegetated to protect the spoils
from erosion. Although construction of the berm at the North Spoils Site and former nursery site
would create new slopes, there would be a low potential for seismically induced slope failure
because of the limited fill height, modest slope inclinations, stabilization through revegetation of
the berm, and design of the berm to be stable in the event of an earthquake.
Thus, impacts related to seismically induced landslides or other slope failures would be less than
significant for all project components.

_________________________
Impact GE‐7: The project would not create substantial risks to life or property due to
expansive or corrosive soil. (Less than Significant)
Problematic soils, such as expansive and corrosive soils, can cause damage to structures and
buried utilities and can also increase required maintenance. As described in Section 5.15.1.3 and
presented in Table 5.15‐1, above, soils in the project area generally exhibit a low to high
shrink/swell potential. Analysis of soil samples from the project area identified a 2‐ to 4‐foot‐thick
layer of moderately expansive soil along a limited portion of the proposed pipeline alignment at
the southern terminus of the backup pipeline alignment. However, in accordance with the
recommendations of the project‐specific geotechnical investigation (URS, 2009), the pipeline
trench would be backfilled with compacted, non‐expansive fills, and the footings of the proposed
new structures would be at least 24 inches below grade to minimize the effects of any expansive
soils. As the proposed project would be designed and constructed in accordance with the
recommendations of the geotechnical investigation, impacts related to expansive soils would be
less than significant for all project components.
Regionally, the project area soils generally exhibit a moderate to high corrosivity to uncoated steel
and a low to moderate corrosivity to concrete. However, based on analysis of soil samples from the
project area, the site‐specific geotechnical investigation concluded that these soils exhibit a low to
moderate risk of corrosion to buried iron, steel, mortar‐coated steel, and reinforced‐concrete
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structures, and that all buried iron, steel, cast iron, ductile iron, galvanized steel, and dielectric steel
or iron should be properly protected from corrosion, depending on the critical nature of the
structure (URS, 2009). As described in Chapter 3, Project Description, the backup pipeline and
transfer pipeline would be protected from corrosion with a cement mortar coating or a dielectric
coating (a coating that does not conduct electricity). A passive cathodic protection system,
consisting of “sacrificial” anodes placed along the pipelines that would corrode in place of the
pipelines, would also be installed to prevent corrosion. Although reinforcing steel bars could be
required for construction of some of the remaining project components, the SFPUC would
implement the recommendations of the geotechnical engineer to properly protect the steel from
corrosion. Since the project would incorporate cathodic protection into pipeline design and would
implement the recommendations of the geotechnical engineer for the remaining structures, impacts
related to corrosive soils would be less than significant for all project components.

_________________________
Impact GE‐8: Project operations would not result in substantial soil erosion or loss of topsoil.
(Less than Significant)
Newly constructed and compacted engineered slopes can undergo substantial erosion through
dispersed sheet‐flow runoff. More concentrated runoff can cause the formation of small erosional
channels and larger gullies, each compromising the integrity of the slope and potentially
resulting in substantial soil loss. The permanent berms at the North Spoils Site and former
nursery site located within Staging Area C, and the proposed outfall/splash pad at Pit F3‐East
would involve construction of new slopes and an altered slope, respectively. None of the other
project components would create or modify a slope. Operational impacts related to erosion of the
earthen berms and the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East are discussed below.

Earthen Berms
The earthen berms at the North Spoils Site and the former nursery site located within Staging Area
C would be created using excess spoils generated during construction of the proposed project and
other SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley. As described in Chapter 3, Section 3.6.9, Spoils
Management and Disposal, the berms would be constructed with 2:1 (horizontal:vertical) slopes
and with maximum heights of 20 and 25 feet, respectively. Further, the North Spoils Site would be
set back 20 feet from Calaveras Road. At both sites, the spoils would be lightly compacted and
revegetated to protect the berms from erosion. Thus, given the slope characteristics and
revegetation, potential impacts related to erosion of the berms would be less than significant.

New Discharge Facility at Quarry Pit F3‐East
The proposed outfall at quarry Pit F3‐East would be constructed at an elevation of 254 feet msl and
would direct the discharge to an approximately 175‐foot‐long concrete splash pad extending from
the outfall to an elevation of 160 feet msl. The lower portion of the concrete splash pad would be
below the established water elevation threshold of 195 feet msl (see Chapter 3, Section 3.4,
Proposed Water Management in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West), which would minimize the potential
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for discharges from the backup pipeline to result in erosion of the quarry pit wall. Therefore,
impacts related to erosion of Pit F3‐East during project operations would be less than significant.

_________________________
Impact GE‐9: The project would not substantially change the topography or any unique
geologic or physical features of the project area. (Less than Significant)
Substantial alteration of topography (defined as changes in the character of the slope and
gradient due to grading, excavation, or cut and fill) could result in unstable slopes or increased
wind or water erosion due to drainage pattern changes and/or slope changes.
The proposed project would not substantially alter the topography of the project area; with the
exceptions of the baffled outfall and concrete apron on the southern wall of Pit F3‐East and the
earthen berms at the North Spoils Site and the former nursery site located within Staging Area C,
all excavations would be backfilled to the original grade upon the completion of construction
activities. Although the southern slope of Pit F3‐East would be slightly modified to reduce the
slope from 70 to 67 percent, this modification would not substantially change the topography of
the quarry pit. The only permanent topographic changes would occur at the North Spoils Site
and the former nursery site located within Staging Area C, where spoils from the proposed
project and other SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley would be placed to create earthen berms.
Although the topography of these sites would be altered by the berms, impacts related to changes
in topography would be less than significant because of the limited fill height, setback from
neighboring properties, modest slope inclinations, and stabilization through revegetation of the
berms, which would limit erosion (as described above in Impact GE‐8). Thus, impacts related to
changes in topography would be less than significant.

_________________________

5.15.3.6 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1
Under Pumping Variant 1, the proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, transfer
pipeline, and retaining wall along the southern boundary of the pump station site would not be
constructed. The impact identified for the proposed project related to siting of facilities on a
geologic unit that could become unstable during project construction would remain potentially
significant under Pumping Variant 1 because the baffled outfall and concrete splash pad would
still be constructed within the sidewall of Pit F3‐East; however, the overall magnitude of this
impact would be incrementally less than under the proposed project due to the eliminated
facilities. Similarly, impacts related to seismically induced slope failures, including landslides,
during project operations would remain less than significant, but the magnitude of this impact
would also be reduced because the slope bordering the southern boundary of the pump station
site would not be developed. The impact related to soil erosion and loss of topsoil would be
slightly less than with the proposed project due to the reduced excavation needed to construct
Pumping Variant 1, but the overall conclusion would not change. All other geology and soils
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impacts related to construction and operation of Pumping Variant 1 would be the same as those
described for the proposed project. Thus, this variant would not change the conclusions or
mitigation measures identified in Sections 5.15.3.4 and 5.15.3.5, above.

Pumping Variant 2
Since Pumping Variant 2 would construct all of the same facilities and improvements as the
proposed project, all of the geology and soils impacts related to construction and operation of this
pumping variant would be the same as those described for the proposed project. Thus,
implementation of Pumping Variant 2 would not change the analysis, conclusions, or mitigation
measures presented in Sections 5.15.3.4 and 5.15.3.5, above.

_________________________

5.15.3.7 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact C‐GE: Project construction could result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to
cumulative impacts related to the loss of topsoil. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
The geographic scope for potential cumulative geologic and seismic impacts consists of the
project area and immediate vicinity. Geologic and seismic impacts are generally site‐specific and
depend on the local geology and soil conditions. Past projects, including previous SFPUC water
supply projects, and ongoing mining operations, have modified the topographic and geologic
landscape in the vicinity of the project area.
Because of the localized nature of the impacts, the projects listed on Table 5.1‐6 would not
contribute to potential cumulative geologic or seismic impacts associated with the SABPL project,
including fault rupture (Impact GE‐3), groundshaking (Impact GE‐4), liquefaction (Impact GE‐5),
and expansive or corrosive soils (Impact GE‐7). Although rupture of the backup pipeline and/or
the water pipeline to the town of Sunol could result in secondary flooding and erosion impacts,
such an event would expose few, if any, people to substantial adverse effects (i.e., the risk of loss,
injury, or death), as there are no nearby habitable structures. For this reason, and because all
other project components would be designed to withstand seismic hazards and expansive and
corrosive soils, cumulative impacts related to these issues would be less than significant.
As described under Impact GE‐1 (slope instability during construction) and Impact GE‐6
(seismically induced landslides or other slope failures), construction of the SABPL project could
result in instability of the existing slopes to the south and west of Pit F3‐West during construction
of the proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, and transfer pipeline, and instability of
the slopes of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West during construction of the cutoff wall. The SFPUC Upper
Alameda Creek Filter Gallery (Filter Gallery) project would also involve construction in or
adjacent to these slopes. However, most of the facilities that would be constructed in the vicinity
of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West under the Filter Gallery project are also part of the SABPL project as
these are dual‐purpose facilities. Therefore, the construction‐related impacts associated with
these facilities would only occur once during construction of the project that constructs these
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facilities; no cumulative impacts associated with construction of these facilities would occur.
Furthermore, no other cumulative projects are expected to cause slope instability in this area.
Therefore, there would be no cumulative impacts associated with instability of a geologic unit.
Several of the cumulative SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley would contribute to potential
cumulative impacts associated with earthquake‐induced landslides at the North Spoils Site, and
the Filter Gallery project would contribute to potential cumulative impacts associated with
earthquake induced landslides at the former nursery site located within Staging Area C (see
Impact GE‐6). However, as with the proposed project, the engineered slopes and revegetation of
the earthen berms at each spoils site would limit the potential for substantial adverse effects.
Thus, there would be no significant cumulative impacts related to slope instability.
As discussed in Impact GE‐2, the SABPL project would have a significant impact related to soil
erosion and loss of topsoil during construction. Most of the cumulative projects listed in
Table 5.1‐6 could also result in soil erosion and loss of topsoil, resulting in a significant
cumulative impact, and the SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative impact would be
cumulatively considerable. However, as described above under Impact GE‐2, the SABPL project’s
impact related to soil erosion and loss of topsoil would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level
with implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and Implementation of a
SWPPP) (see Impact HY‐1 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality, for description) and
M‐BI‐1f (Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and Compensatory Mitigation)
(see Impact BI‐1 in Section 5.14, Biological Resources, for description). Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1a
requires preparation and implementation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan that describes
erosion control measures to be implemented during construction, and Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f
requires the construction contractors to salvage topsoil produced during excavation activities for
use during site restoration activities. With implementation of these measures, the SABPL project’s
contribution to this cumulative impact would not be cumulatively considerable (less than
significant).
The SABPL project and other SFPUC projects in the Sunol Valley may permanently place spoils
within the earthen berms at the North Spoils Site and former nursery site to the east of Pit F3+‐
East, resulting in a cumulative impacts related to long‐term soil erosion and substantial alteration
of the topography. However, as discussed above under Impact GE‐8, the berms would be would
be lightly compacted and revegetated to protect the new slopes from soil erosion. As discussed
under Impact GE‐9, because of the limited height of the berms (20 feet and 28 feet), setback from
neighboring properties, and modest slope inclinations, significant impacts related to alteration of
the topography would not result. Thus, cumulative impacts associated with alteration of
topography and long‐term soil erosion from permanent placement of spoils at the North Spoils
Site and former nursery site to the east of Pit F3‐East would be less than significant.

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
If Pumping Variant 1 is implemented, the Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, transfer
pipeline, and retaining wall along the southern boundary of the pump station site would not be
constructed. As described in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.5.3, Relationship of the SABPL Project to the
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Upper Alameda Creek Filter Gallery Project, these facilities are also proposed under the Filter
Gallery project. Thus, if these facilities were constructed under the Filter Gallery project, both
projects could contribute to impacts related to instability of the existing slopes in the walls of
Pit F3‐West since Pumping Variant 1 would still require construction of the cutoff wall around
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West. However, as described above under Impact GE‐1, during construction
of the cutoff wall, the trench for the cutoff wall would be kept full of bentonite slurry to stabilize
the trench walls and prevent collapse. Therefore, project‐level impacts related to slope instability
in the vicinity of Pit F3‐West would be less than significant, and the SABPL project’s contribution
to this cumulative impact would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant). Thus,
the cumulative impact analysis and related conclusions provided above for the proposed project
also apply to Pumping Variant 1. Otherwise, because implementation of Pumping Variant 1
would result in impacts that are the same as those of the proposed project (refer to
Section 5.15.3.6, Impact Analysis of Pumping Variants), the cumulative impact analysis and
related conclusions provided above also apply to Pumping Variant 1.
Because implementation of Pumping Variant 2 would result in impacts that are the same as those
of the proposed project (refer to Section 5.15.3.6, Impact Analysis of Pumping Variants), the
cumulative impact analysis and related conclusions provided above also apply to Pumping
Variant 2.

_________________________
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5.16 Hydrology and Water Quality
This section describes the existing surface water and groundwater resources that could be
affected by the proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project. The regulatory
framework discussion summarizes applicable federal, state, and local regulations and policies
related to stormwater drainage, water quality, and beneficial uses of surface water and
groundwater. This section analyzes potential impacts on surface water and groundwater and
identifies mitigation measures for potentially significant impacts, as appropriate.

5.16.1 Setting
5.16.1.1 Climate and Precipitation
The climate of the Sunol Valley is characterized by warm, dry summers and mild, rainy winters.
Average temperatures range from the mid‐50s in winter to the high 70s in summer (in degrees
Fahrenheit [°F]). Average annual precipitation is 20 inches (WRCC, 2009).

5.16.1.2 Regional Surface Water Hydrology
The proposed SABPL project is located within the hydrologic boundaries of the greater Alameda
Creek watershed (see Figure 5.16‐1). The Alameda Creek watershed, which drains approximately
633 square miles, extends from Mount Diablo in the north, Altamont Pass in the east, Mount
Hamilton in the south, and Niles Canyon in the west. The Alameda Creek watershed includes
remote wildlands within the Sunol‐Ohlone Regional Wilderness, which is managed by the East
Bay Regional Park District, and Alameda watershed1 lands, owned by the City and County of
San Francisco (CCSF) and managed by the SFPUC.
Two major drainage basins lie within the greater Alameda Creek watershed: the Livermore
Drainage Unit and the Sunol Drainage Unit (SFPUC, 2001). The 458‐square‐mile Livermore
Drainage Unit is located in the northern and eastern portions of the Alameda Creek watershed.
The major streams in the Livermore Drainage Unit are Arroyo del Valle, Arroyo las Positas,
Arroyo Mocho, and San Ramon and Tassajara Creeks. The California Department of Water
Resources (DWR) operates Del Valle Reservoir, which is part of the State Water Project and is
located on Arroyo del Valle (Geomatrix, 2003).
The proposed project lies within the 175‐square‐mile Sunol Drainage Unit, which is located in the
southern portion of the Alameda Creek watershed. The major streams in this drainage unit are
Alameda Creek, Arroyo Hondo, Calaveras Creek, San Antonio Creek, La Costa Creek, and Indian
Creek (Geomatrix, 2003). The natural hydrology of the Sunol Drainage Unit has been altered by
water supply activities as well as by urban development and flood control activities. The SFPUC

1

The term “Alameda watershed” refers specifically to CCSF‐owned lands managed by the SFPUC as part of the
regional water system; the Alameda watershed is located within the greater hydrologic boundary of the
Alameda Creek watershed.
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operates Calaveras and San Antonio Reservoirs, which are located on Calaveras and San Antonio
Creeks, respectively.

5.16.1.3 Surface Water Bodies
The major surface water bodies in the project area and vicinity are Alameda Creek, San Antonio
Creek, Calaveras Reservoir, and San Antonio Reservoir. The project area and vicinity also
includes large quarry pits operated under Surface Mining Permit 24 (SMP‐24) and Surface
Mining Permit 30 (SMP‐30), which are typically filled with water.

Alameda Creek
Alameda Creek flows from its headwaters near Mount Hamilton northward through the Sunol
Valley, continues through Niles Canyon, and eventually drains to San Francisco Bay. In the Sunol
Valley, major tributaries to Alameda Creek include Calaveras Creek, which conveys releases
from Calaveras Reservoir; Welch Creek, which flows into Alameda Creek near the Sunol Valley
Water Treatment Plant (SVWTP); Pirate Creek, which flows into Alameda Creek just south of the
Alameda Siphons; San Antonio Creek, which conveys releases from San Antonio Reservoir;
Sheridan Creek, which flows into Alameda Creek near the Interstate 680 (I‐680) overpass; and
Arroyo de la Laguna, which conveys flows from the Livermore Drainage Unit at the northern
end of the valley. Many of the tributaries that supply flows to Alameda Creek are intermittent;
flow in these Alameda Creek tributaries can fluctuate as a result of varying levels of stormwater
runoff from precipitation events, as well as from rising and falling groundwater levels in the area
(Gunther et al., 2000).
In the vicinity of the proposed project and through the Sunol Valley, Alameda Creek has a low
gradient channel (average of 0.3 percent). The Alameda Creek channel in the Sunol Valley is
broad and braided in places but is bordered in parts by steep slopes (Center for Ecosystem
Management and Restoration, 2002). Alameda Creek is a perennial stream in the upper parts of
the Alameda Creek watershed; however, in the Sunol Valley and other alluvial flats, a high rate
of infiltration coupled with a low‐gradient stream channel typically result in a dry creek bed
during the summer months.
Commercial gravel quarries operated by Hanson Aggregates and CEMEX (leased to Oliver De
Silva, Inc.) under SMP‐24 and SMP‐30, respectively, are present along Alameda Creek between
the Alameda Siphons and I‐680, and some of the streamflow in this area is lost to groundwater
that seeps into quarry pits. However, due to year‐round flow contributions from Arroyo de la
Laguna, Alameda Creek typically flows perennially farther downstream in Niles Canyon.
Since October 1999, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has monitored mean daily flows in
Alameda Creek downstream of Welch Creek, just near the SVWTP. Mean daily flows generally
range from near zero during dry months to above 1,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) in wet months.
During the month of May, flow rates are usually on the order of 50 to 100 cfs, decreasing to 20 to
50 cfs in June and 0 to 20 cfs between July and November (USGS, 2005).
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San Antonio Creek
San Antonio Creek is an intermittent drainage that originates approximately 9 miles east of
Alameda Creek. Flow from the upper reaches of San Antonio Creek is captured in San Antonio
Reservoir. Flows in the lower reach of San Antonio Creek are limited to: seepage from James H.
Turner Dam (Turner Dam) (CDM, 2007); periodic releases from San Antonio Reservoir during
testing of the cone valve at Turner Dam; emergency discharges of Hetch Hetchy water via the
existing San Antonio Pipeline and outlet works at the base of Turner Dam; discharges from
dewatering activities at the SMP‐30 quarry; and stormwater runoff during heavy rain events.
Between Turner Dam to just downstream of the USGS stream gage weir (located approximately
0.4 mile upstream of the Calaveras Road crossing), there is measurable flow in San Antonio Creek
for much of the year due to continuous seepage from the dam. During the dry season (typically
late spring through fall), flow in the reach of San Antonio Creek between Calaveras Road and
Alameda Creek is absent, as this stretch of the creek typically receives water only from quarry
dewatering discharges and stormwater runoff (SFPUC, 2008a; USGS, 2010). San Antonio Creek
flows into Alameda Creek at the western end of the project area near the proposed Alameda
Creek Pump Station.

Calaveras Reservoir
Calaveras Reservoir, completed in 1925, is located upstream of the southern end of the Sunol
Valley and is formed by Calaveras Dam. The reservoir collects and stores water from Calaveras
Creek and Arroyo Hondo as well as from local drainages along the western perimeter of the
reservoir, which has a total drainage area of approximately 98 square miles. The Alameda Creek
Diversion Dam and Tunnel, operated by the SFPUC as part of the regional water system, diverts
flows and drainage from Alameda Creek to Calaveras Reservoir. As part of system operations, the
SFPUC can release water from Calaveras Reservoir to Calaveras Creek, which then flows to
Alameda Creek. The SFPUC manages Calaveras Reservoir with the primary objectives of
conserving local watershed runoff and maximizing storage. However, DWR’s Division of Safety
of Dams (DSOD) currently restricts water storage in Calaveras Reservoir due to concern
regarding the seismic stability of the dam (San Francisco Planning Department, 2008).

San Antonio Reservoir
San Antonio Reservoir is formed by Turner Dam (an earthen dam constructed in 1965),
approximately 1.5 miles upstream of San Antonio Creek’s confluence with Alameda Creek. The
reservoir has a drainage area of approximately 40 square miles and collects and stores water
primarily from upper San Antonio Creek, with contributions from Indian Creek, La Costa Creek,
and Williams Gulch. In addition to storing local runoff, San Antonio Reservoir can be used to store
Calaveras Reservoir surplus water, Hetch Hetchy water diverted from Alameda Siphon No. 3 via
the existing San Antonio Pipeline, and groundwater (influenced by surface water from Alameda
Creek) that is pumped from the Sunol Infiltration Gallery (San Francisco Planning Department,
2008).
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As part of system operations, the SFPUC can make controlled releases from San Antonio
Reservoir to San Antonio Creek through the existing outlet structure at Turner Dam, which then
flow to Alameda Creek.

Quarry Pits
As stated above, commercial gravel quarries operated by Hanson Aggregates and Oliver De Silva
are present along Alameda Creek between the Alameda Siphons and I‐680. These quarries are the
predominant feature along this reach of Alameda Creek. Individual quarry pit depths vary with
changing mining operations; however, several quarry pits reportedly approach 250 feet in depth
(URS, 2009a).
The SMP‐24 area, operated by Hanson Aggregates, includes quarry Pits F3‐East, F3‐West, and F2,
which are all located north of San Antonio Creek, south of I‐680, east of Alameda Creek, and west
of Calaveras Road, as well as several quarry pits and ponds located west of Alameda Creek (see
Figure 5.16‐2). The quarry pits in the SMP‐24 area are not classified as waters of the United
States2 or waters of the state because they are part of active mining activities. As described in
Chapter 3, Project Description, the SFPUC proposes to discharge quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy
water into Pit F3‐East as part of the proposed project. To facilitate mining operations in the SMP‐32
area, Hanson Aggregates currently pumps groundwater that seeps into active mining areas to
various SMP‐24 quarry pits, including Pits F3‐East and F3‐West. The pits also receive water from
groundwater seepage and precipitation. Hanson Aggregates manages the water stored in Pits F3‐
East and F3‐West by pumping it directly to a 2,000‐gallon tank to be used for dust control and
irrigation in the SMP‐32 and SMP‐24 areas, and to the “Ready Mix Pond” located west of
Alameda Creek near the aggregate processing facility (see Figure 5.16‐2) for consumptive use
during quarry operations; in addition, during wet years or following heavy precipitation periods
in winter months (January to May), excess water stored in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West is discharged
to Alameda Creek just north of the confluence with San Antonio Creek under National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Permit No. CAG982001 (Aggregate Mining,
Sand Washing, and Sand Offloading General Permit). The NPDES permit allows Hanson
Aggregates to discharge up to 10 million gallons per day (mgd) (or 15.5 cfs) into Alameda Creek
(URS, 2009a). Hanson Aggregates pumps 4,000 to 5,000 gallons per minute of water from the
Ready Mix Pond for aggregate processing. This pumping is not continuous; it is only performed
during operational hours, which are dependent on market demand (SFPUC, 2010a). In addition to
providing storage for water produced during dewatering activities, Pits F3‐East and F3‐West also
function as settling ponds, allowing sediment from the dewatering effluent to settle out of the
water column before the water is pumped to other quarry pits for consumptive use or to
Alameda Creek.

2 “Waters of the United States” is a broad federal definition that describes legal jurisdiction over deep water

habitats and special aquatic sites, including wetlands.
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5.16.1.4 Stormwater Drainage
Precipitation and stormwater runoff in the Sunol Valley is collected and conveyed through a
system of culverts, open channels, and natural drainages that ultimately discharge into local
watercourses, including Alameda Creek and San Antonio Creek. Stormwater drainage facilities
along Calaveras Road are maintained by the Alameda County Department of Public Works.
Culverts and storm drains along Calaveras Road convey runoff from the road surface and the
upslope areas east of Calaveras Road west towards Alameda and San Antonio Creeks.

5.16.1.5 Surface Water Quality
Beneficial Uses
The Water Quality Control Plan for the San Francisco Bay Region (Basin Plan), prepared by the
San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), designates beneficial uses of
the surface water bodies in the project area. The beneficial uses provide the basis for determining
appropriate water quality objectives for these water bodies. Beneficial uses and water quality
objectives under the Basin Plan are discussed in detail in Section 5.16.2, Regulatory Framework.
The designated beneficial uses of surface water bodies and groundwater in the Sunol Valley are
shown in Table 5.16‐1. The assigned beneficial uses of Alameda Creek include agricultural water
supply; cold freshwater habitat; groundwater recharge; migratory habitat for fisheries; fish
spawning; recreation; and preservation and enhancement of wildlife, fish, and other terrestrial
and aquatic resources (RWQCB, 2010).
TABLE 5.16‐1
DESIGNATED BENEFICIAL USES OF SURFACE WATER BODIES AND GROUNDWATER
Water Body

Designated Beneficial Uses

Alameda Creek

AGR, COLD, GWR, MIGR, REC‐1, REC‐2, SPWN, WARM, WILD

Arroyo de la Laguna

GWR, MIGR, SPWN, WILD, REC‐1, REC‐2, COLD (potential), WARM (potential)

Calaveras Reservoir

COLD, MUN, REC‐1 (limited), REC‐2, SPWN, WARM, WILD

San Antonio Reservoir

COLD, MUN, REC‐1 (limited), REC‐2, SPWN, WARM, WILD

Sunol Valley Groundwater Basin

MUN, PROC, IND, AGR

Alameda Creek Quarry Pits

GWR, COLD, WARM, REC‐1, REC‐2

Beneficial Uses Key:
MUN (Municipal and Domestic Supply); AGR (Agriculture); IND (Industrial Service Supply); REC‐1 (Body Contact Recreation); REC‐2
(Noncontact Recreation); WARM (Warm Freshwater Habitat); COLD (Cold Freshwater Habitat); MIGR (Fish Migration); SPWN (Fish
Spawning); WILD (Wildlife Habitat); GWR (Groundwater Recharge); PROC (Industrial Process)
SOURCE: RWQCB, 2007.
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Water Quality Vulnerability Zones
The SFPUC Alameda Watershed Management Plan (Alameda WMP) designates water quality
vulnerability zones for lands within the CCSF‐owned Alameda watershed. The Alameda WMP
classifies water quality vulnerability zones as having high, moderate, and low water quality, and
defines these zones as those areas where activities or disturbance have the greatest potential to
affect the water quality primarily of local surface runoff and water supplies stored in local
reservoirs. The project area is not within an assigned water quality vulnerability zone (SFPUC,
2001).

Water Quality Monitoring
This section summarizes available water quality information for surface water bodies in the
project vicinity. The discussion focuses on surface water bodies that could be adversely affected
by implementation of the proposed project or that could adversely affect the recovery of
discharges under the proposed project, namely Alameda and San Antonio Creeks and
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West.
Alameda Creek
Water quality in Alameda Creek is generally good and is protective of beneficial uses. The key
water quality parameter for supporting aquatic wildlife is temperature, which is directly related to
hydrologic flow conditions. Table 5.16‐2 summarizes average monthly water temperature data
collected by the Alameda County Water District (ACWD) from 1997 through 2005 in Alameda
Creek above Arroyo de la Laguna, approximately 2 miles downstream of the proposed project.
Average monthly water temperatures exhibit a seasonal trend (i.e., cooler during the winter and
warmer during the summer). Water temperatures in Alameda Creek have been shown to vary
widely in Niles Canyon; average daily temperatures generally peak in late August in the 20 to
30 degrees Celsius (°C) range (68 to 86 °F), and daily temperature fluctuations range from 1 to 11 °C
(34 to 52 °F) depending on geographic location and the degree of riparian shading (San Francisco
Planning Department, 2006).
TABLE 5.16‐2
AVERAGE MONTHLY WATER TEMPERATURES, ALAMEDA CREEK NEAR SUNOL (°C)
Year
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Average

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

10
11
7
13
10
12
–
13
9
11

13
11
11
13
11
12
–
12
13
12

15
14
13
15
17
13
–
15
12
14

18
16
16
16
18
17
–
16
13
16

May
21
16
17
22
22
18
–
18
18
19

Jun
23
18
23
25
–
21
–
20
22
22

Jul
–
23
–
22
–
19
–
19
23
21

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

–
26
–
21
–
22
22
–
24
23

–
22
–
–
–
21
–
–
21
21

–
15
–
18
–
21
–
–
19
18

–
13
–
13
15
15
–
–
14
14

10
11
–
11
12
10
12
–
11
11

SOURCE: San Francisco Planning Department, 2008.
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Total dissolved solids (TDS) is a measure of the overall content of inorganic materials in solution
(e.g., water). TDS is an indicator of nonpoint‐source pollution problems associated with various
land use practices. Table 5.16‐3 summarizes TDS monitoring data for the same location in Alameda
Creek and time period as presented for temperature, above. Unlike temperature, TDS does not
exhibit a seasonal trend. As shown in the table, TDS is well below the secondary maximum
contaminant level for drinking water (established to protect aesthetic quality) of 500 milligrams per
liter (mg/L). Average nitrate concentrations were 0.8 mg/L over the 1997–2005 period—well below
the primary drinking water standard of 10 mg/L (San Francisco Planning Department, 2008).
TABLE 5.16‐3
SUMMARY OF TDS DATA, ALAMEDA CREEK NEAR SUNOL, 1997–2005
(milligrams per liter)
Year

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Average

–
233
315
361
486
186
–
315
246
305

–
148
228
286
389
258
–
299
297
272

190
180
259
209
361
273
–
366
205
255

266
195
276
305
367
278
–
307
192
273

280
235
309
304
355
278
–
322
247
291

268
260
298
315
–
278
–
343
256
288

–
279
–
319
–
291
–
348
290
305

–
284
–
320
–
260
365
–
281
302

–
283
–
–
–
323
–
–
304
303

–
309
–
331
–
334
–
–
302
319

–
233
–
359
338
368
–
–
337
327

306
381
–
367
277
332
407
–
314
341

SOURCE: San Francisco Planning Department, 2008.

San Antonio Creek
Due to the ephemeral nature of San Antonio Creek, creek‐specific water quality information is
not available. However, the lands draining to San Antonio Creek below Turner Dam consist of
open space with sparse cattle grazing and gravel mining. Thus, the water quality of local runoff
that drains to lower San Antonio Creek is expected to be characteristic of rangeland and quarry
activities, and the runoff may have elevated sediment loads and nutrient concentrations.
Quarry Pits
Water quality sampling in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West has not been conducted. However, water
quality in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West is expected to be similar to that of the discharges to Alameda
Creek conducted by Hanson Aggregates. As described above in Section 5.16.1.3, although
discharges may occur at any time, Hanson Aggregates typically discharges excess water stored in
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West to Alameda Creek during wet years or following heavy precipitation
events in winter months. As part of NPDES permit requirements, Hanson Aggregates reports
water quality at the discharge point in Alameda Creek for turbidity, pH3, chloride, suspended
3

pH is a measure of the acidity or alkalinity of water. As a reference point, pure water is neutral, with a pH of 7.
Measurements less than 7 are increasingly acidic and measurements more than 7 are increasingly alkaline.
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solids, and TDS. Water quality data were collected at the discharge point during 2007 (except
between October 4 and December 28, 2007, when no discharges occurred). Turbidity was
monitored at approximately weekly intervals (40 samples collected prior to October 4, 2007), and
was typically less than 5 Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTUs)4 for all except two samples,
which were taken on September 26, 2007 (12.8 NTU) and October 3, 2007 (12.9 NTU), just before
discharges ceased for the remainder of the year. Chloride levels ranged from 13 to 51 mg/L (the
suggested secondary drinking water standard is 250 mg/L); TDS ranged from 250 to 420 mg/L
(the secondary drinking water standard is 500 mg/L); and pH ranged from 7.6 to 8.4 (the
secondary drinking water standard is 6.5 to 8.5). Generally, the turbidity greatly increased as the
flow per period decreased, while the chloride levels and TDS more gradually increased as flow
decreased.

5.16.1.6 Flood Hazards
Flooding hazards in the Sunol Valley are influenced by the SFPUC’s operation of the Alameda
Creek Diversion Dam and Tunnel, and Calaveras and San Antonio Reservoirs, as well as by
floodplain modifications resulting from gravel mining operations and other development. The
presence of multiple inactive channels in a relatively flat alluvial floodplain indicates this reach of
Alameda Creek is dynamic and prone to lateral migration.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) delineates regional flooding hazards as
part of the National Flood Insurance Program. The official FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps
(FIRMs) for the Sunol Valley were most recently updated in August 2009. As delineated in the
2009 FIRMs and as shown in Figure 5.16‐2, quarry Pit F3‐West and the western boundary of
Pit F6 are within the designated 100‐year flood hazard zone of Alameda Creek, including the
proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station and control building, electrical transformer, dewatering
pipeline, and transfer pipeline (FEMA, 2009).
Water supply reservoirs in the Alameda Creek watershed present the remote risk of downstream
inundation in the event of dam failure. Dam failure inundation maps prepared by the Association
of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) indicate that the entire project area is within the dam failure
inundation zone for Calaveras Dam, and northern portions of the project area are within the dam
inundation zones for Turner and Del Valle Dams (ABAG, 2009). Although unlikely, dam failure
could occur during a major earthquake or major flood event.
Calaveras Dam, located approximately 6 miles south of the proposed project, is near the
seismically active Calaveras Fault Zone, and the DSOD determined this fault zone to be
seismically vulnerable. Since 2001, the DSOD has limited the amount of water that can be stored
in the reservoir to approximately 40 percent of its former full storage capacity until such time that
the safety deficiencies are corrected (San Francisco Planning Department, 2008). In early 2011, the
4

Measuring NTU is a standard method for quantifying the degree to which light traveling through a water
column is scattered by suspended organic and inorganic particles. Particulate matter in a water sample will
cause a light beam to be scattered in directions other than a straight line through the sample. The scattering of
light increases with a greater suspended load. Turbidity is caused by suspended solids in water such as silt,
clay, algae, organic matter, various microorganisms, colloidal material, and even large dissolved molecules.
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SFPUC approved the Calaveras Dam Replacement project, which will replace the existing dam
and restore the reservoir storage to its original design capacity. The SFPUC expects to complete
construction of the Calaveras Dam Replacement project in 2014.

5.16.1.7 Groundwater
Hydrogeology
The project area is located in the Sunol Valley Groundwater Basin (Subbasin No. 2‐11) (DWR,
2003). The designated beneficial uses of the Sunol Valley Groundwater Basin, as defined in the
Basin Plan, are presented in Table 5.16‐1. No groundwater production wells have been identified
in the immediate vicinity of the project area.
The subsurface geologic materials in the Sunol Valley can be divided into two main groups, each
with distinctly different aquifer characteristics: (1) the older geologic units, including the Briones
Formation, consisting of compacted sedimentary rocks (generally non‐water‐bearing to low
yielding), and (2) younger geologic units consisting of unconsolidated alluvial‐fan and stream‐
channel deposits (generally water‐bearing). The oldest of the younger units is the Livermore
Gravels, which locally extends to depths of up to 500 feet below the central portion of the Sunol
Valley. The Livermore Gravels consist of pebbly gravel beds that are interbedded with layers of
fine‐grained sand, silt, and weakly lithified mudstone. Only minor quantities of groundwater can
be pumped from the Livermore Gravels, and the unit is considered to be non‐water‐bearing. The
youngest of the younger units is a sequence of alluvial fan stream deposits. The shallow alluvial
deposits average about 40 feet in thickness and represent the most significant aquifer in the Sunol
Valley (URS, 2009a). Depth to groundwater in the shallow alluvium typically ranges from 20 to
30 feet below the ground surface (bgs) (Luhdorff and Scalmanini, 1993). Groundwater recharge to
the shallow aquifer occurs primarily through the infiltration of surface water along Alameda Creek.

Groundwater / Surface Water Interaction
The underlying geology in the vicinity of the proposed discharge facility at Hanson Aggregates’
quarry Pit F3‐East consists of the Briones Formation, overlain by the Livermore Gravels and
shallow alluvium, respectively. In some areas, significant alluvial deposits have been removed by
gravel mining operations. The quarry pits in the SMP‐24 and SMP‐30 areas act as sumps and retain
water from a combination of rainfall, runoff, and, most significantly, groundwater infiltration.
Quarry operators currently dewater groundwater that seeps into active mining areas as needed to
facilitate mining operations. Groundwater from dewatering activities is pumped to Pit F3‐East for
storage and subsequently used for quarry operations, including irrigation, dust control, and
aggregate processing at Hanson Aggregates’ processing mill located west of Alameda Creek,
opposite the San Antonio Creek confluence. Information from Hanson Aggregates indicates a
strong correlation between streamflow in Alameda Creek and the need to dewater quarry Pit F3‐
East and Pit F3‐West. As flows in Alameda Creek increase during the wet season, and as local
groundwater levels subsequently reach an elevation of approximately 50 feet bgs or higher, there is
an increased need to pump to maintain a dewatered condition in the active mining areas. This
information suggests that the uppermost alluvial deposits located between the ground surface and
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50 feet bgs are more permeable than those located deeper than approximately 50 feet bgs. It also
indicates that the upper layers of the shallow aquifer are hydraulically connected to Alameda Creek
and create a highly permeable flow path capable of transmitting large quantities of water from
Alameda Creek to Pits F3‐East and F3‐West (URS, 2009a).

Groundwater Quality
Based on water quality measurements collected from several monitoring wells, the pH of
groundwater in the Sunol Valley generally ranges between 6.7 and 7.5 (Luhdorff and Scalmanini,
1993). As a comparison, the Basin Plan (RWQCB, 2010) has set pH objectives for surface waters at
6.5 to 8.5 (pH objectives for groundwater have not been established). Groundwater within the
Sunol Valley area is calcium‐magnesium bicarbonate water, with concentrations of individual
constituents at generally low levels. Total dissolved solids are low (from about 350 to 500 mg/L),
as are nitrate concentrations (from 1 to 6 mg/L), with the exception of some localized and
elevated nitrate and total dissolved solids concentrations in shallow groundwater due to
historical agricultural practices (Bookman‐Edmonston, 1995).
In August 2009, the SFPUC analyzed water quality samples from two groundwater monitoring
wells located on Alameda Creek just south of the San Antonio Creek confluence, and two
samples from SMP‐30 quarry Pit F4. Regulated volatile and synthetic organic chemicals were not
detected in any of the four samples collected. Aluminum, arsenic, chromium, and nickel were
detected at levels that were elevated but below the primary Maximum Contaminant Level
(MCL). However, a number of secondary contaminants (i.e., color, iron, and manganese) were
detected above their respective secondary MCLs. Radiological and microbiological contaminants
(e.g., Giardia, coliform bacteria) were either not detected or measured at levels well below their
MCLs (SFPUC, 2009a).

5.16.2 Regulatory Framework
5.16.2.1 Federal and State Regulations
Clean Water Act
The federal Clean Water Act, enacted by Congress in 1972 and amended several times since its
inception, is the primary federal law regulating water quality in the U.S. and forms the basis for
several state and local laws throughout the country. Its objective is to reduce or eliminate water
pollution in the nation’s rivers, streams, lakes, and coastal waters. The Clean Water Act gave the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) the authority to implement federal pollution
control programs such as setting water quality standards for contaminants in surface water,
establishing wastewater and effluent discharge limits for various industry categories, and
imposing requirements for controlling nonpoint‐source pollution. At the federal level, the Clean
Water Act is administered by the U.S. EPA. and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps). At the
state and regional levels, the act is administered and enforced by the State Water Resources
Control Board (SWRCB) and the nine Regional Water Quality Control Boards (RWQCBs).
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Section 303(d) List of Impaired Water Bodies and Total Maximum Daily Loads
In accordance with Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act, state governments must present the
U.S. EPA with a list of “impaired water bodies,” defined as those water bodies that do not meet
water quality standards, even after point sources of pollution have been equipped with the
minimum required levels of pollution control technology.
Placement of a water body on the Section 303(d) List of Impaired Water Bodies acts as the trigger
for developing a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) pollution control plan for each water body
and associated pollutant/stressor on the list. The TMDL is the quantity of a pollutant that can be
safely assimilated by a water body without violating water quality standards. The TMDL serves
as the means to attain and maintain water quality standards for the impaired water body to
support designated and potential beneficial uses identified in the Basin Plan. During each
Section 303(d) listing cycle, the water bodies on the list are prioritized, and a schedule is
established for completing the TMDLs. The Section 303(d) List designates Alameda Creek and all
other Bay Area urban creeks as impaired by diazinon. Diazinon is an insecticide that has been
used on lawns, gardens, agricultural crops, and livestock. The SWRCB approved the TMDL for
diazinon in 2007 (SWRCB, 2010). No other surface waters in the Sunol Valley are listed as
impaired in the Section 303(d) List.
Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification
Under Section 401 of the Clean Water Act, the RWQCB has regulatory authority over actions in
waters of the United States and/or the state through the issuance of water quality certifications,
which are issued in conjunction with any federal permit (e.g., permits issued by the Corps under
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, described below). Section 401 of the Clean Water Act
provides the SWRCB and the RWQCBs with the regulatory authority to waive, certify, or deny
any proposed activity that could result in a discharge to surface waters of the state. To waive or
certify an activity, these agencies must find that the proposed discharge would comply with state
water quality standards, including those protecting beneficial uses and water quality. If these
agencies deny the proposed activity, the federal permit cannot be issued. This water quality
certification is generally required for projects involving the discharge of dredged or fill material
to wetlands or other water bodies.
Section 404 – Discharges of Dredged or Fill Material
The discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States, including wetlands, is
subject to permitting specified under Clean Water Act Title IV (Permits and Licenses) and
specifically under Section 404 of the act (Discharges of Dredged or Fill Material). A 404 permit
would be required for the placement of fill in waters of the U.S., including wetlands. Following the
U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Rapanos v. United States, the U.S. EPA determined that jurisdiction
over waters of the United States under the Clean Water Act applies to wetlands adjacent to
traditional navigable waters or where a significant nexus exists between a wetland and a
traditionally navigable water that can significantly affect the chemical, physical, and biological
integrity of downstream traditional navigable waters (U.S. EPA, 2008). As codified under Title 40 of
the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 230.3(s), waters of the United States are defined as:
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1.

All waters which are currently used, or were used in the past, or may be susceptible to use
in interstate or foreign commerce, including all waters which are subject to the ebb and
flow of the tide;

2.

All interstate waters including interstate wetlands;

3.

All other waters such as intrastate lakes, rivers, streams (including intermittent streams),
mudflats, sandflats, wetlands, sloughs, prairie potholes, wet meadows, playa lakes, or
natural ponds, the use, degradation or destruction of which could affect interstate or
foreign commerce including any such waters:
(i)

Which are or could be used by interstate or foreign travelers for recreational or other
purposes; or

(ii)

From which fish or shellfish are or could be taken and sold in interstate or foreign
commerce; or

(iii)

Which are used or could be used for industrial purposes by industries in interstate
commerce;

4.

All impoundments of waters otherwise defined as waters of the United States under this
definition;

5.

Tributaries of waters identified in numbers 1 through 4, above;

6.

The territorial sea; and

7.

Wetlands adjacent to waters (other than waters that are themselves wetlands) identified in
numbers 1 through 6, above. Waste treatment systems, including treatment ponds or
lagoons designed to meet the requirements of CWA (other than cooling ponds as defined
in 40 CFR 423.11(m) which also meet the criteria of this definition) are not waters of the
United States (U.S. EPA, 2011).

NPDES Waste Discharge Regulations
In 1987, amendments to the Clean Water Act added Section 402, which established a framework
to protect water quality by regulating industrial, municipal, and construction‐related sources of
pollutant discharges to waters of the United States. In California, the NPDES program is
administered by the SWRCB through the RWQCBs and requires that municipalities obtain
permits that outline programs and activities to control wastewater and stormwater pollution.
The NPDES program provides two levels of control for the protection of water quality:
technology‐based limits and water‐quality‐based limits. Technology‐based limits are based on
the ability of dischargers to treat the water, while water‐quality‐based limits are required if
technology‐based limits are not sufficient to protect the water body. The water‐quality‐based
effluent limitations required to meet water quality criteria in the receiving water are based on the
National Toxics Rule, the California Toxics Rule, and the Basin Plan. NPDES permits must also
incorporate TMDL waste load allocations when they are developed.
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Porter‐Cologne Water Quality Control Act
The Porter‐Cologne Water Quality Control Act is the primary statute covering the quality of
waters in California. Under the act, the SWRCB has the ultimate authority over state water rights
and water quality policy. The nine RWQCBs regulate water quality under the Porter‐Cologne
Water Quality Control Act through the regulatory standards and objectives set forth in Water
Quality Control Plans (also referred to as Basin Plans) prepared for each region.

Regional Water Quality Control Plan
Each RWQCB is required to develop, adopt, and implement a Basin Plan for its respective region.
The Basin Plan, prepared by the San Francisco Bay RWQCB, identifies the beneficial uses of surface
waters within its region and specifies water quality objectives to maintain the continued beneficial
uses of these waters. The RWQCB is responsible for protecting the beneficial uses of San Francisco
Bay Area water resources, including water bodies in the Peninsula and San Francisco regions. The
Basin Plan was last revised on December 31, 2010 (RWQCB, 2010). Table 5.16‐1 lists the assigned
beneficial uses for water bodies in the vicinity of the proposed project. In general, the assigned
beneficial uses of a surface water body also apply to its tributaries. Water quality objectives to
protect designated beneficial uses are shown below in Table 5.16‐4.
TABLE 5.16‐4
WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES TO PROTECT DESIGNATED BENEFICIAL USES
Water Quality Constituent

Water Quality Objective

Dissolved Oxygen

COLDa – minimum of 7.0 mg/L; WARMb – minimum of 5.0 mg/L.

pH

Between 6.5 and 8.5.

Temperature

The temperature of any water body designated as COLDa or WARMb shall not be
increased by more than 5 degrees Fahrenheit (2.8 °C).

Turbidity

Increases in turbidity related to waste discharge shall not be greater than 10 percent.c

a WARM = Warm Freshwater Habitat.
b COLD = Cold Freshwater Habitat.
c Turbidity is measured in Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTUs).

SOURCE: RWQCB, 2007.

NPDES Construction General Permit
The federal Clean Water Act prohibits discharges of stormwater from construction projects unless
the discharge is in compliance with an NPDES permit. The SWRCB, the permitting authority in
California, adopted an NPDES General Permit for Stormwater Discharges Associated with
Construction and Land Disturbance Activities (construction general permit), (Order No. 2009‐0009,
as amended by Order No. 2010‐0014). Order No. 2009‐0009 became effective on July 1, 2010 and
was amended on February 14, 2011. The Order applies to construction sites that include 1 or more
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acre of soil disturbance. Construction activities include clearing, grading, grubbing, excavation,
stockpiling, and reconstruction of existing facilities involving removal or replacement.
The construction general permit requires that the landowner and/or contractor file permit
registration documents prior to commencing construction, and then pay an annual fee. These
documents include a notice of intent, risk assessment, site map, stormwater pollution prevention
plan (SWPPP), and signed certification statement. The permit specifies a risk‐based permitting
approach that includes requirements specific to three overall levels of risk, which are determined
based on the potential for the project to cause sedimentation as well as the sensitivity of the
receiving water to sedimentation. The three risk levels are used to determine specific numeric
action levels and effluent limitations for pH and turbidity, and the requirements for a rain event
action plan, best management practice (BMP) implementation, monitoring, and reporting.
The SWPPP must include measures to ensure that: all pollutants and their sources are controlled;
non‐stormwater discharges are identified and eliminated, controlled, or treated; site BMPs are
effective and result in the reduction or elimination of pollutants in stormwater discharges and
authorized non‐stormwater discharges; and BMPs installed to reduce or eliminate pollutants
after construction are completed and maintained. The SWPPP must demonstrate that calculations
and design details as well as BMP controls for site runoff are complete and correct.
Non‐stormwater discharges include those from improper dumping, accidental spills, and leakage
from storage tanks or transfer areas. The construction general permit specifies minimum BMP
requirements for stormwater control based on the risk level of the site. Post‐construction
stormwater runoff reduction requirements must be implemented at project sites not covered by a
Phase I or Phase II municipal stormwater permit. The post‐construction stormwater standards
address water quality, runoff reduction, drainage density, and channel protection requirements
for the receiving water. Alameda County, including the SABPL project area, is covered under a
Phase I municipal stormwater permit. Thus, the SABPL project is not subject to the post‐
construction stormwater standards specified in the construction general permit.
The construction general permit stipulates that effluent and receiving water monitoring must
demonstrate compliance with permit requirements, and that project proponents must take
corrective action if these limitations are exceeded. The results of the monitoring and corrective
actions must be reported annually to the SWRCB. The construction general permit specifies
minimum qualifications for a qualified SWPPP developer and qualified SWPPP practitioner
(SWRCB, 2010).
Waste Discharge Requirements for the SFPUC Drinking Water Transmission System
RWQCB Order No. R2‐2008‐0102 (Order) regulates discharges of altered water from the SFPUC
Drinking Water Transmission System (RWQCB, 2008b). The Order regulates planned discharges
resulting from routine operations and maintenance that can be scheduled in advance, as well as
unplanned and emergency discharges resulting from system failures or natural disasters.
Planned discharges include draining pipelines and tunnels to allow for inspection, repair, and/or
replacement; and flushing disinfection water from the system after bringing pipelines back
online. The SWRCB issued the Order—pursuant to Section 402 of the Clean Water Act, and
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Chapter 5.5, Division 7 of the California Water Code (commencing with Section 13370)—to serve
as an NPDES permit for point‐source discharges from the SFPUC regional water system to
surface waters of the United States or of the state. The Order also serves as Waste Discharge
Requirements pursuant to Article 4, Chapter 4, Division 7 of the Water Code (commencing with
Section 13260). The Order does not apply to discharges to quarry pits that are part of active
mining operations, including Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, as such quarry pits are not classified as
waters of the United States or waters of the state.
For planned and emergency discharges of treated water from the regional water system to waters
of the United States or waters of the state, including discharges to San Antonio Creek and
San Antonio Reservoir, the Order mandates that the treated water be dechlorinated and
pH‐adjusted prior to discharge. In addition, flow rates of planned discharges are controlled
(generally less than or equal to 3,500 gallons per minute) using BMPs to limit potential erosion in
receiving waters. The Order contains: (1) specific effluent limitations for discharges to creek and
estuarine waters; (2) erosion control BMPs and Standard Operating Procedures that include
discharge limits and measures to reduce stream scour; (3) receiving water limitations that are
based on water quality objectives contained in the Basin Plan; and (4) compliance procedures that
include a monitoring and reporting program and an annual compliance evaluation. In accordance
with the Order, the SFPUC is required to monitor and report all discharges to creeks providing
habitat for salmonids, regardless of flow rate. Appendix L provides additional detail on the
requirements of the Order. As discussed in Chapter 3, Project Description, although discharges
from the backup pipeline to quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West are not subject to this Order (the
quarry pits are part of active mining operations and are not considered waters of the United
States or waters of the state), the SFPUC proposes as part of the SABPL project to dechlorinate
and pH‐adjust all treated water that is diverted from the Hetch Hetchy system to the quarry pits
prior to discharge. Further, RWQCB Order No. R2‐2008‐0102 would be amended or a new
discharge permit would be issued to regulate discharges of water from Pit F3‐East to San Antonio
Reservoir.
NPDES General Permit for Aggregate Mining, Sand Washing, and Sand Offloading
Discharges from the SMP‐24 commercial quarry operations are regulated under San Francisco Bay
RWQCB Order No. R2‐2008‐0011, NPDES General Permit No. CAG982001 (Aggregate Mining,
Sand Washing, and Sand Offloading). This general permit covers discharges from treatment
facilities such as settling ponds, sand and gravel filter systems, stormwater runoff from the
aggregate mining and sand washing facilities commingled with other wastewater from the
facilities, water used for sand screening and washing, and flows returned during hydraulic sand
dredging and reclamation for commercial purposes (RWQCB, 2008a). These requirements apply
when Hanson Aggregates discharges water to Alameda Creek or other waters of the United States
or waters of the state. Pits F3‐East and F3‐West are part of active mining operations and currently
function as settling ponds and water storage reservoirs for aggregate processing water. Discharges
of dewatering effluent into the quarry pits are not subject to the requirements of this general permit
because the pits are not considered waters of the United States or waters of the state.
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NPDES General Permit for Discharges with Low Threat to Water Quality
Discharges from the flow meter vault, chemical injection station, and sampling station to the
adjacent ground surface would be conducted in accordance with and regulated under the
statewide general Waste Discharge Requirements (WDRs) for discharges to land with a low
threat to water quality (General WDRs; Order No. 2003‐003‐DWQ). Section 13260(a) of the
California Water Code requires that any person discharging waste or proposing to discharge
waste within any region (other than to a community sewer system) file a Report of Waste
Discharge if the discharge could affect the quality of the waters of the state. The discharges to
land with a low threat to water quality are low‐volume discharges with minimal pollutant
concentrations. These discharges are regulated under General WDRs. These General WDRs
require dischargers to comply with all applicable Basin Plan provisions, including any
prohibitions and water quality objectives governing the discharge (SWRCB, 2003).

5.16.2.2 Local and Regional Regulations
SFPUC Alameda Watershed Management Plan
The SFPUC adopted the Alameda WMP (SFPUC, 2001) to provide a policy framework for the
SFPUC to make decisions about activities that are appropriate on Alameda watershed lands. The
plan considers water quality protection as the first and foremost goal for its watershed lands, and
the goals and policies of the plan are organized around the primary goal of water quality
protection. As described in Chapter 4, Plans and Policies, the SFPUC reviews all plans, projects,
and activities that occur within the Alameda watershed—including the SABPL project—for
conformity with the management plan as well as for compliance with environmental codes and
regulations.

San Francisco Floodplain Management Program
The CCSF’s Floodplain Management Ordinance (San Francisco Administrative Code, Chapter 2,
Article XX) requires new or substantially improved structures in flood hazard areas be protected
against flood damage, and prohibits uses that would increase flood risks. The ordinance requires
that all construction on CCSF‐owned property located outside the boundaries of San Francisco,
and in areas designated by FEMA as flood‐prone, be consistent with the requirements of the
ordinance and applicable federal and state floodplain management regulations. The ordinance
clarifies that CCSF‐owned extraterritorial lands are not subject to the floodplain ordinance
requirements of other local jurisdictions (CCSF, 2010).

Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program
The Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program is a consortium of Alameda County agencies
that have Phase I municipal stormwater systems that discharge stormwater to San Francisco Bay.
Consistent with Section 402(p) of the federal Clean Water Act, stormwater discharges are
conducted in accordance with San Francisco Bay RWQCB Order No. R2‐2008‐0011, NPDES
General Permit No. CAS612008 (San Francisco Bay Region Municipal Regional Stormwater
NPDES Permit). The Alameda County agencies prepared a stormwater quality management plan
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that describes the Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program’s approach to reducing
stormwater pollution. The program maintains compliance with RWQCB requirements by
ensuring that new development and redevelopment projects mitigate, to the maximum extent
practicable, water quality impacts related to stormwater runoff both during construction and
operational periods of projects, including:


Numeric Sizing Criteria for Pollutant Removal Treatment Systems. A development project
creating more than 10,000 square feet of new impervious cover must include source
controls, site design measures, and treatment controls to minimize stormwater pollutant
discharges. Pollution treatment controls shall be sized to treat the volume of annual runoff
required to achieve 80 percent or more capture of average annual runoff (in the Bay Area,
this is equivalent to having the capacity to treat storm events of about 1 inch of
precipitation). Since the proposed SABPL project would create less than 10,000 square feet
of new impervious cover, the numeric sizing criterion does not apply.



Limitation on Increase of Peak Stormwater Runoff Discharge Rates. Hydromodification is a
general term that encompasses the effects of projects on the natural hydrologic,
geochemical, and physical functions of streams and wetlands that maintain or enhance
water quality. Urbanization creates impervious surfaces that reduce the landscape’s natural
ability to absorb water and release it slowly to creeks. These impervious surfaces increase
peak flows in creeks and can cause erosion and other hydromodification impacts. Projects
that create more than 1 acre of new impervious cover must evaluate the potential for these
types of effects and provide mitigation, as necessary. Since the proposed SABPL project
would create less than 1 acre of new impervious cover, requirements related to
hydromodification effects do not apply.

Zone 7 Water Agency Groundwater Protection Ordinance
Zone 7 Water Agency (Zone 7) maintains jurisdiction over activities that involve drilling new
wells, conducting soil borings, and destroying existing wells in the Sunol Valley, including the
project area. Zone 7’s Groundwater Protection Ordinance requires that Zone 7 authorize any
planned new well, soil boring, or well destruction before the work is started (Zone 7, 2011). Since
the SABPL project does not propose a new well, soil boring, or well destruction, this ordinance is
not relevant to the proposed project.

5.16.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.16.3.1 Significance Criteria
The CCSF has not formally adopted significance standards for impacts related to hydrology and
water quality, but generally considers that implementation of the proposed project would have a
significant impact if it were to:


Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements;



Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with groundwater
recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of the local
groundwater table level (e.g., the production rate of preexisting nearby wells would drop
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to a level that would not support existing land uses or planned uses for which permits
have been granted);


Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner that would result in substantial
erosion or siltation on or off the site;



Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the rate or amount of
surface runoff in a manner that would result in flooding on or off the site;



Create or contribute runoff water that would exceed the capacity of existing or planned
stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff;



Otherwise substantially degrade water quality;



Place housing within a 100‐year flood hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard
Boundary or FIRM or other authoritative flood hazard delineation map;



Place within a 100‐year flood hazard area structures that would impede or redirect flood
flows;



Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding,
including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam; or



Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving
inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow.

5.16.3.2 Approach to Analysis
Due to the nature of the proposed project, there would be no impacts related to the following
significance criteria for the reasons described below:


Place Housing within a 100‐year Flood Hazard Zone. The proposed project does not include the
construction of new housing or structures for human occupancy. Therefore, the
significance criterion related to the placement of housing within a 100‐year flood hazard
zone is not applicable to the proposed project and is not discussed further.



Expose People or Structures to Inundation by Seiche, Tsunami, or Mudflow. The proposed
improvements would be located too far inland to be at risk for tsunami hazards. The
proposed project would have no effect on the frequency or probability of seiches (i.e.,
earthquake‐induced oscillating waves in an enclosed water body) in the quarry pits
because the project would not create new enclosed water bodies or affect the frequency of
earthquakes. Further, as the proposed project would not include the construction of
habitable structures, there would be no impacts related to property loss, injury, or death
from a seiche in Pit F3‐East or Pit F3‐West. The relatively flat topography of the project area
would not be susceptible to mudflows. Therefore, the significance criterion related to
inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow is not applicable to the proposed project and is
not discussed further.
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Interfere Substantially with Groundwater Recharge. The proposed improvements would result
in a total of approximately 7,750 square feet of new impervious surfaces. This additional
impervious area would be negligible when compared to the overall recharge area of the
Sunol Valley Groundwater Basin and would not constitute a significant impediment to
groundwater recharge. Thus, the significance criterion related to interference with
groundwater recharge is not applicable to the proposed project and is not discussed further.

This analysis evaluates the proposed project’s potential effects on hydrology and water quality
during project construction and operations. Construction‐related effects on hydrology and water
quality relate strictly to direct and indirect impacts that could occur during construction
activities, including site preparation and clearing, excavation and demolition, dewatering,
construction of improvements, and demobilization and site restoration. Operational impacts
involve long‐term effects related to facility siting, future operations, and maintenance activities.

5.16.3.3 Summary of Impacts
Table 5.16‐5 summarizes the proposed project’s hydrology and water quality impacts and
significance determinations.
TABLE 5.16‐5
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
Significance
Determinations

Impacts
Impact HY‐1: Project construction could substantially degrade water quality as a result
of erosion and sedimentation or an accidental release of hazardous chemicals.

LSM

Impact HY‐2: Dewatering of excavated areas during project construction would not
substantially deplete groundwater supplies.

LS

Impact HY‐3: Discharges of dewatering effluent from excavated areas during project
construction could substantially degrade water quality.

LSM

Impact HY‐4: Discharges of treated water from existing and newly installed pipelines
during project construction would not substantially degrade water quality.

LS

Impact HY‐5: The placement of project facilities within a 100‐year flood hazard zone
would not substantially impede or redirect flood flows or result in damage to SFPUC
facilities or private property.

LS

Impact HY‐6: Project implementation would not expose people or structures to a
significant risk of property loss, injury, or death involving flooding as a result of dam
failure.

LS

Impact HY‐7: Project implementation would not alter drainage patterns such that there
would be a substantial increase in erosion, siltation, or the rate or amount of surface
runoff.

LS

Impact HY‐8: Future discharges from the backup pipeline would not substantially
degrade water quality or exceed the capacity of Pit F3‐East.

LS

Impact C‐HY: Project construction could result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative impacts on hydrology and water quality.

LSM

LS = Less than Significant impact, no mitigation required
LSM = Less than Significant impact with Mitigation
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5.16.3.4 Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact HY‐1: Project construction could substantially degrade water quality as a result of
erosion and sedimentation or an accidental release of hazardous chemicals. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)
Earthmoving activities associated with project construction would include vegetation removal,
grading, excavation, soil stockpiling, and backfilling. Prior to construction mobilization, the
contractor would prepare construction work areas and staging areas by removing vegetation and
debris, and grading these areas to provide a relatively level surface for the movement of construction
equipment. Approximately 25.6 acres of ground surface would be disturbed to establish staging
areas (i.e., A, B, C, and D, and the work platform for the cutoff wall) and roughly 50 acres would be
disturbed in the construction work areas, although ground disturbance could occur in any part of
the 132‐acre project area due to the movement of construction vehicles and equipment.
New pipelines, including the backup pipeline, transfer pipeline, dewatering pipeline, and
12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline to the town of Sunol, would be installed using open‐trench
construction methods. Open excavations would also be required for construction of the new
chemical facility and the wet well at the Alameda Creek Pump Station. Grading and earthwork
would be required for parking areas, access road improvements, and the retaining wall along the
southern perimeter of the Alameda Creek Pump Station site. Eroded and stockpiled soil
generated during these earthmoving activities could migrate outside of the construction work
areas and degrade water quality in Alameda and San Antonio Creeks.
As discussed above, construction workers would install the backup pipeline beneath the
San Antonio Creek channel using open‐trench techniques. Open‐trench construction could
destabilize the creek bottom, increasing the potential for erosion of the creek channel. Open‐
trench construction could also alter the geometry of the creek channel, resulting in increased
channel erosion and possible undercutting of the adjacent creek banks.
The proposed discharge facility at Pit F3‐East would require the installation of a baffled outfall
and reinforced‐concrete splash pad on a slope of approximately 70 percent on the quarry pit wall.
Approximately 11,000 cubic yards of soil would be excavated from the quarry pit wall to reduce
the slope to approximately 67 percent (URS, 2010). The stockpiling and movement of the
11,000 cubic yards of soil excavated from the quarry pit wall could result in sedimentation of
downstream water bodies, including Alameda and San Antonio Creeks, and adversely affect
water quality. Although the slope of the quarry pit wall is considered stable under static
conditions (URS, 2009b), earthwork and excavation of the quarry pit wall during construction
could result in slope instability and erosion. Loose soil and slope material generated during
installation of the outfall and splash pad would fall into the quarry pit and settle to the bottom of
the pit. The use of Pit F3‐East as a settling pond is consistent with existing mining operations and
would not adversely affect water quality in Alameda or San Antonio Creeks, or any other waters
classified as waters of the United States or waters of the state.5
5

Quarry pits F3‐East and F3‐West are not classified as waters of the United States or of the state because they are
part of active mining activities.
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Installation of the cutoff wall along the outer perimeter of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West would
require excavation of an approximately 5,000‐foot‐long and 80‐foot‐deep trench. Trench
excavation, bentonite‐cement slurry mixing, and slurry pumping operations associated with the
cutoff wall would be performed from an approximately 125‐foot‐wide temporary work platform
around the cutoff wall alignment. Although earthen containment dikes would be constructed
along the work platform to prevent the slurry generated during slurry mixing from flowing
outside of the project work area, uncontained slurry and eroded materials could migrate offsite
and degrade water quality in Alameda and San Antonio Creeks.
Construction activities could also result in the accidental release of hazardous construction
chemicals such as adhesives, solvents, fuels, and drilling and petroleum lubricants that, if not
managed appropriately, could adhere to soil particles, become mobilized by rain or runoff, and
degrade water quality. Hazardous construction chemicals could also infiltrate into groundwater,
potentially degrading groundwater quality.

Impact Conclusion
As stated in Chapter 3, Section 3.6, Project Construction, construction activities would generate
an estimated total of 118,250 cubic yards of excess soil and rock material. Exposed soil from
stockpiles, excavated areas, and other areas where ground cover has been removed could be
transported by wind or water and, if not properly managed, could increase sediment loads in
receiving water bodies. Installation of the backup pipeline across San Antonio Creek could
destabilize the creek channel and increase channel erosion. Slurry and eroded materials
generated during cutoff wall construction could migrate out of the work platform and into
Alameda and San Antonio Creeks, increasing sediment loads in these creeks. Increased erosion
and sediment loads in receiving waters and suspended sediment levels (turbidity) could
adversely affect water quality and the designated beneficial uses of surface waters and
groundwater, a potentially significant impact. Potentially significant water quality impacts could
also result from accidental releases of hazardous construction chemicals into surface waters or
groundwater. However, these impacts would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with
implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐HY‐1a and M‐HY‐1b described below.
Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1a: Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP.
Consistent with the requirements of the NPDES General Permit for Storm Water
Discharges Associated with Construction Activity, the SFPUC or its contractor(s) shall
submit a notice of intent to the SWRCB’s Division of Water Quality, develop a SWPPP, and
implement site‐specific BMPs to prevent discharges of nonpoint‐source pollutants in
construction‐related stormwater runoff into downstream water bodies, including Alameda
and San Antonio Creeks. The San Francisco Bay RWQCB, the primary agency responsible
for protecting water quality in the project area, would review the SWPPP to ensure
compliance with the general permit.
The BMPs contained in the SWPPP are also subject to review and approval by the RWQCB.
The recommended BMPs are listed below. However, the measures themselves may be
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altered, supplemented, or deleted during the review process, since the RWQCB has final
authority over the terms of the SWPPP.
Scheduling


Schedule construction to minimize ground disturbance during the rainy season.



Stabilize all disturbed soils as soon as possible following the completion of soil‐
disturbing work in the project area.



Provide plans to stabilize soil with vegetation or physical means in the event rainfall
is expected.



Install erosion and sediment control BMPs prior to the start of any ground‐disturbing
activities.

Erosion and Sedimentation


Preserve existing vegetation in areas where no construction activity is planned or
where construction activity will occur at a later date.



Stabilize and revegetate disturbed areas as soon as possible after construction by
planting or seeding and/or using mulch (e.g., straw or hay, erosion control blankets,
hydromulch, or other similar material) except in actively cultivated areas.



Install silt fences or fiber rolls or implement other suitable measures around the
perimeters of the construction zone, staging areas, temporary stockpiles, spoil areas,
stream channels, and swales, as well as down‐slope of all exposed soil areas and in
other locations determined necessary to prevent offsite sedimentation.



Install temporary slope breakers during the rainy season on slopes greater than
5 percent where the base of the slope is less than 50 feet from a water body, wetland,
or road crossing at spacing intervals required by the RWQCB.



Use filter fabric or other appropriate measures to prevent sediment from entering
storm drain inlets.



Detain and treat water produced by construction site dewatering using
sedimentation basins, sediment traps (when water is flowing and there is sediment),
or other measures to ensure that discharges to receiving waters meet applicable
water quality objectives.

Tracking Controls


Grade and stabilize construction site entrances and exits to prevent runoff from the
site and to prevent erosion.



Install a track‐out control device (e.g., gravel pad, grizzlie, wash facility, etc.) at site
access points to allow for carry‐out and track‐out prevention when vehicles exit the
site. This provision may be omitted if the RWQCB determines that vacuum sweepers,
as required by Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic Construction
Measures), are sufficient to prevent trucks from tracking dirt.



Remove any soil or sediment tracked off paved roads during construction by
employing street sweeping.
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Instream Construction BMPs


Minimize disturbance of the ground surface and substrate within San Antonio Creek
during installation of the backup pipeline.



Limit the use of construction vehicles in the San Antonio Creek channel not actively
involved in construction across the creek.



Monitor instream construction activity and coordinate with the contractor to identify
periods when localized increases in turbidity may occur.



Prevent raw cement, concrete or concrete washings, asphalt, paint or other coatings,
oil or other petroleum products, or any other substances that could be hazardous to
aquatic life from contaminating the soil or entering watercourses.



Any physical barriers within San Antonio Creek that are needed to isolate the
construction area for dewatering purposes or for erosion and sediment control shall
be installed under the direction of a qualified biologist to minimize stress, injury, and
mortality to wildlife.



Keep visible oil, grease, or foam from forming on soil or water surfaces.



In the event that construction activities create a visible plume in surface waters,
initiate monitoring of turbidity concentrations at the discharge site and 50 feet
downstream while the visible plume persists, and initiate corrective action to reduce
construction‐related turbidity so that it complies with turbidity criteria specified in
the Basin Plan for the “coldwater fish habitat” beneficial use, as measured in surface
waters 50 feet downstream of the working area. Implement corrective actions as
needed to ensure construction activities are within the Basin Plan’s surface water
quality objective for turbidity, which states that turbidity increases shall not be
greater than 10 percent in areas where natural turbidity is greater than 50 NTU.
Corrective actions would depend on the cause of the sediment discharge and could
include installing additional silt fences and other erosion control devices, covering
stockpiled material, and improving the system for treating water from the
dewatering operation.



Avoid operation of construction vehicles and equipment in flowing water.

Non‐stormwater Control


Keep construction vehicles and equipment clean; do not allow excessive buildup of
oil and grease.



Check construction vehicles and equipment daily at startup for leaks, and repair any
leaks immediately.



Do not refuel vehicles and equipment within 100 feet of surface waters to prevent
run‐on and runoff and to contain spills.



Conduct all refueling and servicing of equipment with absorbent material or drip
pans underneath to contain spilled fuel. Collect any fluid drained from machinery
during servicing in leak‐proof containers and deliver to an appropriate disposal or
recycling facility.



Contain fueling areas to prevent run‐on and runoff and to contain spills.



Cover all storm drain inlets when paving or applying seals or similar materials to
prevent the offsite discharge of these materials.
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Waste Management and Hazardous Materials Pollution Control


Remove trash and construction debris from the project area regularly. Provide an
adequate number of waste containers with lids or covers to keep rain out of the
containers and to prevent trash and debris from being blown away during high
winds.



Locate sanitary facilities a minimum of 200 feet from Alameda and San Antonio
Creeks.



Ensure the containment of sanitation facilities (e.g., portable toilets) to prevent
discharges of pollutants to the stormwater drainage system or receiving water.



Maintain sanitary facilities regularly.



Store all hazardous materials in an area protected from rainfall and stormwater
run‐on and prevent the offsite discharge of leaks or spills.



Minimize the potential for contamination of surface water bodies, including
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, and Alameda and San Antonio Creeks, by maintaining
spill containment and cleanup equipment onsite, and by properly labeling and
disposing of hazardous wastes.



Locate waste collection areas close to construction entrances and away from
roadways, Alameda and San Antonio Creeks, and Pits F3‐East and F3‐West.



Inspect dumpsters and other waste and debris containers regularly for leaks, and
remove and properly dispose of any hazardous materials and liquid wastes placed in
these containers.



Train construction personnel in proper material delivery, handling, storage, cleanup,
and disposal procedures.

BMP Inspection, Maintenance, and Repair


Inspect all BMPs on a regular basis to confirm proper installation and function.



Inspect all stormwater BMPs daily during storms.



Inspect sediment basins, sediment traps, and other detention and treatment facilities
regularly throughout the construction period.



Provide sufficient devices and materials (e.g., silt fence, fiber rolls, erosion blankets,
etc.) throughout project construction to enable immediate repair or replacement of
failed BMPs.



Inspect all seeded areas regularly for failures, and remediate or repair as soon as
feasible.

Permitting, Monitoring, and Reporting


Obtain and comply with the RWQCB Section 401 Water Quality Certification and
California Department of Fish and Game Streambed Alteration Agreement.



Provide the required documentation for SWPPP inspections, maintenance, and repair
requirements.



Maintain written records of inspections, spills, BMP‐related maintenance activities,
corrective actions, and visual observations of any offsite discharge of sediment or
other pollutants, as required by the RWQCB.
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Monitor water quality to assess the effectiveness of control measures.



Notify the RWQCB and other agencies as required (e.g., California Department of
Fish and Game) if the criteria for turbidity, oil/grease, or foam are exceeded, and
undertake corrective actions.



Immediately notify the RWQCB and other agencies as required (e.g., California
Department of Fish and Game) of any spill of petroleum products or other organic or
earthen materials, and undertake corrective action.

Post‐construction BMPs


Revegetate all temporarily disturbed areas as required after construction activities
are completed.



Remove any remaining construction debris and trash from the project area and
staging areas upon project completion.



Phase the removal of temporary BMPs as necessary to ensure stabilization of the site.



Maintain post‐construction site conditions to avoid any unintended drainage
channels, erosion, or areas of sedimentation.



Correct post‐construction site conditions as necessary to comply with the SWPPP and
any other pertinent RWQCB requirements.

Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1b: Creek Restoration and Revegetation.
Following installation of the backup pipeline at the San Antonio Creek crossing, the SFPUC
shall revegetate the disturbed creek banks with native vegetation and restore the geometry of
the disturbed creek channel to preexisting conditions. Plantings shall be monitored and
maintained for up to two years to ensure stabilization of the creek channel. This mitigation
measure shall be implemented in conjunction with Mitigation Measure M‐BI‐1f (Prepare and
Implement a Vegetation Restoration Plan and Compensatory Mitigation) (see Impact BI‐1 in
Section 5.14, Biological Resources).
Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1a would address water quality impacts during project construction
activities by requiring the SFPUC or its contractor to prepare a SWPPP detailing the construction
BMPs that would be implemented during construction to control erosion and sedimentation of
receiving water bodies and minimize the risk of hazardous materials releases to surface water
bodies. Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1b would serve to protect water quality after construction by
requiring the construction contractor to revegetate the disturbed creek banks and restore the
geometry of the disturbed creek channel to pre‐construction conditions. Therefore, this impact
would be less than significant with mitigation.

_________________________
Impact HY‐2: Dewatering of excavated areas during project construction would not
substantially deplete groundwater supplies. (Less than Significant)
Dewatering of excavated areas would be necessary to create a dry work area only if groundwater
or surface water is encountered. Groundwater is likely to be encountered near San Antonio Creek
during installation of the backup pipeline and construction of the discharge valve vault, and in
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areas where deeper excavation is needed such as at the Alameda Creek Pump Station site during
wet well construction. In addition, it would be necessary to lower water levels in Pit F3‐East
during construction of the baffled outfall and reinforced‐concrete splash pad in the quarry pit
wall. Groundwater would be encountered near Pits F3‐East and F3‐West during construction of
the cutoff wall and could require substantial dewatering. Dewatering effluent from excavated
areas would be discharged to vegetated upland areas, San Antonio Creek, or Alameda Creek in
accordance with regulatory requirements.
Dewatering of groundwater during project construction activities (discussed in Chapter 3,
Section 3.6.7.1) could temporarily lower groundwater levels in the vicinity of the proposed
facilities. However, as discussed in Section 5.16.1.7, no groundwater production wells have been
identified in the immediate vicinity of the project area. The majority of groundwater removed by
dewatering would be returned to the subsurface to recharge the shallow aquifer. Furthermore,
any effects related to lowering the shallow groundwater table would be temporary in nature, as
dewatering would be required only during certain phases of construction, and only if
groundwater is encountered. Thus, potential impacts related to the depletion of groundwater
resources would be less than significant.
_________________________
Impact HY‐3: Discharges of dewatering effluent from excavated areas during project
construction could substantially degrade water quality. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
As described above under Impact HY‐2 and in Chapter 3, Section 3.6.7.1, construction dewatering
would be required to create a dry work area if surface water or groundwater is encountered in
excavations. Dewatering effluent from excavated areas would be treated, as necessary, and
discharged to a containment facility to allow sediment to settle out prior to discharging the
effluent to vegetated upland areas, San Antonio Creek, or Alameda Creek. Depending on the site‐
specific conditions and construction methods, high levels of suspended sediment and/or trace
amounts of construction‐related chemicals (e.g., fuels, lubricants, cement products) could be
present in the dewatering effluent. The discharge of polluted dewatering effluent to creeks could
degrade water quality and violate water quality standards. Depending on the rate of discharge,
the discharged effluent could also cause erosion in the receiving water body. Potential water
quality impacts from construction‐related dewatering discharges would be potentially
significant. However, with implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐3 described below,
potential water quality impacts associated with the discharge of dewatering effluent from
excavated areas would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level.
Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐3: Management of Dewatering Effluent Discharges.
To address potential impacts on the water quality of receiving water bodies during the
construction period related to dewatering effluent discharges and to comply with NPDES
requirements, the construction contractor(s) shall prepare and implement a project‐specific
dewatering plan. Discharges of dewatering effluent during project construction shall be
conducted in accordance with NPDES construction general permit requirements.
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Construction Dewatering Plan
The dewatering plan shall specify how the water will be collected, contained, treated,
monitored, and discharged to vegetated areas, Alameda Creek, and San Antonio Creek.
Subject to review and approval by the RWQCB, the plan shall at a minimum:


Identify methods and locations for collecting and handling water onsite prior to
discharge, determine treatment requirements, and determine the capacity of settling
basins, treatment ponds, and/or holding tanks.



Identify methods for treating water onsite prior to discharge, such as filtration,
coagulation, sedimentation settlement areas, oil skimmers, pH adjustment, and other
BMPs.



Establish procedures and methods for maintaining and monitoring dewatering
operations to ensure that no breach in the process occurs that could result in an
exceedance of applicable water quality objectives.



Identify discharge locations and include details regarding how the discharge will be
conducted to minimize erosion and scour.

Relevant Water Quality Objectives
At a minimum, the project discharges to surface waters shall not exceed the water quality
objectives for receiving waters included in the current San Francisco Bay Basin Plan,
including (but not limited to):


pH shall not be depressed below 6.5 nor raised above 8.5.



Turbidity shall not be greater than 10 percent in areas where natural turbidity is
greater than 50 NTU.



Temperature shall not be increased by more than 5 °F (2.8 °C) above natural
receiving water temperature.



Waters shall be free of coloration that causes nuisance or adversely affects beneficial
uses.



Waters shall not contain floating material, including solids, liquids, foams, or scum,
in concentrations that cause nuisance or adversely affect beneficial uses.



Waters shall not contain oils, greases, waxes, or other materials in concentrations
that: result in a visible film or coating on the surface of the water or on objects in the
water, cause nuisance, or otherwise adversely affect beneficial uses.



All waters shall be maintained free of toxic substances in concentrations that are
lethal to or that produce other detrimental responses in aquatic organisms.

Construction contractor(s) shall comply with all monitoring and reporting requirements
established by the RWQCB. Any exceedances of established narrative or numeric water
quality objectives shall be reported to the RWQCB and corrective action taken. Corrective
action may include an increase in residence time in treatment features (e.g., longer holding
time in settling basins) and/or incorporation of additional treatment measures (e.g.,
addition of sand filtration prior to discharge).
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Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐3 would address water quality impacts from construction dewatering
by requiring the construction contractor to prepare and implement a project‐specific dewatering
plan that specifies how dewatering effluent would be managed to protect water quality.
Therefore, this impact would be less than significant with mitigation.

_________________________
Impact HY‐4: Discharges of treated water from existing and newly installed pipelines during
project construction would not substantially degrade water quality. (Less than Significant)
Prior to constructing cross‐connections between existing and new pipelines, segments of existing
pipelines (e.g., Alameda Siphon No. 3 and the San Antonio Pipeline) would have to be drained
and later disinfected prior to being put back into service. Newly installed pipes, including the
proposed backup pipeline, 12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline to the town of Sunol, transfer
pipeline, and dewatering pipeline, would also need to be disinfected before being put into
service. Dewatering effluent from existing and newly installed pipelines would be discharged to
Pit F3‐East, San Antonio Creek, or Alameda Creek. Without proper controls, these discharges of
treated water could adversely affect receiving water bodies by scouring the creek banks, or by
increasing turbidity (if discharged directly without appropriate treatment), chlorine
concentrations (the primary disinfectant in the drinking water), and pH, thus degrading water
quality and affecting aquatic organisms.
The Waste Discharge Requirements for the SFPUC Drinking Water Transmission System
(RWQCB Order No. R2‐2008‐0102), described above in Section 5.16.2.1, regulates discharges of
treated water from the regional water system to waters of the United States and waters of the
state.6 The Order contains specific effluent limitations for discharges of treated water to creeks
and reservoirs; requires implementation of erosion control BMPs and Standard Operating
Procedures; and specifies compliance procedures that include a monitoring and reporting
program and an annual compliance evaluation. These requirements mandate that treated water
be dechlorinated and pH‐adjusted prior to discharge to waters of the United States and waters of
the state to protect downstream water quality. The Order also specifies that dischargers must
control the flow rates of planned discharges (generally, rates must be less than or equal to
3,500 gallons per minute), and that the discharges may not alter the temperature of the receiving
water from ambient levels unless it can be demonstrated that the temperature changes would not
affect beneficial uses (refer to Appendix L for more information). Mandatory compliance with the
Order and SFPUC Standard Operating Procedures would ensure that water quality impacts due
to discharges of treated water from existing and newly installed pipelines during construction
would be less than significant.

_________________________

6

Future discharges to Pits F3‐East and F3‐West are not subject to these requirements because the quarry pits are
not classified as waters of the United States or waters of the state.
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5.16.3.5 Operational Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact HY‐5: The placement of project facilities within a 100‐year flood hazard zone would
not substantially impede or redirect flood flows or result in damage to SFPUC facilities or
private property. (Less than Significant)
The placement of fill and construction of aboveground facilities within a flood hazard zone have
the potential to impede or redirect flood flows. Aboveground facilities that are not designed to
withstand inundation can be damaged during flood events. Underground facilities do not affect
flood flows and are typically designed to withstand inundation.
As described in Section 5.16.1.6, according to the current FEMA FIRM for the project area, the
proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station, control building, and new electrical transformer are within
the mapped 100‐year flood hazard zone for Alameda Creek (FEMA, 2009). However, as indicated
in the proposed grading plan for the Pit F3‐West area, the ground surface in the vicinity of the
Alameda Creek Pump Station, control building, and electrical transformer would be graded at
approximately 253 feet above mean sea level (msl), over 2 feet above the 100‐year base flood
elevation in this area, which is calculated to be 250.2 feet (SFPUC, 2010c). Therefore, these structures
would be above the inundation zone associated with the 100‐year flood event. Further, these
facilities would be designed to withstand natural hazards, including groundshaking associated
with a major seismic event, and would therefore be of robust construction. Thus, no flood damage
to these facilities would be expected. None of the other project components are within or
immediately adjacent to the mapped 100‐year flood hazard zone. Thus, the potential for project
components to be damaged by flooding or associated flood hazards would be less than significant.
Construction of the Alameda Creek Pump Station, control building, and electrical transformer
would require the placement of approximately 100 cubic yards of new fill within the mapped
100‐year flood hazard zone for Alameda Creek (SFPUC, 2010c). The placement of fill within a
flood hazard zone could potentially displace floodwaters, raise flood elevations, create new
flooding impacts (e.g., by causing flooding of existing facilities or structures that previously
would not have been inundated), and/or exacerbate existing flooding problems (e.g., by
increasing the severity or frequency of flooding relative to pre‐project conditions). Although it is
unlikely that the placement of 100 cubic yards of fill in the Sunol Valley would substantially
displace or redirect flood flows—particularly since ongoing mining activities have modified and
continue to modify the floodplain of Alameda Creek—this EIR nonetheless provides an analysis
of the project’s potential effects related to 100‐year flood hazards.
For a significant flooding impact to occur, a sensitive resource would need to be affected by
impeded or redirected floodflows. The potential sensitive flood “receptors” within the Sunol
Valley are:


Garcia residence, located south of the Alameda West Portal. This residence is well over
10 feet in elevation above the calculated FEMA 100‐year flood elevations and would therefore
not be affected by flooding under existing conditions or under future project conditions.
Therefore, the Garcia residence is not considered a sensitive receptor with respect to flooding.
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Offices, structures, and equipment associated with quarry operations. Quarry operations
have substantially altered the topography of the Sunol Valley for many years, creating
large open pits and large piles of aggregate and soil material. These active operations
continue to alter the floodplain on an ongoing basis. Currently, portions of the Oliver De
Silva and Hanson Aggregates mining operations are within the 100‐year flood hazard zone
of Alameda Creek. Based on the inherent risks associated with the operation of equipment
and temporary administrative facilities within or adjacent to the floodplain, the quarry
operators have, over time, developed procedures to respond to the threat of flooding.
These procedures include weather monitoring, early warning, moving equipment, and
flood‐proofing facilities (Riddiough, 2008; Schipper, 2008). Therefore, quarry operations are
not considered a sensitive receptor with respect to flooding.



Existing SFPUC facilities. Many of the SFPUC facilities in the vicinity of Alameda Creek
are underground and are not susceptible to flooding impacts. The Sunol Valley
Chloramination Facility, the existing chemical facility, the San Antonio Pump Station, and
other aboveground SFPUC facilities in the vicinity of the Alameda Siphons are located
outside of the FEMA 100‐year flood hazard zone. Due to the relatively small volume of
new fill that would be placed within the 100‐year flood hazard zone in the vicinity of
Pit F3‐West, the proposed floodplain encroachment would not raise the 100‐year flood
elevation such that existing SFPUC facilities would be inundated in a major flood. Even if
the existing facilities were inundated, no significant damage to the facilities or releases of
chemicals would be expected; the buildings and chemical storage units are designed to
withstand natural hazards, including groundshaking associated with a major seismic event
on the Calaveras fault, and therefore are of robust construction. Further, the chemical
storage units are fully enclosed in secondary containment, thereby limiting the potential for
floodwater to contact hazardous materials. Therefore, no significant impact is expected.

In summary, if the proposed floodplain encroachment in the vicinity of Pit F3‐West were to result
in an increase in 100‐year flood elevations, no sensitive receptors would be adversely affected.
Thus, impacts related to the placement of project facilities within a 100‐year flood hazard zone
would be less than significant.
_________________________
Impact HY‐6: Project implementation would not expose people or structures to a significant
risk of property loss, injury, or death involving flooding as a result of dam failure. (Less than
Significant)
The entire project area is within the mapped dam inundation zone for Calaveras Dam, and the
northern portions of the site are within the mapped dam inundation zones for Turner and
Del Valle Dams. Although unlikely, catastrophic failure of either one of these three dams could
cause inundation of the Sunol Valley, potentially exposing people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding. Calaveras Dam poses a greater risk of dam failure
than Turner and Del Valle Dams because Calaveras Dam has been identified as having safety
issues. However, in early 2011 the SFPUC approved the Calaveras Dam Replacement project,
which will correct the seismic safety deficiencies of the existing dam, and construction of the
project is expected to be complete by 2014. In the interim, the current DSOD restrictions on water
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storage in Calaveras Reservoir serve to limit the risk of dam failure. Therefore, the likelihood of
dam failure at Calaveras Reservoir is low for both existing and future conditions.
Regardless, in the unlikely event of dam failure, proposed aboveground facilities such as the new
chemical facility, the electrical control building for the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East, and
the Alameda Creek Pump Station and control building could be susceptible to inundation. In
particular, construction of the new chemical facility within the dam inundation zone of Calaveras
Dam could pose risks to water quality if chemicals were accidentally released to surface waters
during inundation. All project facilities would be designed to withstand natural hazards,
including groundshaking associated with a major seismic event, and would therefore be of robust
construction. Hazardous chemicals to be used at the new chemical facility would be stored in an
aboveground storage tank with secondary concrete containment to contain any releases. No other
hazardous chemicals would be stored in the proposed facilities. Given the low risk of dam
failure, and because the proposed facilities would be designed to withstand natural hazards
(including secondary containment at the chemical facility), potential impacts related to dam
failure are considered less than significant. Project improvements constructed belowground
would not be affected by potential dam inundation hazards because these facilities would be
designed to withstand inundation.

_________________________
Impact HY‐7: Project implementation would not alter drainage patterns such that there would
be a substantial increase in erosion, siltation, or the rate or amount of surface runoff. (Less
than Significant)
Stormwater runoff volumes and rates generated from undeveloped, unpaved areas can increase
significantly when a site is paved, the impervious surface area is increased, and the ability of
surface water to infiltrate the ground surface is reduced or eliminated. Impervious surfaces can
increase peak flows in creeks, cause erosion, and result in greater nonpoint‐source pollution in
downstream water bodies. The majority of the proposed improvements would be constructed
belowground and would not increase impervious surfaces or alter drainage patterns. However,
several project components, including the new chemical facility, electrical control building for the
new discharge facility, the Alameda Creek Pump Station and control building, and paved
parking areas, would create a combined total of approximately 7,750 square feet of new
impervious surfaces, resulting in a small increase in stormwater runoff from these impervious
areas. The Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program requires that projects creating more than
10,000 square feet of new impervious cover implement operational BMPs to treat the runoff and
maintain the BMPs for the life of the project. Due to the relatively minor increase in impervious
surface area from implementation of the proposed project, and consistent with the requirements
of the Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program, project‐related increases in stormwater
runoff and associated increases in erosion or siltation resulting from increases in impervious
surface area would be less than significant.
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At the San Antonio Creek crossing, the proposed backup pipeline would be encased in concrete
and the top of the concrete encasement buried approximately 4 feet beneath the creek channel.
The SFPUC analyzed the potential for scouring of the concrete‐encased backup pipeline at the
San Antonio Creek crossing when large flows are released from Turner Dam (SFPUC, 2010b). The
scouring analysis found that, at this depth, it would be unlikely for the creek bed to erode and
expose the concrete‐encased backup pipeline, or cause flows that would otherwise continue
downstream towards Alameda Creek to back up behind the exposed backup pipeline. Thus,
impacts related to altered drainage patterns resulting from installation of the backup pipeline
below San Antonio Creek would be less than significant.

_________________________
Impact HY‐8: Future discharges from the backup pipeline would not substantially degrade
water quality or exceed the capacity of Pit F3‐East. (Less than Significant)
Under the proposed project, quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water diverted out of the regional
water system would be discharged to quarry Pit F3‐East through a new outfall and concrete
splash pad in the quarry pit wall. The new discharge facility would be capable of discharging the
maximum future Hetch Hetchy flow to the quarry pit. Following planned maintenance of the
upstream San Joaquin Pipelines, SFPUC system operators could discharge up to 184 acre‐feet
(60 million gallons) of quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water into Pit F3‐East over a six‐hour
period. During emergency water quality events occurring above the Tesla Portal, SFPUC system
operators could discharge up to 485 acre‐feet (158 million gallons) of Hetch Hetchy water into
Pit F3‐East over a 12‐hour period. Prior to discharge, the Hetch Hetchy water would be
dechlorinated and pH‐adjusted at the new chemical facility.
Based on a February 2009 field survey, the total capacity of Pit F3‐East when the water surface
elevation is at 195 feet is approximately 657 acre‐feet (214 million gallons) (SFPUC, 2009b).
Therefore, if water levels are maintained below 195 feet msl, Pit F3‐East could accommodate up
to a 12‐hour water discharge event at the rate of 315 mgd (equal to 485 acre‐feet, or 158 million
gallons) (SFPUC, 2010a). As described in Chapter 3, Section 3.4, Water Management in Pits F3‐
East and F3‐West, the SFPUC would work cooperatively with Hanson Aggregates to maintain
water levels in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West at or below 195 feet msl to ensure sufficient storage
capacity is maintained in Pit F3‐East for project discharges. Hanson Aggregates would continue to
pump water into and out of the SMP‐24 quarry pits using the quarry company’s existing network
of pumps and flexible hoses. During wet periods and when there is surplus water in the quarry
pits, it is assumed Hanson Aggregates would continue to discharge water from Pits F3‐East and F3‐
West into Alameda Creek via the quarry company’s existing creek outfall and in accordance with
NPDES requirements. Under the proposed project, Hanson Aggregates would maintain water
levels in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West at or below 195 feet msl in a similar manner. Because the water
levels in Pit F3‐East would be maintained at or below 195 feet msl to accommodate up to a
12‐hour water discharge event at the rate of 315 mgd, there would be sufficient storage capacity
available at all times to ensure that emergency or planned discharges do not overtop the banks of
the quarry pits or spill over into Alameda or San Antonio Creeks. Moreover, installation of the
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proposed cutoff wall around Pits F3‐East and F3‐West as part of the SABPL project would
minimize the seepage of groundwater into the quarry pits.
If a discharge from the backup pipeline were to cause water levels in Pit F3‐East to rise above
195 feet msl, the SFPUC would recover the discharged water in 30 days or less until water levels
in the quarry pit reached 195 feet msl or lower by pumping the water to either San Antonio
Reservoir or the SVWTP. The volume of water recovered by the SFPUC would not exceed the
volume of water discharged from the backup pipeline. Any discharged water below 190 feet msl
would remain in the quarry pit due to the elevations of the proposed pumping facilities.
Although the discharged water is considered impaired for purposes of potable water supplies,
the quality of the discharged Hetch Hetchy water is generally expected to be equal to or better
than the water currently stored in the quarry pits.7 Thus, if Hanson Aggregates were to discharge
the Hetch Hetchy water to Alameda Creek, such discharges are expected to be in accordance with
the quarry company’s NPDES permit requirements and thus would not be anticipated to
adversely affect water quality in the creek.
If the SFPUC were unable to recover some or all of the discharged water due to equipment failure
or another unforeseen circumstance, Hanson Aggregates could be required to discharge to
Alameda Creek to ensure there would be sufficient capacity for a subsequent discharge. Hanson
Aggregates’ NPDES permit allows the quarry company to discharge water to Alameda Creek at a
maximum flow rate of 10 mgd to Alameda Creek. Given this maximum discharge flow rate,
Hanson Aggregates would be permitted to discharge the maximum future volume of project
discharge to Alameda Creek over a period of 16 days. Therefore, impacts related to the
degradation of water quality and increased flows due to future discharges to Pit F3‐East would
be less than significant.
In the event that Hanson Aggregates’ lease is not extended, the SFPUC would solely manage the
water levels in Pits F3‐East and F3‐West to maintain sufficient capacity for discharges from the
proposed project. Under these circumstances, the SFPUC might need to obtain a new NPDES
permit to discharge water from the quarry pits to Alameda Creek and/or San Antonio Creek. It is
expected that the SFPUC would use a series of portable pumps and flexible hoses (similar to the
system used by Hanson Aggregates), as well as Hanson Aggregates’ existing outfall at Alameda
Creek, to conduct these discharges. Since any creek discharge would be conducted at the existing
outfall in Alameda Creek in a similar manner as the existing discharges and in accordance with
regulatory requirements, impacts on water quality during project operations under this scenario
would also be less than significant.

_________________________

7

The quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water that is discharged out of the regional water system in the Sunol
Valley does not meet drinking water standards; however, this water is otherwise of good quality and does not
pose risks to aquatic life once it is dechlorinated.
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5.16.3.6 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1
Since Pumping Variant 1 does not include construction of the Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet
well, control building for the pump station, retaining wall along the southern boundary of the
pump station site adjacent to the access road, or transfer pipeline, the overall soil and surface
disturbance under Pumping Variant 1 would be slightly less than that of the proposed project. As
a result, construction‐related water quality impacts associated with sedimentation of receiving
water bodies (e.g., Alameda and San Antonio Creeks) would be slightly less than under the
proposed project. In addition, since the 45‐foot‐deep excavation for the wet well adjacent to
Alameda Creek would not occur under this variant, impacts related to dewatering of excavated
areas during project construction could also be slightly reduced when compared to those of the
proposed project. However, because all other facilities and improvements under the proposed
project would still be constructed, overall construction‐related water quality impacts associated
with this variant would be similar to those of the proposed project, and this variant would not
change the conclusions or mitigation measures identified for the proposed project. All other
construction‐related impacts under Pumping Variant 1 would be the same as those of the
proposed project. With respect to hydrology and water quality, future operations under Pumping
Variant 1 (e.g., one‐step pumping) would be the same as under the proposed project and would
result in the same operational impacts as identified for the proposed project. Thus, construction
and operation of Pumping Variant 1 would not change the analysis, mitigation measures, or
conclusions presented in Sections 5.16.3.4 and 5.16.3.5.

Pumping Variant 2
Pumping Variant 2 would result in the same area of disturbance as the proposed project.
Therefore, construction‐related impacts would be the same as those identified for the proposed
project in Section 5.16.3.4, above. The operational flexibility that would be provided by Pumping
Variant 2 (i.e., one‐step pumping vs. two‐step pumping) would also result in the same
operational impacts on hydrology and water quality as identified for the proposed project. Thus,
construction and operation of Pumping Variant 2 would not change the analysis or conclusions
presented in Sections 5.16.3.4 and 5.16.3.5.
_____________________________

5.16.3.7 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact C‐HY: Project construction could result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to
cumulative impacts on hydrology and water quality. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
The geographic scope for potential cumulative hydrology and water quality impacts consists of
the project area and surrounding Alameda watershed lands. The analysis of potential cumulative
impacts on hydrology and water quality considers those cumulative projects listed in Table 5.1‐6
and shown in Figure 5.1‐1. The analysis focuses on the projects that could adversely affect water
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quality during construction, specifically activities that involve dewatering of groundwater in
open excavations or treated water from pipelines, the placement of fill or structures within the
100‐year flood hazard zone, construction within the inundation zone for Calaveras Dam, an
increase in impervious surfaces, and/or increased discharges to Alameda Creek.

Degradation of Water Quality
Construction activities associated with the SABPL project could result in the degradation of water
quality from increased soil erosion and associated sedimentation of water bodies, as well as an
accidental release of hazardous materials (Impact HY‐1). In addition, discharges of dewatering
effluent from excavated areas and treated water in pipelines could also adversely affect water
quality (see Impacts HY‐3 and HY‐4). The SFPUC Upper Alameda Creek Filter Gallery (Filter
Gallery) project would involve substantial excavation within Alameda Creek. The creek
improvements that would be constructed by the SMP‐30 Quarry Expansion and Cutoff Wall
(SMP‐30 Expansion) project could also affect the creek channels of both Alameda and San
Antonio Creeks. The SFPUC New Irvington Tunnel (NIT) project includes the replacement of two
bridges over Alameda Creek. The SFPUC Calaveras Dam Replacement (CDRP) project would
include construction in Alameda Creek and Calaveras Creek (which drains to Alameda Creek)
approximately 6 miles upstream of the SABPL project. These and other cumulative projects in
Table 5.1‐6 have the potential to degrade water quality in Alameda Creek or San Antonio Creek
as a result of construction‐related soil erosion or accidental discharges of hazardous materials
into receiving water bodies. Many of the cumulative projects would also require dewatering
groundwater that enters open trenches during construction. Other SFPUC projects, including the
Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrades project, NIT project, and various pipeline
inspection projects also involve discharges of treated water produced during pipeline draining
and disinfection. These projects could result in a potentially significant cumulative impact related
to degradation of water quality. The SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative impact
would be cumulatively considerable.
However, as described above under Impact HY‐1,the SABPL project’s construction‐related water
quality impacts related to soil erosion and sedimentation of downstream water bodies, and
accidental releases of hazardous materials would be reduced to less than significant with
implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and Implementation of a
SWPPP) and M‐HY‐1b (Creek Restoration and Revegetation) (see Impact HY‐1, above, for
descriptions). These measures would require preparation and implementation of a SWPPP to
protect water quality during construction, as well as restoration and revegetation of the disturbed
portion of the San Antonio Creek channel to restore the channel to preexisting conditions at the
completion of construction. Project‐related water quality impacts related to discharges of
dewatering effluent from open excavations would be less than significant with implementation of
Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐3 (Management of Dewatering Effluent Discharges) (see
Impact HY‐3, above, for description). This measure requires preparation of a project‐specific
dewatering plan specifying how the water would be collected, contained, treated, and discharged
in accordance with the NPDES General Permit for Storm Water Discharges Associated with
Construction and Land Disturbance Activities (see Impact HY‐3). Impacts related to discharges of
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treated water from existing and newly installed pipelines during construction would be less than
significant with mandatory adherence to the Waste Discharge Requirements for the SFPUC
Drinking Water Transmission System (RWQCB Order No. R2‐2008‐0102). The permit establishes
numerical restrictions on water quality constituents, including the requirement that all chlorine
residual be removed from treated water supplies prior to discharge (see Impact HY‐4).
In addition, most of the cumulative projects in Table 5.1‐6 would also be subject to the NPDES
construction general permit requirements and would be required to implement BMPs to protect
water quality during construction, including measures to avoid water quality impacts related to
dewatering discharges from excavated areas. Other cumulative SFPUC projects that would
involve discharges of treated water from the regional water system would also be subject to the
Waste Discharge Requirements for the SFPUC Drinking Water Transmission System. Because the
NPDES construction general permit and the Waste Discharge Requirements for the SFPUC
Drinking Water Transmission System were developed in consideration of regional water quality
issues, compliance with regulatory requirements would serve to limit the potential for
cumulatively significant water quality impacts. With implementation of Mitigation Measures
M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP); M‐HY‐1b (Creek Restoration and
Revegetation); and M‐HY‐3 (Management of Dewatering Effluent Discharges), and compliance
with the Waste Discharge Requirements for the SFPUC Drinking Water Transmission System, the
SABPL project’s residual contribution to cumulative water quality impacts would not be
cumulatively considerable (less than significant).

Depletion of Groundwater Resources during Construction Dewatering
The SABPL project and many of the cumulative projects listed in Table 5.1‐6 involve earthwork and
excavation activities that would require groundwater dewatering, and could result in a
cumulatively significant impact related to the depletion of groundwater resources. However, as
discussed under Impact HY‐2, the SABPL project would not result in the depletion of groundwater
resources; there are no groundwater production wells identified in the immediate vicinity of the
project area and any effects of dewatering would be temporary in nature, as dewatering would be
required only during certain phases of construction and only if groundwater were encountered.
Additionally, since the dewatering effluent from excavated areas would be discharged to vegetated
upland areas, San Antonio Creek, or Alameda Creek, the majority of groundwater removed by
dewatering would return to the subsurface and recharge the shallow aquifer. The SABPL project
could only temporarily lower localized groundwater levels and would not cause or substantially
contribute to the lowering of regional groundwater levels. Therefore, the SABPL project’s
contribution to potentially significant cumulative impacts related to the depletion of groundwater
resources would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant).

Increased Flood Hazards
As described in Impact HY‐5, the placement of fill within the 100‐year flood hazard zone of
Alameda Creek associated with the SABPL project could theoretically result in increased flooding
hazards. The potential flooding effects of the SABPL project resulting from the placement of fill
or structures in the 100‐year flood hazard zone could be exacerbated when combined with the
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incremental effects of other cumulative projects that also encroach on the floodplain of Alameda
Creek, including the NIT and Filter Gallery projects. The NIT project involves the construction of
bridges over Alameda Creek and the placement of fill within the 100‐year flood hazard zone; the
Filter Gallery project would involve construction and restoration within the Alameda Creek
channel and could also include the placement of fill within the 100‐year flood hazard zone.
However, as discussed above under Impact HY‐5, there are no sensitive receptors that would be
adversely affected by any incremental increases in base flood elevations. Therefore, cumulative
impacts related to increased 100‐year flood hazards would be less than significant.

Risk of Property Loss, Injury, or Death Involving Flooding as a Result of Dam Failure
The SABPL project and other cumulative projects listed in Table 5.1‐6 that are in the Sunol Valley,
including the SVWTP Expansion and Treated Water Reservoir (SVWTP Expansion) project, Filter
Gallery project, Alameda Siphons project, NIT project, San Antonio Pump Station Upgrade
project, and SMP‐30 Expansion project, would be constructed within the mapped inundation
zone for the Calaveras Dam. However, as discussed in Impact HY‐6, the SFPUC approved the
Calaveras Dam Replacement project in early 2011, which will correct the seismic safety
deficiencies of the existing dam, and construction of the project is expected to be complete by
2014. In the interim, the current DSOD restrictions on water storage in Calaveras Reservoir serve
to limit the risk of dam failure. Therefore, the likelihood of dam failure at Calaveras Reservoir is
low for both existing and future conditions. Further, the facilities constructed under these
cumulative projects would be designed to withstand natural hazards. Based on this, cumulative
impacts related to risk of property loss, injury, or death involving flooding as a result of dam
failure would be less than significant.

Alteration of Drainage Patterns
As discussed above under Impact HY‐7, the SABPL project would result in the construction of
approximately 7,750 square feet of new impervious surfaces, which could increase erosion and
siltation or increase the rate or amount of stormwater runoff. Other cumulative projects listed in
Table 5.1‐6 would also create new impervious surfaces and could result in the same effects, a
potentially significant cumulative impact. However, due to the relatively minor increase in
impervious surface area associated with implementation of the SABPL project, the SABPL
project’s contribution to this impact is not considered cumulatively considerable (less than
significant).

Discharges to Alameda Creek
As described above under Impact HY‐8, under the worst case scenario, subsequent to a discharge
from the backup pipeline to Pit F3‐East, Hanson Aggregates or the SFPUC could be required to
pump the full 485 acre‐feet of water out of Pit F3‐East and discharge it to Alameda Creek,
potentially resulting in water quality impacts to Alameda Creek, such as erosion. The Various
Pipeline Inspection projects and other cumulative projects listed in Table 5.1‐6 could also involve
discharges to Alameda Creek and result in similar water quality effects, a significant cumulative
impact. However, because any project‐related discharges to creeks by Hanson Aggregates or the
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SFPUC would be conducted in accordance with regulatory requirements, the SABPL project’s
contribution to cumulative water quality impacts would not be cumulatively considerable (less
than significant).

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
Because implementation of either Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2 would result in
impacts that are substantially similar to the proposed project (refer to Section 5.16.3.6, Impact
Analysis for Pumping Variants), the cumulative impact analysis and related conclusions
provided above would not change if either project variant is implemented.
_____________________________
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5.17 Hazards and Hazardous Materials
This section provides an assessment of potential impacts related to hazards and hazardous
materials that could be present in the vicinity of the proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline
(SABPL) project. Potential hazards addressed in this section include exposure to hazardous
materials in soil and groundwater during construction, releases of hazardous materials during
construction and operation, and wildfires.

5.17.1 Setting
5.17.1.1 Hazardous Materials in Soil and Groundwater
This section assesses the potential for hazardous materials to be present in the soil or
groundwater as a result of a previously unidentified release of hazardous materials in the project
area or a documented release of hazardous materials in or near the project area. Historical land
uses were determined based on a review of aerial photographs from 1939 through 1998 and
topographic maps from 1906 through 1996 included as part of a Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment for the New Irvington Tunnel project (Baseline, 2008). The discussion of past and
present uses of hazardous materials and documented releases is based on the Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment, an updated environmental database review conducted for the
proposed project (EDR, 2009), review of Alameda County Department of Health Local Oversight
Program files, and the hazardous materials business plan (HMBP) prepared for the San Antonio
Pump Station (SFPUC, 2007).

Historical Land Uses
Based on the review of historical topographic maps and aerial photographs, the project area was
largely undeveloped prior to 1906, the date of the first available topographic map (Baseline,
2008). Construction of the Alameda West Portal, Alameda East Portal, and Alameda Siphons,
which are located partially within the project area, was underway in 1940. At that time, the lands
adjacent to the project area contained orchards. Mining operations were also apparent in the
present‐day Surface Mining Permit 30 (SMP‐30) area, northeast of the current Alameda West
Portal, although the original mining permit was granted in the 1960s.
Between 1946 and 1961, gravel mining operations moved to areas approximately 1,000 feet north
of the Alameda West Portal and west of the SABPL project area, and these operations expanded
between 1968 and 1982. Pit F6 was in use by 1982; this pit is currently part of the gravel mining
operations under SMP‐30 on land leased to Oliver De Silva, Inc. and could be used to temporarily
store excavation spoils under the SABPL project. Hanson Aggregates mined SMP‐24 Pits F3‐West
and F3‐East sometime between 1998 and 2002. Prior to the mining operations, this area was used
for agricultural purposes. The existing chemical facility, San Antonio Pump Station, the Sunol
Valley Chloramination Facility, and the fluoride facility were also constructed between 1968 and
1982. By 1982, a tree nursery had been developed adjacent to and east of quarry Pit F6, and was
vacated in 2009. The proposed alignments of the backup pipeline and the water pipeline to the
town of Sunol traverse this former nursery site.
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Past and Present Hazardous Materials Uses in the Project Vicinity
Past and present hazardous materials uses in the vicinity of the project area include the following:


San Antonio Pump Station. This SFPUC facility is approximately 350 feet south of the
proposed new chemical facility. There are two 9,000‐gallon aboveground diesel tanks and
one 550‐gallon lubrication oil tank at this facility (SFPUC, 2007). Both of these materials are
used in pump station operations.



Existing Chemical Facility at San Antonio Pump Station. The existing chemical facility is
approximately 200 feet east of the proposed chemical facility. The existing chemical facility
at the San Antonio Pump Station was constructed in 1968 and upgraded in 1992. The
chemical facility is used to dechlorinate and pH‐adjust Hetch Hetchy water prior to
discharging it to San Antonio Creek or San Antonio Reservoir. The existing chemical feed
system includes two 1,500‐gallon sodium bisulfite storage tanks; four chemical feed
pumps; and the piping, valves, and controls required to convey sodium bisulfite to the
injection point on the existing San Antonio Pipeline. The sodium bisulfite tanks have
secondary containment to contain any accidental release from the tanks.



Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility. This SFPUC facility is approximately 300 feet to the
south of the proposed chemical facility and stores sodium hypochlorite, ammonia, and
sodium hydroxide to chloraminate and pH‐adjust Hetch Hetchy and local water supplies
from the Alameda watershed that have been treated at the Sunol Valley Water Treatment
Plant (SVWTP) prior to delivery to customers.



Fluoride Facility. This SFPUC facility, located at the south end of the Sunol Valley
Chloramination Facility, houses two 12,000‐gallon tanks of hydrofluorosilicic acid
(fluoride). SFPUC system operators use the hydrofluorosilicic acid stored at the fluoride
facility to fluoridate both Hetch Hetchy supplies and local water supplies from the
Alameda watershed that have been treated at the SVWTP prior to delivery to customers.



Former Site of the Valley Crest Tree Company Nursery (located between Pit F6 and Calaveras Road,
between pipeline stations 12+00 and 32+00). The backup pipeline and water pipeline to the town
of Sunol would traverse the former Valley Crest Tree Company nursery site. This former
nursery site selectively applied fungicides, herbicides, and insecticides (registered with
Alameda County) to its trees (Baseline, 2008). These pesticides were stored in a locked
containment shed near the center of the nursery, and another shed housed an aboveground
storage tank containing liquid fertilizer. This aboveground storage tank was not designed
with secondary containment. The nursery also stored gasoline and diesel for its vehicles in
two approximately 250‐gallon aboveground storage tanks located under a shed. The fuel
storage tanks had concrete secondary containment. As of 2008, an empty aboveground fuel
storage tank at the site had not been used for many years. There are no documented
underground storage tanks at this nursery. A 30‐gallon drum of antifreeze was observed
during a site visit in 2008. On its manifests, this facility operator also listed hazardous wastes
consisting of organic liquids for offsite disposal (EDR, 2009). In 2008, there was no indication
of a release of hazardous materials at this site. This nursery was vacated in 2009, and all
structures (including the associated storage sheds and aboveground storage tanks) were
removed at that time.



Former Commercial Nursery Site (located within Staging Area C). Specific information
regarding past hazardous materials use at this former nursery site is not available.
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However, it is assumed that fungicides, herbicides, and insecticides were applied to crops,
as is customary at nursery sites. This nursery was vacated in 2010.


Oliver De Silva and Hanson Aggregates Quarries. Two gravel quarries are within and
immediately adjacent to the project area. The gravel mining areas are Pits F3‐East, F3‐West,
and F3, which Hanson Aggregates operates under SMP‐24; and Pits F4, F5, and F6 and an
aggregate processing facility, which is operated under SMP‐30 on CCSF‐owned land leased
to Oliver De Silva. Although mining operations typically require the use of fuels and
lubricants, these materials are not stored at the quarry areas within or immediately
adjacent to the project area.

Documented Releases of Hazardous Materials
An environmental database review (EDR, 2009) was conducted for the proposed project to identify
environmental cases within ASTM‐specified search distances of the project area where a
documented release of hazardous materials has occurred. The database search identified the
following two sites that have a potential to affect soil or groundwater quality within the project area:


Oliver De Silva (Sunol) Quarry/Santa Clara Sand and Gravel (6527 Calaveras Road). This site is
located immediately west and southeast of the project area and is listed in the Spills, Leaks,
Investigations, and Cleanups Program database, indicating a release to groundwater (EDR,
2009). Based on a review of reports available from the Alameda County Department of
Environmental Health Local Oversight Program, a release of approximately 2,700 gallons
of diesel fuel occurred at this site in 1990 (GeoStrategies, 1991). Approximately 3,000 cubic
yards of soil was excavated and bioremediated at the site, and the treated soil was used for
road base within the facility currently operated under SMP 30 on property leased to
Oliver De Silva (ACHCSA, 2001). Three groundwater monitoring wells were subsequently
installed to evaluate groundwater quality. Petroleum products, including diesel, benzene,
toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes, were not detected in the groundwater samples
collected between September 1991 and December 1993, the last date of groundwater
sampling for this environmental case (RMC Lonestar, 1994). In addition, diesel fuel was not
detected in a water sample collected from one of the SMP‐30 quarry pits (GeoStrategies,
1991). The Alameda County Health Care Services Agency granted closure of the case in
2001, indicating that remediation was completed to the satisfaction of the responsible
agency (ACHCSA, 2001).
Based on the environmental database review conducted for the proposed project, a
separate release of diesel occurred in 1997 when a pipeline broke (EDR, 2009). In addition,
Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) files indicate that a release of waste oil
occurred in 1989, and a gasoline underground storage tank was removed from the site in
1997. Although no additional information is available in the files regarding these incidents,
the Alameda County Department of Environmental Health and RWQCB databases both
indicate that the case involving these releases at the site has been closed.



San Antonio Pump Station (5555 Calaveras Road). The San Antonio Pump Station is located in
the southern portion of the proposed project area. In 1991, the SFPUC removed three
underground storage tanks from the San Antonio Pump Station, including two 10,000‐
gallon diesel tanks and one 550‐gallon waste oil tank (Environmental Bio‐Systems, 1992).
Following the tank removals, approximately 1,500 cubic yards of contaminated soil was
excavated. However, elevated levels of total petroleum hydrocarbons (such as diesel, total
oil and grease, and semivolatile organic compounds) were left in place beneath and
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adjacent to the pump station because access for further excavation was restricted by the
pump station and associated water lines. The excavated soil was disposed of at the Vasco
Road Sanitary Landfill in Livermore. The report documenting the soil excavation activities
concluded that total oil and grease is ubiquitous in the vicinity of the San Antonio Pump
Station at concentrations of up to 560 milligrams per kilogram, and may not be associated
with the former underground storage tanks at the site.
There are three groundwater monitoring wells in the vicinity of the tanks that are used to
monitor groundwater quality in that location. No petroleum products, including total
petroleum hydrocarbons (such as diesel, gasoline, and oil/grease) or the semivolatile
organic compounds found in petroleum hydrocarbons (such as benzene, toluene,
ethylbenzene, and xylenes) were detected in any of the groundwater samples collected in
1993 and 1994 (CDM, 1994).1 The Alameda County Health Care Services Agency granted
closure of the case at this site in August 1996 without requiring additional remediation to
remove residual petroleum hydrocarbons and semivolatile organic compounds in the soil
(ACHCSA, 1996).
Mission Valley Rock & Asphalt at 7999 Athenour Way (the SMP‐24 aggregate processing facility
now owned and operated by Hanson Aggregates) is located approximately 0.25 mile to the west
of the project area. Two former diesel gasoline and one former leaded gasoline underground
storage tanks at this site that were removed in 1996 resulted in soil and groundwater
contamination. Remediation has been completed but routine groundwater monitoring from
29 groundwater wells in and around the location of the former underground storage tanks is
conducted quarterly (Arcadis, 2011). Although a dissolved petroleum hydrocarbon plume has
been detected at different depths in and around the aggregate processing facility, this site is
considered to have a low potential to affect groundwater quality in the project area because
groundwater that is flowing east towards the project area is likely intercepted by Alameda Creek.

Previous Soil Sampling Results
In 2010, the SFPUC conducted surface soil sampling within the North Spoils Site and the former
Valley Crest Tree Company nursery site located between Pit F6 and Calaveras Road to evaluate
residual concentrations of pesticides and metals in the soils from historical agricultural activities
(Baseline, 2010); the results are summarized below and discussed in more detail in Appendix M.
Sampling within the former nursery site included the collection and analysis of soil samples
along the proposed backup pipeline alignment between pipeline stations 12+00 and 32+00. As
presented in Appendix M, the maximum concentrations of constituents identified in soil samples
from each site are compared to the federal, state, and regional hazardous waste criteria, including
the (a) federal Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) regulatory level, (b) the state
total threshold limit concentration (TTLC) and soluble threshold limit concentration (STLC), and
(c) the San Francisco Bay RWQCB Environmental Screening Levels (ESLs) for residential land
uses and for construction workers (RWQCB, 2008). These waste classification criteria and ESLs
are discussed below in Section 5.17.2. Based on these applicable criteria, options for disposing of
soil excavated from each area are as follows:
1

Groundwater samples in 1994 contained phenol and 4‐methylphenol; however, these constituents are not
related to the petroleum products that were stored in the underground storage tanks, and were considered to
be the result of field or laboratory contamination.
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Eleven pesticides and 13 metals were detected in discrete soil samples from the North
Spoils Site. Based on a comparison of analytical results to waste classification criteria, soil
excavated at the North Spoils Site would not be classified as a hazardous waste. Based on a
comparison of analytical results to the RWQCB ESLs for construction workers, excavation
of the soil would not present an unacceptable risk to construction workers during
earthwork at the North Spoils Site. However, this soil is not necessarily suitable for
unrestricted land uses because some of the chemical concentrations exceed the residential
ESL. If any excavated soil were removed from the North Spoils Site, further analysis would
be required to identify appropriate disposal options.



Pesticides were not detected in composite soil samples from the former nursery site, and
12 metals were detected in the discrete soil samples from this site. Based on a comparison
of analytical results to hazardous waste criteria, soil excavated from the former nursery site
would not be classified as a hazardous waste. Based on a comparison of analytical results
to the RWQCB ESLs for construction workers, excavation of the soil from this area would
not present an unacceptable risk to construction workers. However, the soil would not
necessarily be suitable for unrestricted land uses because some chemical concentrations
exceed the residential ESL. Thus, if soil were excavated and removed from the former
nursery site, further analysis would be required to identify appropriate disposal options.

Existing Hazardous Building Materials
Two quarry buildings—a single‐story residential‐type building and a shed‐roofed barn structure
located just east of quarry Pit F3‐East—would be demolished to facilitate construction of the
cutoff wall. These buildings were constructed circa 1970 and may contain hazardous building
materials that could present a public health risk if disturbed during an accident or during
demolition. Potential hazardous building materials that may be encountered include
asbestos‐containing materials;2 electrical equipment such as transformers and fluorescent light
ballasts that contain polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)3 or di (2‐ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP);4
fluorescent light tubes containing mercury;5 and lead‐based paint.6

2

Because of its physical properties, asbestos was commonly used until the 1970s as a component of numerous
building materials, including use in insulation materials, shingles and siding, roofing felt, floor tiles, the mastic
used to affix floor tiles to the floor, and acoustical ceiling material. Asbestos was also used in pipe gaskets,
valve packing, and automotive brakes and clutches. Today, asbestos continues to be used in roofing mastic.
Asbestos is a known carcinogen and may present a public health hazard if it is present and exposed in the
friable (easily crumbled) form. Long‐term, chronic inhalation of asbestos can cause lung diseases such as
asbestosis, mesothelioma, and lung cancer.
3 PCBs are mixtures of synthetic organic chemicals with physical properties ranging from oily liquids to waxy
solids. PCBs are a known human carcinogen; they are highly toxic substances that remain persistent in the
environment, accumulate in biological systems, interfere with the reproductive system, and act as immuno‐
suppressants. Under the Toxic Substances Control Act, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA)
began to impose bans on PCB manufacturing and sales and on most PCB uses in 1978.
4 Between 1979 and the early 1990s, DEHP was used in place of PCB as a dielectric fluid in some fluorescent light
ballasts and other electrical equipment. DEHP is classified as a probable human carcinogen by the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and as a hazardous substance by the U.S. EPA. Because of this,
ballasts containing DEHP must be legally disposed of; ballast incineration or a combination of ballast recycling
and incineration are recommended for complete destruction of DEHP.
5 Spent fluorescent lamps and tubes commonly contain mercury vapors and are considered a hazardous waste in
California (California Code of Regulations [CCR], Title 22, Section 66261.50). In 2004, new regulations classified
all fluorescent lamps and tubes in California as a hazardous waste, because they contain mercury. Since they
are considered a hazardous waste, all fluorescent lamps and tubes must be recycled or taken to a universal
waste handler.
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5.17.1.2 SFPUC Emergency Response Plan
The HMBP for the San Antonio Pump Station contains an emergency response plan to be
implemented in the event of a release of hazardous materials at the San Antonio Pump Station,
including the existing chemical facility. The plan specifies: the responsibilities for SFPUC and
offsite emergency response personnel; mandatory employee training; procedures for responding
to and reporting a release of hazardous materials or a fire/explosion involving hazardous
materials; procedures for responding to an earthquake; emergency response equipment to be
maintained onsite; methods for alerting employees and others within the facility; notification
requirements for nearby businesses and residences; procedures for shutting down existing
utilities in the event of an emergency; evacuation procedures; and cleanup requirements that
must be completed before facility operations can resume after a release has occurred.

5.17.1.3 Wildfire Hazards
The project area’s Mediterranean climate is characterized by long, dry, hot summers and cool,
rainy winters. The majority of measurable rainfall occurs from mid‐October to mid‐April, and in
most years this precipitation results in abundant grass growth. May to October is the main fire
season, and July is the time of the highest fire danger. During this period the grasses dry and
provide a fuel source for fires, with fire conditions exacerbated by warm air temperatures and the
lack of precipitation.
The new chemical facility, chemical injection station, Air Gaps Nos. 1 and 3, the southern terminus
of the backup pipeline, southern terminus of the water pipeline to the town of Sunol, and Staging
Area A are located in an area identified by the California Department of Forestry and Fire
Prevention (CAL FIRE) as a “High Fire Hazards Severity Zone” within a State Responsibility Area
(CAL FIRE, 2007). The remainder of the backup pipeline alignment; the discharge facility (discharge
valve vault, electrical control building, and outfall); Alameda Creek Pump Station and transfer
pipeline; quarry Pits F3‐East and F3‐West; Air Gap No. 2; Staging Areas B, C, and D; and the North
Spoils Site are not located within this high fire hazard area. However, CAL FIRE has identified the
watershed lands outside of the project area and immediately to the east of Calaveras Road as a
“Wildland Area That May Contain Substantial Forest Fire Risks and Hazards.”
In addition to CAL FIRE’s designations, the Alameda Watershed Management Plan (Alameda WMP)
further characterizes areas of the watershed as “low,” “moderate,” or “high” fire severity areas.
The entire project area is within an area mapped as having a “low” fire severity, although areas
to the east of Calaveras Road are mapped as having a “moderate” and “high” fire severity.

6

Lead‐based paint is paint that contains lead, a heavy metal historically added to paint as pigment and to speed
drying, increase durability, retain a fresh appearance, and resist moisture (which causes corrosion). Because of
its toxicity, paint containing more than 0.6 percent lead was banned for residential use in 1978 by the
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, but continues to be used in some industrial applications. Lead is
toxic to humans, particularly young children, and can cause a range of human health effects depending on the
level of exposure. When adhered to the surface of a material, lead‐based paint poses little health risk. However,
lead dust presents health risks to workers during the demolition of structures that contain lead‐based paint,
particularly when metal coated with paint containing lead is torch cut. Lead‐based paint that has separated
from a structure may also contaminate nearby soil.
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5.17.2 Regulatory Framework
5.17.2.1 Federal and State Regulations
Definition of Hazardous Materials
Hazardous materials and wastes can result in public health hazards if released to soil,
groundwater, or air. Hazardous materials as defined in Section 25501(o) of the California Health
and Safety Code are materials that, because of their “quantity, concentration, or physical or
chemical characteristics, pose a significant present or potential hazard to human health and safety
or to the environment if released to the workplace or environment.” Hazardous materials have
been and are commonly used in commercial, agricultural, and industrial applications and, to a
limited extent, in residential areas.

Aboveground Storage of Petroleum Products
The State Water Resources Control Board requires registration of an aboveground fuel storage
tank at a construction site only if the tank is 20,000 gallons or larger, or if the aggregate volume of
aboveground petroleum storage is over 100,000 gallons. As described in Section 5.16, Hydrology
and Water Quality, the stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) prepared for the project
would address any smaller temporary tanks used during construction, methods for controlling
releases, and measures to clean up accidental releases and prevent degradation of water quality.

Transportation of Hazardous Materials
Within California, the state agencies with primary responsibility for enforcing federal and state
regulations regarding the transport of hazardous materials are the California Highway Patrol, the
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC), and the California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans). Together, federal and state agencies determine driver training requirements for trucks
transporting hazardous materials, load labeling procedures, and container specifications. Although
certain requirements apply to the transport of hazardous materials, requirements for transporting
hazardous waste are more stringent, and hazardous waste haulers must be licensed to transport
hazardous waste on public roads.

Environmental Screening Levels
The RWQCB ESLs (RWQCB, 2008) are guidelines used to evaluate the potential risk associated with
chemicals found in soil or groundwater where a release of hazardous materials has occurred. ESLs
have been established for both residential and commercial/industrial land uses, and also for
construction workers. Residential screening levels are the most restrictive; soil with chemical
concentrations below these levels generally would not require remediation and would be suitable
for unrestricted uses if disposed of offsite. Commercial/industrial screening levels are generally
higher than residential screening levels because they are based on potential worker exposure to
hazardous materials in the soil (and these are generally less than residential exposures). Screening
levels for construction workers are also higher than for commercial/industrial workers because
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construction workers are only exposed to the chemical of concern during the duration of
construction, while industrial workers are assumed to be exposed over a working lifetime.

Waste Classification Criteria
In accordance with Title 22 of the California Code of Regulations (CCR) Section 66261.20 et seq.,
excavated soil is classified as a hazardous waste if it exhibits the characteristics of ignitability,
corrosivity, reactivity, and/or toxicity. A waste is considered toxic in accordance with 22 CCR
66261.24 if it contains:


Total concentrations of certain substances at concentrations greater than the TTLC;



Soluble concentrations greater than the STLC;



Soluble concentrations of certain substances greater than federal toxicity regulatory levels
using the TCLP; or



Specified carcinogenic substances at a single or combined concentration of 0.001 percent.

Soil that is not classified as a hazardous waste can be accepted at a Class II or Class III designated
landfill, depending on the waste acceptance criteria for the specific landfill.

Hazardous Materials Worker Safety Requirements
The California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal/OSHA) is responsible for
ensuring worker safety. The federal regulations for worker safety are contained in Title 29 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), as authorized in the Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970; these regulations provide standards for safe workplaces and work practices, including
those related to hazardous materials handling. In California, Cal/OSHA assumes primary
responsibility for developing and enforcing workplace safety regulations; Cal/OSHA standards
incorporated federal OSHA regulations and are generally more stringent than the federal OSHA
standards.
The state regulations concerning the use of hazardous materials in the workplace are included in
Title 8 of the CCR, which contain requirements for safety training, availability of safety
equipment, accident and illness prevention programs, hazardous substance exposure warnings,
and emergency action and fire prevention plan preparation. Cal/OSHA also enforces hazard
communication program regulations, which contain worker safety training and hazard
information requirements, such as procedures for identifying and labeling hazardous substances,
communicating hazard information related to hazardous substances and their handling, and
preparing health and safety plans to protect workers.

Lead in Construction
Cal/OSHA’s Lead in Construction Standard (8 CCR 1532.1) requires project proponents to
develop and implement a lead compliance plan when lead‐based paint would be disturbed
during construction. The plan must describe activities that could emit lead, methods for
complying with the standard, safe work practices, and a plan to protect workers from exposure to
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lead during construction activities. Cal/OSHA requires 24‐hour notification if more than
100 square feet of lead‐based paint would be disturbed.

Abatement of Asbestos in Buildings and Structures
Section 19827.5 of the California Health and Safety Code (CHSC), adopted January 1, 1991,
requires that local agencies not issue demolition or alteration permits until an applicant has
demonstrated compliance with notification requirements under applicable federal regulations
regarding hazardous air pollutants in the Bay Area, including asbestos. The Bay Area Air Quality
Management District (BAAQMD) is vested by the California legislature with authority to
regulate airborne pollutants, including asbestos. BAAQMD regulations pertaining to abatement
of asbestos‐containing materials are specified in Regulation 11, Hazardous Pollutants, Rule 2,
Asbestos Demolition, Renovation and Manufacture.
In accordance with this regulation, the BAAQMD is to be notified 10 days in advance of any
proposed demolition or abatement work. Notification includes the names and addresses of
operations and persons responsible; description and location of the structure to be
demolished/altered, including size, age, and prior use; approximate amount of friable asbestos;
scheduled starting and completion dates of demolition or abatement; nature of planned work and
methods to be employed; procedures to be employed to meet BAAQMD requirements; and the
name and location of the waste disposal site to be used. In accordance with this regulation, a
survey must be conducted to identify asbestos‐containing materials prior to demolition.
Containment must be provided during work that disturbs asbestos‐containing materials, and
there must be no visible emissions to the outside air from demolition operations that involve
asbestos‐containing materials. The contractor must use methods specified in the regulations for
control of emissions, such as wetting of exposed asbestos‐containing materials; use of a HEPA
exhaust, ventilation, and control system; or removal in an entirely contained chute. In addition
asbestos‐containing materials must be removed prior to demolition and the work site must be
cleaned of asbestos‐materials. The BAAQMD randomly inspects asbestos removal operations and
will inspect any removal operation that is the subject of a complaint.
Contractors who conduct asbestos‐related work activities (including abatement) in buildings and
structures must follow state regulations contained in 8 CCR Section 1529 and 8 CCR Sections 341.6
through 341.14 where the work would involve 100 square feet or more of asbestos containing
material. Specifically, under 8 CCR Section 341.6, Cal/OSHA must be notified of asbestos‐related
work activities to be carried out. Contractors must be licensed as an Asbestos Qualified Contractor
by the Contractors Licensing Board of the State of California, and registered as such with
Cal/OSHA. In addition, a one‐time report of the use of carcinogens must be made to Cal/OSHA
under 8 CCR Chapter 4, Section 5203. The owner of the property where abatement is to occur must
have a Hazardous Waste Generator Number assigned by and registered with the DTSC. The
contractor and hauler of the material are required to file a Hazardous Waste Manifest which details
the hauling of the material from the site and its disposal. Title 8 CCR Section 1529(b) defines
asbestos‐containing material as any material that contains more than one percent asbestos.
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Naturally Occurring Asbestos
In 2001, the California Air Resources Board adopted the Asbestos Airborne Toxic Control
Measure (Asbestos ATCM) for Construction, Grading, Quarrying, and Surface Mining
Operations in areas of serpentine7 and other ultramafic rocks8 (17 CCR 93105), which became
effective in July 2002. The ATCM protects public health and the environment by requiring the use
of best available dust mitigation measures to prevent the offsite migration of asbestos‐containing
dust from road construction and maintenance activities, construction and grading operations,
and quarrying and surface mining operations in areas of ultramafic rock, serpentine, or asbestos.9
The Bay Area Air Quality Management District implements the regulation. As discussed in
Section 5.15, Geology and Soils, geologic bedrock units present in the project area include the
Briones Formation, Livermore Gravels, and Cretaceous‐age unnamed sandstone. Alluvial
material fills the Sunol Valley floor, including older alluvium, alluvial fan deposits, stream
terrace deposits, gravel deposits, and modern stream channel deposits. None of these are
comprised of ultramafic rock and thus are not expected to contain naturally occurring asbestos.
Therefore, the Asbestos ATCM would not apply to the proposed project.

Wildfires
The State Office of the Fire Marshall and CAL FIRE administer state policies regarding wildland
fire safety. CAL FIRE also provides firefighting personnel and equipment in response to wildland
fires. Because the new chemical facility, chemical injection station, Air Gaps Nos. 1 and 3, the
southern terminus of the backup pipeline and water pipeline to the town of Sunol, and Staging
Area A are in an area identified by CAL FIRE as a “High Fire Hazard Severity Zone” within a
State Responsibility Area, construction activities in these areas would need to comply with the
California Public Resources Code (PRC), beginning with Section 4427. This code includes: fire
safety regulations that restrict the use of equipment that may produce a spark, flame, or fire;
require the use of spark arrestors on any piece of construction equipment that uses an internal
combustion engine; specify requirements for the safe use of gasoline‐powered tools in fire hazard
areas; and specify fire suppression equipment that must be provided onsite for various types of
work in fire‐prone areas.
To reduce wildfire hazards during operation, new buildings constructed in a “High Fire Hazard
Severity Zone” within a State Responsibility Area, which would include the new chemical
facility, must also comply with minimum requirements set forth in Title 24 of the CCR,
Division 1.5, Chapter 7, Subchapter 2, Article 5. These requirements are designed to reduce the
volume and density of flammable vegetation by requiring project sponsors and work crews to:


Dispose of flammable vegetation and fuels caused by site development and construction;

7

Serpentine is a naturally occurring group of minerals that can be formed when ultramafic rocks are
metamorphosed during uplift to the earth’s surface. Serpentinite is a rock consisting of one or more serpentine
minerals. This rock type is commonly associated with ultramatic rock along earthquake faults. Small amounts
of chrysotile asbestos, a fibrous form of serpentine minerals, are common in serpentinite.
8 Ultramafic rocks are formed in high‐temperature environments well below the surface of the earth.
9 Asbestos includes several types of naturally occurring fibrous materials found in many parts of California.
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Maintain a 30‐foot firebreak around structures that is cleared of all flammable vegetation
and other combustible growth; and



Maintain a reduced fuel zone between 30 and 100 feet where the vertical and/or horizontal
continuity of flammable and combustible vegetation is disrupted to reduce fire intensity,
inhibit fire in the crown of the trees, slow the rate of fire spread, and create a safer
environment for the firefighters suppressing a wildfire.

Uniform Fire Code
The Uniform Fire Code, Article 80, includes specific requirements for the safe storage and
handling of hazardous materials. These requirements reduce the potential for a release of
hazardous materials and for mixing of incompatible chemicals, and specify the following specific
design features to reduce the potential for a release of hazardous materials that could affect
public health or the environment:


Separation of incompatible materials with a noncombustible partition;



Spill control in all storage, handling, and dispensing areas; and



Separate secondary containment for each chemical storage system. The secondary
containment must hold the entire contents of the tank, plus the volume of water needed to
supply the fire suppression system for a period of 20 minutes in the event of a catastrophic
spill.

5.17.2.2 Local Regulations
Certified Unified Program Agency
The Alameda County Department of Environmental Health (ACDEH) Certified Unified Program
Agency (CUPA) is the administrative agency that coordinates and enforces numerous local, state,
and federal hazardous materials management and environmental protection programs in
Alameda County. The CUPA administers the following programs:


Hazardous Materials Business Program



Hazardous Waste Generator Program



Underground Storage Tank Program



California Accidental Release Program



Tiered Permitting Program



Aboveground Storage Tank Program

Hazardous Materials Business Program
In accordance with the Hazardous Materials Business Program, businesses that use, handle, or
store hazardous materials in excess of threshold quantities are required to submit a HMBP in
accordance with community right‐to‐know laws. Threshold quantities are 500 pounds for solids,
55 gallons for liquids, and 200 cubic feet for compressed gases. The HMBP allows local agencies
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to plan appropriately for a chemical release, fire, or other incident. In Alameda County, the
HMBP must include the following:



An inventory of hazardous materials and wastes with specific quantity data, storage or
containment descriptions, ingredients of mixtures, and physical and health hazard
information;



Site and facility layouts that must be coded for chemical storage areas and other facility
safety information;



Emergency response/contingency plan for a release or threatened release of hazardous
materials; and



An employee training plan.

In Alameda County, the HMBP is filed with and administered by the ACDEH, which ensures
review by and distribution to other potentially affected agencies. The plan must be reviewed
every three years to determine if any revision is needed, and must be updated within 30 days
when there is a 100 percent or more increase in the quantity of previously disclosed hazardous
materials, or when a facility begins storing a new hazardous material at or above threshold
quantities. The SFPUC has prepared and implemented HMBPs for its facilities that use hazardous
materials above threshold limits, including the existing chemical facility at the San Antonio Pump
Station (SFPUC, 2007).

Facility Closure Requirements
For closure of facilities that handle hazardous materials, the ACDEH requires: facility operators
to prepare a closure plan to ensure that hazardous materials used or stored in the facility are
removed, disposed of, or reused in an appropriate manner; that the threat to public health or
safety or to the environment from residual hazardous materials in the storage facility is
eliminated or minimized; and that the need for future maintenance or monitoring is eliminated or
minimized. Hazardous materials and associated equipment may not be removed from the facility
until the ACDEH approves the closure plan. Within 30 days of completion of closure activities,
the responsible party must submit a final closure report to the ACDEH documenting the actions
taken during closure. The report must include receipts for chemical waste and equipment
disposal/handling and the results of any soil or water sampling conducted during closure.

Alameda Watershed Management Plan
The Alameda WMP provides a policy framework for the SFPUC to make management decisions
about the activities, practices, and procedures that are appropriate on SFPUC lands in the
Alameda watershed. Several WMP actions are intended to reduce risks from wildfires and
releases of hazardous materials, including:


Action haz1: Develop hazardous chemical management procedures addressing the type,
use, storage, transport, and disposal of hazardous chemicals and pesticides used in
watershed activities (e.g., SFPUC operations, nurseries, quarries, pest management,
easements and leases, etc.). Guidelines include:
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A.

Ensure proper material transport procedures (e.g., tie‐down/attach material to vehicle).

B.

Carry appropriate spill response chemicals when transporting hazardous chemicals
and pesticides.

Action haz4: Conduct regular servicing for the SFPUC vehicle fleet and equipment so that
leaks/drips/spills of contaminants are minimized. Guidelines include the following:
A.

Immediately report accidental spills of hazardous materials into surface waters to the
Water Quality Bureau and the appropriate state agencies.

B.

Require that buckets and absorbent materials be carried in all SFPUC vehicles in case
of an accident or breakdown in which vehicle‐related fluids are released.

C.

Follow appropriate BMPs [best management practices] in Appendix C‐6 of the WMP
to minimize leaching of vehicle‐related contaminants into the soil or groundwater
from facilities.

D.

For fire protection purposes, ensure that all vehicles and equipment are equipped
with spark arrestors and that each vehicle carries fire suppression equipment.



Action haz6: Identify high‐risk spill potential areas and implement measures (e.g., fines,
barricades, etc.) to reduce the risk of hazardous spills.



Action haz7: Develop spill response and containment measures for SFPUC vehicles on the
watershed. These measures should be coordinated with the overall Emergency Response
Plan developed in Action saf7.




Action haz8: Train staff members, as appropriate, in spill response and containment
measures for SFPUC vehicles as well as for other types of spills on the watershed.
Action fir1: Prior to authorizing the use of any vehicle or equipment on the watershed,
require that SFPUC vehicle/equipment comply with the fire prevention regulations
established by CDF for use in the watershed. Non‐SFPUC equipment must be certified by
CDF. All vehicles/equipment shall include spark arrestors and carry fire suppression
equipment during fire season.

5.17.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.17.3.1 Significance Criteria
The City and County of San Francisco has not formally adopted significance standards for
impacts related to hazards and hazardous materials, but generally considers that implementation
of the proposed project would have a significant impact if it were to:


Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine transport,
use, or disposal of hazardous materials;



Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into
the environment;



Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances,
or waste within 0.25 mile of an existing or proposed school;
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Be located on a site that is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled
pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, create a significant hazard
to the public or the environment;



For a project located within an area covered by an airport land use plan or, where such a
plan has not been adopted, within 2 miles of a public airport or public use airport, result in
a safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area;



For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, result in a safety hazard for people
residing or working in the project area;



Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency response
plan or emergency evacuation plan; or



Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving fires.

5.17.3.2 Approach to Analysis
Due to the nature of the proposed project, there would be no impacts related to the following
criteria; therefore, no impact discussion is provided for these topics for the reasons described below:


Use or Emission of Hazardous Materials within 0.25 Mile of a School. Hazardous air emissions
are toxic air contaminants identified by the California Air Resources Board and the Bay Area
Air Quality Management District. Extremely hazardous materials are defined by the State of
California in Section 25532 (2)(g) of the Health and Safety Code. During project construction,
only common hazardous materials such as paints, solvents, cements, adhesives, and
petroleum products (such as asphalt, oil, and fuel) would be used—none of which are
considered extremely hazardous materials. During operation, the proposed project would
not require the use or storage of any extremely hazardous materials or result in emissions
of toxic air contaminants (see Section 5.8, Air Quality). Diesel particulate matter, a toxic air
contaminant, would be emitted during construction along with very small amounts toxic air
contaminants associated with the liquid propane gas‐powered emergency generator for the
new chemical facility. However, there are no schools within 0.25 mile of the SABPL project
area. Therefore, the criterion related to the use or emission of hazardous materials within
0.25 mile of a school is not applicable to the proposed project and is not discussed further.



Safety Hazards in the Vicinity of a Public Airport or Private Airstrip. The nearest public airport
to the proposed project is the San Jose International Airport, which is approximately
14 miles to the southwest. The nearest private airstrips are the First Interstate Bank
Operations Center Heliport and the Washington Hospital Heliport in Fremont, both of
which are approximately 6 miles to the west. Because the project is more than 2 miles from
a public airport or private airstrip and would not involve the construction of aboveground
structures that could interfere with air traffic, the criterion related to safety hazards in the
vicinity of an airport is not applicable to the proposed project and is not discussed further.

This analysis focuses on the potential to encounter hazardous substances in soil and groundwater
during construction and is based on: (1) the regulatory database review performed to identify
permitted hazardous materials uses and environmental cases that could affect project area soil
and groundwater (EDR, 2009), and (2) surface soil sampling conducted by the SFPUC in 2010
(Baseline, 2010). The analysis also addresses the potential for the project to encounter hazardous
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materials during facility decommissioning; result in a release of hazardous materials from
construction equipment; interfere with an adopted emergency response plan or emergency
evacuation plan; create fire hazards; or result in a release of hazardous materials during
operation. Each potential impact is assessed in terms of the applicable regulatory requirements,
and mitigation measures are identified as appropriate.

5.17.3.3 Summary of Impacts
Table 5.17‐1 lists the proposed project’s hazards and hazardous materials impacts and
significance determinations.
TABLE 5.17‐1
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Significance
Determinations

Impacts
Impact HZ‐1: Project construction could result in a substantial adverse effect related to
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment.

LSM

Impact HZ‐2: Project construction could result in a substantial adverse effect related to
accident conditions involving the release of hazardous construction chemicals into the
environment.

LSM

Impact HZ‐3: Project construction would not impair implementation of, or physically
interfere with, an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan.

LS

Impact HZ‐4: Project construction would not expose people or structures to a significant
risk of property loss, injury, or death involving fires.

LS

Impact HZ‐5: Project operations would not result in a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials.

LS

Impact HZ‐6: Project operations would not expose people or structures to a significant risk
of property loss, injury, or death involving fires.

LS

Impact C‐HZ: Construction of the proposed project would result in cumulatively
considerable impacts related to hazards and hazardous materials.

LSM

LS = Less than Significant impact, no mitigation required
LSM = Less than Significant impact with Mitigation

5.17.3.4 Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact HZ‐1: Project construction could result in a substantial adverse effect related to
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)

Hazardous Materials in Soil or Groundwater
Any hazardous materials encountered in excavated soil or groundwater during project
construction could result in a release to the environment, potentially exposing construction
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workers and the public to hazardous materials and chemical vapors. Depending on the nature
and extent of any contamination encountered, adverse health effects and nuisance vapors could
result if proper precautions are not taken. Contaminated soil and groundwater could also require
disposal as a restricted or hazardous waste. Areas where releases of hazardous materials have
occurred (including leaking fuel or chemical storage tanks) present the greatest potential for
exposure to contaminated soil and groundwater during construction.
As discussed in Section 5.17.1.1, above, two environmental cases have been identified within the
project area: the San Antonio Pump Station, where a previous release of diesel and waste oil
affected soil quality; and the SMP‐30 area, where a previous release of diesel affected soil quality.
In addition, agricultural chemicals have historically been used in the project area and vicinity for
nursery operations. The proposed backup pipeline and water pipeline to the town of Sunol
would traverse the former Valley Crest Tree Company nursery site located east of Pit F6 and west
of Calaveras Road, where fungicides, herbicides, and insecticides have been used. It is assumed
that hazardous agricultural chemicals were also previously used at the former nursery site
located within Staging Area C (see Figures 3‐5 and 3‐6 in Chapter 3, Project Description). In
addition to construction staging, the former nursery site would also be utilized as a permanent
spoils disposal site, meaning excess spoils generated during construction could be placed in an
earthen berm at this site. Prior to construction mobilization, the former nursery site would be
cleared of vegetation and debris, and graded to provide a relatively level surface for the
movement of construction vehicles. Throughout construction, the site would be disturbed due to
the movement of construction vehicles and equipment across the site and due to grading and
earthwork associated with the earthen berm. As a result, the potential exists for workers to
encounter hazardous materials in the soil during construction of the proposed project.
As discussed in Section 5.17.1.1, above, the results of soil sampling conducted by the SFPUC in
2010 at the former Valley Crest Tree Company nursery site and North Spoils Site indicate that soil
excavated from these areas would not be classified as a hazardous waste and would not present
an unacceptable health risk to construction workers. However, the concentrations of certain
contaminants detected in soil at these sites are greater than the RWQCB residential screening
levels; thus, soils removed from these sites might not be suitable for unrestricted offsite use, but
could be disposed of at a permitted nonhazardous waste landfill. Because landfills have specific
acceptance criteria, the acceptable disposal site would be determined based on the results of
sampling performed to characterize the soil.
For the reasons described above, the impact related to reasonably foreseeable upset and/or
accidental release of hazardous materials in soil during construction would be potentially
significant. However, implementation of the mitigation measures described below would reduce
this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
Mitigation Measure M‐HZ‐1a: Evaluate Soil Quality.
Prior to project construction, the SFPUC shall perform a soil investigation to determine the
presence of chemical residues within shallow soils in proposed construction work areas
where sampling has not been previously conducted, and in the area south of the Alameda
Siphons (in the vicinity of the San Antonio Pump Station, where a release of diesel and
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waste oil was previously remediated and concentrations of total oil and grease are reported
to be ubiquitous). Samples shall be collected from surface soils (from the ground surface to
1.5 feet below the surface) in each of the proposed work areas and spoils sites that will be
disturbed during project construction, and to the depth of the planned excavation in the
vicinity of the San Antonio Pump Station. At a minimum, surface soil samples shall be
analyzed for total copper, arsenic, lead, mercury, and organochlorine pesticides. To
evaluate the potential for petroleum products and semivolatile organic compounds to be
present, subsurface soil samples from the vicinity of the San Antonio Pump Station shall be
analyzed for total petroleum hydrocarbons (as gasoline, diesel, and waste oil) and for
semivolatile organic compounds. The results of the soil investigation shall be incorporated
into the construction risk and spoils management plan prepared in accordance with
Mitigation Measure M‐HZ‐1b below, to determine whether: specific soils management and
disposal procedures for contaminated materials are required; excavated soils are suitable
for reuse; and appropriate construction worker health and safety procedures for working
with contaminated materials are required.
Mitigation Measure M‐HZ‐1b: Implement a Construction Risk and Spoils Management
Plan.
The SFPUC shall require the construction contractor to prepare and implement a
construction risk and spoils management plan (CRSMP), subject to review by the SFPUC,
to address hazardous materials and other worker health and safety issues during
construction of the proposed project. The CRSMP shall include all necessary procedures to
ensure that excavated materials are stored, managed, and disposed of in a manner that is
protective of human health and in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. The
SFPUC shall ensure that the CRSMP includes the following information:


Results of previous soil sampling within the construction work areas as well as
sampling conducted in accordance with Mitigation Measure M‐HZ‐1a.



A site‐specific health and safety plan (HASP) prepared by a qualified environmental
professional in accordance with federal OSHA regulations (29 CFR 1910.120) and
Cal/OSHA regulations (8 CCR 5192). The HASP shall include all required measures
to protect construction workers and the general public by including engineering
controls, monitoring, and security measures to prevent unauthorized entry to the
construction area and to reduce hazards outside of the construction area. If
prescribed contaminant exposure levels are exceeded, personal protective equipment
shall be required for workers in accordance with state and federal regulations.
Submission of the CRSMP to the SFPUC, or any review of the contractor’s CRSMP or
HASP by the SFPUC, shall not be construed as approval of the adequacy of the
contractor’s health and safety professional, the contractor’s HASP, or any safety
measure taken in or near the construction site. The contractor shall be solely and fully
responsible for compliance with all laws, rules, and regulations applicable to health
and safety during the performance of the construction work.



Step‐by‐step procedures for evaluation, handling, stockpiling, storage, testing, and
disposal of excavated material, including criteria for: reuse within the pipeline
trenches; placement at the North Spoils Site; temporary storage in SMP‐30 Pit F6 or
aggregate processing facility prior to processing for resale and reuse; and offsite
disposal. All excavated materials shall be inspected prior to initial stockpiling, and
spoils that are visibly stained and/or have a noticeable odor shall be stockpiled
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separately to minimize the amount of material that may require special handling. In
addition, excavated materials shall be stored away from Alameda and San Antonio
Creeks and other water features in accordance with the storm water pollution
prevention plan (SWPPP) prepared in accordance with Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1a
(Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP) and inspected for buried building
materials, debris, and evidence of underground storage tanks; if identified, these
materials shall be stockpiled separately and characterized in accordance with landfill
disposal requirements. The chemical quality of the spoils intended for reuse shall be
characterized, and spoils may be permanently placed at the North Spoils Site, or
temporarily placed in Pit F6 or at the SMP‐30 aggregate processing facility if they are
found to meet the reuse criteria established in the CRSMP. Any spoils that do not meet
the reuse criteria shall be segregated and disposed of at a permitted landfill facility.


Procedures to be implemented if unknown subsurface conditions or contamination
are encountered, such as previously unreported tanks, wells, or contaminated soils.



Detailed control measures for use and storage of hazardous materials to prevent the
release of pollutants to the environment, and emergency procedures for the
containment and cleanup of accidental releases of hazardous materials to minimize
the impacts of any such release. These procedures shall also include reporting
requirements in the event of a reportable spill or other emergency incident. At a
minimum, the SFPUC or its contractor shall notify applicable agencies in accordance
with guidance from the California Office of Emergency Services as well as the
Alameda County Water District.



Fire‐prevention measures, including cigarette smoking in disturbed areas only and
disposing of cigarette butts in waste bins, parking in non‐vegetated areas, and
complying with the requirements of the California PRC, beginning with Section 4427.



Required worker health and safety provisions for all workers potentially exposed to
contaminated materials, in accordance with state and federal worker safety
regulations, and designated personnel responsible for implementation of the CRSMP.

Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1a: Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP.
(See Impact HY‐1 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality, for description.)
These measures would address impacts related to upset and/or accidental release of hazardous
materials in soil during construction by requiring sampling to characterize soil quality within the
construction work areas; preparation and implementation of a CRSMP specifying necessary
procedures to ensure that excavated materials are stored, managed, and disposed of in a manner
that is protective of human health and the environment, and in accordance with applicable laws
and regulations; and preparation and implementation of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan (SWPPP) specifying the measures that would be taken during construction to minimize
increased sedimentation in downstream waterbodies. By reducing the potential for eroded soil to
migrate to downstream waterbodies, the SWPPP would address water quality impacts related to
contaminated soil. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant with mitigation.
Based on the lack of identified environmental cases with documented groundwater contamination
within or in the vicinity of the project area, and the results of historical groundwater sampling in
the SMP‐30 area and in the vicinity of the San Antonio Pump Station (described in Section 5.17.1.1,
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above), there is a low potential to encounter contaminated groundwater that could expose workers
or the public to adverse effects during groundwater dewatering. Thus, impacts related to exposure
to hazardous materials in groundwater would be less than significant.

Hazardous Building Materials
The two quarry buildings constructed circa 1970 that would be demolished to facilitate
construction of the cutoff wall could include hazardous building materials such as asbestos‐
containing materials, lead‐based paint, PCB‐containing electrical equipment, fluorescent light
ballasts containing DEHP, and fluorescent light tubes containing mercury.
There are well‐established regulatory requirements for asbestos abatement in structures,
described above in Section 5.17.2.1. The required handling and disposal procedures, already
established as a part of the permit review process, would ensure that any potential impacts due
to disturbance of asbestos during demolition would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level.
Cal/OSHA’s Lead in Construction Standard (8 CCR Section 1532.1, described above in
Section 5.17.2.1), addresses safe handling of lead‐based paint during demolition. To determine if
this standard would apply, the SFPUC would sample the paint to be disturbed to determine the
lead content. If lead is detected, the construction contractor would be required to comply with the
Lead in Construction Standard. This standard requires that the contractor develop and
implement a lead compliance plan describing activities that could emit lead, methods that will be
used to comply with the standard, safe work practices, and a plan to protect workers from
exposure to lead during construction activities. Cal/OSHA would require 24‐hour notification if
more than 100 square feet of lead‐based paint would be disturbed. Safe work practices employed
in accordance with the Lead in Construction Standard would likely prevent the paint from
becoming separated during demolition and contaminating surrounding soil. These regulations
and the procedures, already established as a part of the permit review process, would ensure that
any potential impacts due to disturbance of lead‐based paint during demolition would be
reduced to a less‐than‐significant level.
Impacts related to disposal of electrical equipment that could contain PCBs, fluorescent light
ballasts that could contain DEHP or PCBs, and fluorescent light tubes that contain mercury
would be significant because these materials are considered hazardous wastes. Implementation
of Mitigation Measure M‐HZ‐1c would reduce this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
Mitigation Measure M‐HZ‐1c: Hazardous Building Materials
Prior to demolishing the residential‐style building and associated shed, the SFPUC shall
ensure that a qualified environmental professional surveys the buildings for electrical
equipment containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), fluorescent lights containing
mercury vapors or fluorescent light ballasts containing PCBs or di (2‐ethylhexyl) phthalate
(DEHP). Any of these materials shall be removed and disposed of properly prior to
demolition of the buildings.
Mitigation Measure M‐HZ‐1c would address impacts related to disposal of electrical equipment
that could contain PCBs, fluorescent light ballasts that could contain DEHP or PCBs, and
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fluorescent light tubes that contain mercury by requiring legal disposal of electrical equipment
containing PCBs as well as fluorescent light tubes and ballasts. Therefore, this impact would be
less than significant with mitigation.

Water Treatment Chemicals and Lead‐Based Paint
Under the proposed project, the existing chemical facility at the San Antonio Pump Station, which
houses two 1,500‐gallon sodium bisulfite tanks, would be decommissioned by removing the stored
sodium bisulfite and the equipment in the building, including the tanks, pumps, and piping. The
equipment would be removed and recycled or disposed of. During decommissioning, a release of
sodium bisulfite could occur, and lead‐based paint (which continues to be used in industrial
applications today) could be encountered. In accordance with ACDEH requirements, the SFPUC
would prepare a closure plan for the existing chemical facility to ensure that the sodium bisulfite
used and stored in the facility is removed, disposed of, or reused in an appropriate manner; that the
threat to public health and safety or to the environment from residual sodium bisulfite in the
storage facility is eliminated or minimized; and that the need for future maintenance or monitoring
is eliminated or minimized (see Section 5.17.2, above, for a description of closure plan
requirements). In accordance with ACDEH requirements, the plan would include:


A completed closure notification form



General site and facility diagrams and maps



A site history



A history of soil and/or groundwater sampling conducted at the facility



A summary of all facilities to be closed



A description of the analytical testing that would be used to determine whether
materials/residues are classified as hazardous waste or a potential contamination problem



A statement that all receipts for hazardous waste disposal and/or hazardous materials sales
will be kept, made available for inspection, and included in the final closure report



A description of sampling that would be conducted to determine whether there are any
residual impacts at the site due to past facility activities



A description of activities that would be undertaken to remove, dispose of, neutralize, or
reuse any hazardous or potentially hazardous items or areas



Certification that disposal of hazardous wastes will meet federal and state requirements



A spill contingency and safety plan

Within 30 days of completing closure activities, the SFPUC would submit a final closure report to
the ACDEH documenting the actions taken during closure. The report would include receipts for
chemical waste and equipment disposal/handling and the results of any soil or water sampling
conducted during closure.
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In the absence of proper abatement procedures, removal of the tanks, pumps, and piping could
expose workers to lead‐based paint, if present. Disturbed lead‐based paint could contaminate the
surrounding soil or water. However, Cal/OSHA’s Lead in Construction Standard (8 CCR 1532.1),
described in Section 5.17.2.1, above, addresses the safe handling of lead‐based paint during
demolition. To determine if this standard applies, the SFPUC would sample any paint to be
disturbed to measure the lead content. If lead is detected, the construction contractor would be
required to comply with the Lead in Construction Standard. This standard requires that the
contractor develop and implement a lead compliance plan describing activities that could emit lead,
methods for complying with the standard, safe work practices, and a plan to protect workers from
exposure to lead during construction activities. Cal/OSHA would require 24‐hour notification if
more than 100 square feet of lead‐based paint would be disturbed. Safe work practices employed in
accordance with the Lead in Construction Standard would likely prevent the paint from being
separated from material surfaces during demolition and contaminating surrounding soil or water.
Compliance with ACDEH requirements for closure of the existing chemical facility at the
San Antonio Pump Station as well as the Lead in Construction Standard would ensure that
impacts during decommissioning of the existing chemical facility related to a release of sodium
bisulfite and disturbance of lead‐based paint, if present, would be less than significant.
_________________________
Impact HZ‐2: Project construction could result in a substantial adverse effect related to
accident conditions involving the release of hazardous construction chemicals into the
environment. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
It is expected that fuels, lubricants, paints, and solvents would be used during construction
activities. Storage and use of hazardous materials at the construction sites and staging areas
could result in the accidental release of small quantities of hazardous materials, which could
degrade soil, groundwater, and surface water in Alameda or San Antonio Creeks. This impact
would be potentially significant. As discussed under Impact HY‐1 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and
Water Quality, impacts related to a potential release of hazardous materials would be reduced to
a less‐than‐significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1a (Preparation
and Implementation of a SWPPP), which would require preparation of a SWPPP and
implementation of best management practices (BMPs) to minimize the risk of a hazardous
materials release during construction activities.
As part of standard procedures, the SFPUC would implement Alameda WMP actions that pertain
to spills of hazardous materials. These include Action haz4, requiring regular servicing of fleet
vehicles to minimize spills; Action haz6, requiring identification of high‐risk spill areas;
Action haz7, requiring development of spill response and containment measures for SFPUC
vehicles; and Action haz8, requiring training of SFPUC staff members in spill response and
containment measures. Even with these standard procedures, potential impacts on soil,
groundwater, and surface water related to the accidental release of hazardous construction
chemicals would be significant. However, implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1a
described below would reduce this impact to a less‐than‐significant level.
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Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1a: Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP.
(See Impact HY‐1 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐HY‐1a would address impacts related to the accidental release of hazardous
chemicals during project construction by requiring the SFPUC or its contractor to prepare a SWPPP.
The SWPPP must detail the construction BMPs that would be implemented during construction to
minimize the risk of hazardous materials releases and protect surface water bodies from
contamination. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant with mitigation.
_________________________
Impact HZ‐3: Project construction would not impair implementation of, or physically interfere
with, an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan. (Less than
Significant)
Alameda County does not have an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation
plan that encompasses the project area. However, the proposed project could interfere with
emergency response services or an emergency evacuation if construction activities involved the
complete or partial closure of roadways, otherwise restricted access for emergency response
vehicles, or restricted access to critical facilities such as hospitals or fire stations. As discussed
under Impact TR‐2 in Section 5.6, Transportation and Circulation, no construction would be
conducted within the travel lanes of Calaveras Road. Temporary closure of a single lane for up to
approximately 10 minutes could be required periodically throughout construction to
accommodate large construction vehicles accessing the project area; however, traffic flow along
Calaveras Road would be maintained at all times, and construction vehicles would move to the
side of the road to allow any emergency vehicles to pass. Therefore, emergency response vehicles
would have continuous access to all public roadways. There are no critical emergency facilities
(i.e., hospitals, fire departments, or police stations) in the immediate vicinity of the project area
that could be adversely affected by these temporary delays, and access to private property (e.g.,
driveways and access roads to the SMP‐30 area, Garcia residence, and SFPUC watershed keeper’s
residence) would be maintained at all times. Where the pipeline trenches for the backup pipeline
and water pipeline to the town of Sunol would cross access roads and driveways along the west
side of Calaveras Road, access would be maintained by placing steel plates over excavated areas
as needed. In addition, project construction would not change traffic patterns such that
emergency response activities would be disrupted. Therefore, the impact related to interference
with an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan during construction
would be less than significant.
_________________________
Impact HZ‐4: Project construction would not expose people or structures to a significant risk of
property loss, injury, or death involving fires. (Less than Significant)
The use of construction equipment and the temporary onsite storage of diesel fuel could pose a
wildfire risk resulting in injury to workers or the public during construction in those portions of
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the project area mapped by CAL FIRE as a “High Fire Hazard Severity Zone” within a State
Responsibility Area. The time of the greatest fire danger would be during the clearing phase,
when people and machines are working in vegetated areas that can be highly flammable. If piled
onsite, the cleared dry vegetation could also become a fire fuel.
Potential sources of ignition include equipment with internal combustion engines, gasoline‐
powered tools, and equipment or tools that produce a spark, fire, or flame. Such sources include
sparks from blades or other metal parts scraping against rock, overheated brakes on wheeled
equipment, heated emissions‐control devices or vehicles, friction from worn or unaligned belts and
drive chains, and burned‐out bearings or bushings. Sparking as a result of scraping against rock is
difficult to prevent. The other hazards result primarily from poor maintenance of the equipment.
Smoking by construction personnel is also a potential source of ignition during construction.
Regulations governing the use of construction equipment in fire‐prone areas (described in
Section 5.17.2, above) are designed to minimize the risk of wildfires during construction activity.
As discussed below, during times of high fire danger, enhanced fire prevention measures apply
to all construction projects.
In accordance with the PRC, the construction contractor would be required to comply with the
following requirements during construction of the new chemical facility, chemical injection
station, Air Gaps Nos. 1 and 3, the southern terminus of the backup pipeline and water pipeline
to the town of Sunol, and Staging Area A, which are located in a “High Fire Hazard Severity
Zone” within a State Responsibility Area:


Earthmoving and portable equipment with internal combustion engines must be equipped
with a spark arrestor to reduce the potential for igniting a wildfire (PRC Section 4442).



Appropriate fire suppression equipment must be maintained during the highest fire
danger period—from April 1 to December 1 (PRC Section 4428).



During times of high fire danger, flammable materials must be moved to a distance of
10 feet from any equipment that could produce a spark, fire, or flame, and the construction
contractor must maintain the appropriate fire suppression equipment (PRC Section 4427).10



During times of high fire danger, portable tools powered by gasoline‐fueled internal
combustion engines must not be used within 25 feet of any flammable materials (PRC
Section 4431).

In addition, project construction activities would be conducted in accordance with Action fir1 of the
Alameda WMP, which requires SFPUC vehicles and equipment to comply with the fire prevention
regulations established by CAL FIRE for use in the watershed, and non‐SFPUC equipment to be
certified by CAL FIRE. This action also requires all vehicles and equipment to include spark
arrestors and to carry fire suppression equipment during the fire season. Because the SFPUC’s
construction contractor(s) would implement the requirements of the PRC pertaining to fire safety in

10 The SABPL project would not require a burning permit, but these restrictions apply when burning permits are

required for projects that do involve burning.
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a high fire severity area as well as the SFPUC fire safety provisions of the Alameda WMP, impacts
related to the risk of fire during construction would be less than significant.
_________________________

5.17.3.5 Operational Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact HZ‐5: Project operations would not result in a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials. (Less than
Significant)
The SABPL project would include construction of a new chemical facility near the San Antonio
Pump Station, just east of the existing chemical facility, to dechlorinate and pH‐adjust planned
and emergency discharges of Hetch Hetchy water. The new chemical facility would house one
8,000‐gallon calcium thiosulfate chemical storage tank that would be used for dechlorination of
Hetch Hetchy supplies prior to discharge to Pit F3‐East. Underground chemical feed lines would
be constructed to deliver fluoride for pH adjustment from the existing fluoride facility, located on
the south end of the Sunol Valley Chloramination Facility, to the new chemical facility. The
calcium thiosulfate and fluoride would be mixed at the new chemical facility and delivered via
new underground feed lines to the chemical injection vault along the backup pipeline alignment.
An accidental release of calcium thiosulfate or fluoride associated with transportation, storage, or
use of these chemicals could potentially affect public health or the environment.
The calcium thiosulfate would be transported in compliance with federal and state regulations
regarding the transport of hazardous materials, including the requirements of the California
Highway Patrol and Caltrans. These requirements specify driver training requirements, load
labeling procedures, and container specifications.
As described in Chapter 3, Section 3.5, Proposed Project Components, the new chemical facility
would replace the existing chemical facility at the San Antonio Pump Station, which currently
houses two 1,500‐gallon sodium bisulfite tanks. The chemical storage and containment area and
chemical loading area of the new chemical facility would be covered with a pre‐engineered
weather canopy with a metal roof to prevent contact with rainwater. Secondary containment
would be provided for the calcium thiosulfate tank in the chemical storage and containment area,
as required by Article 80 of the Uniform Fire Code. Sumps and sump pumps would be provided
within the secondary containment to contain and remove any calcium thiosulfate spilled during
operations, thereby preventing a release to the environment. Double‐contained Schedule 80 PVC
piping would be used for all chemical feed lines located outside of the new chemical facility
building, and the lines would be sloped toward the secondary containment in the new facility so
that any leak from feed lines would be collected at the sump in the secondary containment.
Alarms would be activated in the event of a leak. Furthermore, the SFPUC would revise the
existing HMBP for the existing chemical facility at the San Antonio Pump Station to account for
the new building and changes in the storage of hazardous materials. The HMBP would include
an emergency response/contingency plan specifying procedures to contain a release or
threatened release of calcium thiosulfate or fluoride, as well as required training for employees
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involved in hazardous materials handling. The HMBP would also provide local agencies with the
information they need to plan appropriately for a chemical release, fire, or other incident. In
addition, the SFPUC would implement Action haz1 of the Alameda WMP, which requires the
development of hazardous chemical management procedures addressing the type, use, storage,
transport, and disposal of hazardous chemicals and pesticides used in watershed activities. With
compliance with legal requirements for the transport of hazardous materials, implementation of
the design features described above for the new chemical facility, revision of the legally required
HMBP, and implementation of Alameda WMP Action haz1, impacts related to the transport,
storage, and use of hazardous materials during project operations would be less than significant.
_________________________
Impact HZ‐6: Project operations would not expose people or structures to a significant risk of
property loss, injury, or death involving fires. (Less than Significant)
As discussed in Impact HZ‐4, the new chemical facility, chemical injection station, Air Gaps Nos. 1
and 3, the southern terminus of the backup pipeline, water pipeline to the town of Sunol, and
Staging Area A are located in a “High Fire Hazard Severity Zone” within a State Responsibility
Area. Of these, the new chemical facility is the only permanent structure that could contribute to
wildfire hazards during operation. Without proper vegetation maintenance, construction of this
new facility within a high fire hazard area could put the facility at risk for damage, potentially
resulting in a release of calcium thiosulfate, which could also contribute to the spread of a wildfire.
However, regulations governing vegetation maintenance in the vicinity of structures in fire‐prone
areas (described in Section 5.17.2, above) are designed to minimize the risk of wildfires. In
accordance with Title 24 of the CCR, Division 1.5, Chapter 7, Subchapter 2, Article 5, the SFPUC
would be required to dispose of flammable vegetation and fuels resulting from site development
and construction; maintain a 30‐foot firebreak around structures that is cleared of all flammable
vegetation and other combustible growth; and maintain a reduced fuel zone between 30 and
100 feet where the vertical and/or horizontal continuity of flammable and combustible vegetation is
disrupted in order to reduce fire intensity, inhibit fire in the crown of the trees, slow the rate of fire
spread, and create a safer environment for the firefighters suppressing a wildfire. Compliance with
these legal requirements would serve to limit the risk of wildfires during project operations such
that this impact would be less than significant.
_________________________

5.17.3.6 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1
Under Pumping Variant 1, the proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, control
building, and transfer pipeline would not be constructed. These facilities are not located within
areas of suspected soil or groundwater contamination. Since all other proposed project facilities
and improvements would be constructed under Pumping Variant 1, including those components
located in areas of suspected soil contamination, the impact related to reasonably foreseeable
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upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials in soil would be
potentially significant and would require the same mitigation as the proposed project; however,
the magnitude of this impact under this variant could be slightly lower since less soil excavation
would be required. All other hazards and hazardous materials impacts related to construction of
Pumping Variant 1 would be the same as those described for the proposed project. Operation of
the new chemical facility under Pumping Variant 1 would be the same as under the proposed
project, and operation of this variant would result in the same less‐than‐significant impacts
related to risk of wildfires because the same facilities would be constructed in high fire hazard
areas. Thus, construction and operation of Pumping Variant 1 would not change the conclusions
or mitigation measures presented in Sections 5.17.3.4 and 5.17.3.5, above.

Pumping Variant 2
Since Pumping Variant 2 would include construct of all of the facilities and involve all of the
same construction activities and equipment as the proposed project, all of the hazards and
hazardous materials impacts related to construction and operation of Pumping Variant 2 would
be the same as those described for the proposed project. Thus, construction and operation of
Pumping Variant 2 would not change the analysis, conclusions, or mitigation measures presented
in Sections 5.17.3.4 and 5.17.3.5, above.
_________________________

5.17.3.7 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact C‐HZ: Construction of the proposed project would result in cumulatively considerable
impacts related to hazards and hazardous materials. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
The geographic scope for cumulative impacts associated with hazards and hazardous materials
encompasses the project area and general vicinity. With respect to hazardous materials in the
environment, effects are generally limited to site‐specific conditions.

Hazardous Materials in Soil
Cumulative impacts related to the presence of hazardous materials in the soil could occur if the
SABPL project and cumulative projects would be implemented in the same area at the same time.
Of the projects listed in Table 5.1‐6, the construction footprints of the Upper Alameda Creek Filter
Gallery (Filter Gallery) project and New Irvington Tunnel (NIT) project would overlap
geographically with the SABPL project area, and these projects could have overlapping
construction schedules.
As discussed in Impact HZ‐1, the SABPL project would be constructed in an area that was
previously used for agricultural purposes and where pesticides were likely used historically;
therefore, residual hazardous materials could be present in site soils. Construction of the Filter
Gallery project and NIT project would also include excavation within areas that have been
previously used for agricultural purposes. Therefore, cumulative impacts related to the exposure
of workers and the public to hazardous materials in soil during construction of the SABPL project
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and these other cumulative projects are considered potentially significant, and the SABPL
project’s contribution would be cumulatively considerable.
Construction of the SABPL project, as well as construction of other cumulative projects in the
Sunol Valley, could result in the accidental release of hazardous construction chemicals into the
environment. Cumulative impacts related to the accidental release of hazardous construction
chemicals into the environment during construction of the SABPL project and these other
cumulative projects are considered potentially significant, and the SABPL project’s contribution
would be cumulatively considerable.
The SABPL project’s contribution to these cumulative impacts would be reduced to a less‐than‐
significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐HZ‐1a (Evaluate Soil Quality),
M‐HZ‐1b (Implement a Construction Risk and Spoils Management Plan) (see Impact HZ‐1,
above, for descriptions), and M‐HY‐1a (Preparation and Implementation of a SWPPP) (see
Impact HY‐1 in Section 5.16, Hydrology and Water Quality, for description). The measures
would require the SFPUC to conduct soil testing and implement a CRSMP. The CRSMP would
specify the procedures that would be implemented to ensure that excavated materials are stored,
managed, and disposed of in a manner that is protective of human health and the environment,
and in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. The SWPPP would specify the water
quality BMPs that would be implemented during project construction to minimize the risk of
hazardous materials releases and protect surface water bodies from contamination. With
implementation of these measures, the SABPL project’s residual contribution to cumulative
impacts related to the exposure of workers and the public to hazardous materials in the soil
would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant). Similarly, the SABPL project’s
residual contribution to cumulative impacts related to the accidental release of hazardous
construction chemicals into the environment during construction would not be cumulatively
considerable (less than significant).

Hazardous Building Materials
As discussed above under Impact HZ‐1, the SABPL project would involve demolition of two
quarry buildings that could contain hazardous building materials. The Calaveras Dam
Replacement project would also involve demolition of structures that could contain hazardous
building materials. Therefore, cumulative impacts related to disposal of electrical equipment that
could contain PCBs, fluorescent light ballasts that could contain DEHP or PCBs, and fluorescent
light tubes that contain mercury would be potentially significant, and the SABPL project’s
contribution would be cumulatively considerable.
The SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative impact would be reduced to a less‐than‐
significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐HZ‐1c (Hazardous Building
Materials), which would require the SFPUC to ensure that a qualified environmental
professional survey the buildings for electrical equipment containing PCBs, fluorescent lights
containing mercury vapors, and fluorescent light ballasts containing PCBs or DEHP, and
properly remove and dispose of these materials prior to demolition of the buildings. With
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implementation of this measure, the SABPL project’s residual contribution to this cumulative
impact would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant).

Risk of Wildland Fires during Construction
Cumulative impacts related to the risk of fire during construction would occur where projects
with overlapping schedules would be implemented in the same fire hazard area. As discussed in
Impact HZ‐3, the southern portion of the SABPL project area would be located in an area mapped
by CAL FIRE as a “High Fire Hazard Severity Zone” within a State Responsibility Area,
including the southern terminus of the backup pipeline, the new chemical facility, and Staging
Area A. Cumulative projects that would also be conducted within moderate or high fire hazard
severity zones and that have potentially overlapping construction schedules include the Filter
Gallery project, NIT project, Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant Expansion and Treated Water
Reservoir (SVWTP Expansion) project, Calaveras Dam Replacement project, Geary Road Bridge
project, and SMP‐30 Quarry Expansion and Cutoff Wall (SMP‐30 Expansion) project. Overlap of
cumulative project construction activity in moderate to high fire hazard areas could result in an
increased wildland fire risk, which would be a significant cumulative impact.
However, construction in those portions of the SABPL project area located within the high fire
hazard zone would be subject to compliance with the SFPUC’s Alameda WMP requirements
and/or CAL FIRE’s regulations described above in Section 5.17.2. Compliance with these
requirements during construction would ensure that the SABPL project’s contribution to
cumulative impacts related to increased wildland fire hazards during construction would not be
cumulatively considerable (less than significant).

Increased Use of Hazardous Materials during Operation
Cumulative impacts related to the use of hazardous materials would occur where projects would
increase the use of hazardous materials in the same general area. The SABPL project would
include the new use of calcium thiosulfate during operation (Impact HZ‐4). Operation of the
Filter Gallery project and SMP‐30 Expansion project, and possibly other SFPUC projects in the
vicinity, could also increase the use of hazardous materials (such as fuels and maintenance
chemicals) in the same general area and could result in accidental releases of hazardous materials
into the environment, which would be a potentially significant cumulative impact. However, as
described above under Impact HZ‐4 and in Chapter 3, Section 3.5, Proposed Project Components,
the SABPL project would use secondary containment and other design features to prevent and
contain an accidental release of hazardous materials and to prevent contact with stormwater
runoff. With incorporation of these features, compliance with hazardous materials regulations
(including updating the HMBP for the chemical facility at the San Antonio Pump Station), and
compliance with the SFPUC’s Alameda WMP requirements, the SABPL project’s contribution to
this cumulative impact would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant).

Risk of Wildland Fires during Operation
Cumulative impacts related to the risk of fire during operation would occur where projects with
permanent structures would be constructed in the same fire hazard area. As discussed in Impact
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HZ‐6, the southern portion of the SABPL project area would be located in an area mapped by
CAL FIRE as a “High Fire Hazard Severity Zone” within a State Responsibility Area, and the new
chemical facility would also be constructed within this area. Cumulative projects that also
propose new permanent structures within moderate or high fire hazard severity zones include
the NIT project, Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade project, and Calaveras Dam
Replacement project. Construction of permanent structures in moderate to high fire hazard areas
under these projects could result in an increased wildland fire risk during project operations,
which would be a potentially significant cumulative impact. However, the new chemical facility
constructed under the SABPL project would conform to the SFPUC’s Alameda WMP
requirements and/or Title 24 regulations described in Section 5.17.2, above. Compliance with
these requirements would ensure that the SABPL project’s contribution to cumulative impacts
related to increased wildland fire hazards during operation would not be cumulatively
considerable (less than significant).

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
Because implementation of either Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2 would result in
impacts that are the same as or very similar to those of the proposed project (refer to
Section 5.17.3.6, Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants), the cumulative impact analysis and
related conclusions provided above apply to both project variants.
_________________________
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5.18 Mineral and Energy Resources
Mineral resources in the Sunol Valley include sand, clay, gravel, and rock products. In general,
energy resources include fuel, electricity, and water that would be used during construction and
operation of the project. This analysis evaluates the potential for the proposed San Antonio
Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project to result in adverse effects on these resources.

5.18.1 Setting
5.18.1.1 Mineral Resources
Sand, clay, gravel, and rock products are the most important mineral resources in California and
are actively mined or quarried in the Sunol Valley. In accordance with the Surface Mining and
Reclamation Act of 1975 (discussed below in Section 5.18.2.2), the California Department of
Conservation, Division of Mines and Geology, currently known as the California Geological
Survey (CGS), has mapped nonfuel mineral resources of the state to show where economically
significant mineral deposits are either present or likely to occur based on the best available
scientific data. These resources have been mapped using the California Mineral Land
Classification System, which includes the following four Mineral Resource Zones (MRZs):



MRZ‐1. Areas where adequate information indicates that no significant mineral deposits
are present, or where it is judged that little likelihood exists for their presence.



MRZ‐2. Areas where adequate information indicates that significant mineral deposits are
present, or where it is judged that a high likelihood exists for their presence.



MRZ‐3. Areas containing mineral deposits, the significance of which cannot be evaluated.



MRZ‐4. Areas where available information is inadequate for assignment to any other zone.

The SABPL project is located within Sector E of the Alameda Creek–Sunol Valley Resource Area.
This sector constitutes a total of 693 acres of the two‐square‐mile resource area and is mapped as
MRZ‐2 (CGS, 1987, 1996). This extensive sand and gravel deposit extends along Alameda Creek,
from approximately 1.5 miles south of the Hetch Hetchy Aqueduct to the north beyond Interstate
680 (I‐680). The CGS has estimated that Sector E contains 153 million tons of aggregate resources.
These resources have been mined and processed in the Sunol Valley since the 1970s. Two
operators currently mine these resources—Hanson Aggregates under Surface Mining Permit 24
(SMP‐24), SMP‐32, and SMP‐33, and to Oliver De Silva, Inc. under SMP‐30.

5.18.1.2 California’s Electricity Supply
California’s electricity is supplied by several sources, including natural gas (45.2 percent), coal
(16.6 percent), large hydroelectric plants (11.7 percent), and nuclear (14.8 percent) (CEC, 2008a).
The remaining 11.7 percent is supplied from renewable resources such as wind, solar,
geothermal, biomass, and small hydroelectric facilities. Despite California’s policies aimed at
diversifying the state’s electrical supply, dependence on natural gas is continuing to grow, from
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41.5 percent in 2006 to 45.2 percent in 2007 (CEC, 2008b). In 2002, California imposed a
requirement that corporations providing electricity must increase their procurement of eligible
renewable energy resources by at least 1 percent per year such that 20 percent of their retail sales
would be obtained from renewable resources by 2010 (Public Utilities Code, Section 399.15). In
addition, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has asked publicly owned utilities to
consider establishing similar targets.

5.18.1.3 Current Energy Providers
SFPUC Power Enterprise
The SFPUC Power Enterprise provides a long‐term annual average of 1.7 billion kilowatt‐hours
(kWh) of electrical power, which is generated by the SFPUC’s hydroelectric facilities in the Hetch
Hetchy system. The system includes 150 miles of high‐voltage transmission lines that carry this
power from the SFPUC power generation facilities on the Tuolumne River to Newark, where the
Hetch Hetchy power system is linked to California’s electricity grid. The SFPUC Power
Enterprise provides electricity to its facilities in the Sunol Valley as well as to all City and County
of San Francisco (CCSF) facilities, San Francisco International Airport, Norris Industries (a federal
facility), and the Modesto and Turlock Irrigation Districts (for municipal and agricultural water
supply pumping). While the quantity of power produced exceeds San Francisco’s municipal
power needs on an annual basis, the CCSF must supplement its power sources to meet municipal
demand and its contractual obligations during the summer and fall months, when power
generation is reduced so that water can be stored. The Hetch Hetchy Water & Power (HHWP)
Calaveras Substation provides electrical power to several SFPUC facilities in the Sunol Valley and
owns several overhead electrical transmission and distribution lines in the project vicinity.

Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) provides natural gas and electricity to most of Northern
California. PG&E produces and purchases electricity from both renewable and nonrenewable
resources, with power derived from fossil fuels, nuclear, and hydroelectric sources. PG&E has an
electricity generation portfolio that totals 6,000 megawatts. In 2006, this power consisted of
44 percent from hydroelectric sources, 54 percent from the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant, and
2 percent from fossil fuels. This portfolio supplied about 40 percent of the power provided by
PG&E, with the remainder procured from outside sources or transmitted on behalf of the California
Department of Water Resources (DWR). PG&E provides the SFPUC Power Enterprise with
transmission and distribution services west of Newark, pursuant to an Interconnection Agreement
regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (PG&E, 2009).

5.18.1.4 Current Energy Use
The SFPUC’s energy demand for operation of water facilities between Oakdale in the San Joaquin
Valley and San Francisco is nearly 44 million kWh per year, which is less than 4 percent of the
historical low production rate of the Hetch Hetchy system and less than 3 percent of the
long‐term annual average production rate (San Francisco Planning Department, 2008). The
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SFPUC Power Enterprise provides power to SFPUC water supply facilities in the Sunol Valley
from its hydroelectric facilities in the Hetch Hetchy system. The SFPUC’s current power usage in
the Sunol Valley region is 5,076,996.5 kWh per year, or less than 0.3 percent of the long‐term
annual average production rate of the Hetch Hetchy system. In 2007, the annual energy demand
by PG&E customers in Alameda County was 11.9 billion kWh (CEC, 2009b).

5.18.2 Regulatory Framework
5.18.2.1 Federal Regulations
National Energy Policy Act of 2005
The National Energy Policy Act of 2005 sets equipment energy efficiency standards, and seeks to
reduce reliance on nonrenewable energy resources and provide incentives to reduce current
demand on these resources. For example, under the act, consumers and businesses can attain
federal tax credits for: purchasing fuel‐efficient appliances and products, including hybrid
vehicles; constructing energy‐efficient buildings; and improving the energy efficiency of
commercial buildings. Additionally, tax credits are available for the installation of qualified fuel
cells, stationary microturbine power plants, and solar power equipment.

5.18.2.2 State Regulations
Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975
The Surface Mining and Reclamation Act (SMARA) of 1975 (found in Chapter 9, Division 2,
Section 2710 et seq. of the Public Resources Code) requires the State Mining and Geology Board
to adopt state policies for the reclamation of mined lands and the conservation of mineral
resources. These policies are found in Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations, Division 2,
Chapter 8, Subchapter 1.
In accordance with SMARA, the state has established the California Mineral Land Classification
System to help identify and protect mineral resources in areas that are subject to urban expansion
or other irreversible land uses that would preclude mineral extraction. Protected mineral
resources include construction materials, industrial and chemical mineral materials, metallic and
rare minerals, and nonfluid mineral fuels.

2008 California Energy Action Plan Update
The 2008 Energy Action Plan Update provides a status update to the 2005 Energy Action Plan II, which
is the State of California’s principal energy planning and policy document (CPUC and CEC, 2008).
The plan continues the goals of the original Energy Action Plan, describes a coordinated
implementation plan for state energy policies, and identifies specific action areas to ensure that
California’s energy is adequate, affordable, technologically advanced, and environmentally sound.
First‐priority actions to address California’s increasing energy demands are energy efficiency,
demand response (i.e., reducing customer energy usage during peak periods in order to address
system reliability and support the best use of energy infrastructure), and the use of renewable
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sources of power. To the extent that these actions are unable to satisfy the increasing energy and
capacity needs, the plan supports clean and efficient fossil‐fired generation.

Building Energy Efficiency Standards
The Energy Efficiency Standards for Residential and Nonresidential Buildings, as specified in
Title 24, Part 6, of the California Code of Regulations, were established in 1978 in response to a
legislative mandate to reduce California’s energy consumption. The standards are updated
periodically to allow consideration and possible incorporation of new energy efficiency
technologies and methods. The current version of the standards was adopted in October 2005.
The California Energy Commission (CEC) adopted an update in 2008, and the new standards
became effective on January 1, 2010. California’s building energy efficiency standards (along with
those for energy‐efficient appliances) have saved more than $56 billion in electricity and natural
gas costs since 1978, and it is estimated that the standards will save an additional $23 billion by
2013 (CEC, 2009a).

5.18.2.3 Local Regulations
Alameda County General Code
The Alameda County General Code (Title 6, Health and Safety, Chapter 6.80, Surface Mining and
Reclamation, Section 6.80.031, Mineral Resources Protection) encourages mining operators to
extract minerals from compatible areas before encroaching into conflicting land uses. This section
of the general code also protects mineral resource areas (classified by CGS or designated by the
State Mining and Geology Board), as well as existing surface mining operations that remain in
compliance with the provisions of this chapter, from intrusion by incompatible land uses that
may impede or preclude mineral extraction or processing.
Section 6.80.031 of the Alameda County General Code also specifies that land use decisions within
the county should be guided by information on the location of regionally significant mineral
resources (as identified in the Alameda County General Plan, in accordance with the SMARA
resource classification system). Section 6.80.031 requires decision‐makers to consider and encourage
conservation and potential development of the mineral resources within identified mineral resource
areas. For development projects within an important mineral resource area, the County may
require recordation of the presence of mineral resources on the property title. Prior to approving a
land use that would otherwise be incompatible with mineral resource protection, conditions of
approval may be applied to encroaching development projects to minimize potential conflicts.

San Francisco Plans
Sustainability Plan for San Francisco
The Sustainability Plan for San Francisco contains a set of general goals and specific objectives and
actions for San Francisco to ensure that the city’s current energy needs are met without sacrificing
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (SFDE, 1996). The major energy goals
expressed in the plan are to reduce overall power use by maximizing energy efficiency; to
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maintain an energy supply based on renewable, environmentally sound resources; to eliminate
climate‐changing and ozone‐depleting emissions and toxic contaminants associated with energy
production and use; and to base energy decisions on the goal of creating a sustainable society.
Electricity Resource Plan
The 2002 Electricity Resource Plan for San Francisco presented the initial action plan to meet the
City’s growth in demand for electricity using renewable energy resources. Goals included in the
2002 Electricity Resource Plan included the following: assure reliable power, maximize energy
efficiency, develop renewable power, increase local control, affordable electric bills, improve air
quality, support environmental justice and promote economic opportunities. One of the primary
goals of the plan, to facilitate the shutdown of two of the City’s older fossil‐fueled power plants in
Hunters Point and Potrero Hill, was achieved in 2006 and 2011, respectively (SFDE and SFPUC,
2002). The 2011 Updated Electricity Resource Plan reaffirms the on‐going goals of the 2002 Electricity
Resource Plan and details the next steps to help San Francisco achieve its goal of generating all of its
energy needs from renewable and zero‐greenhouse gas (GHG) electric energy sources by 2030. The
updated plan is designed to cover all electrical energy needs in San Francisco, not just the electrical
energy needs provided by the SFPUC to serve municipal facilities. The updated plan proposes three
broad strategies to reduce GHG emissions from electricity:
1.

Empower San Francisco citizens and businesses to cost‐effectively reduce GHG emissions
associated with their own electric energy usage;

2.

Increase the amount of zero‐GHG electricity supplied to the City’s customers from the
wholesale energy market; and

3.

Continue and expand SFPUC electric service to guarantee reliable, reasonably‐priced, and
environmentally sensitive service to its customers.

The 2011 Updated Electricity Resource Plan includes recommendations for implementation of each
of these strategies.

5.18.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.18.3.1 Significance Criteria
The CCSF has not formally adopted significance standards for impacts related to mineral and
energy resources, but generally considers that implementation of the proposed project would
have a significant impact if it were to:


Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be of value to the
region and the residents of the state;



Result in the loss of availability of a locally important mineral resource recovery site
delineated on a local general plan, specific plan, or other land use plan; or



Encourage activities that resulted in the use of large amounts of fuel, water, or energy, or
used these resources in a wasteful manner.
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5.18.3.2 Approach to Analysis
This analysis evaluates the potential project‐related loss of availability of locally or regionally
important mineral resources based on mapping conducted under the CGS Mineral Land
Classification System. Impacts related to the loss of mineral resources would be considered
significant if construction activities would make known mineral resources temporarily unavailable,
or if the construction of new facilities would make these resources permanently unavailable.
This analysis also considers the temporary use of energy resources (such as fuel, water, and
electricity) during construction and the permanent use of energy resources during operation of
the proposed project. The evaluation discusses how construction activities would be conducted to
minimize the use of fuels, and estimates the amount of energy needed for operational purposes.
Natural gas would not be required for project construction or operation and is therefore not
discussed further in this section.
With respect to water usage, construction of the proposed facilities would require the use of some
water for dust control and other purposes, but would not involve the wasteful use of water or
encourage activities that use large amounts of water. Operation of the backup pipeline would not
use water or encourage the wasteful use of water. Rather, the Alameda Creek Pump Station,
transfer pipeline, and other related improvements would be used to conserve water that would
otherwise be discharged to San Antonio Creek during planned (nonemergency) operations and
certain emergency conditions. With implementation of the proposed project, water that is
discharged out of the regional water system to Pit F3‐East could be conserved by pumping the
water to San Antonio Reservoir or to the Sunol Valley Water Treatment Plant (SVWTP) for
subsequent treatment and delivery to customers. Because the SABPL project would not result in
the wasteful use of water or encourage activities that use large amounts of water, water usage is
not discussed further in this section.

5.18.3.3 Summary of Impacts
Table 5.18‐1 lists the proposed project’s mineral and energy resource impacts and significance
determinations.
TABLE 5.18‐1
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Significance
Determinations

Impacts
Impact ME‐1: Project construction would not result in the temporary loss of availability of
known mineral resources that would be of value to the region or residents of the state, or
the temporary loss of availability of a locally important mineral resource recovery site.

LS

Impact ME‐2: Project construction could result in substantial adverse effects related to the
use of large amounts of fuel or energy, or the use of these resources in a wasteful manner.

LSM

Impact ME‐3: Project implementation would not result in the permanent loss of
availability of known mineral resources that would be of value to the region or residents
of the state, or the permanent loss of availability of a locally important mineral resource
recovery site.
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TABLE 5.18‐1 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Significance
Determinations

Impacts
Impact ME‐4: Project operations would not result in substantial adverse effects related to
the long‐term use of large amounts of fuel or energy, or the use of these resources in a
wasteful manner.
Impact C‐ME: Project construction would result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative impacts related to mineral and energy resources.

LS

LSM

LS = Less than Significant impact, no mitigation required
LSM = Less than Significant impact with Mitigation

5.18.3.4 Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact ME‐1: Project construction would not result in the temporary loss of availability of
known mineral resources that would be of value to the region or residents of the state, or the
temporary loss of availability of a locally important mineral resource recovery site. (Less than
Significant)
Project construction activities would be conducted in an area mapped by the California Mineral
Land Classification System as MRZ‐2, which corresponds with areas where significant mineral
deposits are believed to be present, as evidenced by the active quarries in the immediate project
vicinity. Potential impacts associated with the temporary loss of known mineral resources could
occur if the SABPL project impeded active mining operations such that mineral resources were
temporarily unavailable.
Project construction activities would not impede or interfere with active mining operations.
Construction in the SMP‐30 area, including installation of the backup pipeline and water pipeline
to the town of Sunol, would require the temporary placement of spoils in Pit F6 or at the SMP‐30
aggregate processing facility until the spoils were sold by the quarry operators and reused.
However, the SFPUC would coordinate with the quarry operators to ensure that spoils placement
did not interfere with mining operations. In the SMP‐24 area, construction activities associated
with the proposed discharge facility at Pit F3‐East, cutoff wall, Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet
well, control building, and transfer pipeline would be conducted in an area where Hanson
Aggregates has already completed active mining. Thus, project construction activities would not
substantially interfere with active mining operations or result in the temporary or permanent loss
of availability of mineral resources.
No new structures would be constructed within active mining areas. The proposed staging areas
are not located within active mining areas and, with the exception of the former nursery site
located within Staging Area C, all other staging areas would be returned to their original
condition following construction; therefore, these areas could be accessed for mineral resource
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extraction in the future. As a result, impacts related to the temporary loss of availability of known
mineral resources or a locally important mineral resource recovery site would be less than
significant. Permanent impacts related to the placement of excess construction spoils in earthen
berms at the North Spoils Site and at the former nursery site located within Staging Area C are
analyzed below under Impact ME‐3.
_________________________
Impact ME‐2: Project construction could result in substantial adverse effects related to the use
of large amounts of fuel or energy, or the use these resources in a wasteful manner. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)
Construction of the SABPL project would require the use of fuels (primarily gas, diesel, and
motor oil) for a variety of construction activities, including excavation, grading, demolition, and
vehicle travel. Fuel for construction worker commute trips would be minor in comparison to the
fuel used by construction equipment and for hauling. The precise amount of construction‐related
energy consumption is uncertain. Although fuels would only be used during construction of the
SABPL project, excessive idling and other inefficient site operations could result in the wasteful
use of fuels, which would constitute a potentially significant impact. However, implementation
of SFPUC actions to reduce greenhouse gases (see Chapter 3, Section 3.6.7.2, SFPUC Standard
Construction Measures and Greenhouse Gas Reduction Measures), as well as implementation of
the mitigation measures described below, would reduce this impact to a less‐than‐significant
level.
Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1a: BAAQMD Basic Construction Measures.
(See Impact AQ‐1 in Section 5.8, Air Quality, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1b: BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for NOx
Reduction.
(See Impact AQ‐1 in Section 5.8, Air Quality, for description.)
Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1a restricts idling of diesel‐fueled commercial vehicles and requires
that tune‐ups be performed for all construction equipment, and Mitigation Measure M‐AQ‐1b
encourages use of alternative fuels, engine retrofit technology, after‐market products, add‐on
devices, and other devices to reduce NOx emissions, which in turn have the potential to reduce
overall fuel consumption. Implementation of these measures would increase fuel efficiency and
ensure that fuels would not be used in a wasteful manner. Therefore, this impact would be less
than significant with mitigation.
_________________________
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5.18.3.5 Operational Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact ME‐3: Project implementation would not result in the permanent loss of availability of
known mineral resources that would be of value to the region or residents of the state, or the
permanent loss of availability of a locally important mineral resource recovery site. (Less than
Significant)
All of the proposed facilities would be constructed in an area mapped as MRZ‐2, which
corresponds with areas where significant mineral resources are believed to be present. The
backup pipeline, water pipeline to the town of Sunol, and related pipeline improvements would
generally be constructed along the same alignment as the existing San Antonio Pipeline along
Calaveras Road. Mineral resources are already unavailable along this alignment due to the
presence of the San Antonio Pipeline. Similarly, the new chemical facility would be constructed
adjacent to the Alameda Siphons in an area where mineral resources are already unavailable due
to the presence of SFPUC water supply facilities. The proposed facilities at SMP‐24 quarry
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, including the Alameda Creek Pump Station, transfer pipeline,
dewatering pipeline, cutoff wall, etc., would be located in an area where mineral extraction has
been completed; thus, these facilities would not affect the availability of aggregate resources in
this area. The proposed project would also not result in significant impacts related to the loss of
availability of mineral resources in the two areas proposed a permanent spoils disposal areas: the
North Spoils Site and the former nursery site located within Staging Area C. The proposed
earthen berms at these two sites are not considered high‐value improvements and could be
relocated if marketable material was found to be located under these sites. Therefore, impacts
related to a permanent loss of the availability of mineral resources or a locally important mineral
resource recovery site would be less than significant.

_________________________
Impact ME‐4: Project operations would not result in substantial adverse effects related to the
long‐term use of large amounts of fuel or energy, or the use of these resources in a wasteful
manner. (Less than Significant)
Discharges from the backup pipeline to Pit F3‐East during planned maintenance activities would
occur approximately two times per year and result in the discharge of up to 184 acre‐feet of water to
Pit F3‐East. The frequency of emergency discharges from the backup pipeline to Pit F3‐East is
difficult to predict but is estimated at approximately once every two years. Up to 485 acre‐feet of
water would be discharged to Pit F3‐East during emergency operations. The SABPL project would
require an estimated total of 275,962 kWh of electrical power per year to operate the new chemical
facility, discharge facility, dewatering facilities, and Alameda Creek Pump Station (SFPUC, 2011b),
all of which would be provided by the HHWP Calaveras Substation. The greater portion of the
SABPL project’s electrical power consumption would be used to conserve water within the SFPUC
regional water system that would otherwise be wasted. As described in Section 5.18.1.4, above,
existing annual SFPUC energy usage in the Sunol Valley is 5,076,996.5 kWh, and the long‐term
annual average production of the Hetch Hetchy system is 1.7 billion kWh (San Francisco Planning
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Department, 2008). Under the proposed project, the increased consumption of energy produced by
the Hetch Hetchy system represents approximately 5 percent of the existing annual energy
consumption in the Sunol Valley, and approximately 0.016 percent of the total energy produced by
the Hetch Hetchy system. Increased energy consumption under the proposed project would
constitute a very small portion of the total energy production for the Hetch Hetchy system. Further,
the SFPUC has designed the proposed SABPL project facilities in accordance with the 2008 Energy
Efficiency Standards for Residential and Nonresidential Buildings, as specified in the California
Code of Regulations, Title 24, Part 6, as appropriate; compliance with these standards for the
heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and lighting systems in the new chemical facility and the
electrical control building for the discharge facility at Pit F3‐East would help ensure that the energy
needed to operate these systems would not be used in a wasteful manner. Because the design of
SABPL project facilities would comply with the 2008 Energy Efficiency Standards, and because the
total amount of energy used by the project would be 0.016 percent of the total energy produced by
the Hetch Hetchy system and would be used to conserve water that would otherwise be wasted,
the SABPL project would not use large amounts of energy or use the energy in a wasteful manner,
and this impact would be less than significant.

_________________________

5.18.3.6 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variant 1
Under Pumping Variant 1, the proposed Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, control
building, transfer pipeline, electrical transformer, and new overhead powerline between the
HHWP Calaveras Substation and the Alameda Creek Pump Station would not be constructed.
Instead, two submersible high‐pressure pumps would be installed adjacent to the proposed
discharge facility at Pit F3‐East. These pumps would be used to pump the discharged water from
quarry Pit F3‐East directly to San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP employing a one‐step
pumping process that relies on the proposed dewatering pipeline and other existing pipelines for
conveyance. (The proposed project would use a two‐step pumping process to first pump water
from Pits F3‐East and F3‐West to the Alameda Creek Pump Station, and then pump the water to
San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP.) Unlike the proposed project, Pit F3‐West would not be
dewatered under Pumping Variant 1.
Since Pumping Variant 1 would not construct the Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, control
building, transfer pipeline, electrical transformer, and new overhead powerline, construction‐
related fuel consumption under this variant would be somewhat less but similar to that of the
proposed project.
Unlike the proposed project, there would be no consumption of energy associated with operation of
pumps on floating platforms to dewater Pit F3‐West. Pumping Variant 1 would require an
estimated 238,233 kWh per year to operate the new chemical facility, discharge facility, and
submersible pumps, resulting in a lower operational energy demand when compared to the
proposed project, which is estimated to require 275,962 kWh. As with the proposed project, the
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HHWP Calaveras Substation would provide all of the electrical power for Pumping Variant 1. The
increase in energy consumption associated with Pumping Variant 1 represents approximately
5 percent of the existing energy usage in the Sunol Valley, and approximately 0.014 percent of the
total energy produced by the Hetch Hetchy system. Like the proposed project, this variant would
not use a large amount of energy or use the energy in a wasteful manner because the total amount
of energy used under this variant would represent approximately 0.014 percent of the total energy
produced by the Hetch Hetchy system, the energy would be used to conserve water that would
otherwise be wasted, and the proposed project facilities would be designed in accordance with the
2008 Energy Efficiency Standards. Therefore, impacts related to the use of large amounts of energy
and the wasteful use of energy during project operations would be less than those described in
Section 5.18.3.5 for the proposed project. This impact was determined to be less than significant for
the proposed project, and the significance determination would not change with implementation of
Pumping Variant 1.
Since neither the proposed project nor Pumping Variant 1 would involve the construction of
facilities in active mining areas or in mineral resource areas that would otherwise be accessible for
mining, all other mineral resources impacts would be the same as those described for the
proposed project. Thus, overall, implementation of this variant would not change the analysis,
conclusions, or mitigation measures identified in Sections 5.18.3.4 and 5.18.3.5, above.

Pumping Variant 2
Under Pumping Variant 2, one submersible high‐pressure pump and one submersible low‐pressure
pump would be installed adjacent to the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East. Pumping Variant 2
would provide the SFPUC with the operational flexibility to recover the water that is discharged
from the backup pipeline using either a one‐step or two‐step pumping process. The submersible
high‐pressure pump could be used to pump the discharged water directly out of Pit F3‐East to San
Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP (one‐step pumping). Alternately, as with the proposed project,
the submersible low‐pressure pump could be used to pump the discharged water from the quarry
pits to the Alameda Creek Pump Station, where the water would then be pumped to San Antonio
Reservoir or the SVWTP (two‐step pumping). Like the proposed project, Pumping Variant 2 would
also include flexible hoses and portable pumps mounted on floating platforms in Pit F3‐West to
enable the SFPUC to pump water from Pit F3‐West (if water seeps from Pit F3‐East to F3‐West) to
the Alameda Creek Pump Station after a discharge from the backup pipeline.
Since Pumping Variant 2 would construct nearly identical facilities as the proposed project,
construction‐related fuel consumption under this variant would be the same as that for the
proposed project.
The energy requirements for Pumping Variant 2 were calculated based on the assumption that
project operations would be split between one‐step pumping and two‐step pumping, which
would result in an estimated average annual energy consumption of 257,098 kWh, compared to
275,962 kWh under the proposed project. Like the proposed project and Pumping Variant 1,
Pumping Variant 2 would not use a large amount of energy or use the energy in a wasteful
manner. The average annual energy consumption under this variant would represent
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0.015 percent of the total energy produced by the Hetch Hetchy system and 5 percent of the total
energy used by the SFPUC in the Sunol Valley. Because the energy would be used to conserve
water that would otherwise be wasted, and project facilities would be designed in accordance
with the 2008 Energy Efficiency Standards, impacts related to the use of large amounts of energy
and the wasteful use of energy during operations would be the same as those described in
Section 5.18.3.5 for the proposed project.
Since neither the proposed project nor Pumping Variant 2 would involve the construction of
facilities in active mining areas or in mineral resource areas that would otherwise be accessible for
mining, all mineral resources impacts would be the same as those described for the proposed
project. Thus, overall, implementation of this variant would not change the analysis, conclusions,
or mitigation measures identified in Sections 5.18.3.4 and 5.18.3.5, above.

_________________________

5.18.3.7 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact C‐ME: Project construction would result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to
cumulative impacts related to mineral and energy resources. (Less than Significant with
Mitigation)
The geographic scope for potential cumulative mineral and energy resources impacts consists of
the project area and general vicinity (for mineral resources) and the broader region (for energy
resources).

Loss of Availability of Known Mineral Resources
As described in Impacts ME‐1 and ME‐3, all of the proposed facilities and improvements would
be constructed in an area mapped as MRZ‐2 and could be underlain by aggregate resources.
Several of the cumulative projects listed in Table 5.6‐1 would also be located in areas designated
as MRZ‐2, including the SFPUC’s Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade, New Irvington
Tunnel, San Antonio Pump Station Upgrade, SVWTP Expansion and Treated Water Reservoir
(SVWTP Expansion), and Upper Alameda Creek Filter Gallery (Filter Gallery) projects. All of
these projects would include construction within an area that contains known aggregate
resources, which could result in a significant cumulative impact. However, as described above in
Impacts ME‐1 and ME‐3, the SABPL project would not result in the construction of new
structures in active mining areas or in areas that would otherwise be available for mining.
Therefore, the project’s contribution to cumulative impacts related to the loss of availability of
mineral resources would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant).

Construction Use of Energy
The proposed project (see Impact ME‐2) and all of the cumulative projects listed in Table 5.1.6
would use energy during construction, which could result in a significant cumulative impact. The
SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative impact would be cumulatively considerable.
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However, the SABPL project’s contribution to this impact would be reduced to a less‐than‐
significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measures M‐AQ‐1a (BAAQMD Basic
Construction Measures) and M‐AQ‐1b (BAAQMD Additional Construction Measures for NOx
Reduction) (see Impact AQ‐1 in Section 5.8, Air Quality, for descriptions). These mitigation
measures address the wasteful consumption of fuels during project construction and would limit
the SABPL project’s impacts related to energy use during construction. Therefore, the project’s
contribution would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant).

Long‐Term Energy Use during Operation
Operation of the SABPL project would require a total of 275,962 kWh of energy per year (see
Impact ME‐4). Many of the projects listed in Table 5.1‐6, such as the SFPUC Expansion project
and SFPUC Filter Gallery project, would also use energy for operations, which could result in a
significant cumulative impact related to the use of large amounts of energy or wasteful use of this
energy. However, the operational energy requirements for the SABPL project represent
0.016 percent of the total energy produced by the Hetch Hetchy system. This energy would be used
to conserve water that would otherwise be wasted. Further, the SABPL project’s facility
improvements would comply with the 2008 Energy Efficiency Standards. Therefore, the SABPL
project’s residual contribution to cumulative impacts related to energy usage during operation
would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant).

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
Because implementation of either Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2 would result in impacts
that are the same as or very similar to those of the proposed project (refer to Section 5.18.3.6, Impact
Analysis for Pumping Variants), the cumulative impact analysis and related conclusions provided
above apply to both project variants.
_________________________
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5.19 Agriculture and Forest Resources
This section describes existing agricultural and forest resources in the vicinity of the proposed
San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project and analyzes the potential for project
implementation to adversely affect such resources through displacement or conversion of these
uses, or through project construction and operation.

5.19.1 Setting
The SABPL project is located entirely within SFPUC Alameda watershed lands in the Sunol
Valley of unincorporated Alameda County. In the East County Area Plan of the Alameda County
General Plan, SFPUC Alameda watershed lands are zoned as Resource Management, Water
Management, and Parklands. The SABPL project area is designated as Water Management
(Alameda County, 2002).
As described in Section 5.2, Land Use, existing land uses in the vicinity of the proposed project
include gravel mining operations, commercial nurseries, grazing, regional open space, and SFPUC
water supply facilities. Two former nursery sites are located in the project area: one is located
between Pit F6 and Calaveras Road (this former nursery is visible on the aerial photo base map in
Figure 3‐3); and the other is located within Staging Area C and is also a proposed permanent spoils
disposal site, meaning excess spoils generated during construction could be placed in a permanent
earthen berm at this site (this former nursery is visible on the aerial photo base map in Figures 3‐4
through 3‐6). These nurseries were vacated in 2009 and 2010, respectively.

5.19.1.1 Agricultural Resources
Farmland Classifications
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
The California Department of Conservation (CDC), Division of Land Resource Protection, maps
important farmlands throughout California. Important farmlands are classified into the categories
listed below on the basis of soil conditions (their suitability for agriculture) and current land use.


Prime Farmland. This category represents farmland with the best combination of physical
and chemical characteristics for long‐term agricultural production. It has the soil quality,
growing season, and moisture supply needed to produce sustained high yields of crops
when treated and managed. In addition, the land must have been used for irrigated
agricultural production in the last four years to qualify under this category.



Farmland of Statewide Importance. Farmland of Statewide Importance is similar to Prime
Farmland in that it has a good combination of physical and chemical characteristics for
crop production, but with minor shortcomings, such as greater slopes and less ability to
store moisture.



Unique Farmland. This land does not meet the criteria for Prime Farmland or Farmland of
Statewide Importance but is land that has been used for the production of the state’s
leading agricultural crops. This land is usually irrigated but may include non‐irrigated
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orchards or vineyards, as found in some climatic zones of California. Unique Farmland
must have been cropped at some time during the four years prior to the mapping date.


Farmland of Local Importance. This category applies to land of importance to the local
agricultural economy as determined by the county. This land is either currently producing
crops or has the capability of production, but does not meet the criteria of the preceding
categories.



Grazing Land. Grazing Land is land on which the vegetation is suited to the grazing of
livestock.



Urban and Built‐up Land. This land is occupied by structures with a building density of at
least one unit to 1.5 acres, or approximately six structures on a 10‐acre parcel. This land
generally provides unfavorable conditions for agricultural production.



Other Land. This is land that is not included in any of the categories above and may include
brush, timber, wetlands, confined livestock areas, strip mines, and gravel pits, among other
land types.

Farmland Designations in the Project Area
As shown in Figure 5.19‐1, farmland mapping designations in the vicinity of the SABPL project
consist of Grazing Land, Other Land, and Unique Farmland. The Grazing Land designation is
based on the underlying soil types; the Other Land and Unique Farmland designations are based
in part on historical and current land uses. The farmland mapping system designates the former
nursery site located within Staging Area C as Unique Farmland, in part because this site has
supported nursery operations within the last four years. The North Spoils Site and a portion of
the project area located on the west side of Calaveras Road, just south of the San Antonio Creek
crossing and encompassing the Hetch Hetchy Water & Power Calaveras Substation, are mapped
as Grazing Land. The remainder of the project area is mapped as Other Land, including the
former nursery site located between Pit F6 and Calaveras Road. The Other Land mapping
coincides with the boundaries of the gravel quarries (CDC, 2011).
Williamson Act Program
As described below in Section 5.19.2.2, the California Land Conservation Act (commonly referred
to as the Williamson Act) is the state’s primary program for the conservation of private land for
agricultural and open space uses. The CDC prepares countywide maps of lands enrolled in
Williamson Act contracts and classifies them into the categories described below.


Prime Agricultural Land. This category represents the state’s highest quality agricultural
land. Land under this category is typically used for the production of irrigated crops or to
support livestock.



Non‐prime Agricultural Land. This category represents Open Space Land of Statewide
Significance as defined under the California Open Space Subvention Act. Most land under
this category is in agricultural uses such as grazing or non‐irrigated crops, and may also
include other open space uses that are compatible with agriculture and consistent with
local general plans.



Land in Non‐renewal. This category represents land under contracts that are being
terminated at the option of the landowner or local government.
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Williamson Act Contracts in the Project Area
The grazing land on the private ranch parcel (referred to as the Garcia residence), located south
of the Alameda West Portal and southwest of the project area, is under a Williamson Act contract
and is designated as Non‐prime Agricultural Land (APN 096‐08080‐004‐00). No other lands in the
immediate project vicinity are enrolled in the Williamson Act program (CDC, 2009).

5.19.1.2 Forest Resources
Section 12220(g) of the California Public Resources Code defines forest land as “land that can
support 10 percent native tree cover of any species, including hardwoods, under natural
conditions, and that allows for management of one or more forest resources, including timber,
aesthetics, fish and wildlife, biodiversity, water quality, recreation, and other public benefits.”
Timberland is land (other than land owned by the federal government and land designated by
the California Board of Forestry and Fire Protection as experimental forest land) that is available
for and capable of growing a crop of trees of any commercial species used to produce lumber and
other forest products. There are no timber harvesting activities on SFPUC Alameda watershed
lands. The former nursery sites adjacent to and within the project area are not used to grow trees
that produce lumber or forest products. Although portions of the Alameda watershed meet the
definition of forest land as provided above, the SABPL project is located in active quarry areas,
and there is no forest land within the project area.

5.19.2 Regulatory Framework
5.19.2.1 Federal Regulations
The Farmland Protection and Policy Act requires an evaluation of the relative value of farmland
that could be affected by decisions sponsored in whole or part by the federal government. The
Farmland Protection and Policy Act does not apply to the proposed project since the project is not
a federal government action or program.

5.19.2.2 State Regulations
The California Land Conservation Act of 1965, commonly referred to as the Williamson Act, is
the state’s primary program aimed at conserving private land for agricultural and open space
use. It is a voluntary, locally administered program that offers reduced property taxes on lands
whose owners place enforceable restrictions on land use through contracts between the
individual landowners and local governments.
As indicated above in Section 5.19.1.1, the closest land to the project area that is under a
Williamson Act contract is the grazing land on the Garcia residence parcel, located south of the
Alameda West Portal. As this parcel is outside of the project area, land use restrictions imposed
by the Williamson Act are not applicable to the proposed project.
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5.19.2.3 Local Regulations
Alameda County General Plan – East County Area Plan
The East County Area Plan of the Alameda County General Plan governs land use planning for
eastern Alameda County. As discussed in Section 5.19.1, above, land use in the project area is
designated as Water Management. Although the Water Management category allows for land
uses that are compatible with this designation, the project area is not zoned for agricultural or
forestry uses (Alameda County, 2002).

5.19.3 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
5.19.3.1 Significance Criteria
The City and County of San Francisco has not formally adopted significance standards for
impacts related to agriculture and forest resources, but generally considers that implementation
of the proposed project would have a significant impact if it were to:


Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance, as
shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
of the California Resources Agency, to non‐agricultural use;



Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use or a Williamson Act contract;



Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as defined in Public
Resources Code Section 12220[g]) or timberland (as defined by Public Resources Code
Section 4526);



Result in the loss of forest land or the conversion of forest land to non‐forest use; or



Involve other changes in the existing environment, which, due to their location or nature,
could result in the conversion of farmland to non‐agricultural use or forest land to
non‐forest use.

5.19.3.2 Approach to Analysis
Due to the nature of the proposed project, there would be no impacts related to the following
criteria; therefore, no impact discussion is provided for these topics for the reasons described
below:
Conflict with Zoning for Agricultural Use or with a Williamson Act Contract. The proposed
project is not located on land zoned for agricultural uses, and the project area is not subject
to a Williamson Act contract. Therefore, the second significance criterion listed above is not
applicable to the proposed project and is not discussed further in this EIR.
Conflict with Existing Zoning for Forest Land, or Result in the Loss of Forest Land or the
Conversion of Forest Land to Non-forest Use. There is no forest land in the project area; thus,
implementation and operation of the SABPL project would not conflict with zoning
regulations for forest land, result in the loss of forest land, or result in the conversion of
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forest land to non‐forest use. Therefore, the third and fourth significance criteria listed
above are not applicable to the proposed project and are not discussed further in this EIR.
Involve Other Changes in the Existing Environment, which, due to their Location or Nature, Could
Result in the Conversion of Farmland to Non‐agricultural Use or Forest Land to Non‐forest Use.
The proposed project would not result in changes to the existing environment (for instance,
by creating conflicting land uses or operational activities) that could indirectly cause the
conversion of farmland to non‐agricultural use or forest land to non‐forest use. Thus, the
fifth criterion listed above is not applicable to the proposed project and is not discussed
further in this EIR.
To determine the potential for temporary and permanent impacts on agricultural resources, this
evaluation compared the surface areas that would be disturbed during project construction and
staging activities to the CDC’s farmland mapping designations. Areas mapped as Grazing Land
(i.e., the North Spoils Site) or Other Land (i.e., Pits F3‐East and F3‐West and a portion of the
alignment for the backup pipeline and 12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline to the town of Sunol) are
not addressed in this analysis because these designations do not relate to the significance criteria
described above.

5.19.3.3 Summary of Impacts
Table 5.19‐1 lists the proposed project’s impacts and significance determinations related to
agriculture and forest resources.
TABLE 5.19‐1
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS – AGRICULTURE AND FOREST RESOURCES
Significance
Determinations

Impacts
Impact AG‐1: Implementation of the proposed project would result in the conversion of
Unique Farmland, as shown on the maps pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring
Program of the California Resources Agency, to non‐agricultural use.

LSM

Impact C‐AG: Implementation of the proposed project would result in a cumulatively

LSM

considerable contribution to cumulative impacts related to the conversion of Unique
Farmland to non‐agricultural uses.

LSM = Less than Significant impact with Mitigation

5.19.3.4 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
For the impacts addressed below, the factor determining significance is site selection rather than
any specific construction or operational activities (i.e., whether the proposed project is sited on
unique farmland determines impact significance); consequently, while other sections in Chapter 5
distinguish between construction and operational impacts, this section does not.
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Impact AG‐1: Implementation of the proposed project would result in the conversion of
Unique Farmland, as shown on the maps pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring
Program of the California Resources Agency, to non‐agricultural use. (Less than Significant
with Mitigation)
The former nursery site located within Staging Area C is designated as Unique Farmland. This
5‐acre site would be used for construction staging during the initial phases of construction;
however, during the later phases of construction, the SFPUC also proposes to use this site for
permanent spoils disposal by placing excess spoils generated during construction in an earthen
berm at this site. Thus, project implementation would preclude future use of this site for nursery
operations. Therefore, project construction would result in the permanent conversion of Unique
Farmland to non‐agricultural use, and impacts at this former nursery site would be significant.
However, this impact would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with implementation of
Mitigation Measure M‐AG‐1.
Mitigation Measure M‐AG‐1: Compensation for Loss of Unique Farmland.
The SFPUC shall compensate for the conversion of Unique Farmland to non‐agricultural
use as follows:


As compensation for the permanent loss of Unique Farmland at the former nursery
site, the SFPUC shall dedicate a permanent agricultural conservation easement equal
in area to the Unique Farmland converted to non‐agricultural use.



As an alternative to the permanent agricultural easement described above, the
SFPUC shall contribute funds to a local agricultural land conservancy to establish a
conservation easement to protect an equivalent acreage of similarly valued land in
the area.

Should the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program remove the Unique Farmland
designation from the former nursery site before the earthen berm is constructed, this
mitigation measure would no longer be warranted and would not be required.
Mitigation Measure M‐AG‐1 would address the impact on Unique Farmland by requiring the
SFPUC to provide compensation for any Unique Farmland converted to non‐agricultural uses,
either by dedicating a permanent agricultural conservation easement equal in area to the Unique
Farmland lost, or by contributing funds to a local agricultural land conservancy to establish a
conservation easement to protect an equivalent acreage. Therefore, this impact would be less than
significant with mitigation.
The Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program has mapped the remainder of the project area
as Other Land and Grazing Land. Nursery operations at the former nursery site located between
Pit F6 and Calaveras Road ceased in 2009. This former nursery site is designated by the CDC as
Other Land; thus, no impact would result.
_________________________
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5.19.3.5 Impact Analysis for Pumping Variants
Pumping Variants 1 and 2
Like the proposed project, under both Pumping Variants 1 and 2, construction contractors would
utilize the former nursery site located within Staging Area C for staging during the earlier phases
of construction; during the later phase of construction, excess spoils would be permanently
placed in an earthen berm at this site. Thus, as with the proposed project, implementation of
either Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2 would preclude nursery operations at this
former nursery site following construction, thereby resulting in the permanent conversion of
Unique Farmland to non‐agricultural use, a significant impact. Potential impacts on agriculture
associated with Pumping Variants 1 and 2 would be the same as those described for the proposed
project. Thus, implementation of either pumping variant would not change the analysis or
conclusions presented in Section 5.19.3.4, above.
_________________________

5.19.3.6 Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact C‐AG: Implementation of the proposed project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative impacts related to the conversion of Unique Farmland
to non‐agricultural uses. (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
The geographic scope for cumulative impacts on agricultural resources consists of areas of
Unique Farmland within the Sunol Valley.
Cumulative impacts on agricultural resources could result if the SABPL project and other
cumulative projects in the Sunol Valley caused the permanent conversion of Unique Farmland to
non‐agricultural use, either through direct changes in land use or through permanent changes from
existing conditions. As discussed in Impact AG‐1, excess spoils generated during construction of
the SABPL project would be placed in a permanent earthen berm at the former nursery site located
within Staging Area C. Thus, implementation of the SABPL project would result in the permanent
conversion of Unique Farmland to non‐agricultural uses at this site. This former nursery site is also
located within the SFPUC Upper Alameda Creek Filter Gallery (Filter Gallery) project area, and the
Filter Gallery project would also utilize this site for the permanent placement of spoils. Cumulative
impacts related to the permanent conversion of Unique Farmland to non‐agricultural use during
construction of the SABPL project and Filter Gallery project would be significant, and the SABPL
project’s contribution to this cumulative impact would be cumulatively considerable.
As described in Impact AG‐1, the SABPL project’s impact related to the permanent conversion of
Unique Farmland to non‐agricultural use would be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with
implementation of Mitigation Measure M‐AG‐1 (Compensation for Loss of Unique Farmland)
(see Impact AG‐1, above, for description). Therefore, with the implementation of mitigation, the
SABPL project’s contribution to this cumulative impact would not be cumulatively considerable
(less than significant).
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The SMP‐30 Quarry Expansion and Cutoff Wall project would expand quarrying operations into a
portion of the former nursery property located between Pit F6 and Calaveras Road; however, this
area is designated as Other Land. Therefore, cumulative impacts related to the conversion of
Unique Farmland to non‐agricultural uses would be less than significant.
Implementation of the proposed project would not contribute to any cumulative impacts on forest
resources because the project would not result in project‐specific impacts on forest resources.

Cumulative Impacts of Pumping Variants
Because implementation of either Pumping Variant 1 or Pumping Variant 2 would have the same
effects on agriculture as the proposed project, the cumulative impact analysis and associated
conclusions provided above apply to both project variants.
_________________________

5.19.4 References
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6.1 Growth Inducement
6.1.1 Introduction and Overview
This chapter analyzes the growth inducement potential and associated secondary effects of
growth impacts of the proposed project, as required by the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA). CEQA requires that an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) evaluate the growth‐
inducing impacts of a proposed project.1 A growth‐inducing impact is defined as follows:
[T]he ways in which the proposed project could foster economic or population growth, or
the construction of additional housing, either directly or indirectly, in the surrounding
environment. Included in this are projects which would remove obstacles to population
growth…. It must not be assumed that growth in any area is necessarily beneficial,
detrimental, or of little significance to the environment.
As described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2, the San Francisco Planning Department prepared a
Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) on the SFPUC’s Water System Improvement
Program (WSIP), which was certified in October 2008 (San Francisco Planning Department, 2008).
The PEIR includes a detailed analysis of the growth inducement potential of the overall WSIP
water supply strategy and concluded that “The WSIP would support planned growth in the
existing SFPUC service area (WSIP PEIR, Vol. 4, Chapter 7, Impact 7‐1).”

1

CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2(d).
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The proposed San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project, as a facility improvement project of
the WSIP, would be a contributing factor in that growth inducement potential and associated
indirect effects of growth. By removing the lack of a reliable water supply and supply system as
one potential obstacle to growth within the SFPUC service area, the WSIP, and thus the proposed
project, would have an indirect growth‐inducing effect according to the CEQA definition above.2
This EIR tiers from the WSIP PEIR, and the growth inducement analysis contained in PEIR
Chapter 7 and associated Appendix E are incorporated by reference into this EIR. All impacts
related to the WSIP water supply strategy to which this project contributes have been examined
at a sufficient level of detail in the PEIR and no additional review is necessary in this EIR. The
significant environmental effects have been adequately addressed in the PEIR, and the SFPUC
has adopted the CEQA Findings on the PEIR related to the growth inducing impacts of the WSIP.
A summary of the growth inducement analysis in the PEIR is provided below.

6.1.2 Summary of PEIR Growth Inducement Analysis
Implementation of the WSIP would achieve the WSIP goals and objectives, including the water
supply goal through the year 2018. It would allow the SFPUC to: (1) meet its customer water
needs in nondrought periods through the year 2018 and (2) limit rationing to a maximum of
20 percent systemwide reduction in water service during extended droughts. Achieving the
WSIP water supply goal would increase the reliability of water service to existing customers as
well as would water to serve planned growth of additional residential and business customers in
the existing SFPUC service area.
A variety of factors influence new development or population growth in the area served by SFPUC
water, including economic conditions of the region, adopted growth management policies in the
affected communities, and the availability of adequate infrastructure (e.g., water service, sewer
service, public schools, and roadways, etc.), with economic factors generally the lead driver. While
water service is only one of many factors affecting the growth potential of a community, it is one of
the chief public services needed to support urban development, and lack of a reliable water supply
as well as a service capacity deficiency could constrain future development.
Pursuant to CEQA, growth per se is not assumed to be necessarily beneficial, detrimental, or of
little significance to the environment; it is the secondary, or indirect, effects of growth that can
cause adverse changes to the physical environment. The indirect effects of population and/or
economic growth and accompanying development can include increased demand on community
services and public service infrastructure; increased traffic and noise; degradation of air and
water quality; and conversion of agricultural land and open space to urban uses. Local land use
plans (e.g., general plans and specific plans) of the jurisdictions served by the SFPUC establish
land use development patterns and growth policies that are intended to allow for the orderly

2

The WSIP would not directly induce growth as it does not involve the development of new housing to attract
additional population, nor would it indirectly induce growth by establishing substantial permanent or even short‐
term construction employment opportunities that could stimulate population growth. Construction of the WSIP
projects is not expected to involve employment opportunities substantially beyond what would normally be
available to construction workers in the area, and workers are expected to be drawn from the local labor pool.
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expansion of urban development supported by adequate public services, including water supply,
roadway infrastructure, sewer service, and solid waste service. Local jurisdictions conduct CEQA
environmental review on their general and specific plans to assess the secondary effects of their
planned growth and to identify feasible mitigation for significant, adverse effects. A project that
would induce growth and is inconsistent with local land use plans and policies could indirectly
cause adverse environmental impacts, as well as impacts on public services; this could occur if
the local land use jurisdictions have not previously addressed these issues in the CEQA review of
their land use plans and development proposals.
By removing the lack of a reliable water supply and water system (as one potential obstacle to
growth within the SFPUC service area) and providing and assisting in the development of
additional water supply sources (such as recycled water and groundwater projects) as well as
promotion of more efficient use of water through conservation measures, the WSIP would have
an indirect growth‐inducing effect according to the CEQA definition. The WSIP would support
growth in the SFPUC service area through 2018, although it appears that some growth would
occur irrespective of the WSIP due to increased water delivery efficiencies (e.g., plumbing code
changes), conservation, and other water supply sources. Growth would in turn result in indirect
effects. In most cases, the effects of population and employment growth have been identified and
addressed in the EIRs for the general plans and associated area plans and specific plans adopted
by the jurisdictions in the service area. Some of the identified indirect effects of growth are
significant and unavoidable; others are significant but can be mitigated.
Potentially significant and unavoidable impacts as a result of growth in the SFPUC service area
have been identified by the local jurisdictions in the following areas: traffic congestion, air
pollution, traffic noise, construction noise, increased demand for public schools and other public
services, loss of recreational opportunities and impacts on visual quality resulting from the loss of
open space, cumulative effects on over‐utilized parks, loss of wildlife habitat and wetlands and
impacts on other biological resources, cumulative impacts on cultural resources, increased
flooding potential, increased urban runoff pollutants, seismic hazards, induced population
growth, failure to meet housing demand for projected population growth, exposure of new
development to contaminated soil or groundwater, insufficient water supply, insufficient
wastewater disposal capacity, loss of agricultural resources, land use conflicts, conflicts with
existing land use plans or policies, and changes in density, scale, and character of an area.
The adopted WSIP would have growth‐inducement potential through 2018 because the SFPUC
(with the cooperation of the wholesale customers) would provide the additional water supply to
meet purchase requests through 2018. The WSIP would support much of the growth through
2018 in the jurisdictions served by the SFPUC regional water system. In general, development
that was planned and approved through the general plan process in the SFPUC service area
would have environmental impacts. The environmental consequences of this planned growth
have been largely addressed in local plans and the associated CEQA review as well as in other,
project‐specific documentation. In a number of jurisdictions, negative declarations or mitigated
negative declarations were prepared for general plans and related planning documents that were
found not to have significant environmental effects.
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The PEIR does not identify any mitigation measures for implementation by the SFPUC that could
substantially decrease or eliminate growth‐inducing impacts. This is because the SFPUC does not
have control over the decisions that each local agency will make with respect to growth in their
jurisdictions. Individual agenciesʹ general plans and environmental documents contain actions,
limitations, and mitigation measures that will be implemented in the individual jurisdictions
with local development project or program approvals. These types of mitigation measures were
identified in the PEIR (see PEIR Chapter 7 and PEIR Appendix E, which are incorporated by
reference into this EIR).
To assess the growth inducement potential of the WSIP and characterize the secondary effects of
growth, the PEIR investigates the following questions:



What assumptions did the SFPUC and its wholesale customers make regarding growth (population
and employment) in projecting future (2030) total water demand and customer purchases from the
SFPUC?



Are these assumptions consistent with forecasts prepared and used by local and regional planning
agencies (e.g., Association of Bay Area Governments [ABAG], counties and cities) within the
service area? What are the growth trends in the Bay Area region?



Are there any notable inconsistencies between the population and employment forecasts used by the
SFPUC and the wholesale customers and those of the local and regional planning agencies that
suggest that the water supply planning efforts are inconsistent with land use planning efforts?



Is the level of growth projected for 2030 consistent with that identified and planned for in existing
adopted general plans?



What are the potential environmental impacts (secondary effects) associated with growth projected
to occur in the service area? Have these impacts been evaluated in previous CEQA review
documents on existing general and specific plans?



What mitigation measures and findings have the local jurisdictions adopted as part of approving
their future growth plans?

The issues raised in these questions are summarized below and addressed in detail in PEIR
Chapter 7 (Vol. 4) and supplemented by PEIR Appendix E (Vol. 5).



SFPUC Projections (PEIR Section 7.2). Accurate demand projections are important in ensuring
that future water supplies will be adequate while not surpassing the needs of planned
growth. SFPUC and its customers used computer models to forecast future water demand.
Section 7.2 presents an overview of the SFPUC water service area, and describes key factors
(assumptions, inputs, and methodologies) used in estimating future demand that relate to
growth and inform comparisons between water demand and land use planning projections.
These factors include baseline population, methodology used to determine existing water
usage by land use/account type, the current water supply agreement between the SFPUC and
its wholesale customers, and assumptions regarding future land use patterns, water
conservation and recycling, and water from other (non‐SFPUC) sources through 2030. The
demand estimates, in conjunction with estimates of savings from conservation and use of
other water sources, provide the basis for the 2030 purchase estimates.
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Growth Inducement Potential (PEIR Section 7.3). This section analyzes the WSIP’s growth
inducement potential: whether the demand to be met by the WSIP would be consistent
with local plans and policies or could contribute to growth in the service area beyond that
called for in the existing general plan. To gauge the consistency of the WSIP with growth
planned in the jurisdictions served by the SFPUC, the analysis compares the growth
assumed in the SFPUC projections with growth forecasts (a) developed by ABAG and
(b) reflected in adopted land use plans in the service area. With respect to ABAG, this
section also describes ABAG’s changing expectations about growth as reflected in its
updated projections issued in 2002, 2003, and 2005.



Indirect Effects of Growth (PEIR Section 7.4). Growth (whether planned or unplanned) can
cause environmental impacts. Section 7.4 describes the potential impacts of growth that could
be supported, in part, by implementation of the WSIP. This section also identifies measures
adopted to reduce, eliminate or otherwise mitigate the impacts of planned growth.

6.1.3 Summary of Conclusions
A review of historical growth trends of a selection of jurisdictions in the service area, based
primarily on information in general plans and Bay Area Water Supply and Conservation
Association profiles, shows that:



Cities in the service area are largely urbanized, most having experienced their most rapid
growth in the postwar decades through the 1970s.



Milpitas and East Palo Alto have experienced high rates of growth more recently.



San Francisco’s population fluctuated somewhat but on average has been essentially stable
over the past 50 years.



Many jurisdictions cannot grow laterally and their general plans include policies to
manage growth; many general plans identify strategies consistent with “smart growth”
principles, such as encouraging infill development and the redevelopment of previously
developed areas, as means to accommodate future growth.



The SFPUC’s wholesale customers vary widely, in a variety of ways: by size, overall
demand projected for 2030, the change that the 2030 demand represents in absolute terms
and as a percentage of 2001 demand, and the degree to which the customers depend on the
SFPUC for their water supply. As such, the WSIP would remove growth obstacles to
varying degrees within the service area.

As stated above, the complete growth inducement analysis is included in PEIR Chapter 7 and
PEIR Appendix E, which are incorporated into this EIR by reference.

6.1.4 Indirect Effects of Growth
The indirect effects of growth expected in the general plans of jurisdictions in the service area
have been identified in the EIRs prepared for those plans. Impacts commonly identified as
significant and unavoidable and those commonly identified as significant but mitigable are
presented in PEIR Section 7.4 and summarized briefly below.
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The most commonly identified significant and unavoidable impacts of growth are:


Increased traffic congestion



Deterioration of air quality



Cumulative effects of increased air pollutant emissions and noise



Mitigation measures have been adopted by local jurisdictions as part of their general plan
approval processes to address the secondary effects of planned growth. These measures are
summarized in PEIR Appendix E.



Two cities identified increased demand for potable water supply as a significant and
unavoidable effect of growth; the WSIP would address this issue in those two cities.



Overriding considerations commonly adopted by the decision‐making bodies in adopting
their general plans include the following:





Accommodation of growth in an orderly, fiscally sound manner



Economic diversification and job generation



Creation of housing, furtherance of regional housing share objectives, and provision
of affordable housing



Improvements of the local jobs/housing balance



Increased sales revenue and positive fiscal impact



Promotion of alternative modes of travel to reduce reliance on private vehicles



Establishment of policies to preserve natural areas and open space lands

For many cities that receive water from the SFPUC regional system, the supply to be
provided under the WSIP supports and is consistent with the planned growth reflected in
their existing adopted general plans. For other communities, it appears that the WSIP
supply (in combination with other supply sources available to those communities), could
serve a level of growth beyond that identified in the existing general plans. In those cases,
secondary effects of such growth could include impacts related to increased density and
impacts related to development of new land areas.


Density related impacts could include, e.g., increased traffic congestion, air pollution,
traffic noise, construction noise, and demand on public services.



Land area related impacts could include, e.g., loss of open space and agricultural land,
loss of and degradation of water quality due to increases in impervious surface area.

The proposed SABPL project would not directly induce population or economic growth, nor
would it tax existing community service facilities or encourage other activities that could
significantly affect the environment. However, as described above, the SABPL project is one of
the facility improvement projects that comprise the WSIP and therefore, its implementation
would contribute to the growth inducement potential of the WSIP and the associated indirect
effects of growth. Implementation of the SABPL project would thus contribute to an incremental
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portion of the growth inducement impacts and associated indirect impacts of growth of the
WSIP. See Chapter 7 of the PEIR for a detailed analysis of the WSIP’s growth inducement effects
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2008).

6.2 Summary of Cumulative Impacts
As described in Chapter 5, Section 5.1.4, Cumulative Impacts, cumulative impacts result from
two or more individual effects that, when considered together, are considerable or that
compound or increase other environmental impacts (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15355). The
cumulative impacts from several projects are the change in the environment that results from the
incremental impact of the project when added to other closely related past, present, or reasonably
foreseeable future projects. The cumulative analysis in this EIR identifies project impacts that
would be individually limited, but when viewed in connection with the effects of other past,
present, and probable future projects, could be “cumulatively considerable” (i.e., significant) with
regard to the project’s contribution to a cumulative impact.
In Chapter 5, Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures, cumulative impacts are
discussed and analyzed under each resource area immediately following the description of the
direct impacts of the proposed project and the identified mitigation measures for that resource
area. The analyses of cumulative impacts are based on the same setting, regulatory framework,
and significance criteria as the direct impacts, and it applies the results of the project‐level, direct
impact analysis within the context of the identified geographic scope of area affected by the
cumulative effect. Table 5.1‐6 lists the relevant past, present, or reasonably foreseeable future
projects proposed by the SFPUC and other jurisdictions that are considered in the cumulative
impact analysis. Figure 5.1‐1 shows the cumulative project locations.
Table 6‐1, below, provides a summary of all of the cumulative impacts associated with the
SABPL project. With the exception of construction‐related emissions of criteria pollutants (Impact
C‐AQ), all other significant cumulative impacts could be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level
with implementation of mitigation measures identified in Chapter 5, Environmental Setting,
Impacts, and Mitigation Measures. See Chapter 5 for the detailed discussion of cumulative
impacts by resource topic, and where appropriate, a description of the mitigation measures that
would avoid or lessen the cumulative impacts.
As discussed in Chapter 5, since Pumping Variant 1 would not construct the Alameda Creek
Pump Station, wet well, control building for the pump station, electrical transformer, or retaining
wall along the access road at the southern boundary of the Alameda Creek Pump Station, this
variant’s contribution to construction‐related cumulative impacts (i.e., cumulative construction
impacts related to soil erosion, water quality, air emissions, traffic, etc.) would be slightly less
than the proposed project. In addition, Pumping Variant 1’s contribution to energy consumption
during operations would be less than that of the proposed project due to the lower energy
demand associated with one‐step pumping. However, overall, Pumping Variant 1 would result
in similar contributions to cumulative impacts as the proposed project.
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TABLE 6‐1
SUMMARY OF CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
Significance
Determination

Impact
Impact C‐LU: Project construction would result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative impacts on existing land uses.

LSM

Impact C‐AE: Implementation of the proposed project could result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution related to cumulative impacts on scenic vistas, scenic resources,
and visual character.

LSM

Impact C‐PH: No cumulative impacts related to population and housing.

NI

Impact C‐CP: Construction of the proposed project could result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution related to cumulative impacts on historical, archaeological, or
paleontological resources, or human remains.

LSM

Impact C‐TR: Construction of the proposed project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative traffic increases and safety hazards on local and
regional roads.

LSM

Impact C‐NO: Construction of the proposed project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative noise impacts.

LSM

Impact C‐AQ: Construction of the proposed project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative air quality impacts associated with criteria
pollutant emissions and health risks.

SUM

Impact C‐GG: The proposed project would not result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative GHG emissions.

LS

Impact C‐WS: No cumulative impacts related to wind and shadow.

NI

Impact C‐RE: Construction of the proposed project could result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative impacts on recreational resources and uses.

LSM

Impact C‐UT: Construction of the proposed project could result in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative impacts related to disruption or relocation of utilities.

LSM

Impact C‐PS: No cumulative impacts related to public services.

NI

Impact C‐BI: Project implementation could result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to
cumulative impacts on biological resources during project construction and operation.

LSM

Impact C‐GE: Project construction could result in a cumulatively considerable contribution
to cumulative impacts related to the loss of topsoil.

LSM

Impact C‐HY: Project construction could result in a cumulatively considerable contribution
to cumulative impacts on hydrology and water quality.

LSM

Impact C‐HZ: Construction of the proposed project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative impacts related to hazards and hazardous
materials.

LSM

Impact C‐ME: Project construction would result in a cumulatively considerable contribution
to cumulative impacts related to mineral and energy resources.

Impact C‐AG: Implementation of the proposed project would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to cumulative impacts related to the conversion of Unique
Farmland to non‐agricultural uses.

LSM

LSM

NI = No Impact
LS = Less than Significant
LSM = Less than Significant with Mitigation
SUM = Significant and Unavoidable impact with implementation of feasible Mitigation
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Since Pumping Variant 2 would construct all of the same facilities and improvements as the
proposed project, this variant’s contribution to cumulative construction impacts would be the
same as the proposed project. Operational energy demand would be lower than the proposed
project but higher than Pumping Variant 1 due to the option for both one‐step and two‐step
pumping under this variant. Therefore, this variant’s contribution to cumulative impacts related
to operational energy demand would be slightly lower than the proposed project. All other
operational aspects of Pumping Variant 2 would be the same as the proposed project and would
result in the same cumulative impacts. Overall, Pumping Variant 2’s contribution to cumulative
impacts would be very similar to, or the same as, the proposed project.

6.3 Significant Environmental Effects That Cannot Be
Avoided if the Proposed Project Is Implemented
In accordance with Section 21100(b)(2)(A) of CEQA and with Sections 15126(b) and 15126.2(b) of
the CEQA Guidelines, the purpose of this section is to identify project‐related environmental
impacts that could not be eliminated or reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with
implementation of all mitigation measures identified in Chapter 5, Environmental Setting,
Impacts, and Mitigation Measures. The findings in this chapter are subject to final determination
by the San Francisco Planning Commission as part of its certification of the EIR.

6.3.1 Significant and Unavoidable, and Potentially Significant and
Unavoidable Effects of the Proposed Project
This section identifies project impacts that, even with the implementation of all identified
mitigation measures, would remain significant, and are therefore considered unavoidable. With
the exceptions described below, all SABPL project impacts would either be less than significant,
or reduced to less‐than‐significant levels with implementation of the identified mitigation
measures. The analyses presented in Chapter 5, Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation
Measures of this EIR indicate implementation of the proposed project would result in two
significant unavoidable impacts:


Even with implementation of mitigation measures, project construction would result in
significant and unavoidable impacts associated with daily emissions of criteria air
pollutants. There is no feasible mitigation measure that could reduce the impact to a less‐
than‐significant level (see Section 5.8, Impact AQ‐1).



Similarly, the SABPL project’s contribution to cumulative emissions of criteria pollutants
and health risks during construction would remain significant and unavoidable after
implementation of mitigation measures (see Section 5.8, Impact C‐AQ).

6.3.2 Significant and Unavoidable Effects of the WSIP
The proposed project is one of the facility improvement projects that comprise the SFPUC’s
WSIP. Insofar as the proposed project is a component of the WSIP, it would contribute to the
WSIP’s significant and unavoidable, and potentially significant and unavoidable water supply
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and growth‐inducement impacts, as identified in the WSIP PEIR (San Francisco Planning
Department, 2008) and summarized below:


By providing water to support planned growth in the SFPUC service area, the WSIP will
result in significant and unavoidable growth inducement effects that are primarily related
to secondary effects such as air quality, traffic congestion, and water quality. These impacts
were adequately addressed in the PEIR at a sufficient level of detail such that no further
analysis is required in this EIR. The analysis contained in the PEIR is incorporated into this
EIR by this reference (see PEIR Chapter 7).



Based on the best available information at that time, the PEIR made the conservative
determination that the WSIP could result in a significant and unavoidable impact on
fishery resources in Crystal Springs Reservoir related to inundation of spawning habitat
upstream of the reservoir (see PEIR Chapter 5, Section 5.5.5, Impact 5.5.5‐1). The project‐
level fisheries analysis in the Lower Crystal Springs Dam Improvements Project EIR
modifies certain PEIR impact determinations based upon more detailed site‐specific data
and analysis. These project‐level conclusions supersede any contrary impact conclusions in
the PEIR. Project‐level review of updated, site‐specific information that was developed
following certification of the PEIR was incorporated into the project‐level EIR for the Lower
Crystal Springs Dam Improvements Project, and the project‐level analysis determined that
impacts on fishery resources due to inundation effects would be less than significant
(San Francisco Planning Department, 2010).



Based on the best available information at that time, the PEIR made the conservative
determination that the WSIP would result in a significant and unavoidable impact related
to flow along Alameda Creek below the Alameda Creek Diversion Dam (“Alameda Creek
Hydrologic Impact”) (see PEIR Chapter 4, Section 5.4.1, Impact 5.4.1‐2). The project‐level
analysis in the Calaveras Dam Replacement Project EIR modifies this PEIR impact
determination to be less than significant based upon more detailed site‐specific data and
analysis (San Francisco Planning Department, 2011). These project‐level conclusions
supersede the contrary impact conclusions in the PEIR.

6.4 Significant Irreversible Environmental Changes
In accordance with CEQA Section 21100(b)(2)(B) and CEQA Guidelines Sections 15126(c) and
15126.2(c), the purpose of this section is to identify significant irreversible environmental changes
that would be caused by the proposed project. Construction activities associated with the SABPL
project would result in an irretrievable and irreversible commitment of natural resources through
the use of power supply and construction materials. In addition, the construction of new facilities
(e.g., SABPL, new chemical facility, water pipeline to the town of Sunol, discharge facility at
Pit F3‐East, Alameda Creek Pump Station) would result in an irretrievable or irreversible
commitment of land to water supply uses. However, these uses would take up limited land area
and are compatible with the adjacent land uses.
The proposed SABPL project would require the commitment of energy resources to fuel and
maintain construction equipment (such as gasoline, diesel, and oil) during the construction
period. Project construction would commit resources, such as concrete and steel, to be used for
the proposed facilities and related improvements. Implementation of the SABPL project would
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also result in irreversible changes associated with increased energy demand and energy use for
operation of the new chemical facility, discharge facility at quarry Pit F3‐East, and Alameda
Creek Pump Station.
_________________________

6.5 References
San Francisco Planning Department, Final Program Environmental Impact Report for the
San Francisco Public Utility Commission’s Water System Improvement Program, File
No. 2005.0159E, State Clearinghouse No. 2005092026. Certified October 30, 2008.
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Utilities Commission Calaveras Dam Replacement Project, San Francisco Planning Department
File No. 2005.0161E, State Clearinghouse No. 2005102102. Certified January 27, 2011.
San Francisco Planning Department, Final Environmental Impact Report for the San Francisco Public
Utilities Commission’s Lower Crystal Springs Dam Improvements Project, San Francisco
Planning Department File No. 2005.0161E, State Clearinghouse No. 2007012002. Certified
October 7, 2010.
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7‐1 SABPL Alignment for CEQA Alternatives

7.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) alternatives analysis for
the San Antonio Backup Pipeline (SABPL) project. The CEQA Guidelines, Section 15126.6(a), state
that an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) must describe and evaluate a reasonable range of
alternatives to the proposed project that would feasibly attain most of the project’s basic objectives
but would avoid or substantially lessen any identified significant adverse environmental effects of
the project. Specifically, the CEQA Guidelines (Section 15126.6) set forth the following criteria for
selecting and evaluating alternatives:


Identifying Alternatives. The selection of alternatives is limited to those that would avoid
or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, are feasible, and would
attain most of the basic objectives of the project. Factors that may be considered when
addressing the feasibility of an alternative include site suitability, availability of
infrastructure, general plan consistency, other plans or regulatory limitations, jurisdictional
boundaries, economic viability, and whether the proponent can reasonably acquire,
control, or otherwise have access to an alternative site. An EIR need not consider an
alternative whose impact cannot be reasonably ascertained and whose implementation is
remote and speculative. The specific alternative of “no project” must also be evaluated.



Range of Alternatives. An EIR need not consider every conceivable alternative, but must
consider and discuss a reasonable range of feasible alternatives in a manner that will foster
informed decision‐making and public participation. The “rule of reason” governs the
selection and consideration of EIR alternatives, requiring that an EIR set forth only those
alternatives necessary to permit a reasoned choice. The lead agency (the City and County
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of San Francisco) is responsible for selecting a range of project alternatives to be examined
and for disclosing its reasons for the selection of the alternatives.


Evaluation of Alternatives. EIRs are required to include sufficient information about each
alternative to allow meaningful evaluation, analysis, and comparison with the proposed
project. Matrices may be used to display the major characteristics and the environmental
effects of each alternative. If an alternative would cause one or more significant effects that
would not result from the project as proposed, the significant effects of the alternative must
be discussed, but in less detail than the significant effects of the project.

Section 7.2 summarizes the systemwide, programmatic alternatives that were analyzed for the
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission’s (SFPUC) Water System Improvement Program (WSIP)
in order to provide context for the alternatives to the SABPL project, which is one of the key
regional facility improvement projects under the WSIP. Section 7.3 describes the alternatives
selection process and the objectives of the project; summarizes the significant impacts of the project;
describes the alternatives selected for detailed analysis; and compares the environmental impacts of
each alternative to those of the proposed project. Section 7.4 identifies the environmentally superior
alternative. Section 7.5 discusses the preliminary alternatives that were considered but rejected
from further consideration.
Chapter 5, Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures, evaluates two variants of the
proposed project: Pumping Variant 1 and Pumping Variant 2. The environmental analysis indicates
that these two variants would result in impacts that are similar to or the same as those of the
proposed project; would not result in a substantial increase in the severity of environmental
impacts; and would not require any additional mitigation measures other than those identified for
the proposed project. Thus, this alternatives analysis also applies to Pumping Variants 1 and 2.

7.2 WSIP Alternatives
As discussed in Chapter 2, Introduction and Background, of this EIR, the SFPUC approved
implementation of the Phased WSIP in October 2008. The WSIP is a comprehensive program to
improve the reliability of the SFPUC regional water system with respect to water quality, seismic
response, and water delivery based on a planning horizon through the year 2030, and to
improve the system with respect to water supply to meet water delivery needs in the service
area through the year 2018. It includes a series of key regional facility improvement projects,
including the SABPL project.1 To the extent that the SABPL project would contribute to achieving
the goals and objectives of the WSIP, the analysis of the WSIP alternatives applies to the
alternatives analysis of the SABPL project.

1

The WSIP PEIR’s description of the SABPL project (which was referred to as the San Antonio Backup Pipeline
project [SABUP or SV‐6] in the PEIR) included an approximately 2‐mile‐long pipeline extending between the
San Antonio Pump Station and San Antonio Reservoir, new discharge facilities at San Antonio Creek at the
base of Turner Dam, and improvements at the Alameda East Portal. Subsequently, the improvements to the
Alameda East Portal were undertaken as part of the Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability Upgrade project and,
as described in Section 7.3.3, the SFPUC revised the SABPL project so that the backup pipeline would be routed
to discharge into Pit F3‐East instead of into San Antonio Creek at the base of Turner Dam.
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The San Francisco Planning Department, Environmental Planning Division (formerly the Major
Environmental Analysis Division) considered systemwide alternatives to the WSIP in the Program
Environmental Impact Report (PEIR), which the San Francisco Planning Commission certified on
October 30, 2008. The PEIR evaluated seven alternatives to the WSIP because of their apparent
ability to meet most of the WSIP’s goals, their ability to reduce one or more of the significant impacts
associated with program implementation, their potential feasibility, and their collective ability to
provide a reasonable range of alternatives to foster informed decision‐making and public
participation. Analysis of the No Program Alternative was included in the PEIR as required by
CEQA.
Prior to approving the Phased WSIP, the SFPUC approved the PEIR and adopted the CEQA Findings
on the WSIP (SFPUC Resolution 08‐0200). The Phased WSIP incorporates elements of three
alternatives analyzed in the PEIR: the No Purchase Request Alternative, the Aggressive
Conservation/Water Recycling and Groundwater Alternative, and the Modified WSIP Alternative.
Chapters 9 and 14 of the PEIR include more detailed descriptions of these WSIP alternatives, and
also present the associated program‐level environmental analysis of these alternatives.
Chapter 13 of the PEIR includes additional information about the adopted Phased WSIP. All
three of these chapters are incorporated into this EIR by reference. For informational purposes,
the proposed program and the alternatives examined in the PEIR are summarized below.


WSIP Proposed Program. The proposed program described and analyzed in the PEIR
would establish program goals and system performance objectives in the areas of water
quality, seismic reliability, delivery reliability, and water supply. The WSIP would provide
for water supplies to serve customer purchase requests during nondrought and drought
periods through 2030, including increased average annual diversions from the Tuolumne
River, and would implement all key regional facility improvement projects.



No Program Alternative. Under the No Program Alternative, the SFPUC would implement
only those facility improvement projects driven by regulatory requirements or existing
agreements with regulatory agencies. It would meet only the water quality goals of the
WSIP and would fail to meet the other goals and objectives. It would endeavor to meet
increasing customer purchase requests through the year 2030 by diverting additional
Tuolumne River water only when available under City and County of San Francisco’s
(CCSF) existing water rights.



No Purchase Request Increase Alternative. The No Purchase Request Increase Alternative
is designed to serve the wholesale customers the amount of water required under the
existing Master Water Sales Agreement between the CCSF and each of the wholesale
customers. It would thereby limit the ability of the system to meet customer purchase
requests through 2030, but would include implementation of all key regional facility
improvement projects.



Aggressive Conservation/Water Recycling and Local Groundwater Alternative. Under the
Aggressive Conservation/Water Recycling and Local Groundwater Alternative, the SFPUC
would implement all of the key regional facility improvement projects, but would
endeavor to serve the projected increase in customer purchase requests through 2030 only
through additional conservation, water recycling, and local groundwater projects.
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Lower Tuolumne River Diversion Alternative. Under the Lower Tuolumne River Diversion
Alternative, the SFPUC would implement all of the key regional facility improvement
projects and would serve the projected increase in customer purchase requests through
2030 through diversions from the lower Tuolumne River near its confluence with the
San Joaquin River. This alternative would include construction and operation of additional
conveyance and treatment facilities to divert, transport, treat, and blend the new supply
into the regional water system.



Year‐round Desalination at Oceanside Alternative. Under the Year‐round Desalination at

Oceanside Alternative, the SFPUC would implement all of the key regional facility
improvement projects and would construct a 25‐million‐gallon‐per‐day (mgd) desalination
plant in San Francisco to serve the projected increase in customer purchase requests through
2030.


Regional Desalination for Drought Alternative. Under the Regional Desalination for Drought

Alternative, the SFPUC would implement all of the key regional facility improvement
projects and would partner with other Bay Area water agencies to construct and operate a
regional desalination plant that would provide the SFPUC with supplemental supply
during drought years.


Modified WSIP Alternative. Under the Modified WSIP Alternative, the SFPUC would

implement all of the key regional facility improvement projects, but would modify
proposed system operations to minimize environmental effects. This alternative would
include the implementation of key mitigation measures identified in the PEIR.

7.3 SABPL Alternatives Analysis
7.3.1 Approach to Alternatives Selection
Consistent with CEQA, the approach to alternatives selection for the SABPL project focused on
identifying alternatives that: (1) could meet most of the basic objectives of the project while
reducing one or more of its significant impacts, (2) could foster informed decision‐making and
public participation, and (3) were feasible. The planning effort for the SABPL project entailed
consideration of multiple alternatives by the SFPUC and Environmental Planning. Certain
alternatives were eliminated from consideration based on their inability to meet most of the
project’s basic objectives, their lack of feasibility, or their inability to reduce the project’s
environmental impacts. Those alternatives retained for consideration are presented in
Section 7.3.3. The alternatives eliminated and the reasons for their elimination are discussed in
Section 7.5.
As discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3, Project Goals and Objectives, the objectives of the SABPL
project are to:


Provide reliable conveyance capacity for emergency discharges of Hetch Hetchy water
supplies during events that impair water quality or during facility outages



Increase operational flexibility and delivery reliability during emergencies and planned
maintenance
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These objectives support the goals and objectives of the WSIP (SFPUC Resolution No. 08‐200).
The SABPL project is a fundamental component of the WSIP; implementation of the proposed
project is one element of an overall program designed to achieve the established WSIP system
performance objectives for delivery reliability and water quality.
After the Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the SABPL project was published in 2007 (see discussion
in Chapter 2, Section 2.5, Project Changes Subsequent to NOP Publication), the SFPUC modified
the project following the development of more detailed information regarding project impacts. The
changes included: (1) relocation of discharges and associated facilities from the base of Turner Dam
to quarry Pit F3‐East; (2) installation of a cutoff wall around the quarry pit; and (3) construction and
operation of pumping and pipeline facilities to provide the SFPUC with the operational flexibility
to convey the discharged water to either San Antonio Reservoir or the Sunol Valley Water
Treatment Plant (SVWTP). With relocation of the discharge facilities to Pit F3‐East, the length of the
proposed backup pipeline was changed to 1.3 miles instead of 2 miles. The project modifications
resulted in the following:


Reduction in Magnitude of Impacts on Biological and Cultural Resources. The project
changes would reduce (and in some cases eliminate) some impacts associated with the
SABPL project as described in the 2007 NOP. Specifically, the relocation of discharges and
discharge facilities eliminates potentially significant long‐term impacts on: sensitive
sycamore alluvial habitat along the San Antonio Creek channel between Calaveras Road
and the base of Turner Dam; habitat for special‐status aquatic species (including California
red‐legged frog and western pond turtle) in the San Antonio Creek channel just
downstream of Turner Dam; and direct impacts on prehistoric archaeological site SA‐1 (see
Section 5.5, Cultural and Paleontological Resources, for a discussion of this site).



Improved Recovery of Discharged Water. The proposed facilities and improvements would
better enable the SFPUC to recover and conserve future discharges from the backup
pipeline for subsequent delivery to customers. With the originally proposed SABPL
project, capacity limitations associated with the San Antonio Pump Station as well as the
lead time necessary to change operations at the SVWTP would have limited the SFPUC’s
ability to conserve the discharged water.



Greater Energy and Slope Stability Impacts. The project changes would increase energy
consumption relative to the project described in the 2007 NOP due to pumping associated
with recovering the discharged water. Under the proposed project, water would be
discharged to Pit F3‐East via gravity flow and, if the discharges raised water elevations in
the quarry pits above 195 feet mean sea level (msl), the SFPUC would recover the water by
pumping it out of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West to either San Antonio Reservoir or to the
SVWTP. The project as described in the 2007 NOP would discharge the water directly to
San Antonio Creek by gravity flow, but the water would not be recovered so there would
be no increase in energy demand associated with water recovery. In addition, the project
modifications involve constructing facilities in an area of potentially unstable slopes: the
area surrounding Pits F3‐East and F3‐West (unlike the project as described in the 2007
NOP, which does not propose construction in this area).



Addressed Public Comments Regarding Alternatives. The project modifications also
addressed comments received during the EIR scoping period requesting that the EIR
evaluate alternatives that could reduce impacts on waters of the United States and
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conserve future discharges (refer to end of Table 2‐2, Summary of Scoping Comments, in
Chapter 2, Introduction and Background).


Reduction of Benefit to Long‐Term Operations and Maintenance. The proposed project
would achieve the objectives of providing reliable conveyance capacity for discharges of
Hetch Hetchy water supplies while allowing for the simultaneous transfer of water from
San Antonio Reservoir to the SVWTP. However, a benefit of the original project—allowing
the full length of the existing San Antonio Pipeline to be taken off line for repairs without a
reduction in system operations and attendant risk of disruption in water service—would
be reduced. As described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.3, Constraints to San Antonio Pipeline
Operations, the aging San Antonio Pipeline is susceptible to failure due to corrosion and
breakage. As a result, in the future the SFPUC will periodically need to take the existing
San Antonio Pipeline out of service for maintenance and repairs to help prevent
unexpected breakage, and may need to eventually replace the San Antonio Pipeline. The
SABPL project as currently proposed would allow a portion of the existing San Antonio
Pipeline (the segment parallel to the proposed backup pipeline alignment) to be taken off
line for repairs without the risk of service disruption; the original project would have
provided the same benefit for this pipeline segment as well as for the segment of the
existing San Antonio Pipeline extending to the base of Turner Dam.

For the most part, the proposed project modifications summarized above advance the intent of
CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines with respect to examining ways of addressing project impacts on
the environment; that is, the project modifications reduce some significant environmental impacts
relative to the originally proposed project and address concerns expressed by the public during the
EIR scoping process. However, the modifications result in new impacts on resources in the vicinity
of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West. As part of the alternatives screening process presented in this chapter,
the project described in the 2007 NOP was revisited to determine whether it could feasibly be
modified to reduce some of the adverse impacts on biological and cultural resources noted above
while meeting most of the basic objectives of the project. The result of this reevaluation has been
carried forward in this alternatives analysis as Alternative 2 (see Section 7.3.3.2).

7.3.2 Summary of Significant Environmental Impacts
As described in the preceding section, project modifications subsequent to publication of the NOP
reduced certain environmental impacts relative to the originally proposed project; this section
summarizes the impacts of the currently proposed SABPL project that were considered during the
alternatives identification process. With the exception of criteria pollutant emissions during project
construction, all direct project impacts2 were determined to be less than significant with mitigation
(LSM), meaning that all significant project impacts could be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level
through the implementation of mitigation measures identified in this EIR. The SABPL project’s
estimated construction‐related nitrogen oxide (NOX) emissions were determined to be significant
and unavoidable even with implementation of mitigation (SUM), meaning that even with
2

As discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.1, Growth‐Inducing Impacts, the SABPL project, as a facility improvement
project in the WSIP, would contribute to the WSIP’s growth‐inducement potential and associated significant
and unavoidable indirect effects of growth. Alternatives that would reduce or avoid indirect effects of growth
were evaluated in the WSIP PEIR (including the No Program and No Purchase Request Increase Alternatives
described in Section 7.2).
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implementation of basic construction measures and NOX reduction measures recommended by the
Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD), criteria pollutant emissions during
construction would remain significant and unavoidable. In addition, the SABPL project’s
contribution to cumulative impacts related to criteria pollutant emissions during construction was
also determined to be significant and unavoidable because no feasible mitigation is available to
reduce the impact to a less‐than‐significant level. All other significant cumulative impacts were
determined to be less than significant with mitigation (LSM). As summarized below, the proposed
project would result in few long‐term impacts; the majority of impacts would be short term in
nature and associated with project construction activities.

7.3.2.1 Long‐Term Impacts
Project implementation would result in the following significant long‐term impacts, all of which
could be mitigated to a less‐than‐significant level with the implementation of mitigation
measures identified in Chapter 5:


Aesthetics. Tree removal along the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way could make existing water
infrastructure facilities more visible and adversely affect views from Calaveras Road, a
designated scenic route (Impact AE‐3, LSM). Cumulative long‐term effects on scenic vistas
and scenic resources were also determined to be potentially significant (Impact C‐AE, LSM).



Cultural and Paleontological Resources. Construction activities could damage Alameda
Siphons Nos. 1 and 2, which are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places and the California Register of Historical Resources (Impact CP‐1, LSM). Project
construction activities could potentially result in disturbance to a known archaeological site
and previously unrecorded prehistoric sites, paleontological resources, and human remains
in the construction zone (Impacts CP‐2 through CP‐4, LSM). The proposed project’s
contribution to cumulative impacts on historical, archaeological, or paleontological
resources or on human remains was also determined to be significant (Impact C‐CP, LSM).



Biological Resources. Removal of mature native trees is considered a long‐term impact
given the length of time for replacement trees to reach maturity (Impact BI‐2, LSM). The
potential for injury to, or mortality of, California red‐legged frogs during project operations
associated with entrainment of the frog in the pump intakes for dewatering facilities was
determined to be significant (Impact BI‐7, LSM). The proposed project’s contribution to
cumulative operational impacts to California red‐legged frog was also determined to be
significant (Impact C‐BI, LSM).



Geology and Soils. Construction‐related soil erosion could result in the loss of topsoil,
which typically takes several years to develop (Impact GE‐2, LSM). The SABPL project’s
contribution to cumulative impacts related to the loss of topsoil was also determined to be
significant (Impact C‐GE, LSM).



Agricultural Resources. Due to the permanent placement of spoils at the former nursery
site located east of Pit F3‐East, project implementation would result in the conversion of
Unique Farmland to non‐agricultural use (Impact AG‐1, LSM). The SABPL project’s
contribution to cumulative impacts related to the conversion of Unique Farmland to non‐
agricultural use was also determined to be significant (Impact C‐AG, LSM).
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7.3.2.2 Short‐Term Impacts
Project implementation would result in the following significant short‐term impacts; all but two
of these impacts could be mitigated to a less‐than‐significant level with the implementation of
mitigation measures identified in Chapter 5:


Land Use. Project construction could substantially disrupt or displace existing land uses or
land use activities (Impact LU‐2, LSM). Cumulative impacts related to land use disruption
were also determined to be potentially significant (Impact C‐LU, LSM).



Aesthetics. Construction activities would include excavation, trenching, and construction
staging in close proximity to Calaveras Road, a designated scenic route, adversely affecting
views from the road (Impact AE‐1, LSM). Cumulative impacts related to adverse effects on
scenic routes during construction were also determined to be potentially significant
(Impact C‐AE, LSM).



Transportation and Circulation. Project construction would temporarily increase safety
hazards for vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians on Calaveras Road (Impact TR‐3, LSM).
Although cumulative impacts related to increases in traffic would be less than significant,
cumulative impacts related to increased safety hazards for vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians
were determined to be potentially significant (Impact C‐TR, LSM).



Noise and Vibration. Temporary, construction‐related nighttime noise could cause
substantial annoyance at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence located east of Calaveras
Road (Impact NO‐1, LSM). During periods of extended construction hours, construction
activities during the nighttime hours and on Saturdays would extend beyond the Alameda
County Noise Ordinance time limits. During these periods, noise from backup beepers could
exceed the sleep interference criterion at the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence located
east of Calaveras Road (Impact NO‐2, LSM). Cumulative nighttime noise impacts at the
Garcia residence and the SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence were determined to be
cumulatively considerable, but could be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with
implementation of mitigation (Impact C‐NO, LSM).



Air Quality. Even with mitigation, average daily emissions of criteria pollutants during project
construction would still exceed the BAAQMD threshold of 54 pounds per day (lbs/day) for
NOx (Impact AQ‐1, SUM). The proposed project’s average daily emissions of NOx after
implementation of mitigation were estimated at 114.2 lbs/day in 2013 (when most construction
activities would occur) and 77.5 lbs/day in 2014. The emissions of NOx during construction
would also result in a cumulatively considerably contribution to cumulative emissions of
criteria pollutants, which would remain significant, even after implementation of mitigation
measures; similarly, the cumulative health risk during construction would be a significant and
unavoidable impact (Impact C‐AQ, SUM).



Recreation. Construction‐related noise, air quality, and traffic safety effects along Calaveras
Road would combine to increase the overall impact on the recreational experience of
bicyclists (Impact RE‐1, LSM). Similarly, the SABPL project’s contribution to cumulative
impacts on recreational bicyclists during construction was determined to be potentially
significant (Impact C‐RE, LSM).



Utilities and Service Systems. The backup pipeline and the pipeline to the town of Sunol
would be constructed near a number of underground and aboveground utility lines that could
be damaged during construction, including Alameda Siphons Nos. 1, 2, and 3, the South Bay
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Aqueduct, a 36‐inch‐diameter Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) high‐pressure natural
gas pipeline, and a 25‐inch‐diameter PG&E high‐pressure natural gas pipeline (Impact UT‐1,
LSM). In addition, some utilities could require relocation (Impact UT‐2, LSM). Cumulative
impacts related to utility service disruption and relocation of utility lines during project
construction activities were also determined to be potentially significant (Impact C‐UT,
LSM).


Biological Resources. Project construction could adversely affect several special‐status
species, including California red‐legged frog, California tiger salamander, and Alameda
whipsnake, and could also result in habitat loss and disruption of breeding and foraging
habitat for nesting birds, raptors, and bats (Impact BI‐1, LSM). Construction activities
could have a substantial adverse effect on riparian habitat and other sensitive habitats
(Impact BI‐2, LSM). Jurisdictional waters (San Antonio Creek and an ephemeral stream
that crosses the proposed alignments of the backup pipeline and the pipeline to the town
of Sunol) as well as a small freshwater marsh at Staging Area A would be adversely
affected by project construction (Impact BI‐3, LSM). Project construction could also
adversely affect aquatic habitat due to degradation of water quality (Impact BI‐4, LSM).
Dozens of small ornamental trees along the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way that are protected
by the Alameda County Tree Ordinance could be removed during project construction
(Impact BI‐6, LSM). The SABPL project’s contribution to cumulative impacts on biological
resources during construction was also determined to be significant (Impact C‐BI, LSM).



Geology and Soils. Construction of the new outfall and splash pad at Pit F3‐East could
cause unstable slopes (Impact GE‐1, LSM). Excavation and grading activities could result in
soil erosion (Impact GE‐2, LSM).



Hydrology and Water Quality. Construction of the project could cause degradation of
water quality as a result of erosion and sedimentation or an accidental release of
construction‐related hazardous materials (Impact HY‐1, LSM). Water quality impacts could
also result from discharges of groundwater produced during construction dewatering
(Impact HY‐3, LSM). The SABPL project’s contribution to cumulative water quality impacts
during construction was also determined to be significant (Impact C‐HY, LSM).



Hazards and Hazardous Materials. During excavation for the project, the contractor could
encounter pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, diesel, and/or waste oil in soil, resulting in the
release of these hazardous materials into the environment. Demolition of the two quarry
buildings could also result in impacts related to hazardous building materials (Impact HZ‐1,
LSM). Project construction could also result in accidental releases of hazardous construction
chemicals into the environment (Impact HZ‐2, LSM). The SABPL project’s contribution to
cumulative impacts associated with releases of hazardous materials into the environment
during construction was also determined to be significant (Impact C‐HZ, LSM).



Mineral and Energy Resources. Project construction activities could result in the wasteful
use of fuels (Impact ME‐2, LSM), and the SABPL project’s contribution to cumulative
impacts related to the wasteful use of fuels during construction would be cumulatively
considerable (Impact C‐ME, LSM).

Significant impacts were addressed during the alternatives selection process by developing
alternatives that would:


Lower emissions of construction‐related air pollutants contributing to criteria pollutant and
health risk impacts through an alternative that requires less construction
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Minimize excavation to reduce multiple impacts, including the likelihood of encountering
archaeological resources



Reduce operations‐phase energy consumption associated with pumping through an
alternative that relies more heavily on gravity than on pumping

7.3.3 Selected CEQA Alternatives
This section describes the project alternatives that were selected and analyzed in accordance with
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a). The three alternatives to the proposed project selected for
detailed analysis in this EIR are:


Alternative 1: No Project Alternative



Alternative 2: SABPL Discharges to Base of Turner Dam



Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL

Table 7‐1 provides a brief description of these alternatives and highlights how they differ from the
proposed project. Figure 7‐1 shows the backup pipeline alignment under Alternatives 2 and 3. This
section also evaluates the impacts of the selected alternatives relative to those of the proposed
project. Since the alternatives are conceptual, the evaluation is based on the available information
and reasonable assumptions about how each alternative would be implemented. For each
alternative, this section presents the following:


A description of the alternative, including the rationale for its selection and associated facility
improvements and auxiliary components. Each description discusses feasibility issues as well
as assumptions regarding the construction methods likely to be used.



An evaluation of the alternative’s ability to meet project goals and objectives.



Analysis of the environmental impacts of each alternative compared to those of the
proposed project.

Table 7‐2 summarizes the environmental impacts of the selected alternatives compared to those
of the proposed project. This table presents the significant impacts of the proposed project as well
as less‐than‐significant impacts whose severity would be different under the project alternatives
than under the proposed project. Table 7‐2 does not include less‐than‐significant impacts of the
proposed project that would have the same significance determination and/or impact severity as
the project alternatives.

7.3.3.1 Alternative 1: No Project Alternative
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(e) requires that EIRs include an evaluation of the No Project
Alternative to provide decision‐makers the information necessary to compare the relative impacts
of approving the project and not approving the project. The No Project Alternative is defined as a
continuation of existing conditions, as well as conditions that are reasonably expected to occur in
the event that the proposed project is not implemented.
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TABLE 7‐1
SELECTED CEQA ALTERNATIVES
Alternative

How Does the Alternative Differ from the Proposed Project?

Alternative 1: No Project – The SFPUC
would not make improvements, and the
San Antonio Pipeline would continue to
operate as it does under existing
conditions.

 A new chemical facility would not be constructed, and the SFPUC
would not have the ability to dechlorinate the future maximum
flow of 315 mgd.

 The new backup pipeline would not be constructed.

 The ability to achieve WSIP level of service goals would be
impaired because the SFPUC would not have the ability to
simultaneously conduct planned or emergency discharges while
also conveying 160 mgd of water from San Antonio Reservoir to the
SVWTP.
 The SFPUC would not be able to conserve water discharged to
San Antonio Creek for future use.

Alternative 2: SABPL Discharges to Base
of Turner Dam – The SFPUC would
install a new 2‐mile‐long backup
pipeline between the San Antonio Pump
Station and San Antonio Creek at the
base of Turner Dam. Improvements
would be made to the existing discharge
facility at the base of Turner Dam. A
new chemical facility would be
constructed. Like the proposed project,
excess spoils generated during
construction could be permanently
placed in an earthen berm at the North
Spoils Site or former nursery site located
east of Pit F3‐East.

 A pipeline would be installed between the San Antonio Pump
Station and the base of Turner Dam; the pipeline would be 0.7 mile
longer than proposed project pipeline.
 A new outfall would be constructed in San Antonio Creek at the
base of Turner Dam. A control building would be constructed on
the south side of San Antonio Creek adjacent to the new outfall.
 The existing stilling basin would be replaced with a larger stilling
basin to handle the future maximum flow of 315 mgd.
 The banks of San Antonio Creek in the immediate vicinity of the
discharge facility in San Antonio Creek would be reinforced to
prevent erosion.
 Construction in the vicinity of Pit F3‐East would be avoided,
including construction of the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East,
cutoff wall around Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, Alameda Creek
Pump Station, wet well, transfer pipeline, and dewatering pipeline.
 The future maximum flow from emergency and planned
discharges could be made to San Antonio Creek; however, the
SFPUC would not have the ability to conserve the future
maximum flow of 315 mgd.
 Discharges to San Antonio Creek would be by gravity.

 The backup pipeline would be constructed along the same
Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL –
alignment, but the entire length of the pipeline would be above
The SFPUC would install a new 1.3‐mile‐
ground on pipe supports.
long aboveground backup pipeline
between the San Antonio Pump Station
 This alternative assumes the 12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline to the
and Pit F3‐East. Like the proposed
town of Sunol would not be constructed.
project, this alternative would also
construct a new discharge facility at Pit
F3‐East, cutoff wall around Pits F3‐East
and F3‐West, new chemical facility, and a
new overhead powerline and electrical
transformer. The Alameda Creek Pump
Station, wet well, transfer pipeline, and
dewatering facilities would also be
constructed, the same as the proposed
project. Excess spoils generated during
construction could be permanently
placed in an earthen berm at the North
Spoils Site or former nursery site located
east of Pit F3‐East.
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In the event that the SFPUC does not implement the SABPL project, no facility improvements
would be constructed. Under the No Project Alternative, the San Antonio Pipeline would remain
in operation and no improvements would be made to the pipeline. The SFPUC would have
sufficient capacity to discharge the future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow of 315 mgd. As with
existing operations, the SFPUC’s preferred option would be to pump up to 160 mgd to
San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP via the existing San Antonio Pipeline in order to conserve
the water for future treatment and delivery to customers.3 However, as occurs under the existing
condition, the SFPUC’s ability to conserve the water would be limited by the capacity of the
San Antonio Pump Station (160 mgd); when the discharge exceeded the pumping capacity and
could not be pumped to the reservoir, flows of up to 230 mgd would instead be discharged by
gravity flow to San Antonio Creek via the existing San Antonio Pipeline.4 At the future maximum
flow of 315 mgd, the remaining 85 mgd would be discharged to quarry Pit F6 via the Alameda
East Overflow Pipeline constructed as a component of the Alameda Siphons Seismic Reliability
Upgrade project. The Alameda East Portal Overflow Pipeline has a capacity of 180 mgd and
could accommodate the increased flows; however, since flows in excess of the 240‐mgd capacity
of the existing chemical facility could not be dechlorinated, up to 75 mgd of chlorinated water
would be discharged out of the Alameda East Portal Overflow Pipeline to Pit F6. Together, the
existing San Antonio Pipeline and Alameda East Portal Overflow Pipeline would have the capacity
to accommodate planned and emergency discharges of up to 340 mgd. Thus, the facilities would be
capable of accepting the future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow of 315 mgd.
Without construction of the backup pipeline, the SFPUC would rely on the existing San Antonio
Pipeline for both emergency and planned discharges, and the SFPUC would not have the ability to
simultaneously discharge Hetch Hetchy water while also conveying 160 mgd of water from the
San Antonio Reservoir to the SVWTP, thereby inhibiting the SFPUC’s ability to achieve the WSIP
level of service goals. Further, while emergency and planned discharges of up to 160 mgd could
be pumped to San Antonio Reservoir via the existing San Antonio Pipeline for future treatment and
distribution to customers, the SFPUC would not have the ability to conserve the future maximum
flow of 315 mgd.
The treatment capacity of the existing chemical facility is 240 mgd, and the maximum capacity of
the San Antonio Pipeline is 230 mgd. The existing chemical facility does not have sufficient
treatment capacity to allow system operators to dechlorinate and pH‐adjust the future maximum
Hetch Hetchy flow of 315 mgd prior to discharge. Thus, when flows are greater than the 230‐mgd
capacity of the San Antonio Pipeline, the SFPUC would discharge up to 85 mgd of chlorinated
water to quarry Pit F6, which would subsequently infiltrate to the groundwater.

3

If there is sufficient lead time to adjust treatment plant operations before the quality‐impaired water reaches the
Sunol Valley, SFPUC system operators also have the option to divert the water to the SVWTP using the
Calaveras Pipeline.
4 The maximum capacity of the San Antonio Pump Station is 160 mgd, which limits discharges to San Antonio
Reservoir because the discharges must be pumped to the reservoir. Discharges to San Antonio Creek flow via
gravity and are limited to 230 mgd, the maximum capacity of the San Antonio Pipeline.
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TABLE 7‐2
COMPARISON OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE CEQA ALTERNATIVES

Impact

Proposed Project

Alternative 1: No Project
Alternative

Alternative 2: SABPL Discharges to
Base of Turner Dam

Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL

Similar

Land Use
Impact LU‐2: Project construction
could substantially disrupt or
displace existing land uses or land
use activities. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

Construction‐related noise, air
quality, and traffic safety effects
along Calaveras Road could
combine to substantially disrupt
existing land uses.

No Impact

Similar

There would be no construction
activities.

Construction activities along Calaveras
Construction of the aboveground backup
Road would have similar effects on existing pipeline and associated facilities would
land uses.
have similar effects on existing land uses.

Impact LU‐3: Project operations
would not result in substantial
long‐term or permanent impacts
on the existing character of the
vicinity. (Less than Significant)

Permanent aboveground
components would not
substantially affect the existing
character of the project vicinity.

No Impact

Similar

Increased

No facilities would be constructed.

The permanent aboveground components
along Calaveras Road would have similar
effects on the existing character of the
project vicinity.

The aboveground backup pipeline would
be constructed parallel to Calaveras Road
and would adversely affect the character of
the project vicinity.

Impact C‐LU: Project construction
could make a cumulatively
considerable contribution to
cumulative impacts on existing
land uses. (Less than Significant
with Mitigation)

Construction‐related noise, air
quality, and traffic safety effects
along Calaveras Road would
contribute to cumulative impacts
related to the disruption of
existing land uses.

No Impact

Similar

Similar

No facilities would be constructed.

Although this alternative’s contribution to
traffic safety hazards during construction is
assumed to be greater due to the
construction of the backup pipeline across
Calaveras Road, this alternative’s overall
contribution to cumulative land use
disruption impacts would be similar to
those of the proposed project.

This alternative’s contribution to
cumulative land use disruption impacts
would be similar to those of the proposed
project.

Construction activities along a
portion of the pipeline alignment
and at the staging areas would be
visible from Calaveras Road.

No Impact

Similar

Similar

There would be no construction
activities.

Construction activities between the San
Antonio Pump Station and the Turner Dam
access road would be visible from
Calaveras Road and nearby residences.

Construction activities would be visible
from Calaveras Road and nearby
residences.

Aesthetics
Impact AE‐1: Project construction
could result in substantial adverse
effects on scenic vistas and
temporarily degrade the visual
character of the site and its
surroundings. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)
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TABLE 7‐2 (Continued)
COMPARISON OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE CEQA ALTERNATIVES

Impact

Proposed Project

Alternative 1: No Project
Alternative

Alternative 2: SABPL Discharges to
Base of Turner Dam

Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL

Similar

Increased

Construction activities along Calaveras
Road would likely require removal of the
same mature trees as the proposed project.
Although installation of the pipeline
between Calaveras Road and the base of
Turner Dam could require tree removal,
much of this area is not visible from
Calaveras Road or nearby residences.

Like the proposed project, construction of
the new aboveground backup pipeline
would require tree removal within the
Calaveras Road right‐of‐way. The
approximately 7,000‐foot‐long (1.3‐mile‐
long), 66‐inch‐diameter aboveground
backup pipeline from the San Antonio
Pump Station along the west side of
Calaveras Road to Pit F3‐East would be
clearly visible from Calaveras Road, a
designated scenic roadway.

No Impact

Similar

Increased

There would be no construction or
tree removal.

Construction activities along Calaveras
Road would result in similar cumulative
impacts on the visual character of the area
as the proposed project.

Construction activities would result in the
same cumulative impacts on the visual
character of the area as the proposed project.

Aesthetics (cont.)
Impact AE‐3: Implementation of
the proposed project could result
in long‐term adverse effects on
scenic vistas and scenic resources,
and degradation of the visual
character of the site and its
surroundings. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

Removal of trees within the
No Impact
Calaveras Road right‐of‐way could There would be no tree removal.
adversely affect views from
Calaveras Road, a designated
scenic roadway.

Impact C‐AE: Implementation of
the proposed project could result
in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative
impacts on scenic vistas, scenic
resources, and visual character.
(Less than Significant with
Mitigation)

Cumulative impacts on the visual
character of the area during project
construction. Long‐term
cumulative impacts on the visual
character of the area due to tree
removal.

Tree removal along Calaveras Road would
result in the same long‐term cumulative
impacts on the visual character of the area.

Long‐term cumulative impacts on the visual
character and scenic resources would be
greater due to the combination of tree
removal along the Calaveras Road right‐of‐
way and installation of the approximately
7,000‐foot‐long (1.3‐mile‐long), 66‐inch‐
diameter aboveground backup pipeline
along the west side of Calaveras Road that
would be clearly visible from Calaveras
Road, a designated scenic roadway.

Cultural Resources and Paleontological Resources
Impact CP‐1: Project construction
could cause a substantial adverse
change in the significance of a
historical resource. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

Construction of the connection
between the backup pipeline and
Alameda Siphon No. 3 could
damage the adjacent Alameda
Siphons Nos. 1 and 2, which are
historic resources.

No Impact

Same

Same

A new pipeline would not be
constructed.

The new backup pipeline would require
connection to Alameda Siphon No. 3 at the
same location.

The new backup pipeline would require
connection to Alameda Siphon No. 3 at the
same location.
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TABLE 7‐2 (Continued)
COMPARISON OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE CEQA ALTERNATIVES

Impact

Proposed Project

Alternative 1: No Project
Alternative

Alternative 2: SABPL Discharges to
Base of Turner Dam

Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL

No Impact

Increased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities.

Under this alternative, there would be a
greater potential to encounter
archaeological and paleontological
resources and human remains due to the
potential for subsurface resources to be
encountered along the San Antonio Creek
corridor, and the greater extent of
excavation resulting from the longer
backup pipeline alignment.

Because there would be less ground
disturbance and excavation for construction
of the aboveground backup pipeline, there
would be less potential to encounter
archaeological and paleontological resources
and human remains.

Cultural Resources and Paleontological Resources (cont.)
Impact CP‐2: Project construction
could cause a substantial adverse
change in the significance of a
historical or unique archaeological
resource. (Less than Significant
with Mitigation)
Impact CP‐3: Project construction
could result in a substantial
adverse effect by directly or
indirectly destroying a unique
paleontological resource or site.
(Less than Significant with
Mitigation)

Potential adverse effects on the
recorded prehistoric
archaeological site SA‐1 and
previously unidentified
archaeological and paleontological
resources and human remains
during construction.

The potential for adverse effects on
prehistoric archaeological site SA‐1 would
be the same as the proposed project.

The potential for adverse effects to
prehistoric archaeological site SA‐1 would
be the same as the proposed project.

Impact CP‐4: Project construction
could result in a substantial
adverse effect related to the
disturbance of human remains.
(Less than Significant with
Mitigation)
Impact C‐CP: Construction of the
proposed project could result in a
cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative
impacts on historical,
archaeological, or paleontological
resources, or human remains.
(Less than Significant with
Mitigation)

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
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Potential for cumulative impacts on
previously unidentified
archaeological and paleontological
resources and human remains
during construction.

No Impact

Increased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities.

This alternative would result in a greater
contribution to cumulative impacts on
previously unidentified archaeological and
paleontological resources and human
remains during construction due to the
greater potential to encounter these
resources during construction.

This alternative’s contribution to
cumulative impacts on previously
unidentified archaeological and
paleontological resources and human
remains during construction would be
decreased relative to the proposed project
due to the reduced potential to encounter
these resources during construction.
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TABLE 7‐2 (Continued)
COMPARISON OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE CEQA ALTERNATIVES

Impact

Proposed Project

Alternative 1: No Project
Alternative

Alternative 2: SABPL Discharges to
Base of Turner Dam

Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL

Transportation and Circulation
Impact TR‐2: Project construction
activities would not result in
inadequate emergency access.
(Less than Significant)

Project construction would not be
conducted within the travel lanes
of Calaveras Road, and all access
roads would remain open at all
times.

No Impact

Increased

Same

There would be no construction
activities that would restrict
emergency access.

The new backup pipeline would cross
Calaveras Road and be routed beneath the
access road to Turner Dam. Even with the
use of steel plates to maintain roadway
access on Calaveras Road, construction
activities within Calaveras Road and the
Turner Dam access road could impair
access for emergency response vehicles.

As with the proposed project, construction
would not be conducted within the travel
lanes of Calaveras Road, and all access
roads would remain open at all times.

Impact TR‐3: Project construction
activities could decrease the safety
of public roadways for vehicles,
bicyclists, and pedestrians. (Less
than Significant with Mitigation)

Safety hazards for automobiles,
bicyclists, and pedestrians due to
increased construction‐related
traffic.

No Impact

Increased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities or construction‐related
traffic.

This alternative would eliminate
construction vehicles associated with new
facilities in the vicinity of Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West. Overall, the level of construction‐
related traffic would likely be similar
because of the longer pipeline and
modifications to the existing discharge
facilities at San Antonio Creek. However,
traffic safety hazards during construction
would be greater due to the construction of
the backup pipeline across Calaveras Road.

The level of construction‐related traffic
would be the less than the proposed project
because there would be substantially less
excavation and spoils hauling,
incrementally reducing safety hazards for
automobiles, bicyclists, and pedestrians.
However, the level of significance for this
impact would be the same as for the
proposed project.

Impact C‐TR: Construction of the
proposed project would result in a
cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative traffic
increases and safety hazards on
local and regional roads. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

Cumulative impacts associated
with increased traffic and safety
hazards for vehicles, bicycles, and
pedestrians.

No Impact

Increased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities or construction‐related
traffic that would contribute to this
cumulative impact.

This alternative’s contribution to traffic
safety hazards during construction would be
greater due to the construction of the backup
pipeline across Calaveras Road.

This alternative’s contribution to
construction‐related traffic safety hazards
would be incrementally less than the
proposed project. However, the level of
significance for this impact would be the
same as for the proposed project.
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TABLE 7‐2 (Continued)
COMPARISON OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE CEQA ALTERNATIVES

Impact

Proposed Project

Alternative 1: No Project
Alternative

Alternative 2: SABPL Discharges to
Base of Turner Dam

Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL

No Impact

Similar

Similar

There would be no construction
activities or construction‐related
noise.

Construction noise near the Garcia residence
and SFPUC watershed keeper’s residence,
located east of Calaveras Road, would be
similar to the proposed project. There are no
sensitive receptors that would be affected by
construction activities between Calaveras
Road and the base of Turner Dam.

The level of construction‐related noise
would be similar to the proposed project.

No Impact

Same

Same

There would be no construction
activities or construction‐related
noise.

This alternative would require the same six
weeks of nighttime construction and at the
same locations as the proposed project.

This alternative would require the same six
weeks of nighttime construction and at the
same locations as the proposed project.

Noise and Vibration
Impact NO‐1: Construction
activities would result in
substantial temporary increases in
ambient noise levels that could
interfere with nearby land uses.
(Less than Significant with
Mitigation)

Nighttime construction during
phases of extended construction
hours would result in noise levels
above the sleep interference
threshold at the SFPUC watershed
keeper’s residence.

Impact NO‐2: Construction
activities would expose people to
noise levels in excess of the
standards established by the
Alameda County Noise
Ordinance. (Less than Significant
with Mitigation)

During phases of extended
construction hours, construction
equipment with backup alarms
used beyond the noise ordinance
time limits could exceed ordinance
noise limits.

Impact C‐NO: Construction of the
proposed project would result in a
cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative noise
impacts. (Less than Significant
with Mitigation)

Cumulative nighttime noise
increases could occur at the SFPUC
watershed keeper’s residence and
Garcia residence during the six
weeks of extended construction
hours.

No Impact

Same

Same

There would be no construction
activities or construction‐related
noise that would contribute to this
cumulative impact.

Construction hours would be similar to the
proposed project; this alternative would
require the same six weeks of nighttime
construction at the same locations relative to
sensitive receptors as the proposed project.

Construction hours would be similar to the
proposed project; this alternative would
require the same six weeks of nighttime
construction at the same locations relative to
sensitive receptors as the proposed project.

Even with implementation of
mitigation, average daily NOX
emissions generated during
construction would exceed the
BAAQMD CEQA significance
thresholds.

No Impact

Decreased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities or construction‐related
NOX emissions.

With the proposed project, construction‐
phase NOx emissions exceed the
significance threshold during construction
phases when construction of the facilities
associated with discharge to the quarry pit
occur concurrent with backup pipeline
construction. Overall, there would be less
construction occurring concurrently with
this alternative. Consequently, daily NOx

Assuming elimination of backup pipeline
trench excavation and related on‐site
transport and off‐site disposal of spoils
could reduce related equipment and vehicle
operations by approximately half,
construction‐related NOx emissions would
be less than the proposed project. Mitigated
emissions in 2013 likely would still exceed
the significance threshold of 54 lbs/day

Air Quality
Impact AQ‐1: Emissions generated
during project construction
activities would violate air quality
standards and would contribute
substantially to an existing air
quality violation. (Significant and
Unavoidable with implementation
of feasible Mitigation)

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
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Impact

Proposed Project

Alternative 1: No Project
Alternative

Alternative 2: SABPL Discharges to
Base of Turner Dam

Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL

Air Quality (cont.)
Impact AQ‐1 (cont.)

Impact C‐AQ: Construction of the
proposed project would result in a
cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative air
quality impacts associated with
criteria pollutant emissions and
health risks. (Significant and
Unavoidable with implementation
of feasible Mitigation)

emissions associated with Alternative 2
would be less than the proposed project, but
would likely still exceed the significance
threshold. The level of significance would
be the same as for the proposed project.
Even with implementation of
mitigation, the project’s
contribution to cumulative NOX
emissions during construction
would exceed the BAAQMD CEQA
significance thresholds.

during some months; however, it is likely
that mitigated emissions in 2014 could be
reduced to below the significance threshold.

No Impact

Decreased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities or construction‐related
NOX emissions that would
contribute to this cumulative impact.

This alternative’s contribution to cumulative
NOX emissions during construction could be
less than that of the proposed project
because there would be less construction
occurring concurrently. The contribution to
cumulative health risk impacts would be
similar to the proposed project. Overall, this
alternative’s contribution to cumulative
impacts associated with emissions of air
pollutants during construction would be less
than the proposed project.

This alternative’s contribution to cumulative
NOX emissions during construction would
be less than the proposed project because the
aboveground pipeline would require less
excavation and as a result, NOX emissions
generated during excavation and earthwork
activities would be reduced when compared
to the proposed project. For similar reasons,
the contribution to cumulative health risk
impacts may be less than under the
proposed project.

No Impact

Similar

Similar

There would be no construction
activities or construction‐related
traffic, noise, or air emissions.

The level of construction‐related noise,
dust and exhaust emissions, and traffic
would be similar to the proposed project.

The level of construction‐related noise,
dust and exhaust emissions, and traffic
would be similar to the proposed project.

No Impact

Similar

Similar

There would be no construction
activities or construction‐related
traffic.

The level of construction‐related noise,
dust and exhaust emissions, and traffic
would be similar to the proposed project.

The level of construction‐related noise,
dust and exhaust emissions, and traffic
would be similar to the proposed project.

Recreation
Impact RE‐1: The proposed
project could temporarily degrade
existing recreational uses during
construction. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

Construction activities could cause
safety hazards for bicyclists and
pedestrians due to increased
construction‐related traffic and
nuisances due to noise as well as
dust and exhaust emissions.
Temporary traffic delays could
also affect access to nearby
recreational facilities.

Impact C‐RE: Construction of the
proposed project could result in a
cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative
impacts on recreational resources
and uses. (Less than Significant
with Mitigation)

Safety hazards for bicyclists and
pedestrians due to increased
construction‐related traffic in
combination with traffic from
other projects.
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Impact

Proposed Project

Alternative 1: No Project
Alternative

Alternative 2: SABPL Discharges to
Base of Turner Dam

Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL

No Impact

Decreased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities or potential to damage
existing utilities.

Under this alternative, the backup pipeline
alignment would cross the Chevron crude
oil pipeline that runs along the east side of
Calaveras Road. The proposed pipeline
alignment would not cross this road or
intersect this pipeline.

The aboveground backup pipeline would
follow the same alignment as the proposed
project alignment, but potential conflicts
with the PG&E high‐pressure natural gas
pipeline and Sunol Pump Station Pipeline
would be reduced because pipeline
supports could be placed to avoid conflicts
with these underground utilities.

Utilities and Service Systems
Impact UT‐1: Project construction
could result in a substantial
adverse effect related to
disruption of utility operations or
accidental damage to existing
utilities. (Less than Significant
with Mitigation)

Construction activities could
conflict with a 36‐inch‐diameter
PG&E high‐pressure natural gas
pipeline, overhead electrical
distribution lines, the South Bay
Aqueduct, the Sunol Pump Station
Pipeline, the Alameda East
Overflow Pipeline, and Alameda
Siphons Nos. 1 and 2.

Impact UT‐2: Project construction
could result in a substantial
adverse effect related to the
relocation of regional or local
utilities. (Less than Significant
with Mitigation)

Although utility relocation is not
currently believed to be necessary,
relocation of utilities could be
necessary once the locations and
characteristics of conflicting
utilities are confirmed.

Impact C‐UT: Construction of the
proposed project could result in
cumulatively considerable
impacts related to disruption or
relocation of utilities. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

Cumulative impacts related to
disruption of utility operations or
accidental damage to existing
utilities and relocation of regional
or local utilities.

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

The backup pipeline alignment under this
alternative would entirely avoid
construction near Pits F3‐East and F3‐West
and any associated potential conflicts with
underground utilities in this area,
including the South Bay Aqueduct and
PG&E high‐pressure natural gas pipeline.

Like the proposed project, this alternative
would construct the same facilities at Pits
F3‐East and F3‐West and therefore could
affect the same underground utilities in
this area.

Like the proposed project, this alternative
would also require connection to Alameda
Siphon No. 3 and could affect the same
underground and overhead utilities in this
area.

Like the proposed project, this alternative
would also require connection to Alameda
Siphon No. 3 and could affect the same
underground and overhead utilities in this
area.

No Impact

Similar

Similar

There would be no construction
activities or any need to relocate
utilities.

Similar to the proposed project, relocation
of utilities could be required.

Similar to the proposed project, relocation
of utilities could be required.

No Impact

Decreased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities or any need to relocate
utilities.

This alternative would have a lower
potential for cumulative impacts on
existing utilities because it would avoid
potential conflicts with underground
utilities near Pits F3‐East and F3‐West,
including the South Bay Aqueduct and
PG&E high‐pressure natural gas pipeline.

This alternative would have a lower
potential for cumulative impacts on
existing utilities because pipeline supports
could be placed to avoid conflicts with
underground utilities.
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Impact

Proposed Project

Alternative 1: No Project
Alternative

Alternative 2: SABPL Discharges to
Base of Turner Dam

Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL

No Impact

Increased

Decreased

Biological Resources
Impact BI‐1: The proposed project
could have a substantial adverse
effect on special‐status animal
species during construction. (Less
than Significant with Mitigation)

Construction could affect several
special‐status species including:
California red‐legged frog;
California tiger salamander;
Alameda whipsnake; and nesting
white‐tailed kite, Cooper’s hawk,
tricolored blackbird, horned lark,
golden eagle, short‐eared owl, and
loggerhead shrike.

Impact BI‐2: The proposed project
could have a substantial adverse
effect on riparian habitat and
other sensitive habitats during
construction. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

Construction activities at the San
Antonio Creek crossing could affect
mule fat scrub riparian habitat, a
sensitive habitat under the Fish and
Game Code, and require removal of
some moderately sized native trees
and mature native trees.

There would be no construction
This alternative would require construction
activities or impacts on special‐status activities in sensitive riparian habitat and
species.
extensive construction within the San
Antonio Creek channel, which would have
a greater potential to adversely affect
special‐status species. Compared to the
proposed project, this alternative would
involve more construction closer to higher
quality habitat for sensitive species (i.e., the
San Antonio Creek corridor and sycamore
alluvial habitat).

Under this alternative, the aboveground
backup pipeline would be constructed on
pipeline supports, which would require
less excavation than the underground
backup pipeline under the proposed
project. Therefore, the potential to
adversely affect habitat for special‐status
species would be reduced.

No Impact

Increased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities or any impact on sensitive
habitats and mature native trees.

Extensive construction within the San
Antonio Creek channel would increase the
potential for impacts on sensitive habitats. In
addition, although the backup pipeline
would be routed beneath the Turner Dam
access road to minimize impacts on sensitive
riparian habitat and mature trees, due to the
proximity of pipeline construction activities
to the creek, there would still be a greater
potential for impacts.

Under this alternative, the aboveground
backup pipeline would be constructed on
pipeline supports that could be spaced to
avoid impacts on mule fat scrub riparian
habitat at the San Antonio Creek crossing.

In addition, the permanent
placement of spoils at the North
Spoils Site could result in soil
disturbance within the dripline of
protected oak trees, potentially
resulting in increased pathology
and death of the oak trees.

Impact BI‐3: The proposed project
could have a substantial adverse
effect on jurisdictional waters
during construction. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

Jurisdictional waters within and
adjacent to San Antonio Creek, a
small segment of an ephemeral
tributary that crosses the project
area, and a small freshwater
marsh at Staging Area A would
be adversely affected by

Construction of the aboveground pipeline
under this alternative is expected to require
removal of the same mature trees as the
proposed project.

The North Spoils Site would also be used
for spoils disposal under this alternative,
potentially affecting the same trees at that
site.

The North Spoils Site would also be used
for spoils disposal under this alternative,
potentially affecting the same trees at that
site.

No Impact

Increased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities or any impact to wetlands
or aquatic resources.

This alternative would result in permanent
impacts on wetlands and aquatic resources
due to modifications to the existing
discharge facility, including replacement
and enlargement of the stilling basin within

Under this alternative, the aboveground
backup pipeline would be constructed on
pipeline supports that could be spaced to
avoid impacts on San Antonio Creek and
the ephemeral tributary. There would be
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Base of Turner Dam
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Biological Resources (cont.)
Impact BI‐3 (cont.)

the San Antonio Creek channel and
stabilization of the creek banks. In addition,
installation of the backup pipeline between
Calaveras Road and Turner Dam would
require extensive construction near San
Antonio Creek, which could result in
greater impacts on wetlands and aquatic
resources due to an increased potential for
sedimentation and releases of hazardous
materials.

construction activities. Earthwork
adjacent to Alameda and
San Antonio Creeks could result in
sedimentation or a release of
hazardous materials to these creeks,
adversely affecting aquatic
resources in the creeks.

less soil disturbance because the backup
pipeline would be constructed on pipeline
supports, and therefore impacts related to
erosion and sedimentation of water bodies
would be decreased.
Because this alternative would also be
expected to use Staging Area A during
construction, it would result in the same
impacts on freshwater marsh at Staging
Area A.

Because this alternative would also be
expected to use Staging Area A and cross
the ephemeral tributary located at the
southern backup pipeline alignment during
construction, it would result in the same
impacts on freshwater marsh at Staging
Area A and the ephemeral tributary.
Impact BI‐4: The proposed project
could have a substantial adverse
effect on resident trout and other
native fishes during construction,
either by impeding movement or
adversely affecting aquatic
habitat. (Less than Significant
with Mitigation)

Construction activities adjacent to
Alameda and San Antonio Creeks
could result in sedimentation or a
release of hazardous materials to
these creeks, potentially affecting
resident trout if there is flow and
trout are present in the creeks.

No Impact

Increased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities or any impact on resident
trout or other native fish.

Extensive construction within the San
Antonio Creek channel related to the
improvements to the existing discharge
facility, including replacement and
enlargement of the stilling basin and
construction of riprap on the creek banks,
would result in an increased potential for
sedimentation and releases of hazardous
materials that could adversely affect
resident trout or other native fish.

This alternative would decrease this impact
when compared to the proposed project
because the aboveground backup pipeline
would result in less soil disturbance (the
backup pipeline would be constructed on
pipeline supports), and there would be less
potential for impacts related to erosion and
sedimentation that could affect resident
trout or other native fish.

Impact BI‐6: Construction
activities associated with the
proposed project could conflict
with local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources.
(Less than Significant with
Mitigation)

Dozens of native and non‐native
trees located along the Calaveras
Road right‐of‐way that are
protected by the Alameda County
Tree Ordinance could be removed
during project construction.

No Impact

Same

Same

There would be no construction
activities or any impact on protected
trees.

The portion of the backup pipeline
alignment along the Calaveras Road right‐
of‐way would be the same as under the
proposed project and would require
removal of the same trees that are
protected by the local tree ordinance.

The portion of the aboveground pipeline
along the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way
would be the same as under the proposed
project and would require removal of the
same trees that are protected by the local
tree ordinance.
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Base of Turner Dam

Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL

The pump intakes for the

No Impact

Increased

Same

If the proposed project is not
implemented, the SFPUC would
retain the ability to discharge up to
230 mgd of system water to
San Antonio Creek, the same as
existing conditions.

Discharges of the future maximum Hetch
Hetchy flow to San Antonio Creek via the
backup pipeline would adversely affect
special‐status species, such as California
red‐legged frog and western pond turtle, in
the creek channel just downstream of
Turner Dam.

Discharges to Pit F3‐East via the
aboveground pipeline would have the
same operational impacts on special‐status
species as the proposed project.

No Impact

Increased

Same

If the proposed project is not
implemented, the SFPUC would
retain the ability to discharge up to
230 mgd of system water to
San Antonio Creek, the same as
existing conditions.

Discharges of up to 315 mgd to San Antonio
Creek would adversely affect aquatic habitat
and jurisdictional waters within the creek
channel just downstream of Turner Dam.

Operational impacts on jurisdictional
waters, riparian habitat, or aquatic
resources would be the same as the
proposed project.

No Impact

Increased

Same

If the proposed project is not
implemented, the SFPUC would
retain the ability to discharge up to
230 mgd of system water to
San Antonio Creek, the same as
existing conditions.

Under this alternative, in the event of an
emergency or planned discharge exceeding
160 mgd, the SFPUC would discharge up
to 315 mgd of water to San Antonio Creek.
These heavy flows could adversely affect
resident trout and other native fish in San
Antonio or Alameda Creeks (if fish are
present).

Under this alternative, emergency and
planned discharges would be made to Pit
F‐3 East and pumped from Pits F3‐East and
F3‐West to the San Antonio Reservoir or
the SVWTP, the same as the proposed
project.

No Impact

Increased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities with the potential to
contribute to cumulative impacts
on special‐status species, riparian
and sensitive habitats, jurisdictional
waters, resident fishes, or protected
trees.

The longer backup pipeline under this
alternative (2 miles vs. 1.3 miles) would be
routed in close proximity to sensitive
riparian habitat along San Antonio Creek,
thereby increasing the SABPL project’s
contribution to cumulative impacts on
special‐status species, riparian habitats,

This alternative would decrease the
project’s contribution to cumulative
impacts on special‐status species, riparian
habitats, and jurisdictional waters because
the aboveground backup pipeline would
result in less soil disturbance, and therefore
the project’s contribution to cumulative soil

Biological Resources (cont.)
Impact BI‐7: Project operations

could have a substantial adverse dewatering facilities in Pits F3‐East
and F3‐West could cause injury to,
effect on special‐status animal
or mortality of, California red‐
species. (Less than Significant
with Mitigation)

legged frog due to entrainment.

Impact BI‐8: Project operations
would not have a substantial
adverse effect on jurisdictional
waters, riparian habitat, or aquatic
resources. (Less than Significant)

Operational impacts on
jurisdictional waters, riparian
habitat, or aquatic resources
would be less than significant
since discharges would be routed
to Pit F3‐East, which is part of
active mining facilities.

Impact BI‐10: The proposed
project would not have a
substantial adverse effect on
resident trout and other native
fishes during project operations.
(Less than Significant)

Emergency and planned
discharges under the proposed
project would not affect resident
trout or other native fish because
the discharged water would be
transferred to San Antonio
Reservoir or the SVWTP.

Impact C‐BI: Project
implementation could result in
a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative
impacts on biological resources.

Cumulatively considerable
impacts on special‐status species,
mature native trees, riparian and
sensitive habitats, jurisdictional
waters, and resident fishes during
construction. Cumulatively
considerable impacts on protected
trees.

(Less than Significant with
Mitigation)
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Biological Resources (cont.)
Impact C‐BI (cont.)

and jurisdictional waters. This alternative
would require removal of the same trees
along the Calaveras Road right‐of‐way and
would result in the same contribution to
cumulative impacts on protected trees as
the proposed project.

erosion and sedimentation of water bodies
would be reduced. This alternative would
require removal of the same trees along the
Calaveras Road right‐of‐way and would
result in the same contribution to
cumulative impacts on protected trees as
the proposed project.

Geology and Soils
Impact GE‐1: The project is
located on a geologic unit that
could become unstable as a result
of project construction. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

Construction of the new outfall
and splash pad could cause
unstable slopes in Pit F3‐East
during construction.

No Impact

Decreased

Same

There would be no construction
activities and therefore no potential
for creating unstable slopes during
construction.

This alternative would not involve
construction of the outfall and splash pad
in Pit F‐3 East and would not be
constructed in an area susceptible to slope
instability.

This alternative would involve
construction of the same outfall and splash
pad in Pit F‐3 East as the proposed project.

Impact GE‐2: The project could
result in substantial soil erosion or
loss of topsoil during
construction. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

Construction activities would cause
soil disturbance along a 1.3‐mile
pipeline alignment and associated
staging areas and other work
areas.

No Impact

Similar

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities or related soil erosion.

Although the pipeline constructed under
this alternative would be longer (2 miles vs.
1.3 miles), the amount of soil disturbance
would be similar to the proposed project
because no construction would be required
in the vicinity of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West.

Under this alternative, the aboveground
backup pipeline would be constructed on
pipeline supports that would require less
excavation than the trench called for to
construct an underground pipeline for the
proposed project, therefore resulting in less
potential for soil erosion.

Impact GE‐5: The project would
not expose people or structures to
substantial adverse effects related
to the risk of property loss, injury,
or death due to seismically
induced ground failure, including
liquefaction, lateral spreading, or
settlement. (Less than Significant)

The backup pipeline would be
constructed in an area with low
potential for liquefaction, lateral
spreading, and settlement.

No Impact

Increased

Similar

There would be no pipeline
constructed under this scenario.

The portion of the pipeline alignment to the
east of Calaveras Road traverses an area with
a liquefiable layer and an area adjacent to San
Antonio Creek where lateral displacement
could result in ground displacement of up to
several feet, and construction of a retaining
wall could be required.

Under this alternative, the aboveground
backup pipeline would be constructed
along the same alignment as the proposed
project and would be subject to the same
seismic hazards.

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
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No Impact

Increased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities.

This alternative’s contribution to
cumulative impacts related to loss of
topsoil would be greater due to the longer
backup pipeline alignment (0.7 mile longer
than under the proposed project) and
associated increase in soil excavation.

This alternative’s contribution to
cumulative impacts related to loss of
topsoil would be less than under the
proposed project because construction of
the aboveground backup pipeline would
require less soil excavation than an
underground pipeline.

No Impact

Increased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities or related soil erosion and
sedimentation or releases of
hazardous materials.

Increased construction activities in close
proximity to San Antonio Creek could
result in greater water quality impacts from
soil erosion and sedimentation and
accidental releases of hazardous materials.

Under this alternative, the aboveground
backup pipeline would be constructed on
pipeline supports and would require less
excavation than the proposed project,
resulting in a reduced potential for soil
erosion, sedimentation, and accidental
releases of hazardous materials.

No Impact

Similar

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities or need for groundwater
dewatering.

Excavation along the 2‐mile‐long backup
pipeline alignment could require more
groundwater dewatering than would occur
along the 1.3‐mile‐long backup pipeline
alignment under the proposed project,
particularly where the alignment parallels
San Antonio Creek. However, the level of
dewatering would be similar to the
proposed project because no construction
activities requiring excavations would be
conducted in the vicinity of Pits F3‐East
and F3‐West under this alternative.

Under this alternative, the aboveground
backup pipeline would be constructed on
pipeline supports, which would require
less excavation than the trench called for to
construct an underground pipeline for the
proposed project, and this excavation
might not require groundwater
dewatering.

Geology and Soils (cont.)
Impact C‐GE: Project construction
could result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to
cumulative impacts related to the
loss of topsoil. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

Cumulative impacts related to loss
of topsoil during construction.

Hydrology and Water Quality
Impact HY‐1: Project construction
could substantially degrade water
quality as a result of erosion and
sedimentation or an accidental
release of hazardous chemicals.
(Less than Significant with
Mitigation)

The project could cause
degradation of water quality in
Alameda Creek, San Antonio
Creek, and Pit F3‐East as a result
of soil erosion and sedimentation
or an accidental release of
hazardous materials during
construction.

Impact HY‐3: Discharges of
dewatering effluent from
excavated areas during project
construction could substantially
degrade water quality. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

The project could cause water
quality impacts from discharges of
groundwater produced during
construction dewatering.

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
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Hydrology and Water Quality (cont.)
Impact HY‐8: Future discharges
from the backup pipeline would
not substantially degrade water
quality or create runoff that
would exceed the capacity of
Pit F3‐East. (Less than Significant)

Emergency and planned
discharges under the proposed
project would not affect water
quality or flows in Alameda and
San Antonio Creeks because the
discharged water would be
transferred from Pit F3‐East to
either San Antonio Reservoir or
the SVWTP. Any increases in the
frequency, timing, or rate of
discharges to Alameda Creek by
Hanson Aggregates would be
covered under the quarry
company’s National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination permit.

No Impact

Increased

Same

As under existing conditions, if the
proposed project is not
implemented the SFPUC would
retain the ability to discharge up to
230 mgd of dechlorinated Hetch
Hetchy water to San Antonio
Creek.

Under this alternative, the SFPUC would
convey emergency or planned discharges
of up to 315 mgd of dechlorinated Hetch
Hetchy water to San Antonio Creek.
Despite the improvements to the existing
discharge facility (enlarged stilling basin
and riprap along the creek banks), these
higher flows could increase channel
erosion and adversely affect water quality
in the creek.

Same as the proposed project, emergency
and planned discharges of up to 315 mgd
of Hetch Hetchy water would be conveyed
to Pit F3‐East and subsequently pumped to
San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP.

Impact C‐HY: Project
implementation could result in a
cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative
impacts on hydrology and water
quality. (Less than Significant
with Mitigation)

Cumulative water quality impacts
during construction related to soil
erosion, accidental releases of
hazardous construction chemicals,
and dewatering discharges.

No Impact

Increased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities.

This alternative’s contribution to
cumulative water quality impacts would be
greater due to the longer backup pipeline
alignment (0.7 mile longer than under the
proposed project) and associated increases
in soil excavation, as well as to the
proximity of the construction activities east
of Calaveras Road to San Antonio Creek.

This alternative’s contribution to
cumulative water quality impacts would be
decreased when compared to the proposed
project because construction of the
aboveground backup pipeline would
require less soil excavation than an
underground pipeline, resulting in a
reduced potential for erosion.

No Impact

Similar

Similar

There would be no construction
activities or related potential to
encounter hazardous materials in
soil, groundwater, or building
materials.

Like the proposed project, this alternative
could include soil excavation near the San
Antonio Pump Station and in the SMP‐30
area. Although this alternative would not
require demolition of the two quarry
buildings located east of Pit F3‐East,
overall, the potential to encounter

Like the proposed project, this alternative
could include soil excavation near the
San Antonio Pump Station and in the SMP‐
30 area as well as demolition of the
residential style building and shed in the
vicinity of Pit F3‐East for construction of
the cutoff wall. Therefore, the potential to

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Impact HZ‐1: Project construction
could result in a substantial
adverse effect related to
reasonably foreseeable upset and
accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials
into the environment. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
Draft EIR

Diesel and waste oil could
potentially be present in the soil in
the vicinity of the San Antonio
Pump Station, and diesel has
affected soil quality in the Surface
Mining Permit 30 (SMP‐30) area.
Electrical equipment that could
contain PCBs, fluorescent light
ballasts that could contain di
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TABLE 7‐2 (Continued)
COMPARISON OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE CEQA ALTERNATIVES

Impact

Proposed Project

Alternative 1: No Project
Alternative

Alternative 2: SABPL Discharges to
Base of Turner Dam

Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL

Hazards and Hazardous Materials (cont.)
Impact HZ‐1 (cont.)

(2‐ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) or
PCBs, and fluorescent light tubes
that contain mercury could also be
encountered during demolition of
the two quarry buildings.

Impact HZ‐2: Project construction
could result in a substantial
adverse effect related to accident
conditions involving the release of
hazardous construction chemicals
into the environment. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

Project construction activities
could result in accidental releases
of hazardous construction
chemicals into the environment.

Impact C‐HZ: Construction of the
proposed project would result in a
cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative
impacts related to hazards and
hazardous materials. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

Cumulatively considerable
construction impacts related to
accidental upset and release of
contaminated soil or groundwater
or hazardous building materials
into the environment, and
accidental releases of hazardous
construction chemicals into the
environment.

hazardous materials during construction is
similar to the proposed project.

encounter hazardous materials in the soil
and building materials during construction
is similar to the proposed project.

No Impact

Same

Same

There would be no construction
activities or related potential for
accidental releases of hazardous
construction chemicals into the
environment.

Like the proposed project, construction
activities associated with this alternative
could result in the accidental release of
hazardous construction chemicals into the
environment.

Like the proposed project, construction
activities associated with this alternative
could result in the accidental release of
hazardous construction chemicals into the
environment.

No Impact

Increased

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities or related potential for
accidental releases of contaminated
soil or groundwater, hazardous
building materials, or hazardous
construction chemicals into the
environment that could contribute
to this cumulative impact.

Due to the longer backup pipeline that
would be constructed under this
alternative, construction activities would
make a slightly greater contribution to
cumulative impacts related to the release of
contaminated soil and groundwater into
the environment, and the accidental release
of hazardous construction chemicals into
the environment.

Due to the reduced excavation and
earthwork that would be required to install
the aboveground backup pipeline and the
associated decrease in the intensity of
construction activities, this alternative’s
contribution to cumulative impacts
associated with contaminated soil and
groundwater, and the accidental release of
hazardous construction chemicals into the
environment, would be less than that of the
proposed project.

Similar

Decreased

Although the pipeline constructed under
this alternative would be longer (2 miles vs.
1.3 miles), the level of construction
activities and associated construction‐
related energy use would be similar to the
proposed project.

Because the aboveground backup pipeline
that would be constructed under this
alternative would require less excavation
than the underground backup pipeline
under the proposed project, construction
activities for this alternative would require
less energy during construction.

Mineral and Energy Resources
Impact ME‐2: Project construction
could result in substantial adverse
effects related to the use of large
amounts of fuel or energy, or the
use of these resources in a
wasteful manner. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
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Construction activities could result No Impact
in the wasteful use of fuels.
There would be no construction
activities or construction‐related use
of fuels.
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TABLE 7‐2 (Continued)
COMPARISON OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE CEQA ALTERNATIVES

Impact

Proposed Project

Alternative 1: No Project
Alternative

Alternative 2: SABPL Discharges to
Base of Turner Dam

Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL

Decreased

Decreased

Same

Without implementation of the
proposed project, operations would
continue as they are today; some
emergency and planned discharges
would be released to San Antonio
Creek under gravity flow, and
therefore less energy would be
required to manage the discharges.

Under this alternative, when Hetch Hetchy
flows are greater than 160 mgd, the water
would be discharged to San Antonio Creek
by gravity. Flows of 160 mgd or less would
be pumped to San Antonio Reservoir or to
the SVWTP. Because this alternative would
not provide the SFPUC with the flexibility to
recover water that is discharged to San
Antonio Creek, there are no energy
requirements associated with water
recovery. As a result, this alternative would
use less energy during operation.

Under this alternative, emergency and
planned discharges would be made to Pit
F3‐East. Depending on the water elevation
in Pit F3‐East after a discharge, the SFPUC
would recover a portion or all of the
discharged water by pumping the water
out of the quarry pit to San Antonio
Reservoir or the SVWTP, the same as the
proposed project. Therefore, energy
requirements for managing discharges
during operation would be the same as the
proposed project.

No Impact

Similar

Decreased

There would be no construction
activities or construction‐related use
of fuels that could contribute to this
cumulative impact.

Although the backup pipeline constructed
under this alternative would be longer
(2 miles vs. 1.3 miles), the level of
construction activities and associated
construction‐related energy use would be
similar to the proposed project. Thus, this
alternative’s contribution to cumulative
impacts associated with energy use during
construction would be the same as the
proposed project.

This alternative would use less energy
during construction activities; therefore,
this alternative’s contribution to
cumulative impacts related to energy use
during construction would be less than that
of the proposed project.

No Impact

Similar

Similar

There would be no construction
activities requiring the management
of excess spoils.

Although this alternative would generate
less excess spoils than the proposed project,
a portion of the excess spoils generated
during construction could still require
disposal in an earthen berm at the former
nursery site.

Although this alternative would generate
less excess spoils than the proposed project,
a portion of the excess spoils generated
during construction could still require
disposal in an earthen berm at the former
nursery site.

Mineral and Energy Resources (cont.)
Impact ME‐4: Project operations
would not result in substantial
adverse effects related to the long‐
term use of large amounts of fuel
or energy, or the use of these
resources in a wasteful manner.
(Less than Significant)

Without energy efficiency
measures, the proposed project
could result in the inefficient use
of energy during operation.

Impact C‐ME: Project construction Cumulative impacts related to
energy consumption during
would result in a cumulatively
construction.
considerable contribution to
cumulative impacts related to
mineral and energy resources.
(Less than Significant with
Mitigation)

Agriculture and Forest Resources
Impact AG‐1: Implementation of
the proposed project would result
in the conversion of Unique
Farmland, as shown on the maps
pursuant to the Farmland Mapping
and Monitoring Program of the
California Resources Agency, to
non‐agricultural use. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)
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Impacts related to the permanent
conversion of Unique Farmland to
non‐agricultural uses as a result of
the permanent placement of spoils
in an earthen berm at the former
nursery site.
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TABLE 7‐2 (Continued)
COMPARISON OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE CEQA ALTERNATIVES

Impact

Proposed Project

Alternative 1: No Project
Alternative

Alternative 2: SABPL Discharges to
Base of Turner Dam

Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL

No Impact

Similar

Similar

There would be no construction
activities requiring the management
of excess spoils that could contribute
to this cumulative impact.

Although this alternative would generate
less excess spoils than the proposed project,
a portion of the excess spoils generated
during construction could be permanently
placed in an earthen berm at the former
nursery site. Thus, this alternative’s
contribution to cumulative impacts
associated with the conversion of Unique
Farmland to non‐agricultural uses would
be the same as the proposed project.

Although this alternative would generate
less excess spoils than the proposed project,
a portion of the excess spoils generated
during construction could be permanently
placed in an earthen berm at the former
nursery site. Thus, this alternative’s
contribution to cumulative impacts
associated with the conversion of Unique
Farmland to non‐agricultural uses would
be the same as the proposed project.

Agriculture and Forest Resources (cont.)
Impact C‐AG: Implementation of
the proposed project would result
in a cumulatively considerable
contribution to cumulative
impacts related to the conversion
of Unique Farmland to non‐
agricultural uses. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

SFPUC San Antonio Backup Pipeline Project
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Cumulative impacts related to the
permanent conversion of Unique
Farmland to non‐agricultural uses.
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Ability to Meet Project Objectives
The No Project Alternative would not meet either of the project objectives: to provide reliable
conveyance capacity for emergency discharges of Hetch Hetchy water during water quality events
or facility outages, and to increase the operational flexibility and delivery reliability during
emergencies and planned maintenance.
Although SFPUC system operators would have sufficient capacity to convey the maximum future
Hetch Hetchy flow of 315 mgd out of the regional system by utilizing the Alameda East Portal
Overflow Pipeline, flows exceeding the 230‐mgd capacity of the San Antonio Pipeline and 240‐mgd
capacity of the existing chemical facility would be discharged to Pit F6 without first being
dechlorinated or pH‐adjusted (up to 75 mgd).
The No Project Alternative would also not provide the operational flexibility and delivery reliability
afforded by the proposed project. Without implementation of the proposed project, water service to
downstream customers could potentially be disrupted, because SFPUC facility operators would not
have the ability to simultaneously divert quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water out of the regional
water system while accessing water stored in San Antonio Reservoir to meet customer demand.
Further, as discussed in Chapter 3, Project Description, the San Antonio Pipeline is susceptible to
damage due to corrosion and breakage. If the San Antonio Pipeline failed, there would be no
backup pipeline. In the event of failure of the San Antonio Pipeline, the Alameda East Portal
Overflow Pipeline (with a capacity of 180 mgd) would be the only pipeline available to convey
emergency discharges, and this pipeline alone could not accommodate the future maximum Hetch
Hetchy flow of up to 315 mgd. Overall, the No Project Alternative would jeopardize the SFPUC’s
ability to meet the adopted WSIP goals and objectives, which would be counter to SFPUC
Resolution 08‐0200. (See Chapter 2, Introduction and Background, for a description of SFPUC
Resolution 08‐0200.)

Environmental Impacts of the No Project Alternative
As summarized in Table 7‐2, the No Project Alternative would avoid all construction‐related
impacts of the proposed project, including the two significant unavoidable air quality impacts
associated with NOx emissions and health risks (Impacts AQ‐1 and C‐AQ). This is because the
new backup pipeline, chemical facility, Alameda Creek Pump Station, transfer pipeline, cutoff
wall along the perimeter of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, and ancillary features would not be
constructed under the No Project Alternative. The two quarry buildings located east of Pit F3‐
East would not be demolished, thereby eliminating impacts related to hazardous building
materials (Impact HZ‐1 and HZ‐C). Similarly, since this alternative would not generate excess
spoils, the No Project Alternative would also avoid impacts related the permanent conversion of
Unique Farmland to non‐agricultural uses (Impacts AG‐1 and C‐AG).
Consistent with existing conditions, in the event of an emergency or planned discharge, the
SFPUC would retain the ability to discharge up to 230 mgd of dechlorinated system water to
San Antonio Creek via the San Antonio Pipeline. By utilizing the Alameda East Overflow
Pipeline, the SFPUC would have the capacity to convey the entire future maximum Hetch Hetchy
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flow of 315 mgd out of the system. However, the existing San Antonio Pipeline and existing
chemical facility do not have sufficient capacity to accommodate the future maximum Hetch
Hetchy flow; therefore, up to 75 mgd of system water (flows in excess of 230 mgd) would be
discharged to quarry Pit F6 via the Alameda East Portal Overflow Pipeline without being
dechlorinated.
Energy use during operation (Impact ME‐3) would be less under the No Project Alternative
because discharges exceeding the capacity of the San Antonio Pump Station would be made to
San Antonio Creek via gravity. Under the proposed project, all discharges exceeding the capacity
of the San Antonio Pump Station would be made to Pit F3‐East and, if water elevations in Pit F3‐
East were to rise above 195 feet msl, such discharges would subsequently be pumped to San
Antonio Reservoir or to the SVWTP.

7.3.3.2 Alternative 2: SABPL Discharges to Base of Turner Dam
Alternative 2 was selected for analysis because it could reduce certain impacts associated with the
proposed project (e.g., energy consumption, slope stability), is feasible, and would meet the
project’s objectives. Alternative 2 includes all project components originally proposed in the
NOP, but represents an environmentally preferable variation of the original project in that it
routes the backup pipeline beneath the Turner Dam access road to avoid prehistoric
archaeological site SA‐1 and to reduce impacts on sensitive biological resources.
Under this alternative, the backup pipeline would follow the alignment shown on Figure 7‐1. It
would be 2 miles long (0.7 mile longer than under the proposed project) and extend between the
San Antonio Pump Station and the existing discharge facility at San Antonio Creek at the base of
Turner Dam. The new backup pipeline would be constructed generally parallel to the existing
San Antonio Pipeline between the San Antonio Pump Station and pipeline station 62+00. This
pipeline section would be the same as under the proposed project. At pipeline station 62+00, the
backup pipeline would turn east, cross Calaveras Road and pass under the existing San Antonio
Pipeline, and continue beneath the Turner Dam access road along the south side of San Antonio
Creek to the existing discharge facility (see Figure 7‐1). Construction of the backup pipeline
beneath the existing San Antonio Pipeline could undermine the structural integrity of that pipe,
necessitating replacement of a segment of the existing pipeline at that location. Installation of the
backup pipeline beneath the Turner Dam access road would likely require that the SFPUC use an
existing alternative access road located to the north of San Antonio Creek to access the dam
and/or to facilitate construction traffic routing. The need for improvements to the alternative
access road (and any associated impacts of such improvements) is not known. The backup
pipeline would terminate at the existing discharge facility via a new cone valve and outfall to
San Antonio Creek. A new electrical control building would be constructed on the south bank of
San Antonio Creek. The existing stilling basin within the San Antonio Creek channel would be
replaced with a larger stilling basin designed to handle the future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow,
and the creek banks immediately downstream of the new and existing cone valves would be
reinforced with riprap, or with an environmentally engineered bank stabilization alternative, to
protect against bank erosion.
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As with the proposed project, a new chemical facility would be constructed near the San Antonio
Pump Station to dechlorinate and pH‐adjust the Hetch Hetchy water prior to discharge. The
backup pipeline alignment, the modifications to the existing discharge facility, and the new
chemical facility would be designed to accommodate the future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow of
315 mgd. In addition, this alternative would replace a segment of 12‐inch‐diameter water pipeline
to the town of Sunol, the same as under the proposed project. Unlike the proposed project, this
alternative would not construct the new discharge facility at Pit F3‐East, cutoff wall around
Pits F3‐East and F3‐West, Alameda Creek Pump Station, wet well, transfer pipeline, dewatering
pipeline, or new electrical transformer. No construction requiring excavations would be
necessary in the vicinity of Pits F3‐East and F3‐West. Since the cutoff wall would not be
constructed, demolition of the two quarry buildings just east of Pit F3‐East would not be
required. However, like the proposed project, excess spoils generated during construction could
be permanently placed in an earthen berm at the North Spoils Site or former nursery site located
east of Pit F3‐East.
Although the removal of riparian trees along the San Antonio Creek corridor would be avoided
to the extent possible, it is likely that some mature riparian trees could be damaged or would
require removal during construction due to their proximity to the access road. Like the proposed
project, the pipeline would be installed using open‐trench construction methods. Where the
alternative alignment crosses Calaveras Road, steel plates would be placed over the trench to
maintain traffic flow, and at least one lane would remain open at all times. The improvements to
the existing discharge facility, including the new outfall, stilling basin, and riprap, would involve
extensive construction within a reach of San Antonio Creek known to provide habitat for special‐
status aquatic species, including California red‐legged frog and western pond turtle.
Under planned and emergency conditions requiring discharges of quality‐impaired Hetch
Hetchy water, the SFPUC’s preferred operation would be to pump the water to San Antonio
Reservoir or the SVWTP so that it could be conserved for future treatment and distribution to
customers. However, as occurs under the existing condition, the SFPUC’s ability to conserve the
water under this alternative would be limited by the capacity of the San Antonio Pump Station
(160 mgd). When the Hetch Hetchy flow exceeded 160 mgd, the SFPUC would discharge the
entire flow to San Antonio Creek, and the water would not be conserved for future use. When
compared to the proposed project, opportunities to conserve the discharged water for future
delivery to customers would be greatly reduced.

Ability to Meet Project Objectives
Alternative 2 would fully meet both project objectives. The facility improvements that would be
implemented under this alternative would provide reliable conveyance capacity for emergency
discharges of Hetch Hetchy water supplies during water quality events or during facility outages
because the new facilities would have sufficient capacity to accommodate the maximum future
flow of 315 mgd. This alternative would also meet the goal of increasing operational flexibility
and delivery reliability during emergencies and planned maintenance because the new backup
pipeline could be used for emergency discharges while the existing San Antonio Pipeline was
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simultaneously being used to convey water stored in San Antonio Reservoir to the SVWTP to
meet water demand. Alternative 2 would be consistent with the adopted WSIP goals and
objectives prescribed in SFPUC Resolution 08‐0200.

Environmental Impacts of Alternative 2
Compared to the proposed project, this alternative would have less substantial impacts related to
slope instability during construction (Impact GE‐1) because construction activities would not be
conducted within the walls of Pit F3‐East or any other slope that could become unstable. This
alternative would also result in less use of energy during operation (Impact ME‐4) compared to
the project because all flows exceeding 160 mgd would be discharged via gravity (under the
proposed project, all discharges would require pumping from Pit F3‐East to San Antonio Reservoir
or to the SVWTP). Despite the longer pipeline alignment, this alternative likely would require less
excavation than the proposed project because none of the facilities associated with operational
discharges to Pit F3‐East would be built (i.e., new discharge facility on the southern slope of Pit F3‐
East, cutoff wall, transfer pipeline, dewatering pipeline, Alameda Creek Pump Station, and wet
well, which together would generate spoils totaling 86,050 cubic yards). For the proposed project,
construction‐phase NOx emissions exceed the daily threshold of 54 lbs/day during phases when
construction of the facilities associated with operational discharges to Pit F3‐East would be
concurrent with construction of the backup pipeline. With Alternative 2, daily NOx emissions
would be less than under the proposed project, thereby reducing the severity of the two significant
and unavoidable impacts of the proposed project: construction‐related NOX emissions (Impact AQ‐
1) and the project’s contribution to cumulative construction‐related NOX emissions (Impact C‐AQ).
Nonetheless, these impacts likely would remain significant and unavoidable. Further, the
contribution of Alternative 2 to the significant and unavoidable cumulative health risk would be
similar to the proposed project.
As summarized in Table 7‐2, implementation of Alternative 2 would result in greater construction‐
related impacts in many areas relative to the proposed project. Construction‐related impacts on
archaeological site SA‐1 (Impact CP‐2) would be the same as with the proposed project. However,
there could be a greater potential to encounter previously unidentified archaeological and
paleontological resources and human remains, given the increased excavation associated with the
longer pipeline alignment (2 miles versus 1.3 miles; Impacts CP‐2, CP‐3, and CP‐4). Although the
backup pipeline would be routed beneath the existing access road to Turner Dam in an effort to
minimize impacts on riparian habitat, construction‐related impacts on biological resources,
including mature native trees, special‐status species, riparian habitats, and other sensitive habitats
(Impacts BI‐1 and BI‐2), would be greater than under the proposed project due to the extensive
construction within the San Antonio Creek channel associated with improvements to the existing
discharge facility, as well as the proximity of pipeline construction to riparian and sycamore
alluvial habitat. This alternative would result in the same impacts on the freshwater marsh at
Staging Area A and the ephemeral stream along the southern portion of the backup pipeline
alignment (Impact BI‐3), but would increase the severity of this impact because of the permanent
impacts on wetlands and aquatic resources caused by modifying the existing San Antonio Creek
discharge facility. This alternative would result in substantially greater construction‐related impacts
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on water quality (Impact HY‐1) and resident trout and other native fish species (Impact BI‐4) along
San Antonio Creek because of the extensive construction within the creek channel and proximity of
pipeline construction activities to the creek. In addition, it is possible that some mature riparian
trees along the alignment would require removal (Impact BI‐2).
The backup pipeline alignment under Alternative 2 would cross a Chevron crude oil pipeline
that runs along the east side of Calaveras Road, resulting in an increased potential for conflicts
with this pipeline. (The crude oil pipeline would not be affected by the proposed project as the
alignments do not intersect). Because this alternative would avoid construction near Pits F3‐East
and F3‐West, it would avoid potential conflicts with the South Bay Aqueduct along the northern
boundary of the quarry pits. This alternative would also avoid conflicts with the 36‐inch‐diameter
PG&E high‐pressure natural gas pipeline near pipeline station 64+00 because the backup pipeline
alignment at pipeline station 62+00 would veer east across Calaveras Road (Impact UT‐1). The
need for groundwater dewatering would be reduced because excavation associated with the
cutoff wall around Pits F3‐East and F3‐West would not occur, resulting in less substantial water
quality impacts related to the discharge of groundwater from construction dewatering
(Impact HY‐3). However, even with the use of steel plates across open trenches to maintain traffic
flow on Calaveras Road, construction across Calaveras Road and within the access road to Turner
Dam could impede access for emergency response vehicles (Impact TR‐2) and increase traffic
safety hazards (Impact TR‐3). In addition, in the event of an earthquake, lateral spreading (the
horizontal movement of soil due to liquefaction of underlying sediments) could occur along the
portion of the pipeline alignment closest to San Antonio Creek, potentially requiring a retaining
wall. The backup pipeline alignment under the proposed project would not cross this area
(Impact GE‐5) (URS, 2009). This alternative would not require demolition of the two quarry
buildings located just east of Pit F3‐East, and therefore would avoid impacts associated with a
release of hazardous building materials. Like the proposed project, the permanent placement of
spoils in an earthen berm at the former nursery site located east of Pit F3‐East would result in the
permanent conversion of Unique Farmland to non‐agricultural uses (Impacts AG‐1 and C‐AG).
Since the future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow of 315 mgd could be discharged to San Antonio
Creek, there would be an increased potential for Alternative 2 to adversely affect water quality and
aquatic resources in San Antonio and Alameda Creeks during project operations. The increased
flows under this alternative could cause erosion, disrupt aquatic habitat, and adversely affect
special‐status species such as California red‐legged frog and western pond turtle, since these
special‐status species are known to inhabit the San Antonio Creek corridor just downstream of
Turner Dam (Impacts BI‐7, BI‐10, and HY‐8).

7.3.3.3 Alternative 3: Aboveground SABPL
Alternative 3, Aboveground SABPL, was selected as a project alternative because it could reduce
impacts associated with the proposed project (construction of the aboveground pipeline would
minimize ground disturbance and the associated construction‐related impacts), is feasible, and
could meet the project objectives.
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Under this alternative, the new backup pipeline would be constructed along the same alignment
as the proposed project, but it would be constructed entirely aboveground instead of
belowground. The aboveground backup pipeline would be constructed on pipe supports
approximately 2 to 3 feet in height, and the total height of the 66‐inch‐diameter pipeline would be
approximately 7 to 8 feet above ground surface. The vaults and manhole risers along the backup
pipeline alignment would also be constructed above ground. The 12‐inch‐diameter water
pipeline to the town of Sunol would not be constructed under this alternative, but could require
replacement at a later date under a separate project. With the exception of the water pipeline to
the town of Sunol, this alternative includes all of the same facility components as the proposed
project, including the new chemical facility, discharge facility at Pit F3‐East, cutoff wall, Alameda
Creek Pump Station, wet well, transfer pipeline, dewatering pipeline, etc. As with the proposed
project, all project facilities would be designed with sufficient capacity to accommodate the future
maximum Hetch Hetchy flow of 315 mgd.
This alternative would substantially reduce earthwork associated with pipeline installation and
would reduce disturbance to vegetated areas along the backup pipeline alignment. Construction
of this alternative probably would generate a smaller fraction of the 31,300 cubic yards of excess
spoils associated with construction of the backup pipeline under the proposed project. All other
construction activities would be the same as under the proposed project. Like the proposed
project, excess spoils generated during construction could be permanently placed in an earthen
berm at the North Spoils Site or former nursery site located east of Pit F3‐East.
Project operations would be the same as those under the proposed project. Like the proposed
project, this alternative would enable the SFPUC to conserve the future maximum Hetch Hetchy
flow for treatment and distribution to customers.

Ability to Meet Project Objectives
Alternative 3 would meet both project objectives. The new aboveground backup pipeline and
associated facilities would provide reliable conveyance capacity for planned and emergency
discharges of Hetch Hetchy water because these facilities would be designed to accommodate the
future maximum flow of 315 mgd. This alternative would also meet the goal of increasing
operational flexibility and delivery reliability during emergencies and planned maintenance
because the SFPUC would be able to convey discharges through the new backup pipeline while
simultaneously using the existing San Antonio Pipeline to convey water stored in San Antonio
Reservoir to the SVWTP to meet water demand. Alternative 3 would be consistent with the
adopted WSIP goals and objectives prescribed in SFPUC Resolution 08‐0200.

Environmental Impacts of Alternative 3
As summarized in Table 7‐2, implementation of Alternative 3 would reduce construction‐related
impacts in some areas relative to the proposed project. Most importantly, this alternative would
reduce the severity of the two significant and unavoidable impacts of the proposed project—
construction‐related NOx emissions (Impact AQ‐1) and the project’s contribution to cumulative
construction‐related NOx emissions and health risk impacts (Impact C‐AQ)—because the
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aboveground pipeline would require much less excavation and earthwork and would result in a
decrease in construction‐related NOx emissions when compared to the proposed project.
Assuming that the elimination of pipeline trench excavation and related on‐site transport and off‐
site disposal of spoils could reduce related equipment and vehicle operations by approximately
one‐fifth, construction‐related NOx emissions would be less than with the proposed project.
However, mitigated emissions in 2013 likely would still exceed the significance threshold of
54 lbs/day assuming concurrent construction of the backup pipeline and facilities associated with
operational discharges to Pit F3‐East; however, mitigated emissions in 2014 could be reduced to
below the significance threshold. The contribution of Alternative 3 to the significant and
unavoidable cumulative health risk would also be reduced.
There also would be less potential to encounter previously unidentified archaeological and
paleontological resources and human remains because of the reduced excavation associated with
the backup pipeline and because the water pipeline to the town of Sunol would not be
constructed (Impacts CP‐2, CP‐3, and CP‐4). Similarly, construction‐related impacts on biological
resources, including special‐status species and sensitive habitats (Impacts BI‐1 and BI‐2), as well
as impacts related to soil erosion, sedimentation of San Antonio and Alameda Creeks (Impacts
GE‐2 and HY‐1), and construction‐related effects on resident trout and other native fish species
(Impact BI‐4), would be less substantial relative to the proposed project because of the reduced
excavation. The need for groundwater dewatering could also be reduced as a result of the
reduced amount of excavation, resulting in less substantial water quality impacts related to the
discharge of groundwater from construction dewatering (Impact HY‐3).
Impacts on aquatic resources due to construction disturbance across the ephemeral stream
located along the southern portion of the backup pipeline alignment and across San Antonio
Creek (Impact BI‐3) could be avoided because the pipeline supports could be placed to avoid
these features. Similarly, this alternative could avoid conflicts with the 36‐inch‐diameter and
22‐inch‐diameter PG&E high‐pressure natural gas pipelines (Impact UT‐1) because the pipeline
supports could be placed to avoid these natural gas pipelines.
Like the proposed project, the future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow of 315 mgd would be
discharged to Pit F3‐East and subsequently pumped to San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP.
Therefore, operational impacts would be similar to those of the proposed project: there would be
no direct discharges to San Antonio or Alameda Creeks, and there would be no related
significant adverse effects on resident trout and other native fish species or on water quality from
direct discharges (Impacts BI‐10 and HY‐8). Energy use during operation under this alternative
would be the same as under the proposed project (Impact ME‐4). Like the proposed project, the
permanent placement of spoils in an earthen berm at the former nursery site would result in the
permanent conversion of Unique Farmland to non‐agricultural uses (Impacts AG‐1 and C‐AG).
The SFPUC would need space to inspect and maintain the pipeline, and would not be able to
fully screen the 7‐ to 8‐foot‐high aboveground backup pipeline from Calaveras Road using
vegetation because of the limited space between the pipeline right‐of‐way and Calaveras Road,
and due to restrictions outlined in the SFPUC’s Right‐of‐Way Integrated Vegetation Management
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Policy, which would prohibit trees from being planted within the right‐of‐way of the backup
pipeline. Therefore, the aboveground pipeline would be visible from Calaveras Road, a
designated scenic roadway, particularly along the 6,200 feet where the backup pipeline would
parallel the road. Since the opportunities to screen the backup pipeline are limited, the visibility
of the aboveground backup pipeline from Calaveras Road would result in a significant and
unavoidable impact on scenic resources (Impact AE‐3) and could also adversely affect the
character of the project vicinity (Impact LU‐2). In addition, the aboveground backup pipeline
would be less secure than the belowground pipeline planned under the proposed project, making
it more vulnerable to vandalism.

7.4 Comparison of Alternatives
The CEQA Guidelines require the identification of an environmentally superior alternative to the
proposed project (Section 15126.6[e]). If it is determined that the “no project” alternative would
be the environmentally superior alternative, then the EIR shall also identify an environmentally
superior alternative among the other project alternatives (Section 15126.6[3]).
Table 7‐2 compares the impacts associated with the CEQA alternatives to those of the proposed
project. As discussed throughout Chapter 5, Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation
Measures, Pumping Variants 1 and 2 would result in impacts that are very similar to or the same
as those of the proposed project. Thus, for the purpose of this alternatives analysis, the
comparison of the project alternatives to the proposed project also applies to Pumping Variants 1
and 2, unless otherwise indicated.
The No Project Alternative would avoid all of the construction‐related environmental impacts of
the proposed project, including the two significant and unavoidable construction‐related impacts
associated with NOX emissions and cumulative health risks (Impacts AQ‐1 and C‐AQ). This
alternative would also avoid operational impacts on biological resources in Pit F3‐East. However,
this alternative would not achieve either of the project objectives and would be counter to the
SFPUC’s basic mission of providing a reliable water supply for its customers, because water service
to downstream customers could potentially be disrupted in the event of a water quality emergency.
In addition, SFPUC facility operators would not have the ability to simultaneously divert quality‐
impaired Hetch Hetchy water out of the regional water system while accessing water in
San Antonio Reservoir for water supplies to meet the needs of downstream customers. Further,
because the capacity of the existing chemical facility is limited to 240 mgd and the capacity of the
San Antonio Pipeline is 230 mgd, when flows are pumped to San Antonio Reservoir, up to 75 mgd
would be discharged to quarry Pit F6 via the Alameda East Portal Overflow Pipeline without being
dechlorinated in the event of a planned or emergency discharge of Hetch Hetchy water supplies.
Alternative 2, SABPL Discharges to Base of Turner Dam, would achieve both of the project
objectives and would support the SFPUC’s basic mission of providing a reliable water supply for its
customers by providing the ability to simultaneously divert quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water
out of the regional water system while accessing water stored in San Antonio Reservoir to meet
customer demand. Alternative 2 would reduce the severity of Impacts AQ‐1 and C‐AQ, both of
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which were determined to be significant and unavoidable under the proposed project, but NOx
emissions likely would still exceed the significance thresholds and the impacts would remain
unavoidable even with mitigation. In addition, the significant cumulative health risk impact under
this alternative would be similar to the proposed project. Overall, however, this alternative would
result in greater magnitude long‐term impacts when compared to the proposed project. That is,
while the backup pipeline would be routed beneath the Turner Dam access road to minimize
impacts on the riparian corridor of San Antonio Creek, excavation for the longer backup pipeline
(2 miles long versus 1.3 miles long) would likely result in greater impacts on biological resources.
Further, the proposed improvements to the existing discharge facility at San Antonio Creek would
result in greater construction‐related impacts related to erosion, water quality, aquatic habitat, and
special‐status species. Even with the improvements to the discharge facility, the increased volume
and rate of future discharges could result in long‐term impacts on these same resources. In
addition, Alternative 2 would not provide the SFPUC with the ability to conserve the future
maximum Hetch Hetchy flow of 315 mgd for future use.
Alternative 3, Aboveground SABPL, would achieve both of the project objectives and would
support the SFPUC’s basic mission. Under this alternative, less soil excavation would be required
because the pipeline would be constructed on pipeline supports, resulting in reduced impacts with
respect to certain environmental resources. When compared to the proposed project, this alternative
would result in a decrease in construction‐related NOX emissions and would lessen the severity of
Impacts AQ‐1 and C‐AQ, both of which were determined to be significant and unavoidable under
the proposed project. With this alternative, Impact AQ‐1 would still be considered significant and
unavoidable (for emissions during 2013) but the emissions would exceed the significance
thresholds for a shorter period of time. The significant cumulative health risk under this alternative
would be similar to the proposed project. This alternative could avoid impacts on the ephemeral
stream along the southern portion of the backup pipeline alignment and on San Antonio Creek
(Impact BI‐3) if the pipeline supports were placed to avoid these features. Similarly, this
alternative could avoid conflicts with the 36‐inch‐diameter PG&E high‐pressure natural gas
pipeline (Impact UT‐1) if the pipeline supports were placed to avoid the gas pipeline. Because the
aboveground backup pipeline installed under this alternative would discharge to Pit F3‐East and
the discharged water would ultimately be pumped to San Antonio Reservoir or the SVWTP, the
future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow of 315 mgd could be conserved in the system for future use,
the same as under the proposed project. However, construction of the 7‐ to 8‐foot‐high
aboveground pipeline would adversely affect the character of the project vicinity and result in a
significant and unavoidable impact on scenic resources because the 1.3‐mile‐long aboveground
pipeline would be visible from Calaveras Road, a designated scenic roadway, while under the
proposed project the pipeline would be underground and would not be visible. Despite a reduction
in temporary significant and unavoidable air quality impacts, this alternative would result in
greater overall impacts when compared to the proposed project and Alternative 2 due to the
permanent, unavoidable degradation of scenic views from Calaveras Road.
As assessed above, although none of the action alternatives would reduce all of the impacts of the
proposed project (and all of the impacts of Pumping Variants 1 and 2), Alternative 2 is considered
to be environmentally superior among the alternatives, in part because it could incrementally
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reduce significant and unavoidable impacts associated with the proposed project (Impacts AQ‐1
and C‐AQ). Relative to the proposed project, this alternative would result in reduced impacts
related to slope instability during construction (Impact GE‐1) and energy use during project
operations (Impact ME‐4), but would result in greater impacts on many resources, such as aquatic
habitats and special‐status species. These greater impacts are associated with the portion of the
backup pipeline alignment east of Calaveras Road and parallel to the San Antonio Creek corridor,
the modifications to the existing discharge facility at the base of Turner Dam, and the effects of
future discharges on sensitive habitat and special‐status species in this portion of the creek channel.

7.5 Alternatives Considered but Rejected from Further
Analysis
The alternatives to the SABPL project that were considered during project development are
presented in the Sunol Valley Water Source Reliability Alternatives Analysis Report (Task 10.4)
(URS and CDM, 2006). The purpose of the Alternatives Analysis Report was to document the
evaluation of conveyance alternatives to provide 160 mgd of supply to the SVWTP during an
outage associated with the Hetch Hetchy system. The Alternatives Analysis Report
considered two Hetch Hetchy outage scenarios: (1) a planned maintenance event that did not
require the discharge of quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy supply, and (2) an emergency event
necessitating the discharge of the entire Hetch Hetchy flow into the Alameda system. The
proposed project falls under the second outage scenario. Five alternative concepts (called
“options”) were considered for the second outage scenario as part of the background and
project development. Option 5 represents the proposed project as originally described in the
2007 NOP. Options 1 through 4 were considered but rejected for the reasons indicated below.
Table 7‐3 summarizes the options that were considered in the Alternatives Analysis Report and
indicates each option’s ability to meet the project goals. As indicated in the table, Options 1, 2, and 4
would meet both of the project objectives. However, Options 1 and 2 would involve discharges to
Alameda Creek and associated potential impacts related to sudden temperature and flow changes
in the creek during a discharge event. Both of these options would result in greater environmental
impacts on biological resources (including resident trout and other native fish species) and water
quality. While Option 4 would meet both of the project objectives and would provide the SFPUC
with the ability to conserve the quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water for future use by conveying
the water to San Antonio Reservoir, this option would also result in greater environmental impacts
when compared to the proposed project, including impacts on biological resources due to
construction within the riparian zone of San Antonio Creek and impacts on cultural resources
because the pipeline alignment would traverse prehistoric archaeological site SA‐1. Option 3, which
would involve discharges to San Antonio Creek via the existing San Antonio Pipeline, was
determined to be technically infeasible because the existing San Antonio Pipeline does not have the
capacity to convey the future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow. Option 5 (Discharge to San Antonio
Creek through a new valve in Alameda Siphon No. 3 and a new pipeline paralleling the existing
San Antonio Pipeline) included construction of a new pipeline parallel to the existing San Antonio
Pipeline and discharge to San Antonio Creek. This option is evaluated above as Alternative 2,
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TABLE 7‐3
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT REJECTED FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION
Potential Alternative Identified Description

Ability to Meet Project Objectives and Constraints on Implementation

Option 1. Discharge to Alameda Construction of a new approximately 1,100‐foot‐long,
 Meets All Project Objectives:
Creek through the existing
84‐inch‐diameter discharge pipeline extending
– Provides sufficient capacity to discharge future maximum Hetch Hetchy
Alameda East Portal vent.
between the outlet of the Alameda East Portal
flow.
Overflow Pipeline to a new outfall into the east
– SFPUC would have the operational flexibility to simultaneously
channel of Alameda Creek. An energy dissipation
discharge quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water out of the regional water
structure and other improvements would be
system while accessing water in San Antonio Reservoir.
constructed at the new outfall in Alameda Creek to
 Reasons for Rejection:
minimize erosion, and the existing chemical facility at
– Includes discharges to Alameda Creek and could result in impacts
the San Antonio Pump Station would be expanded.
related to sudden temperature and flow changes during discharge.
Quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water would be
–
Would result in greater environmental impacts on biological resources
dechlorinated and pH‐adjusted at the existing chemical
(including resident trout and other native fish) and water quality due to
facility before being discharged to Alameda Creek.
construction within the Alameda Creek channel and discharges to the
creek.
Option 2. Discharge to Alameda Construction of a new valve in Alameda Siphon No. 3
 Meets All Project Objectives:
Creek through a new valve in
and a new approximately 1,100‐foot‐long, 84‐inch‐
– Provides sufficient capacity to discharge future maximum Hetch Hetchy
Alameda Siphon No. 3.
diameter discharge pipeline extending between the
flow.
new valve in Alameda Siphon No. 3 to the east channel
– SFPUC would have the operational flexibility to simultaneously
of Alameda Creek. An energy dissipation structure and
discharge quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water out of the regional water
other improvements would be constructed at the new
system while accessing water in San Antonio Reservoir.
outfall in Alameda Creek to minimize erosion, and the
 Reasons for Rejection:
existing chemical facility at the San Antonio Pump
– Includes discharges to Alameda Creek and could result in impacts
Station would be expanded. (This option is similar to
related to sudden temperature and flow changes during discharge.
Option 1 except that the quality‐impaired water would
– Would result in greater environmental impacts on biological resources
exit the system via the new valve in Alameda Siphon
(including resident trout and other native fish) and water quality due to
No. 3 as opposed to the Alameda East Portal Overflow
construction
within the Alameda Creek channel and discharges to the
Pipeline.) Quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water would
creek.
be dechlorinated and pH‐adjusted at the existing
chemical facility before being discharged to Alameda
Creek.
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TABLE 7‐3 (Continued)
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT REJECTED FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION
Potential Alternative Identified Description
Option 3. Discharge to San
Antonio Creek through the
existing 48‐inch‐diameter cone
valve.

Ability to Meet Project Objectives and Constraints on Implementation

Construction of a new suction pipeline between
Alameda Siphon No. 3 and the existing San Antonio
Pipeline. Quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water would
be conveyed through Alameda Siphon No. 3 to the San
Antonio Pump Station. The discharge would be
conveyed to the existing discharge facility in San
Antonio Creek via the San Antonio Pipeline.

 Fails to Meet All Project Objectives:
– Fails to meet basic criterion of conveying future maximum Hetch Hetchy
flow, because the existing San Antonio Pipeline does not have sufficient
capacity.
– SFPUC would not have the operational flexibility to simultaneously
discharge quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water out of the regional water
system while accessing water in San Antonio Reservoir.
 Reasons for Rejection:
– This option is not technically feasible because the existing San Antonio
Pipeline does not have the capacity to convey the future maximum
Hetch Hetchy flow.
– This option does not meet either of the project objectives.

Option 4. Discharge to San
Antonio Reservoir via a new
pump station and pipeline
paralleling the existing San
Antonio Pipeline.

Construction of a new 2.25‐mile‐long pipeline from the  Meets All Project Objectives:
San Antonio Pump Station to San Antonio Reservoir,
– Provides sufficient capacity to discharge future maximum Hetch Hetchy
paralleling the existing San Antonio Pipeline between
flow.
the pump station and Turner Dam. A new suction
– SFPUC would have the operational flexibility to simultaneously
pipeline would be constructed between Alameda
discharge quality‐impaired Hetch Hetchy water out of the regional water
Siphon No. 3 and the San Antonio Pump Station to
system while accessing water in San Antonio Reservoir.
accommodate the future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow.
 Benefits:
A new pump station would be constructed near the
– Future maximum Hetch Hetchy flow is retained in the water system for
San Antonio Pump Station, and the existing chemical
future use.
facility would be expanded.
 Constraints:
– Easements could be required because the pipeline alignment traverses
private property.
 Reasons for Rejection:
– Would result in greater environmental impacts on biological resources
due to construction along the existing San Antonio Pipeline alignment,
which encroaches on sensitive riparian habitat along San Antonio Creek.
– Would result in greater environmental impacts on cultural resources
because the pipeline alignment would traverse prehistoric archaeological
site SA‐1.
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TABLE 7‐3 (Continued)
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT REJECTED FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION
Potential Alternative Identified Description
NOx Emissions Reduction
Alternative

Ability to Meet Project Objectives and Constraints on Implementation

This alternative would involve staggering the
 This alternative would meet the project objectives.
construction schedule of facilities associated with
 Although no specific constraints to implementation have been identified,
operation discharges to Pit F3 East such that
staggering the construction phases would prolong the overall construction
construction phasing did not overlap, thereby reducing
schedule and, consequently, prolong the duration of other construction‐
NOx emissions to a significant, mitigable level.
related environmental impacts. Therefore, this alternative was rejected.

SOURCES: URS and CDM, 2006.
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SABPL Discharges to Base of Turner Dam, with the modifications noted. Thus, all engineering
options presented in the Alternatives Analysis Report except for Option 5 were rejected, because
they would not meet the goals of the project, would result in greater environmental impacts than
the proposed project, or were determined to be infeasible. In addition to the options evaluated in
the Alternatives Analysis Report, an alternative specifically directed at reducing NOx emissions
during 2013 below the significance threshold was contemplated, as described in Table 7‐3.
_________________________
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